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Record Dis] )lay Form 

,L13: Ent}:y 28 of ·54 File: PGPB Aug I, .::. 002 

DOCUMENT-IDENTIFIER: US 20020103622 Al 
TITLE: Decision-aid system based on wirelessly-transmitted vehicle craah sensor 
information 

~bB tra~:t ~g:agraEh (1): 
A decifdon·-aid system that receives" analyzes, manages and communic:atEs data :Erom 
vehiclE~ ,:rash sensors for use by trauma system personnel in treating j nj ured 
c:ccupa:£lt ~E'rom the vehicles which produced the crash sensor data. ~~he system 
utilizE~s a computer system that accepts and analyzes vehicle crash dat a from vehicle 
commun:Lc.~t:ion systems connected to crash sensors that generate dat'Cl wI' en a veil'icl';
is involved. in a crash. Crash sensor data is stored on a central nE~twc·rkfor:r·emote 
a ccess by trauma system personnel and others p'roviding response servic es and mediccll 
services to injured vehicle occupants. By gaining access to crash flenE'or data, 
analyzed c~ash sensor data and other information, accurate patient trensport, 
bandling al,'dtreatment decisions can be made. 

§~E1~:>f _.Invention Paragraph (2): . 
10001] T::l.i13 invention relates to medical decision-aid systems general] y, and more 
specifically to decision-aid systems that provide information based or the analysis 

. cf ve!!~_c le _..£rasQ sensor data to providers of emergency medical carE~. 

§ummary (,)f _,Invention Paragraph (4): 
[0002J The present invention is a decision-aid system that receives, n,anages, 
analyzE~s and communicates wirelessly-transmitted vehicle crash senElor data in order 
to improve the decision-making ability of trau~a systems with respect to the 
handling of motor vehicle actident victims from the vehicles in which the crash 
sensor d3.ta originated. The term "trauma system" as used herein irlc:luc es _. all -.
elements o:E the emergency response process set' in motion when an indi\ idual is 
:i nvol ved in. an automobile accident, inciuding emergency medical syutenls (EMS) and 
d.ispatch systems as they relate to motor yehicle trauma ~s well as the hospit,ls, 
trauma cen~ers and other facilities· that handle and treat victims of'n~tor v~hicle ---.---
trauma. 

§ummaE~L::>f _,Invention Paragraph (5): . . 
10003]' Automobile accidents are a leading cause of death in the Un:ltee: States, 
k111in9 :Jv,:!:r 40, 000 people. each year. While approximately half of t:hoE e-'k:ille.:Iwill 
c.ie at th.e scene of the accident, the other half will be treated by Vc rious medical 
a.nd emer:Je:~.cy response professionals that make up modern trauma syutenls. Moto:r 
,rehicle- re lated trauma' is usually referred to as "blunt trauma" becauE e tnOBt 
'1 nju:rT«;s are internal. injuries. Vehicle occupants are injured primnriJ y by th,s 
~:xtrem.~ forces placed on their bodies when their vehicle rapidly df!Ce) e1: 11tes from a 
high rate of speed to a low rate of speed, tisually in a fraction of a SEcond. It is 
~,ell known amongst trauma professionals that blunt trauma is a diEleastl e·f time. ThE~ 
r:lore ra.pidly that a severely injured occupant receives surgical trl~atl\er.t, the 
~:rreater th~dr c~hances of survival. Modern trauma systems attempt t:o pro\'ide this 
t:reat.m:mt wi thi.n the first hour after inj ury, during what is commol:'l.ly re:1:erred to as 
I'The Golden Hour. II 

~;umma£i-ot." Invention Paragraph (~):. . . 
:0004) 'there: are at least five dlst1nct act1v1ties that must be performed by a 
trauma systE:m in order for a severely injured vehiCle occupant to :recl!i\'e surgical 
treatment: (1) a 911 dispatcher receives notification of an accident HnC'. dispatchef3 
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an ambulance; ,(2) the ambulance travels to scene; (3) on-scene triage and treatment. 
is perfo:cmed by emergency 'medical personnel; (4) the injured occupelnt is tranl:Jporte:'d 
to a treat:i.n'; facility; and, (5) the occupant's injuries are' diagn~5:ed ,by phys:l,::iane. 
at the t:~eating facility. These activities may take a significant cLmount of t:lmeto 
perform, oj:t9n exceeding the Golden Hour. The decisions that drive these, activities 
are baEled on the information available to the trauma system regardj,ng the inju:ries 
to the spec.ific occupants involved ("trauma decision-making system'I). ' 

Summary of J:nvention Paragraph (7): 
[0005] The ,i:njuries received by a specific occupant will depend upon the forces 
generated in the collision as well as the areas of the body that absolbe:1 tholH:! 
forces. ~rhes,e may be affected by several factors including: (l) the! dynallics o:E the 
i:mpac!:.i (2) the cras'hworthiness of the vehicle; (3) the vehicle ,safety features; (4) 
whether the occupant w~s wearing restraints; (5) the position of the cccupant within 
the ~tdc::lt~ :abin; and (6) characteristics of the occupant such as the ir size,. 
weight, age 3.nd medical condition. Under present trauma decision-mslking systems, the 
only available information regarding these factors is usually that gathered at the 
scene of the accident by emergency responders such as police, ,fireman, e'Tlergency 
medical technicians (EMT'S) and paramedics. As a result, delayed or incorrect 
deciei(>nl:l caused by a lack of precise information 'could delay, surgical" interv~:!n·tioI1., 
,""hich ma~r J:-esult in loss of life or increased injury. 

~umma,9~~_,!.;nvention Paragraph (9): 
[0007] Another problem with present trauma decision-making systems is, that emc~:rgency 
responde:C's have little advance knowledge of what they may find at cln accident scene:. 
'I'hey gE:merally do not know how many injured occupants may be present, or what t:ype 
cf injurieB,they can expect. They may not have information suggesting whether 
vehiclE~ ,:!xtrication may be required, or whether they will face hazelrds from 
FotentTal ~'.~hicle fires, fuel leaks or explo~ions. They may need tel call for backup 
cr air t:C"ansport, and may not know what their destination facility will be or 111ho ' 
\\'ill u1 t:tmately be directing the trauma team. Simple decisions such as what type of 
equipmem': to carry from the ambulance to the damaged vehicle could be impacted by 
the level of knowledge that an emergency responder has regarding the crash eve::1.t. 

§~!)~~! __ .Invention Paragraph ,(10) : 
[0008] ~lother problem with present trauma decision-making systems relates to 
"mechani:3m of injuryll data. The term IImecha:nism of injury" is used to describe 
informcl,t.lon about the movements of the occupant within the vehicl~.!_ ir..cll1ding the 
forces sustained by the various body parts of the occupant. Given the difficulty in 
~iagn~~;ijlg blunt trauma injuries, which are often internal, mechanism of injury' 
informat.lon is very important in determining the likely injuries and their severity. 
As a rE~s'll t:, mechanism of inj ury data is often relied upon by emergenc y :(espol1se and 
roedical professionals to make decisions ahout pre-transport treatmEmt, facility 
selectio:1., trauma team activation and diagnostic procedures. Under prEsent' trauma 
decision-making systems, mechanism of injury data may only be estimated by emergenc:y 
:responde:rs based on their visual observations about the crashed v~!Licl~...!! and their 
occupant;:! . 

~:ummaq~Jf _,Invention Paragraph (11):, , 
10009] Ano'::her problem with present trauma decision-making systems is the quality (if 
~ata used to select the destination facility. Most trauma centers haVE' Epecific 
e,dmiss:lon :::riteria that is usually based on the extent of injury pl~rce'ived by the 
E:mergency responders. However, it is very difficult ,for an emergency ]'eepon<!er to 
5.iagn..21?e an internal brain, abdominal or pelvic injury in the field that may not 
e:xhibit ext.ernal signs. Restrained occupa,:nts may not strike anything ,rithin the 
vehicle during the crash except for safety restraint systems, yet l:tuft eI' severe 
1:nj uri~;s result.ing purely from rapid deceleration. As a result, tllt~re iE a 
fdgnificant: popUlation of severely injured patients who wJ.ll be initi('.lJ y 
transported to either a hospital emergency department or a lower-ll~ve:': trauma 
center. The severity of their injuries will likely be discove'red at tlLOE e 
l:acili·ties I where, they either will attempt treatment or transfer to a s~ecializ~d 
trauma, facil ity depending upon the stability of the patient. This cost s precious 
t:ime that ma.y be needed in order to save the life of the patient . 

. ~:ummar~Lof, .. lnvention Paragraph (12): 
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[(1010] Anotbe;r problem with present trauma decision-making systems :lei 1.h~,.t, existing 
nmchanism oi: injury data is not accurate enough to reliably predict tri:tunta tearr: 
resources wId ch need to be activated. Specific cri teria must usually. bl! met by a. 
patient in oI'der to activate a trauma team, or to activate specific tntUnta team 
mmnber.s such as a neurosurgeon. If a patient fails to initially meet thif; criteria 
but has a. hidden severe head or abq.ominal iIfjury, key trauma 'personnel mc:y not be 
a"'ailable in a timely manner in' order to treat them. Additionally, .'~~~~tic 
resources (x- ray, CT-scan) may also need to be coordinated to be sure j~h4;~y are 
available, (l[Ld- insure that no delays take place during patient handlinq. CT sca.ns 
and X-rays are critical diagnostic tools for injury diagnosis. CT 1,·:::anllel·S are 
extremely expensive, and may be located several floors and hundreds of ¥clrds away 
fj:om the patient: location. When dealing with a multiply injured patien~: that ba.s 
thoracic, abdominal, pelvic or other injuries· causing substantial hemo:~rhage, 
l:.fesaving Burgery may have to be postponed because a definitive crr sC.tn. ~i~~gsis 
cannot be obtained. 

Summary c,f ~!:nvention Paragraph (13): . . 
[(lOll] .Ar..otl1E~r problem with trauma decision-making systems is that surlJeons are 
forced to rr.ake critical diagnosis and treatment decisions based on vert :.ittle 
i~lformat:i.on.. While the emergency responders to the accident scene may : >e able to 
p:~ovide f;'OITl(j mechanism of injury information, . this information is ofte'l unreliable. 
D~!teriorc,tin9 .patient condition often forces the surgeon to stop the ~~rnosti.s:'· 
p:~ocesB . before a definitive diagnosis can be made, and make guesses ab Jut like:J.y 
ih.juries se. the patient does not die while being diagnosed. The surgee> 1 often has no 
choice but to rely on obtained mechanism of injury information obtaine i ::,rom 
e1nergency renponders. 

~llmma~~~}nvention paragraph' (14) : 
[)012) AnotJmr problem with trauma decision-making systems is t;hat tralmd Burgeons 
are often fae::ed with daunting task of treating severely and multiply i'ljured 
p.itients, under tremendous time pressure, and with little information ·lb.)ut how they 
w'~re in.jure:d, As a result, some injuries' will necessarily be missed th:lt. if' 
discovered earlier, may have saved a life. Brain, abdominal and pelvic i:ljuriE~fJ 
r~present: th::ee areas that are particularly hard to diagnose. 

~';lmmary of _;[J1vention Paragraph (15): 
[0013] The p:rior art describes attempts to overcome some of the abeve jr iwbacb~. For 
example:, the systems disclosed by Shaibani (U. S. Pat .. No.5, 586,024) and Dormcmd, et 
al. (U.S .. Pal:. No. 4,839,822) disclose computer systems for diagn~sing trauma 
injurie:s in which' system users input information about' the victim a.nd th~ accident 
circums:tanee:3, and the computer system provides a possible injury list or sug~Jf~sted 
t re·atme:nts. 'rhe.se systems are designed to process the existing infcorma ti::Jn available 
to tra1...1ma uurgeons through the trauma system, and do not disclose the ca?ture a.nd 
analysi.s oj: :ifehicle sensor and other cras1'!-related information. Noz' do t!ley provide:. 
a delive:~y system for the various entities in the. trauma system as discl:)s.ed by the 
present: invention. Thus trauma decision-aid systems in the prior art do not solve 
many of the problems that currently exist in frauma decision-making systems. 

Summary of _.Invention Paragraph (16): 
(0014) There is therefore a.need for a trauma decision-aid system that pr~vides· 
jnformution from sensors within the crash-involved vehicles to trauma system ' 
f. ersonnel ~ The present invention is designed to utilize detailed vf!hic Ie cras:n 
sensor informati'on, transmitted through vehicle wireless communi cat: iOI systems such 
a.s the Gen.:!!ral Motors OnStar system or the Mercede's Benz Tele-Aid 13YSt en, in 
I·rovid:lng a. decision-aid system for trauma system personnel. reBpondin~i to motor 
yehiell:! ac·::idents. The pre~ent invention provides a decision-aid systE'm for trauma 
·i ystem---personnel that involves analyzing this information and deli~,er=- n~ it to 
varioul3 participants in the trauma system, providing superior info:cmat ie n upon which 
t:o determine crash severity and predict potential injuries in order tel c ss:ist 
E!mergency response personnel in response, transport', diagnosis and trf:atment of 
:i.njured ve~~1cle: occupants. ' 

. !;umma.!'~~ of _ .. Invention Paragraph (18): . . . 
:0015] A. decision aid system is disclosed for (1) receiving on-board lIer.Bor data 
Hirelessly t.ransmitted from crash-involved 'vehicles, (2) analyzin~J th:.s data and (3) 
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delivering t::1e results to data users, notably emergency medical personnel.. This 
system enabll~s trauma system peraonnel to make accurate 'patient-handling deci(;;:lons 
by gaining a,:cess to crash sensor data obtained directly from the_.~·ehicl~~ involved. 
in the accidents to which they are responding. 

~ummarX_~~_~[::1vention Paragraph (19): 
[0016] In ge:J.eral, a vehicle is shown as including an on-board communications' l:Jystem 
connected to crash sensors that generate data when a vehicle is involved in a crash.. 
The crash fH:!::lSOrs are preferably located within an occupant restraint system, ';iii"d--' 
include;-:;;ehi,:le movement sensors, occupant sensors and system sensors. The vehicle 
owner Clr-(ij=:rver preferably subscribers to a vehicle communication E,erv ice, - aner-
authorizes t~e transmission of crash sensor data generated by these sens~r6 through 
a wirelel3s n'3twork to the operations center rendering location-base~d serv-ices. At 
the time cra3h sensor data is received, the operations center forwards the data to a 
Crash Da1:a"jJ,~livery and processing System (Crash Data D&PS) along with any sto:ced 
'fi'ubscribf:!r d,~ta about the driver, vehicle and occupants. The Crash Data D&PS is the 
heart of the decision-aid system, and includes computer systems fOI"mana3ing, 
analyz.i.n~J clnd presenting crash event data. Data users that seek to use the 
decision-aid system, including medical response personnel in the field, =an access 
~rash e:vc~nt: data through landline and wireless networks. 

~ummary of _~I:nvention Paragraph (21): 
[0018] A decision-aid system that manages crash event dati for subscribers tea 

'vehicle communication service -------
Summary of _~[:nvention paragraph (22): 
{00191 A decision-aid system that enables subscribers of vehicle cClmmuni:!ation 
servicE:s to ,authorize the capture and transmission of crash sensor data 

Summary ()f _~[:nvention paragraph (23): 
[00201 A decision-aid system that enables crash sensor data to be correlated with 

/subscrlbc~r d.ata stored by the provider of avehicle communication E:erv ice 

§ummary of _:I:nvention Paragraph (24): 
{0021] A decision-aid system that uses the sensors contained within a safety 
restraint. c=o:ntrol system to determine when to' tran'smit crash senSCI' data to a .E..emot.e 
locaticm ------
Summary of _.I:nvention Paragraph (25): 
10022] A decision-aid system that predicts occupant .injury based on czash sensor 
data 

§~mmary~~_.I:nvention paragraph (:2 7) : 
[0024] A decision-aid system that bases accident severity predictions on predictions· 
of inju~{ based on analy~is of crash sensor data 

~ummary of _.I:nvention Paragraph (29): 
[0026]' A decision-aid system that notifies trauma personnel about crash event I:! that: 
are rele'rant to their response obligations 

§~9~)f" .. I:nvention Paragraph (30): 
[0027] A decision-aid system that enables data to be manually inserted into crash 
event re,::oJ:ds where other trauma personnel can access the data 

§ummar~L:>f __ Invention paragraph (31): 
[0028] A decision-aid system that analyzes crash sensor data again"t~e database of 
(other cras::l sensor data 

.~,um~~Lof _.Invention Paragraph (32): 
10029] A decision-aid system that analyzes crash sensor data againnt, ~ database of 
r.istor:Lcal injury records 

§um~L...Df _.Invention paragraph (33): 
10030] A decision-aid system that analyzes crash sensor data using vel:ic1~ 
crashworthiness data specific to th~ cras1:!-involved vehicle 
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~l~...Y-~~_Jnvention Paragraph (34): 
[)031) A dec:Lsion-aid system that uses a rules-based expert system tOlndlyze crash 
81:msor delta. 

~.1mmarY~~)Jlvention Paragraph (35): 
[)032] A df~G:Lsion-aid system that uses 'a case-based reasoning system t) .inalYl1:E~ 

crash seIlsor data 

S .lmmary ()f }l1vention Paragraph (36): 
D033] A dE!G:lsion-aid system that notifies trauma personnel about the3.v.iilability 
of cr~~.h event data based on geographic data about the crash event and j-.l.risdiction 
of the trauma. personnel . 

Summary of _.~[nvention Paragraph (37): 
[0034} A decision-aid system that enables trauma system personnel t.o acc~ss. cra.sh 
event data ul:iing any device commonly used to access the internet, inclLld ing pc;r.table 
wireless access devices. 

~~n~~ .. ;[::lvention Paragraph (38): 
[0035J A decision-aid syst~m. that enables trauma system personnel to configure the 
characte~iotics of crash event data displayed to them 

§ummary of .J:nvention Paragraph (39): 
[0036] A decision-aid system. that configures t'he presentation of crash event da.ta 
accordin~3 to the type of device used to acces.s the data 

§ummar~~:?!.._.Invention Paragraph (41): 
[0038] A df~cision-aid system that provides for collaboration betweEln trauma system 
personnel a:nd~rash data experts 

Summary tjf _.Invention Paragraph (42): 
[0039] A dl~cision-aid system that provides for communication betweEm fnj ured vehicle 
cccupant3 and crash data experts that can provide medical assistanee snd captil're--
rredica1 in:Eormation 

Summary ·~f __ Invention Paragraph (43): 
10040] A dt=:cision-aid system that notifies trauma system personnel the t· decision-aid 
j nformation is available for, a particular crash event 

Eummar~Lof ~_Invention Paragraph (44): 
10041] A decision-aid system that provides for crash event data to be used in 
c'.eterminin9 the resources. that should be dispatched to an accident: SCE'ne 

~:ummar:Lof~.lnvention Paragraph (45): 
:0042] A de!cision-aid system that provides for cr~Bh event data to be used in the 
c~oord.l11ation. of facility resources for responding to injured trauma pi,.ti ents 

~:ummar:Lof __ Invention Paragraph (46): 
:0043] A dE~ciBi.on-aid system that provides for crash event da:ta to be ueed to 

dispat.ch a E.urgeon to an accident scene 

!;u~:L0f __ Invention Paragraph (47): 
:0044] 1\. dec:islon-aid system that provides for crash event data to be uned in 

Huthorizin9 reimbursement for medical care costs incurred based on thl~ UBe of· crash 
nvent data 

~)rie~_~~~E.t12£ion of Drawings Paragraph. (8) : 
[0052] F'IG. 7a is a schematic block diagram of a crash data managemen': lIystem.. 

~3rief_.DE:sCTJ.Pt:Lon of Drawings paragraph (9); 
[0053] FIG·. 7b is a· bock diagram showing the different security level:J ~=or the crash 
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[0054] ]:0'13. 7c is an exemplary archived crash event record. 

Brief Descri.Etion of Drawings Paragraph (11): 
[c'055]'-l?I3. -'7d is an exemplary active eras!.! event record. 

Brief DescrtEtion of Drawings paragraph (13): 
[C057] FIG. 8a is a schematic block diagram of a crash data analysis s}~tem. 

Brief D~~scr~:.Etion of Drawings Paragraph (14): 
((058] FIG. 8b is a flowchart illustrating a process for generating a (:rash event 
r~::port . 

Brief D~~cr~:Etion of Drawings Paragraph (15): 
[C'059J FIG. 8c shows an exemplary ~rash event report. 

Brief D_escr~:ftion of Drawings Paragraph (17): 
[(1061] I"IG. 8e i.s an overview diagram of the legacy' data correlation a1.tributes that 

mclY be used 1:ly a crash data expert to analyze ,5=rash event data 

B1."ief l?_escr~I'tion of Drawings Paragraph (18): 
[0062] ,E'IG. af ls an exemplary expert system for analyzing crash eVl9nt d~tta 

B]."ie~Descr!I'tion of Drawings Paragraph (19): 
[0063] "FIG. Sia 1s a schematic diagram of a crash data presentation. Sy6U~1H 

~rief .Q.escr~,ption of Drawings Paragraph (20): 
[0064] E'IG. lOa is a schematic diagram of crash event report push 8'Llb-rJy~:tem 

BJ~ieUescriI'tion of Drawings Paragraph (23): 
[0067] .FIG. 11 :I.s an exemplary input screen for configuring delivery o~: crash event 
data 

~~ief 'p-eecr';!l,tion of Drawings Paragraph (32): 
[1)076] FIG. 17 shows an exemplary vehicle safety data table, and selectnd . input data 
sources 

~::-ief p-ee cr~!:ption of Drawings Paragraph (37): 
[:)081] FIG. ~!Ob is an overview diagram showing access to the Crash Dat,l I) & PS by 
several t.ypefl of data users 

B:~ief Dee;cr:i:l)tion of Drawings Paragraph (38): 
Ti)O 82] -FIG ..... ~! 1 is an overview diagram showing a crash data expert prov Ld: .. ng me!dical 
advice to an. in:lured communication systems subscriber 

~ .. rief ~efict~~l)tion of Drawings Paragraph (41):' 
[')085] FIG. :!4a is a flowchart illustrating a process for delivering ccanh ev€:nt 
reports. 

~:rief ~~lcI:~~)tion of Drawings Paragraph (4'2): 
[,)086] FIG. 24b is a continuation of a flowchart illustrating a procesd ::or 
dl~livering ,~:2::-as~ event reports. 

!! ('ief ~.~Jcl:g)tion of Drawings Paragraph (43): 
[0087] F::G. 25 .is a flowchart illustrating a process for evaluating the :'.~esourGes to 
dispatch tC) a £rash scene using crash event data. 

~rief...!leI3CJ~;!::~on of. Drawings Paragraph (44): 
[0088] FIG, 26 is a flowchart illustrating a process for coordinating fa:ility 
resource,3 liS ing crash event data. 

~,rief ~~eI3c)~.~ption of Drawings Paragraph (45): 
[0089] FIG. 27a is a flowchart illustrating a more detailed procesEI fer ::ieterrn:Lning' 
resource;3 to dispatch fo a crash scene using crash event data. 
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10090] FIG. 27b is continuation of a flowchart illustrating a more detailed process 
for de1:e rmining resources to dispatch to a £rash scene using cras~ eVE'nt data. 

~.!:ief !)esc:~~!ption of Drawings Paragraph (47): 
, 10091] FlO. 28 is a flowchart illustrating a process for enhancing a trauma 
£:j.agno~3i!! ::;)rotocol using crash ,event data. 

F.rief Desc l~iption of Drawings Paragraph (48): 
-r0092] FIO':'-29 is a flowchart illustrating a process for administerin~r Iemote 
t.reatment tc a_ cras~ victim using .crash event data. 

!lrief_Descripti.on of Drawings Paragraph (49): 
1:0093] FIG. 30 is a flowchart illustrating a procesl3 for determining the, survival 
probability of a crash victim using ~sh event data. 

',~\rief pesc~?j:I?!lon of Drawings Paragraph (50): 
:0094] FIG. 31 is a ,flowchart illustrating a process for obtaining COllSllmer 
authorization to transmit and display crash event data. 

~lrief_~De~!:j,ption of Drawings Paragraph (51): 
(0095]' ~'IG. 32 is a flowchart illustrating a process for obtaining consumer 
authorizaticm for use of crash event data. by an automobile manufac!turl!r 

J3rief De,Sc!JE!..ion of Drawings Paragraph (52) ': 
[0096] FIG. 33 is a flowchart illustrating a process for authorizing ::e:.mburaement 
nf medical costs using crash event ,data. 

~3rief }Je:sc.rj.ption of Drawings Paragraph (53): 
(0097] :E'Ie. 34 is a flowchart illustratin.g a second process for authori:dng 
~ei.mburElement of medical costs using crash event data. 

petail 'Iles.S"£.iption Paragraph (3): 
[0099] rIC::. 1 shows an overview of the system, including a Vehicle 70. As sho\om in 
':<'IO. 1, On-board Sensors 90 located iIi Vehicle 70 capture On-Board SenSI)r DatH 1030 
,tlhen Vehicle 70 is involved in a vehiclecrash ("crash event"), such as strik'::"ng 
':1notherVe;~hTcle, striking an obj ect or rolling over. Most new veh.icles ':oday have 
multiplE;--E~e)ooLs that capture detailed information during a crash.'-ev~nt. On-board 
3ens~rs 90 c::an include a variety of sensors, including accelerati'cn sen :lors 
(lIaccelE~r()'rn'~ters") that ~re part of most modern airbag systems. These s ~nsorB are 
capable of capturing detailed information about the acceleration change of the 
vehicle dur.ing a crash event, information that can usually be ,measured in 
:nillis:eGond or smaller increments. 

Detai.~:-.l)e'!!sQEtion Paragraph (4): , 
[0100] After a crash occurs, the On-Board Sensor Data 1030 can be transferred to an 
On-boclrd Data Systern 80, here, shown as a passenger vehicle 'voice and data 
communicat,l·:ms system such as an OnStar or Tele-Aid system. The On-Bcar::] Data System 
80 can 1:hen wirelessly transmit the On-Board Sensor Data 1030 thrcmgr. a Wireless, 
Network 100. The Wireless Network 100 could be any wireless network, includin9 a 
cellula:r telephone network, paging network, satellite communications ,network, loca.l 
radio-n;~t''iork or other wireless network commonly used as a communicat ion system for 
wireles~ data and/or voice. 

DetaiLC)e:~,£ription Paragraph (5): 
[01011 Af':,er being transmitted through Wireless Network 100, the On-Ioard Se:.lsor 
Data 1030 is received by a Control Center 110 in a remote location. 'l'he Control 
center 110 may be any operations center configured to receive dat:ii: f] orr On-Board 
Data Syste~IT', 80, including a provider of subscription-based emergency services to 
vehicle c:)[r.munication system subscribers (such as a General Motorl:JOI',Star se:rvice) , 
a, pio~i!i.der of messaging or location-tracking services to commercia,l yet i.cles, or a 
Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP). After receiving the On-Board St',ns'oroat'a 1030, 
the control center 110 transfers the On-Board Sensor D~ta 1030 to a (~ssh Data 
Deliv'~ry cmd Processing System 130 (cras~ Data D&PS). The Control Cei"tt:i::-l10 and 
Crash Data D&PS 130 may be connected by a local network if located ill the same 
facil'ity, or may be connected by the internet or other wide area net\rOl'k if locatE~d 
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in dij:f,='rc~nt geographic' areas. 

Deta.i~~)el~£ription . Paragraph (6): 
[0102J The Crash Data D&PS 130 is configured to receive On-Board Sensor Data 1030, 
analy~:e it,'and deliver the results to various Data Users 150 that: may need the d6Lta 
in orde:r to perform medical or public safety functions. The Crash. Dat a D&PS 1.30 ma.y 
be comp:::"ined of one or more computers configured to store and process incomi119.cra~~h 
event data obtained from vehicle On-board Sensors 90 as well as from other d~:a 
input sc)ure·:!s. Crash event data may also include subscriber data clbtained from the· 
Subscriber :)atabase 210 at Control Center 110 . 

.Detail~)e~.~QEtion paragraph (7): 
[0103] ~he Crash Data D&PS 130 is preferably located within a secure st~uctU)~! 
iesigned to- withstand power outages and natural disasters. The Cr,§!sh Da':a D&P~; 130 
~eceive~1 t:he On-Board Sensor 'Data 1030, and performs, functions sucha3 lnterpreting 
:he data, analyzing the data to predict potential occupant injury, ani I:::alculating 
,::rash event severity. The Crash Data D&PS 130 is connected to a Network 140 ~lhich 
':illows cLCCE~fJS to crash event data, including the analysis of crash ev ~nl: date', Crash 
!~vent delta. may be--accessed and analyzed by Data Users 150, includIng ')a~:a Experts--
:~oo I HOEipi tal Emergency Departments 170, Trauma Centers 160, Emergenc.f l1edicaJ. 

'H.espond€!re :_80 and Public Safety Agencies 190. 

petai~-.!'es_S:.Fipt:ion paragraph (8): 
[0104] Crash Data Experts 200 preferably include individuals trained i.n the 
::_nterpre,tai:Ton of On-board Sensor Data 1030, and may be skilled in fit:!lcls such as 
~=ras1'! sensor data interpretation, biomechanics, blunt trauma diag~:!:osi:~ cl,nd 
1:reatmen.t, vehicle crash performance, accident. reconstruction or othe:~ fields which 
~Jive them particular expertise in u~derstanding the significance of OllhClard Sensor 
Data 1030. Crash Data Experts 200 are preferably located at or nea,l:' the aite cf thl~ 

Crash Data ['&PS--130 , and may access the Crash Data D&PS 130 throug:l a high speed 
j,ocaf Area. l\:etwork (LAN) or other networkaccess system. Crash Data E~:pE:rts 200 may 

,providl2 assi stance to other Data Users 150, such as data interpretia.ti(ln, analysis, 
]~commendation6 regarding data reliability, as w~ll as interpret~tlon ard analysis 
(If the 'results of processing of On-board Sensor Data 1030, by the Crash [lata D&PS 
1.30. This assistance may be provided' in a written or electronic re]~ort' form, a.n oral 
report. direct voice or data communication or any other reliable mf~anr, c f 
commun:Lcat:Lon. 

~letail..Qesr:~!,ript ion Paragraph (9): 
10105J The Network 140 preferably includes connection to the inte~net, cr other wide 
area network which allows direct access by Data Users 150 located in ~ifferent 
g'eographic areas, including Crash Data Experts 200 which may be lo(~atE d remot1ely. 
rirect a~cess by Hospital Emergency Departments.170~ Trauma Centera lEO, Emergency 
~edi6al Responders 180 and Public Safety Ag~ncies 190 is desired to allow full use 
of the i~teractive features of the system by remote Data Users 150 1 ircluding: (1) 
the abil.ity to supplement crash event records with additional data; (2) the ability 
to dirE~c-:l v interact wi th the Crash Data D&PS 130 without the intervention of a 
Crash Da':a" Expert 200; (3) theiihility to analyze the operational c:halacteristics Clf 
't'he Cr~lsh Data D&PS 130j (4) the ability to search, query and ,analyze records store:d 
in the-- C:~anh Data D&PS 130; (5) the ability to view models and simulations of 
vehic le!ilnd--,:.")ccupant movements; (6) th'e ability to selectively run so£ tW3re 
applica~t:Lons made available through the 'Cl~ash Data D&PS 130 for processi:lg of 
On-board St~n:30r Data 1030. ---

Qetai~_"Q~~s(:?:iption Paragraph (10): 
[0106] Trauma Centers 160 include regional trauma centers and medical fa:::ilities 
that ma.intain special resources and procedures for the emergency medic3.1 treatment 
of trauma victims beyond that ordinarily provided by basic hospitals. e:m~rgency 
Medical ReEJl?onders 180 include, Emergency Medical Technicians, ambulance serViCE!S, 
paramedics I :E ireman and other public and private responders commonly d is:';lat.ched to 
motor ~~~li(:~~~ accident scenes such as pol ice. Other. Data Users 150 may i :tcl UdE~ 
government ii~:Jencies, Uni ver'si ties, research organizations and other en,ti :ies cmd 
indi victuals 'f1ho may be interested in study' and analysis of data stc-red i:1 the Crash 
Data D&:PB J.JO. 
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!?etail .. .Qest~.Eiption Paragraph (11): . 
1.0107] In operation, subscriber data pertlnent to a crash eve~t may be transfterred 
from the Control Center 110 to the Crash Data D&PS 130. ·This·subscriber data 
r::referably includes any data stored or processed at the Control CeilteJ 110 re~3arding 
the vehi:le, vehicle occupants, vehicle 16tation or other ~ata regardjng the ~rash 
event-.:ha.t -'may -affect emergency response decisions. As shown' in FIG. ~,_yehic~:~-
communication systems generally contain a Subscriber Database 210 Clnd ElTergency 
ServicE~s Database 220" The Subscriber Database 210 contains subscr:_bel data . 
Iegardin'3 ~.he vehicle and vehicle occupants, and is usually a relatior al database 
stored in il computer. Examples of subscriber data stored in the Subsclil:er database 
210 may include: . 

fetail Desl:~,!:iption paragraph (18): 
I 0114] ~eh:!.~le data 

~'eta!.!_~ess~!:ipt ion Paragraph (19): 
I 0115) yeh~:,~le make and model 

~'etai.!_~es,:?!:iption Paragraph (20): 
I 0116] yeh~:.~le year 

!letail Des2!!E.!: ion Paragraph (22): 
: 0118) yeh~:!:le color 

petail_...Q~~:!ipt.ion Paragraph (33): 
: 0129] An E~x.ample of a Communication System Subscriber 250 would bt~ all individual 
t.hat subscribes to the OnStar System from General Motors or the Tele-l.ie. 'System from 
~'!erced4~s Benz. A Communication System Subscriber 250 may purchase Cl . 

Communicati.cn-enabled Vehicle 70 equipped with an On-board Data SYI3te(\1, or may have 
C:.n On-boar:1 Data System installed post-purchase. The Communication Sy(;tem SubscribE~r 
~ 50 generally subscribes to a fee-based service that allows wirelel3s conlmunication 
between Control Cente'r Operators 230 and Communication System Subsc:rillel's 250 
t.hrough aVJireless Network 100. services rendered often include stolellvehicle 
t.racking, 911 assistance.' driving d~rections and assistance wi th emer~,er:cy-'roadsidE~ 
i:ervice. FIG-. 2 shows a Control Center Operator 230 communicating ,,,,itlL c. 
Communication System Subscriber 250 located in a Damaged Vehicle 2,10. Ot her types of 
vehicle cOOlmuni.cation systems may store different type of data, and pl"ovide 
(liffer~;nt servi.ces. . 

!)etail_J2~~Eiption Paragraph (34): 
<0130] FIG. 2 also' shows an Emergency Services Database 220 which ,:onLains contact 
:i.nformation about emergency services, and may store geographically-codef. informati<)n 
about Public: Safety Answering Point (PSAP)' jurisdictional boundar.it~s. P~:APs are 
agencies whi.ch handle incoming 911 calls· and assist with the dispatch of emer'gency 

. Rssistance. The Emergency Services Database 220 allows the control C~~E:r to utilize 
locatio:::m information obtained from .the vehicle to contact the appropr: .at.e PSAP for 
the jurisdiction in which the vehicle ielocated, and thereby provide pl'oper 911' 
assistance a,nd dispatch services. Data transferred from the Control Cnnt.er 110 to 
1:he Crash Da.ta D&PS 130 may also include data regarding communica1:.ionH between 
ControlCent.er Operators 230 .and public safety agencies contacted in :,-e~I'ard to the 
crash 'event:, as well as the identity, location and contact information for these 
jlUbl[c. safE~t.y agencies. 

petail~~es.~..!iE.!:ion paragraph (35): 
:0131] FIG, 3 Elhows a vehicle level block diagram of an On-board l),a.ta System 80 
exemplary ofa passenger vehicle communications system. On-board Sens()rE: 300 which 
way provide data to the On-board Data System 80 may be any type of vehicle sensors 
t.~apable of providing information about a motor vehicle crash, and inc:;uci~e-sensor 
1:ypes ·Sl.:.Ch. as yehicle Movement Sensors 310, Occupant Sensors 320, ~~V'eh.;~c::.~ Sys tem 
i3ensors 330 and Other Sensors 340" These .on-board Sensors 300 may inc _ucl.e: . 

petai ~ . .l)eE ..s~:,iption Paragraph (36):' 
[0132) yet~"~~:!le Movement Sensors 310 
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(0136] L()n~rL':udinal Crash Pulse 

Detail D~~s(!.&!:E!.ion Paragraph (41): 
(0137] LatE~:cal Crash Pulse 

~etail_.of~~~iption Paragraph (42): 
[013 B] Vert::lcal ,Crash Pulse 

p'etai!..._Dj~B(~£~ion Paragraph (43): 
(0139] ~~h~::.~~le Direction 

p'etail_DeS(?:~JEion Paragraph (44): 
[01401 ~~h:~~le Rotation 

~'etai~ D4;:s(~£iption Paragraph (46): 
[0142] ~)L~~~V'er 

~'etai!_~~s(~Eiption Paragraph (53): 
[0149] Time from Impact to Air Bag Deployment 

!?etail ~~S(~Eiption paragraph (67): 
[0163] ~~h:~.£le System Sensors 330 

:cetail D,:!s4:_Eiption paragraph (68): 
10164] y:!:!h:~.£le· Speed 

~etail_~~B(::_!:iption Paragraph (85): 
101Bl] A::lt.i.ve Diagnostic Codes 

['etail Des,~_!:iption Paragraph (90): 
[01B6] On-~oard Sensors 300 as defined herein specifically exclude ailbag indictor 
e:enSOrl3 th03..t are currently transmitted by some existing On-board' Data Systems 80 and 

. that notify a Control Center 110 that an airbag has deployed. Addit:ioI .. al sensl:)rs 
c:.eveloped in the future which provide information about motor veh~~~le cx ~1!.!! events 
should be ·::onsidered as falling within the scope of the present invent ien. On-board 
~.;ensorI3 300 may be connected to a vehicle. Data Bus 390, shown in FIG. 3 connected t:o 
Co.n On-board Data System 80, or may connect directly to the On-board Dct.ta System 80. 

!,etai l_~es~:!i~ion Paragraph (91): 
t0187] On-bc,ard Sensor Data 1030 is preferably captured by monitor:Lng va.rious 

(In-boa.rd Sensors 90 and periodically storing measurements from On--boa)'d Sensors 90 
Lased on a pre-defined measurement frequency in a buffer fo~ a pre-se:.ected period 
of time which correlates to the predicted duration of a crash. even~. ~"hE: buffer 
eould be aIlY memory module within the vehicle, including tl1'eMemory. 31;0 of the 
On-boar-d Dat.a system 80. It could also be the Memory 420 or Electroni(: Ilata Recordt:!r 
i:OO of a Sclf'ety Restraint Control System 440 as shown in FIG. 4. l\ddit:icllla'l On-board 
fiensor Data 1030 is also cap:t:ured upon detection of a crash event. Tho E:pecific 
on-board Sensor Data 1030 which is captured, as well as the freque:n.cy of capture and 
clurat.i.::m of capture, is preferably based upon a. pre-determined rel.::ltinnflhip between. 
the On-l:oan:l Sensor Data 1030 and potential occupant injuries receivecL j,n a .2.!'ash. 
nvent. 

petail_~'esg.!:iption Paragraph (92): 
[OlBB] The On-l)oard Data System 80 in FIG. 3 is shown as a computer c,)nt:·ainin.g a 
~?rocessClr 3~;O, I/O Interface 370, and Memory 360. It is also shown wi:h a Wi:l:'E::less 
Communications Device 270 and Location Device 280. The Wireless Commu lil!atioIl.E: . 
Device may he any wireless device known in the art to be capable of tcansmitt.ing 
data acrOE,E3 a Nireless Network 100, inclu.ding a wireless modem, cellu La:::- telephone, 
,?ager, radio o:r _ satellite terminal. The i,ocation Device 280 is prefer ib:[y a Global 
?ositionin':J System (GPS) receiver, and could be any Radio Frequency (:~F' devi.ce used 
':0 determillj~ location through location-determination methods commonly known i.n the 
,:l.rt including bu.t not limited to Time Distance of .Arrival, Angle of AcrLval, 
'A1irelesfl-cl!Hlisted GPS, RF Fingerprinting and .Loran. Location Network 29 1) is . 
'?referably t.he network of satellites which comprise the GPS' System, a:ld could 
represent a ne'twork used for one of the aforementioned location-deter ni:lation 

....... , ......... ,. 
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methods or a,n advanced cellular network capable' of determining the lOt:at.ion. of 
cellular tra.nsceivers. ------
Detail DescIE2!.ion Paragraph (93): 
-:01B9T'Ihe--~rireless Communication Device 270 is preferably a digi t,:ll or analog 
cellular ra.dio and the Wireless Network 100 is preferably the digital or analog 
(!ellular' radio system. Cellular radios and networks are commonly used ill today's 
~.'ehic:r:e communication systems such as General Motors OnStar and Mercedeft Tele -Aid. 
~~heWrreleBE: Communication Device 270 enables crash data to be tril:nsfl!r]~ed through 
the wi.relel;e: Network 100 from the On-board Data System, where it :La rt~cfdved by 
Control Center 110. 

!.>etaiJ._~es,S'~·iption Paragraph (94): 
: 0 190] FIG. 4 shows the preferred embodiment where some of the On'-boa: ~d SenSOI'S 300 
j:unction. as part of a vehicle safety system, including a Safety Restr,lilLt Cont.rol 
:;ystem 440 c!ontaining an Electronic Data Recorder 400. In this embodiloent, On-board 
Hensors 300 have the dual function of both: (1) control or measuremen',: of vehicle 
nystems i and (2) capture of crash event data that may be used in a Cra.sl~ Data~-'D& PS 
:'.30. The Safety Restraint Control. System 440 may alao serve the d1lal :ullction. of: 
~1) man~.gill~' the performance of vehicle safety systems; 'and (2) servi:lg as a 
Gollection clOd management point for crash 'event data. Safety Restrain: Control 
Bystem 440 preferably contains an I/O Interface 410, Memory 420 and Pco(~essol:' 430. 
Hafety Restraint Control System 440 may receive data from Vehicle Mov,~mtmt Sensors 
310, OcctipantSensors 320 and Vehicle System Sensors 330 and util.izes this da.t.a to 
nanage performance of vehicle safety systems, including Inflatable Re.ltniintSystem 
·J50 and Seat: Belt System 460. Inflatable Restraint System 450 is pref'~rably a. front 
or side airbag system. Electronic Data Recorder 400 records data from the Safety 
Hestrair:,t Control System 440, and stores this data in the event a veh lc:.e cra,sh is 

, ,letectec.. S':Lfety Restraint Control Systems 440 such as that depicted tn '·F.IG."-"4:-are 
" known ir:, thE! art and are used to assist wi th the performance of vehic::: le restraint 

.' f3YS terns. E lE!ctronic Data Recorders 400 are al so known in the art -;--and milY be used in 
it post-c:ra!~l:~ manner to evaluate the performance of a Safety Restr .. ~int Control System 
·140 loca,ted in a vehicle that has been involved in a crash event. 

petail [les!::.!~ipt:ion Paragraph (95): 
[0191] As t3hown in FIG. 4, On-board Sensor Data 1030 may be obtained erom On-board 
i>ensors 300 that function as part of a Safety Restraint Control System '~40. 'l"his 
On-board Sensor Data 1030 is then transferred to an On-board Data Sys :et:t 80 a,llowing 
On-board Sensor Data' 1030 to be wirelessly transmitted to a remot~ 10 :::at:.~ionby the 
On-board Data system 80. On-board Sensor Data 1030 may be stored in al Electronic 
:)ata Recorder 400, and Safety Restraint Control System 440 may be con lected t.o an 
On-board Data System 80 through a Vehicle, Data Bus 390. Those skilled in the art may 
know of sevE~ral means for transferring data from the Safety Restraint CI)ntrol System 
-140 to cln On-bc)ard Data System 80 in order to allow On-board Sensor D lta 1030 to be 
\·lirelese:ly transmitted to a remote location at the time' of a crash ev~n':. Thi.EI means 
may vary baued on the type of vehicle or restraint control system'-as 'lell as ",here 
,:lnd how the data is stored. 

petai~~les£Fiption Paragraph (96): 
[0192] yeh)~!le Movement Sensors 310 and Occupant Sensors 320 which ar~ part Clf:a 
~~afety Res t:raint Control System 440, are primarily designed to assist w.L th proper 
deploymemt. of an Inflatable Restraint System 450 to prevent injury ca ls.~d by t:he 
Inflatable, Restraint System 450 during a crash event while minimizing injury caused 
by the cra,Elh event forces" On-board Sensors 3 00 may capture, measure )r trane:mit 
:idditionaf'clata beyond that necessary for performance of their contro l ::unctions for 
-,ehicle systems or safety restraint systems, including data which has' a 
:?re-=-detE!rmined relationship to potential occupant movements, occupant i:1jurieEl, 
1ehicle m(lv(~ments or vehicle damage which may occur during a crash ev~n··:. (Se!E~ FIG. 
3f for~cl E:YIJtem for development of relationships between On-board-Sengo:::- Data 1030 
~nd po,tE~'nt:ial occupant injuries). For example, Occupant Sensors 320 W!1ir:!h detect the 
')osition (Ie an occupant in relation to an inflatable restraint, could also be: 
'~tiLlzecl to determine occupant positions subsequent to inflatable rest.raint 
deploymemt in order to determine occupant movements resulting from crlsh event: 
forces CLnd restraint use, including structures which may be struck by tjie occupant 
juring the: ~:!rash event. 
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Detail' D'~S(:E~~ion paragraph ,(97) : , 
[0193] Safety Restraint Control System 440 may also manage, proceSD, Etcre or 
transmit' data from On-board Sensors 300 beyond that necessary for perf ormance of 
rranaging rl~straint systems, including' data which has a pre-determined relatio:nship 
t.o potE!ntial occupant movements, occupant inj uries, vehicle' movements o:r y"'eh:h:~b.~ 
damage which' may, occur during a crash event. Data elements from V~llic]~ Moveml:!nt 
Sensorn 310 and Occupant Sensors 320 may currently be monitored by Saiety Restraint 
Control SYl3tem 440 and recorded by an Electronic Data Recorder 400 at f:requencies 
and durations which have a pre-determined relationship to their reupec-tive fu:nctions 
cf managin9 and recording Safety Restraint Control System 440 performc,nce. Th,ese 
e:ensort3 'nay be sampled and recorded at a different frequency and durat ien by Safety 
F~straint Control System 440 based on a pre~determined relationship tCl the' 
a.dditional function of determining potential occupant injuries recf~ivE'd durin·g the 
(rash event. 

petail DeS~!.!E..!:.ion Paragraph (98): 
: 0194] An ex.emplary block diagram of a Crash Data D&PS 130 is shown ill I'IG. 5 as 
being comprised of a Crash Data Management System 490 which receivl3s On- board Sensor 
na~a 1030 and subscriber data from the Control Center 110 relating to the crash 
£!vent. A Cra.sh Data Analysis System .500 assists with processing 01:. On .. bclard Sensor 
Data l030Tn.to a Crash Event. Report 2425 that can be utilized by m1adil"!al personnel 
cLnd eml9rgency responders to. make treatment and handling decisions'. ,An e>:empla:ry . 
Crash Event: Report 2425 is shown in FIG. 8c. The Crash Event ~eport 2'k2~;' may include 
c:rash event: data including On-board Sensor Data l~ analyzed On·-boa:~d Sensor: Dati3. 
i030, Bubscriber data, Manual Input Data 1790 (see FIGS. 20a and 20b) ·and external 
'vehicle data. . Crash· Event Report 2425 may be automatically generated hy the C:r'ash 
hata D&PS 1 Clr ",ay be generated with the assistance of. Data Users 150 (See FICis'::-ab' 
and 8C). External vehicle data includes crashworthiness data about thl! 
crashworthi.ness of a particular vehicle such as that contained in ::::ra:Jh Test 
llatabases 'l.SO, as .well as design data. about vehicle design attribu'tes -Such as 

/dimensic,ns I weights, safety features, materials, seating configuratio:'ls I fuel 
l3ystems, safety systems, seat and headrest attributes and other vehie Le desig'n 
attributes known to those skilled in the art. -.----

!)etai]:-1~S::l~iption Paragraph (99): 
[0195] Cral:Jh event data is analyzed and formatted by one or more soft'l1a:::-e 
applicaiiciiii executed within the Crash Data Analysis System 500, and/Jr based on 
analysis: by a ~ Data Expert 20o:-A Crash Data Presentation system 510 enslbles 
presentC:ltioIl of data to Data Users 150 through a Network 140. Data pr;~s4~nted to Data 
"!Jsers lE:O may include On-board Sensor Data 1030, data transferred fro n ControJ. 
Centers 11 () and outside data sou:r:ces, and results from processing in chl~ CraElh Data 
.:malysi.E1 Syntem 500 through a Network 140. Data presented to .Data Uset:'s lSOn\ay 
lnclude Cranh Event Reports 2425 configured to the specific data need-3 I)f Data Us'ers 
LsO or (!or.;·i::Lgured based on the type of communication device or access m.~thod being 
used by Data users 150 to access data. . 

~)etiilil DeE':.~ription Paragraph (100): . 
[0196] JlS EJhown in FIG. 5, Data Users 150 may access the Crash Data D~P3 130 and 

,::=rash Event: Reports 2425 through a variety of communication devices .. ~ 3taticmary 
'Access Device 540 is shown as a personal computer (PC) with a landline :onne<:tion to 
'~etwo:r'k 14:0. Stationary Access Device 540 is preferably a' standard. PC oE·' common use 
-:Jy the: Dat:a User 150 for non-Crash Data D&PS 130 applications, wit.h a 'c::>mmonly used 
.::>perat.ing system such as Microsoft Windows and standard web browse:r s·:>f tware !3uch as 
\1icrosoJ:t J~xplorer or Netscape Navigator. for viewing data presente:d by t.he Crash 
Data D&J?S 130 via the internet. Stationary Access Device· 540. may be a P::! .1occlEed in 
any :EsLc:Llity where access to crash event· data may be desired, includi ng: 

Deta~Ll)e£~£Qption Paragraph (109): 
[0205]ye~!:!:.=le. Rescue and Extrication Agency 

Detai.~~)el~.~ription Paragraph (110): 
[0206] Commercial Vehicle Fleet Management Center 
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(0207]~('a:~:t! Data Analysis Center 

!?etail_.Q:!s(~_;:iption· Paragraph (117): . . . 
(0213] W.ireless access is also shown for mobile Data Users 150, 1ne:luc1ng a Portable 
Wirelens Access Device 520 and a Mobile Access Device 530. Portablf~ Wj reless Accesfl 
Devic~ 520 is preferably a wireless phone or personal digital assiatart ("PDA"] with 
wireleeis c()mmunications capability such as a cellular modem or pagE~r. Crash Diita 
Presenta·tioQ System 510 is preferably enabled for internet' content. ViE win.g -Viii 

standard wireless internet delivery protocols allowing limited accE~Bs to internet 
s,ite dClt,;i through standard wireless devices without the need for Delta Users 150 to 
purchaae wireless equipment having capabilities, configurations or software 
different than that which is commonly used by consumers and busineEls I ersonnel for 
~ireleas internet access. Wireless internet protocols curren~ly in USE ci 
developm:mt 'for .portable wireless devices include: . 

~etail_..Q:9s'!Eiption Paragraph (130): 
10226] Portable Wireless Access Device 520 may be utilized by parallledj cs respondin~r 
to an ClutolTlobile accident dispatch request, or other emergency peruonr el respcmdin~r 
,t.o an ac:ident 'scene such as police, 'nurses, physicians, surgeons,. ace ident 
reconst:r'Llct ion personnel and insurance personnel. Crash Data Presentat ien System 5J.0 
];:referably configures crash event data into a Crash Event Report 2425 fer rapid' 
retrieval of relevant crash event data by Data Users 150 utilizing PO) table WireleEls 
F..ccess Dev.ices 520. Capabilities which may assist in this process may include 
recognition. of voice commands by the Crash Data D&PS 130 using a V()iCE' :recognition 
technolo l:Jy engine. ---

~etail....Q.es,~~iption Paragraph (131): 
10227] P:>r-.:able Wireless Access Device 520 'accesses content from t.he ('rash Data 
lresentation System 510 through Wireless Network 1 525, which is prefErably a 
commonly u:~ed wireless communication system, including: 

~'etail.~es~_EiptionParagraph (145): 
10241] .A Mobile Access Device 530 is also shown in FIG. 5, which iu pleferably a 
r.otebook or laptop computer which enables full internet access througl, use of a 
~ireleas modem, such as a circuit-switched analog modem, Cellular'Digjtal Packet 
'Data radio or digital cellular radio modem based on one of the digital cellular 

e: tandards ,such as GSM, TDMA or CDMA, or combination of any of the prec edin~~obil~~ 
J..ccess Devi.ce 530: accesses content through Wireless Network 2 535 \l1hic-h may also be 
c,ne of the standard wireless communication systems listed above. MobiJ e Access 
Device 530 preferably enables access to the full functionality of the Crash Data 
II&PS 130 wi.th comparable capabilities to a Stationary Access Device 5..;1 0..'--

~)etail~~es~:!:iption paragraph (146): 
i02421 FIG. 6 shows an exemplary user interface for accessing informaticn from the 
Crash Data :C&PS 130. The Data Window 580 displays the data from th(~ Cl'aeh Data ,D&PS 
:;~in'clu::ling crash event record data, ~rash Event Reports 2425 alld-c,tt:er , 
:.nformation obtained from On-board Sensors 90 I Subscriber Databasel3 2:,0 I and other 
:,nformation inputs into the Crash Data D&PS 130. A Monitor 560 is :3ho\ln' as providing 
Data Window 580, which could be any computer monitor suitable for dis})l" ying data 
through personal computer software I including a standard PC monitor 0)- mon.it:or from 
CL notebook, laptop, or other form of mobile computing device. CliE!:1.t ::oftware 570 1s 
preferably a. common and standard inte'rnet browser that can be downloaded" through 
Network 14(). 

petai.!_.~es~Eiption Paragraph (148): 
::02441 FIG. 7a depicts a block diagram of a ~raBh Data Management ;5ysl:em 490, shown 
HS a centn,} database server. The primary function of the Crash Data J1arlagement 
nystem 490 is to manage the data records of the Crash Data D~PS 1] (). j~ {lata Storag(~ 
Device 630 is shown which may contain a variety of databases, incl~dil~ Active CraBh 
Hvent Databs.se 640, Archived Crash Event Database 650 and User Ace'esB D"tabase 660,:-
~~he Crash Delta Management System 490 includes a Processor 600, Commun:,.cc,tion Port 
1;20, -and~ Memory 610 for managing the operations of the Crash Data ]~anilge!ment System 
490, including: (1) inputting of new cras~ 'event data; (2) data inqui:.~iE:s regardin~l 
upecific rE~c:ords; (3) data inquiries. fo~ display of current crash evelltE: through 
~~rasl-! Data PreElentation System 510; (4) management of Data User 1!50 al!CmJSi (5) 
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tI'ansfer :>fcrash event records from Active ,Crash Event Database 64() tel ~.rchiv,ed 
Cl':'ash Event Database 650; and (6) database searches and queries for dat a analysis by 
Da,ta Usc~rs 150. 

De:tail Desc.!J.E!ion Paragraph (149): 
[(,245] The Active Crash Event Database 640 contains time-sensitive datil I~garding 
rt!cent crash events and is preferably easily accessible by those provi(tir.g emergency 
response anel medical services to potentially inj.ured vehicle occupants, 'l'he Active 
Cl~ash Event Database 640 is shown in FIG. 7b as employing a Base Sec::ur:.ty Access 
Ltlvel 642. Da.ta in the Active Crash Event Database 640 will often bl~ ullec:. to support 
emergen(:y rE~E,ponse services and immediate medical treatment to individuals injured 
ill the subj ect crash event" including decisions relating to triage I trctnf;port, 
resource aLLocat:"ion, resource scheduling, severity scoring" injury .diaJ~~sf~ an.d 
treatment. BElse Security Access Level 642 may be a warning only, and. p: ~eferably 
a~.lows open clccess without requirement for a password. The Archived Cril.sl~ Event 
Database 650 contains records which are not as time-sensitive, does no',:, ILeed to be 
a:~ accesE,il:le, and employs ari Enhanced Security Access Level 652 to pr')tE~ct the 
p:::-ivacy (If individual records from public disclosure. 

!?~~tail _DE!SC~!:..:'ption paragraph (150): 
[·)246] ActivE~ Crash Event Records 645 may be displayed in a manner tha::. 13nable:s 
sl~nsitivE! da.ta -to be partially. or completely inaccessible to Data User'3 'L50 ., ' 
a,::cessin9 Active Crash Event Records 645 through Network 140, while en,1.bling the 
missing dat.a to be determined or confirmed ueing other means. Here, a '4a;~ked C:i~ash 
E'ifent Rec:ord Data 658 is shown in FIG. 7d that prevents complete publi: disclc»rure 
of personal identification information while still allowing rapid and <.lnrestricted 
a::cess' for Dilta Users 150. Masked Crash Event Record Data 658 may partially'or 
c:)mplet.e:.y conceal one or more personal identification data fields fron disclouure. 
Data Usel::-s :LSO may verify the' data in Masked Crash Event Record 658 by 1')okin~J up 
the recOJ~d i::1. the Archived Crash Event Database ,650 or comparing pa.rtial data found 
in the Masked Crash Event Record 658 with personal identification inform:ltion found 
in the posue3sion of injured vehicle occupant's. Active Crash Event Recorjs 64!; are 
stored in )\ctive Crash Event Database 640 temporarily based on a Critical TimE!· 
Period ill \'1hich relatively open data access is desired. All Active Crash Event 
Records 154S are' also stored in' duplicate in the Archived Crash Event r atabase 650 
(shown in FI·3. 7c), with the Archived Crash Event Database 650 record being 
c,verwrtt':enby the Active Crash Event Record 645 for the subject event at expiration 
cf the Critical Time Period. 

~etail...Q.=sq.;:iption. Paragraph (151): 
10247] FIG. 7e illustrates a process for determining when to transj:er Active C.rash 
Event Records 645 to the Archived Crash Event Database 650 using a Crjtical TIme
l'eriod. ,1\fter Crash Event Data is received 670 then a Critical TimE~ PEriod is 
E:stabl:i.shed 673- and Crash Event Data is temporarily stored in the l~ctj ve 'Crash. Event 
I'tatabal3e 64,0 as an Active Crash Event Record 645 until the Critical Tj mE: r Period has 
E':nded 676. A. decision may be made to extend the Critical Time Peri()d f 7f2, :In which 
case a. Revised Critical Time Period is established 679 replacing the (.ri ginally 
~stablished Critical Time Period 681. If not extended, the Critical T:me Peri6d 
I:xpire'13 683 and the Crash Event Record overwrites the record for t:he t~VE::ut in the 
l~rchived ,g!~~.sh Event Database 688. . 

!'letail r::es.~~.!:.!.Eyi.on ParagraEh (153): 
(0249] FIG. Sa depicts a block diagram of a Crash Data Analysis SYBtelil !;OO, shown iiB 

.:i centrE.l applications server. The Crash Data Analysis System 500 may bl~' utilized by 
,:::rash Delta. gxperts 200 as well as by other Data Users 150, and serves a prima.ry 
-funcfion of interpreting and analyzing On-board Sensor Data 1030 and lther rE!J.ated 
;iata. The C]:ash Data Analysis System 500 includes a Processor 690, Co nmllnication 
?ort' 710, -~lild Memory 700 for managing the operations of the Crash Dat i ~\,nalyeds 

. 3ystem ~iO(l, which may include: (1) Analyzing crash event severity to :1S:3 ist in 
jeterrniIlin~J appropriate level of emergency response; (2) Predictin.g PJt'~ntial 
Jccupa.nt injuries; (3) Predicting injury severity scores; ,(4) Predictinq occupant 
surv.ival probabilities; (5) predicting occupant survival times; (6) m,d'~ling crash 
event ~~hi.£le movements; (7) modeling crash event occupant movemen.ts; (3) prE!(iicting 
occupant ': .. nj ury mechanisms; (9) Predicting medical resources and medica 1 procedures 
needed ::or injured occupant treatment; (10) Providing recommended diai!!,'?,stic: or 
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t'reatment prc)tocols. The Data Storage Dev:i.ce 720 is also shown which may contclin a 
v:iriety of diitabases utilized by the Crash Data Analysis System 500, inc 1 udin~J an 
A:;>plica.t:.ons Database 730 and databasescontaining legacy data which ma.y .be ulJed in. 
the ana.lysis of crash event data such as a Historical Injury Databa.se 74:) and a 
Crash 'I'ent Database 750. 

Qetail_DE~s(~.~iption Paragraph (154): 
[0250] A si~Jlistic illustration of the use of the Crash Data D&PS 130 bi Data Users 
150, h€ire Elhl)wn as Crash Data Experts 200, is illustrated in·FIG. ab. ~it:"st, Crash 
Data Experts 200 receive crash event data 2390. Second, Crash Data Experts 20()·----
interpre1: and analyze crash event data 2400. Third, Crash Data EXpEirts 200 form 
opinions and recommendations regarding crash event data 2410. Shown as a fourt:h ste:p 
2420', Elome D.~ta Users 150, particularly Crash Data Experts 200, may al so generate a. 
Crash E:v4~nt Report 2425 for communication of crash event data to ot.her Data UI3.~rs 
150 or othE~r parties interested in viewing crash event data. 

Detail D,~s(~£iption Paragraph (155): 
[0251] FIG. Bc illustrates an exemplary Crash Event Report 2425, hE!re shown al3 a 
highly dl~ta iled communication generated with input from Data Users 150 in the form 
of CraElh Data Experts 200. Crash Event Reports 2425 may include Onboald Sensor Data 
1030,-ln':e:::pretations of On-board Sensor Data 1030 by Crash Data Expelts 200, a's 
well aB ·the results of applications run within the Crash Data Analysi-E System 500 
which ar,~ either selectively run by Crash Data Experts 200 or automatj cally run by 
the Cras:n Data Analysis System 500 upon the occurrence of a crash Ever t. Identity 
rata~i25" may be included in Crash Event Reports 2425 in order to c=orlectly match 
the crash I?,vent data to the injured vehicle occupants. Identity Data ~ 320 may be 
deriveclfrom Subscriber Database 210 and preferably includes data regcrding t:~e 
date, ti:ne and location. of the crash event, as well as identifying in1ormation 
l"egard:Ln3 the vehicle, the registeredveh.icle driver, the occupant pOE.ition for the 
j njured :>c.:upan.t and an event ID. Data Reliability Data 2330 may be· iIr.cl uded in 
0rder to give Data Users 150 an indi~ation of the data value and accul·acy. Data 
F~liability Data 2330 preferably includes an analysis of the reliabiljt) of sensor 
c.ata, the data sample that was transmitted, and the quality of the tri .. nEmission. 
I'redi.ctive Injury List 2340 may be included in order to assist emergeltcy resp·:>nse 
c:.gencies. and medical treatment providers in making treatment and hand~ ir..g decisions 
regarding an. injured vehicle occupant. Predictive Injury List 2340 may te included, 
c:,nd prl~feral::ly includes a list of most likel.y injuries; with propahil:ti es of the 
~.ikelyhood that these injuries are present. Predicted Severity 2351) mily be inCluded 
:,.n order to assist:· emergency response agencies and medical treatmEmt l rrc.viders in 

. making treatment and handling decisions regarding an injured vehicle ()cc'upant. 
Predicted Severity 2350 preferably includes an AlS score, and may ~inc:.uc.e scores 
tram a.ny commonly used trauma scoring syst·ems. Mechanics Analysis 23611 may be 
:i.nclud,~d, ir., which an analysis and interpretation of crash event ciiita iE. provided by 
it Cras:!l Data. Expert 200. Mechanics Analysis 2360 preferably includl~s nn analysis o:f 
yehicl_~ mmrElments, occupant position, restraint use and 'likely movemente., Ii kely 
;·.njury rr.echa,nisms, injuries to watch for and any other data or data alLalysis which 
nay assist Eirnergency response agencies, medical treatment providers and others 
.mgaged in t:he handling and treatment of the injured occupant. Mechan.!.CEI Analysis 
:!360 may alflo include explanations of reasoning utilized by Crash Datil I;)cpert 200 
ilnd justific:ations for conclusions reached by Crash Data Expert; 200, Lnc!luding the 
use of B.ny computer-assistance for conclusions. Recommendations 2370 Ina~r be includ,ed 
,i.n which actions are suggested for those involved in the handling and t:~~atme:nt of 
l:he injured vehicle occupant. Recommendations 2370 preferably include.3 .' 
':ecommenda,t:.onI3 for transport, diagnosis and treatment of an injured.Tel!.icle. 
<)ccupant, mld any other recommendations which may assist emergency re3ponse a.gencies 
:lnd medica.l treatment providers in the haridling and· treatment of an i!ljl.lred vehicle 
.;)ccupant. Crash Event Reports 2425 can be configured to the specific :ia':a nee~fB of
ifariou.s Dc.~tcl Users 150, as well as the· access devices used to access .~e':work 140. 
:ras1:! Event: Reports 2425 can be relatively complex as shown in FIG. e:= I or aEI simple 
as tranE;mi t:t:in!:J an accident severity reading to an EMT I S Portable Wir'~ll~ss Access 
Jevice !j20 :In the field .. 

'Detai~.-!)eEI.~~ription Paragraph (156): 
[0252] Data. Users 150 may also utilize data stored in the Crash Da.ta Ma:lagemEmt 
System ~b9(l ':0 assist them in interpreting ~sh event data, as ill ust ca :ed in FIG. 
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Bd'. Data Uf3er 150 is shown as a Crash Data Expert 200 running a database query in 
order t;o d(~termine the frequency of injuries found in past crash events based on 
query (!r:ite:r~a established by the Crash Dat~ Expert 200; First, cJ;:'~lsh event query 
criteria 113 set 2290. Second, crash event query criteria is used to SEarch a 
databaele 2300. The database searched could be the Archived, Crash Event Databal3e 650 
as shown in the Crash Data Management System 490 in FIG. 7a:-Dra Historical Injury 
DatabaEle 740 as shown in the Crash Data Analysis System 500 in FIG. 8.a. Third, the 
databaEle query returns an injury frequency report 2310. The injury frequency :report 
preferclbly contains a listing of probabilities 6f each injury contsdned in thc~ 
injury f:requency report based on the number of matching database injuI ies found 
'-"hich li:3t each injury as a potential' injury based on the event query cri.teric'i which 
\4,'as uSE~d. 

~'etai!._ DI:!S(~Eiption Paragraph (157): 
10253] 1::1 cases where it is desirable to search a legacy database which does not 
contain On-board Sensor Data 1030, Legacy Data Co~relation Attributes 2570 may be 
used to link characteristics of' a crash event to characteristics oj: hi storical craflh 
events contained in legacy databases as illustrated in FIG. 8c. LeSJac} Data --
Correlat ion Attributes 2570 may include a Crashworthiness Ev'aluaticm c,f Vehicle 
25BO, which could be a relative measure of vehicle crashworthiness such a""'Sal~iiTSA 
cr IIHS ,::rash test score. Other attributes may include Occupant' ChelraC'teristics ,.2590 
",here re~::o:r.:ds are compared based on age, gender, size or weight of occupants. Othei~ 
a.ttribut,es may include Crash Event Data 2600 that can be correlated bf t\\een 
aatabaBes such as Delta ~rincipal direction of force and restra:'nt use. Lel;Jacy 
rata Correlation Attributes 2570 may be created on a case-by case basjs after crash 
E'vent data is recei ved , or may be created in a'dvance of crash events based on .---
~artic\ll:lr rules which may be stored in, and selected from a database. le'gacy Data 
Correlation Attributes 2570 may be manually determined by a Crash Dat~Expert 200, 
cr may be generated by a software application within the Crash Data AI alysis sy'stem 
:iOO. 

~'etail_.Qess:.Eiption Paragraph (15B): 
10254] Data. sources for correlation include a Linked Accident Fact:()r-:i nj ury D,:! tabaEJe 
~1520 created by linking the Multiple Causes of Death (MCOD) Databane ~ 530 and the 
Federal ,A.c,:;:iden.t Reporting System (FARS) Database by a Death Certi1:icc te Link 2550. 
l'.nother data source for correlation may include the National AccidE~nt Samp1iUt3 
~'ystem·--Cr.:lshworthiness Data System (NASSCDS) Database 2560. Another (iata source for 
correlation may include a Vehicle Crash Test Database 750 , including the Insurance 
J nstitllte for ,Highway Safety (II,HS) Cr'ash Test Database :J.380 or thE~ Nc,tional :HighwclY J 

Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA) Crash Test Database :L370. 

!,Ietail Dess:!iption Paragraph (159): 
: 0255] FIG. Sf shows an application within the Crash Data Analysis SyE:tEm 500 In 'the 
form o:E an expert system which automatically generates D~ta Analysis ·l'.eEults 2610 
based on Expert System Input Data 3260. An Inference Engine 3260 il:l UI:e~. to generate 
Data AnalYElis Results 3260 based on Rules 3270 Established by expe:cts ir, various 
E:xpert KnOll/ledge Domains 3280 including Onboard Sensor Performance 32!10, Vehicle 
Crash Perf:::>rmance 3300, Biomechanics of Automobile Accidents 3310 lind B] 'lOt Trauma 
!liagnoj3i,!! and Treatment 3320. Data Analysis Results 2610 may also be ~ler.l9rated by ,1 

Case Based Reasoning System 3395 which utilizes Cases 3330 as a knlJwlnd~l.e base by 
linki.n9 attributes of a crash event to attributes ,of cases using il Calle History 
l~ttribute Index 3390. Cases 3330 may include Crashworthiness Test :ast~s 3340, 
Historical Accident Cases 3350, Archived Crash Events 3360, Cadaver B:.o[1\f~chani.cs 
:;tudies 337(1 and Animal Biomechanics Studies ~380. Cases 3330 may .be.ncl.(~xed into a 
:!~elati.onal database. ' 

~)etail~ . .!'es,:::.!·ipt:ion Paragraph (162): 
[025B] FIG. 9 depicts a block diagram of a Crash Data Presentation SY:Jtem 510, shovm 
as a cer.,tral web server. The primary function of the Crash' Data. Preselltution System 
!.i10 is to communicate crash event data to Data Users 150 ina control .. eel manner'. The 
Crash Da.ta Prenentation System 510 includes a Proce'8sor 770, Communic.lt:.on Port 790, 
ilnd Memory 780 for managing the operations of the Crash Data Presenta':ion System 
!5 10 , whi.ch may incluc;ie: (1) Displaying crash event data at a specific network. 
:location such as an internet address i (2) Managing network requests f.)r data jn. 
I::oordina.tion with the Crash Data Management System 490; (3) Manag:ing 'Jpnciric 
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application requests and delivery of application results in coordinat.LolL with the 
Crash Data ;Ulatysis System 500; (4) Managing data display configuration requests by 
('lata users 150; (5) Managing Data User 150 access i (6) Tracking netwo:~k utili:z:atio:ni 
:7) Servin9-'up forms for data input into_Crash Data Manage~ent Syatem 4!IOi (8) 
Pacilitatin9 and managing wireless access to data and applications i a~ld (9) 
Delivering l:eports via email, fax, voice, and various wireless delive::-y mechanisms. 

~)etai]~..!,es.:::.!:iption Paragraph (165): 
[0261] Cral:;h EVent Reports 2425 may be delivered to Data Users 150 us i_n~J a variety 
of push-=ty'j;E; mechanisms as illustrated in FIG. l'Oa, including Fax Data J)elivery 
1940, Voice Data Delivery 1950, Email Data Delivery 1960, Network Pue::l nata Delivery 
1970 or Wireless Data Delivery 1975. Crash Event Reports 2425 'may pushed to Data 
Hsers 1!:0 by a Crash Event Report. PushServer 1930 to a certain addre:Js retriE:ved 
::rom a t'ledic:al Provider Database 1920 or from information input by a nata Use:!" 150 
through a RE~port Delivery Configuration Interface 2260 as shown in FI(L 11. f~raB~ 
J~vent Re:pcrt: Push Server 1930 may include a fax server, voice server, enail 8E!rVer, 
http addresu server, wireless data server or any automatic data deliv'~r~" syst.f.!m . 
'.lI'hich ut.il J~~es an address retrieved from a database for delivery of a C::ash E:vent 
Report ~.24S. Push delivery addresses which may be used to send Cr.~sh ~~nt-Da.ta to 
Data Users 150 may include: 

petail [Ies£tiption Paragraph (176): 
[0272] rIC. 11 illustrates three configurat;i.on interface screens whic'l allow Data 
Users 1~;O to configure the manner in which they are alerted regarding c:~ash e:vent 
d.ata and the manner in .which Crash Event Reports 2425 or other fo:rms :·:)f"-crash event. 
::1ata is de:l:Lvered, including an Access Interface 2240 for gaining acc ;!s;)'~ 
,:!onfigurat.ion functions, an Alert Configuration Interface 2250 for in;)u1:ting of 
a.lert addrens information by a Data User ISO, and a Report Delivery C)n::igursltion 
rnterfac:e 2260 for specifying an address for which a Data User 150 Wa!1t:3 Craslh Event 
~eports 242!i or other crash event data to be automatically delivered. T:le -AlE~~t . 
'::::onfigurat:ion Interface 2250 allows a Dat.a User to be alerted whe'n' a :r,:l.sh event has 
,:>ccurreclill their area which they may need to be aware of, and allows t:lem tc> choose 
the ma.nner in which they would like to be alerted. The Report Deliver{ t~onfi9uration. 
Interface 2:~60 allows a Data User 150 to receive a Crash Event Report 2·125 tC) an 
3.ddress they specify, in the manner in which they would like to receiife the 
informat:ion. 

Detail Dee,c:c-iption Paragraph (178): 
[027.ffli'I6·. 12 illustrates an exemplary ·Collaboration Mechanism 2450 ·....,hich mclY be 
used for Data Users 150 to discuss' crash event data and Crash Even.t Rep'Jrts :~425 
with crash J)ata Experts 200 using multiple forms of two-way communicati:>n. 
:ollaborat;:L.::m Mechanism 2450 may take the form of any type of reliable tWO-WilY 

communieat:ion mechanism, including Telephone 2460, Email 2470, Voice over Int:ernet 
Protocol :!4.30, Instant Chat 2490. and Videoconferencing 25'00. Preferably both Data 
Users 150 a~d Crash Data Experts 200 are connected to the Crash Data D&PS 130 at the 
time c,f collaboration, or are simultaneously viewing a Crash Event. Repot:'t 24:~!5 for a 
particular crash event in' order to .jointly discuss and analyze data regarding a 
particitilar -,:rash event, including On-board Sensor Data 1030 I crash event' data, dat.a 
relial:lilit:y"~ata interpretation, application results, predicted -s[iagno~is, response 
and treatMe::lt resources, and potential courses of treatment. 

Detail ])ef!_~r:-iption Paragraph (180):. 
[02761 FIG. 13 shows a Geographic Configuration Interface 1710 which allows a Data 
User 151) to determine the geographic areas of crash events that they would Like 
displc:lyl~d t:> them when the access the Crash Data D&PS 130. Configuration settings 
selected by Data Users 150 may be re'tained by storing configuraticm settings in a 
cookiE~ :3tored on the Data User's 150 computer hard drive, or in a.User 1\.cceSI3 
Databcls,~ 660 in the Crash Data Management System 490 which contains Co referel1,~e 
identifier which matches a reference identif.ier in a cookie stored or th.e Data 
User' B computer hard drive. Configuration settings ·may be stored by ether meiins 
known in the art for storing configuration settings. Data Users lSO 'n;ay refilie thE~ 
numbelc of crash event records displayed to them by selecting the Stat e 1720,~ Count:y 
1730 or .P~:A.P durisdiction 1740 within which the location of event: rec erda mU:3t exist 
in order for them to be displayed to Data User 150. Alternatively,. Dita User may 
confi9ure ~ra~!! event records displayed based on Coordinate Block In 0 by enterinH 
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values for Lati tude Boundaries 1760 and Longitude Boundaries 1770 \'1hi('h correspond 
to the geographic coverage area desired. 

~'etai.!_l!es~!:!E.!:ion Paragraph (182): 
10278] FIG. 14a. illustrates an exemplary Primary Event: Table 920 that may be used as 
t he default display of Active Crasl]; Event Data to Data Users 150. ~rhe fl.:nc.tion of 
the Primary Event Table 920, is to provide a Data User 150 with an ()Velvjew 6f 
relevant ct·ash events. When a crash event occurs, a date and time ()f t hE event may 
be meal:mre::i~which ·can be generated by a GPS receiver, a Control CI!nt~~r 110 or the 
Crash Data D&PS 130 or any other computer'tJ1at is notified of the c:ral:h event .. ,The 
iliea8ured date and time of the crash event populates a Date 930 fiE!~Ld c;nc Time 940 
field in Primary Event Table 9~nd will indicate to the Data UEJ(~r :: sc whether. the 
data in a 9iven record is relevant to a timely. crash event in which erllel'gency' 
C'.ssistance rr.ay be needed. Individual eras!.! event records are ident:Lfit~d by the Cr~!E: 
Data D&PS 130 by an Event ID 950 which' may be assigned by the Cra~~:! Dhte. Management 
System 490. A County 960 is shown, which will help. Data Users dete:rmilLe t.he locale 
(If a given event, and assist them in determining which crash event:; mily require 
their involvement. County 960 data fqr each crash event may be obt:ain(~d from 
.C!.nalysis of GPS. or other location coordinateBOfthe crash event which may be 
t.ransmitted by the On-board Data System 80 to the Control Center 110, 01' in caaes 
".,here location coordinates are unavailable this data may be obtained by vehicle" 
occupa.nts or emergency responders. A PSAP 970 is also shown, which reprE:sents-a
Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP), which will. also help Data Users 150 determinl! 
\'Thich ~~raeb. events may require their involvement, and will also al(~rt tl.em regarding 
public safE!ty agencies with whom they may need to coordinate response rE:sources. 
PSAP 970 .ide.ntification data will in most cases be obtained from the Cor.trol CenteJC 
110 as described in FIG. 2. 

!)etai.I_J2~~ription Paragraph (183): 
:02791 A Locati.on 980 is also shown in the form of geographic pos.itionir,g 

c:oordinates whi.ch will enable Data Users to more accurately determ.lne tl .. e location 
of the crast.. event. Location 980 may also be obtained from a GPS rt:!ce: .VE:r, Control 
Center 110···c;r other location determination means which is enabled by LhE: On-board 
IJata system 80. An example Severity 990 measurement is shown in th,~ form of an AIS 
ncore, a sta.ndardized scoring system commonly used to measure aut()mob: .IE: accident 
tleverity. Se:verity 990 measurement may be used by Data Users 150 tl:::> dt!te:rmine 
]~elati ve cl:-a.sh event severity or response level, and to coordinate reIJOllrCes, selec:t 
destin.atioii-facil.:j..ties and prioritize activities. Severity ~90 could he expressed .in 
terms of any commoply used scoring system. familiar to medical resp()ndnr~l, includin9 
n Trauma Score, Revised Trauma Score, Inj ury Severity Score or AlB Sc()rc;:sfor each 
hody r·eg ion of concern. 

~)etail eesE.!·iption Paragraph (184): 
[02801 It Driver ID 1000 is shown which may be used as a secondary idellb.fier of a 
particular c:rash. event record, and a primary identifier for medical and emergency 
):"·esponse. pel~sonnel to correlate crash event data to injured vehicle o,:cupants. 
Driver ID 1(100 will in most case~transferred to Crash Data D&PS l'~O from the 
f:ontrol Center 110 where it is stored in a Subscriber Database 210. D":-i~rer II) 1000 
lnay alsci 1:e obtained through communication with vehicle occupants or~ml~rgency 
::espondE:rs t:hat access driver identification information through evid~nce gathered 
":rom thE: driver I s person or vehicle, in which case Driver In 1000 may be manu.ally 
entered. In some circumstances Driver 'ID 1000 obtained from a Control Center 110m.ay 
~)e overwri tten by manually entered Driver 10: 1000, for example when t le 'liste:d 
driver i.n Subscriber Database 210 is different than the indi vidua 1 dr L v:_:L1g thE! 
Communication-enabled Vehicle 70 at the time of a crash event. 

])etai~~)eE£~:-iption Paragraph (185): 
[0281) Vet,.l.ele 101(:) identification data is shown which may be used by Data US;E:rs 150 
:0 detel~mf[if! general crashworthinesB 'of a particular vehicle involved in a crash 
,~vent. Data Users 150 may use Vehicle 1010 identification data to loolt l.lp ext:E!rnal 
:ifehic_~.~ dsll:a such as historical injury data, crash testing data or veI1i,~:le de:Elign 
.:lata for t:hl! identified vehicle to assess .vehicle crashworthiness and c:::-ash 
:haracterifJ1:ics. For example, historical injury data and crash teBtin~iata may be 
"btain.ed fc(:>m the Historical Injury Database 740 and Crash Test Datab Ise 750 Elhown 

. in FIG. Bel f and processed in an application within the Crash Data AnalY::Jis Si~EStem' 
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!;OO. The ava.ilability of Mechanics 1020 data is also sh~wn,' as indlcat:irlg the 
Hvailabil"i ty status .of detailed data indicative of vehicle movemeut:s dU)'ing a crash 
tlVent. Mecha.nics 1020 data may include On-board Sensor Data 1030 a:9 wf:ll as th-e--
l~esults of processing of On-board Sensor Data 1030 by the Crash Da't:a hnc,lysis Systl:!m 
!iOO or the :r'esl.llts of analysis of On-board Sensor Data 1030 by Crash J>at.a Experts 
:~OO. Mechani.cs 1020 data may be represented in Primary Event Tabl~;9211 in terms of 
1:he availabilit.y of Mechanics 1020 data or may describe the statuB of· alLY processing 
};eing performed on On-board Sensor Data 1020 such as an estimated timn for 
C!ompletion of a software application that is analyzing Mechanics 1020 delta. 

petail.~~9.!"iption Paragraph (186): 
:0282] 1ma1ysis Data 1030 is shown which represents the availability :ltCltus of cra:3E. 
(iata a:m~ly:~e!d by the Crash Data 'Analysis System 500, Crash Data Exper,:s 200 or both, 
nuch as mode!ling of vehicle movements during the crash event, modelinq of occupant 
novements, predicted occupant injuries and other data analysis result;;. Analy'sis 
Data 1030 mcly be represented in the Primary Event Table 920 in ter':1lS I)f availa,bility 
of Analysis Data 1030 or may describ.e the status of any processing'bei..nH performed 
on crash. event data, such as an estimated time for completion of a sO":t\lare 
applicat'ion that is analyzing -crasn event data, estimated file size 0': fioftwa.re 
applicat.ioll results, estimated download time of software application ':-eBults, or any 
other it.err. of status information which a Data User 150 would like to :~n()w before 
decid:l.n9 to examine Analysis Data 1030 in greater detail. . 

~)etail:~les~~~iption Paragraph (187): 
[0283] FIG" 14b illustrates an exemplary linkage of a primary Event T.~b::.e 920 
~!lement te, an application, shown in the form' of a Location. 980 record' which triggers 
<in Electron:.c Map Display 1060. shown. in FIG. 14d when Location 980 re,::o~~d is 
13elected by a Pointer Device 1100. This provides Data Users 150 a vis·la:. tool for 
a,nalysifl ·cl.f the location of a particular crash event, which may aeais: them in 
utilizing IJ()cation 980 data to estimate dispatch and transport times, p()s8iblE~ 
':raff ic de:lays J and' to make decisions regarding transport I destinatio'l t!1edics.l 
'facility, resource allocation, resource coordination, and other decis Lons regarding 
I~mergenc:y :J:"esponse which may be affected by crash event loea·tion. 

:)etail Dee:.sription Paragraph (188): 
[0284] ~~h€: Blectronic Map Display 1060 is generated by the .Electronic M.lp DiElplay 
3ystern :.0";'0 shown, in FIG. 14c, which includes a Map Engine and Display ,jystem 1090 
.:tnd Geo··cCld{~d Map Data lOBO. Electronic map display systems ar~ commonlJ kno"m in 
the art whir::h are capable of· generating an, electronic mapfromgeogra9h i.c 
::oordinHtE~.8. These systems are used by vehicle communication system p("o'FiderEI such 
as GM DnSt:a:c and Mercedes Tele-Aid to provide location-based services (3uch cUI 

1riving directions), as well as internet-based providers of location ge~vice8 such 
as the MapQuest Corporation. . 

DetaiLJ)el!.c ciption Paragraph (18 9) : 
[0285] :?IG. 15 illustrates an exemplary t1echanics. Table 1120 that contains Oll'-board 
Sensor Data 1030 and interpretation of On-board Sensor Data ·1030 suggestive o:f 
vehicle movements during a crash event. Sensor Detail 1130 is sho"m ~hich allows 
differentiation between different types of On-board Sensors 90 which may be (~mployed 
by di1:f,erent vehicle manufacturers, including di:eferent tYP~B of Elensors, di:E ferent 
manageml~nt :>f-sensors, and any other information which may assist Dat a O"I;Jers 150 to 
evaluat~ On-board Sensor Data 1030 in terms of accuracy, reliability, ty~e of data, 
amountl:>f data, and other factors which may be determined based on SEnsor type and' 
sensor ,'perating characteristics. Sensor Detail 1130 may include infc rmation 
obtained f.rom the vehicle manufacturer, sensor developer or manufactlrer, sa:Eety 
system developer or manufacturer, or other source which has informatjon regarding 
sensor :;>e:::'forrnance and operating characteristics, including an analye is of the type 
and reI iability of On-board Sensor Data 1030· which may be obtained flOTl' a pa:cticular 
vehicle with particular On-board Sensors 90. Other data dlements \i/'hic h may bl!! 
obtalile:i from On-board Sensors 90 or determined by analysis of On··bo~rd Sensor Dat:a 
1030 by t::-1e Crash Data D&PS 130 or Crash Data Experts 200 include DeJta V 11,tO, 
Point of .:!:,!!!pac!,115 0 , # of Impacts 1160, Rollovers 1170 and Passellge)S 1180 a.re also 
shown, and may be important factors that data users may utilize t.o ir fer lik,=ly 
occupant i.njuries and crash event severity. 
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~~tail_Desc:.~Lption Paragraph (19.0): 
[0'286] F::G. 16 illustrates an exemplary Occupant' Mechanics Table 1190 whi.ch cOJltains 
data whic=h miiy indicate movements of vehicle occupants during a c:r:!I,sh ev~nt tC) 
a~sist Data Users 150 in determining potential injuries and injury severity of 
specific ~~~lcl~ occupants. Data elements are segregated by occupant, 9u:::h as Drive:r 
Detail 1200 .ind Front Right, Passenger Detail 1260. Exemplary data elerrents are shown 
as includiIl~3' occupant Sex 1210, Age 1120, Seatbelt 1230 which indicates IJhethE~r the 
occupant, was wearing ,their seatbelt"Airbag ,1240 which indicates whether the 
occupant rec,~ived airbag protection during the crash, and Ejected 1250 which 
indicatel';I ,,,,h,ather the occupant was thrown from the vehicle during the crash. 
Occupant M{~chanics Table 1190 data may be obtained from On-board Senscrs --90 I 
directly fl::O·.:t\ vehicle occupants or emergency responders, or may represent the result 
cf datel iinal'ysis by a Crash Data Expert 200 or the Crash Data AnalysiE System 500:' 

~'etail_D.~S(~Eiption Paragraph (191): 
{0287] FIG. ,17 illustrates an exemplary Vehicle Safety Detail TablE: 1280 containin9 
specific information regarding the crashworthiness and safety features, of a specific 
vehiclE~. Restraints 1290 and Airbags 1300 are, shown as indicating the type of rand 
locati,;n 0::· seat belt systems and inflatable restrain systems on the epecific 
vehicle in'J'o!ved in the crash event. This information may be obtained by the Crash 
r:ata M~ln,:tgement System 490 from a Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) Databas;;- -1360 
a,s shown in FlO. 17, or may be stored as part of a Subscriber Record 10r a 
Communic3.tion system Subscriber 250 or obtained from data stored ina Safety 
Restraint Control System 440 or stored in a database containing inforn~tion obtained 
f.rom vE~hicle manufacturers. NHTSA 1310, IIRS Overall 1320, IIHS St.ructure 1330, IIllS 
Kinematics ""1340, and IIHS Injury 1350 are all shown as results of, craE;h t'esting 
:perforrned on the specific vehicle involved in the crash event. ThiiJ de ta may be 
retrieved :oy the Crash Data Management System 490 from one or more· crc"sh test 
c.atabaI3es, including the National Highway Transportation Administratic'll" (NHTS.A.) 
Crash Test Database 1370 and the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) Crash 
1lestDa,tabase 1380. ---

,!Ietail Des~!: ipt-ion Paragraph (192): 
1:0288] FIG. 18 illustrates an exemplary Occupant Information Table 14(10 for a 
yehicl:_~ driver containing characteristics of a particular occupant: thilt may '.f~Eac!:. 
potent ial tn.juries received during a eras!!: event. Height 1410 and l'lei~,ht 1420 are 
uhown, and may be correlated to predicted injuries which may diffE!:r anor_g different 
uized indivi.duals, subjected to the same ,£rash forces. In addition, He:,gl.t 1410 and 
Neight 1420 provides important input for Occupant Simulation Applicat:.ons 1650 and, 
Occupa:nt Modeling Applications 1'620 (as shown in FIG. 20). 'Medical COlldition 14'30, 
Current Mecie: 1440, Base EKG 1470 and Allergies 1460 are also shown,' and may i!!'l:?a.ct 
nn indiv idue\l' s response to a particular crash event ~s well as ef fecI; the manner :in 
Hhich they are treated. Blood Type 1450 is shown which may effect l~me)~gE:Ucy respon:3e 
Tesources, method of transport and manner of treatment based on bl,:>od type 
availabilit.y and other factors. Insurance Information 1480 and P:i::lma~r Physician 
1-490 are shown which may help locate additional medical data on the iajlLred 
occupant. Allor part of this data may be retrieved from a Medical In'~onnation 
Databa'SE lS00, from information found ,on a vehicle, occupant SUChiiS a mE'!dical 
.Lnformation card, or directly from occupants or emergency responders (au shown in 
l~IG. 21). Information on other occupants may also pe stored as part 0': 1:he crash 
I?vent rE!cord, as shown in FIG. 1Sb for. Front Right Passenger 1510. --'-

:,)etail.-!)e~.<:=_Fipt.ion Paragraph (193): 
[02·89}PICI. 20 illustrates an exemplary Analysis' Data Table 1520 that c.)ntains the 
results of ilnalysis performed by the 'Crash Data Analysis System 500 or :-:5y Crcu~h Data 
'~xperts 200, M9st data categories shown nlay be utilized by Data Usera 150 ·to---
;:>riori tizE~ treatments, alter diagnosis procedures, determine respclnse l'~vels Clnd 
('esources ClJld other factors which may affect medical outcome of treat!ne:lt of an 
injured VE!'!:!Jcl~ occupant. Predictive Injury List 1530 and Expert ~nalys i.s 15~t() may 
be generated f:rom an application within the Crash Data Analysis Syste,n 500, oX' may 
be gene~:-ab:ld by an evaluation of the cras..!! event, data bya Crash Data Expert 1600,. 
Crash M()dE~l 1550 represents the results of a Crash Modeling Appli.cation 1610 run on 
the-:£:ral:Jh event data within the Crash Data Analysis System 500. £:!'ash M::»delinq 
Application 1610 may be an existing software application used for accid~nt 
reconElt:::-uction. Occupant Model 1560 represents the results of an Clccupa~t Mod.~lin:g 
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Application 1620 run ,on the crash event data within the Crash Dat:.,ct AI,alysis' System 
500. Oc:::upant modeling Application 1620 may be, an existing software cpJ:lication u~Jed. 
for accident reconstruction that demonstrates occupant kinematics .. Clash Simulation 
1570 re'~rl~sents the resul ts of a Crash Simulation Application 163 () WI iell may be run 
from ~ln" application 'wi thin the Crash Data Analysi B System' 500 or may represe:nt a 
simulelt ion with similar characteristics which is selected from a CraE h, Simul.ation 
DatabClsl:! 1640. Crash Simulation Applications 1630' are' known to ex=.st rn the ,art, 
such as, finite element programs'and other programs such as PC-CRA8H, ED-CRASH and 
ED-SM1~C the latter two of which are sold by the Engineering Dynam"ics Ccrpora-tion. 
OCCUpcLn't Simulation 1580 repres~nts the results of an Occupant Simulc;tion 
Applica'tion 1650 which may be run from an application within the ~~raE!! Data AnalyeJis 
System 500 or may represent a simulation with similar characteristicE ~hich is , 
selected :Erom an Occupant Simulation Database 1660. Occupant Simulatj on Appl:i::::aticms 
1650 clrl~ known in the art, such as rigid body programs like the l\.rtieulate Total 
Body {A'rB:, program, finite element programs such as PAM-SAFE and pro~ rams tha.t 
repreele:1.t hybrids between rigid body and finite element programs EIUCt. as MADYMO sold 
by TNOAutomotive. 

Detail Del~,£ription paragraph (195): 
{0291] 1,'10. 20a illustrates .an exemplary Input Screen 1795 for thEL ertry of I~anual 
Input Da.ta 1790. Manual Input Data 1790 may be manually added to s!ra~!! event record 
in the Active Crash Event Database 640 by a Data User 150. FIG. 20a ~emonstrates 
entry o:E Jofanual Input Data 1790 through an' Input 'Screen 1795 for data entry by an 
emergenl:y medical responder. of key information which may need to be added to a 
record c,r information that is preferably confirmed such as Driver 10 1800 for 
confirma.t:lon of driver identity, a Seat Belt 1810 for confirmation tt at an oc:cupant 
was wE~a:ring a seat belt at the time of the crash event, Airbag 18~:0 for confirmation 
of whE!t:1.er an airbag inflated for the occupant, Ej ected 1830 to indie ate if iiIl 

occupan': h'as thrown from 'the. vehicle, and Age 1840 to confirm the age of the 
occupan~. Passenger 1 ID 1850 is shown, along with Seat Location 186C to reflect the 
possihh! presence of additional occupants. An Input Individual Name J 870 and 
Position and Jurisdiction 1880 are also shown to identify the indi.vicual, as 'ilell as 
their role in emergen~y response, to increase the reliability of the data. 
InfoT.l1la':ion captured by Manual Input Data 1790 will in most cases be added t() Acti.ve 
Crash Event Database 640. A Data Input Security Access Level 1815 is shown, which 
repreElelltl3 a higher level of ac'cess security than the Base Securi t:y Iccess L(!vel 642 
applicable to the Active Crash Event Database 640. Manual Input Data 1790 may be 
utili~~ed for other data such as post-treatment injury coding, result coding, 
physiGi,:tn and nurse notations, and other information which may be USE ful to ,:ompile 
as part of a singl'e record, and may be added to either the Active Crash Event 
Databasl9 640 or Archived Crash Event Database 650. Manual Input Delta 1790 may also 
be gi ve:1. verbally by a Data User 150 to an' individual in a remote' loc at ion over the 
telepho:1.e who may then enter Manual Input Data 1790 into a crash 'Elver.trecord. 
Manual Input Data 1790 may be verbally given to a Crash Data Expert 200, nur:3e, or 
other i:1.d:L viduCil. An example would be an EMT at an accident scene whe calls ;3-

hospital emergency d,epartment using a radio, and, recites Manual Input Cata 1'790 to a 
nurse, l...,ho later enters Manual Input Data 1790 into a crash event ree ord. 

Deta!.~~)el~,qriJ2tion Paragraph (196): 
[0292) I"IG. 20b illustrates several Data Users 150 that may input .dat a into Ii craflh 
event rl3cord using various methods of access to the Crash Data D&:PS J 30. An 
EmergEm,:y Medical Responder 1890 may input data through a Mobile hCCE ss Qevic:::e 530 
which al:cesses Network 140 through a Wireless Network'l 525. FIG. '20): also shows 
PSAP Dispatcher 1900 and a Hospital Nurse Station 1910 accessing the Crash Data D & 
PS throllgh Network 140. . - -"'-

Detail Def!£ription Paragraph (198): 
[0294] :?'I(]. 21 shows a Crash .Data Expert 200 providing medical advice to af:L :Lnjured 
Communic:ati::::m System Subscriber 250 in a Damaged Vehicle 240. The conmunicati(:m link 
is shown a 9 being a wireless voice call between the injured' Communica tion SYI:J!:em 
Subscri;:)e:~ 250 and a Control Center Operator 230 which is transfel~rec5 to the Crash 
Data D&:I?S 130' enabling direct communication between the Crash Datal EJipert 201)' and' 
Communic:al:i~n System Subscriber 250, while the Crash Data Expert 200 is viewing 
crash event information. This enables Crash Data Expert 200 to aSElist C~mmun:L(:aticln· 
System :3ubscriber 250 in treating theirinjuries, preventing exace!rbati:m of 
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jnjuries, .3.nd in gathering additional information regarding their :Lnj\i.ries, This 
a,dditional information may then be entered into a crash event record c s Manual Input 
[lata 1790. In a,ddition, the communication link shown in FIG. 21 maya) Be be utilized 
by Data US':lrs 150 at the scene, including paramedics and EMTs that. may communicate 
r.'[anual Input Data 1790 to a Control Center 110 or a Crash Data EXp(~rt 2C 0 .if the 
voice call has been transferred to the Crash Data D ~130. . 

!Jetail_12esc;,!'iption Paragraph (200); 
1:0296] There are several ways that emergency medical personnel can be nc,tified that 
crash I~vent: data can be obtained for a crash event to which they a:ce ]'ee ponding. One 
\:,ay th.is '.occurs is by a PSAP dispatcher 1900 being notified .by a CcmtJ'o] Center 
Operator 23C. As shown in FlO', 2, Control Center Operators 230 havl~ ac:CE:SS to an 
l:mergen.cy Se,rvices Database 220 which includes contact information fo)' 1iSAPs (911 
dispato:h cc~ll centers) that have responsibili ty for dispatching eJnt:!rgency respons·e 
agenci.,es t() a ~:Fash event scene. Control Center Operators 230 are '~suillly noti.f ied 
that one 01: their subscribers has been involved in a crash event u:?on r(;ceiving an 
automatic ex'ash notification (ACN) signal indicating an air bag has dc~pJ.oyed. The 
~lsual proceclure followed by Control Center Operators 230 in this c~irCllmfltance is t.;:) 
call the PSl.P that covers the particular jurisdiction in which the crash event took 
place us ing the Emergency Services J)atabase 220 that is geo-coded bast~d ·-on GPS 
,:oordina,tel::. Control Center Operator's 230 are able to de.termine the app)~opriaie PB-I\P 
by matct.in9 up the GPS coordinates received from the On-Board Data SY.Jtem 80 (along 
ldth the: ACN signal) using the Emergency Services Database 220. At th,~ LLme Control 
center (Ipe:nltors 230 inform the responding PSAP that a crash has occucrBd, they may 
,llso communicate that crash event data is available at the Crash Data. DI:CPS 13 (I 
l:hrough Net:1.tlOrk 140. The PSAP may in turn notify emergency .respohse a')encies that 
.;;rash even.t: data is available. 

petai~-1'eS_~!ription Paragraph (201): 
[0297] rIG. 22 illustrates an exemplary On-board Data System 80 with ~n Audio Output, 
~)evice ~i72 \I/hich may be used to notify emergency response agenciesthlt On-board 
,~ensor Dat,a 1030 has been transmitted from the Vehicle 70 and is avai Labie for 
revie~' and analysis. On~board Data System 80 is shown in FIG. 22 as i,lcludinsrboth 
,in Audio Output Device 372 and Audio Input Device 373, which is stand,~rd for most 
'~xistin~f p:l.I~senger vehicle On-board Data Systems 80. After a crash ev~n": has 
,:>ccurrecl, Control Center Operators 230 at Control Center 110 may morii to:::- sound 
'~i thin. the~ yeh.icle, and announce the availability of crash event data u:?on hE~aring 
sounds through Audio Input. Device 373 whi.ch indicate that emergency res')onse 
agencien Clrl~ nearby the vehicle 70. Aiternatively,operat:ors conn.ecte:l ':0 thE~ Crash 
Data D&l?S :UO may, also monitor sound within the vehicle 70, after either having an-· 
active: \dreless cop.nection with the Vehicle 70 transferred to them by C:'p.trol Center 
110 or by calling the On-board Data System 80 directly. Sound may be moniton~d' 
through Aud.io Input Device 373. This process may take place while Crash Data Experts 

,200 are enga.ged in providing triage services to vehicle occupants as shJwn in FIG. 
21. Altc!rna'tively, On-board Data System 80 may also include an Audio Generat:lon 
DeviCE! :n~l ,3.S shown in FIG. 22, that generates an audible announcement r.egarding t.he 
availab:L1: .. ty of crash event data, thereby alerting response agencies that cra,sh 
event data is available. Audio Generation Device 374 may be any form of audi<,-
genercltion ·jevice known in the art, including a memory· microchip that stores the 
audible ann:mncement. 

Deta~~-1)e~~ription Paragraph (202): 
[0298] As shown in FIG. 23, Visual Notification Devices 4000 may Ellse b~ employed to 
alert 'emergency response agencies that cra·sl1 event data has been trar smi tted from a 
given Vehicle 70. Visual Notification Devices 4000 employ a messaHe \'!hich indicates 
the ci:"ash""data is available, and "contains an address where more :i.nfo) mat:ion can be 
obtalile:l,such as a telephone, number of website address. Notif icat:Lon St :t"cker 4 010 
could be .3.ny type of sticker commonly used for automotive applicatioI',s, including an 
adhesive sticker or a static-cling sticker, Notification Sticker.40l( is preferably 
placed with the message facing outward, in a location where emergency Iesponse . 
agencies ::lre likely to see it such as the inside driver's side co:::-ne]' cf the' 
windshield or the driver's side door window. Wallet Notification Cant 4020 could be 
made :from a.ny type of material, and is preferably sized to fit the a"erage wa.llet 
similar to business cards and driver's licenses. Wallet Notification C~rd 4020 is 
preferably of a distinc'tive color which allows Wallet· Notification Ci,.rc. 4020 to be 
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easily d.Lscovered by emergency response agencies which may examine .an injured 
occupant's wallet. Restraint Notification Label 4030 i~ ,preferably a Eewn or printed 
label which is securely fastened to an emergency restraint device insi de the V,ehicle 
70, incllJdin:J an air bag, seat belt, seat belt latch or crash-activated window'--
curtain. Keyring Notification Card 4040 is pre'ferably a moisture-prote cted card with 
a punched hole for placement on a key ring. Keyring Notification Card 4040 is 
preferably of a distinctive color to assist emergency response agencies with 
discovE~r:r of Keyring Notification Card 4040 when assisting an injured ve~,i~l~ 
occupant. ' 

~'etai~~~8(~,£iption Paragraph (203): 
[0299] As shown in FIGS. lOa, lOb, 10c, Crash Data D&PS ~30 also inclLdes databases 
for emE~r'3'ency services. These databases may be utilized to track down elTergency 
Iredical rel3ponders responding to a particular crash event, and not.ify them of the 
€'xistenc'9 ()f crash event data or provide them a Crash Event. Report 24;· 5. FIG. 24a 
i Ilustra'tel3 a method for actively determining the identity of an Emer~ ency Medical 
l"esponne (E:MR) agency which is. responding to a particular crash event, as well as 
the deBtina.tion medical facility -of the injured vehicle occupants clnd delivering 
,Crash Bv·en1: Data relevant to the crash event. The location of the c:raE h event is 
f irsf' obta:i ned from the Control Center 110 responsive to the vehic:.e C orrmunic,ationEJ 
system i:n :,he subject vehicle 2100, the location information may inch de the ,Public 
Eafety Answering point which has jurisdiction over the crash event location. 'The 
,rehicle location is matched with EMR agency database, which may contaj n. . 
~'eogral;hic':illy coded PSAP information'as well as geographically coded information 
a,bout paramedic, Emergency Medical Technician' (EMT) I Fire Department (.no other 
f·otential EMR agencies that may respond to an accident scene 2110. Th~· tT,ost likely 
I~R agency is selected from the potential list of EMR agencies in the crash event 
a.rea which may be responding to the crash event, and contact is atteml'tedwitb the 
EMR agency 2120. The EMR agency is queried regarding their involvement in responding 
t.o the subject ,£rash event 2130, 2140. If the chosen EMR agency is not responding t:o 
t.he event, they are ruled out 215,0 and another EMR agency is selected fI'om the 
potential list of EMR agencies in the crash event area 2160. If thi:! EtlR agency· is 
responding to the crash event, they are notified of the availabili::y of crash event 
j.nformation 2170 and they are queried regarding the destination medical ·facility o:E 
:i.njured vehicle occupants 2180. Crash event information is then delivorE~d to the, EI",R 
agency 219'Cj-bas-ed on their delivery mechanism of choice 2190, and thectee:tinati.on' 
medical facility is contacted and notified of the avai.lability of crallh event data 
::200 as shown in FIG. 24b. The mechanism of information delivery, ·.3.dd:::eiIS and 
)~ecipient is: confirmed with the destination medical facility. 2210 3.nd the· crash da"ta 
~.s deliverE~d 2220. . 

!Jetajl:.-.fess:,!'iption Paragra-E!! (205): 
:0301] In addition to the above-disclosed methods and process for USi:lg, ':he Crash 

Data D&1=S 1:?·0 as a decis.i.on-aid system for medical, FIGS. 25 throu·:Jh .14 show --'-
additional specific uses of the disclosed decision-aid system. 

~)etai!_..-f'es£ription Paragraph (206); 
[0302]' F'IG. 25 is a flowchart illustrating a process for evaluating t'le emerg'ency 
response resources that need to be dispatched to the scene of a crash e'~nt 
utilizing On-board Sensor Data 1030. First, crash data is capture'~i 2670 by On.board 
,[~ensors 90. Second, crash data is transmitted 2680 by an On-board Oat ~ Bystem 80 
l.:hat wil:'eleElsly transmi ts data to a remot.e location. Third, crash dat i, :_~ ana,lyzed 
:!690 to predict crash severity and potential occupant injuries. Fourt'l, emerg'ency 
::-esponse: reelources are selected 2700 I such as personnel and equipment, ba.sed on 
!~rasl! da.ta, Fifth, emergency response' resources are dispatched 2710 t) t:he crash 
:3cene. 

petail.~~.~~~~iption Paragraph (207): 
[0303] rIG, 26 is a flowchart illustratin.g a process for coordinating t:::-auma 
!:"eSOUl:CE!S ,:It a medical facility utilizing On-board Sensor Data 1030. gi::-st, crash 
·lata is ca.ptured 2730 by On-board Sensors 90. Second, crash data is' transmitt:(;ct2740 
J)y an On-board Data System 80 that wirelessly transmits data to, a rem )te loca.tion.' 
'rhird, ,c:ra.~Jh data is analyzed 2750 to predict crash severity and pote It.L'aI"oc:C:Upant 
Lnjuriee~··i~;urth, medical' facility resources are selected 2760, such is surge!ons, 

. :lurses, dj:~~Jnostic personnel, anesthesiologists, diagnostic equipment, operating 
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l:oomsand l:,ther emergency medical equipment and personnel based 'on cr~ sh data, 
Fifth, medical facility resources are coordinated 2770 in advance oflnjllred 
c~cupant arrival at medical 'facility. 

~etaid_J2.es,~!:iption Paragraph (208): 
[0304], FIGS. 27a and 27b are a flowchart representing a process for de'termining 
""hether ad'iTanced' life support equipment and personnel should be dif:lpat cl:ed to a 
crash event. scene for performance of potentially lifesaving medical tleatmeht which, 
1 n the abs,=~nce of' crash event data, .would otherwise be rendered at; a med:i.cal 
1acilil:y, E'irst ,c~ data is cap'tured 2790 by On-board Sensors 9(). ~:econd, crash 
c.ata i13 tr,~nsmitted 2800 by an On-board Data System 80 that wirelel3sly transmI't'EJ
~Bta to a remote location, Third, crash data is analyzed 2810 to r~ed~ct crash 
E,everi1:y a:[ld potential occupant injuries, Fourth, organ injuries ~re l,redicted 282() 
based on ~E~sh data. Fifth, organ injury severity is scored 2830 UI:dn~1 an injury 
E.corinq- system and probabili ty of injuries requiring potentially l:lfel.aving medical 
t.reatmc~nt 1s determined. Sixth, survival time without potentially lifE~saving ,medical 
treatmc:mt is es'timated 2840 for injured vehicle occupant. Seventh, tirle of treatment 
:,8 estimated 2850 for potentially lifesaving medical treatment to be ildnd.nistered at 
c:, medical tacility for injured occupant. Eighth, estimated survival t: me is compared 
t..oestimated time of treatment 2860. Nine, a ,decision is made to admilLiEter 
potentially lifesaving ,medical treatment at' a medical facility 2870 0)" to consider 
c:Ldministerir..g potentially lifesaving medical treatment at scene or dUJ-ir.g transport 
::880. Ten, e:stimated survival time is compared to estimated time o:E actm] nistration 
of potenti':l} lifesaving' medical treatment at the crash scene or durinH t,ransport 
::890. :e:I eVE:1:l, a decision is made whether resources should be' dispatchud to the cral3h 
Clcene capable of administering potentially lif,esaving medical treatment 2900 or--
",hether the injured occupant ,shoUld be transported to a medical facil:.ty 2910 for 
potentially lifesaving medical treatment. 

!>etail r:es,~~"iption Paragraph (209): 
:0305] FIG. 28 is a flowchart illustrating a process for modifying a ':rcLUma 

~lia9.!!.Q.si.!! protocol based on crash event data. First, a diagnosisprotncol is 
nstablished. 2930 for diagnosis of the injuries of a vehicle occupa:nt ,tn: uredin a 
crash. Second, crash data is captured 2940 by On-board Sensors 90. Th,~rcL, crash data 
::S-fiansmitted- 2945 by an On-board Data System 80 that wirelessly trallsflit'sdai"a to 
a E~te~.9~:ation. Fourth, crash data is analyzed 2950, which may inc:~ucLe predicti,::>n' 
of c~~t: severity and potential occupant injuries. Fifth, the~nos,il!. protocol is 
r:"eviaed 2960 based on analyzed crash data. Sixth, an injured occupant if; ~~a9E.~se~ 
2970 based on the revised diagnosis protocol. 

;)etail Desq~~iption' Paragraph (210): 
[0306] F'Ie:'. 29 is a flowchart illustrating a process for remotely tre.lt:_llg all. 
lnjured veh~cle occupant using crash event data. First, On-board Sens')r Data 1030 is 
':::apturecC2-~~i()"by On-board Sensors 90. Second, On-board Sensor Data 10 ~o is 
~ransmitted 3000 by an 'On-board Data System 80 that wirelessly transmLtl3 data to a 
..remot~~_oc~~:i0I!' Third, crash event data is accessed 3010 by CrasQ Da::a Expert:s 200 
.:it a remot.e location. Fourth, communication is established 3020 betwe~n Crash Data' 
,e:xpert'sTc~o and emergency personnel responding to the crash event. Fi Et:l'", CrclHh Data 
E!xpert,s 200 assist 3030 emergency personnel with ,the, treatment and. handling c)"r
injured occupants based on crash event data. 

,::>etai~.-!)eE!.~~£!E.tion Paragraph (211): 
[0307] FIG. 30 is a flowchart illustrating a process for determining th~ survival 

'probabLLit:y of an injured vehicle occupant using crash event data~ Fi("st~ On·,board 
Sensor DaLa 1030 is captured 3050 by On-board Sensors 90. Second, On-bOird Sensor 
Data 1030 1s transmitted 3060 by an On-board Data System 80 that wirele3sly . 
transmil:s d,ata to a remote lo,?ation. Th'ird,.crash event data is analyzej 307() to' 
predict inj"-.lry mechanisms. Fourth, organ injuries are predicted 3080 based 011 

predicted i:n.jury mechanisms. Fifth, an injury score is generated 3090 using cin 
injury 13co:ring method. Sixth, an injury severity score is generatE!d 3100 if multiple 
severe :Ln:iuries are predicted. Seventh, a coma score is generated 3110 based on eye, 
verbal and ·notor responses of injured occupant. Eighth, a revised trauma sCOJ::-t~ is 
generClt,~d 3120 based on coma score, blood pressure and respiratolY ra te' of injured. 
occupcm':. Ninth, survival probability is determined 3130 based on revised trauma 
score, .In:iuryseverity score, patient age and comparison of these factors to 
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tistoric,il trauma outcomes. 

~etail_.D·es':.Eiption paragraph (212) : . 
10308] FIG. 31 is a flowchart illustrating a process for obtaining cOI.sumer 
authoriz:lti.on to transmit and display crash event data: First, an On-i·oard Data 
Eystem 80 i.s installed 3150 into ·a vehICle: Second, the vehicle is soJd or leased 
~·160. Thirf:J., an. individual who purchased or leased .the vehicle is pref:ented a 
contract for provision of services utilizing the On-board Data System 80 which 
contains a provision stating that the individual authorizes data obtajned from the 
(.n-board Sensors 90 may be wirelessly transmitted by the On-board Date·. ~ystem 80 in 
the event ·:)f a crash, and may be presented 3180 through a Crash Delt.a I)&t S 130. 
l'ourth, the indIvidual signs the contract 3170. ---

!')etai~J2es~~Eiption Paragraph (213): . , . 
':0309] FIG. 32 is a flowchart illustrating a process for author~z.lng llSE!. of crash 
nvent data by t.he manufacturer of the vehicle. First, an On-board ~)atit ~:ystem-~ il3 
:.nstalled ]~ 00 into a. vehicle. Second,' the vehicle .is sold or leas,~d :12:.0. Thlrd, iin 
:.ndivi.dual who purchased or . leased the vehiCTe-rs--presented a contrac i : for provision 
of servicel; utilizing the On-board Data System 80 which contains a prl)v: .. sion stating 
that the individual authorizes data obtained from the On-board Sensor:; !IO may be 
1 . .rirelessly transmitted by the On-board Data System 80 in the event of a ~as~L and 
tnay be t:.sed. by the vehicle manufactllrer for evaluation of the perfOrmi.DCe of 'yehi~;LE! 
t~afety Eyst:E!mS 3230. Fourth, the individual signs the contract 3220. 

:)eta'il Des.5'~~iptionParagraph (214): 
. (0310] I'IG,. 33 is a flowchart illustrating a process for authoriz ing ce:i.mbursement 
':0 a medic:a~. provider for services rendered to' an injured vehicle occ lpant baEled on 
I::rash ever.,t data. FIG. 34 is a flowchart illustrating a process for a.lthorizing 
"reimbllrelement to a medical provider for services rendered to an injur.!d vehicle 
occupant bal3ed on crash event data, using pre -established criteria re ;Ja::ding' t:he 
:mfficiEmcy and accuracy o·f crash event data. . . 

:'LAIMS: 

1. Jl. method for transmitting from a vehicle to a remote location cln-boaed selUJor 
:lata a.suocitlted with a crash event; the vehicle inclUding a safet.y· rest raint control 
system clnd an on-board data system that is capable of transmitting crash evenl: data 
to the! J:-el'lote location, the method comprising: receiving on-board sensor data .. with. 
the S6lf~~t~;' :restraint control system from at least one on-board senSOI'; and st()rinsr 
the on-board sensor data; and transferring the on-board sensor dat~a fro:n the :3afet.y 
restraint c·:mtrol system to the on-board data system when the SafE!ty restraint: 
control system dete6ts a crash event~ 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the receiving step comprises: recei .... ing on·-board 
. sensor dat a for a predetermined period of time after detecting thE~ CI ash event and 
before ·transmitting the on-board sensor data to the remote locat~()~-"-

3. A rneth,:.d for transmitting from a vehicle to a remote location onbc·a:r:d senBor data. 
associated. with a crash event, the vehicle including a safety re.straj nt control 
system: and an on-board data system that .is capable of transmittin~J CJ ash event dat:a 
to thc~ remote location, the method compr.ising: receiving on-board selLse r data by t:he 
safety restraint control system from at least one on-board sensor; aHd· stor:i:ng . thE! 
on-board sensor data; detecting a crash event; transferring the on-hclald sensor data 
from the safet.y restraint control-system to the on-board data system. and 
trarismitting the on-board sensor data from the on-board data system 1.0 a remote 
location. . ' ------
------
4 .. The method of claim 3 wherein the transferring step comprises: tr.lnuferring thl~ 
on-board 13E!nsc>r data to the on-board data system through a vehic;h~ d.lta bus. 

5. The met:hod of claim 4 further comprising: completing a commun.icat LOll circu:i.t 
between thE~ safety restraint control system and the vehicle data bus when thE! 
crash -E!VE:!lt il~ detected. 

6. The mE:t:hod of claim 5 wherein the transmitting step comprises: tr inl3lni tting the 
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on-board ~m~30r data wh~rein the on-board sensor data indludes data that is 
indicative oE poteritial injuries sustained by vehicle occupants. 

7. A mE!thod for transmitting crash event information from a vehicle tc a remote 
location, Go·nprising the steps of: monito):-ing at least one on-boar.tL se nsorca]?able 
c.f pro,;Lling data during a crash event that has a predetermined relatj onship t,:>· 
potential occupant injuries; and . 

8. A mE~t::lod for maintaining a cras~ event database, the crash event: de tabase 
includin'~ 13ubscriber data which includes personal data· a·nd vehiCle dat a, the method 
comprini:ng: receiving crash-event data from a vehicle when the vehicl~ experi,:!nces a 
crash ev:!n~, the crash event data.including on-board sensor data associated with the 
crash even·:. and a --:v:ehIcle identifier; reading the vehicle identif:i.~~r; and 
cOrrelatinq the crash event data with subscriber data correspondinH te, the ve:g.:!:.cl_~ 
:identifier. 

S. A method for predicting potential injuries to occupants in a vehic1e resulting 
trom a crash event, the method comprising: receiving crash event-data, -the crash 
event data··Tncluding on-board sensor data associated with a crash t~VeILt of a~vehicle 
~,ith occupan.ts; analyzing the crash event data; determining potential ir.juries-~-· 
the occupant s; communicating the. potential inj uries to medical per:30nnel . 

10. A :system for managing crash events, the system comprising: a complLtt::r system 
configured to: receive crash event data, the crash event data incl1ldillg on-boa.rd 
lIensor data. associated with a . .9rash event of a vehicle with occupants Clod display 
t:he ~...E:as!! event data· to an operator i a communication system for communicating a 
~!ra8~ event: report to an· emergency service pr~viders (ESP). 

:·.1. A system for managing crash event~ as claimed in claim 10 wherein the cOII'.puter 
IJystem is configured to receive a crash event report indicative of po·,:ential 
:.nj uries to the occupants from the operator. 

12. A systc~m for managing crash events as claimed in c1aim 10 wherein the 
f~ommuniC!at:i.()n system includes a network connected to the compute syst'!m for 
1:ransmit.tinH the crash event report to the ESP. 

·L3. A systen for managing crash events as claimed in claim 10 wherein ~le 
,~ommunic:at ion system incl\ldes a telephone system. 

14. A syst.E~m for managing crash events as. claimed in claim 10·, wherein ':he 
:ommunic:ati<:m system communicates the crash-event report to ESPs havi'1g a likelihood 
for responding to the crash event .. 

15. A syst!~m for managing crash events as claimed in claim 10 further c,)mpriEJing a 
:lataba.se of emergency services· providers, 

16. A system for managing crash events as claimed in claim 10 wherein tile computer 
system incl~des an operator input and a graphics display. 

17. A s,{ste·n for managing crash events as claimed in claim 10 whel:eir. the 
communi;:al: ion system includes a wireless network configured to al low trauma 
personnl~l to access the computer system. 

is. A met::1od for notifying trauma personnel about a crash event oj: a veti.'icle with 
occupants, the method comprising: maintaining.a trauma personnel dat'ibase including 

. rec,edving crash event data including location data; looking up ir. the d.atabase 
trauma personnel corresponding to the location data; and notifyin~l the trauma 
personnel cf.the crash event. 

19. A metlwd for notifying trauma personnel about a crash event o:E a vE:hicle with 
occupants a.s claimed in claim 18, wherein the maintaining step c()tnpr: m;s--;-receiving 

. from a trcn;.ma person, emergency response information including a predet.ermined 
response bC1undary i storing the emergency response information in .:1 de ~tc.base r 

20. A rr.etlwd for ·notifying trauma personnel about a crash event of a_~:hicl~ with 
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c1ccupants as claimed in claim 19, wherein the maintaining step furthe)' comprises: 
receiving' ccmmunication information from the trauma person. 

: 1. A meth:Jd. for notifying trauma personnel about a crash event of 'a "eLicle wi th 
occupants as claimed in claim 18, wherein the notifying step compr.isel;r:otifying the 
t.rauma personnel of a crash-event report. 

~:2. A method. for notifying trauma personnel about a crash event of a vet,icle with 
occupants as claimed in claim 21, wherein the maintaining step compri,:ee";-
configurinSJ the database into relevant geographic areas. 

:':3. A method. for notifying trauma personnel about a crash event of a "el·.icle with 
occupants CIS claimed in claim 18, wherein the notifying step compr.isel:t:he'step of: 
notifying CI trauma person if a crash event criteria required exceeds it :predeterminl~d 
threshold. 

~:4. A methoQ. for remotely accessing crash event data associated wi -ch H crash event 
of a vehicle: wlth occupants, the method comprising: receiving noti'EicHtfon
HssocI:3.ted:·-;;i th a crash event; and accessing a wireless network to retrieve cra.sh 
event data B.ssociated with the crash event. 

:!5. A method for remotely accessing crash event data associated with II crash ev'~nt 
of a vehicJ.e with occupants as claimed in claim 24, wherein the recei"iIlg-step 
<!omprIges:-'~:isually accessing information from the vehicle. 

:!6. A method for remotely accessing crash even:t data associated with it crash event 
. of a vehic}E: with occupants as claimed in claim 24, wherein· the recei"ir~gBtep 
c!omprIseS7-'I:eceiving a crash event report. 

:!7. A method for remotely accessing crash event data associated with it crash even.t 
of a veh.iclE! with occupants a.s claimed in claim 24, wherein the re:::ei'riILg"step 
:.nclude8-;-j~:e;ceiving the crash event report on a portable electronic dl!v:.ce. 

:l8. A me thod for managing the crash event data of drivers of vehic:les who have 
:Jubscril:,ed t:o an automotive servic'e, the crash event data' includi,ii'3 s'lbf;criber.· dat.3. 
and on-boan:l sensor data, the subscriber data including personal data and vehicle 
data, tl:.e on-board sensor data including vehicle movement sensors and o(!cupan:t~-· 
13ensors, thEl method comprising: receiving on-board sensor data associ.ltnd with one 
I)f the c.ri VElrs i analyzing the on-board sensor data; communicating the oll-board 
~3ensor c.ata to a trauma services provider. 

]3. A mE~thocL for assisting a drive'r of a vehicle who has subscribed tl) ell1 aut.omotive 
~;ervice in. c)btaining medical care after a vehicle accident, the drive·:- having' user 
data including ·subscriber data and on-board sensor data, the subscrib,.~r data 
including personal data and vehicle data, the on-b6ard sensor data in'~lliding data 
qenera te:d by vehicle movement sensors and occupant sensors when tq.e v'~h:_cle i.s in a 
·:::rash event:, the method comprising: receiving authorization from a dr-Lv.;:!:" to-l~ecei've 
·l:.he craE:h event: data; receiving crash event data from the vehicle whe 1 it cras:h event 
Dccurs·;-"an.d communicating the crash event data to medical personnel. - .. "-----

.~5. The method in claim 33 further comprising: analyzing the crash ev ~n1: data. before 
:::ommunic:at Jug the crash event data to medical personnel. 

,6. The me:t:hod of claim 33 further comprising': communicating the crash ·~vent data to 
3.. thi :r'd. pC:I.l~1::y. 

37. A method fl::lr obtaining crash event data, from a vehicle with a drive!:" t.o ClfJseS6 
performanC:t~ of a safety system in the ve1!.icle in a crash event, t.he d rLrer of the 
vehicle having subscribed to an automotive. service in obtaining medical care when a 
crash·even1: occurs, the. driver having user data including subscri.ber dac.a and 
on-boeLrd Bc~::lSOr data, the subscriber data including personal data and v~hiclE~ data, 
the orl-board sensor data including' da.ta generated by vehicle movement s~nsorEi and 
occupant ne:nsors when the vehicle is in a crash event, the method corrpr:i.aing: 
receiving j:l·.lthorization from a driver .to receive the 'crash event data; receiving 
crash event data from the vehicle when a. crash event occurs; andc:omlTunicatin~~ the 
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(~rash event data to a third party . 

. ~ a. A mE!thoci for analyzing crash event data, the method comprising: receivin~f ~ra...!!!! 
event dSlta. j comparing the crash event data to a database containing cra:3h event data 
from other' ~~ra~!! events; 

39. A syst.em for predicting trauma. injuries to an occupant of a y'.~hiqle resulfing 
'from a crCl.fJh event, the system comprising: a comput·er with a memory cJnEigure~d to 
,iutomatlcc:ITy receive crash event data associated with a cras..!! event, t:le .~~~~1! 
.,~vent datsl including on-poard sensor data; a database in communication ·tlith the 
·:ompute]~, the database including a set of historical accident ,records t:lat i.nclude 
injury mechanism data and sustained inj uries i . means for comparing the i:1.jury 
mechaninm dilta ,for the crash event to the injury mechanism data in. the 3et of 
rlistor-ieal accident records; means for generating a list of potent ial i l.j uriE~f3 
including the sustained injuries from each of the historical accident r~corda in the 
:iataba.se in wh.ich the injury mechanism data substantially matches the i :1jury 
:nechanium diita for the crash event; and means for displaying the list oE potE~J1tial 
inj urien . ---

45. The system of claim 44 wherein the on-board sensor data includes data obta.ined. 
from ~~ehi(~1:~ movement sensors and occupant sensors. 

47. An ~~xpert system for predicting trauma injuries resulting from a_2E§!:s~ event of, 
a veh,~:£~,. the system comprising: a database i,ncluding: a knowledge 1:ase havlng 
rules r4~lating injury mechanism information to potential occupant injuries; c~xpert 
system input data containing information about the crash event; a can pute'r ill 
communi.:::ati:m with the database for executing an inference engine-,fol generat:ing Sl 
list.of potential occupant injuries based on applying the rules to tte expert syst:em' 
input d,ita. . 

51. A data processing sy~tem for analyzing crash event data of a vehjcle, the crash 
event d,:lta including a crash pulse, the system comprising: . (a) co~:\put er prOc.3'ssor

,means f'Jr processing data; (b) storage means for storing data on Cl storage,m1ediumj 
(c) first means for processing data regarding· the crash pulse record(-d by th'e 
vehicle; (d) s,econd means for processing data regarding the crash\l7ort hiness '::::If thE! 
vehicle. _. _____ 0_ 
52. The d,ata processing system 'in claim 51, including a third means f 01 processin~J 
data re;}arding· a principal' direction of force recorded by the vel:!:LcIE', cur:Lng the 
crash event. 

53. The data processing system in claim 51, including a fourth me'ins fc,r processing 
data :regarding a vehicle restraint system recorded by' the vehicl~ duj-ir.g the crash 
event. 

54. The dat.a processing system in claim 51, including. a fifth meal?S j:Ol' processing. 
data r,egarding the occupant position 'within the vehicle cabin re<=ordc:d by a y'~hicle 
dur ing a ~:.!'as~ event. 

56. A methc,d for evaluating a patient wit:.h injuries resulting from a crash event l:>f 
a vehie Ie, the vehicle generating crash event data when the crash ev;!n1~·occu.rs, the 
methodco'ii,priBing: receiving information bCl;sed on crash event dacai '~val)lating the 
patient to determine potential injuries; and accessing the crash eve lt d,ata to 
confirm thE~ potential injuries. . 
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])OCUMEN'1'- IDI:NTIFIER: US 5581464 A 
,,* See imagfl for Certificate of Correction ** 
,~* See i.UUJEJ8 for Reexamination Certificate ** 
'fITLE: F:ecording of operational events in 'an automotive vehicle 

!~rief _S'\.:~~~~~ext (9): 

Dec 3, 1996 

[n the area of automobile accident reconstruction, an accident analya~ cietermines 
how an c(cc iclent most probably occurred by measuring, among other thin:fs. the 1ength 
o:')f skid ma.rks, the extent of vehicle and nearby property damage, and -:hB conc1ition 
of the roa.d at the time of the accident. This method of reconatructin] aecidemts has 
been showr. to be expensive arid inaccurate at times. Accordingly, it w)uld be 
desirable :f.()r automotive vehicles to have a sy.stem that would funetio!1 olS an event 
'recording "black box". Such a system should record information relating t.o ·the 
".rehicle and the environment around the vehicle prior to an accident. 3u!:!h data 
'::lhoul<f1iei'f!adable after an accident for use in reconstructing the ev~n':s leclding up 
':0 the accident. An accident could the.n be reconstructed using real hLs':oriccl::_ data, 
·3.S opPoEled 1:0 post -accident estimated data. . 

.:)eta~l~~~~I~cr.iption Text (8): 
'rhe input/output module 4 also has a ,.display and/or actuators 4b, for ~~,spla~~~l!9: 
indications to a user and/or controlling various aspects of vehicle operation (for 
·example, fla.shtng a dashboard warning light to' a user if a vehicle is' a:?proac:hing 
too rap:.dly, and/or, in extreme conditions, automatically activating th,~ vehicle 
orakes clOd/or air bag) . 

Deta!..~~~l.~scription Text (31): 
ro rea.d oul: the data collected in the RAM card 20, the RAM card 20 is r=moved from 
the interface receptacle on th~ automotive system and ins~rt~d ina similar 
interfac:=e c::!:mpled to a personal computer. The data can then be di.§-pla~~ on the 
computeJ:- or stored on a different memory device, such as a· floppy dis k :>1:" .a hard 
drive in t:he computer. . 

Detaile(!....!?~3criptioIi Text {34}: 
Once dal:a h.3.S been retrieved from the RAM card 20, it can be dis:p]~~~ ::m th~~ PC i.n 
a variety Qf ways, such as in various' tabular forms, depending on whether thf3 
information represents' accident reconstruction information, trip n~nitoring 
informat:ion, maintenance information, or other information. The mELnnEr of 
present,:ttion of the data is a matter of design choice. 
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913 STEERING TORQUE SENSOR 

914 WHBELSPEBDSHNSOR 
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916 SPEEDOMETER 

917 OXYGEN SENSOR 
@DIAGNOS71C 918 PITCH & ROLL SENSOR ~ 

MODULE 

,919 CLOCK. 

920 ODOMETER 
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922 POLUTION SENSOR 

923 FUELOAOE • 

924 CABIN TIlEROMBTER : 980 1 DISPLAY 
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927 COOLANT LEVEL SENSOR 
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FIG. 8 
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TELEMATICS SYSTEM FOR VEHICLE 
DIAGNOSTICS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

2 
to obtain information about the occupancy of tpe passenger 
compartment and uses this information to affect the opera
tion of one or more systems in the vehicle, including an 
occupant restraint device, an entertainment system, a heating 

5 and air-conditioning system, a vehicle communication 
system, a 'distress notification system, a light filtering system 
and a security system. 

1bis application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/753,186 filed Jan. 2, 2001, now U.S. 
Pat. No. 6,484,080, which in turn is acontinuation-in-part of 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/137,918 filed Aug. 20, 
1998, now U.S. Pat. No. 6,175,787, which in turn is a 10 

continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
08/476,077 filed Jun. 7, 1995, now U.S. Pat. No. 5,809,437. 

Of particular interest, Breed et a1. mentions that the 
presence of a child in a' rear facing child se'at placed on the 
right front passenger seat may be detected as this has' 
become an industry-wide concern to prevent deployment of 
an occupant restrain't device in these situations. The U.S. 
automobile industry is continually· searching for an easy, 
economical solution, which will prevent the deployment of 

This application is a continuation-in-part, of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/079,065 filed Feb. 19,2002 which in 
turn is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application Ser. 
No. 09/765,558 filed Jan. 19, 2001, which claims priority 
under 35 U.S.c. § 119(e) o[U.S. provisional patent appli
cation Ser. No. 60/231,378 filed Sep. 8, 2000. 

15 the passenger side airbag if a rear facing child seat is present. 

Another important aspect disclosed in Breed et a1. relates 
to the operation of the cellular communications system in 
conjunction with the vehicle interior. monitoring system. 

1bis application claims priority under 35 U:S.c. § 119(e) 20 

of U.S. provisional patent application Ser. No. 60/269,415 
filed Feb. 16, 2001, U.S. provisional patent application Ser. 
No. 60/291,511 filed May 16, 2001 and U.S. provisional 
patent application Ser. No. 60/304,013 filed Jul. 9, 2001 
through U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/079,065 filed 25 

Feb. 19, 2002. 

Vehicles can be' provided with a standard cellular phone as 
well as the Global Positioning System (GPS), an automobile 
navigation or location system with an optional connection to 
a manned assistance facility. In the event of an accident, the 
phone may automatically call 911 for emergency assistance 
and report the exact position of the vehicle. If the vehicle 
also has a system as described below for monitoring each 
seat location, the number and perhaps the condition of the 
occupants could also be reported. In that way, the emergency 
service (EMS) would know what equipment and how many 
ambulances to send to the accident site. Moreover, a com-

1bis application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/174,709 filed Jun. 19, 2002 and 
claims benefit of provisional 'application Ser. No. 60/269, 
415 filed Feb. 16, 2ool. 

All of the above-mentioned patents and applications are 
incorporated by reference herein in their entirety as if they 
had each been set forth herein in full. 

FIELD OF THE I NVENTI ON 

30 munication channel can be opened between the vehicle and 
a monitoring facility/emergency response facility or person
nel to determine how badly people are injured, the number 
of occupants in the vehicle; and to enable directions to be 
provided to the occupant(s) of the vehicle to assist in any , 

35 necessary first aid prior to arrival of the emergency assis
tance personnel. Ibe present invention relates to. methods and apparatus 

for diagnosing components' in a vehicle and transmitting 
data relating to the diagnosis of the components in the 
vehicle and other information relating to the operating 
conditions of the vehicle to one or more remote locations 40 

Communications between a vehicle and a remote assis
tance facility are also important for the purpose of diagnos
ing problems with the vehicle and forecasting problems with 
the vehicle, called prognostics. Motor vehicles contain com
plex mechanical systems that are monitored and regulated 

. by computer systems such as electronic control units (ECUs) 
distant from the vehicle, i.e., via a telematics link. 

The present invention also relates to systems and method 
for diagnosing the state or condition of a vehicle, e.g., 
whether the vehicle is about to rollover or is experiencing a 
crash and whether the vehicle has a component which is 
operating abnormally and could possibly fail resulting in a 
crash or severe handicap for the operator, and transmitting 
data relating to the diagnosis of the components in the 
vehicle and optionally other 'information relating to the 
operating conditions of the vehicle to one or more remote 
locations, i.e., via a telematics link. 

The present invention further relates to methods and 
apparatus for diagnosing components in a vehicle and deter
mining the status of occupants in a vehicle and transmitting 
data relating to the diagnosis of the components in the' 
vehicle, and optionally other information relating' to the 
operating conditions of the vehicle, and data relating to the 
occupants to one or more remote facilities such as a repair 
facility and an emergency response station. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

It is now generally recognized that it is important to 
monitor the occupancy of a passenger compartment of a 
vehicle. For example, U.S. Pat. No. 5,829,782 (Breed et a1.) 
describes a vehicle interior monitoring system that utilizes 

,pattern recognition techniques and wave-receiving sensors 

and the like. Such ECUs monitor various components of the 
45 vehicle induding engine performance, carburation, speed/ 

acceleration control, transmission, exhaust gas recirculation 
(EGR), braking systems, etc. However, vehicles perform 
such monitoring typically only for the vehicle driver and 
without communication of any impending results, problems 

50 and/or vehicle malfunction to a remote site for trouble
shooting, diagnosis or tracking for data mining. 

In the past, systems that provide for remote monitoring 
did not provide for automated analysis and communication , 
of problems or potential problems and recommendations to 

55 the driver. As a result, the vehicle driver or user is often left 
stranded, or irreparable damage occurs to the vehicle as a 
result of neglect or driving the vehicle without the user 
knowing the vehicle is malfunctioning until it is too late, 
such as low oil level and a malfunctioning warning light, fan 

60 belt about to fail, failing radiator hose etc. 

In this regard, U.S. Pat. No. 5,400,018 (Scholl et' a1.) 
describes a system for relaying raw sensor output from an off 
road work site relating to the status of a vehicle to a remote 
location over a communiCations data link. The information 

65 consists of fault codes generated by sensors .and electronic 
control modules indicating that a failure has occurred rather 
than forecasting a failure. 'The vehicle does not include a 
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system for performing d,iagnosis. Rather, the raw sensor data 
is processed at an off-vehicle location in order to arrive at a 
diagnosis of the vehicle's operating condition. Bi-directional 
communications are described in that a request for addi
tional information can be sent to the vehicle from the remote 
location with the vehicle responding and providing the 
requested information but no such communication takes 
place with the vehicle operator and not of an operator of a 
vehicle traveling on a road. Also, Scholl et al. does not teach, 
the diagnostics of the problem or potential problem on the 
vehicle itself nor does it teach the automatic diagnostics or 
any prognostics. In Scholl et al. the determination of the 
problem occurs at the remote site by human technicians. 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,754,965 (Hagenbuch) describes an appa
ratus for diagnosing the state of health of a vehicle and 
providing the operator of the vehicle with a substantially 
real-time indication of the efficiency of the vehicle in 
performing as assigned task with respect to a predetermined 
goal. A processor in the vehicle monitors sensors that 
provide information' regarding the state of health of the 
vehicle and the amount of work the vehicle has done. The 
processor records information that describes events leading 

,up to the occurrence of an anomaly for later analysis. The 
sensors are also used to prompt the operator to operate the 
vehicle at optimum efficiency. 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,955,942 (Sliikin et al.) describes a method 
for monitoring events in vehicles in which electrical outputs 
representative of events in the vehicle are produced, the 
characteristics of one event are compared with the' charac
teristics of other events accumulated over a given period of 
time and departures or variations of a given extent from the 
other characteristics are determined as an indication of a 
significant event. A warning is sent in response to the 
indication, including the position of the vehicle as deter
mined by a global positioning system on the vehicle. For 
example, for use with a railroad car, a microprocessor 
responds to outputs of an accelerometer by comparing 
acceleration characteristics of one impact with accumulated 
acceleration characteristics of other impacts and determines 
departures of a given magnitude from' the other character-

4 
There are various gages on an automobile whi~h alert the 

driver to various vehicle problems. For example, if the oil 
pressure drops below some predetermined level, the driver 
is warned to stop his vehicle immediately. Similarly, if the 

5 coolant temperature exceeds some predetermined value, the 
driver is also warned to take immediate corrective action. In ' 
these cases, the warning often comes too late as most vehicle 
gages alert the driver after he or she can conveniently solve 
the problem. Thus, what is needed is a component failure 

10 warning system that alerts the driver to the impending 
failure of a component sufficiently in advance of the time 
when the problem gets to a catastrophic point.' ! 

Some astute drivers can sense changes in the performance 
, of their vehicle and correctly diagnose that a problem with 

15 a component is about to occur. Other drivers can sense that 
their vehicle is performing differently but they don't know 
why or when a' component will fail or how serious that 
failure will be, or possibly even what specific component is 
the cause of the difference in performance. The invention 

20 disclosed herein will, in most cases, solve this problem by 
predicting component failures in time to permit maintenance 
and thus prevent vehicle breakdowns. 

Presently, automobile sensors in use are based on specific 
predetermined or set levels, such as the-coolant temperature 

25 or oil pressure, whereby an increase above the set level or a 
decrease below the set level will activate the sensor, rather 
than being based on changes in this level over time. The rate 
at which coolant heats up, for example, can be an important 
clue that some component in the cooling system is about to 

30 fail. There are no systems currently on automobiles to 
monitor the numerous vehicle components over time and to 
compare component performance with normal performance. 
Nowhere in the vehicle is the vibration signal of a normally 
operating front wheel stored, for example, or for that matter, 

35 any normal signal from any other vehicle component. 
Additionally, there is no system currently existing on a 
vehicle to look for erratic behavior of a vehicle component 
and to warn the driver or the dealer that a component is 
misbehaving and is therefore likely to fail in the very near 

40 future. 
istics as a,failure indication which gives rise of a warning. Sometimes, when a component fails, a catastrophic acci-

Every automobile driver fears that his or her vehicle will derit results. In the Firestone tire case, for example, over 100 
breakdown at some unfortunate time, e.g., when he or she is people were killed when a tire of a Ford Explorer blew out 
traveling at night, during rush hour, or on a long trip away which caused the Ford Explorer to rollover. Similarly, other 
from home. To help alleviate that fear, certain lUXury auto- 45 component failures can lead to loss' of control of the vehicle 
mobile manufacturers provide roadside service in the event and a subsequent accident. It is thus very important to 
of a breakdown. Nevertheless, unless the vehicle is equipped accurately forecast that such an event will take place but 
with OnStar® or an equivalent service, the vehicle, driver furthermore, for those cases where the event takes place 
must still be able to get to a telephone to call for service. It ,suddenly without warning, it is also important to diagnose 
is also a fact that many people purchase a new automobile 50 the state of the entire vehicle, which in some cases can lead 
out of fear of a breakdown with their current vehicle. This to automatic corrective action to prevent unstable vehicle 
invention is primarily concerned with preventing break- motion or rollovers resulting in an accident. Finally, an 
downs and with minimizing maintenance costs by predicting accurate diagnostic system for the entire vehicle can deter-
component failure that would lead to such a breakdown mine much more accurately the severity of an automobile 
before it occurs. 55 crash once it has begun by knowing where th~ accident is 

When a vehicle component begins to fail, the repair cost taking place on the vehicle (e.g., the part of or location on 
is frequently minimal if the impending failure of the com- the vehicle which is being impacted by an object) and what 
ponent is caught early, but increases as the repair is delayed. is colliding, with the vehicle based on a knowledge of the 
Sometimes if a component in need of repair is not caught in force deflection characteristics of the vehicle at that location. 
a ti~ely manner, the component, 'and particularly the 60 Therefore, in addition to a component diagnostic, the teach-
impending failure thereof, can cause other components of ings of this invention also provide a diagnostic system for 
the vehicle to deteriorate. One example is where the water the entire vehicle prior to and during accidents. In particular, 
pump fails gradually until the vehicle overheats and blows this invention is concerned with the simultaneous monitor-
a head gasket. It is desirable, therefore, to determine that a ing of mUltiple sensors on the vehicle so that the best 
vehicle component is about to fail as early as possible so as 65 possible determination of the state of the vehicle can be 
to minimize the probability of a breakdown and the reSUlting determined. Current crash sensors operate independently or 
repair costs. at most one sensor may influence the threshold at which 
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another sensor triggers a deployable restraint. In the teach
ings of this invention, two or more sensors, frequently 
accelerometers, are monitored simultaneously and the com
bination of the outputs of these multiple sensors are com
bined continuously in making the crash severity analysis. 

Marko et a1. (U.S. Pat. No. 5,041,976) is directed to a 
diagnostic system using pattern recognition for electronic 
automotive control systems and particularly for diagnosing 
faults in the engine of a motor vehicle after they have 
occurred. For example, Marko et al. is interested in deter
mining cylinder specific faults after the cylinder is operating 
abnormally. More specifically, Marko et a1. is directed to 
detecting a fault in a· vehicular electromechanical system 
indirectly, i.e., by means of the measurement of parameters 
of sensors which are affected by that system, and after that 
fault has already manifested itself in the system. In order to 
form the fault detecting system, the parameters from these 
sensors are input to a pattern recognition system for training 
thereof Then known faults are introduced and the parameters 
from the sensors are -inputted into the pattern recognition 
system with an indicia of the known fault. Thus, during 
subsequent operation, the pattern recognition system can 
determine the fault of the electromechanical system based 
on the parameters of the sensors, assuming that the fault was 
"trained" into the pattern recognition system and has already 
occurred. 

When the electromechanical system is an engine, the 
parameters input into the pattern recognition system for 
training thereof,. and used for fault detection during 
operation, all relate to the engine. (If the electromechanical 
system is other than the engine, then ,the parameters input 
into the pattern recognition -system would relate to that 
system.) In other words, each parameter will be affected by 
the operation of the engine and depend thereon and changes 

. in the operation of the engine will alter the parameter, e.g., 
the manifold absolute pressure is an indication of the airflow 
into the engine. In this case,· the signal from· the manifold 
absolute pressure sensor may be indic~tive of a fault in the 
intake of air into the engine, e.g., the engine is drawing in too 
much or too little air, and is thus affected by the operation 

6 
control system, i.e., an electronic muller system, including 
an input microphone 60 which senses exhaust noise at a first 
location 61 in an exhaust duct 58. An engine has exhaust 
manifolds 56,57 feeding exhaust air to the exhaust duct 58. 

5 The exhaust noise sensed by the microphone 60 is processed 
to obtain an output from an output speaker 65 arranged 
downstream of the input microphone 61 in the exhaust path 
in order to cancel the noise in the exhaust duct 58. 

Haramaty et a1. (U.S. Pat. No. 5,406,502) describes a 
10 system that monitors a machine in a factory and notifies 

maintenance personnel remote from the machine (not the 
machine operator) that maintenance should be scheduled at 
a time when the machine is not in use. Haramaty et al. does 
not expressly relate to vehicular applications. 

15 

20 

NASA Technical Support Package MFS-26529 "Engine 
Monitoring Based on Normalized Vibration Spectra", 
describes a technique for diagnosing engine health using a 
neural network based system and is incorporated by refer-· 
ence herein in its entirety. 

A paper "Using acoustic emission signals for monitoring 
of production processes" by H. K. Tonshoff et al. also 
provides a good description of how acoustic signals can be 
used to predict the state of machine tools and is incorporated 
by reference herein in its entirety. 

25 Based on the monitoring of vehicular components, sys-
tems and subsystems as well as to the measurement of 
physical and chemical characteristics relating to the vehicle 
or its components, systems and subsystems, it becomes 
possible to control and/or affect one or more vehicular 

30 system. ' 
An important component or system which is monitored is 

the tires as failure of one or more of the tires can often lead 
. to a fatal accident. Indeed, tire monitoring is extremely 
important since NHTSA (National Highway Traffic. Safety 

35 Administration) has recently linked 148 deaths and more 
than 525 injuries in the United States to separations, blow
outs and other tread problems in Firestone's ATX, ATX II 
and Wilderness AT tires, 5 million of which were recalled in 
2000. Many of the tires were standard equipment on the 

40 Ford Explorer. Ford recommends that the Firestone tires on 
the Explorer sport utility vehicle be inflated to 26 psi, while 
Firestone recommends 30 psi. It is surprising that a tire can 
go from a safe condition to an unsafe condition based on an 

of the engine. Similarly, the mass air flow is the airflow into 
the engine and is an alternative to the manifold' absolute 
pressure. It is thus a parameter that is directly a·ssociated 
with, related to and dependent on the engine. The exhaust 
gas oxygen sensor is also affected by the operation of. the 45 

engine, and thus directly associated therewith, since during 
normal operation, the mixture of the exhaust gas is neither 
rich or lean whereas during abnormal engine operation, the 
sensor will detect an abrupt change indicative of the mixture 
being too rich or too lean. 

under inflation of 4 psi. . 
Recent studies in the United States conducted by the 

Society of Automotive Engineers show that low tire pressure 
causes about 260,000 accidents annually. Another finding is 
that about 75% of tire failures each year are preceded by 
slow air leaks or inadequate tire inflation. Nissan, for 

50 example, warns that incorrect tire pressures can compromise 
the stability and overall handling of a, vehicle and can 
contribute to an accident. Additionally~ most non-crash auto 
fatalities occur while drivers are changing flat tires. Thus, 
tire failures are clearly a serious automobile safety. problem 

1bus, the system of Marko et a1. is based on the mea
surement of sensors which affect or are affected by, i.e., are 
directly associated with, the operation of the. electrome
chanical system for which faults are to be detected. 
However, the system of Marko et a1. does not detect faults 
in the sensors that are conducting the measurements, e.g., a 
fault in the exhaust gas oxygen sensor, or faults that are only 
developing but have not yet manifested themselves or faults 
in other systems. Rather, the sensors are used to detect a fault 
in the system after it has occurred. 

Asami et al. (U.S. Pat. No. 4,817,418) is directed to a 
failure diagnosis system for a vehicle including a failure 
display means for displaying failure information to a driver. 
This system only reports failures after they have occurred 
and does not predict them. 

Tiernan et a1. (U;S. Pat. No. 5,313,407) is directed, inter 
alia, to a system for providing an exhaust active noise 

55 that requires a solution. 
About 16% of all car accidents are ~ result of incorrect tire 

pressure. Thus, effective pressure and wear monitoring is 
extremely important. Motor Trend magazine stated that one 
of the most overlooked maintenance areas on a car is tire 

60 pressure. An estimated 40 to 80 percent of all vehicles on the 
road are operating with under-inflated tires. When under
inflated, a tire tends to flex its sidewall more, increasing its 
rolling resistance which decreases fuel economy. The extra 
flex also creates excessive heat in the tire that can shorten its 

65 service life. 
The Society of Automotive Engineers reports that about 

87 percent of all flat tires have a history of under-inflation. 
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About 85% of pressure loss incidents are slow punctures Under-inflation isn't the only cause of sudden tire failure. 
caused either by small-diameter objects trapped in the tire or A variety of mechanical problems including a bad wheel 
by larger diameter nails. The leak will be minor as long as bearing or a "dragging" brake can cause the tire to heat up 
the nail is trapped. If the nail comes out, pressure can and fail. In addition, as may have been a contributing factor 
decrease rapidly. Incidents of sudden pressure loss are 5 in the Firestone case, substandard materials can lead to 
potentially the most dangerous for drivers and account for intra-tire friction and a'buildup of heat. The use of re-capped . 
about 15% of all cases. truck tires is another example of heat caused failure as a 

A properly inflated tire loses approximately 1 psi per result by intra-tire friction. An overheated tire can fail 
month. A defective time can lose pressure at a more rapid suddenly without warning; . 
rate. About 35 percent of the recalled Bridgestone tires had 10 As discussed in more detail below, tire monitors, such as 
improper 'repairs. 

those disclosed below, permit the driver to check the vehicle 
Research from a variety of sources suggests that under- tire pressures from inside the vehicle. 

in11ation can be signincant to both fuel economy and tire life. 
Industry experts have determined that tires under-inflated by The Transportation Recall Enhancement Accountability 
a mere 10% wear out about 15% faster. An average driver and Documentation, Act, (H.R. 5164, or Public Law No. 
with an average set of tires can drive an extra 5,000 to 7,000 15 106-414) known as the TREAD Act, was signed by Presi-
miles before , buying new tires by keeping the tire properly dent Clinton on Nov. 1,2000. Section 12, TIRE PRESSURE 
in11ated. WARNING, states that: "Not later than one year after the 

1be American Automobile Association has determined date of enactment of this Act, the Secretary of 
that under inHated tires cut a vehicle's fuel economy by as Transportation, acting through the National Highway Traffic 
much as 2% per psi below the recommended level. If each 20 Safety Administration, shall complete a rulemaking for a 
of.a car's tires is supposed to have a pressure of 30 psi and regulation to require a warning system in a motor vehicle to 
iristead has a pressure of 25 psi, the car's fuel efficiency indicate to the operator when a tire is signincantly under-
drops by about 10%. Depending on the vehicle and miles inflated. Such requirement shall become effective not later 
driven that could cost from $100 to $500 a year. than 2, years after the date of the completion' of such 

The ability to control a 'vehicle is strongly influenced by 25 rulemaking." Thus, it is expected that a rule requiring 
tire pressure. When the tire pressure is kept at proper levels, continuous tire monitoring will take effect for the 2004 
optimum vehicle braking, steering, handling and stability are model year. 
accomplished. Low tire pressure can also lead to damage to 
both the .tires and wheels. This law will dominate the first generation of such sys-

tems as automobile manufacturers move to satisfy the 
A Michelin study revealed that the average driver doesn't 30 requirement. In subsequent years, more sophisticated sys

recognize a low tire until it's 14 psi too low. One of the 
reasons is that today's radial tire is hard to judge visually terns that in addition to pressure will monitor temperature, 
because the sidewall flexes even when properly inflated. tire footprint, wear, vibration, etc. Although the Act requires 

Despite. all the recent press about keeping tires properly that the tire pressure be monitored, it is believed by the 
in11ated, new research shows that most drivers do not know 35 inventors that other parameters are as important as the tire 
the correct inJIation pressure. In a recent survey, only 45 pressure or even more important than the tire pressure as 
percent of respondents knew where to look to nnd the described in more detail below. 
correct pressure, even though 78 percent thought they knew. Consumers are also in favor of tire monitors. Johnson 
Twenty-seven percent incorrectly believed the sidewall of Controls' market research showed that about 80 percent of 
the tire carries the correct information and did not know that 40 consumers believe a low tire pressure warning system is an 
the sidewall only indicates the maximum pressure for the important or extremely important vehicle feature. Thus, as 
tire, not the optimum pressure for the vehicle. In another with other safety products such as airbags, competition to 
survey, about 60% of the respondents reported that they meet customer demands will soon drive this market. 
check tire pressure but only before going on a long trip. The Although, as with most other safety products, the initial 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration estimates 45 introductions wiUbe in the United States, speed limits in the 
that at least one out of every five tires is not properly United States and Canada are sufficiently low that tire 
in11ated. pressure is not as critical an issue as in Europe, for example, 

1be problem is exacerbated with the new run-flat tires where the drivers often drive much faster. 
where a driver may not be aware that a tire is flat until itis The advent of microelectromechanical (MEMS) pressure' 
destroyed. Run-11at tires can be operated at air pressures 50 sensors, especially those based on surface acoustical wave 
below normal for a limited distance and at a restricted speed (SAW) technology, has now made the wireless and power-
(125 miles at a maximum of 55 mph). The driver must less monitoring of tire pressure feasible. This is the basis of 
therefore be warned of changes in the condition of the tires the tire pressure monitors described below. According to a 
so that she can adapt her driving to the changed conditions. Frost and Sullivan report on the U.S. Micromechanical 

One solution to this problem is to continuously monitor 55' Systems (MEMS) market (June 1997): "A MEMS tire 
the pressure and perhaps the temperature in the tire. Pressure pressure sensor represents one of the most profound oppor-
loss can be automatically detected in two ways: by directly tunities for MEMS in the automotive sector." 
measuring air presimre within the tire or by indirect tire There are many wireless tire temperature and pressure 
rotation methods. Various indirect methods are based on the monitoring systems disclosed in the prior art patents such as 
number of revolutions each tire makes over an extended 60 for example, U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,295,102, 4,296,347, 4,317, 
period of time through the ABS system and others are based 372,4,534,223,5,289,160,5,612,671,5,661,651,5,853,020 
on monitoring the frequency changes in the sound emitted and 5,987,980 and International Publication No. WO 
by the tire. In the direct detection case, a sensor is mounted 0l/07271(A1), all of which are illustrative of the state of the 
into each wheel or tire assembly, each with its own identity. art of tire monitoring and are incorporated by reference 
An on-board computer collects the signals, processes and 65 herein. 
displays the data and triggers a warning signal in the case of Devices for measuring the pressure and/or temperature . 
pressure loss. within a vehicle tire directly can be categorized as those 
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containing electronic circuits and a power supply within the 
tire, those which contain electronic circuits and derive the 
power to operate these circuits either inductively, from a 
generator or through radio frequency radiation, and those 
that do not contain electronic circuits and receive their 5 
operating power only from received radio frequency radia
tion. For the reasons discussed above, the discussion herein 
is mainly concerned with the latter category. This category 
contains devices that operate on the principles of surface 
acoustic waves (SAW) and' the disclosure below is con- 10 

cerned primarily with such SAW devices. 
International Publication No. WO 01/07271 describes a 

tire pressure sensor that replaces the valve and valve stern in 
a tire. 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,231,827 contains a good description and 15 

background of the tire-monitoring' problem. The device 
disclosed, however, contains a battery and electronics and is 
not a SAW device. Similarly, the device described in U.S. 
Pat. No. 5,285,189 contains a battery 'as do the devices 
described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,335,540 and 5,559,48,4. U.S.' 20 

Pat. No. 5,,945,908 applies to a s,tationary tire monitoring 
system and does not use SAW devices. ' 

One of the first significant SAW sensor patents is U.S. Pat. 
No. 4,534,223. This patent describes the use of SAW devices 
for measuring pressure and also a variety of methods for 25 

'temperature compensation but does not mention wireless 
transmission. 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,987,980 describes a tire valve assembly 
using a SAW pressure transducer in conjunction with a 30 

sealed cavity. This patent does disclose wireless transmis
sion. The assembly includes a power supply and thus this 
also distinguishes it from a' preferred system of this inven
tion. It is, not a SAW system and thus the antenna for 
interrogating the device in this design must be within one 35 

meter, which is closer than needed for a preferred device of 
this invention. 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,698,786 relates to the sensors and is 
prim~lrilyconcerned with the design of electronic circuits in 
an interrogator. U.S. Pat. No. 5,700,952 also describes 40 

circuitry for use in the interrogator to be used with SAW 
devices. In neither of these patents is the concept of using a 
SAW device in a wireless tire pressure monitoring system 
described. These patents also do not describe including an 
identification code with the temperature and/or pressure 45 

measurements in the sensors and devices. 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,804,729 describes circuitry for use with an 

interrogator in order to obtain more precise measurements of 
the changes in the delay caused by the physical or chemical 

, property being measured by the SAW device. Similar com- 50 

ments apply to U.S. Pat. No. 5,831,167. Other related prior 
art includes U.S. Pat. No. 4,895,017. 

10 
surface acoustic wave is determined by the pressure exerted 
by the oil on the SAW device. For the purposes of the iqstant 
invention, air pressure can also be measured in a similar 
manner by first placing a thin layer of a rubber material onto 
the surface of the SAW device which serves as a, coupling 
agent from the air pressure to the SAW surface. In this 
manner, the absolute pressure of a tire, for example, can be 
measured without the need for a diaphragm and reference 
pressure greatly simplifying the pressure measurement. 
Other examples of the use of PVDF film as a pressure 
transducer can be found in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,577,510 and 
5,341,687, which' are incorporated by reference herein~ 

although they are not used as SAW devices. 
The following U.S. patents provide relevant information 

to this invention, and to the extent necessary, all of them are 
incorporated by reference herein: U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,361,026, 
4,620,191, 4,7033,27, 4,724,443, 4,725,841, 4,734,698, 
5,691,698, 5,841,214, 6,060,815, 6,107,910, 6,114,971, 
6,144,332. 

In recent years, SAW devices have been usec:l as sensors 
in a broad variety of applications. Compared with sensors 
utilizing alternative technologies, SAW sensors possess out
standing properties, such as high sensitivity, high resolution, 
and ease of manufacturing by microelectronic technologies. 
However, the most attractive feature of SAW sensors is that 
they can be interrogated wirelessly. 

DEFINITIONS 

As used herein, a diagnosis of the "state of the vehicle" 
means a diagnosis of the condition of the vehicle with 
respect to its stability and proper running and operating 
condition. Thus, the state of the vehicle could be normal 
when the vehicle' is operating properly on a highway or 
abnormal when, for example, the vehicle is experiencing 
excessive angular inclination (e.g., two wheels are off the 
ground and the vehicle is about to rollover), the vehicle is 
experiencing a crash, the vehicle is' skidding, and other 
similar situations. A diagnosis of the state of the vehicle 
could also be an indication that one of the parts of the 
vehicle, e.g., a component, system or subsystem, is operat
ing abnormally. 

As used herein, an "occupant restraint device" includes 
any type of device which is deployable in the event of a 
crash involving the vehicle for the purpose of protecting an 
occupant from the efIects of the crash and/or minimizing the 
potential injury to the occupant. Occupant restraint devices 
thus include frontal airbags, side airbags, seatbelt tensioners, 
knee bolsters, side curtain airbags, externally deployable 
airbags and the like. 

As used herein, a "part" of the vehicle includes any 
component, sensor, system or subsystem of the vehicle such 
as the steering system, braking system, throttle system, 
navigation system, airbag system, seatbelt retractor, air bag 

Other patents disclose the placement of an electronic 
device in the sidewall or opposite the tread of a tire but they 
do not disclose either an accelerometer or a surface acoustic 
wave device. In most cases, the disclosed system has a 
battery and electronic circuits. 

55 inflation valve, air bag inflation controller and airbag vent 
valve, as well as those listed below in the definitions of 

One method of measuring pressure that is applicable to 
this invention is disclosed in V. V. Varadan, Y. R. Roh and 
V. K. Varadan "Local/Global SAW Sensors for Turbulence", 60 

IEEE 1989 Ultrasonics Symposium p. 591-594 makes use 
of a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) piezoelectric film to 
measure pressure. Mention is made in this article that other 
piezoelectric materials can also be used. Experimental 
results are given where the, height of a column of oil is 65 

measured based on the pressure measured by the piezoelec
tric film used as a SAW device. In particular, the speed of the 

"component" and "sensor". 
As used herein, a "sensor system" includes any of the 

sensors listed below in the definition of "sensor" as well as 
any type of component or assembly of components which 
detect, sense or measure something. 

The term "gage" as used herein interchangeably with the 
terms "sensor" and "sensing device". 

Preferred embodiments of the invention are described 
below and unless specifically noted, it is the applicants' 
intention that the words and phrases in the specification and 
claims be given the ordinary and accustomed meaning to 
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those of ordinary skill in the' applicable art(s). If the appli
cant intends any other meaning, he will specifically state he 
is applying a special meaning to a word or phrase. 

Likewise, applicants' use of the word "function" here is 
not intended to indicate that the applicants seek to invoke the 5 

special provisions of 35 U .S.c. § 112, sixth paragraph, to 
define their invention. To the contrary, if applicants wish to 
invoke the provisions of 35 U.S.C. § 112, sixth paragraph, 
t6 define their invention, they will specifically set forth in the 
claims the phrases "means for" or "step for" and a function, 10 

without also reciting in that phrase any structure, material or 
act in support of the function. Moreover, even if applicants 
invoke the provisions of 35 U.S.C. § 112, sixth paragraph, 

12 
It is' an additional object of the' present invention to 

simultaneously monitor several sensors" primarily 
accelerometers, gyroscop~s and strain gages, to determine 
the state of the. vehicle and optionally its occupants and to 
determine that a vehicle is out of control and possibly 
headed for an accident, for example. If so, then a signal can 
be sent to a part of the vehicle control system to attempt to 
re-establish stability. If this is 'unsuccessful, then the same 
system of sensors can monitor the early stages of a crash to 
make an assessment of the severity of the crash and what 
occupant protection systems should be deployed and how 
such occupant protection systems should be deployed. 

Another object of the invention to provide new and 
improved sensors for a vehicle which wirelessly transmits 
information about a state measured or detected by the sensor. 

to define their invention, it is the applicants' intention that 
their inventions not be limited to the specific structure, 15 

material or acts that are described in the preferred embodi
ments herein. Rather, if applicants claim their inventions by 
specifically invoking the provisions of 35 U.S. C. § 112, sixth 
paragraph, it is nonetheless their intention to cover and 
include any and all structure, materials or acts that perform 20 

the claimed function, along with ariy and all known or later 
developed equivalent structures, materials or acts for per
forming the claimed function. 

It is another object of the invention to incorporate surface 
acoustic wave technology into sensors on a vehicle with the 

, data obtained by the sensors being transmittable via a 
telematics link to a remote location. 

OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a new 
and improved method and system for diagnosing compo
nents in a vehicle and the operating status of the vehicle and 
alerting.the vehicle's dealer, or another repair facility, via a 
telematics link that a component of the vehicle'is function
ing abnormally and may be in danger of failing. 

It is still another object of the present invention to provide 
a new and improved method and apparatus for obtaining 
information about a vehicle system and components in the 
vehicle in conjunction with failure of the component or the 
vehicle and sending this information to the vehicle manu
facturer. 

25 

30 

35 

It is an object of the present invention to 'provide a new 
and improved method and system for diagnosing compo- 40 

nents in a vehicle by monitoring the patterns of signals 
emitted from the vehicle components and, through the use of 
pattern recognition technology, forecasting component fail
ures before they occur. Vehicle component behavior is thus 
monitored over time in contrast to systems that wait until a 45 

serious condition occurs. The forecast of component failure 
can be transmitted to a remote location via a telematics link. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide a 
new and improved on-board vehicle diagnostic module 
utilizing pattern recognition technologies which are trained 50 

to differentiate normal from abnormal component behavior. 
The diagnosis of component behavior can be transmitted to 
a remote location via a telernatics link. 

It is yet another object of the present invention to provide 

It is another object of the invention to provide new and 
improved sensors for measuring the pressure, temperature 
and/or acceleration of tires with the data obtained by the 
sensors being tr'ansmittable via a telematics link to a remote 
location. 

I t is yet another object of the invention to provide new and 
improved weight or load measuring sensors, switches, tem
perature sensors, acceleration sensors, angular position 
sensors, angular rate sensors, angular acceleration sensors, 
proximity sensors, rollover sensors, occupant presence, and 
position sensors, strain sensors and humidity sensors which 
utilize wireless data transmission, wireless power 
transmission, and/or surface acoustic wave technology with 
the data obtained by the sensors being transmittable via a 
telematics link to a remote location. 

It is still another object of the present invention to provide 
new and improved sensors for detecting the presence of 
fluids or gases which utilize wireless data transmission, 
wireless power transmission, and/or surface 'acoustic wave 
technology with the data obtained by the sensors being 
transmittable via a telematics link to a remote location. 

Yet another object of the present invention to provide new 
and improved sensors for detecting the condition or friction 
of a road surface which utilize wireless data transmission, 
wireless power transmission, and/or surface acoustic wave 
technology with the' data obtained by the senSors being 
transmittable via a telematics link to a remote location. 

Still another object of the present invention '10 provide 
new and improved sensors for detecting chemicals which 
utilize wireless data transmission, wireless power 
transmission, and/or surface acoustic wave technology with 
the data obtained by the sensors being transmittable via a 
telematics link to a remote location. 

It is another object of the invention to utilize any of the 
foregoing sensors for a vehicular component control. system , 
in which a component, system or subsystem in the vehicle 
is controlled based on the information provided by the 
sensor. Additionally, the information provided by the sensor 
can be transmitted via a: telematics link to one or more 

a diagnostic module that determines whether a component is 55 

operating normally or abnormally based on a time series of 
data from a single sensor or from multiple sensors that 
contain a pattern indicative of the operating status of the 
component. The diagnosis of component operation can be 
transmitted to a remote location via a telematics link. 60 remote facilities for, further' analysis. 

,It is still another object of the present invention to provide 
a diagnostic module that determines whether a component is 
operating normally or abnormally based on data from one or 
more sensors that are not directly associated with the 
component, i.e., do not depend on the operation of the 65 

component. The diagnosis of component operation can be 
transmitted to a remote location via a telematics link. 

A more general object of the invention is to provide new 
and improved sensors which obtain and provide information 
about the vehicle, about individual components, systems, 
vehicle occupants, subsystems, or about the roadway, ambi
ent ,atmosphere, travel conditions and external objects with 
the data obtained by the sensors being transmittable via a 
telematics link to a remote location. 
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Accordingly to achieve one or more of the above objects, 
a vehicle in accordance with the invention comprises a 
diagnostic system arranged to diagnose the state of the 
vehicle or the state of a component of the vehicle and 
generate an output indicative or representative thereof and a 
communications device coupled to the diagnostic system 
and arranged to transmit the output of the diagnostic system. 
The diagnostic system may comprise a plurality of vehicle 
sensors mounted on the vehicle, each sensor providing a 
measurement related to a state of the sensor or a measure
ment related to a state of the mounting location, and a 
processor coupled to the sensors and arranged to receive 
data from the sensors and process the data to generate the 
output indicative or representative of the state of the vehicle 
or the state of a component of the vehicle. The sensors may 
be wirelessly coupled to the processor and arranged at 
different locations on the vehicle. The processor may 
embody a pattern recognition algorithm trained to generate 
the output from the data received from the sensors, such as 
a neural network, fuzzy logic, sensor fusion and the like, and 
be arranged to control one or more parts of the vehicle based 
on the output indicative or representative of the state of the 
vehicle or the state of a component of the vehicle. The state 
of the 'vehicle can include angular motion of the vehicle. 

A display may be arranged in the vehicle in a position to 
be visible from the passenger compartment. Such as display 
is coupled to the diagnostic system and arranged to display 
the diagnosis of the state of the vehicle or the state of a 
component of the vehicle. 

A warning device may also be coupled to the diagnostic 
system for relaying a warning to an occupant of the vehicle 
relating to the state of the vehicle or the state of the 
component of the vehicle as diagnosed by the diagnostic 
system. 

14 
axis acceleration sensor, a triaxial acceleration sensor and a 
gyroscope. The sensors may include an RFID response unit 
and an RFID interrogator device which causes the RFID 
response units to transmit a signal representative of the 

5 measurement of the associated sensor to the processor. In 
addition to or instead or an RFID-based system, one or more 
SAW sensors can be arranged on the vehicle, each receiving 
a signal and returning a signal modified by virtue of the state 
of the sensor or the state of the mounting location of the 

10 sensor. For example, the SAW sensor can measure tempera
ture and/or pressure of a component of the vehicle or in a 
certain location or space on the vehicle, or the concentration 
and/or presence of a chemical 

A method for monitoring a vehicle comprises diagnosing 
15 the state of the vehicle or the state of a component of the 

vehicle by means of a diagnostic system arranged on the 
vehicle, generating an output indicative or repreSentative of 
the diagnosed state of the vehicle or the diagnosed state of 
the component of the vehicle, and transmitting the output.to 

20 a remote location. Transmission of the output to a remote 
location may entail arranging a communications device 
comprising a cellular telephone system including an antenna 
on the vehicle. The output may be to a satellite Jor 'trans
mission from the satellite to the remote location. the output 

25 could also be transmitted via the' Internet to a web site or host 
computer associated with the remote location. : 

It is important to note that raw sensor data is n~t trans
mitted from the .vehicle the remote location for analysis and 
processing by the devices and/or perSonnel at the' remote 

30 location. Rather, in accordance with the invention, a diag
nosis of the. vehicle or the vehicle component is performed 
on the vehicle itself and this resultant diagnosis is transmit
ted. 

1be communications device may comprise a cellular 
35 

telephone system including an antenna as well as other 
The diagnosis of the state of the vehicle may encompass 

determining whether the vehicle is stable or· is about to 
rollover or skid and/or determining a location of an impact 
between the vehicle and~another object. 

similar or different electronic equipment capable of trans
mitting a signal to a remote location, optionally via a 
satellite. Transmission via the Internet, i.e., to a web site or 
host computer associated with the remote location is also a 

40 
possibility for the invention. If the vehicle is considered it 
sown site, then the transmission would be a site-to-site 
transmission via the Internet. 

An occupant sensing system can be provided to determine 
at least one property or characteristic of occupancy of the 45 

vehicle. In this case, the communications device is coupled 
to the occupant sensing system and transmits the determined 
property or characteristic of occupancy of the vehicle. 

In a similar manner, at least one environment sensor can 
be provided, each sensing a state of the environment around 50 

the vehicle. In this case, the communications device is 
coupled to the environment sensor(s) and transmits the 
sensed state of the environment around the vehicle. 

Moreover, a location determining system, optionally 
incorporating GPS technology, could be provided on the 55 

vehicle to determine the location of the vehicle and trans
mitted to the remote location along with the diagnosis of the 
state of the vehicle or its component. 

A display may be arranged in the vehicle in a position to 
be visible from the passenger compartment in which case, 
the state of the vehicle or the state of.a component of the 
vehicle is displayed thereon. Further, a warning can be 
relayed to an occupant of the vehicle relating to the state of 
the vehicle. . 

In addition to the transmission of vehicle diagnostic 
information obtained by analysis of data from sensors per
formed on the vehicle, at least one property or characteristic 
of occupancy of the vehicle may be determined (such as the 
number of occupants, the status of the occupants-breathing 
or not, injured or not, etc.) and tr'ansmitted to a remote 
location, the same or a different remote location to which the 
diagnostic information is sent. The information can also be 
sent in a different manner than the information relating to the 
diagnosis of the vehicle. 

Additional information for transmission by the compo-
nents on the vehicle may include a state of the environment 
around the vehicle, for example, the temperature, pressure, . 
humidity, etc. in the vicinity of the vehicle, and the location 
of the vehicle. , 

A memory unit may be provided in the vehicle, possibly 
as part of a microprocessor, and arranged to receive the 
diagnosis of the state of the vehicle or the state of the 
component of the vehicle and store the diagnosis. As such, 
this memory unit can be periodically interrogated, to obtain 

A memory unit may be coupled to the diagnostic system 
and the communications device. The memory unit receives 60 

the diagnosis of the state of the vehicle or the state of a 
component of .the vehicle from the diagnostic system and 
stores the diagnosis. The communications device then inter
rogates the memory unit to obtain the stored diagnosis to 
enable transmission thereof, e.g., at periodic intervals. 65 the stored diagnosis to enable transmissiop. thereof. 

1be sensors may be any known type of sensor including, 
but not limited to, a single axis acceleration sensor, a double 

Diagnosis of the state of the vehicle or the state of the 
component of the vehicle may entail mounting a plurality of 
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sensors on the vehicle, measuring a state of each sensor or 
a state of the mounting location of each sensor and diag
nosing the state of the vehicle or the state of a component of 
the vehicle based on the measurements of the state of the 
sensors or the state of the mounting locations of the sensors. 5 

These [unctions can be achieved by a processor which is 
wirelessly coupled to the sensors. 

The sensors can optionally be provided with RFID 
technology, i.e., an RFID response unit, whereby an RFID 
interrogator device is mounted on the vehicle and signals 10 

transmitted via the RFID interrogator device causes the 
RFID response units of any properly equipped sensors to 
transmit a signal r~presentative of the measurements of that 
sensor to the processor. 

SAW sensors can also be used, in addition to or instead of 
RFID-based sensors. 

One embodiment of the diagnostic module in accordance 
with the irivention utilizes information which already exists 

15 

in signals emanating from various vehicle components along 20 

with sensors which sense these signals and,. using pattern 
recognition techniques, compares these signals with patterns 
characteristic of normal and abnormal component perfor
mance to predict component failure, vehicle instability or a 
crash earlier than would otherwise occur if the diagnostic 25 

module was not utilized. If fully implemented, this invention 
is a total diagnostic system of the vehicle. In most 
implementations, the module is attached to the vehicle and 
electrically connected \ to the vehicle data bus where it 
analyzes data appearing on the bus to diagnose components 30 

of the vehicle. In some implementations, multiple distrib
uted accelerometers and/or microphones are present on the 
vehicle and, in some cases, some of the sensors will com
municate using wireless technology to the vehicle bus or 
directly to the diagnostic module. 

35 
Principal objects and advantages of this invention or other 

inventions disclosed herein are thus: 
1. To prevent vehicle breakdowns. 
2. To alert the driver of the vehicle that a component of the 

vehicle is functioning differently than normal and 40 

might be,in danger of failing. 
3 rIb alert the dealer, or other repair facility, that' a 

component of the vehicle is functioning differently than 
normal and is in danger of failing. 

4. To provide an early warning of a potential component 45 

failure and to thereby minimize the cost of repairing or 
replacing the component. . 

16 
9. To provide a device which provides information to the 

vehicle manufacturer of the events leading to a com-
ponent failure. . 

10. To apply pattern recognition ·techniques based on 
training to diagnosing potential 'vehicle ,component 
failures. 

11. To apply component diagnostic techniques in combi
nation with intelligent or smart highways wherein 
vehicles may be automatically guided without manual 
control in order to permit the orderly exiting of the 
vehicle from a restricted roadway prior to a breakdown 
of the vehicle. 

12. To apply trained pattern recognition techniques using 
multiple sensors to provide an early prediction of the 
existence and severity of an accident. 

13. To utilize pattern recognition techniques and the 
output from mUltiple sensors to determine at an early 
stage that a vehicle rollover might occur and to take 
corrective' action through control. of the vehicle 
acceleration, brakes and steering to prevent the rollover 
or if it is preventable, to deploy side head protection 
airbags to reduce the injuries. 

14. To use the output from multiple sensors to determine 
that the vehicle is skidding or sliding and to send 
messages to the various vehicle control systems to 
activate the throttle, brakes and/or steering to correct 
fqr the vehicle sliding or skidding motion. 

Other objects and advantages of the present invention will 
become apparent from the following description of the' 
preferred embodiments taken in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The following drawings are illustrative of embodiments 
of the system developed or adapted using the teachings of 
this invention and are not meant to limit the scope of the 
invention as encompassed by the claims. 

FIG. 1 is a side view with parts cutaway and removed of 
a vehicle showing the passenger compartment containing a 
rear facing child seat on the front passenger seat and a 
preferred mounting location for an occupant and rear facing 
child seat presence detector. 

FIG. 2 is a side view with parts cutaway and removed 
showing schematically the interface between the vehicle 
interior monitoring system of this invention and the vehicle 
cellular communication system. 

5. To provide a device which will capture available 
information from signals emanating from vehicle com
ponents for a variety of uses such as current and future 
vehicle diagnostic purposes. 

FIG. 3 is a diagram of one exemplifying embodiment of 
50 the invention. 

FIG .. 4is a perspective view of a carbon dioxide SAW 
sensor for mounting in the trunk lid for monitoring the inside 
of the trunk for detecting trapped children or animals. 

6. To provide a device that uses information from existing 
sensors for new purposes thereby increasing the value 
of existing sensors and, in some cases, eliminating the 
need for sensors that provide redundant information. 

FIG. 4A is a detailed view of the SAW carbon dioxide 
55 sensor of FI G. 4. 

7. To provide a device which is trained to' recognize 
deterioration in the performance of a vehicle 
component, or of the entire vehicle, based on informa
tion in signals emanating from the component or from 60 

vehicle angular and linear accelerations. 

FIG. 5 is a schematic illustration of a generalized com-
ponent with several signals being emitted and transmitted 
along a variety of paths, sensed by a variety of sensors and 
analyzed by the diagnostic module in accordance with the 
invention and for use in a method in accordance with the 
invention. 8. 1b provide a device which analyzes vibrations from 

various vehicle components that are transmitted 
through the vehicle structure and se'nsed by existing 
vibration sensors such as vehicular crash sensors used 
with airbag systems or by special vibration sensors, 
accelerometers, or gyroscopes. 

FIG. 6 is a schematic of one pattern recognition method
ology known as a neural network which may be' used in a ' 

65 method in accordance with the invention. 
FIG: 7 is a schematic of a vehicle with several compo

nents and several sensors and a total vehicle diagnostic 
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system in accordance with the invention utilizing a diag
nostic module in accordance with the invention and which 
may be used in a method in accordance with the invention. 

FIG. 8 is a flow diagram of information flowing from 
various sensors onto the vehicle data bus and thereby into 
the diagnostic module in accordance with the invention with 
outputs to a display for notifying the driver, and to the 
vehicle cellular phone for notifying another person, of a 
potential component failure. 

, FIG. 9 is a flow chart of the methods for automatically 
monitoring a vehicular component in accordance with the 
invention. 

FIG. 10 is a schematic illustration of the components used 
in the' methods for automatically monitoring a vehicular 
component. 

FIG. 11 is a schematic of a vehicle with several acceler
ometers and/or gyroscopes at preferred locations in the 
vehicle. 

18 
FIG. 20B is a detailed perspective view of the device of 

FIG. 20A with the force-transmitting member rendered 
transparent. 

FIG. 20C is ,a detailed perspective view of an alternate 
5 SAW device for use in' FIGS. 20A and 20B showing the use 

of one of two possible switches, one that aCtivates the SAW 
and the other that suppresses the SAW. 

FIG. 21A is a detailed perspective view of a polymer and 
mass on SAW accelerometer for use in crash sensors, vehicle 

10 navigation, etc. 

FIG. 21B is a detailed perspective view of a normal mass 
on SAW accelerometer for use in crash sensors, vehicle 
navigation, etc. 

15. FIG. 22 is a view of a prior art SAW gyroscope that can 
be used with this invention. 

FIG. 12 is a schematic view of overall teleinatics system 20 

in accordance with the invention. 

FIGS. 23A, 23B and 23C .are a block diagrams of three 
interrogators that can be used with this invention to inter
rogate severai different devices. 

FIG. 24 is a perspective view of a SAW antenna system 
adapted for mounting underneath a vehicle and for commu
nicating with the four mounted tires. FIG. 13A is a partial cutaway view of a tire pressure 

monitor using an absolute pressure measuring SAW device; 
FIG. 13B is a partial cutaway view' of a. tire pressure 

monitor using a; differential pressure measuring SAW 
device. 

FIG. 14 is a partial cutaway view of an interior SAW tire 
temperature and pressure monitor mounted onto and below 
the valve stem. 

FI G. 14A is a sectioned view 0 f the SAW tire' pressure and 
temperature monitor of FIG. 14 incorporating an absolute 
pressure SAW device. 

25 

FIG. 24A is a detail view of an antenna system for use in 
the system of FIG. 24. 

FIG. 25 is an overhead view of a roadway with vehicles 
and a SAW road temperature and humidity monitoring 
sensor. 

FIG. 25A is a detail drawing of the monitoring sensor of 
30 FIG. 25. 

FJG.14B is a sectioned view of the SAW tire pressure and 
temperature monitor of FIG. 14 incorporating a differential 

35 
pressure SAW device. 

FIG. 26 is a perspective view of a SAW system for 
locating a vehicle on a roadway, and on the earth surface if 
accurate maps are available. It also illustrates the use of a 
SAW transponder in the license plate for the location of 
preceding vehicles and preventing rear end impacts. 

FIG. 27 is a partial cutaway view of a section of a fluid 
'reservoir with a SAW fluid pressure and temperature sensor 
for monitoring oil, water, or other fluid pressure. 

FIG. 15 is a view of an accelerometer-based tire monitor 
also incorporating a SAW pressure and temperature monitor 
and cemented to the interior of the tire opposite the tread. 

FIG.15A is a view of an accelerometer-based tire monitor 
also incorporating a SAW pressure and temperature monitor 
and inserted into the tire opposite the tread during manu
facture. 

FIG. 16 is a detailed view of a polymer on SAW pressure 
sensor. 

FIG. 16A is a view of a SAW temperature and pressure 
monitor on a single SAW device. 

FIG. 16B is a view of an alternate design of a SAW 
temperature and pressure monitor on a single SAW device. 

FIG. 28 is a perspective view of a vehicle suspension 
40 system with SAW load sensors. 

FI G. 28A is a cross section detail view of a vehicle spring 
and shock absorber system with a SAW torque sensor 
system mounted for measuring the stress in the vehicle 

45 'spring of the suspension system of FIG. 28. 
FIG. 28B is a detail view of a SAW torque sensor and 

shaft compression sensor arrangement for use with the 
arrangement of FIG. 28. 

FIG. 17 is a perspective view of a SAW temperature 50 

sensor. 

FIG. 2·9 is a cutaway view of a vehicle showing possible 
mounting locations for vehicle interior temperature, 
humidity, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, alcohol or other 
chemical or physical property measuring sensors. 

FIG. 17 A is a perspective view of a device that can 
provide two measurements of temperature or one of tem
perature and another of sOme other physical or chemical 
property such as pressure or chemical concentration. 

FIG. 17B is a top view of an alternate SAW device 
capable of determining two physical or chemical properties 
such as pressure and temperature. 

FIGS. 18 and 18A are views of a prior art SAW acceler
ometer that can be used for the tire monitor assembly of FIG. 
15. 

FIGS. 19A, 19B, 19C, 19D and 19E are views of occupant 
seat weight sensors using a slot spanning SAW ~train gage 
and other strain concentrating designs. 

FIG. 20A is a view of a view of a SAW switch sensor for 
mounting on or within a surface such as a vehicle armrest. 

FIG. 30Ais a perspective view of a SAWtiit sensor using 
four SAW assemblies for tilt measurement and one for 

55 temperature. 

FIG. 30B is a top view of a SAW tilt sensor using three 
SAW assemblies for tilt measurement each one of which can 
also measure temperature. 

60, FIG. 31 is a perspective exploded view of a SAW crash 
sensor for sensing frontal, side or rear crashes. 

FIG. 32 is a partial .cutaway view of a piezoelectric 
generator and tire monitor using PVOF film. 

FIG. 32A is a cutaway view of the PVOF sensor of FIG. 
65 32. 

FIG. 33 is a perspective view with portions cutaway of a 
SAW based vehicle gas gage. 
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FIG. 33A is a top detailed view of a SAW pressure arid 
temperature monitor'for use in the system of FIG. 33. 

FIG. 34 is a partial cutaway view of a vehicle drives 
wearing a seatbelt with SAW force sensors. 

20 
(such as a capacitor or electric field sensor) or a spacial 
varying signal such as in a scanning system. One particular 
type of radiation-receiving receiver for use in the invention 
is a receiver capable of receiving electromagnetic waves. 

5 FIG. 35 is an alternate arrangement of a SAW tire pressure 
When ultrasonic energy is used, transducer 632 can be 

used as a transmitter and transducers 631,633 as receivers. 
, Naturally, other combinations can be used such as where all 

transducers are transceivers (transmitters and receivers). For 
example, transducer 632 can be constructed to transmit 

and temperature monitor installed in the wheel rim facing 
inside. 

FIG. 36Ais a schematic of a prior artdeployment scheme 
for an airbag module. 

FIG. 36B is a schematic of a deployment scheme for an 
airbag module in accordance with the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE ' 
INVENTION 

As noted above, the invention relates generally to telerriat
ics and the transmission of information from a vehicle to one 
or more remote sites which can react to the position or status 
of the vehicle or occupant(s) therein. 

Initially, sensing of the occupancy of the vehicle and the 
optional transmission of this information, which may 
include images, to remote locations will be discussed. This 
entails obtaining information from various sensors about the 
occupants in the passenger compartment of the vehicle, e.g., 
the number of occupants, their type and their motion, if any. 
Thereafter, a discussion of general vehicle diagnostic meth
ods will be discussed with the diagnosis being transmittable' 
via a communications device to the remote locations. 
Finally, an extensive discussion of various sensors for use on 
the vehicle to sense different operating parameters and 
conditions of the vehicle is provided. All of the sensors 
discussed herein can be coupled to a communications device 
enabling transmission of data, signals and/or images to the 
remote locations, and reception of the same from the remote 
locations. ' 

. Referring to the accompanying drawings wherein the 
same reference '.numerals refer to the same or similar 
elements, FIG. 1 is a side view, with parts cutaway and 
removed of a vehicle showing the passenger compartment 
containing a rear facing child seat 610 on a front passenger 
seat 620 and one mounting location for a first embodiment 
of a vehicle interior monitoring system in accordance with 
the invention. The interior monitoring system is capable of 
detecting the presence of an object, determining the type of 
object, determining the location of the object, and/or deter
mining another property or characteristic of the object. A 
property of the object could be the orientation of a childseat, 
the velocity of an adult and the like. For example, the vehicle 
interior monitoring system can determine that an object is 
present on the seat, that the object is a child seat and that the 
child seat is rear-facing. The vehicle interior monitoring 
system could also determine that the object is an adult, that 
he is drunk and that he is out of position relative to the 
airbag. 

In this embodiment, six transducers 631, 632, 633, 640, 
641 and 646 are used, although any number of transducers 
may be used. Each transducer 631, 632, ,633, 640, 641, 646 
may, comprise only a transmitter which transmits energy, 
waves or radiation, only a receiver which receives energy, 
waves or radiation, both a transmitter and a receiver capable 
of transmitting and receiving energy, waves or radiation, an 
electric field sensor, a capacitive sensor, or a self-tuning 
antenna-based sensor, weight sensor, chemical sensor, 
motion sensor or vibration sensor, for example. 

Such transducers or receivers may be of the type which 
emit or receive a continuous signal, a time, varying signal 

10 ultrasonic energy toward the front passenger seat, which is 
modified, in this case by the occupying item of the passenger 
seat, i.e., the' rear facing child seat 610, and the modified 
waves are received by the transducers 631 and 633, for 
example. Amore common arrangement is where transducers 
631, 632 and 633 are all transceivers. Modification of the 

15 ultrasonic energy may constitute reflection of the ultrasonic 
energy' as the ultrasonic energy is reflected back by the 
occupying item of the seat. The waves received by trans
ducers 631' and 633 vary with time depending on the shape 
of the object occupying the passenger seat, in this case the 

20 rear facing child seat 610. Each object will reflect back 
waves having a different pattern. Also, the pattern of waves 
received by transducer 631 will differ from the, pattern 

,received by transducer 633 in view of its different mounting 
location'. This difference generally permits the determination 

25 of location of the reflecting surface (i.e., the rear facing child' 
seat 610) through triangulatiori. Through the use of two 
transducers 631,633, a sort of stereographic image is 
received by the two transducers and recorded for analysis by 
processor 601, which is coupled to the transducers 631,632, 

30 633. This image will differ for each object that is placed on 
the vehicle seat and it will also change for each position of 
a particular object and for each position of the vehicle seat. 
Elements 631, 632, 633, although described as transducers, 
are representative of any type of component used in a 

35 wave-based analysis technique. 
Mention is made above of the use of wave-type sensors as 

the transducers 631, 632, 633 as well as electric field 
sensors. Electric field sensors and wave sensors are esSen
tially the same from the point of view of sensing the 

40 presence of an occupant in a vehicle. In both cases, a time 
varying electric field IS disturbed or modified by the pres
ence of the occupant. At high frequencies in the visual, 
infrared and high frequency radio wave region, the 'sensor is 
based on its capability to sense change of wave character-

45 istics of the electromagnetic field, such as amplitude, phase 
or frequency. As the frequency drops, other characteristics of 
the field are measured. At still lower frequencies, the occu
pant's dielectric properties modify parameters of the reac
tive electric field in the occupied space between/near the 

50 plates of a capacitor. In this latter case, the sensor senses the 
change in charge distribution on the capacitor plates by 
measuring, for example, the current wave magnitude or 
phase in the electric circuit that drives the capacitor. These 
measured parameters are directly connected with parameters 

55 of the displacement current in the occupied space. In all 
cases, the presence of the occupant reflects, absorbs or 
modifies the waves or variations in the electric field in the 
space occupied by the occupant. Thus for the purposes of 
this invention, capacitance, electric field or electromagnetic 

60 wave sensors are equivalent and although they are all 
technically "field" sensors they will be considered as '''wave'' . 
sensors herein. What follows is a discussion comparipg the 
similarities and differences between two types of field or 
wave sensors, electromagnetic wave sensors and capacitive 

65 sensors as exemplified by Kithil in U.S. Pat. No. 5,702,634. 
An electromagnetic field disturbed or emitted by a pas

senger in the case of an electromagnetic wave sensor, for 
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example, and the electric field sensor of Kithil, for example," . 
are in many ways similar and. equivalent for the purposes of 
this invention. The electromagnetic wave sensor is an actual 
electromagnetic wave sensor by definition because they 
sense parameters of a wave, which is a coupled pair of 5 

continuously changing electric and magnetic fields. The 
electric fie,ld here is not a static, potential one. It is essen
tially a dynamic, rotational electric field coupled with a 
changing magnetic one, that is, an electromagnetic wave. It 
cannot be produced by a steady distribution of electric 10 

charges. It is initially produced by moving electric charges 

body, that is, the passenger inside of and the part which 
controls the electrode configuration and hence a sensor 
parameter, the capacitance. 

The physics definition of "wave" from Webster's Ency
clopedic Unabridged Dictionary is: "11. Physics. A progres
sive disturbance propagated from point to point in a medium 
or space without progress or advance of the points 
themselves, ... ". In a capacitor, the time that it takesior the 
disturbance (a change. in voltage) to propagate through 
space, the dielectric and to the opposite plate is generally 
small and neglected but it is not zero'. As the frequency 

in a transmitter, even if this transmitter is a passenger body 
for the case of a passive infrared sensor. 

In the Kithil sensor, a static electric field is declared as an 
initial material agent coupling a passenger and a sensor (see 15 

Column 5, lines 5-7): "The proximity sensor 12 each 
function by creating an electrostatic field between oscillator 
input loop 54 and detector output loop 56, which is affected 

driving the capacitor increases and the distance separating 
the plates increases, this transmission time as a percentage 
of the period of oscillation can become significant. 
Nevertheless, an observer between the plates will see the rise 
and fall of the electric field much like a person standing in 
the water of an ocean. The presence of a die~ectric body 
between the plates causes the waves to get bigger as more 
electrons flow to and from the plates of the capacitor. Thus, 
an occupant affects the magnitude of these waves which is 
sensed by the capacitor circuit. Thus, the electromagnetic 

by presence of a person near by, as a result of capacitive 
coupling, .... "). It is a potential, non-rotational electric field. 20 

It is not necessarily coupled with any magnetic field. It is the 
electric field of a capacitor. It can be produced with a steady 
distribution of electric charges. Thus, it is not an electro
magnetic wave by definition but if the sensor is. driven by a 
varying current, then it produces a quasistatic electric field 25 

in the space between/near the plates of the capacitor. 

field is a material agent that- carries information about a 
passenger's position in both Kithil's and a beam-type elec
tromagnetic wave sensor. 

For ultrasonic systems, the "image" recorded from each 
ultrasonic transducer/receiver, is actually a time series of 
digitized data of the amplitude of the received signal versus 
time. Since there, are two receivers, two time series are 
obtained which are processed by the processor 601. The 

Kithil declares that his capacitance sensor uses a static 
electric field. Thus, from the consideration above, one can 
conclude that Kithil's sensor cannot be treated as a wave 
sensor because there are no actual electromagnetic waves 
but only a static electric field of the capacitor in the sensor 
system. However, this. is not believed to be the case. The 
Kithil system could not operate with a true static electric 
field because a steady system does not carry any informa
tion. Therefore, Kithil is forced to use an oscillator, causing 
an alternate current in the capacitor and a reactive quasi
static electric field in the space between the capacitor plates, 
and a detector to reveal an informative change of the sensor 
capacitance caused by the presence of an occupant (see FIG. 
7 and its description). In this case, the system becomes a 
"wave sensor" in the sense that· it starts generating actual 
time-varying electric field that certainly originates electro
magnetic waves according to the definition above. That is, 
Kithil's sensor can be treated as a wave sensor regardless of 
the shape of the electric field that it cre·ates, a beam or a 
spread shape. 

A<; follows from the Kithil patent, the capacitor sensor is 
likely a parametric system where the capacitance of the 
sensor is controlled by influence of the passenger body. This 
inHuence is transferred by means of the near electromagnetic 
field (i.e., the wave-like process) coupling the capacitor 
electrodes and the body. It is important to note that the same 
influence takes place with a real static electric field also, that 
is in absence of any wave phenomenon. This would be a 
situation if there were no oscillator in Kithil's system. 
However, such a system is not workable and thus Kithil 
reverts to a dynamic system using time-varying electric 
fields. 

Thus, although Kithil declares the coupling is due to a 
static electric field, such a situation is not realized in his 
system because an alternating electromagnetic field ("quasi
wave") exists in the system due to the oscillator. Thus, his 
sensor is actually a wave sensor, that is, it is sensitive to a 
change of a wave field in the vehicle compartment. This 
change is measured by measuring the change of its capaci
tance.1be capacitance of the sensor system is determined by 
the configuration of its electrodes, one of which is a human 

30 processor ,601 may include electronic circuitry and 
associated, embedded software. Processor 601 constitutes 
one form of generating means in accordance with the 
invention which generates information about the occupancy 
of the passenger compartment based on the waves received 

35 by the transducers 631,632,633. 
When different objects are placed on the front passenger 

seat, the two images from transducers 631,633, for example, 
are different but there are also similarities between all 
images of rear facing child seats, for example, regardless of 

40 where on the vehicle seat it is placed and regardless of what 
company manufactured the child seat. Alternately, there will 
be similarities between all images of people sitting on the 
seat regardless of what they are wearing, their age or size. 
The problem is to find the "rules" which differentiate the 

45 images of one type of object from the images of other types 
of objects, e.g., which differentiate the occupant images 
from the rear, facing child seat images. The similarities of 
these images foC various child seats are frequently not 
obvious to a person looking at plots of the time series and 

50 thus computer algorithms are developed to sort out the 
various patterns. For a more detailed discussion of pattern 
recognition see U.S. Pat. No. 5,943,295 to Varga et. aI., 
whiCh is incorporated herein by reference. 

The determination of these rules is important to the 
55 pattern recognition techniques used in this invention. In· 

general, three approaches have been useful, artificial 
intelligence, fuzzy logic and artificial neural networks 
(including cellular and modular or combination neural net
works and suppqrt vector machines) (although additional 

60 types of pattern recognition techniques may also be used, 
such as sensor fusion). In some implementations of this 
invention, such as the determination that there is an object 
in the path of a closing window as described below, the rules' 
are sufficiently obvious that a trained researcher can some-

65 times look at the returned signals and devise a 'simple 
algorithm to make the required determinations. In others, 
such as the determination of the presence of a rear facing 
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child seat or of an occupant, artificial neural networks are 
used to determine the rules. One such set of neural network 
software for determining the pattern recognition rules is 
available from the NeuralWareCorporation of Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 

lbe system used in a preferred implementation of this 
invention for the determination of the presence of a rear 
facing child seat, of an occupant or of an empty seat is the 
artificial neural network. In this caSe, the network operates 
on the two returned signals as sensed by transducers 631 and 
633, for example. Through a training session, the system is 
taught to differentiate between the three cases. This is done 
by conducting a large number of experiments where all 
possible child seats are placed in all possible orientations on 
the front passenger seat. Similarly, a sufficiently large num
ber of experiments are run with human occupants and with 
boxes, bags of groceries and other objects (both inanimate 
and animate). Sometimes as many as 1,000,000 such experi
ments are run before the neural network is sufficiently 
trained so that it can differentiate among the three cases and 
output the correct decision with a very high probability. Of 
course, it must be realized thar a neural network can also be 
trained to differentiate among additional cases, e.g., a for
ward facing child seat. 

Once the network is determined, it is possible to examine 
the result using, tools supplied by NeuralWare or Interna
tional Scientific Research, for example, to determine the 
rules that were finally arrived at by the trial and error 
techniques. In that case, the rules can then be programmed 
into a microprocessor resulting in a fuzzy logic or other rule 
based system. Alternately, a neural compuier, or cellular 
neural network, can be used to implement the net directly. In 
either case, the implementation can be carried out by those 
skilled in the art of pattern recognition. If a microprocessor 
is used, a memory device is also required to store the data 
from the analog to digital converters that digitize the data 
from the receiving transducers. On the other hand, if a neural 
network computer is used, the analog signal can be fed 
directly from the transducers to the neural network input 
nodes and an intermediate memory is not required. Memory 
of some type is needed to store the computer programs in the 
case of the microprocessor system and if the neural com
puter is used for more than one task, a memory is needed to 
store the network specific values associated with each task. 

Electromagnetic energy based occupant sensors exist that 
use many portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. A sys
tem based on the ultraviolet, visible or infrared portions of 
the spectrum generally operate with a transmitter and a 
receiver of reHected radiation. The receiver may be a camera 
or a photo detector such as a pin or avalanche diode as 
described in detail in above-referenced patents and patent 
applications. At other frequencies, the absorption of the 
electromagnetic energy is primarily and at still other fre
quencies the capacitance or electric field inHuencing effects 
are used. Generally, the human body will reflect, scatter, 
absorb or transmit electromagnetic energy in various 
degrees depending on the frequency of the electromagnetic 
waves. All such occupant sensors are included herein. 

5 

24 
or bulk of the body portion that the signal impInges upon. 
For example, a torso of a human 'body tends to absorb a 
greater percentage of electromagnetic energy than a hand of 
a human body. 

Thus, when electromagnetic waves or energy signals are 
transmitted by a transmitter, the returning waves received by 
a receiver provide an indication of the absorpt~on of the 
electromagnetic energy. That is, absorption of electromag
netic energy will vary depending on the presence or abserice 

10 of a human occupant, the occupant's size, bulk, surface 
reflectivity, etc. depending on the frequency, so that different 
signals will be received relating to the degree or extent of 
absorption by the occupying item on the seat. The receiver 
will produce a signal representative of the returned waves or 

15 energy signals which will thus' constitute an absorption 
signal as it corresponds to the absorption of electromagnetic 
energy by the occupying item in the seat'. ' 

One or more of the transducers 631, 632, 633 can also be 
image-receiving devices, such as cameras, which take 

20 images of the interior of the passenger compartment. These 
images can be transmitted to a remote facility to monitor the 
passepger compartment or can be stored in a memory device 
for use in the event of an accident, i.e., to determine the 
status of the occupants of the vehicle prior to the accident. 

25 In this manner, it can be ascertained whether the driver was 
falling asleep, talking on'the phone, etc. 

A memory device for storing the ima'ges of the passenger 
compartment, and also for receiving and ~storing any of the 
other information, parameters and variables relating to the 

30 vehicle or occupancy 'Of the vehicle, may be in the form a 
standardized "black box'" (instead of or, in addition to a, 
memory part in a processor 601). The IEEE Standards 
Association is currently beginning to develop an interna
tional standard for motor vehicle event data recorders. The 

35 information stored in the black box and/or memory unit in 
the processor 601, can include the images of the interior of 
the passenger compartment as well as the ,number of occu
pants and the health state of the occupants. The black box 
would preferably be tamper-proof and crash-proof and 

40 enable retrieval of the information after a crash. 
FIG. 2 shows schematically the interface between a 

vehicle interior monitoring system in, accordance with the 
invention and the vehicle's cellular, or other telematics 
communication system. An adult occupant 710 is shown 

45 sitting on the front passenger seat 720 and four transducers 
731,732,640 and 641 are used to determine the presence (or 
absence) of the occupant on' that seat ,720. One of the 
transducers 732 in this case acts as both a transmitter and 
receiver while transducer 731 acts only as a receiver. 

50 Alternately, transduce'r 731 could serve as both a transmitter 
and receiver or the transmitting function 'could be alternated' 
between the two devices. Also, in many cases more that two 
transmitters and receivers are used and in still other cases 
other types of sensors, such as electric field, capacitance, 

55 self-tuning antennas (collectively represented by 140 and 
141), weight, seatbelt, heartbeat, motion and seat position 
sensors, are also used in combination with the radiation 
sensors. 

In the embodiment wherein electromagnetic energy is 
used, it is to be appreciated that any portion of the electro- 60 

magnetic signals that impinges upon, surrounds or involves 

For a general object, transducers 731, 732, 140, 141.can 
also be used to determine the type of object, determine the 
location of the object, and/or determine another property or 
characteristic of the object. A property of the object could be 
the orientation of a child seat, the velocity of an adult and the 
like. For example, the transducers 731, 732, 140,141 can be 

a body portion of the occupant is at least partially absorbed 
by the body portion. Sometimes, this is due to the -fact that 
the human body is composed primarily of water, and that 
electromagnetic energy of certain frequencies is readily, 65 

absorbed by water. The amount of electromagnetic signal 
absorption is related to the frequency of the signal, and size 

designed to enable a determination that an object is present 
on the seat, that the object is a child seat and that the child 
seat is rear-facing. ' 
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1be transducers 731 and 732 are attached to the vehicle 
buried in the A-pillar trim, where their presence can be 
disguised, and are connected to processor 601 that may also 
be hidden in the trim as shown (this being a non-limiting 
position for the processor 601). The A-pillar is the roof 
support pillar that is closest to the front of the vehicle and 
which, in addition to supporting the roof, also supports the. 
front windshield and the front door. Other mounting loca
tions can also be used. For example, transducers 731, 732 
can be mounted inside the seat (along with or in place of 
trarisducers 140 and 141), in the ceiling of the vehicle, in the 
B-pillar, in the C-pillar and in the doors. Indeed, the vehicle 
interior monitoring system in accordance with the invention 
may comprise a plurality of monitoring units, each arranged 

26 
location of the life forms~ either periodically or continuously 
or possibly only immediately before, during and after a 
crash. The location of the life forms can be as general or as 
specific as necessary depending on the system requirements, 

5 i.e., a determination can be made that a human is situated on 
the driver's seat in a normal position (general} or a deter
mination can be made that a human is situated on the 
driver's seat and is leaning forward and/or to the side at a 
specific angle as well as the position of his or her extremities 

10 and head and chest (specifically). The degree of detail is 
limited by several factors, including, for example, the num
ber and position of transducers and training of the pattern 
recognition algorithm. 

to monitor a particular seating location. In this case, for the 15 

rear seating locations, transducers might be mounted in the 
B-pillar or C-pillar or in the rear of the front seat or in the 
rear side doors. Possible mounting locations for transducers, 
transmitters, receivers and other occupant sensing devices 
are disclosed in the above-referenced patent applications and 20 

all of these mounting locations are contemplated for use 
with the transducers described herein. 

In addition to the use of transducers to determine the 
presence and location of occupants in a vehicle, other 
sensors could also be used. For example, a heartbeat sensor 
which determines the number and presence of heartbeats can 
also be arranged in the vehicle, which would thus also 
determine the number of occupants as the number of occu-
pants would be equal to the number of heartbeats. Conven
tional heartbeat sensors can be adapted to differentiate 
between a heartbeat of an adult, a heartbeat of a child and a 
heartbeat of an animal. As its name implies, a heartbeat 
sensor detects a heartbeat, and the magnitude thereof, of a 

1be cellular phone or other communications system 740 
. outputs to an antenna 750A. The transducers 731, 732, 140 
and 141 in conjunction with the pattern recognition hard
ware and software, which is implemented in processor 601 
and is packaged on a printed circuit board or flex circuit 
along with the transducers 731 and 732, determine the 
presence of an occupant within a few seconds after the 
vehicle is started, or within a few seconds after the door is 
closed. Similar systems located to monitor the remaining 
seats in the vehicle, also determine the presence of occu
pant's at the other seating locations and this result is stored. 
in the computer memory which is part of each monitoring 
system processor 601. 

Periodically and in particular in the event of an accident, 

25 human occupant of the 'seat, if such a human occupant is 
present. The output· of the heartbeat sensor is input to the 
processor of the interior monitoring system .. One heartbeat 
sensor for use in the invention may be of the types as 
disclosed in McEwan (U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,573,012 and 5,766, 

30' 208 which are incorporated herein in their entirety by 
reference). The heartbeat sensor can be positioned at any 
convenient position relative to the seats where occupancy is 
being monitored. A preferred location is within the vehicle 
seatback. 

35 An alternative way to determine the number of occupants 
is to monitor the weight being applied to the seats, i.e., each 
seating location, by arranging weight sensors at each seating 
location which might also be able to provide a weight 
distribution of an object on the seat. Analysis of the weight 
and/or weight distribution by a predetermined method can 
provide an indication of occupancy by a human, an adult or . 
child, or an inanimate object. 

Another type of sensor which is not believed to have been 
used in an interior monitoring system heretofore is a 
micropower impulse radar (MIR) sensor which determines 
motion of an occupant ane!. thus can determine his or her 
heartbeat (as evidenced ·by motion of the chest). Such an 
MIR sensor can be arranged to detect motion in a particular 
area in which the occupant's chest' would most likely be 

the electronic system associated with the cellular phone 
system 740 interrogates the various interior monitoring 
system memories and arrives at a count of the number of 
occupants in the vehicle, and optionally, even makes a 40 

determination as to whether each occupant was wearing a 
seatbelt and if he or she is moving after the accident. The 
phone or other communications system then automatically 
dials the EMS operator (such as 911 or through a telematics 
service such as OnStart®) and the information obtained 45 

from the interior monitoring systems is forwarded so that a 
determination can be made as to the number of ambulances 
and other equipment to send to the accident 'site, for 
example. Such vehicles will also have a system, such as the 
global .positioning system, which permits the vehicle to 
determine its exact location and to forward this information 

50 situated or could be coupled to an arrangement which 
determines the location of the occupant's chest and then 
adjusts the operational field of the MIR sensor based on the 
determined location of the occupant's chest. A motion 
sensor utilizing a micro~power impulse radar (MIR) system 

to the EMS operator. 
1bus, in basic embodiments of the invention, wave or 

other energy-receiving transducers are arranged in the 
vehicle at appropriate locations, trained if necessary depend
ing on the particular embodiment, and function to determine 
whether a life form is present in the vehicle and if so, how 
many life forms are present and where they are located etc. 
To this end, transducers can be arranged to be operative at 
only a single seating locations or at mUltiple seating loca
tions with a provision being made to eliminate repetitive 
count of occupants. A determination can also be made using 
the transducers as to whether the life forms are humans, or 
more specifically, adults, child in child seas, etc. As noted 
above and below, this is possible using pattern recognition 
techniques. Moreover, the processor or processors associ
ated with the transducers can be trained to determine the 

55 as disclosed, for example, in McEwan (U.S. Pat. No. 5,361, 
070, which is incorporated herein by reference), as· well as 
many other patents by the same inventor. Motion sensing is 
accomplished by monitoring a particular range from the 
sensor as disclosed in that patent. MIR is one form of radar 

60 which has applicability to occupant sensing and can be 
mounted at various locations in the vehicle. It has an 
advantage over ultrasonic sensors in that data' can be 
acquired at a higher speed and thus the motion of an 
occupant can be more easily tracked. The ability to 'obtain 

65 returns over the entire occupancy range is somewhat more 
difficult than with ultrasound resulting in a more expensive 
system overall. MIR has additional advantages in lack of 
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sensitivity to temperature variation and has a comparable location determining means 414. A communications unit 
resolution to about 40 kHz ultrasound. Resolution compa- 418 is coupled to the processor 416. The processor 416 
rable to higher frequency is also possible. Additionally, and/or communications unit 418 can also be coupled to, 
multiple MIR sensors can be used when high speed tracking microphones 420 that can be distributed throughout the 
of the motion of an occupant during a crash is required since 5 vehicle and include voice-processing circuitry to enable the 
they can be individually pulsed without interfering with each occupant(s) to effect vocal control of the processor 416, 

communications unit 418 or any coupled component or oral 
through time division multiplexing. communications via the communications unit 418. The 

An alternative way to determine motion of the occupant processor 416 is also coupled to another vehicular system, 
(s) is to monitor the weight distribution of the occupant component or subsystem 422 and can issue control com-
whereby changes in weight distribution after an accident' 10 mands to effect adjustment of the operating conditions of the 
would be highly suggestive of movement of the occupant. A system, component or subsystem. Such a system, compo-
system for determining the weight distribution of the occu- nent or subsystem can be the heating or air-conditioning 
pants could be integrated or otherwise arranged in the seats system, the entertainment system, an occupant restraint 
620, 720 of the vehicle and several patents and pUblications 'device such as an airbag, a glare prevention system, etc. 
describe such systems. 15 Also, a positioning system 424 could be coupled to the 

More generally, any sensor which determines the pres- processor 416 and provides an indication of the absolute 
ence and health state of an occupant can also be integrated position of the vehicle, preferably using satellite-based posi-
into the vehicle interior monitoring system in accordance tioning technology (e.g., a GPS receiver). 
with the invention. For example, a sensitive motion sensor 20 In normal use (other than after a crash), the presence 
can determine whether an occupant is breathing and a determining means 410 determine whether any human occu-
chemical sensor can determine the amount of carbon pants are present, i.e., adults or children, and the location 
dioxide, or the concentration of carbon dioxide, in the air in determining means 414 determine the occupant's location. 
the vehicle which can be correlated to the health state of the The processor 416 receives signals representative of the, ' 
occupant(s). The motion sensor and chemical sensor can be 25 presence of occupants and their location and determines, 
designed to have a fixed operationaltield situated where the whether the vehicular system, component or subsystem 422 
occupant's mouth is most likely to be located. In this can be modified to optimize its operation for the specific 
manner, detection of carbon dioxide in the fixed operational arrangement of occupants. For example, if the processor 416 
Held could be used as an indication of the presence of a determines that only the front seats in the vehicle are 
human occupant in order to enable the determination of the 30 occupied, it could controt"the heating system to provide heat 
number of occupants in the vehicle. In the alternative, the only through vents situated to provide heat for the front-
motion sensor and chemical sensor can be adjustable and seated occupants. ' 
adapted to adjust their operational field in conjunction with Another possible vehicular system, component or sub-
a determination by an occupant position and location sensor 'system is a navigational aid, i.e., a route display or map. In 
which would determine the location of specific parts of the 35 this case, the position of the vehicle as determined by the 
occup'ant's body, e.g., his or her chest or mouth Furthermore, positioning system 424 is conveyed through processor 416 
an occupant position and location sensor can be used to to the communications unit 418 to ~ remote facility and a 
determine the location of the occupant's eyes and determine map is transmitted from this facility to the vehicle to be 
whether the occupant is conscious, i.e., whether his or her displayed on the route display. If directions are needed, a 
eyes are open or closed or moving. 40 request for the same could be entered into an input unit 426 

'The use of chemical sensors can also be used to detect associated with the processor 416 and transmitted to the 
whether there is blood present in the vehicle, for example, facility. Data for the display map and/or vocal instructions 
after an accident. Additionally, microphones can detect could be transmitted from this facility to the vehicle. 
whether there is noise in the vehicle caused by groaning, Moreover, using this embodiment, it is possible to 
yelling, etc., and transmit any such noise through the cellular 45 remotely monitor the health state of the occupants in the 
or other communication connection to a remote listening vehicle and most importantly, the driver. The health state 
facility (such as operated by OnStar®. determining means 412 may be used to detect whether the 

FIG. 3 shows a schematic diagram of an embodiment of driver's breathing is erratic or indicative of a state in which 
the invention including a system for determining the pres- the driver is dozing off. The health state determining means 
ence and health state of any occupants of the vehicle and a 50 412 could also include a breath-analyzer to determine 
telecommunications link. This embodiment includes means whether the driver's breath contains alcohol. In this case, the 
for determining the presence of any occupants 410 which health state of the driver is relayed through the processor 416 
may take the form of a heartbeat sensor or motion sensor as and the communications unit 418 to the remote facility and 
described above and means for determining the health state appropriate action can be taken. For example, it would be 
of any occupants 412. The latter means may be integrated 55 possible to transmit a command to the vehicle to activate an 
into the means for determining the presence of any alarm or illuminate a warning light or if the vehicle is 
occupants, i.e., one and the same component, or separate equipped with an automatic guidance system and ignition 
therefrom. Further, means for determining the location, and shut-off" to cause the vehicle to come to a stop on the 
optionally velocity, of the occupants or one or more parts shoulder of the roadway or elsewhere out of the traffic 
thereof 414 are provided and may be any conventional 60 stream. The alarm, warning light, automatic guidance sys-
occupant position sensor or preferably, one cif the occupant tern and ignition shut-off are thus particular vehicular com-
position sensors as described herein (e.g., those utilizing ponents or subsystems represented by 422. 
waves, electromagnetic radiation or electric fields) or as In use after a crash, the presence determining means 410, 
described in the current assignee's patents and patent appli- health state determining means 412 and location determin-
cations referenced above. 65 ing means 414 can obtain readings from the passenger 

A processor 416 is coupled to the presence determining compartment and direct such readings to the processor 416. 
means 410, the health state determining means 412 and the The processor 416 analyzes the information and directs or 
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controls the transmission of the information about ~he 
occupant(s) to a remote, manned facility. Such i~formatIon 
would include the number and type of occupants, I.e., adults, 
children, infants, whether any of the occupants have stopped 
,breathing or are breathing erratically, whether ~he occupants 5 
are conscious (as evidenced by, e.g., eye ~otlOn), whether 
blood is present (as detected by a chemIcal sensor) and 
whether the occupants are making noise. Moreover, the 
communications link through the communications unit 418 
can be ac;tivated immediately after the crash to enable 
personnel at the remote facility to initiate communications 

mercial vehicles, for example. Whenever such a sensor 
system determines that a dangerous situation is developing, 
an alarm can be sounded and/or the situation can be auto-
matically communicated to an off vehicle location through 
telematics, a cell phone such as a 911 call, the Internet or 
though a subscriber service such as OnStar®. 

with the vehicle. " 
An occupant sensing system can also involve sensi.ng for 

the presence of a living occupant in a trunk pf ~ v~hIcle or 
in a closed vehicle, for example, when a chIld IS madvert
ently left in the vehicle or enters the tr~nk and the trun.k 
closes. To this end, a SAW-based chemlca~ sensor 250 IS 
illustrated in FIG. 4A for mounting in a vehicle trunk as 
illustrated in FIG. 4. The chemical sensor 250 is designed to 
measure carbon dioxide concentration through the mass 
loading effects as described in V .S. P~t. Np. 4,895,017, 
which is incorporated by reference herem, wIth a polymer 
coating selected that is sensitive to carbon dioxide. The 
speed of the surface acoustic wave is a ~nction of the 
carbon dioxide level in the atmosphere. Sectlon 252 of the 
chemical sensor 250 contains a coating of such a, polymer 
and the acoustic velocity in this section is a measure of the 
carbon dioxide concentration. Temperature effects are elimi
nated through a comparison of the sonic velocities in sec
tions 251 and 252 as described above. 

Thus, when trunk lid 260 is closed and a source qf carbon 
dioxide such as a child or animal is trapped within the trunk, 

Described above is a system for determining the status of 
occupants in a vehicle, and in the event of an accident or at 
any other appropriate time, transmitting the stat~s of the 

10 occupants, and optionally additional informat~on~ VIa a c.o.m
munications channel or link to a remote momtonng faclhty. 
In addition to the status of the occupant, iris also important 
to be able to analyze the operating conditions of the vehicle 
and detect when a component of the vehicle is about to fail. 

15 By notifying the driver of the impending failure of the 
component, appropriate corrective action can be taken to, 
avoid such failure. 

The operating conditions of the vehicle can also be 
transmitted along with the status of the occupants to a 

20 remote monitoring facility. The operating conditions of the 
vehicle include whether the motor is running and whether 
the vehicle is moving. Thus, in a general embodiment in 
which information on both'occupancy of the vehicle and the 
operating conditions of the vehicle are transmitted, o~e or 

25 more properties or characteristics of occupancy of the 
vehicle are determined, such constituting information about 
the occupancy of the vehicle" and one or more states of the 
vehicle or of a component of the vehicle is determined, such 
constituting information about the operation of the vehicle. 

30 The information about the occupancy of the vehicle and 
operation of the vehicle are selectively transmitted, possibly 
the information about occupancy to an emergency response 
center and the information about the vehicle to a dealer or the chemical sensor 250 will provide information indicating 

the presence of the carbon dioxide producing object tp ~he 
interrogator which can then release the trunk lock permIttmg 35 

trunk to automatically open. In this manner, the problem of 
children and animals suffocating in closed trunks is elimi
nated. Alternately, information' that a person or animal is 
trapped in a trunk can be sent by the telematics system to law 
enforcement authorities or other location remote from the 
vehicle. 

repair facility. 
Transmission of the information about the operation of the 

vehicle, i.e., diagnostic information, may be achieved via a 
satellite and/or via the Internet. The vehicle would thus 
include appropriate electronic hardware and/or software to 
enable the transmission of a signal to a satellite, from where 

40 it could be re-transmitted to a remote location, and/or to 
enable the transmission to a web site or host computer. In the 
latter case, the vehicle could be assigned a domain name or 
e-mail address for identification or transmission origination 

A similar device can be distributed at various locations 
within the passenger compartment of vehicle along wi.th a 
combined temperature sensor. If the car has been left WIth a 
child or other animal while owner is shopping, for example, 45 

and if the temperature rises within the vehicle to an unsafe 
level or, alternately, if the temperature drops below an 
unsafe level, then the vehicle can be signaled to take 
appropriate action which may involve op~n.in~ the windo.ws 

purposes, , 

or starting the vehicle with either air conditIOmng or heatmg 
as appropriate. Alternately, information that a person or 
animal is trapped within a vehicle can be sent by the 
telematics system to law enforcement authorities or .other 
location remote from the vehicle. Thus, through these SImple 
wireless powerless sensors, the problem of suffocation either 55 

from lack of oxygen or death from excessive heat or cold can 

It is important to appreciate that the' preferred embodi
ment of the vehicle diagnostic unit described below per
forms the diagnosis, i.e., processes the input from the 
various sensors, on the vehicle using for example a proces
sor ~mbodying a pattern recognition technique such as a 

50 neural network. The processor thus receives data or signals 
from the sensors and generates an output, indicative or 
representative of the operating conditions of th.e v.ehi~le or 
its component. A signal could thus be generated mdicatIve of 

all be solved in a simple, low-cost manner through using an 
interrogator as disclosed in the current assignee's V.S. 
patent application Sec. No. 10/079,065 incorporated by 
reference herein in its entirety. 

Additionally, a sensitive layer on a SAW can be made ,to 
be sensitive to other chemicals such as water vapor for 
humidity control or alcohol for drunk driving control. 
Similarly, the sensitive layer can be designed to be sensitive 

an underinflated tire, or an overheating engine~ 
For the discussion below, the following terms are defined 

as follows: 
The term "component" refers to any part or assembly of 

parts which is mounted to or a part of a motor ve?icle a~d 
which is capable of emitting a signal representatIve of ItS, 

60 operating state. The following is a partial list of general 
automobile and truck components, the list not being exclu-
sive: 

to carbon monoxide thereby preventing carbon monoxide 65 

poisoning. Many other chemicals can be .sensed for .specific 
applications such as to check for chemIcal leaks 10 com-

engine; 
transmission; 
brakes and associated brake assembly; 
tires; 
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wheel; 
steering wheel and steering column assembly; 

water pump; 
alternator; 

shock absorber; 
wheel mounting assembly; 

radiator; 

battery; 
011 pump; 

fuel pump; 
air conditioner compressor; 

differential gear; 

exhaust system; 

fan belts; 

engine valves; 
steering assembly;' 

. vehicle suspension including shock absorbers; 

vehicle wiring system; and 

engine cooling fan assembly. 
lbe term "sensor" refers to any measuring or sensing 

device mounted on a vehicle or any of its components 
. including new sensors mounted· in conjunction with the 
diagnostic module in accordance with the invention. A 
partial, non-exclusive list of common sensors mounted on an 
automobile or truck is as follows: 

airbag crash sensor; 

accelerometer; 

microphone; 

camera; 

5 

10 

15 

32 
cabin thermometer; 
transmission fluid level sensor; 
gyroscopes or other angular rate sensors including yaw, 

pitch and roll rate sensors; 
coolant level sensor; 
transmission fluid turbidity sensor; 

. break pressure sensor; 
tire pressure sensor; 
tire temperature sensor, and 
coolant pressure sensor. 
The term "signal" herein refers to any time varying output 

from a component including electrical, acoustic, thermal, or 
electromagnetic radiation, or mechanical vibration. 

Sensors on a vehicle are generally. designed to measure 
particular parameters of particular vehicle components. 
However, frequently thes·e sensors also measure outputs 
from other vehicle components. For example, electronic 
airbag crash sensors currently in use contain an accelerom-

20 eter for determining the accelerations of the vehicle structure 
so that the associated electronic circuitry of the airbag crash 
sensor can determine whether a vehicle -is experiencing a 
crash of sufficient magnitude so as to require deployment of 
the airbag. this accelerometer continuously monitors the 

25 vibrations in the vehicle structure regardless of the source of 
these vibrations. If a wheel is out of balance, or if there is 
extensive wear of the parts of the front wheel- mounting 
assembly, or wear· in the shock absorbers, the reSUlting 
abnormal vibrations or accelerations can, in many cases, be 

30 sensed by the crash sensor accelerometer. There are other 
cases, however, where· the sensitivity or location of the 
airbag crash sensor accelerometer is not appropriate and one 
or more additional ~ccelerometers may be mounted onto a 

antenna, capacitance sensor or other electromagnetic 35 
vehicle for the purposes of this invention. Some airbag crash 
sensors are not sufficiently sensitive accelerometers or have 
sufficient dynamic range for the purposes herein. wave sensor; 

stress or strain sensor; 

pressure sensor; 
weight sensor; 

magnetic field sensor; 

coolant thermometer; 

oil pressure sensor; 

oil level sensor; 
air How meter; 
voltmeter; 
ammeter; 
humidity sensor; 
engine knock sensor; 
oil turbidity sensor; 
throttle position sensor; 
steering wheel torque sensor; 
wheel speed sensor; 
tachometer; 
speedometer; 
other velocity sensors; 
other position or displacement sensors; 
oxygen sensor; 
yaw, pitch and roll angular sensors; 
clock; 
odometer; 
power steering pressure sensor; 
pollution sensor; 
fuel gauge; 

Every component of a vehicle emits various signals 
during its life. These signals can take the form of electro
magnetic radiation, acoustic radiation, thermal radiation, 

40 vibrations transmitted through the vehicle structure; and 
voltage or current fluctuations, depending on the particular 
component. When a component is functioning normally, it . 
may not emit a perceptible signaL.In that case, the normal 
signal is no signal, i.e., the absence of a signal. In most cases, 

45 a component will emit signals that change over its life and 
it is these changes which contain information as to the state 
of the component, e.g., whether failure of the component is 
impending. Usualt"y components do not fail without warn
ing. However, most such warnings are either not perceived 

50 or if perceived are not understood by the vehicle operator 
until the component actually fails and, in some cases, a 
breakdown of the vehicle occurs. In a :few years, it is 
expected that various roadways will have systems for auto
matically guiding vehicles operating thereon. Such systems 

55 have been called "smart highways" and are part of the field 
of intelligent transportation systems (ITS). If a vehicle 
operating on such ·a smart highway were to breakdown, 
serious disruption of the system could result and the safety 

60 

of other users of the smart highway could be endangered.· 
In accordance with the invention, each of these signals 

emitted by the vehicle components is converted into elec
trical signals and then digitized (i.e., the analog signal is 
converted into a digital signal) to create numerical time 
series data which is then entered into a processor. Pattern 

65 recognition algorithms then are applied in the processor to 
attempt to identify and classify patterns in this time series 
data. For a particular component, such as a tire for example, 
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the algorithm attempts to determine from the relevant digital 
data whether the tire is functioning properly or whether it 
requires balancing, additional air, or perhaps replacement. 

Frequently, the data entered into the computer needs to be 
preprocessed before being analyzed by a pattern recognition 
algorithm. The data from a wheel speed sensor, for example, 
might be used as is for determining whether a particular tire 
is operating abnormally in the event it is unbalanced, 
whereas the integral of the wheel speed data over a long time 
period (a preprocessing step), when compared to such sen
sors on different wheels, might be more useful in determin
ing whether a particular tire is going flat and therefore needs 
air. In some cases, the frequencies present in a set of data are 
a better predictor of component failure's than the data itself. 
For example, when a motor be'gins to fail due to worn 
bearings, certain characteristic frequencies began to appear. 
In most cases, the vibrations arising from rotating 
components, such as the engine, will be normalized based on 
the rotational frequency as disclosed in the NASA TSP 
referenced above. Moreover, the identification of which 
component is causing vibrations present in the vehicle 
structure can frequently be accomplished through' a fre
quency analysis of the data. For these cases, a, Fourier 
transformation of the data is made prior to entry of the data 

'into a pattern recognition algorithm. Other mathematical 
transformations are also made for particular pattern recog
nition purposes in practicing the teachings of this invention. 
Some of these include shifting and combining data to 
determine phase changes for example, differentiating the 
data, filtering the data,' and sampling the data. Also, there 
exist certain more sophisticated mathematical operations 
that attempt to extract or highlight specific features of the 
data. This invention contemplates the use of a variety of 
these preprocessing techniques and the choice of which ones 

34 
failing by a cracking of the inner surface. The belt can be 
designed to provide a sonic or electrical signal when this 
cracking begins in a variety of ways. Similarly" coolant 
hoses can be designed with an intentional weak spot where 

5 failure will occur first in a controlled manner that can also 
cause a whistle sound as a small amount of steam exits from 
the hose. This whistle sound can then be sensed by a general 
purpose microphone, for example. , 

In FIG. 5, a generalized component 800 emitting several 
10 signals which are transmitted along a variety of paths, 

sensed by a variety of sensors and 'analyzed by the diagnostic 
device in .accordance with the invention is illustrated sche
matically. Component 800 is mounted to a vehicle 880 and 
during operation it emits a variety of signals such as acoustic 

15 801, electromagnetic radiation 802, thermal radiation 803,' 
current and voltage fluctuations in conductor 804 and 
mechanical vibrations 805. Various sensors are mounted in 
the vehicle to detect the signals emitted by the component 
800. These include one or more vibration sensors 

20 (accelerometers) 830, 850 and/or gyroscopes also mounted 
to the vehicle, one or more acoustic sensors 810, 851, 
electromagnetic radiation sensor 815, heat radiation sensor 
820, and voltage or current sensor 840. ' 

In addition, various' other sensors 852, 853 measure other 
25 parameters of other components that in some manner pro

vide information directly or indirectly on the operation of 
component 800. All of the sensors illustrated on FIG. 5 can 
be connected to a data bus 860. A diagnostic module 870, in 
accordance with the invention, can also be attached to the 

30 vehicle data bus 860 and receives the signals generated by 
the various sensors. The sensors may however be wirelessly 
connected to the diagnostic module 870 and be integrated 
into a wireless power and communications system or a 
combination of wired and wireless connections. 

is left to the skill of the practitioner designing a particular 35 

diagnostic module. 
As shown in FIG. 5, the diagnostic module 870 has access 

to the output data of each of the sensors that have informa
tion relative to the component 800. This data appears as a 
series of numerical values each corresponding to a measured 
value at a specific point in time. The cumulative data from 

, Another technique that is contemplated for some imple
mentations of this invention is the use of multiple acceler
ometers and/or microphones that will allow the system to 
locate the source of any measured vibrations based on the 
time of flight and/or triangulation techniques. Once a dis
tributed accelerometer installation has been implemented to 
permit this source location, the same sensors can be used for 
smarter crash sensing as it will permit the determination of 
'the location of the impact on the vehicle. Once the impact 
location is known, a highly tailored algorithm can be used to 
accurately forecast the crash severity making use of a 
knowledge on the force vs. crush properties of the vehicle at 

40 a particular sensor is called a time series of individual data 
points. The diagnostic module 870 compares the patterns of 
data received from each sensor individually, or in combina
tion with data from other sensors, with patterns for which the 
diagnostic module has been trained to determine whether the 

45 component is functioning normally or abnormally. 

the impact location. 
When a vehicle component begins to change its operating 50 

behavior, it is not always apparent from the particular 
sensors, if any, which are monitoring that component. The 
output from anyone of these sensors can be normal even 
though the component is failing. By analyzing the output of 
a variety of sensors, however, the pending failure can be 55 

diagnosed. For example, the rate of temperature rise in the 
vehicle coolant, if it were monitored, might appear normal 
unless it were known that the vehicle was idling and not 
traveling down a highway at a high speed. Even the level of 
coolant temperature which is in the normal range could be 60 

in fact abnormal in some situations signifying a failing 
coolant pump, for example, but not detectable from the 
coohint thermometer a,lone. 

1be pending failure of some components is difficult to 
diagnose and sometimes the design of the, component 65 

requires modification so that the diagnosis can be more 
readily made. A fan belt, for example, frequently begins 

Important to this invention is the manner in which the 
,diagnostic module 870 determines a normal pattern from an 
abnormal pattern and the manner in which it decides what 
data to use from the vast amount of data available. This is 
accomplished using pattern recognition technologies such as 
artificial neural' networks and training. The theory of neural 
networks including many examples can be found in several 
books on the subject including: (1) TecJmiques And Appli
cation Of Neural Networks, edited by Taylor, M. and Lisboa, 
P., Ellis Horwood, West Sussex, England, 1993; (2) Natu
rally Intelligent Systems, by Caudill, M. and Butler, c., MIT 
Press, Cambridge Mass., 1990; (3) J. M. Zaruda, Introduc
tion to Artificial Neural Systems, West publishing Co., N.Y, 
1992, (4) Digital Neural Networks, by Kung, S. Y, PTR 
Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1993, Eberhart, R., 
Simpson, P., (5) Dobbins, R., Computational Intelligence 
PC Tools, Academic Press, Inc., 1996; Orlando, Fla., (6) 
Cristianini, N. and Shawe-Taylor, J. An Introduction to 
Support Vector Machines and other kernal-based learning 
methods, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge England, 
2000; (7) Proceedings of the 2000 6th IEEE International 
Workshop oil Cellular Neul'allVetworks and their Applica-
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tions (CNNA 2000), IEEE, Piscataway N.J.; and (8) Sinha, 
N. K. and Gupta, M. M. Soft Computing & Intelligent 
Systems, Academic Press 2000 San Diego, Calif., all of 
which are incorporated herein by reference. The neural 
network pattern recognition technology is one of the most 
developed of pattern' recognition technologies. The inven-: 
tion described herein frequently uses combinations of neural 
networks to improve the pattern recognition process. 

The neural network pattern recognition technology is one 

36 
neural processor, FPGA, or DSP (herein collectively 
referred to as a microprocessor or processor). Such a micro
processor appears inside the diagnostic module 870 in FIG. 
S. Once trained, the neural network, as represented by the 

5 algorithm, will now recognize ,an unbalanced tire on a 
vehicle when this event occurs. At that time, when the tire 
is unbalanced, the diagnostic module 870 will output a 
message to the driver indicating that the tire should be now 
be balanced as described in more detail below. The message 

10 to the driver is provided by output means coupled to or 
incorporated within the module 870 and may be, e.g., a'light 
on the dashboard, a vocal tone or any other recognizable 
indication apparatus. A similar message may also be sent to 

of the most developed of pattern recognition technologies. 
The neural network will be used here to illustrate one 
example of a pattern recognition technology but it is empha
sized that this invention is not limited to neural networks~ 
Rather, the invention may apply any known pattern recog
nition technology including sensor fusion and various cor- 15 

relation technologies. A brief description of a particular 
example of a neural network pattern recognition technology 

the dealer or other repair facility or remote facility. ' 
It is important to note that there may be many neural 

networks involved in a total vehicle diagnostic system. 
These can be organized either in parallel, series, as an 
ensemble, cellular neural network or as a modular neural 
network system. In one implementation of a modular neural 

is set forth below. 
Neural networks are constructed of processing elements 

known as neurons that are interconnected using information 
channels call interconnects. Each neuron can have multiple 
inputs but only one output. Each output however is usually 
connected to all other neurons in the next layer. The neurons 
in the first layer operate collectively on the input data as 
described in more detail below. Neural networks learn by 
extracting relational information from the data and the 
desired output. Neural networks have been applied to a wide 
variety of pattern recognition problems including automo
bile occupant sensing, speech recognition, optical character 
recognition, and handwriting analysis. 

To train a neural network, data is provided in the form of 
one or more time series that represents the condition to be 
diagnosed as well as normal operation. As an example, the 
simple case of an out of balance tire will be used. Various 
sensors on the vehicle can be used to extract information 
from signals emitted by the tire such as an accelerometer, a 
torque sensor on the steering wheel, the pressure output of, 
the power steering system, a tire pressure monitor or tire 
temperature monitor. Other sensors that might not' have an 
obvious relationship to tire unbalance are also included such 
as, for example, the vehicle speed or wheel speed that can be 
determined from the ABS system. Data is taken from a 
variety of vehicles where the tires were accurately balanced 
under a variety of operating conditions also for cases where 
varying amounts of unbalance was intentionally introduced. 
Once, the data had been collected, some degree of prepro
cessing or feature extraction is usually performed to reduce 
the total amount of data fed to the neural network. In the case 
of the unbalanced tire, the time period between data points 
might be chosen such that there are at least ten data points 
per revolution of the wheel. For some other application, the 
time period might be one minute or one millisecond. 

Once the data has been collected, it is processed by a 
neural network-generating program, for example, if a neural 
network pattern recognition system is to be used. Such 
programs are available commercially, e.g., from NeuralWare 
of Pittsburgh, Pa. or from International Scientific Research, 
Inc., of Romeo Mich. for modular neural networks. The 

'program proceeds in a trial and error manner until it suc
cessfully associates the various patterns representative of 
abnormal behavior, an unbalanced tire, with that condition. 
The resulting neural network can be tested to determine if 
some of the input d'.lta from some of the sensors, for 
example, can be eliminated. In this way, the engineer can 
determine what sensor data is relevant to a particular diag
nostic problem. lbe program then generates an algorithm 
that is programmed onto a microprocessor, microcontroller, 

20 network, a primary neural network identifies that there is an 
abnormality and tries to identify the likely source. Once a 
choice has been made as to the likely source of the 
abnormality, another of a group of neural networks is called 
upon to determine the exact cauSe of the abnormality. In this 

25 manner, the neural networks are arranged in a tree pattern 
with each neural network trained to perform a particular 
pattern recognition task. 

, Discussions on the operation of a neural network can be 
found in the above references on the subject and are well 

30 understood by those skilled in the art. Neural networks' are 
the most well known of the pattern recognition technologies 
based on training, although neural ne~works have only 
recently received widespread attention and have been 
applied to only very limited and sp~cialized problems in 

35 motor vehicles. Other ,non-training based pattern recognition 
technologies exist, such as fuzzy logic. However, the pro
gramming required to use fuzzy logic, where the patterns 
must be determine by the programmer, render these systems 
impractical for general vehicle diagnostic problems such as 

40 described herein. Therefore, preferably the pattern recogni
tion systems that learn by training are used herein. 

The neural network is the first highly successful of what 
will be a variety of pattern recognition techniques based on 
training. There is nothing that suggests that it is the only or 

45 even the best technology: The characteristics of all of these 
technologies which render them applicable to. this general 
diagnostic problem include the use of time-based input data 
and that they are trainable. In all cases, the pattern recog
nition technology learns from examples of data character-

50 istic of normal and abnormal component operation. 
A diagram of one example of a neural network used for 

diagnosing an unbalanced tire, for example, based on the 
teachings of this invention is shown in FIG. 6. The process 
can be programmed to periodically test for an unbalanced 

55 tire. Since this need be done only infrequently, the same 
processor can be used for many such diagnostic problems. 
When the particular diagnostic test is run,. data from the 
previously determined relevant sensors is preprocessed and 
analyzed with the neural network algorithm. For the unbal-

60 anced tire, using the data from an accelerometer for 
example, the digital acceleration values from the analog to 
digital converter in the accelerometer are entered into nodes 
1 through n and the neural network algorithm compares the 
pattern of values on nodes 1 through n with patterns for 

65 which it has been trained as follows. 
Each of the input nodes ~ connected to each of the second 

layer nodes, h-1,h-2, ... ,h-n, called the hidden layer, either 
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electrically as in the case of a neural computer,or through 
mathematical functions containing multiplying coefficients 
called weights, in the manner described in more detail in the 
above references. At each hidden layer node, a summation 
occurs of the values from each of the input layer nodes, 5 

(c) entering the digital time series data into a pattern 
recognition algorithm; 

(d) executing the pattern recognition algorithm to deter
mine if there exists within the digital time series data a 
pattern characteristic of abnormal operation of the 
component; and . which have been operated on by functions containing the 

weights, to create a node value. Similarly, the hidden layer 
nodes are in like manner connected to the output layer 
node(s), which in this example is only a single node 0 
representing the decision to notify the driver, and/or a 
remote facility, of the unbalanced tire. During the training 
phase, an output node value of 1, for example, is assigned to 
indicate that the driver should be notified and a value of 0 is 
assigned to not doing so. Once again, the details of this 
process are described in above-referenced texts and will not 
be presented in detail here. 

In the example above, twenty input nodes were used, five 
hidden layer nodes and one output layer .node. In this 
example, only one sensor was considered and accelerations 
from only one direction were used. If other data from other 
sensors such as accelerations from the vertical or lateral 
directions were also used, then the number of input layer 
nodes would increase. Again, the theory for determining the 
complexity of a neural network for a particular application 
has been the subject of many technical papers and will not 
be presented in detail here. Determining the requisite com
plexity for the example presented here can be accomplished 
by those skilled in the art of neural network design. 

Briefly, the neural network described above defines a 
method, using a pattern recognition syst~m, of sensing an 
unbalanced tire and determining whether to notify the driver, 
and/or a remote facility, and comprises the steps of: 

(a) obtaining an acceleration sigrial from an accelerometer 
mounted on a vehicle; 

(b) converting the acceleration signal into a digital time 
series; 

(c) entering the digital time series data into the input 
nodes of the neural network; 

(d) performing a mathematical operation on the data from 
each of the input nodes and inputting the operated on 
data into a second series of nodes wherein the operation 
performed on each of the input node data prior to 
inputting the operated on value toa second series node 

(e) notifying a driver and/or a remote facility if the 
abnormal pattern is recognized. 

The particular neural network described and illustrated 
10 above contains a single series of hidden layer nodes. In some 

network designs, more than one hidden layer is used, 
although only rarely will more than two such layers appear. 
There are of course many other variations of the neural 
network architecture illustrated above which appear in the 
referenced literature. For the purposes herein, therefore, 

15 "neural network" will be defined as a system wherein the 
data to be processed is separated into discrete values which 

. are then operated on and combined in at least a two stage 
process and where the operation performed on the data at 
each stage is in general different for each discrete value and 

20 where the operation performed is at least determined 
through a training process. 

The implementation of neural networks can take on at 
least two forms, an algorithm programmed on a digital 
microprocessor, FPGA, DSP or in a neural computer 

25 (including a cellular neural network or support vector 
machine). In this regard, it is noted that neural computer 
chips are. now becoming available. 

In the example' above,. only a single component failure 
was discussed using only a single sensor since the data from 

30 the single sensor contains a pattern which the neural network 
was trained to recognize as either normal operation' of the 
component or abnormal operation of the component. The 
diagnostic module 870 contains preprocessing and. neural 
network algorithms for a number of component failures. The 

35 neural network algorithms are generally relatively simple, 
requiring only a relatively .small number of lines of com
puter code. A single general neural network program can be 
used for multiple pattern recognition cases by specifying 
different coefficients for the various terms, one set for each 

40 application. Thus, adding different diagnostic checks' has 
only a small affect on the cost of the system. Also, the system 
has available to it all of the information available on the data 
bus. During the training process, the pattern recognition 

is different from that operation performed on some 
other input node data; 45 

program sorts out from the available vehicle data on the data 
bus or from other sources, those patterns that predict failure 
of a particular component. 

(e) combining the operated on data from all of the input 
nodes into each second series node to form a value at 
each second series node; 

(1) performing a mathematical operation on each of the 
values on the second series of nodes and inputting this 
operated on data into an output series of nodes wherein 
the operation performed on each of the second series 
node data prior to inputting the operated on value to an 
output series node is different from that operation 
performed on some other second series nod~ data; 

(g) combining the operated on data from all of the second 
series nodes into each output series node to form a 
value at each output series node; and, 

(h) notifying a driver if the value on one output series 
node is within a chosen range .signifying that a tire 
requires balancing. 

Ibis method can be generalized to a method of predicting 
that a component of a vehicle will fail comprising the steps 
of: 

(a) sensing a signal emitted from the component; 
(b) converting the sensed signal into a digital time series; 

In FIG. 7, a schematic of a vehicle with several compo
nents and several sensors is shown in their approximate 
locations on a vehicle along with a total vehicle diagnostic 

50 system in accordance with the irivention utilizing a diag
nostic module in accordance with the invention. A flow 
diagram of information passing from the various sensors 
shown in FIG. 7 onto the· vehicle data bus and thereby into 
the diagnostic device in accordance with the invention is 

55 shown in FIG. 8 along with outputs to a display for notifying 
the driver and to the vehIcle cellular phone, or other com
munication device, for notifying the dealer, vehicle manu
facturer or other entity concerned with the failure of a 
component in the vehicle. If the vehicle is operating on a 

60 smart highway, for example, the pending component failure 
information may also be communicated to a highway control 
system and/or to other vehicles in the vicinity so' that an 
orderly exiting of the vehicle from the smart highway can be 
facilitated. FIG. 8 also contains the names of the sensors 

. 65 shown numbered on FIG. 7 . 
Sensor 901 is a crash sensor having an accelerometer 

(alternately one or more dedicated accelerometers 931 can 
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be used), sensor 902 is represents one or more micr~phone~, 
sensor 903 is a coolant thermometer, sensor 904 IS an 011 
pressure sensor, sensor 905 is an oil level sensor, sensor 90.6 
is an air tlow meter, sensor 907 is a voltmeter, sensor 908 IS 

an ammeter, sensor 909 is a humidity sensor, sensor 910 is 
an engine knock sensor, sensor 911 is an oil turbidity sensor, 
sensor 912 is a throttle position sensor, sensor 913 is a 
steering torque sensor, sensor 914 is a wheel speed sensor, 
sensor 915 is a tachometer, sensor 916 is a speedometer, 
sensor 917 is an oxygen sensor, sensor 918 is a pitch/roll 
sensor, sensor 919 is a clock, sensor 920 is an odometer, 
sensor 921 is a power steering pressure sensor, sensor 922 is 
a, pollution sensor, sensor 923 is a fuel gauge, sensor 924 is 
a cabin thermometer, sensor 925 is a transmission fluid level 
sensor, sensor 926 is a yaw sensor, sensor 927 is a coolant 
level sensor, sensor 928 is a transmission fluid turbidity 
sensor, sensor 929 is brake pressure sensor and sensor 930 ' 
is a coolant pressure sensor. Other possible sensors include 
a temperature transducer, a pressure transducer, a liquid 
level sensor, a flow meter, a position sensor, a velocity 
sensor, a RPM sensor, a chemical sensor and an angle 
sensor, angular rate sensor or gyroscope. 

If a distributed group of acceleration sensors or acceler
ometers are used to permit a determination of the location of 
a vibration source, the same group can, in some,cases, also 
be used to measure the pitch, yaw and/or roll of the vehicle 
eliminating the need for dedicated angular rate sensors. In 
addition, as mentioned above, such a suite of sensors can 
also be used to determine the location and severity of a 
vehicle crash and additionally to determine that the vehicle 
is on the verge of rolling over. Thus, the same suite of 
accelerometers optimally performs a variety of functions 
including inertial navigation, crash sensing, vehicle 
diagnostics, roll over sensing etc. ' 

Consider now some examples. The following is a partial 
list of potential component failures and the sensors from the 
list on FIG. 8 that might provide information to predict the 

I failure of the component: 

Out of balance tires 
Front end out of align
ment 
lune up required 
Oil change needed 
Motor failure 
Low tire pressure 
Front end looseness 
Cooling system failure 
Alternator problems 
Transmission problems 
Differential problems 
Brakes 
Catalytic converter and 
mufIler 
Ignition 
Tire wear 
Fuel leakage 
Fan belt slippage 
Alternator deterioration 
Coolant pump fai.lure 
'Coolant hose failure 
Starter failure 
Dirty air filter 

901,913,914,915,920,921 
90.1,913,921,926 

901,903,910,912,915,917,920,922 
903,904,905,911 
901,902,903,904,905,906,910,912,915,917,922 
901,9]3,914,915,920,921 
901,913,916,921,926 
903,915,924,927,930 
901,902 ,907 ,908 ,915 ,919 ,920 
901,903,912,915,916,920,925,928 
901,912,914 
901,902,914,918,920,926,929 
901,902,912,915,922 

901,902,907,908,909,910,912,917,923 
901,913,914,915,918,920,921,926 
920,923 
901,902,903,907,908,912,915,919,920 
901,902,907,908,915,919 
901,902,903,924,927,930 
901,902,903,927,930 
901,902,907,908,909,912,915 ' 
902,903,906,911,912,917,922 

Several interesting facts can be deduced from a review of 
the above list. First, all of the failure modes listed can be at 
least partially sensed by multiple sensors. In many cases, 
some' of the sensors merely add information to aid in the 
interpretation of signals received from other sensors. In 
today's automobile, there are few if any cases where mul-

40 
tiple sensors are used to diagnose or predict a problem. In 
fact, there is virtually no failure prediction undertaken at all. 
Second, many of the failure modes listed require informa
tion from more than one sensor. Third, information for many 

5 of the failure modes listed cannot be obtained by observing 
one data point in time as is now done by most vehicle 
sensors. Usually an analysis of the variatio~ in a parameter 
as a function of time is necessary. In fact, the association of 
data with time to create a temporal pattern for use in 

10 diagnosing component failures in automobile is unique to 
this invention as in the combination of several such te'mporal 
patterns. Fourth, the vibration measuring capability of the 
airbag crash sensor, or other accelerometer, is useful for 
most of the cases discussed above yet there is no such 

15 current use of accelerometers. The airbag crash sensor is 
used only to detect crashes of the vehicle. Fifth, the second 
most used sensor in the above list, a microphone, does not 
currently appear on any automobiles yet sound is the signal 
most often used by vehicle operators 'and mechanics to 

20 diagnose vehicle problems. Another sensor that is listed 
above which also does not currently appear on automobiles 

'is a pollution sensor. This is typically a chemical sensor 
mounted in the exhaust system for detecting emissions from 
the vehicle. It is expected that this and other chemical 

25 sensors will be used more in the future. 
In addition, from the foregoing depiction of different 

sensors which receive signals from a plurality of 
components, it is possible for a single sensor to receive and 
output signals from a plurality of components which are then 

30 analyzed by the processor to determine if anyone of the 
components for which the received signals were obtained by 
that sensor is operating in an abnormal state. Likewise, it is 
also possible to provide for a multiplicity of sensors each 
receiving a different signal related to a,specific component 

35 which are then analyzed by the processor to determine if that 
component is operating in an abnormal state. Note that 
neural networks can simultaneously analyze data from mul
tiple sensors of the same, type or different types. 

The discussion above has centered on notifying the 
40 vehicle operator of a pending problem with a vehicle com

ponent. Today, there is great competition in the automobile 
marketplace and the manufacturers and dealers who are 
most responsive to customers are likely to benefit by 
increased sales both from repeat purchasers and new cus-

45 tomers. The diagnostic module disclosed her'ein benefits the 
dealer by making him instantly aware, through the cellular 
telephone system, or other communication link, coupled to 
the diagnostic module or system in accordance with the 
invention, when a component is likely to fail. As envisioned, 

50 on some automobiles, when the diagnostic module '870 
detects a potential failure it not only notifies the driver 
through a display 980, but also automatically notifies the 
dealer through a vehicle cellular phone 990 or other telemat
ics communication link. The dealer can thus contact the 

55 vehicle owner'and schedule ,an appointment to undertake the 
necessary repair at each party's mutual convenience. Con": 
tact by the dealer to the vehicle owner can occur' as the 
owner is driving the vehicle, using, a communications 
device. Thus, the dealer can, contact the driver and informed 

60 him of their mutual knowledge of the problem and discuss 
scheduling maintenance to attend to the problem. The cus
tomer is pleased since a potential vehicle breakdown has 
been avoided and the dealer is pleased since he is likely to 
perform the repair work. The 'vehicle manufacturer also 

65 benefits by early and accurate statistics on the failure rate of 
vehicle components. This early warning system can reduce 
the cost of a potential recall for components having design 
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defects. It could even have saved lives if such a system had a more versatile diagnostic module for use in conjunction, 
been.in place during the Firestone tire failure' problem with diagnosing abnormal operation of multiple 
mentioned above. The vehicle manufacturer will thus be components, tests may be conducted in which each compo-
guided toward producing higher quality vehicles thus nent is operated abnormally while the other components are 
improving his competitiveness. Finally, experience with this 5 openiting normally, as well as tests in which two or more 
system will actually lead to a reduction in the number of components are operating abnormally. In this manner, the 
sensors on the vehicle since only those sensors that are diagnostic module may be able to determine based on one 
'successful in predicting failures will be necessary. set of signals from the sensors during use that either a single 

For most cases, it is sufficient to notify a driver that a component or multiple components are operating abnor-
component is about to fail through a warning display. In 10 mally. 
some critical cases, action beyond warning the driver may be Furthermore, the pattern recognition algorithm may be 
required. If, for example, the diagnostic module detected trained based on patterns within the signals from the sensors. 
that the alternator was beginning to fail, in addition to Thus, by means of a single sensor, it would be possible to 
warning the driver of this eventuality, the module could send determine whether one or more components are operating 
a signal to another vehicle system to turn off all non- 15 abnormally. To obtain such a pattern recognition algorithm, 
essential devices which use electricity thereby conserving tests are conducted using a single sensor, such as a 
electrital energy and maximizing the time and distance that microphone, and causing abnormal operation of one or more 
the vehicle can travel before exhausting the energy in the components, each component operating abnormally while 
battery. Additionally, this system can be coupled to a system the other components operate normally and multiple com-
such as OnStar*) or a vehicle route guidance system, and the 20 ponents operating abnormally. In this manner, in use, the 
driver can be guided to the nearest open repair facility or a ' pattern recognition algorithm may analyze a signal from a: 
facility of his or her choice. single sensor and determine abnormal operation of one or 

In the discussion above, the diagnostic module of this more components. Note that in some cases, simulations can 
invention assumes that a vehicle data bus exists which is be used to analytically generate the relevant data. 
used by all of the relevant sensors on the vehicle. Most 25 The invention is also particularly useful in light of the 
vehicles today do not have a data bus although it is widely foreseeable implementation of smart highways. Smart high-
believed that most vehicles will have one in the near future. ways will result in vehicles traveling down highways under 
Naturally, the relevant signals can be transmitted to the partial or complete control of an automatic system, i.e., not 
diagnostic module through a variety of coupling means other, being controlled by the driver. The on-board diagnostic 

, than through a data bus and this invention is not limited to 30 system will thus be able to determine failure of a component 
vehicles having a data bus. For example, the data can be sent prior to or upon failure thereof and inform the vehicle's 
wirelessly to the diagnostic module using the Bluetooth™ guidance system to cause the vehicle to move out of the 
specification. In some cases, even the sensors do not have to stream of traffic, i.e., onto a shoulder of the highway, in a 
be wired and can obtain their power via RF from the safe and orderly manner. Moreover, the diagnostic system 
interrogator as is well known in the RFID-radio frequency 35 may be controlled or programmed to prevent the movement 
identification (either silicon or surface acoustic wave (SAW) of the disabled vehicle back into the stream of traffic until 
based» field. Alternately an inductive or capacitive power the repair of the component is satisfactorily completed. , 
transfer system can be used. In a method in accordance with this embodiment~ the 

As can be appreciated from the above discussion, the operation ,of the componerit would be monitored and if 
invention described herein brings several new improve- 40 abnormal operation of the component is detected, e.g., by 
ments to automobiles including, but not limited to, the use any of the methods and apparatus disclosed herein,(although 
of pattern recognition technologies to diagnose potential other component failure systems may of course be used in 
vehicle component failures, the use of trainable sy~tems this implementation), the guidance system of the vehicle 
thereby 'eliminating the need of complex and extensive' ,which controls the movement of the vehicle would be 
programming, the simultaneous use of multiple sensors to 45 notified, e.g., via a signal from the'diagnostic module to the 
monitor a particular component, the use of a single sensor to guidance system, and the guidance system would be pro-
monitor the operation of many vehicle components, the grammed to move the vehicle out of the stream of traffic, or 
monitoring of vehicle components which have no dedicated off of the restricted roadWay, possibly to a service station or 
sensors, and the notification of both the driver and possibly dealer, upon reception of the particular signal from the 
an outside entity of a potential component failure in time so 50 diagnostic module. The automatic guidance systems for 
that the failure can be averted and vehicle breakdowns vehicles traveling on highways may be any existing system 
substantially eliminated. Additionally, improvements to the or system being developed, such as one based on satellite 
vehicle stability, crash avoidance, crash anticipation and positioning techniques or ground-based positioning tech-
occupant protection are available. niques. Since the guidance system may be programmed to 

To implement a component diagnostic system for'diag- 55 ascertain the vehicle's position on the highway, it can 
nosing the component utilizing a plurality of sensors not determine the vehicle's current position, the nearest location 
directly associated with the component, i.e., independent of out of the stream of traffic, or off of the restricted roadway, 
the component, a series of tests are conducted. For each test, such as an appropriate shoulder or exit to which the vehicle 
the signals received from the sensors are input into a pattern may be moved, and the path of movement of the vehicle 
recognition training algorithm with an indication of whether 60 from the current position to the location out of the stream of 
the component is operating normally or abnormally (the traffic, or off of the restricted roadway. The vehicle rriay thus 
component being intentionally altered to provide for abnor- be moved along this path under the control of the automatic 
mal operation). The data from the test are used to generate guidance system. In the alternative, the path may be dis-
the pattern recognition algorithm, e.g., llI~ural network, so played to a driver and the driver can follow the path, i.e., 
that in use, the data, from the sensors is input into the 65 manually control the vehicle. The diagnostic module and/or 
algorithm and the algorithm provides an indication of abnor- guidance system may be designed to prevent re-entry of the 
mal or normal operation of the component. Also, to provide vehicle into the stream of traffic, or off of the restricted 
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roadway; until the abnDrmal DperatiDn Df the cDmpDnent is 
satisfactDrily addressed. 

FIG. 9 is a flDW chart Df SDme Df the methDds fDr directing 
a vehicle Dff Df a roadway if a' cDmpDnent is Dperating 
abnDrmally. The cDmpDnent's DperatiDn is mDnitDred at 440 
and a determinatiDn is made at 442 whether its DperatiDn is 
abnDrmal. If nDt, the DperatiDn Df the cDmpDnent is mDni
tDred further. If the DperatiDn Df the cDmpDnent is abnDrmal, 
the vehicle can be directed Dff the roadway at 444. MDre 
particularly, this can be accDmplished by generating a signal 
indicating the abnormal DperatiDn Df the cDmpDnent at 446, 
directing this signal to. a guidance system in the vehicle at 

, 448 that guides mDvement Df the vehicle Dff Df the roadway 

44 
wired to' the central cDntrol mDdule Dr processor directly 
wherein they WDuid receive pDwer and transmit in(DrmatiDn, 
Dr they CDuid be cDnnected DntD the vehicle bus Dr, in SDme 
cases, using RFID, SAW or similar technDIDgy, the senSDrs 

5 can be wireless and wDuld receive their pDwer through RF 
from Dne or mDre interrogatDrs IDcated in the vehicle. In this 
case, the interrogatDrs can be cDnnected either to' the vehicle 
bus Dr directly to' cDntrol mDdule. Alternately, an inductive 
Dr capacitive pDwer and infDrmatiDn transfer system can be 

10 used. " 

at 450. AlSo., if the cDmpDnent is Dperating abnDrmally, the 
current pDsitiDn Df the vehicle and the IDcatiDn Df a site Dff 15 

Df the roadway can be determined at 452, e.g., using 
satellite-based Dr ground-based IDcatiDn determining 
techniques, a path from the current IDcatiDn to. ,the Dff
roadway IDcatiDn determined at 454 and then the vehicle 
directed alDng this path at 456. PeriDdically, a determinatiDn 20 

is made at 458 whether the cDmpDnent's abnormality has 
been satisfactDrily addressed and/Dr cDrrected and if so., the 
vehicle can re-enter the roadway and DperatiDn Df the 
cDmpDnent begins again. If nDt, the re-entry Df the vehicle 
DntD the roadway is prevented at 460. 25 

One particula'r implementatiDn will nDW be described. In 
this case, each Df the senSDrs 202-208 is a single Dr dual axis' 
accelerometer. They are' made using silicDn micromachined 
technDIDgy such as disclDsed in u.S. Pat. NDS. 5,121,180 
and 5,894,090. These are Dnly representative patents Df these 
devices and there exist mDre than 100 Dther relevant U.S. 
patents describing this technDIDgy. CDmmercially available 
MEMS gyroscDpes such as from Systron DDner have accu
racies Df approxim'ately Dne degree per secDnd. In cDntrast, 
Dptical gyroscDpes typically have accuracies, Df approxi
mately Dne degree per hDur. UnfDrtunately, the Dptical 
gyroscDpes are prohibitively expensive fDr, autDmDtive 
applicatiDns. On the Dther hand, typical MEMS gyroscDpes 
are nDt sufficiently accurate for many cDntrol applicatiDns. 

The angular rate functiDn can be Dbtained through placing 
FIG. 10 schematically ShDWS the basic cDmpDnents fDr 

perfDrming this methDd, i.e., a cDmpDnent DperatiDn mDni
tDring system 462 (such as described abDve), an DptiDnal 
satellite-based Dr ground-based pDsitiDning system 464 and 
a vehicle guidance system 466. 

accelerometers at twO. separated, nDn-cD-IDcated pDints in ,a 
vehicle and using the differential acceleratiDn to' Dbtain an 
indicatiDnDf angular mDtiDn and angular acceleratiDn. From 
the variety Df accelerometers shDwn Dn FIG. 11, it can be 

30 appreciated that nDt Dnly' will all accelerations Df key parts 
FIG. 11 illustrates the placement Df a variety Df senSDrs, 

primarily accelerometers and/Dr gyroscDpes, which can be 
used to. diagnDse the state Df the vehicle itself. Sensor 202 
can be IDcated in the headliner Dr attached to. the vehicle roDf 
abDve the side dDDr. Typically, there can be two such sensors 35 

Dne Dn either side Df the vehicle. SensDr 203 is shDwn in a 

, Df 'the vehicle be determined, but the pitch, yaw and roll 
angular rates can also. be determined based Dn the accuracy 
Df the accelerometers. By this methDd, IDW CDst systems can 
be develDped which, althDugh nDt as accurate as the Dptical 
gyroscDpes, are cDnsiderably mDre accurate than CDnven
tiDnal MEMS gyroscDpes. Alternately, it has been fDund that 

typical mDunting IDcatiDn midway between the sides Df the 
vehicle attached to. Dr near the vehicle roDfabDve the rear 
windDw. SensDr 206 is shDwn in a typical mDunting IDcatiDn 
in the vehicle trunk adjacent the rear Df the vehicle. Either 
Dne, two. Dr three such sensors can be used depending Dn the 
applicatiDn. If three such senSDrs are use Dne WDuid be 
adjacent each side Df vehicle and Dne in the center. SensDr 
204 is shDwn in a typical mDunting IDcatiDn in the vehicle 
dDDr and se'nSDr 205 is shDwn in a: typical mDunting IDcatiDn 
Dn the sill Dr flDDr belDw the dDDr. Sensor 207, which can be 
also. multiple sensors, is shDwn in a typical mDunting IDca
tiDn fDrward in the crush ZDne Df the vehicle. Finally, 'sensDr 
208 can measure the acceleratiDn Df the firewall Dr instru
ment panel and is IDcated thereDn generally midway 
between the twO. sides Df the vehicle. If three such senSDrs 
are used, Dne wDuld be adjacent each vehicle side and Dne 
in the center. 

In,general, senSDrs 202-208 provide a measurement Df the 
state Df the vehicle, such as its velDcity, acceleratiDn, angular 
DrientatiDn Dr temperature, Dr a state Df the IDcatiDn,at which 
the senSDr is mDunted. Thus, measurements related to' the 
state Df the senSDr wDuld include measurements Df the 
acceleratiDn Df the sensor, measurements Df the, temperature 
Df the mDunting IDcatiDn as well as changes in the state Df 
the senSDr and rates Df changes Df the state Df the senSDr. As 
such, any described use Dr functiDn Df the senSDrs 202-208 
abDve is merely exemplary and is nDt intended to' limit the 
fDrm Df the senSDr Dr its functiDn. 

E~ch Df the senSDrs 202-208 may be single axis, dDuble 
axis or triaxial accelerometers and/Dr gyroscDpes typically 
Df the MEMS type. These sensors 202-208 can either be 

from a single package cDntaining up to' three IDW CDSt 

MEMS gyrDscDpes and three IDW CDSt MEMS 
accelerometers, when carefully calibrated, an accurate iner-

40 tial measurement unit (IMU) can be constructed that per
forms as well as units cDsting a great deal mDre. Such a 
package is sold by CrossbDw TechnDIDgy, Inc. 41 Daggett 
Dr., San JDse, Calif. 95134. If this IMU is cDmbined with a 
GPS system and sDmetimes Dther vehicle senSDr inputs 

45 using a Kalman filter, accuracy approaching that Df expen
sive military units can be achieved. 

Instead Df using twO. accelerometers at separate IDcatiDns 
Dn the vehicle, a single cDnfDrmal MEMS-IDT gyroscDpe 
may be used. Such a cDnfDrmal MEMS-IDT gyroscDpe is' 

50 described in a paper by V. K. Karadan, CDnfDrmal MEMS
IDT GyroscDpes and Their CDmparisDn With Fiber Optic 
Gyro, incDrpDrated in its' entirety herein. The MEMS-IDT 
gyroscDpe is based Dn the principle Df surface aCDustic wave 
(SAW) standing waves Dn a piezDelectric substrate., A sur-

55 face aCDustic wave reSDnatDr is used t9 create standing 
waves inside a cavity and the particles at the anti-nDdes Df 
the standing waves experience large amplitude DfvibratiDns, 
which serves as, the reference vibrating mDtiDn fDr the 

, gyroscDpe. Arrays Df metallic dDtS are pDsitiDned at the 
60 anti-nDde IDcations sO. that the effect Df CDriDlis force due to' 

rotatiDn will aCDustically amplify, the magnitude Df the 
waves. Unlike Dther MEMS gyroscDpes, the MEMS-IDT 
gyroscDpe has a planar cDnfiguratiDn with no., suspended 
resDnating mechanical structures. Other SAW-based gyro-

65 sCDpes are also. nDW under develDpment. 
The system Df FIG. 11 using dual axis accelerometers, Dr 

the IMU Kalman filter system, therefDre provides a CDm-
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plete diagnostic system of the vehicle itself and its dynamic tening to the radio, sleeping, drunk, drugged, having a heart 
motion. Such a system is far more accurate than any system attack The occupant sensing system may also be any of those 
currently available in the automotive market. This system systems and apparatus described in any of the current 
provides very accura,te crash discrimination since the exact assignee's above-referenced patents and patent applications 
location of the crash can be determined and, coupled with a, 5 incorporated by reference herein, or any other comparable 
knowledge of ,the force deflection characteristics of the occupant sensing system which performs any or all of the 
vehicle at the accident impact site, an accurate determination same functions as they relate to occupant sensing. Examples 
of the crash severity and thus the need for occupant restraint of sensors which might be installed on' a vehicle, and 
deployment can be made. Similarly, the tendency of a constitute the occupant sensing system include heartbeat 
vehicle to roll over can be predicted in advance and signals 10 sensors, motioq sensors, weight sensors, microphones and 
sent to the vehicle steering, braking and throttle systems to optical sensors. 

, attempt to ameliorate the rollover situation or prevent it. In A crash sensor 1002 is provided and determines when the 
the event that it cannot be prevented, the deployment side vehicle experiences a crash. Crash sensor 1002 maybe any 
curtain airbags can be initiated in a timely manner. type of crash sensor. 

Similarly, the tendency of the vehicle to the slide or skid 15 Vehicle sensors 1004 include sensors which detect the 
can be considerably more accurately determined and again operating conditions of the vehicle such 'as those sensors 
the steering, braking and throttle systems commanded to discussed with reference to FIGS. 4-8 above. Also included 
minimize the unstable vehicle behavior. are tire sensors such as disclosed in U.S. ,patent application 

Thus, through the sample deployment of inexpensive Ser. No. 10/079,065. Other examples include velocity and 
accelerometers at a variety of locations in the vehicle, or the 20 acceleration sensors, and angular and angular rate pitch, roll 
IMU Kalman filter system significant improvements are and yaw sensors. Of particular importance are sensors that 
made in the vehicle stability control, crash sensing, rollover tell what the car is doing: speed, skidding, sliding, location, 
sensing, and resulting occupant protection technologies. communicating with other cars or the infrastructure, etc. 

Finally, as mentioned above, the combination of the Environment sensors 1006 includes sensors which pro-
outputs from these accelerometer sensors and the output of ,25 vide data to the operating environment of the vehicle, e.g., 
strain gage weight sensors in a vehicle seat, or in or on a the inside and outside temperatures, the time of day, the 
'support structure of the seat, can be used to make an accurate location of the sun and lights, the locations of other vehicles, 
assessment of the occupancy of the seat and differentiate rain, snow, sleet, visibility (fog), general 'road condition 
between animate and inanimate occupantS as well as deter~ information, pot holes, ice, snow cover, road visibility, 
mining where in the seat the occupants are sitting. This can 30 assessment of traffic, video pictures of an accident, etc. 
be done by observing the acceleration signals from the Possible sensors include optical sensors which obtain 
sensors of FIG. 11 and simultaneously the dynamic strain images of the environment surrounding the vehicle, blind 
gage q:Jeasurements from seat mounted strain gages. The spot detectors which provides data on the blind spot of the 
accelerometers provide the input function to the seat and the driver, automatic ~ruise control sensors that can provide 
strain gages measure the re~ction of the occupying item to 35 images of vehicles in front of the host vehicle, various radar 

, the vehicle acceleration and thereby provide a method of devices which provide the position of other vehicles and 
determining dynamically the mass of the occupying item objects relative to the subject vehicle. 
and its location. This is particularly important during occu- The occupant sensing system 1000, crash sensors 1002, 
pant position sensing during a crash event. By combining the vehicle sensors 1004, environment sensors 1006 all are 
output~ of the accelerometers and the strain gages and 40 coupled to a communications device 1008 which may con-
appropriately processing the same, the mass and weight of tain a memory unit and appropriate electrical hardware to 
an object occupying the seat can be determined as well as the' communicate with all of the sensors, process data from the 
gross motion of such an object so that an assessment can be sensors, and transmit data from the sensors. The memory 
made as to whether the object is a life form such as a human unit would be useful to store data from the sensors, updated 
being. ' . 45 periodically, so that such information could be transmitted at 

For this embodiment, sensor 209 represents one or more set time intervals. 
strain gage weight sensors mounted on the seat or in The communications device 308 can be designed to 
connection with the seat or its support structure. Suitable transmit information to any number of different 'types of 
mounting locations and forms of weight sensors are dis- facilities. For example, the communications' device 1008 
cussed in the current assignee's U.S. patent application Ser. 50 would be designed to transmit information to an emergency 
No. 09/193,209 and contemplated for use in this invention as ' response facility 1010 in the event of an accident involving 
well. The mass or weight of the occupying item of the seat the vehicle. The transmission of the information would be 
can thus be measured based on the dynamic measurement of triggered by a signal from the crash sensor 1002 that the 
the strain gages with optional consideration of the measure- vehicle was experiencing a crash or experienced a crash. The 
ments of accelerometers on the vehicle, which are repre- 55 information transmitted would come from the occupant 
sented, by any of sensors 202-208. sensing system 1000 so that the emergency response could 

FIG. 12 shows a schematic of the integration of the be tailored to the status of the occupants. For example, if the 
occupant sensing with a telematics link and the vehIcle vehicle was determined to have ten occupants, multiple 
diagnosis with a telematics link. As envisioned, the occupant ',ambulances m'ight be sent than if the vehicle contained only 
sensing ,system 1000 includes those components' which 60 a single occupant. Also, if the occupants are determined not 
determine the presence, position,health state, and other be breathing, then a higher priority call with living survivors 
information relating to the occupants, for example the trans- might receive assistance first. A'S such, the information from 
ducers discussed above with reference to FIGS. 1-3 and the the occupant sensing system 1000 would be used to priori-
SAW device discussed above with reference to FIG. 4. tize the duties of the emergency response personnel. 
Information relating to the occupants includes information 65 

as to what the driver is doing, talking on the phone, 
communicating with OnStar®· or other route guidance, lis-

Information from the vehicle sensors 1004 and environ
ment sensors 1006 could also be transmitted to law enforce
ment authorities 1014 in the event of an accident so that the 
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cause(s) of the accident could be determined. Such infor
mation can also include information from the occupant 
sensing system 1000, which might reveal that the driver was 
talking on the phone, putting ori make-up, or another dis
tracting activity, information from the vehicle sensors 1004 
which might reveal a problem with the vehicle, and infor
mation from the environment sensors 1006 which might 
reveal the existence of slippery roads, dense fog and the like. 

48 
munications between the sensors on the vehicle and' a 
processing system (control, module, computer or the like) 
and remote communications between the same or a coupled 
processing system (control module, computer or the like). 

5 The electronic components for the intra-vehicle communi
cation may be designed ,to transmit and receive signals over 
short dista'nces whereas the electronic components which 
enable remote communications should be designed to trans-

Information from the occupant sensing system 1000, 
vehicle sensors 1004 and environment sensors 1006 could 10 

also be transmitted to the vehicle manufacturer 1016 in the 
event of an accident so that a determination can be made as 

mit and receive signals over relatively long distances. 
The wireless sensing and communication system includes 

sensors that are located on the vehicle or in the' vicinity of 
, the vehicle and which provide information which is trans
mitted to one or more interrogators in the vehicle by wireless 
radio frequency means, using wireless radio frequency 

to whether failure of a component of the vehicle causes or 
contributed to the cause of the accident. For example, the 
vehicle sensors might determine that the tire pressure was 
too low so that advice can be disseminated to avoid main
taining the tire pressure too low in order to avoid an 
accident. Information from the vehicle sensors 1004 relating 

15 transmission technology. In some cases, the power to oper
ate a particular sensor is supplied by the interrogator while 
in other cases, the sensor is independently connected to 
either a battery, generator, vehicle power source or some 

to component failure could be transmitted to a dealer/repair 
facility 1012 which ,could schedule maintenance to correct 20 

the problem. 

source of power external to the vehicle. ' 
The, sensors for a system installed in a vehicle would 

likely include tire pressure, temperature and acceleration 
monitoring sensors, weight or load measuring sensors, 
switches, temperature, acceleration, angular position, angu
lar rate, angular acceleration, proximity, rollover, occupant 

1be communications device 1008 could be designed to 
transmit particular information to each site, i.~., only infor
mation important to be considered by the personnel at that 
site. For example, the emergency response personnel have 
no need for the fact that the tire pressure was too low but 
such information is important to the law enforcement 
authorities 1014 (for the possible purpose of issuing a recall 
of the tire ' and/or vehicle) and the vehicle manufacturer 
1016. 

The communication device can be a cellular phone, 
OnStar® or other subscriber-based telematics system, a 
peer-to-peer vehicle communication system that eventually 
communicates to the infrastructure and then, perhaps, to the 
Internet with email to the dealer, manufacturer, vehicle 
owner, law enforcement authorities or others. It can also be 
a vehicle to LEO or Geostationary satellite system such as 
SkyBytes which can then forward the information to the 
appropriate facility either directly or through the Internet. 

1be communication may need to be secret so as not to 
violate the privacy 'of the occupants and thus encrypted 
communication may in many cases be required. Other 
innovations described herein include the transmission of any 
video data from a vehicle to another vehicle or to a facility 
remote from the vehicle by any means such as a telematics 
communication system such as OnStar@, a cellular phone 
system, a communication via GEO, geocentric or other 
satellite system and any communication that communicates, 
the results of a pattern recognition system analysis. Also, 
any communication from a vehicle that combines sensor 
information with location information. 

When optical sensors are provided as part of the occupant 
sensing system 1000, video conferencing becomes a 
possibil~ty, whether or not the vehicle experiences a crash. 
That is, the occupants of the vehicle can engage in a video 
conference with people at another location 1018 via estab
lishment of a communications channel by the communica
tions device 1008. 

1be vehicle diagnostic system described above using a 
telematics link 'can transmit information from any type of 
sensors on the vehicle. 

25 presence, humidity, presence of fluids or gases, strain,road 
condition and friction, chemical sensors and other similar 
sensors providing information to' a 'vehicle system, vehicle 
operator or external site. The sensors can provide informa
tion about the v~hicle and its interior or exterior 

30 environment, about individual components, systems, vehicle 
occupants, subsystems, or about the roadway, ambient 
atmosphere, travel conditions and external objects. 

The system can use one or more interrogators each having 
one or more antennas that transmit radio frequency energy 

35 to the sensors and receive modulated radio frequency signals 
from the sensors containing sensor and/or identification 
information. One interrogator can be used for sensing mul

. tiple switches or other devices. For example, an interrogator 
may transmit a chirp form of energy at 905 MHz to 925 MHz 

40 to a variety of sensors located within or in the vicinity of the. 
vehicle. These sensors may be of the RFID electronic type 
or of the surface acoustic wave (SAW) type. In the electronic 
type, information can be returned immediately to the inter
rogator in the form of a modulated RF signal. In the case of 

45. SAW devices, the information can be returned after a delay. 
Naturally, one sensor can respond in both the electronic and 
SAW delayed modes. 

When multiple sensors are interrogated using the same 
technology, the returned signals from the various sensors can 

50 be time, code, space or frequency multiplexed. For example, 
for the case of the SAW technology, each sensor can be 
provided with a different delay. Alternately, each sensor can 
be designed to respond only to a single frequency or several 
frequencies. The radio frequency can be amplitude or fre-

55 quency modulated: Space multiplexing can be achieved 
through the use of two or more antennas and correlating the 
received signals to isolate signals based on direction. 

In many cases, the sensors will respond with an identifi
cation signal followed by or preceded by information relat-

60 ing to the sensed value, state and/or property. In the case of 
a SAW-based switch, for example, the returned signal may 
indicate that the switch is either on or off or, in some cases, 
an intermediate state can be provided signifying that a light 

In one particular use of the invention, a wireless sensing 
and communication system is provided whereby the infor
mation or data obtained through processing of input from 
sensors of the wireless sensing and communication system 65 

is further transmitted for reception by a remote, facility. 
Thus, in such a construction, there is an intra-vehicle com-

should be dimmed, rather than or on or off, for example. 
Great economies are achieved by using a single interro~ 

gator or even a small number of interrogators to interrogate 
many types of devices. For example, a single interrogator 
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may monitor tire pressure and temperature, the weight of an 
occupying item of the seat, the position of the seat and 
seatback, as well as a variety of switches controlling 
windows, door locks, seat position, etc. in a vehicle. Such an 
interrogator may use one or multiple antennas and when 

, multiple antennas are used, may switch between the anten-
nas depending on what is being monitored. , 

More particularly, the tire monitoring system of this 
invention actually comprises three separate systems corre
sponding to three stages of product evolution. Generation 1 
is a tire valve cap that provides information as to the 
pressure within the tire as described below. Generation 2 
requires the replacement of the tire valve stern, or the 
addition of a new stem-like device, with a new valve stern 
that also measures temperature and pressure within the tire 
or it may be a device that attaches to the vehicle ~heel rim. 
Generation 3 is a product that is attached to the inside of the 
tire adjacent the tread and provides a measure of the diam
eter of the footprint between the tire and the road, the tire 
pressure and temperature, indications of tire wear and, in 
some cases, the coefficient of friction between the tire and 
the road. 

Surface acoustic wave technology permits the measure
ment of many physical and chemical parameters without the 
requirement of local power or energy. Rather, the energy to 
run devices can be obtained from radio frequency electro
magnetic waves. These waves excite an antenna that is 
coupled to the SAW device. Through various means, the 
properties of the acoustic waves on the surface of the SAW 
device are modified as a function of the variable to be 
measured. The SAW device belongs to the field of micro
electromechanical systems (MEMS) and can be produced in 
high-volume at low cost. 

so 
additionally contains one or more accelerometers which 
measure at least one component of the acceleration of the 
vehicle tire tread adjacent the device. This acceleration 
varies in a known manner as the device travels in an 

5 approximate circle attached to the wheel. This device is 
capable of determining when the tread adjacent the device is 
in contact with road surface. It is also able to measure the 
coefficient of friction between the tire and the road surface. 
In this manner, it is capable of measuring the length of time 
that this tread portion is in contact with the road and thereby 

10 
provides a measure of the diameter of the tire footprint on 
the road. A technical discussion of the operating principle of 
a tire inflation and load detector based on flat area detection 
follows: 

When tires are inflated and not in contact with the ground, 
15 the internal pressure is balanced by the circumferential 

, tension in the fibers of the shell. Static equilibrium demands 
that tension is equal to the radius of curvature multiplied by 
the difference between the internal and the external gas 
pressure. Tires support the weight of the automobile by 

20 changing the curvature of the part of the shell that touches 
the ground. The relation mentioned above is still valid. In the 
part of the shell that gets flattened, the radius of curvature 
increases while the tension in the tire structure stays the 
same. Therefore, the difference between the external and 

25 internal pressures becomes small to compensate for the 
growth of the radius. If the shell were perfectly flexible, the 
tire contact with the ground would develop into a flat spot 
with an area equal to the load divided by the pressure. 

A tire operating at correct values of load and pressure has 
30 a precise signature in terms of variation of the radius of 

curvature in' the loaded zone. More flattening indicates 
under-inflation or overloading, while less flattening indi
cates over-inflation or under-loading. Note that tire loading For the generation 1 system, a valve cap contains a SAW 

material at the end of the valve cap, which may be polymer 
covered. This device senses the absolute pressure in the 35 

valve cap. Upon attaching the valve cap to the valve stem, 

has essentially no effect on internal pressure. 
From the above, one can conclude that monitoring the 

curvature of the tire as it rotates can provide a good 
indication of its operational state. A sensor mounted inside 
the tire at its largest diameter can accomplish this'measure
ment. Preferably, the sensor would measure mechanical 

, a depressing member gradually depresses the valve permit-
ting the air pressure inside the tire to communicate with a 
small volume inside the valve cap. As the valve cap is 
screwed onto the valve stem, a seal prevents the escape of 
air to the atmosphere. The SAW device is electrically 
connected to the valve cap, which is also electrically con
nected to the valve stem that acts as an antenna for trans
mitting and receiving radio frequency waves. An interroga
tor located within 20 feet of the tire periodically transmits 
radio waves that power the SAW device. The SAW device 
measures the absolute pressure in the valve cap that is equal 

40 strain. However, a sensor measuring acceleration in anyone 
axis could also serve the purpose. 

In the case of the strain measurement, the sensor would 
indicate a constant strain as it spans the arc over which the 
tire is not in contact with the ground, and a pattern of 

to the pressure in the tire. U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,641,902, 5,819, 
779 and 4,103,549 illustrate a valve cap pressure sensor 
where a visual output is provided. Other related prior art 50 

includes U.S. Pat. No. 4,545,246. 

45 increased stretch during the arc of close proximity with the 
ground. A simple ratio of the times of duration of these two 
states would provide a good indication of inflation, but more 
complex algorithms could be employed, where the values 
and the shape of the period of increased strain are utilized. 

In the case of acceleration measurement, the system 
would utilize the fact that the part of the tire in contact with 
,the ground possesses zero velocity for a finite' period of time, 
while the rest of the tire is accelerating and decelerating in 
a cyclic fashion. The resulting acceleration profiles in the 

]be generation 2 system permitS the measurement of both 
the tire pressure and tire temperature. In this case, the tire 
valve stem is removed and replaced with a new tire valve 
stem that contains a SAW device attached at the bottom of 
the valve stem. This device actually contains two SAW 
devices, one for measuring temperature and the second for 
measuring pressure through a novel technology discussed 
below. This second generation device therefore permits the 
measurement of both the pressure and the temperature inside 
the tire. Alternately, this device can be mounted inside the 
tire, attached to the rim or attached to another suitable 
location. An external pressure sensor is mounted in the 
interrogator to measure the pressure of the atmosphere to 
compensate for altitude and/or barometric changes. 

The generation 3 device contains a pressure and tempera
ture sensor, as in the case of the generation 2 device, but 

55 circumferential axis or the radial axis present a characteristic 
near-zero portion, the length of which, when related to the 
rest of the rotation, is a result of the state of tire inflation. 

As an indicator of tire health, the measurement of strain 
on the largest inside' diameter of the tire is believed to be 

60 superior to the measurement of stress, such as' inflation 
pressure, because, the tire could be deforming, as it ages or 
otherwise progresses toward failure, without any changes in 
inflation pressure. Radial strain could also be measured on 
the inside of the tire sidewall thus indicating the degree of 

65 flexure that the tire undergoes. 
The accelerome"ter approach has the advantage of giving 

a signature from which, a harmonic analysis of once-per-
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revolution disturbances CQuid indicate developing problems 
such as hernias, flat spots~ loss of part of the tread, sticking 
of foreign bodies to the tread, etc. 

As a bonus, both of the above-mentioned sensors give 
clear once-per-revolution signals for each tire that could be 5 

used as inputs for speedometers, odometers, differential slip 
indicators, tire wear indicators, etc. 

Tires can fail for a variety of reasons including low 
pressure, high temperature, delamination of the tread, exces
sive Hexing of the sidewall, and wear (see, e.g., Summary 10 

Root Cause Analysis Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc." http:// 
www.bridgestone-firestone.com/homeimgs/rootcause.htm. 
Printed March, 2001). Most tire failures can be 'predicted 
based on tire pressure alone and the TREAD Act thus 
addresses the monitoring of tire pressure. However, some 15 

failures, such as the Firestone tire failures, can result from 
substandard materials especially those that are in contact 
with a steel-reinforcing belt: If the rubber adjacent the steel 
belt begins' to move relative to the belt, then heat will be 
generated and the temperature of the tire will rise until the 20 

tire fails catastrophically. This can happen even in properly 
inflated tires. 

Finally, tires can fail due to excessive vehicle loading and 
excessive sidewall flexing even if the tire is' properly 
inHated. This can happen if the vehicle is overloaded or if the 25 

wrong size tire has been mounted on the vehicle. In most 
cases, the tire temperature will rise as a result of this 
additional flexing, however, this is not always the case, and 
it may even occur too late. Therefore, the device which 
measures the diameter of the tire footprint on the road is a 30 

superior method of measuring exceSsive loading of the tire. 
Generation 1 devices monitor pressure only while gen

eration 2 devices also monitor the temperature and therefore 
will provide a warning of imminent tire failure more often 
than through monitoring pressure alone. Generation 3 35 

devices will give an indication that the vehicle is overloaded 
before either a pressure or temperature monitoring system 
can respond. The generation 3 system can also be augmented 
to measure the vibration signature of the tire and thereby 
detect when a tire has worn to the point that the steel belt is 40 

contacting the road. In this manner, the generation 3 system 
also provides an indication of a worn out tire and, as will be 
discussed below, an indication of the road coefficient of 
friction. 

Each of these devices communicates to an interrogator 45 

with pressure, temperature, and acceleration as appropriate 
In none of these gen'erational devices is a battery mounted 
within the vehicle tire required, although in some cases a: 

, generator can be used. In most cases, the SAW devices will 
optionally provide an identification number corresponding 50 

to the device to permit the interrogator to separate one tire 
from another. 

Key advantages of the tire monitoring system disclosed 
herein over most of the currently known prior art are: 

very small size and insignificant weight eliminating the 55 

need for wheel counterbalance, 
cost competitive for tire monitoring only, significant cost 

advantage when systems are combined, 

52 
characterization in both the gas and liquid phase. They also 
are used for measuring pressure, strain, temperature, 
acceleration, angular rate and other physical states of the 
environment. 

The monitoring of temperature and or pressure of a tire 
can take place infrequently. It is adequate to check the 
pressure and temperature of vehicle tires once every ten 
seconds to once per minute. To utilize the centralized 
interrogator of this invention, the tire monitoring system 
would preferably use SAW technology and the device could 
be located in the valve stem, wheel, tire side wall, tire tread, 
or other appropriate location with access to the internal tire 
pressure of the tires. Apreferred system is based on a SAW 
technology discussed above. 

At periodic intervals, such as once every minute, the 
interrogator sends a radio frequency signal at a frequency 
such as 905 MHz to which the tire monitor sensors have 
been sensitized. When receiving this signal, the tire monitor 
sensors (of which there are five in a typical configuration) 
respond with a signal providing an optional identification 
number, temperature and pressure data. In one 
implementation, the interrogator would use multiple, typi
cally two or four, antennas which are spaced apart. By 
comparing the time of the returned signals from the tires to 
the' antennas, the location of each of the senders can be 
approximately determined. That is~ the antennas can be so 
located that each tire is a different distance from each 
antenna and by comparing the return time of the signals 
sensed by the antennas, the location of each tire can be 
determined and associated with the returned information. If 
at least three antennas are used, then returns from adjacent 
vehicles can be eliminated. 

An identification number can accompany each transmis
sion from each tire sensor and can also be used to validate 
that the transmitting sensor is in fact located on the subject 
vehicle. In traffic situations, it is possible to obtain a signal 
from the, tire of an adjacent vehicle. This would immediately 
show up as a return from more than five vehicle tires and the 
system would recognize that a fault had occurred. The sixth 
return, can be easily eliminated, however, since it could 
contain an identification number that is different from those 
that have heretofore been returned frequently to the vehicle 
system or based on a comparison of the signals sensed by the 
different antennas. Thus, when the vehicle tire is changed or 
tires are rotated, the system will validate a particular return 
signal as originating from the tire-monitoring sensor located 
on the subject vehicle. 

This'same concept is also applicable for other vehicle
mounted sensors. This permits a plug and play scenario 
whereby sensors can be added to, changed, or removed from 
a vehicle and the interrogation system will automatically 
adjust. The system will know the type of sensor based on the 
identification number, frequency, delay and/or its location 
on the vehicle. For example, a tire monitor could have a 
different code in the identification number from a switch or 
weight-monitoring device. This also permits new kinds of 
sensors to be retroactively installed on a vehicle. If a totally 
new type of the sensor is mounted to the vehicle, the system 
software would have to be updated to recognize and know exceeds customers' price targets, 

high update rate, 
60 what to do with the information from the new sensor type. 

self-diagnostic, 
automatic wheel, identification, 
no batteries required-powerless, 
no wires required-wireless. 
SAW devices have been used for sensing many param

eters including devices for chemical sensing and materials 

By this method, the configuration and quantity of sensing 
systems on a vehicle can be easily changed and the system 
interrogating these sensors need only be updated with soft
ware upgrades which could occur automatically over the 

65 Internet. 
Preferred tire-monitoring sensors for use with this inven:

tion use the surface acoustic wave (SAW) technology. A 
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radio frequency interrogating signal is sent to all of the tire contemplates, therefore, a series of different ant~nna 
gages simultaneously and the received signal at each tire systems, which can be electronically switched by the inter-
gage is sensed using an antenna. The antenna is connected rogator circuitry: Alternately, in some cases,. all of the 
to the IDT transducer that converts the electrical wave to an . antennas can be left connected and total transmitted power 
acoustic wave that travels on the surface of a material such 5 increased.· , 
as lithium niobate, or other piezoelectric material such as There are several applications for weight or load measur-
zinc oxide, Langasite or the polymer polyvinylidene fluoride ing devices in a vehicle including the vehicle suspension 
(PVDF). During its travel on the surface of the piezoelectric system and seat weight sensors for use with automobile 
material, either the time delay, resonant frequericy, safety systems. As reported in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,096,740, 
amplitude, or phase of the signal (or even possiblycombi- 10 4,623,813, 5,585,571, 5,663,531, 5,821,425 and 5,910,647 
nations thereof) is modified based on the temperature and/or· and International Publication No. WO 00/65320(Al), all of 
pressure in the tire. This modified wave is sensed by one or which are incorporated by reference herein to the extent the 
more IDT transducers and converted back to a radio fre- disclosure of these publications is necessary, SAW devices 
quency wave that is used to excite an antenna for are appropriate candidate·s for such weight measurement 
re-broadcasting the wave back to interrogator. The interro- 15 systems. In this case, the surface acoustic way on the lithium 
gator receives the wave at a time delay after the original niobate, or other piezoelectric material, is modified in delay 
transmission that is determined by the geometry of the SAW time, resonant frequency, amplitude and/or phase based on 
transducer and decodes this signal to determine the tem- strain of the member upon which the SAW device is 
perature and/or pressure in the subject tire. By using slightly mounted. For example, the conventional bolt that is typically 
different geometries' for each of the tire monitors, slightly 20 used to connect the passenger seat to the seat adjustment 
different delays can be achieved and randomized so that the slide mechanism can be replaced with a stud which is 
probability of two sensors having the same delay is small. threaded on both ends. A SAW strain device is mounted to 
The interrogator transfe~s the decoded infonnation to a the center unthreaded section of the stud and the stud is 
central processor that then determines whether the tempera- attached to both the seat and the slide mechanism using 
ture and/or pressure of each of the tires exceed specifica- 25 appropriate threaded nuts. Based on the particular geometry 
tions. If so, a warning light can be displayed informing the of the SAW device used, the stud can result in as little as a 
vehicle driver of the condition. In some cases, this' random 3 mm upward displacement of the seat compared to a normal 
delay is all that is required to separate the five tire signals bolt mounting system. No wires are required to attach the 
and to identify which tires are on the vehicle and thus ignore SAW device to the stud. The interrogator transmits a radio 
responses from adjacent vehicles. 30· frequency pulse at, for example, 925 MHz that excites 

With an accelerometer mounted in the tire, as is the case antenna on the SAW strain measuring system. After a delay 
for the generation 3 system, information is present to diag- caused by the time required for the wave to travel the length 
nose other tire problems. For example, when the 'steel belt of the SAW device, a modified wave is re-transmitted to the 
wears through the rubber tread, it will make a distinctive interrogator providing an indication of the strain of the stud 
noise and create a distinctive vibration when it contacts the 35 with the weight of an object occupying the seat correspond-
pavement. This can be sensed by the SAW accelerometer. ing to the strain. For a seat that is normally bolted to the slide 
The interpretation of various such signals can be done using mechanism with four bolts, at least four SAW strain sensors 
neura(network technology. Similar systems are described would be used. Since the individual SAW devices are very 
more detail in U.S. Pat. No. 5,829,782, incorporated by small, multiple devices can be placed on a stud to provide 
reference herein. As the tread begins to separate from the tire 40 multiple redundant measurements, or permit bending strains 
as in the Bridgestone cases, a distinctive vibration is created to be determined, and/or to permit the stud to be arbitrarily 
which can also be sensed by a tire-mounted accelerometer. located with at least one SAW device always within direct 

As the tire rotates, stresses are created in the rubber tread view of the interrogator antenn'a. In some cases, the bolt or 
surface between the center of the footprint and the edges. If stud will be made on non-conductive material to limit the 
the coefficient of friction on the pavement is low, these 45· blockage of the RF signal. In other cases, it will be insuiated 
stresses can cause the shape of the footprint to change: The . from the slide (mechanism) and used as an antenna. 
generation 3 system, which measures the circumferential If two longitudinally spaced apart antennas are used to 
length of the footprint, can therefore also be used to measure receive the SAW transmissions from th'e seat weight sensors, 
the friction coefficient between the tire and the pavement. one antenna in front of the seat and the other behind the seat, 

Similarly, the same or a different interrogator can be used 50 then the position of the seat can be determined eliminating 
to monitor various components of the vehicle's safety sys- the need for current seat position ·sensors. A similar system 
tern including occupant position sensors, vehicle accelera- can be used for other seat and seatback position measure-
tion sensors, vehicle angular position, velocity and accel- ments. 
eration sensors, related to both frontal, side or rear impacts For strain gage weight sensing, the frequency of interro-
as well as rollover conditions. The interrogator could also be 55 gation would be considerably higher than that of the tire 
used in conjunction with other detection devices such as monitor, for example. However, if the seat is unoccupied 
weight sensors, temperature sensors, accelerometers which then the frequency of interrogation can be substantially 
are associated with various systems in the vehicle to enable reduced. For an occupied seat, information as to the identity 
such systems to be controlled or affected based on the and/or category and position of an occupying item of the seat 
measured state. 60 can be obtained through the multiple weight sensors 

Some specific examples of the use of interrogators and described. For this reason, and due to the fact that, during the 
responsive devices will now be described. pre-crash event the position of an occupying item, of the seat 

The antennas used for interrogating the vehicle tire pres- may be changing rapidly, interrogations as frequently as 
sure transducers will be located outside of the vehicle once every 10 milliseconds ·can be desirable. This would 
passenger compartment. For many other transducers to be 65 

sensed the antennas must be located at various positions 
within passenger compartment. This invention 

also enable a distribution of the weight being applied to the 
seat to be obtained which provides an estimation of the 
position of the· object occupying the seat. Using pattern 
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recognition technology, e.g., a trained neural network, sen
sor fusion, fuzzy logic, etc., the identification of the object 
can be ascertained based on the determined weight and/or 
determined weight distribution. 

56 
bution of load carried by the vehicle suspension. Frequently, 
wire strain gage technology is used for these functions. That 
is, the wire strain gages are used to sense the load and/or 
load distribution of the vehicle on the vehicle suspension 

'There are many other methods by which SAW devices can 
be used to determine the weight and/or weight distribution 
of an occupying item other than the method described above 
and all such uses of SAW strain sensors for determining the 
weight and weight distribution of an occupant are contem
plated. For example, SAW devices with appropriate straps 
can be used to measure the deflection of the seat cushion top 

5 system. Such strain gages can be advantageously replaced 
with strain gages based on SAW technology with the sig
nificant advantages in terms of cost, wireless monitoring, 
dynamic range, and signal level. In addition, SAW strain 
gage systems can be significantly more accurate than wire 

10 strain gage systems. 

or bottom caused by an occupying item, or if placed on the 
seat belts, the load on the belts can determined wirelessly 
and powerlessly. Geometries similar to those disclosed in 
U.S. Pat. No. 6,242,701 (which discloses mUltiple strain 15 

gage geometries, the entire disclosure of this patent is 
incorporated by reference herein to the extent the disclosure 
is necessary) using SAW strain-measuring devices can also 

A strain detector in accordance with this invention can 
convert mechanical strain to variations in electrical 'signal 
frequency with a large dynamic range and high accuracy 
even for very small displacements. The frequency variation 
is produced. through use of a surface acoustic wave delay 
line as the frequency control element of an oscillator. A 
surface acoustic wave delay line comprises a transducer 
deposited on a piezoelectric material such as quartz or 
lithium niobate which is disposed so as to be deformed by be constructed, e.g., any of the multiple strain gage geom

etries shown therein. 
Although a preferred method for using the invention is to 

interrogate each of the SAW devices using wireless means, 
in some cases it may be desirable to supply power to and/or 
obtain information from one or mor~ of the devices using 
wires. As such, the wires would be an optional feature. 

20 strain in the member which is to be monitored. Deformation 
of the piezoelectric substrate changes the frequency control 
characteristics of the surface acoustic wave delay line, 
thereby changing the· frequency of the oscillator. 
Consequently, the oscillator frequency change is a measure 

25 of the strain in the member being. monitored and thus the 
weight applied to the seat. A SAW strain transducer is 
capable of a degree of accuracy substantially greater than 
that of a conventional resistive strain gage. 

One advantage of the weight sensors of this invention 
along with the geometries disclosed in the '701 patent and 
herein below, is that in addition to the axial stress in the seat 
support, the bending moments in the structure can be readily 
determined. For example, if a seat is supported by four 30 

"legs", it is possible to determine the state of stress, assum
ing that axial twisting can be ignored, using four strain gages 
on each leg support for a total of 16 such gages. If the seat 
is supported by three legs, then this can be reduced to 12. 
Naturally, a three-legged support is preferable than four 35 

since with four, the seat support is over-determined severely 
complicating the determination of the stress caused by an 
object on the seat. Even with three supports, stresses can be 
introduced depending on the nature of the support at the seat 
rails or other 11oor-mounted supporting structure. If simple 40 

supports are used that do not introduce bending moments 
into the structure, then the number of gages per seat can be 
reduced to three· providing a good model of the seat structure 
is available. Unfortunately, this is usually not the case and 
most seats have four supports and the attachments to the 45 

vehicle not only introduce bending moments into the struc
ture but ~hese moments vary from one position to another 
and with temperature. The SAW strain gages of this inven
tion lend themselves to the placement of multiple gages onto 
each support as needed to.approximately determine the state 50 

of stress and thus the weight of the occupant depending on 
the particular vehicle application. Furthermore, the wireless 
nature of these gages greatly simplifies the placement of 
such gages at those locations that are most appropriate. 

One additional point should be mentioned. In many cases, 55 

the determination of the weight of an occupant from the 
static strain gage readings yields inaccurate results due to the 
indeterminate stress state in the support structure. However, 
the dynamic stresses to a first order are independent of the 
residual stress state. Thus, the change in stress that occurs as 60 

a vehicle travels down a roadway caused by dips in the 
roadway can provide an accurate measurement of the weight 

Other applications of weight measuring systems for an 
automobile include measuring the weight of the fuel tank or 
other containers of 11uid to determine quantity of fluid 
contained therein. 

One problem with SAW devices is that if they are 
designed to operate at the GHz frequency, the feature sizes 
become exceeding small and the devices are difficult to 
manufacture. On the other hand, if the frequencies are 
considerably lower, for example, in the tens of megahertz 
range, then the antenna sizes become excessive. It is also 
more difficult to obtain antenna gain at the lower frequen
cies. This is also related to antenna size. One method of 
solving this problem is totransmit an interrogation signal in 
.the many GHz range which is modulat~d' at the hundred 
MHz range. At the SAW transducer, the transducer is tuned 
to· the modulated frequency. Using a nonlinear device such 
as a Shocky diode, the modified signal can be mixed with the 
incoming high frequency signal and re-transmitted through 
the same antenna. For this case, the interrogator could 
continuously broadcast the carrier frequency. 

In addition to measuring the weight of an occupying item 
on a seat, the location of the seat and setback can also be 
determined by the interrogator .. Since the SAW devices 
inherently create a delayed return signal, either that debiy 
must be very accurately known or an alternate approach is 
required. One such alternate approach is to use the hetero-
dyne principal described above to cause the antenna to 
return a signal of a different frequency. By comparing the· 
phases of the sending and received signal, the distance to the 
device can be determined. Also, as discussed above, mul
tiple antennas can be used for seat position and seatback 
position sensing. 

With respect to switches, devices based on RFID tech
nology can be used as switches in a vehicle as described in 
U.S. Pat. Nos. 6,078,252 and 6,144,288, and U.S. provi
sional patent application Ser. No. 60/231,378 all of which 

of an object in a seat. This is especially true if an acceler
ometer is used to measure the vertical excitation provided to 
the seat. 

Some vehicle models provide load leveling and ride 
control functions that depend on the magnitude and distri-

65 are incorporated by reference herein. There are many ways 
that it can be accomplished. A switch can be used to connect 
an antenna to either an RFID electronic device or to an RFID 
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SAW device. This of course requires contacts to the closed 
by the switch activation. An alternate approach is to use 
pressure from an occupant's finger, for example, to alter the 
properties of the acoustic wave on the SAW material much 

58 
ture can be accurately estimated and the information pro
vided wirelessly to the ultrasonic occupant sensor system 
thereby permitting corrections to be made for the change in 
speed of sound. 

Acceleration sensing is another field in which SAW 
technology can be applied and the invention encompasses 
several embodiments of SAW accelerometers. 

U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,199,990,4,306,456 and 4,549,436, all of 
which are incorporated by reference herein, are example~ of 

as in a SAW touch screen. These properties that can be 5 

modified include the amplitude of the acoustic wave, and its 
phase, and/or the time delay or an external impedance 
connected to one of the.SAW reflectors as disclosed in U.S. 
Pat. No. 6,084,503, incorporated by reference herein. In this 
implementation, the SAW transducer can contain two 
sections, one which is modified by the occupant and the 
other which serves as a reference. A combined signal is sent 

10 prior art SAW accelerometers. Most airbag crash sensors for 
determining whether the vehicle is experiencing a frontal or 
side impact currently use micro machined accelerometers. 
These accelerometers are usually based on the deflection of 
a mass which is sensed using either capacitive or piezore-

to the interrogator that decodes the signal to determine that 
the switch has been activated. By any of these technologies, 
switches can be arbitrarily placed within the interior of an 
automobile, for example, without the need .for wires. (The 
wires would be an optional feature.) Since wires and. con
nectors . are the clause of most warranty repairs in an 
automobile, not only is the cost of switches substantially 
reduced but also the reliability of the vehicle electrical 20 

system is substantially improved. 

15 sistive technologies. SAW technology has heretofore not 
been used as a vehicle accelerometer or for' vehicle crash 

Ibe interrogation of switches can take place with mod
erate frequency such as once every 100 milliseconds. Either 
through the use of different frequencies or different delays, 
a large number of switches can be either time, code, space 25 

or frequency multiplexed to permit separation of the signals 
obtained by the interrogator. 

Another approach is to attach a variable impedance device 
across one of the reflectors on the SAW device. The jmped
ance can therefore used to determine the relative reflection' 30 

from the reflector compared to other retlectors on the SAW 
device. In this way, the magnitude as well as the presence of 
a force exerted by an occupant's finger, for example, can be 
used to provide a rate sensitivity to the desired function. In 
an alternate design, as shown U.S. Pat. No. 6,144,288, 35 

incorporated by reference herein, the switch is used to 
connect the antenna to the SAW device. Of course, in this 
case the interrogator will not get a return from the SAW 
switch unless it is depressed. 

Temperature measurement is another field in which SAW 40 

technology can be applied and the invention encompasses 
several embodiments of SAW temperature sensors. 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,249,418, incorporated by reference herein, 
is one of many examples of prior art SAW temperature 
sensors. Temperature sensors are commonly used within 45 

vehicles and many more applications might exist if a low 
cost wireless temperature sensor is available, i.e., the inven
tion. The SAW technology can be used for such temperature 
sensing tasks. These tasks include measuring the vehicle 
coolant temperature, air temperature within passenger com- 50 

partment at multiple locations, seat ,temperature for use in 
conjunction with seat warming and cooling systems, outside 
temperatures and perhaps tire surface temperatures to pro
vide eady warning to operators of road freezing conditions. 
One example, is to provide air temperature sensors in the 55 

passenger compartment in the vicinity of ultrasonic trans
ducers used in occupant sensing systems as described in the 
current assignee's U.S. Pat. No. 5,943,295 (Varga et a1.), 
incorporated by reference herein, since the speed of sound in 
the air varies by approximately 20% from _400 C. to 85 0 C. 60 

The subject matter of this patent is included in the invention 
to form a part thereof. Current ultrasonic occupant sensor 
systems do not measure or compensate for this change in the 
speed of sound with the effect of significantly reducing the 
accuracy of the systems at the temperature extremes. 65 

Through the judicious placement of SAW temperature sen
sors in the vehicle, the passenger compartment air tempera-

sensing. Due to the importance of this function, at least one, 
interrogator could be dedicated to this critical function. 
Acceleration signals from the crash sensors should be 
reported at least preferably every 100 microseconds. In this 
case, the dedicated interrogator would send an interrogation 
pulse to all crash sensor accelerometers every 100 micro
secoq,ds and receive staggered acceleration responses froni 
each of the SAW accelerometers wirelessly. This technology 
permits the placement of multiple low-cost accelerometers 
at ideal locations for crash sensing including inside the 
vehicle side doors, in the passenger compartment and in the 
frontal crush zone. Additionally crash sensors can now be 
located in the rear of the vehicle in the crush zone to sense 
rear impacts. Since the acceleration data is transmitted 
wirelessly, concern about the detachment or cutting of wires 
from the sensors disappears. One of the main concerns, for 
example, of placing crash sensors in the vehicle doors where 
they most appropriately can sense vehicle side imI'iacts, is 
the fear that an impact into the A-pillar of the automobile 
would sever the wires from the door-mounted crash' sensor 
before the crash was sensed. This problem disappears with 
the current wireless technology of this invention. If two 
accelerometers are placed at some distance from each other, 
the roll rate of the vehicle can be determined and thus the 
tendency of the vehicle to rollover can be predicted in time 
to automatically take corrective action and/or deploy a 
curtain airbag or other airbag(s). 

Although the sensitivity of measurement is considerably 
greater than that obtained with conventional piezoelectric 
accelerometers, the frequency deviation' remains low in . 
absolute value. Accordingly, the frequency drift of thermal 
origin has to be made as low as possible by selecting ,a 
suitable cut of the piezoelectric material. The resulting 
accuracy is impressive as presented in U.S. Pat. No. 4,549, 
436, incorporated by reference herein, which discloses an 
angular accelerometer with a dynamic a range of 1 million, 
temperature coefficient of 0.005%/deg F, an accuracy of 1 
microradian/sec2

, a power consumption of 1 milliwatt, a 
drift of 0.01% per year, a volume of 1 cc/axis and a 
frequency response of 0 to 1000 Hz. The subject matter of 
this patent is hereby included in the invention to constitute 
a part of the invention. A similar design can be used for 
acceleration sensing. 

In a similar manner as the polymer coated SAW device is 
uSed to measure pressure, a similar device wherein a seismic 
mass is attached to a SAW device througQ a polymer 
interface can be made to sense acceleration. This geometry 
has a particular advantage for sensing accelerations below 1 
G, which has proved to be very difficult in conventional 
micromachined accelerometers due to their inability to both 
measure low accelerations and withstand shocks. 
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Gyroscopes are another field in which SAW technology 
can be applied and the invention encompasses several 
embodiments of SAW gyroscopes. ' 

60 
Occupant presence and position sensing is another field in 

which SAW technology can be applied and the invention 
encompasses several embodiments of SAW occupant pres-' 
ence and/or position sensors. 

Many sensing systems are available for the use to identify 
and locate occupants or other 'objects in a passenger com
partment of the vehicle. Such sensors include ultrasonic 
sensors, chemical sensors (e.g. carbon dioxide), cameras, 
radar systems, heat sensors,' capacitance, magnetic or other 

lbe SAW technology is particularly applicable for gyro
scopes as described in International Publication No. WO 5 

00/79217 A2 to Varadan et a1. The output of such gyroscopes 
can be determined with an interrogator that is also used for 
the crash sensor accelerometers, or a dedicated interrogator 
can be used. Gyroscopes having an. accuracy of approxi
mately 1 degree per second have many applications in a 
vehicle including skid control and other dynamic stability 
functions. Additionally, gyroscopes of similar accuracy can 

10 field change sensors,etc. Most of these sensors require 
,power to operate and return information to a central pro
cessor for analysis. An ultrasonic sensor, for example, may 
be mounted in or near the headliner of the vehicle and 
periodically it transmits a few ultrasonic waves and receives 

be used' to sense impending vehicle rollover situations in 
time'to take corrective action. 

SAW, gyroscopes of the type described in WO 
00/79217 A2 have the capability of achieving accuracies 
approaching 3 degrees per hour. This high accuracy permits 
use of such gyroscopes in an inertial measuring unit (IMU) 
,that can be used with accurate vehicle navigation systems 
and autonomous vehicle control based on differential GPS 
corrections. Such a system is described in the current 
assignee's U.S. patent application Ser. 'No. 09/177,041. Such 
navigation systems depend on the availability of four or 
more GPS satellites and an accurate differential correction 
signal such as provided by the OmniStar Corporation or 
NASA or through the National Differential GPS system now 
being deployed. The availability of these signals d~grades in 
urban canyon environments, tunnels, and on highways when 
the vehicle is in the vicinity of large trucks. For this 
application, an IMU system should be able to accurately. 
control the vehicle for perhaps 15 seconds and preferably for 
up to fIve minutes. An IMU.based on SAW technology or the 
technology of U.S. p'at. No. 4,549,436 discussed above are 
the best-known devices capable of providing sufficient accu
racies for this application ata reasonable cost. Other accu
rate gyroscope technologies such as fiber optic systems are 
more accurate but can cost. many thousands of dollars. In 
contrast, in high volume production, an IMU of the required 
accuracy based on SAW technology should cost less than 
$100. ' 

Once an IMU of the accuracy described above is available 
in the vehicle, this same device can be used to provide 
significant improvements to vehicle stability control and 
rollover prediction systems. 

Keyless entry systems are another field in which SAW 
technology can be applied and the invention encompasses 
several embodiments of access control systems using SAW 
devices. 

A common use of SAW technology is for access control 

15 reflections of these waves from occupying -items of the 
passenger seat. Current systems on the market are controlled 
by electronics in a dedicated, ECU. 

An alternate method as taught in this invention is to use 
an interrogator, to send a signal to the headliner-mounted 

20 ultraSonic sensor causing that sensor to transmit and receive 
ultrasonic waves. The sensor in this case would perform 
mathematical operations on the received waves and create a 
vector of data containing perhaps twenty to forty values and 
transmit that vector wirelesslyto the interrogator. By means 

25 of this system, the ultrasonic sensor need only be connected 
to the vehicle power system and the information could be 
transferred to and from the sensor wirelessly. Such a system 
significantly reduces the wiring complexity especially when 
there may be multiple such sensors distributed in the pas- . 

30 senger compartment. Now, only a power wire needs to be 
attached to the sensor and there does not need to be any 
direct connection between the sensor and the control mod
ule. Naturally; the same philosophy would apply to radar
based sensors, electromagnetic sensors of all kinds including 

35 cameras, capacitive or other 'electromagnetic field change 
sensitive sensors etc. In some cases, the sensor itself· can. 
operate on power supplied by the interrogator through radio 
frequency transmission. In this case, even the comiection to 
the power line can be omitted. This principle can be 

40 extended to the large number of sensors and actuators that 
are currently in the vehicle where the only wires that are 
needed are those to supply power to the sensors and actua
tors and the information is supplied wirelessly. 

Such wireless powerless sensors can also be use, for 
45 example, as close proximity sensors based on measurement 

of thermal radiation from an occupant. Such sensors can be 
mounted on any of the surfaces in the passenger 
compartment, including the seats, which are likely to receive 

to buildings. RFID, technology using electronics is also 
applicable for this purpose; however, the range of electronic 50 

RFIO technology is usually limited to one meter or less. In 
contrast, the SAW technology can permit sensing up to about 

such radiation. 
A significant number of people are suffocated each year in 

automobiles due to excessive heat, carbon dioxide, carbon 
monoxide, or' other dangerous fumes. The SAW sensor 
technology is particularly applicable to solving these kinds 
of problems. The temperature measurement capabilities of 

30 meters. As a keyless entry system, an automobile can be 
configured such that the doors unlock as the holder of a card 
containing the SAW ID system approaches the vehicle and 
similarly, the vehicle doors can be automatically locked 
when occupant with the card travels beyond a certain 
distance from the vehicle. When the occupant enters the 
vehicle, the doors can again automatically lock either 
through logic or through a current system wherein doors 
automatically lock when the vehicle is placed in gear. An 
occupant with such a card would also not need to have an 
ignition key. The vehicle would recognize that the SAW 
based card was inside vehicle and then permit the vehicle to 
be started by issuing an oral command if a voice recognition 
system is present or by depressing a button, for example, 
without the need for an ignition key. . 

55 SAW transducers have been discussed above. If the surface 
of a SAW device is covered with a material which captures 
carbon dioxide, for example, such that the mass, elastic 
constants or other property of surface coating changes, the 
characteristics of the surface acoustic waves can be modified 

60 as described' in detail in U.S. Pat. No. 4,637,987 and 
elsewhere. Once again, an interrogator can sense the con
dition of these chemical-sensing sensors without the need to 
supply power and connect the sensors with either wireless 
communication or through the power wires. If a concentra-

65 tion of carbon monoxide is sensed, for example, an alarm 
can be sounded, the windows opened, and/or the engine 
extinguished. Similarly, if the temperature within the pas-
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senger compartment exceeds a certain level, the windows 
can be automatically opened a little to permit an exchange 

62 
prior to the vehicle traveling on that part of the roadway. 
This system also would not give sufficient warning if the 
operator waited for the occurrence of a frozen roadway. The 
probability of the roadway becoming frozen, on the other 

of air reducing the inside temperature and thereby perhaps 
saving the life of an infant or pet left in the vehicle 
unattended. 

In a similar manner, the coating of the surface wave 
device can contain a chemical which is responsive to the 
presence of alcohol. In this case, the vehicle can be pre
vented from operating when the c(JOcentration of alcohol 

5 hand, can be predicted long before it occurs, in most cases, 
by watching the trend in the temperature. 

vapors in the vehicle exceeds some determined limit. 10 

Each year a number of children and animals are killed 
when they are locked into a vehicle trunk. Since children and 
animals emit significant amounts of carbon dioxide, a car
bon dioxide sensor connected to the vehicle system wire
lessly and powerlessly provides an economic way of detect
ing the presence of a life form in the trunk. If a life form is 15 

detected, then a control system can release a trunk lock 
thereby opening the trunk. Alarms can· also be sounded or 
activated when a life form is detected in the trunk. 

Although they will not be discussed in detail, SAW 
sensors operating in the wireless mode can also be used to 20 

sense for ice on the windshield or other exterior surfaces of 
the vehicle, condensation on the inside of the windshield or 
other interior surfaces, rain sensing, heat load sensing and 
many other automotive sensing functions. They can also be 
used to sense outside environmental properties and states 25 

including temperature, humidity, etc. 
SAW sensors can be economically used to measure the 

temperature and humidity at numerous places both inside 
and outside of a vehicle. When used to measure humidity 
inside the vehicle, a source of water vapor can be activated 30 

to increase the humanity when desirable and the air condi
tioning system can be activated to reduce the humidity when 
necessary. Temperature and humidity measurements outside 
of the vehicle can be an indication of potential road icing 
problems. Such information can be used to provide early 35 

warning to a driver of potentially dangerous conditions. 
Although the invention described herein is related to land 
vehicles, many of these advances are equally applicable to 
other vehicles such as boats, airplanes and even, in some 
cases, homes and buildings. The invention disclosed herein, 40 

therefore, is not limited to automobiles or other land 
vehicles. 

Some lateral control of the vehicle can also be obtained 
from SAW transducers or electronic RFID tags placed down 
the center of the lane, either above the vehicles or in the 
roadway, for example. A vehicle having two receiving. 
antennas approaching such devices, through tria'ngulation, is 
able to determine the lateral location of the vehicle relative 
to these SAW devices. If the vehicle also .has an accurate 
map of the roadway, the identification number associated. 
with each such device can be used to obtain highly accurate 
longitudinal position determinations. Ultimately, the SAW 
devices can be placed on structures beside the road and 
perhaps on every mile or tenth of a mile marker. If three 
antennas are used, as discussed herein, the distances to the 
SAW device can be determined. 

Electronic RFID tags are also suitable for lateral and 
longitudinal positioning purposes, however, the range avail
able for electronic RFID systems is considerably less than 
that of SAW based systems. On the other hand, as taught in 
u.S. provisional patent application Ser. No. 60/231,378, the 
time of flight of the RFID system can be used to determine 
the distance from the vehicle to the RFID tag. Because of the 
inherent delay in the SAW devices and its variation with 
temperature, accurate distance measurement is probably not 
practical based on time of flight but somewhat less accurate· 
distance measurements based on relative time of arrival can 
be made .. Even if the exact delay imposed by the SAW 
device was accurately known at one temperature, such 
devices are usually reasonably sensitive to changes in 
temperature, hence they make good temperature sensors, 
and thus the accuracy of the delay in the SAW device is more 
difficult to maintain. An interesting variation of an electronic . 
RFID that is particularly applicable to this and other appli
cations of this invention is disclosed in A. PoW, L. Reindl, 
"New passive sensors", Proc. 16th IEEE Instrumentation 
and Measurement Technology Conf., IMTC/99, 1999, pp. 
1251-1255, which is incorporated by reference herein in its 
entirety. 

Many SAW devices are based on lithium niobate or 
Road condition sensing is another field in which SAW 

technology can be applied and the invention encompasses 
several embodiments of SAW road condition sensors. 

The temperature and moisture content of the surface of a 
roadway are critical parameters in determining the icing 
state of the roadway. Attempts have been made to measure 
the coefficient of friction between a tire and the roadway by 
placing strain gages in the tire tread. NatuniUy, such strain 
gages are ideal for the application of SAW technology 
. especially since they can be interrogated wirelessly from a 
distance and they require no power for operation. As dis
cussed above, SAW accelerometers can also perform this 
function. The measurement of the friction coefficient, 
however, is not predictive and the vehicle operator is only 
able to ascertain the· condition after the fact. SAW based 
transducers have the capability 6f being interrogated as 
much as 100 feet from the interrogator. Therefore, the 
judicious placement of low-cost powerless SAW tempera
ture and humidity sensors in or on the roadway at critical 
positions can provide an advance warning to vehicle· opera
tors that road is slippery ahead. Such devices are very 
inexpensive and therefore could be placed at frequent inter
vals along a highway. 

45 similar strong piezoelectric materials. Such materials have 
high thermal expansion coefficients. An alternate material is 
quartz that has a very low thermal expansion coefficient. 
However, its piezoelectric properties are inferior to lithium 
niobate. One solution to this problem is to use lithium 

An infrared sensor that looks down the highway in front 
·of the vehicle can actually measure the road temperature 

50 niobate as the coupling system between the antenna and the 
material upon which the surface acoustic wave travels. In 
this matter, the advantages of a low thermal expansion 
coefficient material can be obtained while using the lithium 
niobate for its strong piezoelectric properties. Other useful 

55 materials such as Langasite have properties that are inter
mediate between lithium niobate and quartz. Note that it is 
also possible to use combinations of materials· to achieve 
particular objectives with property measurement since dif
ferent materials respond differently to different sensed prop-

60 erties or environments. 
The use of SAW tags as an accurate precise positioning 

system as described above would be applicable for accurate 
vehicle location, as discussed in U.S. patent application Ser. 
No. 09/177,041, for lanes in tunnels, for example, or other 

65 cases where loss of satellite lock is common. 
The various technologies discussed above can be used in 

combination. The electronic RFID tag can be incorporated 
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into a SAW tag providing a single device that provides both 
an instant reflection of the radio frequency waves as well as 

64 
external of the tire. Similar problems can be expected for 
other applications. 

One novel solution to this problem is to use the flexing of 
the tire itself to generate electricity. If a thin film of PVDF 

a re-transmission at a later time. This marriage of the two 
technologies permits the strengths of each technology to be 
exploited in the same device. For most of the applications 
described herein, the cost of mounting such a tag in a vehicle 
or on the roadway far exceeds the cost of the tag itself. 
Therefore, combining the two technologies does not signifi
cantly affect the cost of implementing tags onto vehicles or 
roadways or side structures. 

5 is attached to the tire inside and adjacent to the tread, then 
as the tire rotates the film wi11flex and generate electricity. 
This energy can then be stored on one or more capacitors and 
used to power the tire monitoring' circuitry. Also, since the 
amount of energy that is generated depends of the fleXD;re of 

An alternate method to the electronic RFID tag is to 
simply use a radar reflector and measure the time of flight to 

10 the tire, this generator can also be used to monitor the health' 
of the tire in a similar manner as the generation 3 acceler-

the reflector and back. The radar reflector can even be made 
ometer system described above. , . 

As mentioned above, the transmissions from different 
SAW devices can be time mUltiplexed by varying the delay of a series of reflecting surfaces dispIa:ced from each other 

to achieve some simple coding. 
Another field in which SAW technology can be applied is 

for "ultrasound-on-a-surface" type of devices. 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,629,681, assigned to the same assignee 

herein and incorporated by reference herein, describes many 
uses, of ultrasound in a tube. Many of the applications are 
also candidates for ultrasound-on-a-surface devices. In this 
case, a micromachined SAW device will in general be 
replaced by a much larger structure. 

15 time from device to device, frequency multiplexed by vary
ing the natural frequencies of the SAW devices, code mu1-
tiplexed by varying the identification code of the SAW 
devices or space multiplexed by using' multiple antennas. 
Considering the time multiplexing case, varying the length 

20 of the SAW device and thus the delay before retransmission 
can separate different classes of devices. All seat sensors can 
have one delay which would be different from tire monitors 
or light switches etc. 

, Referring now to FIGS. 13A-36B, a first embodiment of lauch screens based on surface acoustic waves are well 
known in the art. The use of this technology for a touch pad 
for use with a heads-up display is disclosed in the current 
assignee's u.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/645,709. The 
use of surface acoustic waves in either one or two dimen
sional applications has many other possible uses such as for 
pinch protection on window and door closing systems, crush 
sensing crash sensors, occupant presence detector' and butt 
print measurement systems, generalized switches such as on 

25 a valve cap 10 including a tire pressure monitoring systein 
in accordance with the invention is shown generally at 10 in' 
FIG. 13A. A tire 1 has a protruding, substantially cylindrical 
valve stem 2 which is shown in a partial cutaway view in 
FIG. 13A. The valve stem 2 comprises a sleeve 3 and a tire 

30 valve assembly 5. The sleeve 3 of the valve stem 2 is 
threaded on both its inner surface and its outer surface. The 

the circumference or center of the steering wheel, etc. Since 
these devices typically require significantly more power than 
the micromachined SAW devices discussed above, most of 35 

these applications will require a power connection. On the 
other hand, the output of these devices can go through a 
SAW mlcromachined device or, in some other manner, be 
attached to an antenna and interrogated using a remote 
interrogator thus eliminating the need for a direct wire 40 

communication link. 
One example would be to place a surface acoustic wave 

device on the circumference of the steering wheel. Upon 
depressing a section of this device, the SAW wave would be 
attenuated. The interrogator would notify the acoustic wave 45 

device at one end of the device to launch an acoustic wave 
and then monitor output froni the antenna. Depending on the 
phase, time delay, and/or amplitude of the output wave, the 
interrogator would ~ow where the operator had depressed 
the steering wheel SAW switch and therefore know the 50 

function desired by the operator. 
Piezoelectric generators are another field in which SAW 

technology can be applied and the invention encompasses 
several embodiments of SAW piezoelectric generators. 

An alternate approach for some applications, such as tire 55 

monitoring, where it is difficult to interrogate the 'SAW 
device as the wheel, and thus the antenna, is rotating, the 
transmitting power can be significantly increased if there is 
a source of energy inside the tire. Many systems now use a 
battery but this leads to problems related to having to 60 

periodically replace the battery and temperature effects. In 
some cases, the manufacturers recommend that the battery 
be replaced as often as every 6 to 12 months. Batteries also 
sometimes fail to function properly at cold temperatures and 
have' their life reduced when operated at high temperatures. 65 

For these reasons, there is a strong belief that a tire moni
toring system should obtain its power from some source 

tire valve assembly 5 is arranged in the sleeve 3 and includes 
threads on an outer surface which are mated with the threads 
on the inner surface of the sleeve 3. The valve assembly 5 
comprises a valve seat 4 and a valve pin 6 arranged in an 
aperture in the valve seat 4. The valve assembly 5 is shown 
in the open condition in FIG. 13A whereby air flows through 
a passage between the valve seat 4 and the valve 'pin 6. 

The valve cap 10 includes a substantially cylindrical body 
9 and is attached to the valve stem 2 by means of threads 8 
arranged on an inner cylindrical surface of body 9 which are 
mated with the threads on the outer surface of the sleeve 3. 
The valve cap 10 comprises a valve pin depressor 14 
arranged in connection with the body 9 and a SAW pressure 
sensor 11. The valve pin depressor 14 engages the valve pin 
6 upon attachment of the valve cap 10 to the valve stem 2 
and depresses it against its biasing spring, not shown, 
thereby opening the passage between the valve seat 4 and the 
valve pin 6 allowing air to pass from the interior of tire 1 into 
a reservoir or chamber 12 in the body 9. Chamber 12 
contains the SAW pressure sensor 11 as described in more 
detail below. 

Pressure sensor 11 is an absolute pressure-measuring 
device. It functions based on the principle that the increase 
in air pressure and thus air density in the chamber 12 
increases the mass loading on a SAW device changing the 
velocity of surface acoustic wave on the piezoelectric mate
rial. The pressure sensor 11 is therefore positioned in an 
exposed position in the chamber 12. 

A second embodiment of a valve cap 10' in accordance 
with the invention is shown in FIG. 13B and comprises a 
SAW strain sensing device 15 that is mounted onto a flexible 
membrane 13 attached to the body 9' of the valve cap 10' and 
in a position in which it is exposed to the air in the chamber 
12'. When the pressure changes in chamber 12', the deflec
tion of the membrane 13 changes thereby changing the stress 
in the SAW device 15. 
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Strain sensor 15 is thus a differential pressure-measuring absolute pressure sensor as shown in FIG. 14A or an as a 
device. It functions based on the principle that changes in the differential sensor based on membrane strain as shown in 
flexure of the membrane 13 can be correlated to changes in FIG. 14B. 
pressure in the chamber 12' and thus, if an initial pressure In FIG. 14A, the SAW sensor 24 comprises a capsule 32 
and flexure are known, the change in pressure can be 5, having an interior chamber in communication with the 
determined from the change in flexure. interior of the tire via a passageway 30. A SAW absolute 

FIGS. 13A and 13B therefore illustrate two different pressure sensor 27 is mounted onto one side of a rigid 
"methods of using a SAW sensor in a valve cap for moni- membrane or separator 31 in the chamber in the capsule 32. 

toring the pressure inside a tire. The precise manner in which Separator 31 divides the interior chamber of the capsule 32 
the SAW sensors 11,15 operate is discussed fully below but '10 into two. compartments 25 and 26, with only compartment 
briefly, each sensor 11,15 includes an antenna and an inter- 25 being in flow communication with the interior of the tire. 
digital transducer which receives a wave via the antenna The SAW absolute pressure sensor 27 is mounted in com-
from an interrogator which proceeds to travel along' apartment 25 which is exposed to the pressure in the tire 
substrate. The time in which the waves travel across the through passageway 30. A SAW temperature sensor 28 is 
substrate and return to the interdigital transducer is depen- 15 attached to the other side of the separator 31 and is exposed 
dent on the temperature, the mass loading on the substrate to the pressure in compartment 26. lbe pressure in com-
(in the embodiment of FIG. 13A) or the flexure of membrane partment 26 is unaffected by the tire pressure and is deter-
13 (in the embodiment of FIG. 13B). The antenna transmits mined by the atmospheric pressure when the device was 
a return wave which is receives and the time delay between manufactured and the effect of temperature on this pressure. 
the transmitted and returned wave is calculated and corre- 20 The speed of sound on the SAW temperature sensor 28 is 
lated to the pressure in the chamber 12 or 12'. thus affected by temperature but not by pressure in the tire. 

Sensors 11 and 15 are electrically connected to the metal 1be operation of SAW sensors 27 and 28 is discussed 
valve cap 10 that is electrically connected to the valve stem elsewhere more fully but brietly, since SAW sensor 27 is 
2. The valve stem 2 is electrically isolated from the tire rim affected by the pressure' in the tire, the wave which travels 
and serves as 'an antenna for transmitting radio frequency 25 along the substrate is affected by this pressure and the time 
electromagnetic signals from the sensors 11 and 15 to a delay between the transmission and reception of a wave can 
vehicle mounted interrogator,' not shown, to be described in be correlated to the pressure. Similarly, since SAW sensor 28 
detail below. As shown in FIG. 13A., a pressure seal 16 is is affected by the temperature in the tire, the wave which 
arranged between an upper rim of the sleeve 3 and an inner travels along the substrate is affected by this temperature and 
shoulder of the body 9' of the valve cap 10 and serves, to 30 the time delay between the transmission and reception of a 
prevent air from flowing out of the tire 1 to the atmosphere. wave can be correlated to the temperature. 

lbe speed of the surface acoustic wave on the piezoelec- FIG. 14B illustrates an alternate configuration of sensor 
tric substrate changes with temperature in a predictable 24 where a flexible membrane 33 is used instead of the rigid 
manner as well as -with pressure. For the valve cap separator 31 shown in .the embodiment of FIG. 14A, and a 
implementations, a separate SAW device can be attached to 35 SAW device is mounted on flexible member 33. In this 
the outside of the valve cap and protected with a cover where 'embodiment, the SAW temperature sensor 28 is mounted to 
it is subjected to the same temperature as the SAW sensors a different wall of the capsule 32. A SAW device 29 is thus 
11 or 15 but is not subject to pressure or strain. This requires affected both by the strain in membrane 33 and the absolute 
that each valve cap comprise two SAW devices, one for pressure in the tire. Normally, the strain effect will be much 
pressure sensing and another for temperature sensing. Since 40 larger with a properly designed membrane 33. ' 
the valve cap is exposed to ambient temperature, a preferred The operation of SAW sensors 28 and 29 is discussed 
approach is to have a single device on the vehicle which elsewhere more fully but briefly, since SAW sensor 28 is 
measures 'ambient temperature outside of the vehicle pas- affected by the temperature in the tire, the wave which' 
senger compartment. Many vehicles already have such a travels along the substrate is affected by ,this temperature and 
temperature sensor. For those installations where access to 45 the time delay between the transmission and reception of a 
this temperature data is not convenient, a separate SAW wave can be correlated to the temperature. Similarly, since 
temperature sensor can be mounted associated with the SAW sensor 29 is affected by the pressure in the tire, the 
interrogator antenna, as illustrated below; or some other wave which travels along the substrate is affected by this 
convenient place. pressure and the time delay between the transmission and 

Although the valve cap 10 is provided with the pressure 50 reception of a wave can be correlated to the pressure. 
seal 16, there is a danger that the valve cap 10 will not be In both of the embodiments shown in FIG. 14A and FIG. 
properly assembled onto the valve stem 2 and a small 
quantity of the air will leak over time. FIG. 14 provides an 
alternate design where the SAW temperature and pressure 
measuring devices are incorporated into the valve stern. This 55 

embodiment is thus particularly useful in the initial manu
facture of a tire. 

1be valve stem assembly is shown generally at 20 and 
comprises a brass valve stem 7 which contains a tire valve 
assembly 5. The valve stem 7 is covered with a coating 21 60 

of a resilient material such as rubber, which has been 
partially removed in the drawing. A metal conductive ring 22 
is electrically attached to the valve stem 7. A rubber exten
sion 23 is also attached to the lower end of the v.alve stem 
7 and contains a SAW pressure and temperature sensor 24. 65 

The SAW pressure and temperature sensor 24 can be of at 
least two designs wherein the SAW sensor is used as an 

14B, a separat~ temperature sensor is illustrated. This has 
two advantages. First, it permits the separation of the, 
temperature effect from the pressure effect on the SAW 
device. Second, it permits a measurement of tire temperature 
to be recorded. Since a normally inflated tire can experience 
excessive temperature caused, for example, by an overload 
condition, it is desirable to have both temperature and 
pressure measurements of each vehicle tire 

The SAW devices 27,28 and 29 are electrically attached 
to the valve stem 7 which again serves as an antenna to 
transmit radio frequency information to an interrogator. This 
electrical connection can be made by a wired connection; 
however, the impedance between, the SAW devices and the 
antenna may not be properly matched. An alternate approach 
as described in Varadan, V. K. et aI., "Fabrication, charac
terization and testing of wireless MEMS-IDT based 

· .,' 
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nlicroaccelerometers" Sensors and Actuators A 90 (2001) p. 
7-19, 2001 Elsevier Netherlands, incorporated herein by 
reference, is to inductively couple the SAW devices to the 
brass tube. 

68 

Although an implementation into the valve stem and 5 
valve cap examples have been illustrated above, an alternate 
approach is to mount the SAW temperature and pressure 
monitoring devices elsewhere within the tire. Similarly, 
although the tire stem in both cases above serves the 
antenna, in many implementations, it ispreferable to have a 10 

separately designed antenna mounted within or outside of 

In the discussion above, the use of the tire valve stem as 
an antenna has been discussed. An antenna can also be 
placed within the tire when the tire sidewalls are not 
reinforced with steel. In some cases and for some 
frequencies, 'it is sometimes possible to use the tire steel 
bead or steel belts as an antenna, which in some cases can 
be coupled to inductively. Alternately, the antenna can be 
designed integral with the tire beads or belts and optimized 
and made part of the tire during manufacture. 

Although the discussion above has centered on the use of 
SAW devices, the configuration of FIG. 15 can also be 
effectively accomplished·with other pressure, temperature 
and accelerometer sensors. One of the advantages of using 
SAW devices is that they are totally passive thereby elimi-

the vehicle tire. For example, such an antenna can project 
into the tire from the valve stem or can be separately 
attached to the tire or tire rim either inside or outside of the 
tire. In some cases, it can be mounted on the interior of the 
tire on the sidewall. 15 nating the requirement of a battery. For the implementation 

of tire monitor assembly 40, the changes in acceleration can 
also be used to generate sufficient electrical energy to power 
a silicon microcircuit. In this configuration, additional 

A more advanced embodiment of a tire monitor in accor
dance with the invention is illustrated generally at 40 in 
FIGS. 15 and 15A. In addition to temperature and pressure 
monitoring devices as described in the previous 
applications, the tire monitor assembly 40 comprises an 20 

accelerometer of any of the types to be described below 
which is configured to measure either or both of the tan
gential and radial accelerations. Tangential accelerations as 
used herein mean accelerations tangent to the direction of 
rotation of the tire and radial accelerations as used herein 25 

mean accelerations toward or away from the wheel axis. For 
either accelerometer case, the acceleration will be zero when 
the monitor assembly 40 is closest to the road and will be at 

devices, typically piezoelectric devices, are used as a gen
erator of electricity that can be stored in one or more 
conventional capacitors or ultra-capacitors. Naturally, other 
types of electrical generators'can be used such as those based 
on a moving coil and a magnetic field etc. A PVDF piezo
electric polymer can also be used to generate electrical 
energy based on the flexure of the tire as described. below. 

FIG. 16 illustrates an absolute . pressure sensor based on 
surface acoustic wave (SAW) technology. A SAW absolute 
pressure sensor 50 has an interdigital transducer (IDl) 51 
which is connected to antenna 52. Upon receiving an RF 
signal of the proper frequency, the antenna induces a surface 
acoustic wave in the material 53 which can be lithium 

a maximum when the monitor assembly 40 is at its maxi
mum distance from the road. Both accelerations will 30 

increase and decrease at all positions in between. 
In FIG. 15, the tire monitor assembly 40 is cemented to 

the interior of the tire opposite the tread. In FIG. 15A, the 
tire monitor assembly 40 is inserted into the tire opposite the 
tread during manufacture. 

Superimposed on the acceleration signals will be vibra
tions introduced into tire from road interactions and due to 
tread separation and other defects. Additionally, the presence 

niobate, quartz, zinc oxide, or other appropriate piezoelec-. 
tric material. As the wave passes through a pressure sensing 
area 54 formed on the material 53, its velocity is changed 

35 depending on the air pressure exerted on the sensing area 54. 
The wave is then reflected by reflectors 55 where it returns 
to the IDT 51 and to the antenna 52 for retransmission back 
to the interrogator. The material in the pressure sensing area 

of the nail or other object attached to the tire will,.in general, 
excite vibrations that can be sensed by the accelerometers. 40 

When the tread is worn to the extent that the wire belts 41 

54 can be a thin (such as one micron) coating of a polymer 
that absorbs or reversibly reacts with oxygen or nitrogen 
where the amount absorbed depends on the air density. 

begin impacting the road, additional vibrations will be 
induced. 

rnlfough monitoring the acceleration signals from the 
. tangential or radial accelerometers within the tire monitor 
assembly 40, delamination, a worn tire condition, imbedded 
nails, other debris attached to the tire tread, hernias, can all 
be sensed. Additionally, as previously discussed, the length 
of time that the tire tread is in contact with the road opposite 
tire monitor 40 can be measured and, through a comparison 
with the total revolution time, the length of the tire footprint 
on the road can be determined. This permits the load on the 
tire to be measured, thus providing an indication of exces
sive tire loading. As discussed above, a tire can fail due to 
over loading even when the tire interior temperature and 
pressure are within acceptable limits. Other tire monitors 
cannot sense such conditions. 

Since the acceleration changes during the rotation of the 
tire, a simple switch containing an acceleration sensing mass 
can now be designed that would permit data transmission 
only during one part of the tire rotation. Such a switch can 
be designed, for example, such that it shorts out the antenna 
except when the tire is experiencing zero acceleration at 
which time it permits the device. to transmit data to the 
interrogator. Such a system would save on battery power, for 
example, for powered systems and minimize bandwidth use 
for passive systems. 

In FIG. 16A, two additional sections of the SAW device, 
designated 56 and 57, are provided such that the air pressure 
affects sections 56 and 57 differently than pressure sensing 

45 area 54. This is achieved by providing three reflectors. The 
three reflecting areas cause three reflected waves to appear, 
59, 60 and 61 when input wave 62 is provided. The spacing 
between waves 59 and 60, and between waves 60 and 61 
provides a measure of the pressure. This construction of a 

50 pressure sensor may be utilized in the embodiments of FIGS. 
13A-15 or in any embodiment wherein a pressure measure
ment by a SAW device. is obtained. 

There are many other ways in which the pressure can be 
measured based on either the time between reflections or on 

55 the frequency or phase change of the SAW device as is well 
known to those skilled in the art. FIG. 16B, for example, 
illustrates an alternate SAW geometry' where only two 
sections are required to measure both temperature and 
pressure. This construction of a temperature and pressure 

60 sensor may be utilized in the embodiments of FIGS. 13A-15 
or in any embodiment wherein both a pressure measurement 
and a temperature measurement by a single SAW device is 
obtained. 

Another method where the speed of sound on a piezo-
65 electric material can be changed by pressure was first 

reported in Varadan et aI., "LocaVGlobal SAW Sensors for 
Turbulence" referenced above. This, phenomenon has not 
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been applied to solving pressure sensing problems within an substrate and attached to span a slot 104 in a center section 
automobile until now. The instant invention is believed to be 105 of the stud 101. This technique can be used with any 
the first application of this principle to measuring tire other strain-measuring device. /. 
pressure, oil pressure, coolant pressure, pressure in a gas FIG. 19B is a side view of the device of FIG. 19A. 
tank, etc. Experiments to date, however, have been unsuc- 5 FIG. 19C illustrates use of a single hole 106 drilled 
cessfu!' off-center in the center section 105 of the stud 101. A single 

In some cases, a flexible membrane is placed loosely over hole 106 also serves to magnify the strain as sensed by the . 
the SAW device to prevent contaminants from affecting the strain gage 102. It has the.advantage in that strain gage 102 
SAW surface. The flexible membrane permits the pressure to does not need to span an. open space. The amount of 
be transferred. to the SAW device without subjecting the 10 magnification obtained from this design, however, is sig-
surface to contaminants. Such a flexible membrane can be nificantly less than obtained with the design of FIG. 19A. 
used in most if not all of the embodiments described herein. To improve the sensitivity of the device shown 'in FIG. 

A SAW temperature sensor 60 is illustrated in FIG. 17. 19C, multiple smaller holes 107 can be used as illustrated in 
Since the SAW material, such as lithium niobate, expands FIG. 190. FIG. 19E in an alternate configuration showing 
significantly with temperature, the natural frequency of the 15 four gages for determining the bending moments as well as 
device also changes. Thus, for a SAW temperature sensor to the axial stress in the support member. 
operate, a material for the substrate is selected which In operation, the SAW strain gage 102 receives radio 
changes its properties as a function of temperature, i.e., frequency waves from an interrogator 110 and ret'urns elec-
expands. Similarly, the time delay between the insertion and tromagnetic waves via a respective antenna 103 which are 
retransmission of the signal also varies measurably. Since 20 delayed based on the strain sensed by strain gage 102. 
speed of a surface wave is typically 100,000 times slower A SAW device can also be used as a wireless switch as 
then the speed of light, usually the time for the electromag- shown in FIGS. 20A and 20B. FIG. 20Ashows a surface 120 . 
netic wave to travel to the SAW device and back is small in containing a projection 122 on top of a SAW device U1. 
comparison to the time delay of the SAW wave and therefore Surface material 120 could be, for example, the armrest of 
the temperature is approximately the time delay between 25 an automobile, the steering wheel airbag cover, or any other 
transmitting electromagnetic wave and its reception. surface within the passenger compartment of an automobile 

An alternate approach as illustrated in FIG. 17A is to or elsewhere. Projection 122 will typically be a material 
place a thermistor 62 across an interdigital transducer (lOT) capable of transmitting force to the surface of SAW device 
61, which is now not shorted as it was in FIG. 17. In this 121. As shown in FIG. 20B, a projection 123 may be placed 
case, the magnitude of the returned pulse varies with the 30 on top of the SAW device 124. This projection 123 permits 
temperature. Thus, this device can be uSed to obtain two force exerted on the projection 122 to create a pressure on 
independent temperature measurements, one based on time the SAW device 124. lbis increased pressure chang~s the 
delay or natural frequency of the device 60 and the other time delay or natural frequency of the SAW wave traveling 
based on the resistance of the thermistor 62. on the surface of material. Alternately, it can affect the 

When some other property such as pressure is being 35 magnitude of the returned signal. The projection 123 is 
measured by the device 65 as shown in FIG. 17B, two typically held slightly out of contact with the surface until 
parallel SAW devices are commonly used. These devices are forced into contact with it. 
designed so that they respond differently to one of the - An alternate approach.is to place a switch across the lOT 
parameters to be measured. Thus, SAW device 66 and SAW 127 as shown in FIG. 20C. If switch 125 is open, then the 
device 67 can be designed to both respond to temperature 40 device will not return a signal to the interrogator. If it is 
and respond to pressure. However, SAW device 67, which closed, than the lOT 127 will act as a reflector sending a 
contains a surface coating, will respond differently to pres- single back to lOT 128 and thus to the interrogator. 
sure than SAW device 66. Thus, by measuring natural Alternately, a switch 126 can be placed across the SAW 
frequency or the time delay of pulses inserted into both SAW device. In this case, a switch closure shorts the SAW device 
devices 66 and 67, a determination can be made of both the 45 and no signal is returned to the interrogator. For the embodi-
pressure and temperature, for example. Naturally, the device ment of FIG. 20C, using switch 126 instead of switch 125, 
which is rendered sensitive to pressure in the above discus- a standard reflector lOT would be used in place of the lOT 
sion could alternately be rendered sensitive to some other 127. 
property such as the presence or concentration of a gas, Most SAW-based accelerometers work on the principle of 
vapor, or liquid chemical as described in more detail below. 50 straining the SAW surface and thereby changing either the 

An accelerometer that can be used for either radial or time delay or natural frequency of the system. An alternate 
tangential acceleration in the tire monitor assembly of FIG. novel accelerometer is illustrated FIG. 21A wherein a mass 
15 is illustrated in FIGS. 18 and 18A. The design of this 130 is attached to a silicone rubber coating 131 which has 
accelerometer is explained in detail in Varadan, V. K. et aI., been applied the SAW device. Acceleration of the mass in 
"Fabrication, characterization and testing of wireless 55 FIG. 21 in the direction of arrow X changes the amount of 
MEMS-IOT based micro accelerometers" referenced above, rubber in contact with the surface of the SAW device and 
which is incorporated in its entirety' herein by reference, and thereby changes the damping, natural frequency or the time 
will not be repeated herein. delay of the device. By this method, accurate measurements 

A stud which is threaded on both ends and which can be of acceleration below 1 G are readily obtained. Furthermore, 
used to measure the weight of an. occupant seat is illustrated 60 this device can withstand high deceleration shockS without 
in FIOS.19A-190. The operation of this device is disclosed damage. FIG. 21B illustrates a more conventional approach 
in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/849,558 wherein the where the strain in a beam 137 caused by the' acceleration 
center section of stud 101 is solid. It has been discovered that acting on a mass 136 is measured with a sAw strain sensor 
sensitivity of the device can be significantly improved if a 135. 
slotted member is used as described in U.S. Pat. No. 65 It is important to note that all of these devices have a high 
5,539,236, which is incorporated herein by reference. FIG. dynamic range compared with most competitive technolo-
19A illustrates a SAW strain gage 102 mounted on a gies. In some cases, this dynamic range can exceed 100,000. 
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This is the direct result of the ease with which frequency and If a SAW device 283 is placed in a roadway, as illustrated 
phase can be accurately measured. , in FIG. 26, and if a vehicle 290 has two receiving antennas 

A gnoscope, which is suitable for automotive 280 and 281, an interrogator can transmit a signal from 
applications, is illustrated in FIG. 22 and described in detail either of the two antennas· and at a later time, the two 
in V. K. Varadan's International Application No. WO 5 antennas will receive the transmitted signal from the SAW 
00/79217, which is incorporated by reference herein in its device. By comparing the arrival time of the two received 
entirety. This SAW-based gyroscope has applicability for the pulses, the position of vehicle on a lane can precisely 
vehicle navigation, dynamic control, and rollov.er sensing determined (since the direction from each antenna 280,281 
among others. to the SAW device 283 can be calculated). If the SAW 

Note that any of the disclosed applications can be i.nter- 10 device 283· has an identification code encoded into the 
rogated by the central interrogator of this invention and can returned signal generated thereby, then the vehicle 290 can 
either be powered or operated powerlessly as described in determine, providing a precise map is available, its position 
general above. Block diagrams of three interrogators suit- on the surface of the earth. If another antenna 286 is 
able for use in this invention are illustrated in FIGS. provided, for example, at the rear of the vehicle 290 then the 
23A-23C. FIG. 23Aillustrates a superheterodyne circuit and 15 longitudinal position of the vehicle can also be accurately 
FIG. 23B illustrates a dual superheterodyne circuit. FIG. determined as the vehicle passes the SAW device 283. Of. 
23C operates as follows. During the burst time two course the SAW device 283 need not be in the center of the 
frequencies, Fl and Fl+F2, are sent by the transmitter after road. Alternate locations for positioning of the SAW device 
being generated by mixing using oscillator Osc. The two 283 are on overpasses above the road and on poles such as 
frequencies are needed by the SAW transducer where they 20 284 and 285 on the roadside. Such a system has an advan-
are mixed yielding F2 which is modulated by the SAW and tage over a competing system using radar and reflectors in 
contains the information. Frequency (Fl +F2) is sent only that it is easier to measure the relative time between the two 
during the burst time while frequency Fl remains on until received pulses than it is to measure time of flight of a radar 
the signal F2 returns from the SAW. Ibis signal is used for signal to a reflector and back. Such a system operates in all 
mixing. The signal returned from the SAW transducer to the 25 weather conditions and is known as a precise location 
interrogator is Fl+F2 where F2 has been modulated by the system. Eventually such a SAW device 283 can be placed 
SAW transducer. It is expected that the mixing operations every tenth of a mile along the roadway or at some other 
will result in about 12.db loss in signal strength. appropriate spacing. 

FIG. 24 illustrates a central antenna mounting arrange- If a vehicle is being guided by a DGPS'and accurate map 
ment for permitting interrogation of the tire monitors for 30 system such as disclosed in U.S. Pat. application Ser. No. 
four tires and is similar to that described in U.S. Pat. No. 09/679,317 filed Oct. 4, 2000, which is incorporated by 
4,237,728, which is incorporated by reference herein. An reference herein, a problem arises when the GPS receiver 
antenna package 200 is mounted on the underside of the system looses satellite lock as would happen when' the 
vehicle and communicates with devices 201 through their· vehicle enters a tunnel, for example. If a precise location 
antennas as described above. In order to provide for anten- 35 system as described above is placed at the exit of the tunnel 
nas both inside (for example for weight sensor interrogation) then the vehicle will know exactly where it is and can 
and outside of the vehicle, another antenna a"isembly (not re-establish satellite lock in as little as one second rather than 
shown) can be mounted on the opposite side of the vehicle typically 15 seconds as might otherwise be required. Other 
floor from the antenna assembly 200. methods making use of the cell phone system can be used to 

FIG. 24A is a schematic of the vehicle shown in FIG. 24. 40 establish an approximate location of the vehicle suitable for' 
The antenna package 200, which can be considered as an rapid acquisition of satellite lock as described in G. M. 
electronics module, contains a time domain multiplexed Djuknic, R. E. Richton "Geolocation and Assisted GPS",· 
antenna array that sends and receives data from each of the Computer Magazine, February 2001, IEEE Computer 
five tires (including the spare tire), one at a time. It com- Society, which is incorporated by reference herein in its 
prises a microstrip or stripline antenna array and a micro- 45 entirety. 
processor on the circuit board The antennas that face each More particularly, geolocation technologies that rely 
tire are in an X configuration so that the transmissions to and exclusively on wireless networks such as time of arrival, 
from the tire can be accomplished regardless of the tire time difference of arrival, angle of arrival, timing advance, 
rotation angle. and multipath fingerprinting offer a shorter time-to-first-fix 

Based on the frequency and power available, and on FCC 50 (TfFF) than GPS. They. also offer quick deployment and 
limitations, SAW devices can be designed to permit trans- I continuous tracking capability for navigation applications, 
mission distances of up to 100 feet or more. Since SAW without the added complexity and cost of upgrading or 
devices can measure both temperature and humidity, they replacing any existing GPS receiver in vehicles. Compared 
are also capable of monitoring road conditions in front of to either mobile-station-based, stand-alone GPS or network-
and around a vehicle. Thus, a properly equipped vehicle can 55 based geolocation; assisted-GPS (AGPS) technology offers 
determine the road conditions prior to entering a particular superior accuracy, availability, and coverage at a reasonable 
road section if such SAW devices are embedded in the road cost. AGPS for use with vehicles would comprise a com-
surface or on mounting structures close to the road surface' munications unit with a partial GPS receiver arranged in the 
as shown at 279 in FIG. 25. Such devices could provide vehicle, an AGPS server with a reference GPS receiver that 
advance warning of freezing conditions, for example., 60 can simultaneously "see" the same satellites as the commu-
Although at 60 miles per hour, such devices may only nications unit, and a wireless network infrastructure con-
provide a one second warning, this can be sufficient to . sisting of base stations and 'a mobile switching center. The 
provide information to a driver to prevent dangerous skid:- network can accurately predict the GPS signal the commu-
ding. Additionally, since the actual temperature and humid- nication unit will receive and convey that information to the 
ity can be reported, the driver will be warned prior to 65 mobile, greatly reducing search space size and shortening 
freezing of the road surface. SAW device 279 is shown in the TIFF from minutes to a second or less. In addition, an 
detail in FIG. 25A. AGPS receiver .in the communica,tion unit can detect and 
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Many factors affect the accuracy of geolocation 
technologies, especially terrain variations such as hilly ver
sus flat and environmental differences such as urban versus 
suburban versus rural. Other factors, like cell size and 

demodulate weaker signals than those that conventional 
GPS receivers require. Because the network performs the 
location calculations, the communication unit only needs to 
contain a scaled-down GPS receiver. It is accurate within 
about 15 meters when they are outdoors, an order of 
magnitude more sensitive than conventional GPS. 

Since an AGPS server can obtain the vehicle's position 
from the mobile switching center, at least to the level of cell 
and sector, and at the same time monitor signals from GPS 
satellites seen by mobile stations, it can predict the signals 
received by the vehicle for any given time. Specifically, the 
server can predict the Doppler shift due to satellite motion 

5 interference, have smaller but noticeable effects. Hybrid 
approaches, that use multiple geolocation technologies 
appear to be the most robust solution to problems of accu
racy and coverage. 

AGPS provides a natura:! fit for hybrid solutions because 
10 it uses the wireless network to supply assistance data to GPS 

receivers in vehicles: This feature makes it easy to augment 
the assistance-data message with low-accuracy distances 
from receiver to base stations measured by the network 
equipment. Such hybrid solutions benefit from the high 

of GPS signals received by the vehicle, as well as other 
signal parameters that are a function of the vehicle's loca
tion. In a typical sector, uncertainty in a satellite signal's 
predicted time of arrival at the vehicle is about ±5 ps, which 
corresponds to ±5 chips of the GPS coarse acquisition (CIA) 
code. Therefore, anAGPS server can predict the phase of the 
pseudorandom noise (PRN) sequence that the receiver 
should use to despread the CIA signal from a particular 20 

satellite-each GPS satellite transmits a unique PRN 
sequence used for range measurements-and communicate 
that prediction to the vehicle. The search space for the actual 
Doppler shift and PRN phase is thus greatly reduc:ed, and the 
AGPS receiver can accomplish the task in a fra~tion of the 25 

time required by conventional GPS receivers. Further, the 
AGPS server maintains a connection with ,the vehicle 
receiver over the wireless link, so the requirement of asking 
the communication unit to make specific measurements, 
collect the results, and communicate them back is easily 30 

met. After despreading and some additional signal 
processing, an AGPS receiver returns back "pseudo ranges" 
-that is, ranges measured without taking into account the 
discrepancy between satellite and receiver clocks-to the 
AGPS server, which then calculates the vehicle's location. 35 

The vehicle can even complete the location fix itself without 
returning any data to the server. 

15 density of base stations in dense urban environments, which 
'are hostile to GPS signals. Conversely, rural environments
where base stations are too scarce for network-based solu
tions to achieve high accuracy---,..provide ideal operating 
conditions for AGPS because GPS works well there. 

SAW transponders can also be placed in the license plates 
287 (FIG. 26) of all vehicles at nominal cost. An appropri
ately equipped automobile can then determine the angular 
location of vehicles in its vicinity. If a third antenna 286 is 
placed at the center of the vehicle front, then an indication 
of the distance to a license plate of a preceding vehicle can 
also be obtained as described above. Thus, once again, a 
single interrogator coupled with multiple antenna systems 
can be used for many functions. Alternately, if more than one 
SAW transponders is placed spaced apart on a vehicle and if 
two antennas are on the other vehicle, then'the direction and 
position of the SAW vehicle can be determined by the 
receiving vehicle. 

A general SAW temperature and pressure gage which can 
be wireless and powerless is shown generally at 300 located 
in the sidewall 310 of a fluid container 320 in FIG. 27. A 
pressure sensor 301 is located on the'inside of the container 
320, where it measures deflection of the container wall, and 
the fluid temperature sensor 302 on the outside. The tem
perature measuring SAW 300 can be covered with an 
insulating material· to avoid influence from the ambient 
temperature outside of the' container 320. 

A SAW load sensor can also be used to measure load in 
the vehicle suspension system' powerless and wirelessly as 
shown in FIG. 28. FIG. 28A illustrates a strut 315 such as 

45 either of the rear struts of the vehicle of FIG. 28. A coil 

Sensitivity assistance, also known as modulation wipe
off, provides another enhancement to detection of GPS 
signals in the vehicle's receiver.· The sensitivity-assistance 40 

message contains predicted data bits of the GPS navigation 
message, which are expected to modulate the GPS signal of 
specific satellites at specified times. The mobile station 
receiver can therefore remove bit modulation in the received 
GPS signal prior to coherent integration. By extending 
coherent integration beyond the 20-ms GPS data-bit 
period-to a second or more when the receiver is stationary 
and to 400 ms when it is fast-moving-this approach 
improves receiver sensitivity. Sensitivity assistance provides 
an additional 3-to-4-dB improvement in receiver sensitivity. 50 

Because some of the gain provided by the basic assistance
code phases and Doppler shift values-is lost when inte
grating the GPS receiver chain into a mobile system, this can 
prove crucial to making a practical receiver. 

Achieving optimal performance of sensitivity assistance 55 

in TIA/EIA-95 CDMA systems is relatively straightforward 
because base stations and mobiles synchronize with GPS 
time. Given that global system for mobile, communication 
(GSM), time division multiple access (TDMA) , or advanced 
mobile phone service (AMPS) systems do not maintain such 60 

stringent synchronization, implementation of, sensitivity 
assistance and AGPS technology in general will require 
novel approaches to satisfy the timing requirement. The 

. standardized solution for GSM and TDMA adds time cali
bration receivers in the field-location measurement units- 65 

that can monitor both the wireless-system timing and GPS 
signals used as a timing reference. 

spring 320 stresses in torsion as the vehicle encounters 
disturbances from the road and this torsion can be measured 
using SAW strain gages as described in U.S. Pat. No. 
5,585,571 for measuring the torque in shafts. This concept is 
also disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,714,695. The disclosures of 
both patents are incorporated herein by reference. The use of, 
SAW strain gages to measure the torsional stresses in, a' 
spring, as shown in FIG. 28B, and in particular in an 
automobile suspension spring has, to the ,knowledge of the 
inventors, not been heretofore disclosed. In FIG. 28B, the 
strain measured by SAWstrain gage 322 is subtracted from 
the strain measured by SAW strain gage 321 to get the 
temperature compensated strain in spdng 320. 

Since a portion of the dynamic load is also carried by ~he 
shock absorber, the SAW str~in gages 321 and 322 will only 
measure the steady or average load on the vehicle. However, 
additional SAW strain gages 325 can be placed on a piston 
rod 326 of the shock absorber to obtain the dynamic load. 
These load measurements can then be used for active or 
passive vehicle damping or other stability control purposes. 

FIG. 29 illustrates a vehicle passenger compartment, and 
the engine compartment, with multiple SAW temperature 
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sensors 330. SAW temperature sensors are distributed 
throughout the passenger compartment, such as .on the 
A-pillar, on the B-pillar, on the steering wheel, on the seat, 
on the ceiling, on the headliner, and on the rear glass and 
generally in the engine compartment. These sensors, which 
can be independently coded with different IDs and different 
delays, can provide an accurate measurement of the tem
perature distribution within the vehicle interior. Such a 
system can be used to tailor the heating and air conditioning 
system based on the temperature at a particular location in 
the passenger compartment. If this system is augmented 
with occupant sensors, then the temperature can be con
trolled based on seat occupancy and the temperature at that 
location. If the occupant sensor system is based on ultra
sonics than the temperature measurement system can be 
used to correct the ultrasonic occupant sensor system for the 
speed of sound within the passenger compartment. Without 
such a correction, the error in the sensing system can be as 
large as .about 20 percent. 

In one case, the SAW temperature sensor can be. made 
from PVDF film and incorporated within the ultrasonic 
transducer assembly. For the 40 kHz ultrasonic transducer 
case, for example, the SAW temperature sensor would return 
the several pulses sent to drive the ultrasonic transducer to 
the control circuitry using the same wires used to transmit 
the pulses to the transducer after a delay that is proportional 
to the temperature within the transducer housing. Thus a 
very economical device can add this temperature sensing 
function using much of the same hardware that is already 
present for the occupant sensing system. Since the frequency 
is low, PVDF could be fabricated into a very low cost 
temperature sensor for this purpose. Other piezoelectric 
materials could also be used. 

Other sensors can be combined with the temperature 
sensors 330, or used separately, to measure carbon dioxide, 
carbon monoxide, alcohol, humidity or other desired chemi
cals as discussed above. 

1be SAW temperature sensors 330 provide the tempera
ture at their mounting location to a processor unit 332 via an 
interrogator with the processor unit including appropriate 
control algorithms for controlling the heating and air con
ditioning system based on the detected temperatures. The 
processor unit can control, e.g., which vents in the vehicle 
are open and closed, the flow rate through vents and the 
temperature of air passing through the vents. In general, the 
processor unit can control whatever adjustable components 
are present or form part of the heating and air conditioning 
system. 

As shown in FIG. 29, a child seat 334 is· present on the 
rear vehicle seat. 'Jbe child seat 334 can be fabricated with 
one or more RFID tags or SAW tags 336. The RFID tag(s) 
and SAW tag(s) can be constructed to provide information 
on the occupancy of the child seat, i.e., whether a child is 
present, based on the weight. Also, the mere transmission of 
waves from the RFID tag(s) or SAW tag(s) on the child seat 
would be indicative of the presence of a child seat. The 
RFID tag(s) and SAW tag(s) can also be constructed to 
provide information about the orientation of the child seat, 
i.e., whether it is facing rearward or forward. Such infor
mation about the presence and occupancy of the child seat 
and its orientation can be used in the control of vehicular 
systems, such as the vehicle airbag system. In this case, a 
processor would control. the airbag system and would 
receive information from the RFID tag(s) and SAW tag(s) 
via an interrogator. 

1bere are many applications for which knowledge of the 
pitch and/or roll orientation of a vehicle or other object is 

76 
desired. An accurate tilt sensor can be constructed using 
SAW devices. Such a sensor is illustrated in FIG. 30A and 
designated 350. This sensor 350 utilizes a substantially 
planar and rectangular mass 351 and four supporting SAW 

5 devices 352 which are sensitive to gravity. For example, the 
mass act to deflect a membrane on which the SAW device 
resides thereby straining the SAW device. Other properties 
.can also be used for a tilt sensor such as the direction of the 
earth's magnetic field. SAW devices 352 are shown arranged 

10 at the· corners of the planar mass 351, but it must be 
understood that this arrangement is a preferred embodiment 
only and not intended to limit the invention. A fifth SAW 
device 353 can be provided to measure temperature. By 
comparing the outputs of the four SAW devices 352, the 

15 pitch and roll of. the automobile can be measured. This 
sensor 350 can be used to correct errors in the SAW rate 
gyros described above. If the vehicle has been stationary for 
a period of time, the yaw SAW rate gyro can initialized to 
o and the pitch and roll SAW gyros initialized to a value 

20 determined by the tilt sensor of FIG. 30A. Many other 
geometries of tilt sensors utilizing one or more SAW devices 
can now be envisioned for automotive and other applica
tions. In particular, an alternate preferred configuration is 
illustrated in FIG. 30B where a triangular geometry is used. 

25 In this embodiment, the planar mass is triangular and the 
SAW devices 352 are arranged at the corners, although as 
with FIG. 30A, this is a non-limiting, preferred embodiment. 

Either of the SAW accelerometers described ab()ve can be 
utilized for crash sensors as shown in FIG. 31. These 

30 accelerometers have a substantially higher dynamic range 
than competing accelerometers now used for crash sensors 
such as those based on MEMS silicon springs and masses 
and others based on MEMS capacitive sensing. As discussed 
above, this is partially a result of the use of frequency or 

35 phase shifts which can be easily measured over a very wide 
range. Additionally, many conventional accelerometers that 
.are designed for low acceleration ranges are unable to 
withstand high acceleration shocks without breaking. This 
places practical limitations on many accelerometer designs 

40 so that the stresses in the silicon springs are not excessive. 
Also for capacitive accelerometers, there is a narrow limit 
over which distance, and thus acceleration, can be measured. 

The SAW accelerometer for this particular crash sensor 
design is housed in a container 36f which is assembled into 

45 a housing 362 and covered with a cover 363. This particular 
implementation shows a connector 364 indicating that this 
sensor would require power and the response would be 
provided through wires. Alternately, as discussed for other 
devices above, the connector 364 can be eliminated and the 

50 information and power to operate the device transmitted 
wirelessly. Su<:;h sensors can be used as frontal, side or rear 
impact sensors. They can be used in the crush zone, in the. 
passenger compartment or any other appropriate vehicle 
location. If two such sensors are separated and have appro-

55 priate sensitive axes,. then the angular acceleration of the 
vehicle can be also be determined. Thus, for example, 
forward-facing accelerometers mounted in the vehicle side 
doors can used to measure the yaw acceleration of the 
vehicle. Alternately two vertical sensitive axis accelerom-

60 eters in the side doors can be used to measure the roll 
acceleration of vehicle, which would be useful for rollover 
sensing. 

Although piezoelectric' SAW devices normally use rigid 
material such as quartz or lithium niobate, it is also possible 

65 to utilize polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) providing the 
frequency is low. Apiece ofPVDF film can alsobe used as 
a sensor of tire flexure by itself. Such a sensor is illustrated 
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FIG. 35 illustrates another version of a tire temperature 
and/or pressure monitor 510. Monitor 510 may include at an 
inward end, anyone of the temperature transducers or 
sensors described above and/or anyone of' the pressure 

in FIGS. 32 and 32A at 400. The output of flexure of the 
PVDF film can be used to supply power to a silicon 
microCircuit that contains pressure and temperature sensors. 
The waveform of the output from the PVDF film also 
provides information as to the flexure of an automobile tire 
and can be used to diagnose problems with the tire as well 
as the tire footprint in a manner similar to the device 
described in FIG. 15. In this case, however, the PVDF film 
supplies sufficient power to permit significantly more trans
mission energy to be provided. The frequency and informa
tional content can be made compatible with the SAW 
interrogator described above such that the same interrogator 
can be used. The power available for the interrogator, 
however, can be significantly greater thus increasing the 
reliability and reading range of the system. 

5 ,transducers or sensors described above, or anyone of. the 
combination temperature and pressure transducers or sen
sors described above. 

The monitor 510 has an elongate body attached through 
the wheel rim 513 typically on the inside of the tire so that 

10 the under-vehicle mounted antenna(s) have a line of sight' 
view of antenna 515. Monitor 510 is connected to an 
inductive wire 512, which matches the output of the device 
with the antenna 515, which is part of the device assembly. 
Insulating material 511 surrounds the body which provides 

There is a general problem with tire pressure monitors as 
well as systems that attempt to interrogate passive SAW or 
electronic RFID type devices in that the FCC severely limits 

15 an air tight seal and prevents electrical contact with the 
wheel rim 513. 

the frequencies and radiating power that can be used. Once 
it becomes evident that these' systems will eventually save 
many lives, the FCC can be expected to modify their 20 

position. In the meantime, various schemes can be used to 
help alleviate this problem. The lower frequencies that have 
been opened for automotive radar permit higher power to be 
used and ttiey could be candidates for the devices discussed 
above. It is also possible, in some cases, to transmit power 25 

on multiple frequencies and combine the received power to 
boost the available energy. Energy can of course be stored 
and periodically used to drive circuits and work is ongoing 
to reduce the voltage required to operate semiconductors. 
The devices of this invention will make use of some or all 

30 of these developments as they take place. 

FIG. 36Ashows a schematic of a prior art airbag module 
deployment scheme in'which sensors, which detect data for 
use in determining whether to deploy an airbag in the airbag 
module, are wired to an electronic control unit (ECU) and a 
command to initiate deployment of the airbag in the airbag 
module is sent wirelessly. 

By contrast, as shown in FIG. 36B, in accordance with the 
invention, the sensors are wireless connected to the elec-' 
tronic control unit and thus transmit data wirelessly. The 
ECU is however wired to the airbag module. 

SAW sensors also have applicability to various other 
sectors of the vehicle, including the powertrain, chassis, and 
occupant comfort and convenience. For example, SAW 
sensors have applicability to sensors for the powertrain area 
including oxygen sensors, gear-tooth Hall effect sensors, 
variable reluctance sensors, digital speed and position 

If the vehicle has been at rest for a significant time period, 
power will leak from the storage capacitors and will not be 
available for transmission. However, a few tire rotations are 

, sufficient to provide the necessary energy. 
U.S. patent application Sec. No. 08/819,609, assigned to 35 

the current assignee of this, invention, provides mUltiple 
means for determining the amount of gas in a gas tank. 
Using the SAW pressure devices of this invention, multiple 
pressure sensors can be placed at appropriate locations 
within a fuel tank to measure the fluid pressure and thereby 40 

determine the quantity of fuel remaining in the tank. This is 
illustrated in FIG. 33. In this example, four SAW pressure 
transducers 402 are placed on the bottom of the fuel tank and 
one SAW pressure transducer 403 is placed at the top of the 
fuel tank to eliminate the effects of vapor pressure within 45 

tank. Using neural networks, or other pattern recognition 
techniques, the quantity of fuel in the tank can be accurately 
determined from these pressure readings in a manner similar 
that described the '609 patent application. The SAW mea
suring device illustrated in FIG. 33A combines temperature 50 

and pressure measurements in a single unit using parallel 
paths 405 and 406 in the same manner as described above 

, sensors, oil condition sensors', rotary position sensors, low 
pressure sensors, manifold absolute pressure/manifold air 
temperature (MAP/MAT) sensors, medium pressure sensors, 
turbo pressure sensors, knock sensors, coolant/fluid tem
perature sensors, and transmission temperature sensors~ 

Occupant weight sensors can give erroneous results if the 
seatbelt is pulled tight pushing the occupant into the seat. 
This is particularly a problem when the seatbelt is not 55 

attached to the seat. For such cases, it has been proposed to 
measure the tension in various parts of the seatbelt. Using 
conventional technology requires that such devices be hard
wired into the vehicle complicating the wire harness. 

With reference to FIG. 34, using a SAW strain gage as 60 

'described above, the tension in the seat belt 500 can be 
measured without the requirement of power or signal wires. 
FIG. 34 illustrates a powerless and wireless passive SAW 
strain gage based device 502 for this purpose. There are 
many other places that such a device' can be mounted to 65 

, measure the tension in the seatbelt at one or at multiple 
places. 

SAW sensors for chassis applications include gear-tooth 
Hall effect sensors, variable reluctance sensors, digital speed 
and position sensors, rotary position sensors, non-contact 
steering position sensors, and digital ABS (anti-lock braking 
system) sensors. 

SAW sensors for the occupant comfort and convenience 
area include low-pressure sensors, IVAC temperature and 
humidity sensors, air temperature sensors, and oil condition 
sensors. 

SAW sensors also have applicability such areas as con
trolling evaporative emissions, transmission shifting, mass 
air flow meters, oxygen, NOx, and hydrocarbon sensors. 
SAW based sensors are particularly useful in high tempera
ture environments where many other technologies faiL 

SAW sensors can facilitate compliance with U.S. regula
tions concerning evaporative system monitoring in vehicles, 
through a SAW fuel vapor pressure and temperature sensors 
that measure fuel vapor pressure within the fuel tank as well 
as temperature. If vapors leak into the atmosphere, the 
pressure within the tank drops. The sensor notifies the 
system of a fuel vapor leak, resulting in a warning, signal to 
the driver and/or notification to a repair facility. This appli
cation is particularly important since the condition within 
the furl tank can be ascertained wirelessly reducing the 
chance of a fuel fire in an accident. The same interrogator 
that monitors the tire pressure SAW sensors can also monitor 
the fuel vapor pressure and temperature sensors resulting in 
significant economies. 

A SAW humidity sensor can be used for measuring the 
relative humidity and the resulting information can be input 
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to the engine management system or the heating, ventilation, 
and air conditioning (HVAC) system for more efficient 
operation. The relative· humidity of the air entering an 
automotive engine impacts the engine's combustion effi
ciency; i.e., the ability of the spark plugs to ignite the fuel/air 
mixture in the combustion chamber at the proper time. A 
SAW humidity sensor in this case can measure the humidity 
level of the incoming engine air, helping to calculate a more 
precise fuel/air ratio for improved fuel economy and reduced 
emissions. 

Dew point conditions are reached when the air is fully 
saturated with water. When the cabin dew point temperature 
matches the windshield glass temperature, water from the air 
condenses quickly, creating frost or fog. A SAW humidity 
sensor with a temperature-sensing element and· a window 
glass-temperature-sensing element can prevent the forma
tion of visible fog formation by automatically controlling the 
HVAC system. 

Among the inventions disclosed above is an arrangement 
for obtaining and conveying information about occupancy of 
a passenger compartment of a vehicle comprises at least one 
wave-receiving sensor for receiving waves from the passen-
ger compartment, generating means coupled to the wave
receiving sensor(s) for generating information about the 
occupancy of the passenger compartment based on the 
waves received by the wave-receiving sensor(s) and com
munications means coupled to the generating means for 
transmitting the information about the occupancy .of the 
passenger compartment. As such, response personnel can 
receive the information about the occupancy of the passen
ger compartment and respond appropriately, if necessary. 
There may be several wave-receiving sensors and they may 
be, e.g., ultrasonic wave-receiving sensors, electromagnetic. 
wave-receiving sensors, capacitance or electric field sensors, 
or combinations thereof. The information about the occu
pancy of the passenger compartment can include the number 
of occupants in the passenger compartment, as well as 
whether each occupant is moving. non-reflexively and 
breathing. A transmitter may be provided for transmitting 
waves into the passenger compartment such that each wave
receiving sensor receives waves transmitted from the trans
mitter and modified by passing into and at least partially 
through the passenger compartment. One or more memory 
units may be coupled to the generating means for storing the 
information about the occupancy of the passenger compart
ment and to the communications means. The communica
tions means then can interrogate the memory unit(s) upon a 
crash of the vehicle to thereby obtain the information about 

80 
thereby and the generating means may comprise a processor 
for receiving and analyzing the signal from the wave
receiving sensor in order to generate the information about 
the occupancy of the passenger compartment. The processor 

5 can comprise pattern recognition means for classifying an 
occupant of the seat so that the information about the 
occupancy of the passenger compartment includes the clas
sification of the occupant. The :wave-receiving sensor may 
be a micropower impulse radar sensor adapted to detect 

10 motion of an occupant whereby the motion of the occupant 
or absence of motion of the occupant is indicative of whether 
the occupant is breathing. As such, the information about the 
occupancy of the passenger compartment generated by the 
generating means is an indication of whether the occupant is 

15 breathing. Also, the wave-receiving sensor may generate a 
signal representative of the waves received thereby and the 
generating means receive this signal over time and deter
mine whether any occupants in the passenger compartment 
are moving. As such, the information about the occupancy of 

20 the passenger compartment generated by the generating 
means includes the number of moving and non-moving 
occupants in the passenger compartment. 

A related method for obtaining and conveying informa
tion about occupancy of a passenger compartment of a 

25 vehicle comprises the steps of receiving waves from the 
passenger compartment, generating information about the 
occupancy of the passenger compartment based on the 
received waves, and transmitting the information about the 
occupancy of the passenger compartment whereby response 

30 personnel can receive the information about the occupancy 
of the passenger compartment. Waves may be transmitted 
into the passenger compartment whereby the transmitted 
waves are .modified by passing into and at least partially 
through the passenger compartment and then received. The 

35 information about the occupancy of the passenger compart
ment may be stored in at least one memory unit which is 
subsequently interrogated upon a crash of the vehicle to . 
thereby obtain the information about the ·occupancy of the 
passenger compartment. A signal representative of the 

40 received·wavescan be generated by sensors and analyzed in 
order to generate the information about the state of health of 
at least cine occupant of the passenger compartment and/or 
to generate the· information about the occupancy of the 
passenger compartment (i.e., determine non-reflexive move-

45 ment and/or breathing indicating life). Pattern .r~cognition 
techniques, e.g., a trained neural network, can be applied to 
analyze the signal and thereby recognize and identify any 
occupants of the passenger compartment. In this case, the 
identification of the occupants of the passenger compartment the occupancy of the passenger compartment. In one par

ticularly useful embodiment, means for determining the 
health state of at least one occupant are provided, e.g., a 
heartbeat· sensor, a motion sensor such as a micropower 
impulse radar sensor for detecting motion of the at· least one 
occu pant and motion sensor for determining whether the 
occupant(s) is/are breathing, and coupled to the communi- 55 

cations means. The communications means can interrogate 

50 can be included into the information about the occupancy of 
the passenger compartment. 

All of the above-described methods and apparatus, as well 
as those further described below, may be used in conjunction 
with one another and in combination with the methods and 
apparatus for optimizing the driving conditions for the 
occupants of the vehicle described herein. 

the health state determining means upon a crash of the 
vehicle to thereby obtain and transmit the health state of the 
occupant(s). The health state determining means can also 
comprise a chemical sensor for analyzing the amount of 60 

carbon dioxide in the passenger compartment or around the 
at least one occupant or for detecting the presence of blood 
in the passenger compartment. Movement of the occupant 
can be determined by monitoring the weight distribution of 
the occupant(s), or an analysis of waves from the space 65 

occupied by the occupant(s). Each wave-receiving sensor 
generates a signal representative of the waves received 

·Also described above is an embodiment oht component 
diagnostic system for diagnosing the component in accor
dance with the invention which comprises a plurality of 
sensors not directly associated with the component, i.e., 
indepyndent therefrom, such that the component does not 
directly affect the sensors, each sensor detecting a signal 
containing information as to whether the component is 
operating normally or abnormally and outputting a corre
sponding electrical signal, processor means coupled to the 
sensors for receiving and processing the electrical signals 
and for determining if the component is operating abnor-
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mally based on the electrical signals, and output means 
coupled to the processor means for affecting another system 
within the vehicle if the component is operating abnormally. 
The processor means preferably comprise pattern recogni
tion means such as a trained pattern recognition 'algorithm, 

82 
operation of a component over time with patterns charac
teristic of norinal and abnormal component operation. In 
addition, with the pattern recognition system described 
above, the input data to the system may be data \Yhich has 

5 been pre-processed rather than the raw signal data either 
through a process called "feature extraetion" or by various 
mathematical transformations. Also, any of the apparatus 
and methods disclosed herein may be used for diagnosing 

a neural network, modular neural networks, an ensemble of 
neural networks, a cellular neural network, or a support 
vector machine. In some cases, fuzzy logic will be used 
which can be combined with a neural network to form a 
neural fuzzy algorithm. The another system may be a display 10 

for indicating the abnormal state of operation of the com
ponent arranged in a position in the vehicle to enable a driver 

the state of operation or a plurality of discrete components. 
In other embodiments disclosed above, the state' of the 

entire vehicle is diagnosed whereby two or more sensors, 
preferably acceleration sensors and gyroscopes, detect the 
state of the vehicle and if the state is abnormal, output means' 
are coupled to the processor means for affecting another 

of the vehicle to view the display and thus the indicated 
abnormal operation of the component. At least one source of 
additional information, e.g., the time and date, may be 
provided and input means coupled to the vehicle for input
ting the additional information into the processor means. 
The another system may also be a warning device including 
transmission means for transmitting information related to 
the component abnormal operating state to a site remote 
from the vehicle, e.g., a vehicle repair facility. 

In another embodiment of the component diagnostic 
system discussed above, at least one sensor detects a signal 
containing information as to whether the component is 
operating normally or abnormally and outputs a correspond
ing electrical signal. A processor or other computing device 
is coupled to the sensor(s) for receiving and processing the 
electrical signal(s) and for determining if the component is 
operating abnormally based thereon. The processor prefer
ably comprises or embodies a pattern recognition algorithm 
for analyzing a pattern within the signal detected by each 
sensor. An output' device (or multiple output devices) is 
coupled to the processor for affecting another system within 
the vehicle if the component is operating abnormally. The 
other system may be a display as mentioned above or a 
warning device. 

A method for automatically monitoring one or more 
components of a vehicle during operation of the vehicle on 
a roadway entails, as discussed above, the steps of moni
toring operation of the component in order to detect abnor
mal operation of the component, e.g., in one or the ways 
described above, and if abnormal operation of the compo
nent is detected, automatically directing the vehicle off of 
the restricted roadway. For example, in order to automati
cally direct the vehicle off of the restricted roadway, a signal 
representative of the abnormal operation of the component 
may be generated and directed to a guidance system of the 
vehicle that guides the movement of the vehicle. Possibly 
the directing the vehicle off of the restricted roadway may 
entail applying satellite positioning techniques or ground
based positioning techniques to enable the current position 
of the vehicle to be determined and a location off of the 
restricted highway to be determined and thus a path for the 
movement of the vehicle. Re-entry of the vehicle onto the 
restricted roadway may be prevented until the abnormal 
operation of the component is satisfactorily addressed. 

Although several preferred embodiments are illustrated 
and described above, there are possible combinations using 

, other signals and sensors for the components and different 
forms of the neural network implementation or different 
pattern recognition technologies that perform the same fun~
tions which can be utilized in accordance with the invention. 

, Also, although the neural network and modular neural 
networks have been described as an example of one means 
of pattern recognition, other pattern recognition means exist 
and still others are being developed which can be used to 
identify potential component failures by comparing the 

15 system in the vehicle. The another system may be the 
steering control system, the brake system, the accelerator or 
the frontal or side occupant protection system. An exempli
fying control system for controlling a part of the vehicle in 
accordance with the invention thus comprises a plurality of 

20 sensor systems mounted at different locations on the vehicle, 
each sensor system providing a measurement related to a 
state of the sensor system or a measurement related to a state 
of the mounting location, and a processor coupled to the 
sensor systems and arranged to diagno,se the state of the 

25 vehicle based on the measurements of the sensor system, 
e.g., by the application of a pattern recognition technique. 
The processor controls the part based at least in part on the 
diagnosed state of the vehicle. At least one of the sensor 
systems may be a high dynamic range accelerometer or a 

30 sensor selected from a group consisting of a single, axis 
acceleration sensor, a double axis acceleration sensor, a 
triaxial acceleration sensor and a gyroscope, and may 
optionally include an RFID response unit. The gyroscope 
may be a MEMS-IDT gyroscope including a surface acous-

35 tic wave resonator which ,applies standing waves on a 
piezoelectric substrate. If an RFID response unit is present, 
the control system would then comprise an RFID interro
gator device which causes the RFID response unit(s) to 
transmit a signal representative of the measurement of the 

40 sensor'system associated therewith to the processor. 
The state of the vehicle diagnosed by the processor may 

be the vehicle's angular motion, angular acceleration and/or 
angular velocity. As such, the steering system, braking 
system or throttle system may be controlled by the processor 

45 in order to maintain the stability of the vehicle. The proces
sor can also be arranged to control an occupant restraint or 
protection device in an attempt to minimize injury to an 
occupant. 

The state of the vehicle diagnosed by the processor may 
50 also be a determination of a location of an impact between 

the vehicle and another object. In this case, the processor can 
forecast the severity of the impact using the force/crush 
properties of the vehicle at the impact location and control 
an occupant restraint or protection device based at least 'in 

55 part on the severity of the impact. 
The system can also include a weight sensing system 

coupled to a seat in the vehicle for sensing the weight of an 
occupying item of the seat. The weight sensing system is 
coupled to the processor whereby' the processor controls 

60 deployment or actuation of the occupant restraint or protec
tion device based on the state of the vehicle and the weight 
of the occupying item of the seat sensed by the weight 
sensing system. ' 

A display may be coupled to the processor for displaying 
65 an indication of the state of the vehicle as diagnosed by the 

processor. A warning device may be coupled to the processor 
for relaying a warning to an occupant of the vehicle relating 
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to the state of the vehicle as diagnosed by the processor. 
Further, a transmission device may be coupled to the pro
cessor for transmitting a signal to a remote site relating to the 
state of the vehicle as diagnosed by the processor. ' 

84 
based on the state of the component measured by the sensor 
systems and a plurality of additional neural networks. Each 
of the additional neural networks is trained to determine 
whether a specific component is operating abnormally so 
that the measurements of the state of the component from the 
sensor systems-are input into that one of the additional 
neural networks trained on a component which is substan
tially identical to the identified component. 

Another method for controlling a, part of the vehicle 

1be state of the vehicle diagnosed by the processor may 5 

include angular acceleration of the vehicle whereby angular 
velocity and angular position or orientation are derivable 
from the angular acceleration. The processor can then be 
arranged to control the vehicle's navigation system based on 
the angular acceleration of the vehicle. 10 comprises the steps of mounting a plurality of sensor sys

tems on the vehicle, measuring 'a s,tate of the sensor system 
or a state of the respective mounting location of the sensor 
system, generating signals representative of the measure-
ments of the sensor systems, inputting the signals into a 
pattern recognition system to obtain a diagnosis of the state 
of the vehicle and controlling the part based at least in part 
on the diagnosis of the state of the vehicle. 

, In one notable embodiment, a potentially malfunctioning 
component is identified by the pattern recognition system 
based on the states measured by the sensor systems and the 
pattern recognition system determine whether the identified 
component is operating abnormally based on the states 
measured by the sensor systems. If the pattern recognition 
system comprises a neural network system, identification of 

A method for controlling a part of the vehicle in accor
dance with the invention comprises the step of mounting a 
plurality of sensor systems at different locations on the 
vehicle, measuring a state of the sensor system or a state of 
the respective mounting location of the sensor system, 15 

diagnosing the state of the vehicle based on the measure
ments of the state of the sensor systems or the state of the 
mounting locations of the sensor systems, and controlling 
the part based at least in part on the diagnosed state of the 
vehicle. The state of the sensor system may be anyone or 20 

more of the acceleration, angular acceleration, angular 
velocity or angular orientation of the sensor system. Diag
nosis of the state of the vehicle may entail determining 
whether the vehicle is stable or is about to rollover or skid 
and/or determining a location of an impact between the 
vehicle and another object. Diagnosis of the state of the 
vehicle may also entail determining angular acceleration of 
the vehicle based on the acceleration measured by acceler
ometers if multiple accelerometers are present as the sensor 
systems. 

25 the component entails inputting the states measured by the' 
sensor systems into a first neural' network of the neural 
network system and the determination of whether the iden
tified component is operating abnormally entails inputting 
the states measured by the sensor systems into a second 

30 neural network of the neural network system. A modular 
neural network system can also be applied in which the 
states measured by the sensor systems are input into a first 
neural network and a plurality of additional neural networks 
are provided, each' being trained to determine whether a 

Another control system for controlling a part of the 
vehicle in accordance with the invention comprises a plu
rality of sensor systems mounted on the vehicle, each 
providing a measurement of a state of the sensor system or 
a state of the mounting location of the sensor system and 
generating a signal representative of the measurement, and 
a pattern recognition system for receiving the signals from 
the sensor systems and diagnosing the state of the vehicle 
based on the measurements of the sensor systems. The 
pattern recognition system generates a control signal for 
controlling the part based at least in part on' the diagnosed 
state of the vehicle. The pattern recognition system may 
comprise one or more neural networks. The features of the 
control system described above may also be incorporated 
into this control system to the, extent feasible. 

1be state of the vehicle diagnosed by the pattern recog
nition system may include a state of an abnormally operating 
component whereby the pattern recognition system is 
designed to identify a potentially malfunctioning component 
based on the state of the component measured by the sensor 
systems and determine whether the identified'component is 
operating abnormally based on the state of the component 
measured by the sensor systems. 

In one preferred embodiment, the pattern recognition 
system may comprise a neural network system and the state 
of the vehicle diagnosed by the neural network system 
includes a state of an abnormally operating component. The 
neural network system includes a first neural network for 
identifying a potentially malfunctioning component based 
on the state of the component measured by' the sensor 
systems and a second neural 'network for determining 
whether the identified component is operating abnormally 
based on the state of the component measured by the sensor 
systems. 

Modular neural networks can also be used whereby, the 
neural network system includes a first neural network 
arranged to identify a potentially malfunctioning component 

35 specific component is operating abnormally, whereby the 
states measured by the sensor systems are input into that one 
of the additional neural networks trained on a component 
which is substantially identical to the identified component. 

Another control system for controlling a part of the 
40 vehicle based on occupancy of the seat in accordance with 

the invention comprises a plurality of strain gages mounted 
in connection with the seat, each measuring strain of, a 
respective mounting location caused by occupancy of the 
seat, and a processor' coupled to the strain gages and 

45 arranged to determine the weight of an occupying item 
base(~ on the strain measurements from the strain gages over 
a period of time, i.e., dynamic measurements. The processor 
controls the, part based at least in part on the determined 
weight of the occupying item of the seat. The processor can 

50 also determine motion of the occupying item of the seat 
based on the strain measurements from the strain gages over 
the period of time. One or more accelerometers may be 
mounted on the vehicle for measuring acceleration in which 
case, the processor may control the part based at least in part 

55 on the determined weight of the occupying item of the seat 
and the acceleration measured by the accelerometer(s). By 
comparing the output of various sensors in the vehicle, it is 
possible to determine activities that are affecting parts of the 
vehicle while not affecting other parts. For example, by 

60 monitoring the vertical accelerations of various parts of the 
vehicle and comparing these accelerations with the output of 
strain gage load cells placed on the seat support structure, a 
characterization can be made of the occupancy of the seat. 
Not only can the weight of an object occupying the seat be 

65 ' determined, but also the gross motion of such an' object can 
be ascertained and thereby an assessment can be made as to 
whether the object is a life form such as a human being. 
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Strain gage weight sensors are disclosed in u.s. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/193,209 filed Nov. 17, 1998 
(corresponding to International Publication No. WO 
00/29257), which is incorporated herein by reference its 
entirety as if the entire application were set forth herein. In 5 

particular, the inventors contemplate the combination of all 
of the ideas expressed in this patent application with those 
expressed in the current invention. 

86 
store the diagnosis, said communications device being 
arranged to interrogate said memory unit to obtain the stored 
diagnosis to enable transmission thereof. 

10. The vehicle of claim 1, wherein said diagnostic system 
comprises a plurality of sensors mounted at different loca
tions on the vehicle, each of said sensors. providing a· 
measurement related to a state of said sensor or a measure
ment related to a state of the mounting location and a 
processor coupled to said sensor systems and arranged to 
diagnose the state of the vehicle or the state of the compo
nent of the vehicle based on the measurements of said 
sensors. 

Although several preferred embodiments are illustrated 
and described above, there ~re possible combinations using 10 

other geometries, sensors, materials and different dimen
sions for the components that perform the same functions. 
This invention is not limited to the. above embodiments and 
should be determined by the following claims. 

11. The vehicle of claim 10, wherein at least ·one of said 
sensors is a sensor selected from a group consisting of a 
single axis acceleration sensor, a double axis acceleration 

15 sensor, a triaxial acceleration sensor and' a· gyroscope. I claim: 
1. A vehicle, comprising: 
a diagnostic system arranged on the vehicle to diagnose 

12. The vehicle of claim 10, wherein at least one of said 
sensors includes an RFID response unit, further comprising 
at least one RFID interrogator device, said at least one 
interrogator device causing said RFID response unit of said 

the state of the vehicle or the state of a component of 
the vehicl~ and generate an output indicative or repre
sentative thereof; and 

a communications device coupled to said diagnostic sys
tem and arranged to automatically establish a commu
nications channel between the vehicle and a remote 
facility without manual intervention and wirelessly 
transmit the output of said diagnostic system to the 
remote facility. . 

20 at least one sensor to transmit a signal representative of the 
measurement of said at least one sensor to said proc·essor. 

13. The vehicle of claim 10, wherein at least one of said 
sensors includes a SAW sensor arranged to receive a signal 
and return a signal modified by virtue of the state of said 

25 SAW sensor or the state of the mounting location of said 
SAW sensor. 

14. The vehicle of claim 13, wherein said SAW sensor is 
arranged to measure at least one of temperature and pres
sure. 

15. The vehicle of claim 13, wherein said SAW sensor is 
arranged to measure at least one of the presence and con-
centration of a chemical. . 

2. The vehicle of claim 1, wherein said diagnostic system 
comprises a ,plurality of vehicle. sensors mounted on the 
vehicle, each of said sensors providing a measurement 
related to a state of said sensor or a measurement related to 30 

a state of the mounting location and a processor coupled to 
said sensors and arranged to receive data from said sensors 
and process the data to generate the output indicative or 
representative of the state of the vehicle or the state of a 
component of the vehicle. 

16. The vehicle of claim 1, wherein the state of the vehicle 
diagnosed by said diagnostic system includes angular 

35 motion of the vehicle. 

3. The vehicle of claim 2, wherein said sensors are 
wirelessly coupled to said processor. 

4. The vehicle of claim 2, wherein said processor embod-
ies a pattern recognition algorithm trained to generate the 
output from the data received from said sensors. 40 

5. The vehicle of claim 1, further comprising a display 
arranged in the vehicle in a position to be visible from the 
passenger compartment, said display being coupled to said 
diagnostic system and arranged to display the diagnosis of 
the state of the vehicle or the state of a component of the 45 

vehicle. 
6. The vehicle of claim 1, wherein said communications 

device comprises a cellular telephone system including an 
antenna. 

7. The vehicle of claim 1, further comprising an occupant 50 

sensing system arranged to determine at least one property 
or characteristic of occupancy of the vehicle, said commu
nications device being coupled to said occupant sensing 
system and arranged to transmit the determined property or 
characteristic of occupancy of the vehicle to the remote 55 

facility. 
8. The vehicle of claim 1, further comprising at least one 

environment sensor each sensing a state of the environment 
around the vehicle, said communications device being 
coupled to said at least one environment sensor and being 60 

arranged to transmit the sensed state of the environment 
around the vehicle to the remote facility. 

17. The vehicle of claim 2, wherein said processor is 
arranged to control at least one part of the vehicle based on 
the output indicative or representative of the state of the 
vehicle or the state of a component of the vehicle. 

18. Th~ vehicle of claim 1, further comprising a warning 
device coupled to said diagnostic system for relaying a 
warning to an occupant of the vehicle relating to the state of 
the vehicle or the state of the component of the vehicle as 
diagnosed by said diagnostic s·ystem. 

19. The vehicle of claim 1, further comprising a location 
determining system for determining the location of the 
vehicle, said communications device being coupled to said 
location determining system and arranged to transmit the 
determined location of the vehicle to the remote facility. 

20. The vehicle of claim 19, wherein said location deter
mining system uses GPS technology. 

21. A method for 'monitoring a vehicle, comprising the 
steps of: 

diagnosing the state of· the vehicle or the state of a 
component of the vehicle by means of a diagnostic 
system arranged on the vehicle; 

generating an output indicative or representative of the 
diagnosed state of the vehicle or the diagnosed state of 
the component of the vehicle; and 

transmitting the output indicative or representative of the 
diagnosed state of the vehicle or the diagnosed state of. 
the component of the vehicle from the vehicle to a 
remote, location. 9. The vehicle of claim 1, further comprising a memory 

unit coupled to said diagnostic system and said communi
cations device, said memory unit being arranged to receive 
the diagnosis of the state of the vehicle or the state of a 
component of the vehicle from said diagnostic system and 

22. The vehicle of claim 21, wherein the step of trans-
65 mitting the output to a remote location comprises the step of 

arranging a communications device comprising a cellular 
telephone system including an antenna on the vehicle. 
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23. The method of claim 21, wherein the state of the 
vehicle or the state of the component of the vehicle is 
diagnosed' by a processor embodying a pattern recognition 
algorithm. . ' . 

88 
35. The method of claim 21, wherein the state of the 

vehicle is diagnosed by a processor, further comprising the 
step of providing at least one of the sensors as a SAW sensor 
capable of receiving a signal and returning a signal modified 

24. The method of claim 21, wherem the step of dIag
nosing the state of the vehicle comprises the step of deter
mining whether the vehicle is stable or is about to rollover 

5 by virtue of the state of the SAW sensor or the state of the 
mounting location of the SAW sensor. 

or skid. 
25. The method of claim 21, wherein the step of diag

nosing the state of the vehicle comprises the step of deter- 10 

mining a location of an impact between the vehicle and 
another object. ' 

26. The method of claim 21, further comprising the steps 
of: 

arranging' a display in the vehicle in a position to be 
visible from the passenger compartment; and 15 

displaying the state of the vehicle or the state of a 
component of the vehicle on the display. ' 

27. The method of claim 21, further comprising the step 
of relaying a warning to an occupant of the vehicle relating 
to the state of the vehicle. 20 

28. The method of claim 21, further comprising the steps 
of: 

determining at least one property or characteristic of 
occupancy of the vehicle; and 

transmitting the determined property or characteristic of 25 

occupancy of the vehicle to a remote location. 
29. The method of claim 28, wherein the step of deter

mining at least one property or characteristic of occupancy 
of the vehicle comprises the step of determining the number 

30 of occupants in the passenger compartment. 
30. The method of claim 21, further comprising the steps 

of: 
sensing a state of the environment around the vehicle; and 
transmitting information about the environment of the 35 

vehicle to a remote location. 
31. The method of claim 21, further comprising the steps 

of: 

36. The method of claim 35, wherein the SAW sensor is 
arranged to measure ,at least one of temperature and pres
sure. 

37. The method of claim 35, wherein the SAW sensor is 
arranged to measure at l~ast one of concentration and 
presence of a chemical. , 

38. The method of claim 21, wherein the step of trans
mitting the output to a remote location comprises the step of 
transmitting the output to a satellite for transmission from 
the satellite to the remote location. 

39. The method of claim 21, wherein the step of trans
mitting the output to a remote location comprises the step of 
transmitting the output via the Internet to a web site or host 
computer associated with the remote location. ' ' 

40. The method of claim 21, further comprising the steps 
of: 

determining the location of the vehicle; and 

transmitting the determined location of the vehicle to the 
remote location in conjunction with the output.· 

41. A vehicle, comprising: ' 

a diagnostic system arranged on the vehicle to diagnose 
the state of the vehicle or the state of a component of 
the vehicle and generate an output indicative or repre
sentative thereof; and 

a communications device coupled to said diagnostic sys
tem and arranged to transmit the output of said diag
nostic system, 

said communications device including a transmitter for 
transmitting a signal representative of the output of said 
diagnostic system to a satellite for transmission from 
the satellite to a remote site. 

42. The vehicle of claim 41, wherein said diagnostic providing a memory unit in the vehicle to receive the 
diagnosis of the state of the vehicle or the state of the 
component of the vehicle and store the diagnosis; and 

interrogating the memory unit to obtain the stored diag
nosis to enable transmission thereof. 

32. The method of claim 21, wherein the step of diag
nosing the state of the vehicle or the state of the component 
of the vehicle comprises the steps of mounting a plurality of 
sensors on the vehicle, measuring a state of each sensor or 

40 system comp~ises a plurality of vehicle sensors mounted on 
the vehicle, each of said sensors providing a measurement 
related to a state of said sensor or a measurement related to 
a state of the mounting location and a processor coupled to 
said sensors and arranged to receive data, from said sensors 

45 and process the data to generate the output indicative or 
representative of the state of the vehicle or the state of a 
c;omponent of the vehicle. 

a state of the mounting location of each sensor and diag
nosing the state of the vehicle or the state of a component of 
the vehicle based on the measurements of the state of the 50 

sensors or the state of the mounting locations of the sensors. 

43. The vehicle of claim 42, wherein said sensors ,are 
wirelessly coupled to said processor. 

44. The vehicle of claim 42, wherein said processor 
embodies a pattern recognition algorithm trained to g~nerate 
the output from the data received from said sensors. 33. The method of claim 32, wherein the state of the 

vehicle or the state of the component of the vehicle is 
,diagnosed by a processor, further comprising the step of 
wirelessly coupling the sensors to the processor. 

34. The method of claim 21, wherein the state of the 
vehicle is diagnosed by a processor, further comprising the 
steps of: ' 

providing at least one of the sensors with an RFID 
response unit; 

mounting at least one RFID interrogator device on the 
vehicle; and 

45. The vehicle of claim 41, further comprising a display 
arranged in the vehicle in a position to be visible from the 

55 passenger compartment, said display being coupled to said 
diagnostic system and arranged to display the diagnosis of 
the state of the vehicle or the state of a component of the 
vehicle. 

46. The vehicle of claim 41, further comprising an occu-
60 pant sensing system arranged to determine at least one 

property or characteristic of occupancy of the vehicle, said 
communications device being coupled to said occupant· 
sensing system and arranged to transmit the determined transmitting signals via the at least one RFID interrogator 

device to cause the RFID response units of the at least 
one sensor to transmit a signal representative of the 65 

measurements of the at least one sensor to the proces-

property or characteristic of occupancy of the vehicle. 
47. The vehicle of claim 41, further comprising at least 

one environment sensor each sensing a state of the environ
ment around the vehicle, said communications device being sor. 
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coupled to said at least one environment sensor and being said diagnostic system comprising a plurality of sensors 
arranged to transmit the sensed state of the environment mounted at different locations on the vehicle, each of 
around the vehicle. said sensors providing a measurement related to a state 

48. The vehicle of claim 41, further comprising a memory of said sensor or a measurement related to a state of the 
unit coupled to said diagnostic system and said communi- 5 mounting location and a processor coupled to said 
cations device, said memory unit b.eing arranged to receive sensor systems and arranged to diagnose the state of the 
the diagnosis of the state of the vehicle or the state of a vehicle or the state of the component of the v~hicle 
component of the vehicle from said diagnostic system and based on the measurements of said sensors, at least one 
store the diagnosis, said communications device being of said sensors including an RFID response unit; 
arranged to interrogate said memory unit to obtain the stored 10 . 

a communications device coupled to said diagnostic sysdiagnosis to enable transmission thereof. 
49. The vehicle of claim 41, wherein said diagnostic tem and arranged' to transmit the output of said diag-

system comprises a plurality of sensors mounted at different nostic system; and 
locations on the vehicle, each of said sensors providing a at least one RFIDinterrogator device, said at least one 
measurement related to a state of said sensor or a measure- 15 interrogator device causing said RFID response unit of 
ment related to a state of the mounting location and a said at least one sensor to transmit a signal represen-
processor coupled to said sensor systems and arranged to tative of the measurement of said at least one sensor to 
diagnose the state of the vehicle or the state of the compo- said processor. 
nent of the vehicle based on the measurements of said 58. A vehicle, comprising: 
sensors. 20 a diagnostic system arranged to diagnose the state 0.£ the 

50. The vehicle of claim 49, wherein at least one of said vehicle or the state of a component of the vehicle and 
sensors.is a sensor selected from a group consisting of a generate an output indicative or representative thereof, 
single axis acceleration serisor, a double axis acceleration said diagnostic system comprising a plurality of sensors 
sensor, a triaxial acceleration sensOr and a gyroscope. mounted at different locations on the vehicle, each of 

51. The vehicle of claim 49, wherein at least one of said 25 said sensors providing a measurement related to a state 
sensors includes an RFID response unit, further comprising of said sensor or a measurement related to a state of the 
at least one RFID interrogator device, said at least one mounting location and a processor coupled to said 
interrogator device causing said RFID response units of said sensor systems and arranged to diagnose the state of the 
at least one sensor to transmit a signal representative of the vehicle or the state of the component of the vehicle 
measurement of said at least one sensor to said processor. 30 based on the measurements of said sensors, at least one 

52. The vehicle of claim 49, wherein at least one of said 'of said sensors including a SAW sensor arranged to 
sensors includes a SAW sensor arranged to receive a signal receive a signal and return a signal modified by virtue 
and return a signal modified by virtue of the state of said of the state of said SAW sensor or the state of the 
SAW sensor or the state of the mounting location of said mounting location of said SAW sensor; and 
SAW sensor. 35 a communications device coupled to said diagnostic sys-

53. The vehicle of claim 41, wherein the state of the tem and arranged to transmit the output of said diag-
vehicle diagnosed by said diagnostic system includes angu- nostic system. 
lar motion of the vehicle. 59. The vehicle of claim 58, wherein said SAW sensor is 

54. The vehicle of claim 49, wherein said processor' is arranged to measure at least one of temperature and pres-
arranged to control at least one part of the vehicle based on 40 sure. 
the output indicative or representative of the state of the 60. The vehicle of claim 58, wherein said SAW sensor is 
vehicle or the state of a component of the vehicle. arranged to measure at least one of the presence and con-

55. The vehicle of claim 41, further comprising a warning centration of a chemical. 
device coupled to said diagnostic system for relaying a 61. The method of claim 21, wherein the step of trans-
warning to an occupant of the vehicle relating to the state of 45 mitting the output to the emote facility comprises the step of 
the vehicle or the state of the component of the vehicle as' automatically establishing a communications channel 
diagnosed by said diagnostic system. between the vehicle and the remote facility without manual 

56. The vehicle qf claim 41, further comprising a location intervention to thereby enable the output to be transmitted 
determining system for determining the location of the . from the vehicle to the remote facility. 
vehicle, said communications device being coupled to said 50 62. The vehicle of claim 41, wherein said communica-
location determining system and arr,anged to transmit the tions device is arranged to automatically establish a: com-
determined location of the vehicle. munications channel between the vehicle and the remote site 

57. A vehicle, comprising: without manual intervention arid transmit the output of said 
a diagnostic system arranged to diagnose the state of the diagnostic system to the remote site. 

vehicle or the state of a component of the vehicle and 55 

generate an output indicative or representative thereof, * * * * * 
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Attorney Doe'.:etNo, ATI·296 

TELEMATICS SYSTEM FOR VEHICLE DIAGNOSTICS 

5 CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

) f /} L,·:'::-;:-This application is a continuation;..in-part of U.S. patePta~p1ica.·tion Ser. No. 09/15]..l86.til~ 
,,1 A).J{)I / I.: ' -'--

'-V;~~ .. . ,., 2,200) which in tum is a continua~~~!~::-!l1:part.ofU;S,-,,,p~p·pifCaffon'S·~;.No. 09/137,918 filed Aug. 

If 

20, 1998:'JlOW.-U:-s-:--paf.-N~."·6·,-'1·75,787, which in turn is ~okIrlUation-in-part ofU,S. p:itent appli.cation 
.~~,--~-'.. . 

....Ber. No. 08/476~077filed Jun. 7, 1995~ now U.S. Pat. No. 5,809,437. 

This application is a continuation-in-part of-U.S. patent application Ser. No. LO/019;)65 filed Feb. 

19, 2002 whi~h in tum is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. )91765,558 flIed 

Jalluary 19, 2001, which claims priority under 35 U.S.C.· §1l9(e) of U,S. provisional patent application 

Ser. No. 60/231,378 filed Sep. 8, 2000. 

'Ibis application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. §1l9(e) of U.S. provisional patent application 

IS Ser. No, 60/269,415 filed Feb . .16, 2001, U.S. provisional patent application Ser. No. 60,'291,511 filed 

May 16: 2001 and U.S. provisional patent application Ser. No. 60/304,013 filed Jui. 9,21)0] through U.S. 

patent application Ser. No. 10/079,065 filed Feb. 19, 2002. 

1bis application is a continuation-in-part o~ U.S. pat~nt application Ser. roo 101174: 709 file(~"VI\ 

19, 2002.,.J U I~'" ~\""N,J\ ... J l'-A.J'\>it''''''\ ~\.cttk« ~y{'(tJt btJ 11.1~;1 (i.e r tJ ... /( tt.-!>J"" ]...'t>1 ' 

20 All of the above-mentioned patents and applications are incorporated by rderen ~ herein in their 

entirttyas if they had each been set forth herein in :full. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION . 

~111e present invention relates to methods and apparatus for diagnosing componen1 s in a vehicle and 

2:5 t.ransmitt.ing data relating to the diagnosis orthe ~omponents in the vehicle and other infonna.ion relating to 

the: operati.ng conditions of the vehicle to one or more remote locations distant from the vehicle, i.e., via a 

te14~m.atic:s link. 

The present invention also reJates to systems and method for diagnosing the' state or condition of a 

vehide, I;:.g., whether the vehicle is about to rollover or'isexperienclng a crash and whether ':he vehicle has 

30 a c;ornponent which is operating ,abnonnally and could possibly fail resulting in a crash or sl:,~ere hmldicap 

for the operator, and transmitting data relating to the diagnosis of the components it, the "ehide and 

optionaHy other information relating to the operating conditions of the vehicle to one 0'], more remote 

locations, i.e., via a telematics link. 

, ; 
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TIm present inventio'n £luther relates to methods and apparah.s for diagnosing ,~omponents in a 

vehic1l~ and determining the status of occupants in a vehicle and transmitting data relating to the diagnosis 

of the components in the vehicle, and optionally other information relating to the operating ;;orditions of the 

vehicle, a.nd data relating to the occupants to one or more remote facilities such as a repai r fhcility and an 

5 emergl~ncy' response station. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

It is now generally recognized that it is important to monitor the occupancy of a pas8enger 

compartment of a vehicle. For example, U.S. Pat. No. 5,829,782 (Breed et al.) describes , vt~hic1e interior 

lO mon.itoring system that utilizes pattern recognition techniques and wave-receiving se,lSC rs to obtain 

infol1l1ation about the occupancy of the passenger ~ompartment and uses this informati)n, to affect the 

operation of one or more systems in the vehicle, including an occupant restraint device, hn entertainment 

system, a heating and air-conditioning system, a vehicle' communication system, a .dist ·es:; notifkation 

system, a light filtering system and a security system. 

15 

20 

Of particular interest, Breed et al. mentions that the presence of a child in a rear ::ac: ng child seat 

placed on the right front passenger seatmay be detected as this has become an industry·'VVide conCC~1n to 

prevent deployment of an occupant restraint device in these situations. The U.S. automobile industry is 

continually searching for an easy, economical solution, which will prevent the deployment ·)f1he pass.enger· 

side ai rbag :if a rear facing child seat is present. 

Another important aspect disclosed in Breed et al. relates to the operation of the cellular 

communications system in conjunction 'with the vehicle interior monitoring system. "ehicles can be 

provided with a standard cellular phone ~ well as the Global Positioning System (GPS) , a,l automobile 

navigation or location system with an optional connection to a manned assistance facility. Ir. the eVI;}nt of 

an acc'ident, the phone may automatically caIl 911 for emergency assistance and report the ( xa.:!t position of 

25 the. vehicle.::. If the vehicle also has a system as described below for monitoring ea(;h s(atlocatioll" the 

number and perhaps the condition of the occupants could also be reported. In that way the emergc~ncy 

service (E~IS) would know what equipment and how many ambulances to send to th~ ,.~cident site . 

. Moreover, a communication channel can be opened between the vehicle and a monitoring 

facility/emergency response facility or personnel to detennine. how badly people are injured, the number of 

30 occupants in the vehicle, and to enable directions to be provided to ~e occupant(s) of the ve:li6:e.to assist in 

any 11e,:essa:ry first aid prior to arrival of the emergency assistance personnel. 

2 
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Communications between a vehicle and a remote assistance facility are also imponant for the 

purpose of diagnosing problems with the' vehicle and forecasting problems with the fel: icle, caned 

prognostics. Motor vehicles contain' complex mechanical systems, that are monitored anll r'Jgulated by 

corriputl~r systems such as electronic control units (ECUs) and the like. Such ECUs Irontor various 

5 components of the vehicle including engine petformance, carburatiofl, speed/acceleJation control,. 

transmission: exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) , braking systems, etc. However, vehicle~ pI:lfonn such 

monitoring typically only for the vehicle driver and without communication of any impending results, 

probJems and/or vehicle malfunction to a remote site for trouble-shooting, diagnosis or tracking for data 

mining. 

10 

15 

In the past, systems.that provide for remote monitoring did not provide for autornat!d lnalysis and 

communication. of problems or potential problems and recommendations to the drivI!r. ).s ,1 result, the 

vehicle driv(~r or user is often left stranded, or irreparable damage occurs to the vehicl( a:i a result of 

neglt~ct or driving the vehicle without the user knowing the vehicle is malfunctioning until it i.S t:)o late, such 

as low oil level and a malfunctioning warning light, fan belt about to fail, failing radiator hO:le (:tc. 

In this regard, U.S. Pat. No. 5,400,018 (Scholl et a1.) describes' a system for rela~'ing raw sensor 

output from an off road work site relating to the status of a vehicle to a remote location over a 

communications data linle The infonnation consists of fault codes generated by sel1sor~; a;ld electronic 

contro)~ modules indicating that a failure has occurred rather than forecasting a failure. The vehicle dOI~s not 

include a ~ystem for perfonning diagnosis. Rather, the raw sensor data is process,ed at an off·vehic1e 

20 location in order to 'arrive at a diagnosis of the vehicle's operating condition. Bi..<Jirectional ,~of1m\lnic::ltions 

are deBcnbe.d in that a request for additional in~onnation can be sent to the vehicle froin the re:llote l():ation 

with the vehicle responding and providing the requested information but no such conullunico I1kn takes place 

with the vehicle operator and not of an operator of a vehicle traveling on a road. Al:;o, S ch)ll ct al. does 

not te:tch the diagnostics of the problem or potential problem on the vehicle itself nor cloe:; it teadl the 

'25 automatic, diagnostics or any prognostics. In Scholl et ai. the detennination of the prohll:m occurs at the 

remotl~ site by human technicians. 

U.S. Pat. No.5, 754,965 (Hagenbuch) describes an apparatus for diagnosing the st ate of health of a 

vehicle and providing the operator of the vehicle .with a substantially real-time indication of the efficiency 

of the: vehicle in performing as assigned task with respect to a predetermined· goal. A pr()cessor in the 

3(1 vehicle monitors sensors that provide infonnation regarding the state of health of the vfhicle and the 

amount of work the vehicle has done. The processor records information that describe; evt nt~ leading up to 

3 
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the, occurrence of an anomaly for later analysis. The sensors are also used to prompt the Opt -ra1or to Opt~rate 

the vehicle at optimum efficiency. 

V.S. Pat. No. 5,955,942 (Slifkin et at.) describes a method for monitoring (~ven1s in ve~iCies in 

which electrical outputs representative of events in the vehi~le are produced, the characteris" ics of one event , 

5 are compared with the characteristics of other events accumulated over a given peri,)d of time ,md 

departures or variations of a given extent from the other characteristics are determined as a'1 irtdicatio:n of a 

signifiGant (~vent. A warning is se~t in response to the indication, including the position (.r the ve4ide as , 

det~nnined by a global positioning system on the vehicle. For example, for use with a railroad car, a 

microproecBsor responds to outputs of an accelerometer by comparing acceleration chara ~te'istjcs of one 

:1 0 impact with accumulated acceleration characteristics of other impacts and determines depa: tums of a given 

magni1ude from the other characteristics as a failure indication which gives rise of a wa.min I. 

Eve:ry automobile driver fears that his or her vehiCle will breakdown at some uJ1fon unate time, e.g., 

when he or she is traveling at night, during rush hour, or on a long trip away from home. To :help alleviate 

that fear, certain lUXUry automobile manufacturers provide roadside service in the event Ilf it breakdl)wn. 

15 NevenJlel,ess, unless the vehicle is equipped with OnStar® or an equivalent service, tll1~ veHcl ~ driver must 

still be able: to get to a telephone to call for service. It is also a fact that many people pm'chase a new 

autom<>bilc out of fear of a breakdown with their current vehicle. This invention is prin lar; ly con(:erned 

with preventing breakdowns and with minimizing maintenance' costs by predicting compoller:t failure that 

would lead to such 'a breakdown before it occurs. 

20 \Vhen a vehicle component begins to fail, the repair cost is frequen~ly minimal if the impe:nding 

failure of the component is caught early" but increases as the repair is delayed. Sometime}; if a component 

in need of repair is not caught in a timely manner, the component, and particularly the inpf:t1ding 1ailure 

thereof, can cause other components of the vehicle to deteriorate. One example 'is where the water pump 

fails gradually until the vehicle overhea.ts and blows a head gasket. It is desirable. theref('re, to determine 

25 that a Vt:hicle component is about to fail as early as possible so as to minimize the nrobability of a 

breakdown and the resulting repair costs., 

'111ere are various gages on an automobile which alert the driver to various vf:hich: problems. For 

example, if the oil pressure drops be10w some predetennined level, the driver is wan1t:d to stop his vehicle 

immediatdy. Similarly, if the coolant temperature exceeds some predetennined value, the driver is also 

30 warne:! to take immediate corrective action. In these cases, the warning often comes 100 latc as most 

vehicle g,a .. g,~s alert the driver after he or she can conveniently solve the problem. Thus, what ;s needc::d is a 

4 
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component failure warning system that alerts the driver to the impending failure of a component sufficiently 

in advance of the time when the problem gets to a catastrophic point. 

Some astute drivers can sense changes in the perfonnance of their vehicle and COl realy diagnose 

that a problem with a component is about to occur. Other drivers can sense that their vehic.e i:; performing 

5 differently but they don't know why or when a component will fail or how serious that fa:llme will be, ot 

possibly (we:n what specific component is the cause of iQe difference in perfonnance. The invention 

disc1os,~d herein will, in most cases, solve this problem by predicting component failures it. time to pennit 

maintenance and thus prevent vehicle breakdowns. 

Presently, automobile sensors in use are based on specific predetennined or set le"els. such as the 

1 0 coohmt temj)erature or oil pressure, whereby an increase above the set level or a dec:reas,", telow the: 'set 

level will activate the sensor, rather than being based on changes in this level over tim~:. l1le rate at which 

coohmt heats up, for example, can be an important clue th~t some component in the cooling sYftem is about 

to fail. There are no systems currently on automobiles to monitor the numerous vehide Cl )m)onents over 

time and to compare component performance with normal performance. Nowhere in th ~ vehicle is the 

15. vibration signal of a nonnally operating front wheel stored, for example, or for that mat':er: any nonnal . 

signal :fr01.11 any other vehicle component. Additionally, there is no system currently existin!" OlL a vehicle to 

look for erratic behavior of a vehicle component and to warn the driver or the dealer that a (:ompommt is. 

misbehaving and is therefore likely to fail intlle very near future.' 

Sometimes, when a component fails, a catastrophic accident results. In the Firestone tire case, for 

20 example, over 100 people were· killed when' a tire of a Ford Explorer blew out which caw;ed the Ford 

Exp.lorer to rollover. Similarly, other component t1ilures can lead to loss of control .of tI--e "chicle and a' 

subsequent accident. It is thus very important to accurately forecast that such an event wi) I uike plac:e but 

filrthermore;. for those cases where the event takes place suddenly without warning. it is also impoItUlt to 

diagnose the state of the entire vehicle, which in some cases can Jead to automatic cornctve action to 

25 prevent unstable vehicle motion or ~ollovers resulting in an accident. Finally, an aCCllraTe diagnostic 

syst(~m for the entire vehicle can determine much more accurately the severity of an automt ,bi; c crash once 

it ha.s begun by knowing where the accident is taking place on the vehicle (e.g., the part of 0:' location on 

the vehicle which is being impacted by an object) and what is colliding with the vehicle' based on a 

knowkdg'c: of the force deflection characteristics of the vehicle at that location. Themfore, in addition to a 
. . 

]0 . component diagnostic, the teachings of this invention also provide a diagnostic system for tJle cmtire vehiCle 

prior to and during accidents. In particular, this invention is concerned with the simultaneoliS Honitoring of 

multiple sensors on the vehicle so that the best possible detennination of the state of the vdlicle can be 
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determined. Current crash sensors operate independently or at most one se~sor may influetlCe the thn:shold 

at which another sensor triggers a deployable restraint. In the teachings of this inventi('n, two or more 

sensors, frequently accelerometers, are monitored simultaneously and the combination o:·~ the outputs of 

thesl~ multiple sensors are combined continuously in making the crash severity analysis. 

~1.arko et al. (U.S. Pat. No. 5,041,976) is directed to a diagnostic system using pa1tern recognition 

for electronic automotive control systems and particularly for diagnosing faults in the en~ine ·of a motor 

vehicle after they have occurred. For example, Marko et a1. is interested in detennining ,:ylinder specific 

faults after the cylinder is operating abnotmally. More specifically, Marko et a1. is directed 10 detecting a 

fault in a vehicular electromechanical system indirectly, i.e., by means of the measurement ,>fparame1ers of 

10 sensors which are affected by that system, ·and after that fault has already manifested itself h the system. 

In order to form the fault detecting system, the parameters from these sensors arl~ input to a patt.ern 

recognition system for training thereof. TIlen known faults are introduced and the parame~ers from the 

sensors are inputted into the pattern recognition system with an indicia of the known fault. l~hus, during 

subsequent operation, the pattern' recognition system can determine ¢e fault of the el~ctromechanical 

15 system based on the parameters of the sensors, assuming that the fault was "trained" int) the pattern 

recognition system and has already occurred. 

\Vh.en the electromechanical system is an engine, the parameters input into the pa teln recognition 

system for training thereof, and used for fault detection during operation, all relate to the; er gine. (If the 

electronlt:Ghanical system is other than the engine, then the parameters input into thl~ pal tern recognition 

20 system wou Id relate to that system.) In other words, each parameter will be affected by the operation of the 
engine and depend thereon and changes in the operation of the engine will alter the par;unr~ter, e.g., the 

manifhld absolute pressure is an indication of the airflow into the engine. In this case, th( si.~l from the 

manifbld ahsolute pressure sensor may be indicative of a fault in the intake of air into the en;~ine. e.g_, the 

en~ine is drawing in too much or too little air, and is thus affected by the ope~atioll of the engine .. 

25 Simila.rly, the mass air flow is the airflow into the engine and is an alternative to the rnan{fold absolute 

pre5:sure. It is thus a parameter that is directly associated with, related to and dependert en. the engine. 

The exhaust gas oxygen sensor is also affected by the operation of the engine, and thus di ·ec-.1y associated 

therewith, ~:ince during nonnal operation, the mixture of the exhaust gas is· neither :rich or lean whereas 

during ahu()nnal engine operation, the sensor will detect an abrupt change indicative oftl·e mixture being 

30 too rich or ·too lean. 

Ihus, the system of Marko et a1. is based on the measurement of sensors which a"flect ( .. arc affected by, 

i.e., are directly associated with, the operation of the electromechanical system for which faults ~ re·:o be det{'.Cted. 
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However, Ihe system of Marko et al. does not detect faults in the sensors that are conducting tll.e measurements, 

e.g., a fault in the exhaust gas oxygen sensor, or faults that are only developing but have n(,t yet manifested 

themselves Of faults in other systems. Rather, the sensors are use<f to detect a fault in the system after it has 

occurmd. 

Asami et al. (U.S. Pat. No. 4,817,418) is directed to a failure diagnosis ~:yste'll for a vehicle 

including a failure display means for displaying failure infonnation· to a driver. This sys1em only.reports 

failures after they have occurred and does not predict them. 

Tie:manet a1. (U.S. Pat. No. 5,313,407) is directed, inter alia, to a system for prov ding an eJ<:haust 

active noise: control system, i.e., an electronic muiller system, including an input microphcne 60 '\.\'hich 

10 senses exhaust noise at a first location 61 in an exhaust d~ct 58. An engine has exhaust :nanifolds 56,57 

feedinl~ e;-: hilust air to the exhaust duct 58. The exhaust noise sensed by the microphone 6( I is processed to 

obta.in an (lutput from an output speaker 65 arranged downstream of t~e input m:icroj"hone 61 i.n the 

exlmust path in order to cancel the noise in the exhaust duct 58. 

~1a.l'arnaty et al. (U.S. Pat. No. 5,406,502) describes a system that monitors a. machinl~ in a f'l(~tory 

15 and notifies maintenance' personnel remote from the machine (not the machine operator) timt maintenance 

should be seheduled at a time when the machine is not in use. Haramaty etaf does not exprtssly relate to 

vehicular applications. 

NASA Technical Support Package MFS-26529 "Engine Monitoring Based, on Normalized 

Vibration Spectra", describes a technique for diagnosing engine heald~ using a neural JlI~twork 'Jascd system 

20 and is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety . 

A paper "Using acoustic emission signals for monitoring of production proce:~se:;" by H. K. 

Tonshoff et al. also provides a good description of how acoustic signals can b~ used to pn dic.t the state of 

machine tools and is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety, 

Based on the monitoring of vehicular components, systems and subsystems as w,~J1 as to the 

25 measurenwnt of physical and chemical characteristics relating to the vehicle or its componeJ ltS, systems and 

subsystem:;, it becomes possible to control· and/or affect one or more vehicular system, 

AJll important component or system which is monitored is the tires as failure of Ont~ 01' more of the 

tires can often lead to a fatal accident. Indeed, tire monitoring is extremely importan1 si'lce NHTSA 

(National Highway Traffic Safety Administration) has recently linked 148 deaths and me re 'than 525 

30' injurie:; in the United States to separations, blowouts and other tread problems in FireS1:one', ATX, ATX II 

and \Vildemess AT tires, 5 million of which were recalled in 2000. Many of the tires were standard 

equipment on the Ford Explorer. Ford recommends that the Firestone tires on the Explorer sport utility 

7 
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'vehicle be inflated to 26 psi, while Firestone recommends 30 psi. It is surprising that a tirl~ c:m go fi'om a 

safe condition to an unsafe condition based on an under inflation of 4 psi. , 

Recent studies in the'United States conducted by the Society of Automotive Engineers show that 

low tire prf:ssure causes about 260,000 accidents annually. Another finding is tha1 abc,ut 75%, of tire 

5 failure:; each year are preceded by slow air leaks or inadequate tire inflation. Nissan, for !xE,mple, warns 

that incorrect tire pressures can compromise the stability and overall handling of a ,eh!cle and can 

contributt: to an accident. Additionally, most non-crash auto fatalities occur w~i1e driv(!rs are dlanging t1at 

tires. Thus, tire failures are clearly a serious automobile safety problem that requires a. solution. 

About] 6% of all 'car accidents are a result of incorrect tire pressure. Thus, effecti ve pressure and 

10 wear Elonitoring is extremely important. Motor Trend magazine stated that one of the t'llost ,overlooked 

maintenancf: areas on a car is tire pressure. An estimated 40 to 80 percent of all vehi.cles on the roa.d·are 

operating w:ith under-inflated tires. When under-inflated, a tire tends to flex its sidewall mOl e, increasing its 

rolling resistance which decreases fuel economy. TIle extra flex also creates excessive: heat ir the tih~ that 

can shorten its service life. 

]5 

20 

The Society of Automotive Engineers reports that about 87 percent o~all flat tires bav., a history of 

under-i.nflation. About 85% of pressure loss incidents are slow punctures caused eitlu:r by small-dian-leter 

objel:ts trapped in the tire or by larger diameter nails. The leak will be minor as long a:; the nai1 is trapped. 

If the nail. comes out, pressure can decrease rapidly. Incidents of sudden pressure loss an: pntentialiy the 

most d.angerous for drivers and account for about 15% of all cases. 

A properly inflated tire loses approximately 1 psi per month. A defective time'can lose pressure at 

a more rapid rate. About 35 percent of the recalled Bridgestone tires had improper repairs. 

Research from a variety of sources suggests that under-inflation can be ~ignificant to both fuel 

economy and tire life. Industry experts have determined that tire.s, under-inflated by a men~ 1·)% wear out 

about l5~;,') faster. An average driver with an average set of tires can drive an extra 5,00(' tc 7,000 miles 

25 be~ore buying new tires by keeping the tire properly inflated. 

30 

The American Automobile Association has determined that under inflated tires cut a -\rehicle's fuel 

economy by as much as 2% per psi below'the recommended level. If each of a car's tire~ is supposed to 

have a prt~s::;ure of 30 psi and instead has a pressure of 25 psi, the car's fuel efficiency drc.ps by about 

10%. Depending on the vehicle and miles driven that could cost from $100 to $500 a year. , 

The' ability to control a vehicle is strongly influenced by tire pressure. When. the tir·~ pressure is 

'kept at proper levels, optimum vehicle braking, steering, handling and stability are acc.ompl shl~d. Low tire 

pressure tan also lead to damage to both the tires and wheels. 
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. A lvlichelin study revealed that the average driver doesn't recolPlize a low tire· unt I it's 14 psi. too 

low. One of the reasons is that today's radial tire is hard to judge visually because the sidewall flexes even 

when properly inflated. 

'Despite all the recent press about keeping tires properly inflated, new research ShO'NS that most 

5 driv4~rs do not know the correct inflation .pressure. In a recent survey, only 45 percent of respondents knew 

where to look to find the correct pressure, even though 78 percent thought they knew. Twenty-seven 

percent incorrectly believed the sidewall of the tire carries the correct infonnation and did fit)t l:now that the 

sidewall ol1ly indicates the maximum pressure for the tire, not the optimum pressure for th(: vehide .. In 

another survey, about 60% of the respondents repOlted that they check tire pressure but ouly before going 

1.0 OJ;l a long trip. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration estimates that at least 'lOf out of every 

five tires :is not properly·inflated. 

The problem is exacerbated with the new rull-flat tires where a dri.ver may not be hW~lre that a tire 

is flat until it is destroyed. Run-flat tires can be operated at air pressures below norm 11 au a limited 

distcmc:e and at'a restricted speed (125 miles at a maximum of 55 mph). The drive:r mllst therefo-re· be 

1.5 wanled of changes in the condition of the tires so that she can adapt her driving to the changed conditions. 

Om: solution to this problem is to continuously monitor the pressure and perhaps the temperature 

in the tirt~. Pressure loss can be automatically detected in two ways: by directly measuring air pn::ssure 

within the tire or by indirect tire rotation methods .. Various indirect methods are basl~ on the number of 

revolutions each tire makes over an extended period of time through the ABS system iUld ,)tbeI'S are based 

20 on monitoring the frequency changes in the sound emitted by the tire. In the direct det'~ctioll case: a sensor 

is mounted into each wheel or tire assembly, each with its own identity. An on-board computer collects the 

. signals, proeesses and displays the data and triggers a warning signal in the case ofpressuff lo)s. 

Under-inflation isn't the only calise of sudden tire failure. A variety of mechnnkal problems 

including a bad wheel bearing or a "dragging"brake can cause the tire to heat up and fail. III addition, as 

25 may have;: been a contributing factor in the Firestone case, substandard materials can l/!ad to intra.-tire 

fridioJl and ~ buildup of heat. The use of feMcapped truck tires is another example of heat cau:;ed failure'as 

a result by intra-tire friction . .Atl. overheated tire can fail suddenly without warning. 

30 

As discussed in more detail below, tire monitors, such as those disclosed below, rernit the driver 

to check the vehicle tire pressures from inside the vehicle. 

The Transportation Recall Enhancement. Accountability, and Documentation Act. (F.R. 5164, or 

Public Lmv No: 106-414) known as the TREAD Act, was signed by President Clinton (·n November 1, 

2000. S(~ction 12, TIRE PRESSURE WARNING, states that: "Not later than one yearaftfr the date of 
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enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Transportation, acting through th~ National Highwa~' T raffle Safety 

Administrati.on, shall complete a rulemaking for a regulation to require a w~ming system in a motor vc~hic1e 

to illdicat<: to the operator when a tire is significantly under-inflated. Such requimmer. t ~ hall bee,orne' 

effective not later than 2 years after the date of the completion of such rulemaking." 11m,;, it is expected 

5 that a lUi<;: requiring continuous tire monitoring will take effect for the 2004 model year. 

This law wi11 dominate the first generation of such systems as automobile manufa;turers move to 

satisfy the requirement. In subsequent years, more sophisticated systems that in addition to )reSSUrl~ will 

monitor tmnperature, tire footprint, wear, vibration, etc. Although the Act requires that the tirr~ pressure be 

monitored: it is believed ~y the inventors that other parameters are as important as the tire] ,re:isure or I~ven 

) 0 more import.ant than the tire pressure asdescriQed in more detail below. 

1.5 

Consumers are also in favor of tire monitors. Johnson Controls' market research sh )w,~d that ;aobut 

80 perl~ent. of consumers believe a low tire pressure wamin~ system is an important or extrumdy impOIiant 

vehicle: ft:ature. Thus, as with other safety products such as airbags, competition toml~(,,1 customer 

demands will soon drive this market. 

Although, as with most other safety products, the initial introductions will be :in th~ Ilnited States, 

speed Jimi'fs in the United States and Canada are sufficiently low that tire pressure is not as critical an issue 

as in .Europe, for example, where the drivers often drive much faster. 

The advent of microelectromechanical (MEMS) pressure sensors, especially those t'aslxi on surface 

acoustical wave (SAW) teclmology, has now made the wireless and powerless monitoring of tite pn;:ssure 

20 feasible. This is the basis of the tire pressure mOllitorsdescribed below. According to a Frt)st and Sul1ivan 

report on the U.S. 'Micromechanical Systems (MEMS) market (June 1997): ,"A ~.1Ervrs tire pn:ssure 

sensor repre.sent.s one of the most profound opportunities for MEMS in the automotive :~ect(,r .. .; 

The:re are many wireless tire temperature and pressure monitoring' systems disclosec l ir the prior art 

patent!! such as for example, U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,295,102, 4,296,347, 4,317,372, 4,534,:~23, 5,289)60, 

25 5,612,671~ 5,661,651, 5,853,020 and 5,987,980 and International Publication No. \\TO 0]/0~1271(An, all 

ofwhi-:h am illustrative of the state of the art of tire monitoring and are incorporated by refi:rence here:in. 

De,~ces for measuring the pressure and/or temperature within a vehicle tire dir-:!ctJy can be 

categorized as those containing electronic circuits and a power supply within the tire, tho:ie which contain 

electrcnic. circuits and derive the power to operate these circuits either inductively, frOll' a generator or 

30 through radio frequency radiation, and those that do not contain electronic circuits aJld receive their 

operating power only from received radio fiequency radiation. For the reasons discu;sel abovl~, the 

discussion. herein is mainly concerned with the latter category. This.category contains dev ce::.that operate 
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10 

on the pr.inciples of surface acoustic waves (SAW) and the disclosure below is cone<:me(1 primarily with 

such SA Vi devices. 

International Publication No. WO 01/07271 describes a tire pressure sensor that replaces the valve 

and valve stem in a tire. 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,231,827 contains a good description and background of the tin~-monitoring 

problem. l11e device disclosed, however, contains a battery and electronics and is not a ~;A W dl~vice. 

Similarly: the device described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,285,189 contains a battery as do the .deviCe~ descrilx~d in 

U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,335,540 and 5,559,484. U.S. Pat. No. 5,945,908 applies to a stational1 tile monitoring 

system. and does not use SAW devices. 

Om: of the first significant SAW sensor patents is U.S. Pat. No. 4,534,223. This patent desl~ribes 

the use of SAW devices for measuring pressure and also a variety of methods ·:ot temperat'ure 

compensation but does not mention wireless transmission. 

U.s. Pat. No. 5,987,980 describes a tire valve assembly . using a SAW prc~Sl1J'e uansducer in 

conjunction with a sealed cavity. This patent does disclose wireless transmission. The asst:mhly includes a 

15 power supply and thus this also distinguishes it from a preferred system of this invention. It'js not a SAW 

syst,em and thus the antenna for interrogating the device in this design must be within one ml~er, which is 

closer than needed for a preferred device of this invention. 

IJ.S. Pat. No. 5,698,786 relates to the sensors and is primarily concemedwi1h 1he d~sign of 

electronic: circuits in an interrogator. U.S. Pat. No.5, 700,952 also describes circuitl1 fi'T use in the 

20 interrc'gato(' to be used with SAW devices. In neither of these patents is the concept of using a SAW device 

in n wireless tire pressure monitoring system described. These patents also do not describe including an 

identification code with the temperature andlor pressure measurements in the sensors ,Uld dt '.vices .. 

U.S. Pat.. No. 5,804,729 describes circuitry for use with an interrogator in ordel tc obtain more 

prec:isl~ measurements of the changes in the delay caused by the physical or chemical property being' 

25 mea.sured by the SAW device. Similar comments appJy to U.S. Pat. No. 5,831,167. Other related prior art 

includes U.S. Pat. No. 4,895,017. 

Other patents disclose the placement of an electronic device in the sidewall or Oppt )si1e' the tread of 

a tire 'out they do not disclose either an accelerometer or a surface acoustic wave device. I.J l m()st caS4~S, the 

disc:\o:)ed Hystem has a battery and electronic circuit'). 

30 One method of measuring pressure that is applicable to this invention is disclo:;ed i.I '·,V. Varadan, 

Y.R. Reh and V.K. Varadan "Local/Global SAW Sensors for Turbulence", IEEE 1 :)8~) Ultrasonics 

Symposium p. 591-594 makes use of a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) piezoelectric filn to ml~asure 
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pressure. l\lention is made in this article that other piezoelectric materials ~an aiso be used. :"~xperim(mtal 

results an: given where the height of a column of oil is measured based on the pressure m~surcd"by the 

piezoc:iectric film used as a SAW device. In particular, the speed of the surfac;e acoustic wave is 

dete:mlined by the pressure exerted by the oil on the SAW device. For the purposes of111e lllstmt invention, 

5 air pressu.re can also be measured in a similar manner by first placing a thin layer of a rubber : l1aterial onto 

the sUlfate of the SAW device which serves"as a coupling agent from the air pressure to th~ SAW surface. 

In this manner, the absolute pressure of a tire, for example, can be measured without th~ need for a 

diaphragm and reference pressure greatly simplifying the pressure measurement. Other t}xamples of the 

use of P\1)F fi1m as a pressure transducer can be found in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,577,510 and 5 341,687, 1~,"hich 

] 0 are incorp()rated by reference herein, although they are not used as SAW devices. 

"The: following "U.S. patents provide relevant information to this invention, 'and 10 the" (~xtent 

necessary, all of them are incorporated by reference here~n: 4,361,026; 4,620,191, 4,703:: ,2", 4,724,443, 

4,725,841,4,734,698, 5,691,698, 5,8~1,214, 6,060,815, 6,107,910, 6,114,971, 6,144,332. 

In :recent years, SAW devices have been used as sensors in a broad vari.ety ~f applica.tions." 

15 Compared with sensors utilizing alternative technologies, SAW sensors possess outstanding propl~lties," 

such ,LS high sensitivity, high resolution, and ease of manufacturing by microelec:tronic technologies. 

However, the most attractive feature of SAW sensors is that they can be interrogated ,Jjirelessl:,. 

20 

DEFINITIONS 

As used herein, a diagnosis of the "state of the vehicle" means a diagnosis of the condition of the 

vehicle with respect to its stability and proper running and operating condition. 111US, thf: state of the 

vehicle: could be normal when the vehicle is operating properly on a highway or abn<!nl1al whe:n, for 

example, 1he vehicle is experiencing excessive angular inclination (e.g., two wheels are of)' the ground and 

the vehiclc~ is about to rollover), the vehicle is experiencing a crash, the vehicle is ski(\dillg, and other 

25 simil':U~ situatjons. A diagnosis of the state of the vehicle could also be an indication that one afthe parts of 

the vehicle, e.g., a component, system or subsystem, is operating abnonnally. 

As used herein, an "occupant restraint device"inc1udes any type of device which is deployable in 

the cv,~nt of a c.rash involving the vehicle for the purpose of protecting an occupant from t he effects of the 

crash and/or minimizing the potential injury to the occupant. Occupant restraint devil :es thus include 

30 fronta"' airbags, side airbags, seatbelt tensioners, knee bolsters, side curtain airbags, e:xter;lal y deployable 

airbags and the like. 
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As used,herein, a "part" of the vehicle includes any component,. senSOf, system Of Hib')ystem of the 

vehide: sHeh as the steering system, braking system, throttle system, ~v~gation system, air1ag sys,tem , 

seathe)t retractor, air bag inflation valve, ai,r bag inflation controller and airbag vent valve, as wen as those 

listed below ih the definitions of "component" and "sensor". 

As used herein, a "sensor system" includes any of the sensors listed below in 1 he definition' of 

"sensor" as well as any type of component or assembly of components which detect, sens(: or measure 

something, 

The tenn "gage" as used herein interchangeably with the terms "sensor" and "sensiltg device". 

Preferred embodiments of the invention are described be]ow and unless speciticall~' noted, it is the 

1.0 applicHnt~i' 'intention that the words and phrases in the specification and claims be given tile :)rdinary and 

accustomed meaning to those of ordinary skill in the applicable art(s)., If the applicant ir tetids any other 

meaning, he wiJ] specifically state he is applying a special meaning to a word or phrase. 

Likewise, appHcants' use of the word "function" here isnot intended to indicate'th,t the applicants 

seek tc invoke the special provisions of 35 U.S.C. § 112, sixth paragraph, to define their invedion. To the 

] 5 contraJY, if applicants wish to invoke the provisions of 35 U.S.C. § 112, sixth paragraph tc define their 

invention, they will specifically set forth in the claims the phrases "means for" or 'tstep for': and a function, 

without also reciting in tha~ phrase any structure, material or act in support of the fhnct:lon 1\10re:over, 

even if applicants invoke the provisions of 35 U.S.C. § 112, sixth paragraph, to define their invention, it is 

the applicants' intention that their inventions not be limited to the specific structure, materia) or acts that 

2.0 are describt:d in the preferred embodiments herein. Rather, if applicants claim theil inventions by 

25 

'specifit;aHy invoking the provisions of 35 U.S.C. §112, sixth parag~aph, it is nonethelt~ss flei- intention to 

cover and include any and all structure, materials or acts that perform the claimed function~ alf)ng with any 

and an known or later developed equivalent structures, materials or acts for perf.:>rming the claimed 

function, 

OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION 

It i~ an object, of the present invention to provide a new and improved method and system for 

diagno!,ing c,omponents in a vehicle and the operating status of the' vehicle and aJerting the yeh',de's dealer, 

or another repair facility, via a telematics link that a component of the vehicle is full':tionin~ abnonnally 

30 and may bt: :in d,mger of failing. 
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It is still another object of the present invention to provide a new and impro'led method and 

apparatus for obtaining information about a vehicle system and components in the vehic1e in. conjunction 

with f:lilure of the component or the vehicle and sending this information to the vehicle manufacturer. 

It is ail object of the present invention to provide a new and improved method ar d syste:m for 

.5 diagnosing components in a vehicle by monitoring the patterns of signals emitt&:~d f 'om the vehicle 

components and, through the use of patteln recognition technology, forecasting componel1t fililures before 
. . 

they occur. Vehicle component behavior is thus monitored over time in contrast to systems that 'wait until a 

serious condition occurs. The forecast of component failure Can be transmitted to a remc te :ocation via a 

telematics link. 

10 1t is another object of the present invention to provide a new and improved C Ill-board vt~hicle 

diagn~)sti(~ module utilizing pattern recogniti~m technologies which are trained to differentiate nonnal from 

abnormal component behavior. The dia~bsiS of component behavior can be trarlsmiHec to a remote 

I . . 1 . l' k .1 '. ocatlon VIa a te ematics In .! '. , 
I 

H. i.s yet another object of the pres~nt invention to provide a diagnostic module that detennines 

15 whether a component is operating normally or abnormally based on a time series of cia ta f.i·om a single 

sensor or from multiple sensors that contain! a pattern indicative of the: operating status 0 ,;- tt c component. 

The: diagnosis of component operation can bcl transmitted to a remote location via a telt~ma1 ics ) ink. 

It i.s still another object of the presbnt invention to provide a diagnostic module that determines 

wht~ther a eomponent is operating nonnally or abnormally based on data from one or mon sensors that are 

20 not directly associated with the component, i.e~, do not depend.on the operation of the component. The 

diagnosis of component operation can be transmitted to a remote location via a telematics l. nk 

It: is an additional object of the present invention to simultaneously monitor se'/oral sensors, 

primarily accelerometers, gyroscopes and strain gages, to determine the state of the vehicle (uld opti.onally 

its occupants and to determine that a vehicle is out of control and possibly headed for an accident, for 

25 example. If so, then a signal can be sent to a part of the vehicle control system to atterrqt 1:0 re-establish 

stahihty. If this is unsuccessful, then the saine system of sensors can monitor the early sta gel: of a crash to 

make an culsessment of the severity of the crash and what occupant protection systems sh'mU 'be deployed 

and h.:)w such occupant protection systems should be deployed . 

. Ar..othc·r object of the invention to provide new and improved sensors for a vehicle wh ich wiTl~I,essly 

3(1 transmits infonnation about a state measured or detected by the sensor. 
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It is another ·object of the invention to incorporate sUliace acoustic wave technolog) in':o sensors on 

a vehide with the data obtained by the sensors being transmittable via a telematics link 10 a remote 

location . 

. It 1:; another object of the invention to provide new and improved senson: for measuring ,the 

5 pres:su:~e, temperature and/or acceleration of tires with the data obtained by the sensors being ':ransmittable 
I 

via a tdernatics link to a remote location. 

It is yet another object of the invention to provide new and improved weight or IOed measuring 

sensonl, switches, temperature sensors, acceleration sensors, angular position sensors, ungu lar rate sensors, 

angular accderation sensors, proximity sensors, rollover sensors, occupant presence and r.ositlon sensors, 

10 strain !;enso:rs and humidity sensors which utilize wireless data transmission, wireless pow~r 1 ransmission, 

and/or surface acoustic wave technology with the clata obtained by the· sensors being trru Ismittable via a 

telemadcs link to a remote location. 

It is still another object of the present invention to provide new and improved Hense Irs for dett~ting 

the presence: of fluids or gases which utilize wireless data transmission, wireless power tranrmission, and/or 
. . 

) 5 surHlCt: a(x)Ustic wave technology with the data obtained by the sensors being transmi1table vic:. a telematics 

link to a remote location. 

Yet another object of the present inven~ion to provide new and improved sensors j or detecting the 

condition or friction of a road surface which utilize wireless data transmission, Niteless power 

transmissl0n, and/or surface acoustic wave tecl1llology with the data obtained by th( simsors being 

20 transmittable via a telematics link to a remote location. 

25 

Still another object of the present invention to provide new and improved s·ensors fi)r detcx:ting 

chemicals which utilize wireless data transmission, wireless power transmission, and/or ~ urface ac()ustic 

wave technology with the data obtained by the sensors being transmittable via a telematics lin1;: to a n~mote 

location. 

It i:, another object of the invention to· utilize any of the foregoing sensors ::or a vehi.cular 

component (~ontrol system in which a component, system or subsystem in the vehicle is con~ roJ Jed based on 

the irrlonnation provided by the sensor. Additionally, the information provided ·by the sensor c~m be 

transmitted via a telematics link to one or more remote facilities for further analysis. 

A more general object of the invention is to provide new and improved sensors whicll obtain and 

30 provide illf.:>imation about the vehicle, about individual components, systems, veh cle occupants, 

subsystem~;, or about the roadway, ambient atmosphere, travel conditions and external obje( ts ','v"ith the: data 

obtaim:d by the sensors being transmittable via a telematics link to a remote location. 
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Acc:ordingly to achieve one or more of the above objects, a vehide in accordan'~wi.th the invention 

compr:.ses a diagnostic system arranged to diagnose the state of the vehicl~ or the state of a (.omponent of 

the vehicle and generate an output indicative or representative thereof and a commUJ lic(ltions device 

coupled 10 the diagnostic system and arranged to transmit the output of the diagnostb system .. The 

5 diagnostic :;ystcm may comprise a plurality of vehicle sensors mounted on the vehicle, each sensor 

providing a measurement related to a state of the sensor or a measurement related to a state of the mounting 

location, .and a processor coupled to the sensors and arranged to receive data from the sem on: and process 

the data to generate the output indicative or representative of the state of the vehide or fle state: of a 

component of the vehicle. The sensors may be wirelessly coupled to the processor and arraJlged at diffi~rent 

10 locaticns on. the vehicle. The processor may embody a pattern recognition algorithm traine, l tel genera.te the 

output from the data received from the sensors, such as a neural network, fuzzy logic, sens(,r flsion anclthe 

like, and be arranged to control one or more parts of the vehicle based on the outp 1t indicative or 

representative of the "State of the vehic1e or the state of a component of the vehicle. The sta te I)f the vehic1e 

can indude angular motion of the vehicle. 

15 A display may be arranged in the vehicle in a position to be visible feorr the passenger 

compartment. Such as display is coupled to the diahrtlOstic system and arranged to display thf diagnosis 'of 

the state of the vehicle or the state of a compone~t of the vehicle. 

A warning device may also be coupled to the diagnostic system for relaying ~. V\ a.min~ to an 

occupant of the vehicle relating to the state of the vehicle or the state of the component (f the vehicle as 

:~O diagnc.sed by ~e diagnostic system. 

Th(: communications device may comprise a cellular telephone system including an antenna as well 

as other similar or different electronic equipment capable of transmitting a signal to a 'emote location, 

optionally via a satellite. Transmission via the Internet, i.e., to a web site or host computer associated with 

the remote Iocation is also a possibility for the invention. If the vehicle is considered l.t so'vn site, tht:m the 

25 transmission would be a site-to-site transmission via the Internet. 

An occupant sensing sYstem.can be provided to determine at least one property or clu racteristic of 

occupancy of the vehicle. In this case, the communications device is coupled to the occupant s(:nsing system 

and tnmsmits the detennined property or characteristic of occupancy of the vehicle. 

In u similar manner, at least one environment sensor can be provided, each sensing 1. state of the 

30 environm(:nt around the vehicle. In this case, tile communications device is coupled. to 'he envirormient 

sensor(s) and transmits the sensed state of the environment around the vehicle. 
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:Moreover, a location detennining system, optionally incorporating GPS 1echn(.lo!:y, could be 

providt;d on the vehicle to detemline the location of the vehicle and transmitted to the mmoL~ location along 

with the diagnosis of the state of the vehicle or its component. 

A memory unit may be coupled to the diagllostic system and the communicati('fiS device. The 

5 memory unit receives the diagnosis of the state of the vehicle or the state of a componert of the vl~hicle 

from the diagn()stic system and stores the diagnosis. The communications device then ,mkrrogate:s the 

memory unit to obtain the stored diagnosis to enable transmission thereof, e.g., at periodic llltelvais. 

The sensors may be any known type of sensor including, but not limited to, ~ sing]e axis 

, acceleration sensor, a double axis acceleration sensor, a triaxial acceleration sensor ruld a gy'~oscope. !:he 

1.0 sensor!;' may include an RFID response unit and an RFID interrogator device which cclUS·~S the RFID 

response units to transmit a si~nal representative of the measurement of the assodate,i sensor to the' 

proces:sor. In addition to or instead or an RFID-based system, one or more SAW sensors ~an be arranged 

on the vehicle, each receiving a signal and returning a signal modified by virtue of the ~;tate of the sen!;or or 

the 8tate of the inounting location of the sensor. For example, the SAW sensor can rneas lfe temperature 

15 andlor, pressure of a component of the vehicle or in a certain location or space on the vehicle, or the 

concentration and/or presence ofa chemical. 

A method for monitoring a vehicle comprises diagnosing the state of the vehicle (If 1he statt: of a, 

component 'Jf the vehicle by means of a diagnostic system arranged on the vehicle, gene1 ati 19 an output 

indi(:ative or representative of the diagnosed state of the vehicle or the diagnosed state of tI,e (,omponent of 

20 the vehic.lte, and transmitting the output to a remote location. Transmission' of the outl,ut to a mmote 

location tnay entail arranging' a communications device comprising a cellular telephone syst.em including an 

antenna 011 the vehicle. The output may be to a satellite for transmission from ,the satellice 10 the mmote 

location. The output could also be transmitte4 'via the Internet to a web site or host comJlUt~r assm;iated 

with the remote location. 

25 11 i~, important to note that raw sensor data is not transmitted from the vehicle: the remote location 

for analysis and processing by 'the devices and/or personnel at the remote location. Rather, in accordance 

with the inv·ention, a diagnosis of the vehicle or the vchicle component is performed on the, ehicle itself and 

this re~iul1,lllt diagnosis is transmitted. 

The, diagnosis of the state of the vehicle may encompass detennining whether the .ref. ide is stable 

30 or is about to rollover or skid and/or detennining a location of an impact between the veh cIf and arlother 

object. 
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A display may be arranged in the vehicle in a position to be visible frOIl the passenger 

compa.rtment in which case, the state of the vehicle or the state of a component of the: vehicl(~is displayed 

thereon. Further, a warning can be relayed to an occupant of the vehicle relating to the statl: of the vehicle.· 

In addition to the transmission of vehicle diagnostic information obtained by analysis of data. from 

5 sensors pertbrnled on the vehicle. at least one property or characteristic of occupancy of thl: vehicle may be 

detennint::d (such as the number of occupants, the status of the occupants-breathing or n01, itljured or not) 

etc.) and tnmsmitted to a remote location, the same or a different remote location to whic h ttle diagnostic . 

infol111aticln is sent. The information can also be sent in a different manner than the infonnati.JU relating to 

the dia.gnosis of the vehicle. 

10 Additional information for transmission by the components on the vehicle may illch.de a state of 

the I~n'lir()nment around the vehicle, for example, the temperature, pressure, humidity, etc. : n tbe vicinity of 

the vehicle, and the location of the vehicle. 

A memory unit may be provided in the vehicle, possibly as part of a microproCeSSI)f, and arranged 

to receiv{: the diagnosis of the state of the vehicle or the state of the component of the vehi ;le and stOore the 

15 diagnosis. As such, this memory unit can be periodically interrogated to obtain the sto.·ed diagnosis to 

enable transmission thereof. 

Diagnosis of the state of the vehicle or the state of the cDmponent of tilt: vehic1e may entail 

mounting a plurality of sensors on the vehicle, measuring a state of each sensor or a state of the mOllnting 

location of each sensor and diagnosing the state of the vehicle or the state of a component of the vehicle 

20 bas~:d on the measurements of the state of the sensors Dr the state of the mounting locations of the sensors. 

These func~ions can be achieved by a processor which is wirelessly coupled to. the sensors . 

. The sensors can optional1y be provided with RFID technology, i.e:, an RFII' msponse unit, 

whereby an. RFID interr<:>gato.r device is mDunted on the vehicle and signals transrnitte:l \:ia the RFID 

interrcgator device causes the RFID response units of any properly equipped sensors to t ran smit a signal 

25 rep'resl~ntati ve of the measurements Df that sensor to the processor. 

SAW senso.rs can also. be used, in additien to' or instead of RFID-based senson;. 

One embodiment of the diagnostic module in accordance with the 'invention util ze::' infomlatiDn 

which already exists in signals emanating from various vehicle components along with semon which sense 

these ~iignals and, using pattern recognition techniques, compares these signals with patter.ls ,~haracteJistic 

30 of nonnal and a.bnormal component performance to predict component failure, vehicle insUi bit ity or a c.rash 

earlier than would etherwise eccur if the diagnostic module was not utilized. If fully il1lpl'~mented, this 

invent:;on is a total diagnostic system of the vehicle. In most implementations, the module i) a1tached to the 
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vehick and electrically connected to the vehicle data bus where it analyzes data appearir g on the bus to 

diagnose components of the vehic1e. In some implementations, multiple di'stributed ac;cele rof.1eters and/or 

microphones are present on tile vehicle and, in some cases, some of the sensors will con lmnnicate using 

wireleBs technology to the vehic1e bus or directly to the diagnostic module. 

Principal objects and advantages of this invention or other inventions disclosed herein are thus,: 

1. To prevent vehic1e breakdowns. 

2. To alert the driver of the vehicle that a component of the vehicle is functioning diffemntly 

,than nomlal and might be in danger of failing. 

3. To alert the dealer, or other repair facility, that a component of the vehic!e is functioning 

10 differently than normal and is in danger of failing. 

4. To provide an early waming,of a potential component failure 'and to 1hereby minimize the 

cost of repairing or replacing the component. 

5. To provide a device which will capture available information from signals err anating from 

vehiclt~ components for a variety of uses such as current and future vehicle diagnostic purp(lse!:. 

l5 6. To provide a device th.at uses information from existing sensors for new [,urposes thereby 

increa:,ing the value of existing sensors and, in some cases, eliminating the need for sensors that provide 

redundant information. 

7. To provide a device which is trained to recognize deterioration in the pl~rfc~ .. mance of a 

vehicle c(jmponent, or of the entire vehicle, based on infonnation in signals emanating fron the component 

20 or from vehicle angular and Fnear accelerations. 

8. To provide a device which analyzes vibrations from various·vehicle com~OJl{mts that are 

transmitted through the vehicle stnJcture and sensed by existing vibration sensors slIc:h as vehicular. crash . 

sensors used with airbag systems or by special vibration sensors, accelerometers, or gyroscf)pes. 

9" ,To provide a device which provides infonnation to the vehicle manufa.ctu ;"er of the events 

25 leading to a component failure. 

] O. To apply pattern recognition techniques based on training to diagnosing . )ot~ntial vehicle 

component failures. 

] I.. To apply component diagnostic techniques in combination with intelligont or smart 
" J : 

highways wherein vehicles may be automatically guided without manual. control in ord ~r ':0 pemlit the 

30 orderly e'x.iting of the vehicle from a restricted roadway prior to a breakdown of the vehicle. 

1 :~. To apply trained pattern recognition techniques using multiple sensors to previde an eady 

prediction of the existence and severity of an accident. 
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13. To utilize pattern recognition teclUliques and the' output from multiple sens· )rs to detennine 

at an early stage that a vehicle rollover might occur and to take corrective action through control of the 

vehide aceeleration, brakes and steering to prevent the rollover or if it is preventable, to deploy side head 

protc~ction a:trbags to reduce the injuries. 

5 14. To use the output from multiple sensors to determine that the vehicle is skidding or sliding 

10 

1,5 

and to send messages to the variOlls vehicle control systems to activate the throttle, brake~ and/or st(;!e.ring 

to correct :for the vehicle sliding Of skidding motion. ' 

Other o~jects and advantages of the present invention will become apparent ffO)'n 1he fol1owing 

description of the preferred embodiments taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawi agf .. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The following drawings are illustrative of embodiments of the system developed cr adapted using 

the teachings of this invention and are not meant to limit the scope of the invention as enc( 'mJ lassed by the 

claims. 

FIG. I is a side view with parts cutaway and removed of a vehicle showin!~ the passenger 

compartl!l~mt containing a rear facing child seat on the front passenger seat and a prej~med mounting 

location for an occupant and rear facing child seat presence detector. 

FlO. 2 is a side view with parts cutaway and removed showing schematically the ir terrace between 

the vehiclf: interior monitoring system of this invention and the vehicle cellular communicati)ll system. 

20 FJ~G. 3 is a diagram of one exemplifying embodiment of the invention. 

F TO. 4 is a' perspective view of a carbon dioxide SAW sensor for mounting in 1 he trunk lid for 

monitoring the inside of the trunk for detecting trapped children or animals. 

FIG. 4A is a detailed view of the SAW carbon dioxide sensor of FIG. 4. 

FIG. 5 is a schematic illustration of a generalized component with several signals bdng emitted and 

25 transrr.itt(~d along a variety of paths, sensed by a variety of sensors and analyzed by the diagnostic module 

in a,~cordance with the invention and for use in a method in accordance with the invention. 

FIG. 6 is a schematic of one pattern recognition methodology known as a neural nqwork 'which 

may bt~ used in a method in accordance with the invention. 

FlO. 7 is a schematic of a vehicle with several components and several sensors an.} a total vehicle 

30 diagnostic ~:ystem in accordance with the invention utilizing a diagnostic module in accc rd"nce widt the 

invent.on and which may be used in a method in accordance with the inv~ntion. 
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FIG. 8 is a flow diagram ofinfonnation flo\ving from various sensors onto the vehi,·le ·lata bus and 

therehy into the diagnostic module in accordance with the invention with outputs to a displ. Ly for notifYing 

the driver, and to the vehicle cellular phone for notifying another person, of a potential (,omp.onent failure. 

FIG. 9 is a flow chart of the methods for automatically monitoring a vehicular c)mpone:nt in 

5 accordanc(! with the invention. 

10 
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FIG. 10 is a schematic illustration of the components used in the methods fo' 3utomatically 

monitoring a. vehicular component. 

FIG. 11 is a schematic of a vehicle with several accelerometers andlor gyroscopes at preferred 

locations ill dle vehicle. 

FIG. 12 is a schematic view of overall telematics system in accordance with the inv('ntion. 

FIG. 13A is a partial cutaway view of a tire pressure monitor using an abmhJte pressure 

measuring SAW devjce. 

FIG. 13B is a partial cutaway view of a tire pressure monitor using a diffelenlial pressure 

meas:uIing SAW device. 

FIG. 14 is a partial cutaway view of an interior SAW tire temperature and pi es~ ure monitor 

mounted onto and be)ow the valve stem. 

FIG. 14A is a sectioned view of the SAW tire pressure and temperature Inoniror of FIG. 14 

incorporating an absolute pressure SAW device. 

FIG. 14B is a sectioned view of the SAW tire pressure and temperature Inonj!:or of FIG .. 14 

20 incorporating a differential pressure SAW device. 

25 

30 

FIG. 15 is a view of an accelerometerwbased tire monitor also incorporating a SA'¥ pressun~ and. 

terripeuture monitor and cemented to the interior of the tire opposite the tread. 

FIG. 15A is a view of-an accelerometer-based tire monitor also incorporating a. SA'N }ressurl~ and 

temperature monitor and inserted into the tire opposite the tread during manufacture. 

FIG. 16 is a detailed view of a polymer on SAW pressure sensor. 

FIG. 16A is a view of a SAW temperature and pressure monitor on a single SAW d ~vl :(~. 

FIG. 16B is a view of an alternate design of a SAW temperature and pressure modtor on a single 

SA'V device. 

FrG. 17 is a perspective view ofa SAW temperature sensor. 

FlG. 17 A is a perspective view of a device that· can provide two measurements of teltlperature or 

one of templ~rature and another of some other physical or chemical property such as press· Ire or chemical 

concentration. 
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FIG. 17B is a top view of an alternate SAW devi~e capable (jf detennining tNO physical or 

chemic.al properties such as pressure and temperature. 

FIGS. 18 and 18A are views of a prior art SAW accelerometer that can be used for the tire monitor 

assembly of FIG. 15. 

FIGS. 19A, 19B, 19C, 19D and 19E are views of occupant"seat weight sensors lIsing a. slot 

spanning SAW strajn gage and other strain concentrating designs. 

FIG. 20A is a view of a view of a SAW switch sensor for mounting on orwithin a sUlface such as 

a vehicle alTO rest. 

FIG. 20B is a detailed perspective view of the device of FIG. 20A with the fo ·cc .. transmitt.ing 

10 member rendered transparent. 

FlG. 20C is a detailed perspective view of an alternate SAW device for use in FIG~;. ~:OA and 20B . 

shov'Iing the use of one of two possible switches, one that 'activates the SAW and the c,ther thn suppresses' 

the SAW. 

FIG. 21A is a detailed perspective view of a polymer and mass on SAW acc.e:leromerer for use in 

15 crash sensors, vehicle navigation, etc. 

FIG. 21B is a detailed perspective view of a nonnal mass on SAW accelerometer for use in crash 

sensor~;, vt:hicle navigation, etc. 

FIG. 22 is a view of a prior art SAW gyroscope that can be used with this inventior. 

F1G. 23A,' 23B and 23C are a block diagrams of three interrogators that can bt u:icd with this 

20 invention to interrogate several different devices. 

FIG. 24 is a perspective view of a SAW antenna system adapted for mounting undemc"·ath a vl~hicle 

and for communicating with the four mounted tires. 

FIG,. 24A is a detail view of an antenna system for use in the system of FIG. 24. 

FIG. 25· is an overhead view of a roadway with vehicles and a SAW road bm-jerature and 

25 humidity monitoring sensor. " 

~ .. 

FIG. 25A isa detail drawing of the monitoring sensor of FIG. 25. 

FfG. 26 is "a perspective view of a SAW system for locating a vehicle on a )'oad'va~r, and on the 

earth suIi~l.ce if accurate maps are available." It also illustrates the use of a SAW transponrer in the lkense 

plat~~'f.)r the: location· of preceding vehicles and preventing rear end impacts. 

F'Ier. 27 is a partial cutaway view of a section of a fluid reservoir with a SAVV' flllid pressure and 

temperatl1re sensor for monitoring oil, water, or other fluid pressure. 

FIG. 28 is a perspective view of a vehicle suspension system with SAW load St~nso··s. 
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FIG. 28A is a cross section detail view of a vehicle spring and shock absorber system with a SAW 

torque sensor system mounte.d fo~ measuring the stress in the vehicle spring of the sllspellSi(ltl syste~m of 

FIG. 28. 

FIG. 28B is a detail view of a SAW torque sensor and shaft compression sensor hrrHlgement for 

5 use with the arrangement of FIG. 28. 

FIG. 29 is a cutaway view of a vehicle showing possible mounting locations for vehicle interior 

ternper,~tulel humidity, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, alcohol or other chemical (lr pl ysical property 

measuring sl~nsors. 

FIG. 30A is a perspective view of a SAW tilt sensor using four SAW assemhlies for tilt 

10 measurement and one for temperature. 

FIG. 30B is a top view ofa SAW tilt sensor using three SAW assemblies'for til.t measurement each 

one of which can also measure temperature. 

FIG. 31 is a perspective exploded view of a SAW crash sensor for sensing fromai, side or rear 

crashe~:. 

15 FIG. 32 is a partial cutaway view ofa piezoelectric generator and tire monitor llsinE P\i'DF film. 
/,.. ...... ,.. "" 

20 

(: FIG. 32.~ cutaway view of the PVDF sensor of FIG. 32. 
---------- .' 

FIG. 33 is a perspective view with portions cutaway ofa SAW based vehicle gas g2ge. 

FIG. 33A is a top detailed view .of a SAW pressure and temperature monitor for u;;e in the system 

of FIG. 33. 

Fla. 34 is 'a partial cutaway view of a vehicle drives wearing a seatbelt with SAW jOf(:e sensors. 

FIG. 35 is an alternate arrangement of a SAW tire pressure and temperature mor,itor install.ed in 

the wheel rim-facing inside. 

r:.,~[G.=4 ~ ~ a schemati~ of a prior art deployment scheme for an airbag module. 

Ficr-:r"6B is a schematic of a deployment scheme for an airbag module in accQI'dance' with the 

25 invention. 

DETAILE]) DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

As noted above; the inventio~ relates generally to telematics and the transmissior of 'informtation 

from a. vehicle to one or more remote sites which can react to the position or status o·~ tile vehid~ or 

30 occupant(s) therein. 

Initi.ally, sensing of the occupancy of the vehicle and the optional transmission ofnis infomlation, 

which may include images, to remote locations will be discussed .. This entails obtaining ir fOJ mation from 
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variow: scmlors about the occupants in the passenger compartment of the vehicle, e.g., thl~ number of 

occupants, 1heir type and their motion, if any. 111ereafter, a discussion ·of general vehicle diagnostic 

methods will be discussed with the diagnosis being transmittable via a communications devhe 10 the remote 

locatio:ls. Finally, an extensive discussion of various sensors for use on the vehicle to se/lse different 

5 operating parameters and . conditions of the vehicle is provided. All of the sensors discussed terein can be 

coupled to a communications device enabling transmission of data, signals and/or image) tn the remote 

locations, and receptiOli of the same from the remote locations. 

Rd'brring to the accompanying drawings wherein the same reference numerals refe· tc the same or 

similar elmnents, FIG. 1 is a side view, with parts cutaway and removed of a vehicle showing the pass1enger 

10 compaJ1ment containing a rear facing child seat 610 on a front passenger seat 620 and otle mounting 

locatio:n for a first embodiment of a vehicle interior monitoring system in accordance witll the inverltion. 

The interior monitoring system is capable of detecting the presence of an object, dett:nnu ling the type of 

object, determining the location of the object, and/or dete~ining another property or charlct~ristic ()fthe 

objec~t. A property of the object could be the orientation ofa child seat, the velocity of an adult and th«;: like. 

15 For example:, the vehicle interior monitoring system can determine that an object is present -)0 the seat, that 

the object is a child seat and that the child seat is rea~-facing. The vehicle interior mOllltorillg liysteml~ould 

. also d~:ter:tnine that the object is an adult, that he is drunk and that he is out of pos,itior rc: lative to the 

airbag~ 

In this embodiment, six transducers 631, 632, 633, 640, 641 and 646 are used, Hlthough any 

20 number of transducers maybe used. Eachtransducer 631, 632, 633, 640, 641, 646 may I:omprjse only a 

transmitte.r which transmits energy, waves or radiation, only a receiver which receiv'~s energy, waves or . 

radiation; both a transmitter and a receiver capable of transmitting and receiving enl!rg~-, wav,es or 

radiation, all electric field sensor, a capacitive sensor, or a self-tuning antenna-based sensor, ~eight st;:nsor, 

chemical sensor, motion sensor or vibration sensor, for example. 

25 Slu;h transducers or receivers may be of the type which emit or receive a continuOlis ~ ignal, a~ time 

varying signal (such as a capacitor or electric field sensor) or a spacial varying signal such .lS in a scanning 

. syst(~m. One particular type of radiation-receiving receiver for use in the invention is a. rro:iv4~r capable of 

receivi:1g electromagnetic waves. 

Vlhen ultrasonic energy is used, transducer 632 can be used as a transmitter :LIld transducers 

30 631,633 as receivers. Naturally, other combinations can be used such as where all cransducers are 

transce:ive:rs (transmitters and receivers). For example, transducer 632 can be construrtec'. to transmit 

ultra/sonic energy toward the front passenger seat, which is modified, in this case by the oc,:ul'ying itc~m of 
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the passeng·er seat, i.e., the rear facing child seat 610, and the modified waves are] ee<;ived by the 

transducers 631 and 633, for example. A more common arrangement is ~here transduce] s t 31, 632 and 

633 am all nansceivers. Modification of the ultrasonic energy may constitute reflection"c f the ultrasonic 

energy as the ultrasonic energy is reflected back by the occupying item of the seat. The wa ve~ received by 

5 transducers 631 and 633 vary with time depending on the shape of the object occupying the palsenger seat, 

in this ca~;e the rear facing child seat 610. Each object will reflect back waves having a d!ffe rent pattern. 

Also, the pattenl of waves received by transducer 631 will differ from the pattern receivc.i by transducer 

633 in view of its different mounting location. This difference . generally permits the d.!te~ination of 

locatio:1 of 1he reflecting surface (i.e., the rear facing child seat 610) through triangulatioll. Through the 

10 use of two transducers 631,633, a sort of stereographic image is received by the two 1rar.srlucers and 

recordt:d 1br analysis by processor 601, which is coupled to the transducers '631,632,633. This imag,~ will 

differ for each object that is placed on the vehicle seat and it will also change for each Ilosition of a 

particular I)bject and for each position of the vehicle seat.. Elements 631, 632, 633, although described as 

transducers, are representative of any type of component used in a waveMbased analysis techmqlie. 

15 Mention is made above of the use of wave-type sensors as the transducers 631, 632, 6.3 3 'as well as 

electric: field sensors. Electric field sensors and wave sensors are essentially the same from the point of view 

of sensing the presence of an occupant in a vehicle. In both cases, a time varying electric fek. is disturbed 

or mod.ifi(~1 by the presence of the occupant. At high frequencies in the visual, infrared and hi;~h frequency' 

radio wave region, the sensor is based 011 its capability to sense change of wave chara,;teristics of the 

20 electromagnetic fie~d, such as amplitude, phase or frequency. As the frequency drops: Dthe' cJ taracteI'istics . I 

of the :field are measured .. At still lower frequencies, the occupant's dielectric properties modif{ parameters 

of the teacti ve electric field in the occupied space between/near the plates of a Capacitor. In tlU s latter case, 

the sensor senses the' change" in charge distribution on the capacitor plates by measuring, 10r example, the 

current wave· magnitude or phase in the electric circuit that drives' the capa~it(lr. l'he;e measured 

25 pa~meters are directly connected with parameters of the displacement current in the oc:cupied space. In all 

cases, the presence of the occupant reflects, absorbs or modifies the waves or variations in ~he electric: field 

in the ;)pa.ee occupied by the occupant. Thus for the purposes, of this invention, capadtan;e, electric. 'field 

or electromagnetic wave sensors are equivalent and although they are all technically "field" sensors they 

will be considered as "wave" sensors herein. What follows is a discussion comparing the sinilarities and 

]0 diffe:rence:s between two types of field or wave sensors, electromagnetic w~ve sensors ar d capacitive 

sensor;~ as exemplified by Kithil in U.S. Pat. No.5, 702,634. 
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An dectromagnetic field disturbed or emitted by a passenger in the case of an electromagnetic 

wave sensor, for example, and the electric field sensor of Kithil, for example, are in many ways similar and 

. equivalent for the purposes of this invention. The electromagnetic wave sensor is an actual ( lectromagnetic 

. wave sc:nsor by definition because they sense parameters of a wave, which is a coupled pair I,f (ontinuously 

j changing e:lel;tric and magnetic fields. The electric field here is not a static, potential onl~. It is ·~ssentially a 
dynami·~, rotational electric field coupled with a changing magnetic one, that is, an electromagnetic ·wave. 

It ·canllot be produced by a steady distribution of electric charges: It is initially produ4:ed by moving 

electric charges in a transmitter, even if this transmitter is a passenger body for t]l(~ ca~,e of a passive 

infrared sensor. 

10 In the Kithil sensor, a static electric field is declared as an initial materi.al agent coupling. a . 

passenger and. a sensor (see Column 5, lines 5-7): "The p~oxlmity sensor 12 each function by creating an 

electroHtatic field between oscillator input loop 54 and detector output loop 56; 'which is affected by 

presen(~e of a person near by, as a result of capacitive coupling, ... "). It is a potential nl)n-rotational 

electric. field. It is not necessarily coupled with any magnetic field. It is the electric field 01' a ·::apacitor. It 

15 can be produced with a steady distribution of electric charges. Thus, it is not an electromf·gn~tic wave by 

definition but if the sensor is driven by a varying current, then it produces a quasistatil:; ele·;tric field in the 

space between/near the plates of the capacitor. 

Kithil declares that his capacitance sensor uses a static electric field. Thus, from the c:.onsideration 

above, one (~ conclude that Kithil' s sensor cannot be treated as a wave sensor becallse th, re are no nctuat 

20 electromagnetic waves but only a static electric field of the capacitor in the sensor system. ';-Iov~lever, tllis is 

not believed to be the case. The Kithil system could not operate with a true static e1ectric fidd because a 

steady Syste:m does not carry any information. Therefore, Kithil is forced to use an oscillltor: causing an 

alternate current in the capacitor and a reactive quasi-static electric field in the space betwf en the capacitor 

plates, and a detector to reveal an informative change of the sensor capacitance caused b} th ~ presenee of 

25 an occupant (see Fig. 7 and its description). In this case, ~he system becomes a "wave sen:jor' in the sense· 

that it starts generating actual time-varying electric field that certainly originates electromagnetic' w'aves 

according to the definition above. That is, Kithil's sensor can be treated as a wave sensor "egardless of the 

shape of the: e1ectric field that it creates, a beam or a spread shape. 

As follows from the Kithil patent, the capacitor sensor is lIkely a parametric S~!stc:in where the 

30 capacita:nc~e of the sensor is controlled by influence of the passenger body. This influence lS transfern~d by 

me,UUi of the near electromagnetic field (i.e., the wave-like process) coupling the capacit<,r t lect.rodl~s and 

the body. It is important to note that the same influence takes place' with a real static electriC field also, that 
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is in. absencl~ of any wave phenomenon. This would be a situa~ion i~there were no oscil1atcr in Kithil's 

system However, such a system is not workable and thus Kithil reverts to a dynamic sys' err. using time

varying ekctric fields. 

Thus, although Kithil declares the coupling is due to a static electric field, sw:h a sit.lation is not 

5 realized in his system because an alternating electromagnetic field ("quasi-wave") exists in tIl(: system due. 

to the oscillator. Thus. his sensor is actually a wave sensor, that is, it is sensitive to a ch:m!;e of a '~(~ve 

field in tlU! vehicle compartment. This change is measured by measuring the change: of ts capacitance. 

The capa<:itHnce of the sensor system is detennined by the configuration of its electrode:s, Olle of which is a 

human body, that is, the passenger inside of and the part which controls the electrode cO!lfiguratioll and 

10 hence a sensor parameter, the capacitance. 

The physics definition of "wave" from Webster's Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictoll'U-Y is: .. -II. ' 

Physics. A progressive disturbance propagated from point to point in,a medium or space Vo'ithout progress 

or advanc~: of the points themselves, ... ". In a ~apacitor, the time that it takes for the disturhance (a change 

in voltage:) to propagate through space, the dielectric; and to the opposite plate is gene"ally small and 

15 neglected hut it is not zero. As the frequency driving the capacitor increases and the distanc~ sl~parating the. 

plates :incrcases, this transmission time as a percentage of the period of oscillation can beci )m.~ significant. 

Nevertheles~i, an observer between the plates will see the rise and fall of the electric field mu;h like a person 

standing in .he water of an ocean. The presenc~ of a dielectric body between the plates caw;es the waves to 

get bigger as more electrons flow to and from the plates of the capacitor. Thus, an, OCCUl)aIlt affects the 

20 magnitude of these waves which is sensed by the capacitor circuit. Thus, the electromagnetic field is a 

matc::rial agtmt that carries information about a passenger's position in both Kithil's aJld a beam~type 

el,ectromagnetic wave sensor. 

For ultrasonic systems, tIle "image" recorded from each ultrasonic transducer/receive(, is actually 

a time ~eries of digitized data of the amplitude of the received signal versus time. Sinc~ bere are two 

25 receivers, two time series are obtained which are , processed by the processor 601. The: pro:essor 601 may 

include electronic circuitry and associated, embedded software.' Processor 601 constitul es one fOlm' of 

generating'means in accordance with the invention which generates information about the 0 ;Ct pancy of the 

passenger compartment based on the waves received by the transducers 631,632,633. 

V/h~n different objects are placed on the front passenger seat, the two images fi orr. transducers 

30 63l,633, for example, are different but there arc also similarities between all images of r!af facing child 

seats, for example, regardless of where on the vehicle seat it is placed and regardless of what company 

manuflctumd the child seat. Alternately, there will be similarities between all images of I eople sitting' on 
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the seal: n:ga.rdless of what they are wearing, their age ~r size. The pr?blem is to find th(:' "ntIes" which 

differentiate the images of one type, of object from the images of other types of obje( ts, e.g., which 

differentiate the occupant images from the rear facing child seat images. The similarities t)flhese images 

for var:ious ehild seats are frequently not obvious to a person looking at plots of the time series and thus 

5 ,computer algorithms are dev~loped to sort out the various patterns. For a more detail"l discussion of 

pattern re<~ognition see U.S. Pat. No. 5,943,295 to Varga et. al., which is incorporated herelll b~,' reference: 

The detennination of these rules is important to the pattern recognition techniques used in ,this 

invention. In general, three approaches have been useful, artificial intelligence, fuzzy log c ,md artificial 

neural net.works (including cellular and modular or combination neural networks and support vector 

10 machines) (although additional types of pattern recognition teclmiques may also be used, sud) as sensor 

fusion), In some implementations of this invention, such as the determination that there is m object in ~~e 
path of a dosing window as described below, the rules are sufficiently obvious that a trainee: researcher can 

somdirnes look at the returned signals and devise a simple algorithm to make the required determinations. 

In others, such as the determination of the presence of a rear facing child seat or of an occuP,Ult, artificial 

15 neural networks are used to determine the mles. One such set of neural network software for determining 

the pa1xenl r,ecognition nIles is available from the NeuralWare Corporation of Pittsburgh, Pt nu;ylvania. 

The system used in a preferred implementation of this invention for the detenllination of the, 

pres(~nee of.1 rear facing child seat, of an occupant or of an'empty seat is the artificial neural network. In 

this case, the network operates on the two returned signals as sensed by transducers 631 .md 633, fo"r 

20 ,example. Through a training session, the system is taught to differentiate between the three cases. This is 

done by conducting a large number of experiments where all possible child seats are placell ir, all possible 

orientations on the front passenger seat. Similarly, a sufficiently large number of expedments are run with 

human occupants and with boxes, bags of groceries and other objects (both inanima{( and animate). 

Sometimes as many as 1,000,000 such experiments are run before the neural network i:; sufficiently trai!led 

25 so tha": it can differentiate among the three cases and output the correct decision·, wi l:h a. very high 

prohability, Of course, it must be realized that a neural network can also be trained to diff,'feJltiate among 

additional cases~ C.g., a forward facing child seat. 

Once the network is determined, it is possible to examine the result using ·tools supplie:d by 

NCUlralWare or International Scientific Research, for example, to detenninc the n11,~s t1 at were fmally 

30 arrived ar. by the trial and error techniques. In that case, the rules can then be programmed imo a 

micro{:TQ(:>;:ssor resulting in a fuzzy logic or other rule based system. Alternately, a neur 11 I~omputer, or 

cellular' neural network, can be used to implement the net directly. In' either case, the' implementation can' 
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be carried out by those skilled in the art of pattern recognition. If a microprocessor is use<l~ a memory 

device :is also required to store the data from the analog to digital conv~rter,s t~at digiti:re the data from the 

receiving transducers. On the other hand, if a neural network computer is used; the analo~ signal ,call be 

fed directly from the transducers to the neural network input nodes and an intennediate m(:mory is not 

5 required. Memory of some type is needed to store the computer programs in the case of the microproc,essor 

system and if the neural computer is used for more than one task, a memory is needed to stl)re the net",'ork 

specific va]ues associated with each task. 

Electromagnetic energy based occupant sensors exist that use many portions of the dec:tromagnetic 

spectrum. A system based on the ultraviolet, visible or infrared portions of the spectrum g( ne"ally operate 

1 0 with a transmitter and a receiver of reflected radiation. The receiver may be a camera or a plloto detector 

such ~, a' pin or avalanche diode as described in detail in above-referenced patents and patent applicaticJns. 

At other fn:quencies, the absorption of the electromagnetic energy is primarily and at still 01 her frequencies 

the c;apaci'lance or electric field influencing effects are used. Generally, the humrul body wi1l reflect, 

scatter, absorb or transmit electromagnetic energy in various degrees depending on the fi equ(mcy of the 

15 electromagnetic waves. All such occupant sensors are included herein. 

In the embodiment wherein electromagnetic energy is used~ it is to be appreciated that any portion 

of the ele(:tromagnetic signals that impinges upon, surrounds or involves a body portion of the OCC~p,U1t is 

at least. pmtially absorbed by the body portion. Sometimes, this is due to the fact that the human body is 

composed primarily of water, and that electromagnetic energy of certain frequencies is rea~ IJy absorbed by 

20 water. Thl~ a.mount-of electromagnetic signal absorption is related to the frequency of the si~na], and size or 

blilk of th~-: body portion that the signal impinges upon. For example, a torso of a huma1L b)dy tends to 

absorb a greater percentage of electromagnetic energy than a hand of a human body. 

Thus, when electromagnetic waves or energy signals are transmitted by a transmittt'r, ',he returning 

waves received by a receiver provide an indication of the absorption of the electromagnc:tic {nergy. That is, 

25 absorption of electromagnetic energy will vary depending on the presence or absence of a, hl!m;m occupant, 

the occupant's size, bulk, surface reflectivity, etc, depending on the frequency, so that diffeJ'en',. signals will 

be rf:~e ived relating to the degree or extent of absorption by the occupying item on t]U\ sea t. The rec.eiver 

will pr'JdU<~f: a signal representative of the returned waves or energy signals which will thlls ,~onstitutt~ a~ 

absorption signa.l as it corresponds to the absorption of electromagnetic energy by the o.:cup ying item i.n the 
, , 

30 seat. 

One or more of the transducers 631, 632, 633 can also be image-receiving d,:vil~S, sud. as 

camefClS, 'which take images of the interior of the passenger compartment. These images call bc~ transmitted 
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to a remole facility to monitor the passenger compartment or can he stored in a mem()ry (levee for use in 

the (~vent of an accident, i.e., to determine the status of the occupants of the vehicle pri.:>r to tht~ accidc;:nt. In 

this manm!T:. it can be ascertained whether the driver was falling asleep, talking on the phonl:, etc. 

A memory device for storing the images of the passenger compartment, and also {.)r receiving and 

5 storing any of the other infonnation, parameters and variables relating to the vehicle or O.;Cl' pancy of the 

v~hick, may be in the fonn a standardized "black box"· (instead of or in addition toa m~mory part in a 

processor 601). The IEEE Standards AssociatiOll is currently begilUling to develop an international 

standard for motor vehicle event data recorders. TIle information stored in the black hox andlor memory 

unit in th(~ processor 601, can include the images of the interior of the passenger comparbne nt as well as the 

:I 0 number of occupants and the health state of t,he occupants. The black box· would preferlbl y' be tamper

proof and crash-proof and enable retrieval of the information after a crash. 

FIG. 2 shows schematically the interface between a vehicle interior nlonitcring syst(!m in 

accordance with· the invention and the vehicle's. cellular ~r other teJematics communication system. An 

adu]t occupant 710 is shown sitting on the front passenger.seat 720 and four transducers 731,732,640 and 

:15 641 are lIs·~d to determine the presence (or absence) of the occupant on that seat 720. One of the 

transducers 732 in this case acts as both a transmitter and receiver while transduccr 73 a·;ts only as a 

recciv(:r. Alternately, transducer 731 could serve as both a transmitter and receivc)' or the transmitting 

function could be alternated between the two devices. Also, in many cases more that two ·;:ra.nsmittcrs and 

receivers are used and in still other cases other types .of sensors, such as electric field, capacitance:. self-

20 tuning antennas (collectively represented by 140 and 141), weight, seatbe]t, heartbt:at, morion and seat 

position sensors, are also used in combination with the radiation sensors. 

For.a general object, transducers 731, 732, 140, 141 can also be used to d·~ernin~ the type of 

object, dl~tennine the location of the object, and/or determine another property or char l.Ct·)ristic of the . 

object. A property of the object could be the orientation of a child seat, the velocity of an ac luh and the like. 

25 For exampk~, the transducers 731, 732, 140, 141 can be designed to enab1e a determination that an object is 

present 011 the seat, that the object is a child seat and that the child seat is rear-facing. 

ll:te: transducers 731 and 732 are attached to the vehicle buried in the A-pill.ar trim, where "their 

presence ca.n be disguised, and are colUlected to processor 601 that may also be hidden in t~ e· t :im as shown 

(this being a non-limiting position for the processor 601). The A-pillar is the roof ~:UPPI)rt pillar that is 

:W closest to the front of the vehicle and which, in addition to supporting the roof, als·:> SU)P<~lts the front 

windshield and the front door. Other mounting locations can also be used. For example, 1 rar sducers 731) 

732 can .he mounted inside the seat (along with or in place of transducers 140 and 14]), in 1he ceiling of the 
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vehide. in the B-pillar, in the C-piHar and in the doors. Indeed, the vehic1~ interior monitl>ring syst{:m in 

accordanc(~ with the invention may comprise a p]urality of monitoring units, each anang('d TO monitor a 

particular'seating location. In this case, for the rear seating locations, ,transducers might-be mounted 1n the 

B-piHa:r or C-pillar or in the rear of the front seat or in the rear side doors', Possible mounti 19 locations for 

5 transducers, transmitters, receivers and other occ,upant sensing devices are disclosed in the above~ 

referenced patent applications and all of theSe mounting locations are contempla1ed fer lise with the 

transducers described herein. 

The cellular phone or other communications system 740 outputs to an ,mteru;a 750A. The 
. .' . 

transducers 731, 732, 140 and 141 in conjunction'with the pattern recognition hardwan: a1d software, 

10 whic.h 'tS implemented in processor 601 and is packaged on a printed circuit board or f1c~x ci,'cuit along with 

the, transducers 731 and 732, determine the presence of an occupant within a few seco,t1ds : dh r the vehicle 

is started~ or within a few seconds after the door is closed. Similar systems located to monitor 'the 

remaining s,~ats in the vehicle, also determine the presence of occupants at the other seatirg locations and 

this'result is stored in the computer memory which is part of each monitoring system pr.:>ces·ior 60 I, 

15 P~:rjodically and in particular in the event of an accident, the electronic system. ass, >ei.lted with the 

cellular phone system 740 interrogates the'various interior monitoring system memories and arrives at a 

cOllnt of1he number of occupants in the vehicle, and optionally, even makes a detenni:natic n CtS to whether 

each occlllmnt was wearing a seatbelt and if he or she ,is moving after the accident. TIle p}Ione or other 

communications system then automatically dials the EMS operator (such as 911 or l1rroll.gh a 1elematics 

20 service sud. as OnStar®) and the information obtained from the interior monitoring systems is forwarded 

so thaI a d(:tennination can be made as to the number of ambulances and other equipmen tJ send to the 

accident sjtl~, for example, Such vehicles will also have a syste1l\ such as the global. pos itic'lung system, 

which perrr~ts the vehicle to determine its exact location and to forward this information to the EMS 

op~ratJr, 

25 111\1s, in basic embodiments of the invention, wave or other energy-receiving transducers are 

arranged in the vehicle at appropriate locations, trained if necessary depending or tlm parti(;ular 

embodiIne.nt, and function to detennine whether a life form is present in the vehicle and if S( I, 110W many life 

fonns are present and where they are located etc, To this end, transducers can be arrange<l tc be operative 

at only a ~;ingle seating locations or at multiple seating locations wi~ a provision being trade to eliminate 

30 rep(:titive count of occupants. A determination can also be made using the transducers as tc whether the 1ife 

fomns are humans, or more specificaJIy, adults, chil.d in child seas, etc. As noted above and ')elow, '~Iis is 

possible lIs:ing pattern recognition techniques. Moreover, the processor or processon; associated with the 
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trans.ducers can be trained to detemline'the location of the life forms, either periodically or ·;ontinuously or 

possibly only imnlediately before, during and after a crash. The location or the life forms can he as general 

or as specific as necessary depending on the sy~tem requirements, i.e., a determination can be made that a 

human is situated on the driver's seat in a nonrtaJ position (general) or a detennination can be made that a 

5 human is situated on the driver's seat and is leaning forward andlor to the side at a spe,c;ific lDE';le a~ well as ' 

the po~:itiol1 of his or her extremities and head and chest (specifically). The degree of detail is limitc~d by 

severa) factors, including, for example, the number and position of transducers and tminin g c f the pattern 

recogmtioll algorithm. 

In addition to the use of transducers to ddermine the presence and location of oc,;upants in a 

10 vehicle, otlmr sensors could also be used, For example, a heartbeat sensor which d(~tennine~. the number 

and presenct~ of heartbeats can also· be arranged in the vehicle, which would thus also d4~terr, lin~ the number 

of occupmlts as the number of occupants would be equal to the number of heartbeats Conventional 

heartbeat sensors can be adapted to differentiate between a heartbeat of an adult, a heartbe:tt of a child and 

a heartbeat of an animal. As its name impl~es, a heartbeat sensor detects a heartbeat, and the magnitude 

] 5 then:of: of a. human occupant of the seat, if such a human occupant is present. The output of Jle hem1beat 

sensor is input to the processor of the interior monitoring system. One heartbeat sl~nso' fc)r use in the 

invention may be of the types as disclosed in McEwan (U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,573,012 and 5,761;,2'18 whi(:h are 

inco:rp(~rated herein in their entirety by reference). The heartbeat sensor can bf: po;itbned alt any 

conven.ient position relative to the seats where occupancy is being monitored. A prefened l( 'cajon is within 

20 the vehicle seatback. 

AJI alternative way to detennine the number of occupants is t'o monitor the weight )ei'lg applied to 

the seats, itl., each seating location, by arranging weight sensors at each seating location v'hich might also 

be a.bl,~ to provide a weight distribut.ion of an object on the seat. Analysis of the weight and/or weight 

distrib:ltiol1 by a predeteffilined method can provide an indication of occupancy by ahumaR. an adult or 

25 child, or an inanimate object. 

Another type of sensor which is not believed to have been used in an interior m<'nit::lring system 

heretofore is a micropower impulse radar (MIR) sensor which determines motion of an oc ~uIlant and tllUS 

can determine his or her heartbeat (as evidenced by motion of the chest). Such an MIll s ~nsor c,an be 

arranged to det(:ct motion in a particular area in which the occupant's chest would most likely be situated 

30 or cou1d 1:11;: coupled to an arrangement which determines the. location of the occupant's dest and. then 

adjus~; the operational field of the MIR.sensor based on the determined location of the OCC1)pant's chest. A 

motion sensor utilizing a micro-power impulse radar (MIR) system as disclosed, for exam lIe in Mc:Ewan 
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(U.S. Pat. No. 5,361,070, which is incorporated herein by reference), as well as many I:>ther patents by the 

same inventor. Motion sensing i~ accomplished by monitoring a particular range from tt (! sensor as 

disclosed in that patent. MIR is one form of radar which has applicability to occupant sen:;ing and C,Ul be 

mounted a.1 various locations in the vehicle. It has an advantage over ultrasonic sensors in that data cm) be 

5 acquired at a higher speed and thus the motion of an occupant can be more easily trac;ked. lhe ability to 

obtain :retUITlS over the entire occupancy range is somewhat more difficult than with ultrasonnc resulting in 

a more expensive system overall. MIR has additional advantages in lack of sensitivity to temper.ature 

variation ilnd has a comparable resolution to about 40 kHz ultrasound. Resolution compHrahle to higher 

frequency is also possible. Additional1y, multiple MIR sensors can be used when high speed tracking of the 

10 motion of an occupant during a crash is required since they can be individually pulsed witilOllt interfer~l1g 

with each through time division multiplexing. 

All alternative way to determine motion of the occupant(s) is to monitor the weigh1 distribution of 

the oc(:npant whereby changes in weight distribution after an acCident would be highl~' sL1ggesti'V,~ of 

movement of the occupant. A system for detennining the weight distribution of the occupants could be 

15 integrated or otherwise arranged in the seats 620, 720 of the vehicle and several pateilts and publications 

describe such systems. 

More generally, any sensor which determines the presence and health state of an oc-::uJlant can also 

be integra.1ed into the vehicle interior monitoring system in accordance with the invention. For example, a 

sensitive motion sensor can detennine whether an occupant is breathing and a chemica} sensor can 

·20 detelmine the amount of carbon dioxide, or the concentration of carbon dioxide, in the alC il the vl~hicle 

which can be correlated to the health state of the occupant(s). TIle motion sensor and chemical sensor can 

be d~signt!d to have a fixed operational field',situated where the occupant's mouth is most likely to be 

located. In this manner, detection of carbon dioxide in the fixed operational field couk b.~ used as an 

indieation of the, presence of a human occupant in order to enable the detenninaticn oi the number of 

25 occlipants in the vehicle. In the alternative. the motion sensor ~d chemical sensor can b( a«(justable and 

adapted to adjust their operational field in conjunction with a detennination by an occupant position and 

location st:nsor which would determine the location of specific parts of the occupant's bod), e.!~., his or her 

chest or mouth. Furthennore, an occupant position and location sensor can be lIsed t) c:etermint: the 

location of the occupant's eyes and determine whether the occupant is conscious, i.e., wietber his or her 

30 eyes are opt:n or closed or moving. 

l1w use of chemical sensors can also be used to detect whether there is blood present h the ve:hicle; 

for CJ~.lmple, after an accident. Additionally, microphones can detect whether there i5 Doi ie in the vehicle 
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caus(~d by groaning, yelling, etc., and transmit any such noise through the cellular or other ;of1munication 

connection to a remote listening facility (such as operated by OnStar®). 

F1G, 3 shows a schematic diagram of an embodiment of the invention indudin: ~ a system for 

detennining the presence and health state of any occupants of the vehicle and a telecomm':mi~ations link. 

S This embodiment includes means for determining the presence of any occupants 410 whic.h. nay take the 

fonn of a heartbeat sensor or motion sensor as described above and means for determining the health si:c1te 

of any oCGupants 412. The latter means may be integrated into the means for determining the presence of 

any oc(:upants, i.e., one and the same component, or separate therefrom. Further, means for det~rmining the 

location, ~LUd optionally velocity" of the occupants or one or more parts thereof 414 are pn ivielcd and may 

lObe any conventional occupant position sensor or preferably, one of the occupant posil iOll sensors as 

described herein (e.g., those utilizing waves. electromagnetic radiation or electric fields) or as described'in 

the current assignee's patents and patent applications referenced above. 

A processor 416 is coupled to the presence detennining means 410, the health sllte detennining 

means 412 and tJle location determining means 414. A communications unit 41 H, is co~,lpled to the 

15 proces:;or 4l6. The processor 416 and/or communications unit 418 can also be coupled to microphones 

420 that can be distributed throughout the vehicle and include voice~processing cireuitrv 1) enable the 

occupa,nt( s) to effect vocal control of the processor 416, communicati'ons unit 418 or ;my cou pled 

component or oral communications via the communication~ unit 418. The processor 4 L6. is 'al~;() coupled to 

another ,,~:hicular system, component or subsystem 422 and can issue control c{)mmands to ,effect 

20 adjustment of the operating conditions of the system, component or subsystem. Such a system, component 

or sub:;yst~;rn can be'the heating or air-conditioning system, the entertainment system, an OCCUpiIDt restraint 

de~ice such as an airbag, a glare prevention system, etc. Also, a positioning system 424 ~,)uld be coupLed 

to the proct:ssor 416 and provides an indication of the absolute position of the vehide~ J1referably using 

satellite-based positioning technology (e.g., a GPS receiver). 

25 In normal use (other than after a crash), the presence determining means 410 de'ennine wh(~her 

any human occupants are present, i.e., adults or children, and the location determining means 414 

determine: the occupant's location. The processor 416 receives signals representative of tilt: presence of 

occupants CLnd their location and determines whether the vehicular systelll, compon~nt 01 subsystem 422 

can btl modified to optimize its' operation for the specific arrangement of occupants. FOI example, if the 

30 pro(;essor 416 detennines that only the front. seats in the vehicle are occupied, it could cQ,ltrol the hleating 

system to provide heat only through vents situated to provide heat for the front*seated occupants. 
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Another pos&ible vehicular system, component or" subsystem is a navigational aid, Le.: a route 

display or map. In this case, the position of the vehicle as determined by the positioning system' 424 is 

convleyl~ through processor 4,16 to the communications unit 418 to a remote facility and" a map is 

transmitted H'om this facility to the vehicle to be displayed on the" route display. If directiol!s 2.re needed, a 

5 request for the SBlue could be entered into an input unit 426 associated with the pro( es!,or 416 "and 

transmitted to the facility. Data for the display map "and/or vocal instructions could be tram:mitted from 

this fC\.cility to the vehicle. 

M.oreover, using this embodiment, it is possible to remotely monitor the heal h state of the 

occupants in the vehicle and most importantly, the driver. The health state determining me: LllS 412 may .. be 

10 " used to deteet whether the driver's breathing is erratic or indicative of a state in which the ,Iri,rer is do:~ing 

off. nle health state determining means 412 could also include a breath4 analyzer to determ ine wheth~~r the 

driver's breath contains alcohol. In this case, the health state of the driver is relayed throug h tIle processor 

416 and the communications unit 418 to the remote facility and appropriate action can be taken. "For 

example, it would be possible to transmit a command to the vehicle to activate an alarm or illuminate a 

15 warn.ing lj!~ht or if the vehicle is equipped with an automatic guidance system and ignition slut-off, to cause 

the vehicle to come to a stop on the shoulder of the roadway or elsewhere out of the traflic :itream. The" 
alarm, warning light, automatic guidance system and ignition shut-off are thus parti;uhr vehicular 

components or subsystems represented by 422. 

In use after a crash, the presence determining means 410, health state determining means 412 a.nd 

20 ]ocat:ioll dj~l~rmining means 414 can obtain r;eadings from the passenger compartrmmt .llld direct such" 

readings to the prqcessor" 416. The processor 416 analyzes the information and directs or controls the 

transmission., of the 'jnfonnation about the occupant(s) to a remote, manned facility. S\lch infonnation 

would include the number and type of occupants, i.e., adults, children, infants, whetll,er any of the 

occnpants have stopped breathing or are breathing erratically, whether the occupants ar,: c)nscious (as 

25 evidenGed by, e.g., eye motion), whether blood is present (as detected by a chemical sen~;or) ,me whetllj~r the 

occupants are making noise. Moreover, the communications link through the communkaticns unit 418 can 

be activated immediately after the crash to enable personnel at the remote faci lit):. to "initiate 

commllni(~ations with the vehicle. 

An occupant sensing system can also involve sensing for the presence of a Jiving o;cupant ina 

30 trunk of a vehicle or in a closed vehicle, for example, when a child is inadvertently 1eft i I the vehide or 

enters the trunk and the tnmk closes. To this end, a SAW4 based chemical sensor 250 is ilhlstrated in ].lG. 

4A for mounting in a vehicle tnmk as illustrated in FIG. 4. The chemical sensor 25(' is designed" to 
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measure (:arbon dioxide concentration through the mass loading effects as described in U.S. Pat. No. 

4,895,017, which is incorporated by reference herein, with a polymer coating selected thai is sensitive to 

carbon dioxide. 'The speed of the surface acoustic wave is a function of the carbon diox ide leve1 in the 

atmosphen:. Se(:tion 252 of the chemical sensor 250 contains a coating of such a polymer and the aCOllstic 

5 veJocity in this section is a measure of the carbon dioxide concentration. Temperat;lre effects are 

eliminated t:hrough a comparison of the sonic 'velocities in sections 251 and 252 as desc.ribed ab )ve. 

Thu:~, when tnmk lid 260 is closed and a source of carbon dioxide such as a chi Id Jr anilli .... tJ is 

. trapped. wi111in the trunk, the chemical sensor 250 will provide information indicating the presence of the 

carb()n dioxide producing object to the interrogator which can then release the trunk lock pernitting trunk. 

10 . to automatically open. In this manner, the problem of children and animals suffocating in dO:ied trunk~ is 

elimiriated. Alternately, information that a person or animal is trapped in a trunk can be sent by the 

telematics system to law enforcement authorities or other location remote from the vehicle. 

A s:imilar device can. be distributed at various locations within the passenger corrpartment of' 

vehicle along WJth a combined temperature sensor. If the car has been left with a <.~hild Of other ~U1jmal 

15 while owm:r is shopping, for ex~ple, and if the temperature rises' within the vehicle to an I.m~ afe levd. or, 

altenlately~ if the temperature drops below an unsafe level, then the vehicle can be s!gn.lled to ta.ke . 

appropriate action which may involve opening the windows or starting the vehicle with either air 

conditioning or heating as appropriate. Alternately, infonnation that a person Of animal is trapped within a 

vehide can be sent by the telematics system to law enforcement authorities or other locatbn remote from 

20 the vehicle. Thus, 'through these simple wireless powerless sensors, the problem of suffocai:iolL eitJler from 

lack of oxygen or death from excessive heat or cold can all be solved in a simple, low-c:ost manner through 

usin~~ .2Ll1 interrogatof as disclosed in the current assignee's U.S.' patent application Ser. Ho. 10/079,065 

incorporated by reference herein in its entirety .. 

Additionally, a sensitive layer on a SAW can be made to be sensitive to othe:r cht:micals SUdl as 

25 water vapor for humidity control or alcohol for drunk driving control. Similarly, the s~)nsitlve: layer Cilll be 

designed to be sensitive to carbon monoxide thereby preventing car,bon monoxide poisoniJ 19. .Many other 

chemicals can be sensed for specific applications such as to check for chemical leaks in. commercial 

vehicles, fbr example. Whenever such a sensor system detennines that a dangerous situatio'l i~ developing, 

an alarm .:al1 be sounded and/or the situation can be automatically communicated to an off vet ic1e location 

30 through telematics, a cell phone such as a 911 call., the Internet or though a subscriber ~er.rice sudl as 

OnStar®. 
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Described above is a system for determining the status of occupants in a vehi(;le, and in the l~veJlt 

of an C3'.ccident or at any other appropriate time, transmitting the status of the, occup:mts, a.r.d option~lly 

additional infomlation, via a communications channel or link to a remote monitoring facili~·. I 1 addition to 

the status of the occupant, it is also important to be able to analyze the operating conditions of the ve:hicle 

5 and del:ect when a component of the vehicle is about to fail. By notifying the driv(~r' 01 the impending 

failure oftlw component, appropriate corrective action can ~e taken to avoid such failure. 

The operating conditions of the vehicle can also be transmitted along with thl: status of the 

occupants to a remote monitoring facility. The operating conditions of the vehicle :include whether the 

motor i.s running and whether the vehicle is moving. Thus, in a general embodiment in wh icb infonnation 

lOon both oc·cupancy of the vehicle and the operating conditions of the vehicle are transmitt( ~d, one or m~re 

propei1ies or characteristics of occupancy of the vehicle are determined, such constitutng information 

about the occupancy of the vehicle, and onc or more states of the vehicle or of a component )f 1 he vehicle is 

determ·ined. such constituting information about the operation of the vehicle. The infomlltio~l about. the 

occupancy (If the vehicle and operation of the vehicle are selectively transmitted, possibly the infonnation 

15 . about occupancy to an emergency response center and the information about the vehick tc a dealer or 

repair facility. 

Transmission of the information about the operation of the vehicle, i.e., diagnos' ,ic infonnalion, 

may be achieved via a satellite andlor via the Internet. The vehicle would thus inelt·de appropriate' 

electronic hardware andlor software to enable the tra.nsmission of a signal to a satellite, fr~n l ",here it ,:ould 

2.0 be re-transmitted t6 ~ remote location, andlor to enable the transmission to a web site or h('st :omputer. In 

the latter case, the ", vehicle could be assigned a domain name or e-mail address joe Hertification or 

transmission origination purposes. 

It is important to appreciate that the preferred embodiment of the vehicle diagllosti.; Ul.it described. 

below performs the diagnosis, i.e., processes the input from the various sensors, on the v~hkle using for 

25 examp]e a processor embodying a pattern recognition technique such as a neural network T~le processor 

thus receives data or signals from the sensors and generates an output indicative or represertative of the 

30 

operating eonditions of the vehicle or its component. A signal could thus be generated indicative of an 

unde:rinflated tire, or an overheating engine. 

For the discussion below, the following temlS are defined as follows: 

The tenn "component" refers to any part or assembly of parts which is mounted 10'(f a part of a 

motor vehicle a~ld which is capable of emit.ting a signal representative of its operating ~:ta~e. Ihe following 

is a parti(!,llist of general automobile and truck components, the list not being exclusivl~' 
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:5 

10 

15 

20 

engine; 

transmission; 

'brakes and associated brake assembly; 

tirc~s ; 

,stl~eling wheel and steering column assembly; 

wate:r pump; 

alternator; 

shlxk absorber; 

wheel mounting assembly; 

radiator; 

baltery; 

oil pump; 

fuel pump; 

air (:ondi~ioner compressor; 

di ffi~rential gear; 

exhaust system; 

fan belts; 

engine valves; 

steering assembly~ 

vehicle suspension including shock absorbers; 

. vehicle wiri~g system; and 

, engine cooling fan assembly. 

The: tenn "sensor" refers to any measuring or sensing device 'mounted on a, vehi(O'le or any of its 

25 components including new sensors mounted in co~junction with the diagnostic modul(~ in accordanc(~ with 

30. 

the "invention. .A partial, non-exclusive list of common sensors mounted on an automobi e (It" truck is as 

follows: 

airbag crash sensor; 

a<;celerometer; 

microphone; 

camera; 

antenna, capacitance sensor or other electromagnetic wave sensor; 
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5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

stress or strain sensor; 

pres:mre sensor; 

weiB:ht sensor; 

magnetic field sensor; 

coolant thermometer; 

oil pressure sensor; 

oi I level sensor; 

air flow meter; 

vo.1tmeter~ 

ammeter; 

humidity sensor; 

engine knock sensor; 

oil turbidity sensor; 

throttle position sensor; 

steering wheel torque sensor; 

wheel speed sensor; 

ta (~hometer; 

sp{~dometer; 

other velocity sensors; 

other posit jon or displacement sensors; 

oxygen sensor; 

yaw, pitch and roll angular sensors; 

clock; 

odometer~' 

power steering pressure sensor; 

pollution sensor; 

fl.l~!l gauge ; 

cabin thennometer; 

. tnlDsmission fluid level sensor; 

'~I 'jl'~:~ ull 4::lt·;C:', .H;" •• .. ~·;~il!' al' •. / ..... " 'JI'~" "'~I' "', .... l 
.... 1" . ",II·,,,,,, .. ··i(;;IJft;.~R;:l1 ."I i .;:',fI II .'lI. 11 .ii :II ... ~ • .::ll' 1..;11 1/:::'. 

gyroscopes or other angular rate sensors including yaw, pitch and roll rate sens·ors; 

coolant level sensor; 

transmission fluid turbidity sensor; 
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break pressure sensor; 

tire pressure sensor; 

tire temperature senSOf, and 

(;001a11t pressure sensor. 

S The term "signal" herein refers to any time varying output from a comp0nent illclu(ling elcctrical~ 

acoustic;. tb(:nnal, or electromagnetic radiation, or mechanical vibration. 

Sensors on a vehicle are generally designed to measure particular parameters ofparticlL1ar vehicle 

components. However, frequently these sensors also measure outputs from other vehicif: compconents. For 

example, eh~ctronic airbag crash sensors currently in use contain an accelerometer fiJr ddennining the 

10 accelerations of the vehicle structure so that the associated electronic circuitry of the airba'~ crash sensor 

can dc~terrnil1f: whether a vehicle is experiencing a crash of sufficient magnitude so as ~ reqll.: re :!eployme~t 

of the airba~~. This accelerometer continuously monitors the vibrations in the vehicle striLctur~ regardlc8s of 

the source of these vibrations. Ifa wheel is out of balance, or if there is extensive wear of1he parts of the 

front whet:] mounting assembly, Of wear in the shock absorbers, the resulting abnonnal vibrations or 

·15 accelerations can, in many cases, be sensed by the crash sensor accelerometer.· There a"e c)ther cases, 

however, where the sensitivity or location of the airbag crash sensor accelerometer is· not appropriate and 

one or more additional accelerometers may be mounted onto a vehicle for the purposes of this invention. 

Some a:trbag crash. s·ensors are not sufficiently sensitive accelerometers or have sufficiem dyrarr.ic rang,e for 

the purpose:s herein. 

20 Every component of a vehicle emits various signals during its life. These signa1s ·ca'l take the form 

of electromagnetic radiation, acoustic radiation, thennal radiation, vibrations transmitted through the 

vehide stnlcture, and voltage or current fluctuations, depending on the particular componell1. When a 

component is functioning ilormally, it may not emit a perceptible signal. In that case, the ronnal sigtml is 

no signal, i.(!., the absence of a signal. In most cases, a component will emit signals 1:hat ~hLnge oVler its. 

25 life and it is these changes which contain infonnation as to the.state of the component,·,~.g., whether failure 

of the component is impending. Usually components do not fail without warning. How( vel', most such 

wamin,gs are either not perceived or if perceived . are not understood by the vehid(~ op,:ra':or until the 

component actually fails and, in some cases, a breakdown of the vehicle occurs. In a leW. years, it is 

expected that various roadways will have systems for automatically guiding vehicle~; Opt ~ra':ing thereon, 

30 Such systems have been called "smart highways" and are part of the field of intelHgent transporta.tion 

systems (ITS). If a vel,lic1e operating on such a sm~rt highway were to breakdown, serio IS jisruption of 

the system. could result and .the safety of other users of the smart highway could be endmlgeJ ed 
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In accordanc~ with the invention, each of these signals emitted by the vehicle components is 

. convert~d inro electrical signals and then digitized (i.e., the analog signal is' converted into a d:.gital signal) 

to cn~ate numerical time series data which is then entered into a processor. Pattern recognition algorithms 

then are applied in the processor to attempt to identify and classify patterns in this tml(~ ser !.es data. For a . 

5 particular component, such as a tire for example, the algorithm attempts to determine fTom the relevant 

digjtal data whether the tire is functioning properly or whether it requires balancing, a('ditional ai.r, or 

perhap!; replacement. 

Frequently, the data entered into the cOmputer nee~s to be preprocessed before bein"~ a:1alyzed by a 

pattern reCol~nition algorithm .. The data from a wheel speed sensor, for example, might h~ used as i.s for 

10 determining whether a particular tire is operating abnonnally in the event it is unbalanet :d, wherea.s ~.he 

integra.'! of the wheel speed data over a long time period (a preprocessing· step), when conp:ued to such 

sensors on different wheels, might be more useful in determining whether a particular tire il g.)ing flat and 

therefore needs air. In some cases, the frequencif~s pre'sent in a set of data are a bet1 er predictor of 

component failures than the data itself. For example, when a motor begins to fail due to w(,m bearings, 

15 certain cha.racteristic frequencies began to appear. In most cases~ the vibratio.ns misi~g i-om ro1~ting 

components, such as the engine, will be normalized based on the rotational frequency as ,lisdosed in the 

NASA TSP referenced above. Moreover, the identification of which component is cal sirg vibrations 

present in the vehicle structure can frequently be accomplished through a frequency anal) sis of the data. 

For these cases, a Fourier transformation of the data is made prior to entry of the datr. into a pattern 

2.0 recogn:ltion algorithm. Other mathematical transformations are also made for particular pat rem recognition 

purposes in practicing the teachings of this invention. Some of these include shifting and combining data to 

dete1mine phase changes for example, differentiating the data, filtering the data, and. santpl ng the data. 

Also, thene exist certain more sophisticated mathematical operations that attempt to extnct or highlight 

specifit: features of the data: This invention contemplates the use of a variety of thes,~ preprocf!ssing 

25 teclmiques ilnd the choice of which ones is left to the skill of the practitioner designhg a parti.cular 

diagnostic module. 

Another technique that is contemplated for some implementations of this inventi( ,n ~ the use of 

multip:le accelerometers and/or microphones that will allow the system to locate the ,source (f a ny measured 

vibrati:ms based on the time of flight and/or triangulation techniques. Once a distribute i accelerometer 

30 insutllaticn 'has been implemented to pennit this source location, the same sensors can be hsed for smarter 

crash :,ensing as it will permit the determination of the location of the impact on th,~ vehicle. Once the 
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impact location is known, a highly tailored algorithm can be used to accurately forecast the' clash severity 

making us,e: of a knowledge on the force vs. crush properties of the vehicl~ at the impact loca'.iolL. 

Wl1en a vehicle component begins to change its operating behavior, it is not always aT'parent from 

the particular sensors, if any, which are monitoring that component. The output from ally 'Jne of these 

5 sensors can be nonnal even though the component is failing, By analyzing the output )f a variety of 

sensors, however, the pending failure can be diagnosed. For example, the rate of temperature rise in the' 

vehic:le coolant, if it were'monitored, might appear nonnal unless it 'were known that the vehicle was idling 

and not trav,eling downa highway at a high speed. Even the level of coolant temperature wbich is in the 

nOl1nal raug4~ could be in fact abnormal in some situations signifying a failing coolant purn;), ti)f example, 

10 but not det,;!ctable from the coolant thennometer alone. 

The pending failure of some components is difficult to diagnose and sometill1leS tb e (,.esign of the 

component requires modification so that the diagnosis can be more readily made. A fan belt, :br example, 

frequently begins failing by a cracking of the inner surface. The belt can be designed to proviclea.sonic or 

electrical signal when this cracking begins in a' vari(:ty of ways. Similarly, coolant hoses ('an be des~gned 

15 with an Intentional weak spot where failure will occur first in a controlled manner that cm 11so cause a 

whistle sOllnd as a small amount of steam exits from the hose. This whistle sound can then be sensed by a 

general plllrpose microphone, for example. 

In. FIG. 5, a generalized component 800 emitting several signals which are tran:;mitted along a 

varietY of pa.ths. sensed by a variety of sensors and analyzed by the diagnostic device in acc()f(iance with 

20 the invl~ntion is il1ustrated schematically. Component 800 is mounted to a vehicle 880amd during operation 

it emits a v·ariet.y of signals such as acoustic 801, electromagnetic radiation 802, thermal radiation 803, 

current and voltage . fluctuations in conductor 804 and mechanical vibrations 805. Various, sensors are 

mounu:d in the' vehicle to detect the signals emitted by the component 800. These inclu·le one or more 

vibration sensors (accelerometers) 830, 850 and/or gyroscopes also mounted to the vehiCle, one Of more 

2.5 acoustic sensors 810~ 851, electromagnetic radiation sensor 815, heat radiation sensor 820 aIld voltage or 

currc~nt sensor 840. 

In additi.on, various other sensors 852, 853 measure other parameters of other coDlpcnents that in 

somc~ maimer provide infonnation directly or indirectly on the operation of compommt FOO All (If the 

sensoni illustrated on FIG. 5 can be connected to a data bus 860. A diagnostic modult: 87(" in accord.wce· 

~,O with the invention, can also be attached to the vehide data bus 860 and receives the :;ign~! is ~eneratl~d by 

the various sensors. The sensors may however be wirelessly connected to the diagnostic J nodule 870 and 
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be integrawd into a wireless power cmd cOUununicatiqns system or a combination of win d (Uld wireless 

connc~ctionf1. . . I ' . 
As shown in FIG. 5, the diagnostic module 870 has access to the output data of each oJ~the sensors 

that have in1bm1ation relative to the component 800. This data appears as a series of m m(:iical values 

.5 each corresponding to a measured value at a specific point in time. The cumulative data from a partil~ular . 

sensor is calJed a time series of individual data points. The diagnostic n:.odule 870 compares thl} patterns of 

data r~;eivcd fron" each sensor individually, or in combination with data' from other sensor:., with patterns 

for which the diagnostic module has been trained to ~etennine whether the component is functioning 

10 

, nomlally or abnormally. 

Important to this invention is the manner in which the diagnostic module 870 determines a nor~al 

. pattern from an abnonnal pattern and the manner in which it decides what data to use from 1 ne vast amount 

of data available. This is accomplished using pattern recognition technologies such as artificial neural 

networks and training. The theory of neural networks including many examples can be £. lUnd in several' 

books on the: subject including: (1) Techniques And Application Of Neural Networks. edited b~ .. Taylor, M. 

15 and Lis,boa., P., Ellis Horwood, West Sussex, England, 1993; (2) Naturally Intelligent Systems; by Caudill, 

M. and Butler, C., MIT Press, Cambridge Massachusetts, 1990; (3) J. M. Zaruda, (rit):oducti(~l to 

Arti{iciru.J~eural Systems, West publishing Co., N ,Y., 1992, (4) Digital ~eural Netymrk!l, by Kung, S. 

Y., PTR Pnmtice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersl~y, 1993, Eberhart, R., Simpson. P., (:,) Dobbins, R., 

ConmlltmimrnL!ntell1gence PC Tools. Academic Press, Inc., 1996, Orlando, Florida, (6) Cristianini, N. and 

20 Shawe··Taylof, J. An Introduction to Support Vector Machines and other kernal-based l~l.rnj!!&..~~qds, 

Cambridgt) University Press, Cambridge England, 2000; (7) Proceectings of the 2000 6th IEI:E [pJIDJlil1ional 

WOJ:~!QJL.on Cellular Neural Networks and their Applications (CNNA 2000), IEEE, Piscata''Vay NJ; and 

(8) Sinha, N.K. and Gupta, M.M. Soft Computing & Intelligent Systems, Academic Pr(:ss 2001) San Diego, 

, CA, all of which:are incorporated herein by reference. The neural network pattern rec:ognitio:l technology 

25 is one of the: most developed of pattern recognition technologies. The invention described h }rein frequently 

uses combinations of neural networks to improve the pattern recognition process. 

The neural network pattern recognition teclmology is one of the most develol1ed of pattern 

recognltiOli technologies. The neural network will be used here to illustrate one eXiunpJe (tf a patteJn 

recognition technology but ~t is emphasized that this invention is not limited to neural net'vorks. Ra1her, 

30 the invention may apply any known pattern recognition technology including sensor fusi(.nand various 

correlation technologies. A brief description of a part,icular example of a neural ll( tw)rk pa1tem 

recognition technology is set forth below. 
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Neural networks are constructed of processing elements known as neurons that are i lte',~connected 

using information channels call interconnects. Each neuron can have multiple inputs but onJY·(lne output. 

Each Ot.tPlIt however is usually connected to all. other neurons in the n~xt layer. The neurons ill the first 

layer operate collectively on the input data as described in more detail below. Neural net\\ orls learn by' 
:; extra(;ting relational infonnation from the data and the desired output. Neural networks hav("" b(:en applied 

to a wide "ariety of pattern recognition problems including automobile occupam: sensiug, speedl 

recognit.ion,. optical character recognition, and handwriting analysis. 

To train a neural network, data is provided in the form of ~:me or more time series flat represf:nts 

the condition to be diagnosed as well as normal operation. As an example, the simple cas,~ of an out of 

10 balance tire will be used. Various sensors on the vehicle can be usedto extract informatioL fr~m signals 

emitted by the tire such as an accelerometer, a torque sensor on the steering wheel, the pres~;ur·~ output of 

the power gteering system, a tire pressure monitor or tire temperature monitor. Other;ens, )TS that mi.ght 

not have an obvious relationship to tire unbalance are also included such as, for examp1 e, . Ule vehicle 

. speed or wheel speed that can be determined from the ~BS system. Data is taken from a variety of 

L:) vehicles where the tires were accurately balanced under a variety of operating conditions :l1sl) for cases 

~herc~ varying amounts of unbalance was intentionally introduced. Once the data h.ad been collected, 

some degree of preprocessing or feature extraction is usually perfonned to reduce the'total amount of ckLta 

fed to the neural network. In the case of the unbalanced tire, the time period, between data P'.Jlnts might be' 

chos~:n such that there are at least ten data points per revolution of the wheel. For some: othl:r '·.pplication, 

20 the tim(: p(~:ri()d might be one minute ot one millisecond; 

Once the data has been collected, it is pro,~essed by a neural network-generating program, for 

ex am pl,e, if a neural network pattern recognition system is to be used. Such programs ar~ available 

comme~rcinl1y, e.g., from NeuralWare of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania or from Intem.ational Scientific 

Reseaf(~h, :Inc., of Romeo Michigan for modular neural networks. The 'program proceeds in a trial and 
. . 

25 error manner until it successfully associates the various patterns representative of abnonna 1 behavior, an 

unbalanced tire, with that condition. The resulting neural network can be tested to determine if some of 

the inpl,Jt dar.a from some of the sensors, for example, can be eliminated. In this way, thl: engineer c.an 

determine what sensor data is relevant to a particular diagnostic problem. The program the'l g;merates an. 

algorithm that is programmed onto a microprocessor,microcontroller, neural processor, FPOA, or DS'P 

30 (herein collectively referred to as a microprocessor or processoi'), Such a microprocessor lPllears iris ide 

the dial~n(l:;ti.c module 870 in FIG. 5. Once trained, the neural network, as represented by" the algorithm, 

will now rl~:cogn:ize an unbalanced tire on a vehicle when this event occurs. At that time, 'Yhe1. the tire is 
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unba1ancl~d: the diagnostic module 870 will output a m'essage to the driver indicating that the tire should 

be now be balanced as described in more detail below .. The message to the driver is prm'id(:d by olltput 

means coupled to or incorporated within the module 870 and may be, e.g., a light (In the cashboard, a 

vocal tom: 'Jr any other recognizable indication. apparatus. A similar message may also b(: sent to the 

5 dealer or other repair facility or remote facility. 

It is important to note that there may be many neural networks involved in a 10tal vehicle 

diagnostic system. These can be organized either in paralle~ series, as an ensemble, ceJlular neural 

network Of as a modular neural network system. In one implementation of a modular neural network, ·a 

primaty neural network identifies that there is an abnonnality and tries to identify the likel~' soure·e. Once 

10 a choiee lias been made as to the likely source of the· abnonnality, another ofa group of net raj net.works is 

called upon to determine the exact cause of the abnormality. In this manner, the neur~l networks are 

arranged in a tree pattern with each neural network trained to perfonn a particular patom recognition 

task. 

Discussions on the operation of a neural network can be found in the above re:J~;n:nCes 011 the 

l5 subject and are well understood by those skilled in the art. Neural networks are the most wdl kno,,1.Il of 

the p21ttecn recognition technologies based on training, although neural networks havt only recently 

received widespread attention and have been applied to only very limited and specialiZl;d problems in 

motor vehic;les. Other non·training based pattern recognition technologies exist, such as fuzzy logic. 

However:. the programming requited to use fuzzy logic, where the patterns must be detennine by the. 

20 programmer, render these systems impractical for general vehicle diagnostic problem:s SUI:h ,IS desclribed 

herein. Therefore, preferably the pattern recognition systems that learn by training arc used herein. 

Tlw neural network is the' first highly successful of what will be a variety of pat1~m recognition 

technicJues based on training. There is nothing that suggests that it is the only or even the best technology .. 

The characteristics of all of these technologies which render them applicable to this genen.J. diagnostic 

25 problem indudethe. use of time-based input data and that they are trainable. . In all ca:;es: the pa.ttern. 

recognition teclmology learns from examples of data characteristic of normal and abnonna·. component 

operation. 

A diagram of one example of a neural network used for diagnosing an u.nba)anl~d tire, for 

example, based on the teachings of this invention is shown in FIG. 6. The process Crul be pre·grammed to 

30 periodically test for an unbalanced tire. Since this need be done only infrequently, the sam; p'ocessor can 

be us(:d for many such diagnostic problems. When the particular diagnostic' test is run data from the 

previously determined relevant sensors is preprocessed and analyzed with the neural neh lork algorithm. 
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5 

For, the: unbalanced tire, using the data from an accelerometer for example, the digital acceleration va.lues 

from the analog to digital converter in the accelerometer are entered into nodes 1 through, n and the llf:ural 

network algorithm compares the pattern of values on nodes 1 through n with patterns :fbr wt,ict, it has lbeen 

trained as follows. 

Each of the input nodes is connected to each of the second layer nodes, h-l,h··2, ... h-Il, called the 

hidden layer, either electrically as in the case of a neural computer, or through mathem2tic:l.l functions 

containing multiplying coefficients caned weights, in the manner described in more detaJ h the above 

references. At each hidden layer node, a summation occurs of the values from each of the input layer 

nodes, whic;h have been operated on by functions containing the weights, to create a :lode value. 

:1 0 Sim'ilarly., the hidden layer nodes are in like manner connected to the output layer node(s\ which in. this 

)5 

example :is only a single node 0 representing the decision to notiry the driver, and/or a. remot~ facility, of 
., 

the unba1anced tire. During the training phase, an output node value of 1, for exarnple: is assigned to 

indieate that the driver should be notified and a value of 0 is assigned'to not doing so. ()ne:e again, the 

deta.ils of this process are described in above-referenced texts and will not be presented in d,~ta: 1 here. 

In the example above, twenty input nodes were used, five hidden layer nodes and one output layer 

node. In this example, only one sensor was 'considered and accelerations from only one dimction were 

used. If other data from other sensors such as accelerations from the vertical or lat~ral jir,~ctions were 

also used, then the number of input layer nodes would increase. Again, the theory for .jet/~rmi'njng the 

complexity of a neural network for a particular applicatiqn has been the subject of many t ~lnical pi:tpers 

20 and will net be presented in detail here. petennining the requisite complexity for thc~ ex, ffiJlle presented 

here can be accomplished by those skilled in the art of neural network design. 

25 

Briefly, the heural network described above defines a method, using a pattern rec('gnition system, 

of sensing an unbalanced tire and detennining whether to notify the driver, and/or a rem,}te facility, and 

comprises the steps of; 

(a) obtaining an acceleration signal from an accelerometer mounted on a vehi( Ie; 

(b) converting the acceleration signal into a digital time series; 

((~) entering the digitaJ time series data into the input nodes of the neural network,' 

(d) performing a mathematical operation on the data from, each of the input nodes and' 
, 

inputting the operated on data into a second series of nOdes wherein the operation PI~rfO] med on ea.ch of 

3(1 the in pur.: node data prior to inputting the operated on value to a second series node is differ·~J1t froln that 

op{:ration perfc.rmed on some other input node data~ 
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(c::) combining the operated on data from al1 of the input nodes into each secoml. series nod(, to 

fom'l a valm: at each second series node; 

(1) performing a mathematical operation on each of the values on the second :;ef!.es of nodes 

and iliputting this operated on data into an output series of nodes wherein the operation p(:rformed on 

5 each of t1H~ second series node data prior to inputting the operated on value to an m:itput series nodt~ is· 

different H'om that operation performed on some other second series node data; 

«(~) combining the operated on data from all of the second series nodes into each cutput series 

node to fc;rm a value at each output series node; and, 

0') notifying a. driver if the value on one output series node is within a chosen range 

lO signifying that a tire requires balancing. 

1.5 

20 

Thi:; method can be generalized to a method of predicting that a component of a " eh: de wiln £1iJ 

compri.sing the steps of: 

(a) sensing a signal emitted from the component~ 

(b) 

(c) 

converting the sensed signal into a digital time series~ 

entering the digital time series data into a pattern recognition algorithm; 

(d) executing the pattern recognition algorithm to determine i{there exist:; wi1hir. the digital 

time Sf:ries data a pattern characteristic of abnormal operation of the component~ and 

(e) notifying a driver and/or a remote facility if the abnormal pattern is recognized. 

lhe: particular neural network described and illustrated above contains a single s~ri(:s of hidden 

layer nodes. In some network designs, more than one hidden layer is used, although only r:lrely will more 

than two su~h layers appear. There are of course many other variations of the neural netwc·rk architecture 

illustrated a.bove which appear in the referenced literature. For the purposes herein., theref.Jre, "neural 

network" will be defined as a system wherein the data to be processed is separat~d into dis~rete values 

which ar~· then operated on and combined in at least a two stage process and where t~ e operation 

25 perfonned (In the data at each stage is in general di1ferent for each discrete value and whele the operation 

perfonned is at least detennined through a training process. 

The: impl~mentation of neural networks can take on at ieast two fonns, 'an alg()rith- n I'rograrruned 

on a. digital microprocessor, FPGA,. nsp 'or in a neural computer (including a cellular neltra!. network 'or 

SUppOlt v(~c:tor machine). In this regard, it is noted that neural computer chips are lOW becoming 

:30 available. 

In the example above, only a single component failure was discussed using only 1 single se:nsor 

since the data from the single sensor ·contains a pattern which the neural network was train~ to recognize 
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as eit1lt~r normal operation of the component or abnormal operation of the component. 1 'he diagnostic 

module 870 contains preprocessing and neural network algorithms for a number of compt)flent failures. 

The neural network algorithms are generally relatively simple, requiring only a relatively sn laI) number of 

lines of computer code. A single general neural network program can be used for m~dtiple pattern 

5 recognitio11 eases by specifying different coefficients for the various teons, one set for ea.t h application. 

Thus, addinl~ different diagnostic checks has only a small affect on the cost of thesystt m. Also, the 

system has a.vailable to it all of the information available on the data bus. During the trainlllg·process l the 

pattern recognition program sorts out from the available vehicle data on the data bus )r from other 

SOUf(~es, those patterns that predict failure of a particular component. 

lOIn FIG. 7, a schematic of a vehicle with several components and several sensors i~ shown in their 

approximate locations on a vehicle along with a total vehicle diagnostic system in accOJ dance with the 

invention utilizing a diagnostic modul~ in accordance with the invention. A flow diagram of information 

passing from the various sensors shown in FIG. 7 onto the vehicle data bus and thereby int> the diagnostic 

device in ac(:ordance with the invention is shown in FIG, 8· along with outputs to a display jor notifying the 

15 driv(:r and to the vehicle cellular phone, or other communication device, for notifying the dealer, v(~hicle 

manufacture·r or other entity concern'ed with the failure of a component in the vehic:te. Jf the vehi,cle is 

operating on a smart highway, for exainple, the periding component failure infommtion may also be 

communkated to a highway control system and/or to other vehicles 'in the vicinity so that aT orderly exiting 

of the vehicle from the smart highway can be facilitated. FIG. 8 also contains the name~: o·r the sensors 

20. shown numbered on FIG. 7, 

Sensor 901 is a crash sensor having an accelerometer (alternately onc or . norc ·dedicated 

accclerome:tt~rs 931 can be used), sensor 902 is represents one or more microphones, !;en·,or 903 is a 

coolant thl~rmometer, sensor 904 is an oil pressure sensor, sensor 905 is an oil level sensor, ~,(~nsor 906 is 

an air flow meter, sensor 907 is a voltmeter, sensor 908 is an ammeter, sensor 909 is a I untidit.y s(msor, 

25 sensor 910 is an engine knock sensor, sensor 911 is an.oil turbidity sensor, sensor 912 is a thrJttle position 

sensor: sensor 913 is a steering torque sensor, sensor 914 is a wheel speed sensor, ~en:;or 915 is a 

tachome«~r, sensor 916 is a speedometer, sensor 917 is an oxygen sensor, sensor 918 is a ritc:1/roll S(:Jlsor, 

sensor 919 is a clock, sensor 920 is an odometer, sensor 921 is a power steering pressur, ~ sensor, sensor 

922 is a pollution sensor, sensor 923 is a fuel gauge, sensor 924 is a cabin thennoml~ter, sensor 925 is a 

30 transrr..issjoll fluid level sensor, sensor 926 is a yaw sensor, sensor 927.is a coolant levt~l sellsor, sensor 928 

is a trms.m:ission fluid turbidity sensor, sensor 929 i~ brake pressure sensor and sen:;or ~130 is a coolant 

pressure s.ensor. Other possible sensors include a temperature transducer, a pressure transducer, a liquid 
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levd ;;ensor, a flow meter, a position sensor, a velocity sensor, a RPM sensor, a chl~micll :;ensor ,wei an 

angle sensor, angular rate sensor or gyroscope. 

Tf a distributed group of acceleration sensors or accelerometers are us<::d to pennil,a determination 

of the location ofa vibration source, the same group can, in some cases, also be used to rrea~:ure the pitch, 
. . " 

5 yaw cmd/or roll of the vehic1e eliminating the need for dedicated angular rate sens.ors. 111 addition, as 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

mentioned above, such a suite of sensors can also be used to determine the location and sev ~rit.y of a vehic1e 

crash an,j additionally to determine that the vehicle is on the verge of rolling over. TIluS, ,he same suite of. 

accelerometers optimally performs a variety of functions including inertial naviga.tion, crasl~ sc.::nsing, 

vehicle diagno§tics, roll over sensing etc. 

Consider now some examples. The following is a partial list of potential C()mpOllent. fa'ilur,~!; and 

the sensors from the list on FIG. 8 that might provide information to predict the failure of tile «:.omponent: 

Out of balance tires 

1~ront end out of alignment 

Tune up required 

Oil change needed 

I\iotor failure 

Low tire pressure 

Front end looseness 

Cooling system failure 

Alternator problems 

Transmissi~n problems 

Differential problems , 

Brakes 

Car.alytic converter and muffler 

Ignition 

Tire wear 

Fuel leakage 

FtlIl belt slippage 

A '!temator deterioration' 

Coolant pump failure 

Coolant, hose failure 

Starter failure 

901,913,914,915,920,921 

901,913,921,926 

901,903,910,912,915,917,920,922 

903,904,905,911 

901,902,903,904,905,906,910,912,915,917: 922 

901,913,914,915,920,921 

901,913,916,921,926 

903,915,924,927,930 

901,902,907,908,9]5,919,920 

901,903,912,915,916,920,925,928 

901,912,914 

901,902,914,918,920,926,929 

901,902,912,915,922 

901,902,907,908,909,910,912,917,923 

901,913,914,915,918,920,921,926 

920,923 

901,902,903,907,908,912,915,919,920 

901,902,907,908,915,919 

901,902,903,924,927,930 

901,902,903,927,930 

901,902,907,908,909,912,915 
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D~rty air filter 902,903,906,911,912,917,922 

Several interesting facts can be deduced from a review of the ab~ve list. First, a II (If the nlilure 

modes listt}d can be at least partially sensed by multiple sensors. In many cases, some of the sensors 

mereJy add information to aid in the interpretation of ~ignals received from other senseTS. In today's 

5 automobi](:, there are few if any cases where multiple sensors are used to diagnose OT predic t a problem. In 

fact, there is virtually no failure prediction undertaken at all. Second, many of the failu re modes'listed 

require int')Jmat.ion from more than one sensor. Third, information for many of the failure modes listed 

cannot be obtained by observing one data point in time as is now done by most vehicle sens-)~s, Usually an 

analysis of the variation in a parameter as a function of time is necessary. In fact, tllf: ass lci ltion of data 

10 with time to create a temporal pattern for use in diagnosing- component failures in automohile is unique to 

this invention as in the combination of several such temporaJ patterns. Fourth, the vibraticn measuting 

capability of the airbag crash sensor, or other accelerometer, is useful for most of the :ases discussed 

above yet there is no such current use of accelerometers., The airbag crash sensoris use.l only to detect 

crashes of the vehicle. Fifth" the second most used sensor in the above list, a nucropho,:ie~ does not 

] 5 currtmtly appear on any automobiles yet sou'nd is the signal most often used by Y(:hicl,: operators and 

mechanics to diagnose vehicle problems. Another sensor that is listed above which also does :1Ot currently 

appear on automobiJes is a pollution sensor. This is typically a chemical sensor mounte<1 ir, the exhaust 

system for detecting emissions from the vehicJe. It is expected that this and other chemical sensors will be 

used mon~ in the future. 

20 In addition~ from the foregoing depiction of different sensors which receive signals fron a plurality 
I 

of components, it is possible for a single sensor to receive and output signals :from a plurality of 

components which are then analyzed by the processor to determine if anyone of the compCneJlts for which 

the rec.eived signals were obtained by that sensor is operating in an abnormal state. Lik'~wise, it is also 

possibl.e to provide for a multiplicity of sensors each receiving a different signal relau d -':0 a specific 

25 component which are then analyzed by the processor to determine if that component is op,~rating in an 

abnormal state. Note that neural networks can simultaneously analyze data from multipl., sc,nsors of the 

samc~ ~yp{: o:r different types. 

The discussion above has centered on notifying the vehicle operator of a pending prc~blem with a 

vehicle: component. Today, there is great competition in the ~utomobile marketpla~ and th} rr anufac1llfers 

30 and dealers who are most responsive to customers are likely to bene~t by increased sales tooth from repeat 

p\lr{:h;;~sers and new customers. The diagnostic module disclosed herein'benefits the d,~leI by making him 

instant.ly aware, through the cel1ular telephone system, or other communication link, coupled to the 
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diagnm;tic module or system in accordance with the invention, when a component is likdyto fail. As 

envisioned" on some automobiles, when the diagnostic module 870 detects. a potential failurl~ it not only 

notifie~ tt\l~: driver through a display 980, but also automatically notifies the dealer thtough a vt:hicle 

cellular phone 990 or other telematics communication link. The dealer can' thus contaet tho ~ v Jhicle ovv:ner 

5 and schedulf: an appointment to ~ndertake the necessary repair at each party's mutual convenience. Contact 

by the dealer to the vehicle owner can occur as the owner is driving the vehicle, using a (orrmunica.tions 

devi(;e. Thus, the dealer can contact the driver and informed him of their mutual knowledge of the problem 

and discuss scheduling maintenance to attend to the problem. The customer is pleased s'nc,~ a potential 

vehide breakdown has been avoided and the dealer is pleased since he is likely to peribrm 1 be repair work. 

10. The vehicle manufacturer' also benefits by early and accurate statistics on the failure rate of vt:hicle 

componenls. This early warning system can. reduce the cost of a potential recall for corrpo;Jents haVIng 

design de1i~.cts. It could even have saved lives if such a system had been in place during tile rirestone tire 

failure prohlem mentioned above. The vehicle manufacturer will thus be guided toward p ,·oducing higher 

quality vehides thus improving his competitiveness. Finally, experience' with this system '" ill letually lead 

15 to a n:duction in the number of sensors on the vehicle since oUly those sensors th.it aJ e Hlccessl1il in 

predicting failures will be necessary. 

F or most cases,' it is sufficient to notifY a driver that a component is about tc fa i1 through a 

warning display. In some critical cases, action beyond warning the driver may he re··luired. If, for 

examp:te, the diagnostic module detected that the alternator was beginning to fail,' in additioll tc warning the 

20 driv(~r of this eventuality, the module could send a signal to another vehicle system to turn off all non

essenti al devices which use electricity thereby. conserving electrical energy and maximizing the tune and 

distance that the vehicle can travel before exhausting the energy in the battery. Additionhlly, this system 

can be coupled to a system such as OnStar® or a vehicle route guidance system, and the driver can be 

guided to thl~ nearest open repair fac'ility or a facility of his or her choice. 

25 In the discussion above, the diagnostic module of this invention assumes that a ,ehjc1e data bus 

exists which is used .by all of the relevant sensors on the vehicle. Most vehicles today do no·: have Cl~ data 

bus at·though it is widely believed that most vehicles will have one in the near future. 1\ aturally, the 

relevant signals can be transmitted to the diagnostic module through a variety of coupling mea.lS othel~ than 

through a. data bus and this invention is not limited to vehicles having a data bus. For e'Xarr pIe, the:: data 

]0 can be. sentwirelessly to the diagnostic module using the Bluetooth™ specification. In snme cases,even 

the sensors do not have to be wired and can ·obtain their power via RF from the interrogator as is well 
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known :In the RFID .;radio frequency identification (either silicon or surface acoustic w;a.ve \ SAW) bas(~d» 

fie1d. Alternately an inductive or capacitive power transfer system can be used. 

As can be appreciated from the above discussion, the invention described herein britlgS several new 

improvl~mel1t~ to automobiles including, but not limited to, the use of pattern recognition cecb.nologi,es to 

5 diagnos.e potential vehicle component failures, the use of trainable systems thereby elimina1 in~' the nel~d of 

complex and extensive programming, the simultaneous use of multiple sensors to monit vr a parti,;;ular 

component, the use of a single sensor to monitor the operation of many vehicle componl~nts, thl~ monitoring 

of vehide components which have no dedicated sensors, and the notification of both the drh er Hid possibly 

an. outside entity of a potential component failure in time so that the failure can be averted and vehicle 

10 breakdowlls substantially eliminated. Additionally, improvements to the vehicle stability, crash avoidan~e, 

crash anticipation and occupant protection are available. 

To nnpJement a component diagnostic system for diagnosing the component utilizillg it plurality of 

sensorl; not directly associated with the component, i.e., independent of the component: a sCTies .oftests are 

condu(;ted. For each test, the signals received from the sensors are input into a pattern reC<lgnition training 

15 algorithm with an indication of whether the component is operating normally or abnomlally (tt.c component 

being i.nte:ntionally altered to provide for abnormal operation). The data from the test are llsed to generate 

the pattern recognition algorithm, e.g., neural network, so that in use, the data from the sem on: is input into . 

the algorithm and the. algorithm provides an indication of abnormal or nonnal operation of th,~ component. 

Also, to provide a more versatile diagnostic module for use in conjunction with diagrosing abnormal 

20 operation of multiple components, tests may be conducted in which each. component is opel ated abn01mally 

whi]e the orher components are operating nonnally, as well as tests in which two or more components are 

operating ahnonnalJy. In this manner, the diagnostic module may be able to detennin.e ba:;ed on one set of 

signals from the sensors during use that either a single component or multiple componellts are ope:rating 

abnormally. 

25 Furthermore, the pattern recognition algorithm may be trained based on patlems'\"litLin the signals 

from 1he sensors. Thus, by means ofa single sensor, it would be possible to determine whfthtr one or more 

component:; are operating abnomlal1y. To obtain such a pattern recognition algorithm, te~.ts ·lI;e conducted 

using a single sensor, such as a microphone, and causing abnormal operation of one or non: components, 

each component operating abnormally while the other components operate no:rmaJly and ml.lltiple 

3() components operating ab nonn ally. In this manner, in use, the pattern recognition algorithm may analyze a . 

sigl1~l from a single sensor and detennine abnonnal'operation of one or more cornpone11ts. Note that in 

some caseH, simulations can be used to analytically generate the relevant data. 
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The invention is also particularly u~eful in light of the for~seeable implementltioll of smart 

highways. Smart high;ways wiU result in vehicles traveling down' highways under partial or complete 

control·of an automatic system, i.e., not being controlled by the driver. The on-board dill.gnostic system 

will thus be able to determine ~ailure of a component prior to or upon failure thereof ~d infom1 t.he 

. 5 vehicle's guidance system to cause the vehicle to move out of the stream of traffic, i.e., 0010 e. should.er of 

the hl~:hway, in a safe and orderly manner. Moreover, the diagnostic system may be control~(:d or 

programm.ed to prevent the movement of the disabled vehicle back into the stream of tr:linc unt.il the repair 

of the component is satisfactorily completed. 

In a method in accordance with this embodiment, the operation of the compc-nent woul.d be 

10 monitored and if abnormal operation of the component is detected, e.g., by' any of the methods and 

appa.ratus disclosed herein (although other component failure systems may of course l~e used in ~~is 

impleinentation), the guidance system of the vehicle which controls the movement of the v'~hi,;le would be 

notified, (~.g., via a signal from the diagnostic module to the guidance system, and the guicance system 

would be programmed to move the vehicle out of the stream of traffic, or off of the restric1ed roadway, 

15 . possibly to a service stationor dealer, 'upon reception of the particular signal from th(: dia~ll('stic meKiule. 

The automatic guidance systems for· vehicles traveling on highways m.ay be any existing s~'st(;m or system 

being devdoped, such as one based on satellite positioning techniques or ground-ba ~OO positioning 

techniques. Since the guidance system may be programmed to ascertain the vehicle's' po:,ition on the 

highway, it can detennine the vehicle's current position, the nearest location out of the stream oftrafiic, or 

20 off of tIle restricted roadway, s~ch as an appropriate shoulder or exit to which the vehicle nmy be moved, 

and the path of movement of the vehicle from the current position to the location out (f the stre,un of 

traffic, or off of the ''restricted roadway. The vehicle may thus be moved along this path und(:r the control 

of the automatic guidance system. In the alternative, the path may be displayed to a drivf'r and the driver 

can foHow the path, i.e., manually control the vehicle. The diagnostic module and/or guidance: system may 

25 be d.esigm:d to prevent re-entry of the vehicle into the stream of traffic, or off of the restric:ed roadway, 

until. the abnormal operation of the component is satisfactorily addressed. 

F 1:0. 9 is a flow chart of some of the methods for directing a vehicle off of a roadway if a 

component is operating abnomtally.· The component's operation is monitored at 440 ruld a det'~rmination is 

made at 442 whether its operation is abnonnal. If not, the operation of the component is m'mr.:ored further. 

30 If the op(~ra.tion of the component is abnormal, the vehicle can be directed off the roadwa y at 444. More 

particularly, this can be accomplished by generating a signal irtdicating the abnormal Clperation of the 

component at 446, directing this signal to a guidanc,e system in the vehicle at 448 that guic\es movement of 
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the vehicl(: off of the roadway at 450. Also, if the component is operating abnormally, the current position 

of the vehicle and the location of a site off of the roadway can be determined at 452, e.g. u!:ing satellite

based or ground-based location detennining technigues, a path from the cu~ent location to the off-roa.dway 

location determined at .454 and then the vehic1e directed along this, path at 456. Pui'Odicaily, a 

'5 determination is made at 458 whether the component's abnomtaJity has been satisfactOlily add:"essed and/or, 

corrected and if so, the vehicle can fe-enter the roadway and operation of the component llegills aga:in. 'If 

not, th,~ n:"entry of the vehicle onto the roadway is prevented at 460. 

FIG. 10 schematically shows the basic components for perfonning this method, i. }., a component 

operation monitoring system 462 (such as described above), an optional satellite-based (Ir ground-based 

1. 0 positioning system 464 and a vehicle guidance system 466. 

FlG. 11 illustrates the placement of a variety, of sensors, primarily acceleJ orrcters and/or 

gyroscopes, which can be used to diagnose the state of the vehicle itself. Sensor 202 I~ 1 Ie J ocated in the 

headliner or attached to the vehicle roof above the side door. Typically, there can be two such sensors one 

on eitl1er side of the vehicle. Sensor 203 is shown in a typical mounting location midway b,~ty'een the sides 

:I 5 of the vehicle attached to or near the vehicle roof above the rear window. Sensor 206 :is show'1 'in a typical 

mounting IClcation in the vehicle trunk adjacent the rear of the' vehicle. Either one, two (If ,three such 

sensors can be used depending on the application. If three such sensors are use one would he adjacent each 

side of vehide and one in the center. Sensor 204 is shown in a typical mounting locatic,n in the: vehicl(~ door 

and sensor 205 is shown in a typical mounting location on the sill or floor below th" do(ir. Sensor 207, 

20 which can be also multiple sensors, is shown in a typical mounting location forward in the (rmh zone of the 

vehicle, Finally, sensor 208 can measure the acceleration of the firewall or instrument pand ~"nd is located 

thereon generally midway between the two sides of the vehicle. If three such sensors are iJsed, one '~ould 

be adjacent each vehicle side and one in the center. 

In general, sensors 202-208 provide a measurement of the state of the vehicle, sue'l a3 its velocity, 

25 acct:ie:ratioD., angular orientation or temperature, or a state of the location at which the sei lsor is mounted. 

TIlt~S, measurements related to the state of the sensor would include measurements of the acceleration of the 

sensor, measurements of the temperature of the mounting location as well as chang(:s in thl:: state of the 

sensor and rates of changes of the state of the sensor. As such, any described use or function of the 

sensors 202·208 above is merely exemplary and" is not intended to limit the foml of the ~ensor Of its 

30 function. 

E,u:h of the sensors 202-208 may be single axis, double axis or triaxial accelerometers ,uldlor 

gyrosc:ope:s typically of the MEMS type. These sensors 202-208 can either be wired to th e c ~ntral control 
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modulc~ or. p~ocessor directly wherein they would receive power and transmit information, t)r they could be 

cOlUlec:ted onto the vehicle bus or, in some cases, using RFID, SAW or similar technology, thl~ sensors can 

be wireless· and would receive their power through RF from one or more interrogator~: lClCated i.n the 

vehicle. In this· case, the interrogators. can be connected either to the vehicle bus or diI ec1ly to control· 

5 modulI!. Alternately, an inductive or capacitive power and infonnation transfer system (;an t·e l.sed. 

OIlC~ particular implementation will now be described. In this case, each ofth·~ sel,so)"s 202-208 is 

a single (lr dual axis accelerometer. They are made using silicon micromachined teet no: ogy such as 

disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,121,180 and 5,894,090. These are only representative pat,mts of these 

devices an.d there exist more than 100 other relevant U.S. patents describing this technology. Conunercially 

10 available MEMS gyroscopes such as from Systron Doner have accuracies of approximatel y one degn~(~ p~r 

second. ln contrast, optical gyroscopes typically have accuracies of approximately one degree per hour. 

Unfor1unattlly, the optical gyroscopes are prohibitively expensive for automotive applic:atiolls. On the other 

hand, typical MEMS gyroscopes are not sufficiently accurate for many control applicatiom. 

The angular rate function can be obtain~d through placing accelerometers at two separated, non-

15 co-located points in .a vehicle and using the differential acceleration to obtain an indic: ltic·n of angular 

motion and. angular acceleration. From the variety of accelerometers sp.own on FIG. ] I, it can be 

appreeia1<:d that not only will all accelerations ofke~ parts of the vehicle be ~etennined, bllt the pitch,·yaw 

and roll angular rates can also be detennined based on the accuracy of the accelerometers. By this method, 

low cost systems can be developed which, although not as accurate as the optical gyroscopes, are 

20 considerably more ·accurate than conventional MEMS gyroscopes. Alternately, it has been fo·.md that from· 

a single package containing up to three low cost MEMS gyroscopes and thre:e lew cost ~fEMS 

accderometers, when carefully calibrated, an accurate inertial measurement unit (IMU) can tc constructed 

that: p,erfc)nns as well as units costing a great deal more. Such a package is sold by Crossl,oV" Technology, 

Inc. 41 Daggett Dr., San Jose, CA 95134. If this IMU is combined with a GPS system a'1d som,etimes 

25 oth~~r vehicle sensor inputs using a Kalman fi1ter, accuracy approaching that of expensive nilitary units can 

be achiev(:d. 

lnstead of using two accelerometers at separate locations on the vehicle, a ~in~Je conformal 

MEMS-IDT gyroscope mar be used. Such a conformal MEMS-IDT gyroscope is descrited in a paper by 

V.K. Karadan, Conformal MEMS-IDT Gyroscopes and Their Comparison With Fiber Optic Gyro, 

3(: incorporated in its entirety herein. The MEMS-IDT gyroscope is based on the principle of suface acoustic 

wave (SA'V) standing waves on a piezoelectric substrate. A surface acoustic wave resl mator is used to 

create: standing waves inside a cavity and the particles at the anti-nodes of the standing Ha,cs experience 
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large amplitude of vibrations, which serves as the ,reference vibrating motion for the gyrosc.)pt:, Arrays of 

metaHi(~ dots are positioned at the anti-node locations so that the effect of Coriolis force due to rotation will 

ac()ustk~any amplify the magnitude of the waves. Unlike other MEMS gyroscopes, tlie :\lIEMS·-IDT 

gyroscope has a planar configu~ation with no suspended resonating mechanical structures Other SAW-

5 based gyroscopes are 'also now under development. 

The system of FIG. 11 using dual axis accelerometers, or the IMU Kalman filter s~ stem, therefore 

provides a complete diagnostic system of the vehicle itself and its dynamic motion. Such a f ystem i.s far 

more· accurate than any system currently available in the automotive market. This system provides very 

accurate crash discrimination since the exact location of the crash can be detennined and, cO' .I. pled with a 

10 knowledge' (If the force deflection characteristics of the vehicle at the accident impact si te, an accurate 

determilnatioll of the crash severity and thus the need for occupant restraint deploymen~ can be made. 

Similarly, the tendency of a vehicle to roll over can be predicted in advance and signals sellt tJ the vdlicle 

steering, braking and throttle systems to attempt to ameliorate the rollover situation or pr- ;vent it. In the 

event that:it cannofbe prevented, the deployment side cuI1a:in airbags can be initiated in a tift1el~ manm~r. 

15 S:imilarly, the tendency of the vehicle to the slide or skid can be considerably HOle accurately 

deteJmined and again the steering, braking and throttle systems commanded to minimi.~e the unstable 

vehic~le behavior. 

Thus, through the sample deployment of inexpensive accelerometers at a variety of locations iin the 

vehic1e, or the IMU Kalman filter system significant improvements are made in the vehicle ~ tat.ility control, 

20 crash sensing, rollover sensing, and resulting occupant protection technologies. 

Finally, as ,mentioned above, the combination of the outputs from these acceleromutel sensors and ,:,' 

the ()utput of strain gage weight sensors in a vehicle seat, or in or on a support structure of the seat, can be 

used to make an accurate assessment of the occupancy of the seat and differentiate hetw( en animate and 

inanimate o,~cupants as well as determining where in the seat the occupants are sitting. This call be done 
\ 

25 by observing the acceleration signals from the sensors of FIG. 11 and simultaneously the dynamic strain 

gage measurements from seat mounted strain gages. The accelerometers provide the inpw function to the 

seat: and the strain gages measure the reaction of the occupying item to the vehicle accf:leral iOIt and thereby 

provide a method of detennining dynan1ically the mass of the occupying item and its location. This is 

particularly important during occupant position sensing during a crash event. By combining tle outputs of 

] 0 the ac,~ek:rometers and the strain, gages and appropriately processing the same, the mass a nd weight of an 

object' occ:upying the seat can be detennined as well as the gross motion of such ~m 01 )jed so that an 

assessment can be made as to whether the object is a life fonn such as a human being. 
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For this embodiment, sensor 209 represents one or more strain gage weight senson mounted .on the 

seat or in (~onnection with the seat or its support structure. Suitable mounting locatio} IS ,md forms of 

weight stmsors are discussed in the current assignee's U.S. patent application Ser. No .. 09,'J.93,209 and 

contemplated for use in this invention as well. The mass or weight of the occupying iterr. of the seat can 

5 thus be measured based on the dynamic measurement of the strain gages with optional con-;id:!ration of the 

measurements of accelerometers on the vehicle, which are represented by any of sensors 20~~-208. 

FIG. 12 shows a schematic of the integration of the occupant sensing with a 1elemc!tic:; link and the 

vehicle diagnosis ~ith a telematics link. As envisioned, the occupant sensing system 100~) includes those 

components which determine the presence, position, health state, and other infomlatior T( 1ating to the 

lO occUplmt:,:, for example the transducers discussed above with reference to FIGS. 1-3 and 1 he SAW device 

discussed above with reference to FIG. 4. Infonnation relating to the occupants includes ulformation. as to 

what lhe dJiver is doing, talking on the phone, communicating with OnStar® or other, ronte guidance, 

listening to the radio, sleeping, drunk, dnlgged, having a heart attack The' occupant sen~ing systenl may 

also be any of those systems and apparatus described in any of the current assign~~'s abov'e-referenced 

15' patent:, and patent applications incorporated by reference herein, or any other comparable (CC11pant stmsing 

system whi,;h performs any or all of the same functions as they relate to occupant sensin'!. Examples of 

sensors which might be installed on a vehicle and constitute the occupant sensing sysb~m include heartbeat 

sensors, motion sensors, weight sensors, microphones and optical sensors. 

A (~rash sensor 1002 is, provided and determines when the vehicle experiences a crash. Crash 

20 sensor 1002. may be any type of crash sensor. 

, Vehicle sensors 1004 include sensors which detect the operating conditions of the vehicle such as,' 

those sensors discussed with reference to FIGS, 4-8 above. A1so included are tire sensors Sid" as disdosed , 

in U.S. pat(:nt application Ser. No. 10/079,065. Other examples include velocity and ;:tcce:'enttion sensors, 

and angullu' and angular rate pitch, roll and yaw sensors. Of particular importance are gersors that tell 

25 what the <:ar is doing: speed, skidding, sliding, location, communicating with oth ~r cars or the 

infrastructure, etc. 

Environment sensors 1006 includes sensors which provide data to the operatin:~ en"ircl):unent .of the 

'vehlck, e.g" the inside and outside temperatures, the time of day~ 'the location of th(: SUI and lights:. the 

locations of other vehicles, rain, snow, sleet, visibility (fog), general road condition infbmlltic1n, pot holes, 

30 ice, snow cover, road visibility, assessment of traffic, video pictures of an accident, etc. Possible sensors 

includ,~ optical sensors which obtain images of the environment surrounding the veh cIt:, blind spot 

detectors which provides data on 'the blind spot of the driver, automatic cruise control ! en:;6rs tha.t can 
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~ ';I:"~?lIn~1 '::j" '1"';1 .. ::;~ !n g .... ,1 ~,.,I, ... 11 ~ .. ! .It •• 

providt) images of vehicles in front of the host vehicle, various radar devices which pmvid( the position of 

other vehidt:s and objects relative to the subject vehicle. 

The occupant sensing system 1000, crash sensors 1002, vehicle sensors 1004, I!nvitonnent sensors 

1006 all are coupled to a ,communications device 1008 which may contain a memory unit anc appropliate 

5 electrical hardware to comolUnicate with a~l of the sensors, process data from the sensors, alld 1ransmit data 

from the s(~nsors. The memory unit would be useful to store data from the sensors, updated periodically, so 

that sUt:h :infonnation could be transmitted at set time intervals. 

The communications device 308 can be designed to transmit infOlmation to any nunlber of different 

types of tacilities. For example, the communications device 1008 would be. d{:sign~d to tra:nsmit 

10 information to an emergency response facility 1010 in the event of an accident involving 1he vehicle. The 

transmissi.on of the infonnation would be triggered hy a signal from the crash sensor 1002 thiit the vehicle 

was e.,~per:ie:ncing a crash or experienced a crash. The infonnation transmitted would come from the 

occilpant sensing system 1000 so that the emergency r~sponse could be tailored to the ~:tatus of the 

occupants. For example, if the vehicle was detennined to have ten occupants, multiple ambul~ces might be 

15 sent than if the vehicle contained only a single occupant. . Also, if the occupants am deternined not be 

breathinR then a higher priority call with living survivors might receive assistance first. .\s such, the 

infOlmatioll from the occupant sensing system 1000 would be used to prioritize the duties 0 f tt·e· emerg{mcy 

response personnel. 

Infonnation from the vehicle sensors 1004 and environment sensors 1006 could als·) b ~ transm itted 

20 to law en.1brcement authoritie~ 1014 in the event of an accident so that the cause(s) of the accident could be 

detemlined. Such infonnatioll can also include infonnation from the occupant sensing systc~m 1000, which 

might reveal that the driver was talking on the phone, putting on make-up, o~ another distracting activity, 
. . 

information from the vehicle sensors 1004 which might reveal a problem . with the vehicle, . me'. intbmlation 

from the environment sensors 1006 which might reveal the existence of slippery roads, d{ nsc: fog and the 

25 like. 

Inforrnation from the occupant sensing system 1000, vehicle sensors 1004 and envi''ODlllent se:nsors 

1006 Gould also be transmitted to the vehicle mariufacturer 1016 in the event of rul acddc:nt so that a 

detennina.tion can be made as to whether failure of a component of the vehicle causes .or C( lntributed to the 

cause of the: accident. For example, the vehicle sensors might detennine that the tire press Jfe'was too low 

30 so that advice can be disseminated to avoid maint.aining the tire pressure too low in oderto avoid an 

accident. Infonnation from the vehiCle sensors 1004 relating to component failure could be transmitted to a 

dealer/repair facility 1012 which COlt ld schedule maintenance to cOl-rect the problem. 
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The communications device 1008 could be designed to transmit particular infonna :jOtI to eacb site, 

i.e., only infomtation important to be considered by the personnel at that site. For exampk, the emergency 

respor..se p(:rsonnel have no need for the fact that the tire pressure was too low but SUCtl information is 

important. tl) the law enforcement authorities 1014 (for the possible purpose of issujng a recall of th(~ tire 

5 and/or vehide) and the vehicle manufacturer 1016. 

TIl(: communication device can be a cellular phone, OnStar® or other subscriber-')a5 ed telematics 

system, a peer-to-peer vehicle communication system that eventually communicates to tlle mfrastmGture 

and then, poerhaps, to the Internet with email to the dealer, manufacturer, vehicle owner, ;a\\ enforcement 

authOIities or others. It can also be a vehicle to LEO or Geostationary satellite system sHch as SkyHytes 

L 0 whkh can then forward the infonnation to the appropriate facility either directly or through th(: Inteml~t:. 

Tlu~ communication may need to be secret so as not to violate the privacy of the oc{:upants and t~us 

encrypted communication may in many cases be required. Other innovations descrihed h\~re:'11 include the 

trculsmission of any video data from a vehicle to another vehicle or to a facility remote .from 1he vehicle by . . 
any means such as a telematics communication system such as. OnStar@, a cellular ) Ihcne· system, a 

15 cornmuni<:ation via GEO, geocentric or other satellite system and any corrununication thnt communicates 

the results of a pattern' recognition system analysis. Also, any communication from a "ehic Ie 1 hat combines 

semiOI in:f()lmation with location infonnation. 

'Alhen optical sensors are provided as part of the occupant sensing system 1000, vii leo conferc~ncing 

becomes a. possibility, whether or not the vehicle experiences a crash. That is, the OCCUPCUltS of the vehicle 

20 Cc:'ln engag(~ in a video conference with people at another location 1018 via. esta bli :;hment of a 

communications channel by the communications device 1008. 

Thl~ vehicle diagnostic system described above using a telematics link can tram.mit infonnation 

from any t)pe of sensors on the vehicle. 

In onc particular use of the invention, a wireless sensing and communication .sy~;tem is provided 

25 whereby thoe infonnation or data obtained through processing of input from sensors of the wi·~e1ess sensing 

and communication system is further transmitted for reception by a remote facility. '{lUIS, in slIch a 

constluctio:tl, there is an intra-vehicle communications between the sensors on the vehicle :md a processing 

system (contro1 module, computer or the 1ike) and remote communications between the same :or a coupled 

pro;:eHsing system (control module, computer or the like). The electronic components for the: ·intra-ve:hic1e 

30 conunumcation may be designed to transmit and receive signals over short distances whert as the electronic 

components which enable remote communications should be designed to transmit and. rro:ive signals over 

relatively long distances. 
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"nle wireless sensing and communication system includes sensors that are loc:ated or the vehicle or 

in the vicinity of the vehicle and which provide information which' is transmitted to one or more 

intenogators in the vehicle by wireless radio frequency means, using wireless rttdio fi~equl:nc~' transmission 

technology. In some cases, the power to operate a particular sensor is supplied by th'~'int~rrogat:or while in . 

. :5 other cases, the sensor is independently connected to either a battery, generator, vehicle pc·wer source or 

some SOlln~e of power external to the vehicle. 

~l1le sensors for a system installed in a vehicle would likely include tire pressure: temperature and 

ac(~el,eration monitoring sensors, weight or load measuring sensors, switches, tempe!atue, acceleration, 

angular position, angular rate, angular acceleration, proximity, rollover, occupant pTl~sence, humidity, 

10 pre:senc(! of fluids or gases, strain, road condition and friction, chemical sensors and othl~r ~imilar !R:nsors 

providing inform3:ti~n to a vehicle system, vehicle operator or external site. The sen .,on can provide 

in£::mnatlon about the vehicle ~nd its interior or exterior environment, about indivi(iua·. components, 

systems: vehicle occupants, subsystems, or about the ioa4way, ambient atmosphere, tra, el ,~onditions and 

extemalobjects. 

15 The system can use one or more interrogators each having one or more antennas tltat transmnt radio 

frequenc)' energy to the sensors and receive modulated radio frequency signals from 1he s,msors containing 

sensor and/or identification information. One interrogator can be used for sensing multiple swit(~hes or 

other devices. For example, an interrogator may transmit a chirp fonn of energy at 905 ~rnz to 925 MHz 

to a variety of sensors located within or in the vicinity of the vehicle. These sensors rna: I be of the: RFID 

2() elet:;1ronic. type or of the surface acoustic wave (SAW) type. In the electronic type, in!unnation can be 

retumed immediately to the interrogator in the form of a modulated RF signal. In the I:=ase of SAW devices, 

the information can be returned after a delay. Naturally, one sensor can respond in both 1he electronic and 

SAW delayed modes. 

Vvhen multiple . sensors are interrogated using the same technology, the retu:rned si!:nals from the 

various sensors can be time, code, space or frequency multiplexed. For example, for the:a~e ofth~~ SAW 

technJlogy, each sensor can be provided with a different delay. Alternatel:y, each sensor C·lO be desi!~ned to 

respond only to a single frequency or several frequencies. The radio frequency can be amplitude or 

freqUl~ncy modulated. Space multiplexing can be achieved through the use of two or m·)re rintennas and 

correlating the received signals to isolate signals based on direction. 

30 In many cases, the sensors will respond with an identification signal followl~d b: r or preceded by 

information relating to the sensed value, state and/or property. In the case of a SAW-hasi~d switdl, for 

example, 1he returned signal may indicate that .~e switch is either on or off or, in some cases, an 
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intermediate state can be provided signifying that a light should be dimmed, rather 1han <·r (·n or off, for 

exaJr~.ple, 

Great economIes are achieved by using a single in~errogator or even a sn ,all number of 

interrogator:; to interrogate many types of devices. For example, a single interrogator rr:ay monitor tire 

5 pressure and temperature, the weight of an occupying item of the seat, ~e position of1he selt C?.nd seatback, 

as weL as a variety of switches controlling windows, door locks, seat positiot:t, etc. in a v( :hide. Su,ch an 
, " 

interro.gator may use one or multiple antennas and when multiple antennas are used, may switch between 

the antennas depending on what is being monitored. 

More particularly, the tire monitormg system of this invention actually comprise.; three separate 

] 0 syst(~ms cor:responding to three stages of product evolution. Generation 1 is a tire valve cap 1hat provides 

information as to the pressure within the tire as described below. Generation 2 requires th( replacem(~n1 of 

the tire valve stem, or the addition of a new stem-1ike device, with a new valve stem that al,so mea.sures 

temperature and pressure within, the tire or it may be a device that attaches to the vet ict.~ wheel rim. 

Generatioll :3 is a product that is attached to the inside of the tire adjacent the tread and. pro vides a measure 

15 of the d~amt)ter of the footprint between the tire and the road, the tire pressure and temperalurc~, indications 

of tire wea.r and. in some cases, the coefficient of friction between the tire and the road. 

Surface acoustic wave technology pennits the measurement of many physical and chemical 

paramc~ters without the requirement of local power Of energy. R~ther, the energy to run devices c;~n be 

obtaim~d from radio frequency electromagnetic waves. These waves excite an antenna that is cJupled to the 

20 SAW de\'ice. Through various means, the" properties of the acoustic waves on the surface of the SAW 

device are modified as a function of the variable to be measured. The SAW device bt:lon~s t) the :fil~ld or' 

microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and can be produced in high-voiume at low cost. 

For the generation 1 system, a valve cap contains a SAW material at the end o:~ tl"e valve: cap, 

whi(:h may be polymer covered. This device senses the absolute pre,s5ure in the valve cap. Ollon attach.ing 

25 the'vaIve cup to the valve stem, a depressing member gradually depresses the valve perm.l.tting the air 

pressure inside the tire to communicate with a small volume inside the valve cap. As 1 he valve cap is 

screwed. onto the valve stem, a seal prevents the escape of air to the atmosphere. 'The SA W device is 

elect:ric:ally eomlected to the valve cap, which is also electrically connected to the valve stenl tlat acts as an 

antenna for transmitting and receiving radio frequency waves. ~ interrogator located within:W feet of the 

30 tire pe:riodieally transmits radio waves that power the SAW device. The SAW clevie! measures the 

absolute pressure in the valve cap that is equal to the pressure in the tire. U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,64'1,902, 
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'1\1 I./"~ .,JI ''/1::1, 1;:1 dl!' '~~Ii"" • ';!I "11 ',p .!J '1:-:: .. ',9"31 :,,;" . j>' .• : !iI"~!'1 "b'I' II' "Il .. ~." '.n"'h ..... ~ 
"'J •• ' •• 1 =a II U - ;:I:1.f! .'1n: i' 1·' lt11~ .. ,.if . jJ .. :!!1' :J.,;ll -Ir.::,.. 

5,819,779 iUld 4,103,549 illustrate a valve cap pressure sensor where a visual output is provided. Other 

related p110r art. includes U.S. Pat. No. 4,545,246. 

Thc~ generation 2 system pemlits the measurement of both the tire pressure and tire tenperaturc. In 

this case. the tire valve stem is removed and replaced with'a new tire valve stem that {ontains a SAW 

5 device attm:hed at the bottom of the valve stern. This device actually contains two SAW de~lices, one for 

mea.suring temperature and the second for measuring pressure through a novel technology (lis(:ussed below. 

This second generation c:Jevice therefore permits the measurement of both the pressure and the temperature 

inside the tire. Alternately, this device can be mounted inside the tire, ~ttached to 1Jle rim '(Ir attached to 

aJ1oth~;r suitable location. An external pressure sensor is mounted in the interrogator to measure the 

LO pressure of the atmosphere to compensate for altitude and/or barometric changes. 

Th(~ generation 3 device contains a. pressure and temperature sensor, as in rhe case of the 

generation 2 device, but additionally contains one or more accelerometers which meas Ire at least one 

component of the acceleration of the vehicle tire tread adjacent the device. This ac(:eler'lti(ln, varies in a 

known manner as the device travels in an approximate circle attached to the wheel. This <lev ce is c~lpable 

L5 of deb:rmining when the tread adjacent the device is in contact with road surface. It is also able to ffic:a.sure 

the coeffi.cil~nt of friction between the tire and the road surface. In this marmer, it is capal11e of measuring 

the length of time that this tread portion is· in contact with the road and thereby provides j L ·rr easure of the 

diame1:er of the tire footprint on the road. A technical discussion of the operating pr DC' pIe of a. tire 

inflation and load detector based on flat area detection follows: 

20 '\Then tires are inflated and not in contact with the ground, the internal pressure is balanced by the 

circumferential tension in the fibers of the shell. Static equilibrium demands that tcnsiot is equal to the 

radius of curvature multiplied by the difference between the internal and the external gru pwssure. Tires 

support the weight of the automobile by changing the curvature of the part of the shell that touches the 

ground. The relation mentioned above is still valid. In the part of the shell that gets flatten~, the radius of 

25 cun'ature: increases while the tension in the tire structure.stays the same. Therefore, the di1feri~nce between 

the exteOlaJ and internal pressures becomes small to compensate for the growth of the radiu;. Ifth~: shell 

were perfl!ctly flexible, the tire contact with the ground would develop into a flat spot with an area equal to 

the loa.d divided by the pressure. 

A tire operating at correct values of load and pressure has a precise signature in te rm) of variation· 

30 of the radius of curvature in the loaded zone. More flattening indicates under-inflation or o\erl;)ading, while 

less flattt:ning indicates over-inflation or under-loading. Note that tire loading has eS5,entiHlI} no effi~d on 

internal pre:;sure. 
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From the above, one can conclude that monitoring the curvature of the tire as it rohte:; can provide 

a good indjcation of its operational state. A sensor mounted inside the tire at its largest iiamete:r can 

accomplish this measurement. Preferably, the sensor would measure mechanical strain. He wever, a sensor 

measuring a.cceleration in anyone axis could also serve the purpose. 

5, In the case of the strain measurement, the sensor would indicate a constant,strain a~ it spans the arc 

:to 

15 

20 

over whidl the tire is not in contact with the ground, and a pattern of increased stretch durhg the arc of 

close proximity with the ground. A simple ratio of the times of duration of these two stltes would provide a 

good indication of inflation, but more complex algorithms could be employed, wherl~ tilt values and the 

shape ::lfthe: period of increased strain are utiJized. 

In the case of acceleration measurement, tJle system would utilize the fact duLt thl: part of the ,~ire 

in contact with the ground possesses zero velocity for a finite period of time, while 1he r,~st of the tire is 

accelerating' and decelerating in a cyclic fashion.' The resulting acceleration profiles in the' ci>cumferential 

axis or the radial axis present a characteristic near-zero portion, the length ,of which, whl:n :'elated to the 

rest of the rotation, is a result of the state of tire inflation. 

As an indicator of tire health, the measurement of strain on the largest inside d.iaml :tel of the ti re is ' 

, believt:d to be superior to the measurement of stress, such as inflation pressure, becallSe, ',he tire could be 

defomling, as it ages or otherwise progresses toward failure, witholltany changes in imlation pressure. 

Radial strain could also be measured on the inside of the tire sidewall thll,S indicating l:he oegree of flexure 

that the tjre undergoes. 

The accelerometer approach has the advantage of giving a signature from wh ich a hannonic 

analysis of ,onCe-per-revolution disturbances could indicate developing problems such ,lS herni-ls, flat spots, 

loss of pa11 of the tread, sticking of foreign bodies to the tread, etc, 

As a bonus, both of the above-men~ioned sensors give clear once-per-revolution ~iglals for each 

tire that could be used as inputs for speedometers, odometers, differential slip indic. lto'~S, tire wear 

25 indi,:;ators, (:tc. 

Tires can fail for a variety of reasons including low pressure, high temperature, del un ination of the 

tread, ex(;~:ssive flexing of the sidewall, and wear (see, e.g., Summary Root, Catse Ana.lysis 

Bridge:stcnelFirestone, Inc." http://www.bridgestone-firestone.com/homei~gs/rootcau:~!!tm.Printed 

March., 2(01). Most tire failures can be predicted based on tire pressure alone and the TREAD Act thus 

30 addresses the monitoring of tire pressure. However, some failures, such as the Firestone 1 ire failures, can 

result from substandard materials especially those that are in contact with a steel-reinforcing belt. If the 

nlbber adjacent the steel belt begins to move relative to the belt, then heat will be geneJated and the 
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temperature of the tire will rise until the tire . fails catastrophically. This can happe~ evcm in properly 

inflat.ed tin~. 

Finally, tires can fail due to excessive vehicle loading and excessive sidewall :flexi 19 :!ven if the tire 

is properly inflated. This can happen if the vehicle is overloaded or if the wrong size dre ll.as been mounted 

5 on thc~ v.eh~cle, In most cases, the tire temperature will rise as a result of this additional ::le}.ing, however,· 

this h not' always the caSe, and it may even occur too late. Therefore, the device: whch measures the 

diamf:ter of the tire footprint on the road is a superior method of measuring excessive loadhg )f the ti re, 

Generation 1 devices monitor pressure only while generation 2 devices a Iso monitor the 

temperature and theref~re will provide a warning of imminenf tire failure more oft m. than through 

1(. monitoring pressure alone. Generation 3 devices will give an indication that the vehide is overloaded 

before either a pressure or temperature monitoring system can respond. The generation 3 s)-stem can also 

be aU,gmented to measure the vibration signature of the tire and thereby detect when a. tin hetS worn to the 

point that the steel belt is contacting the road. In this manner, the generation 3 system alS;) provides an 

indication of a worn out tire and, as will be discussed below, an indication of th,e .road coefficient of 

15 frictic-D. 

Each of these devices communicates to an interrogator with pressure, temperature, ani accel€~ration 

as appropriate. In none of these generational devices is a battery mounted within the vehi cle tire recluired, 

although in some cases a generator can be used. In most cases, the SAW devices wil1"pti<'nally provide an 

identification number corresponding to the device to permit the interrogator to separa1 e one tire: from 

20 another. 

Key advantages of the tire monitoring system disclosed herein over most of the ·;Ul rendy Imown 

prior art are: 

• very small size and insignificant weight eliminating the need for wheel· counterbalru Ice: 

• cost competitive for tire monitoring only, significant cost advantage when systt)ms are combined, 

25 .• exceeds customers' price targets, 

• high update rate, 

• sdf:'diagnostic, 

• alltomatic wheel identification, 

• no batteries requir~d - p'owerless, 

30 • no wires required - wireless. 
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S.AV{ devices have been used for sensing many parameters including devices jor chenlical sensing 

and materials characterization in both the gas and liquid phase. They also are used for mea'mr'ng pressure,· 

strain, temi)(~rature, acceleration, angular rate and other physical states oftlie environmtmt. 

The monitoring of temperature and or pressure ofa tire can take place infrequently. It is adequate 

5 to check the pressure and temperature of vehicle tires once every ten seconds to once per milUt~. To utilize 

the centralized interrogator of this invention, the tire monitoring system would prefer lbl y use SAW 

techno10gy ;md the device could be located in the valve stem, wheel, tire side wall, tire tn: ad, or other 

appropriate location with access to the internal tire pressure of the tires. A preferred syste·n is based on a 

SAW technology discussed above. 

10 At periodic intervals, such as once every minute, the interrogator sends a radio free luency signal at 

a frequenGY such as 905 MHz to wllich the tire monitor. sensors have been sensitized. Whtn leceiving this 

signal, the tire monitor sensors (of which there are five in a typical configuration) respot!d with a 8i,gnal 

providing an optional identification number, temperature and pressure data. . In one implem ent'ltion; the 

interrogator would use multiple, typically two or four, antennas which are spaced apart. B~' compariIlg the 

] 5 time of the returned signals from the tires to the antennas, the location of each of the Set lders CcUl be 

approximatdy detennined. That is, the antennas can be so located that each tire is a diifereHt (Iistance from 

each ante:mna and by comparing the return time of the signals sensed by the antennas, the:1 ocation of' each 

tire' can be detennined and associated with the returned infonnation. If at least thr~t~ antennas are lIsed, 

then· returns from adjacent vehicles can be eliminated. 

20 An identification number can accompany each transmission from each tire sensor and can a1so be 

used to validate that the transmitting sensor is in fact located on the subject vehicle. In traffic situations, it 

is possible to obtain a signal from the tire of an adjacent vehicle. This would immediate) y ~ how up as a 

retUJn from more than five vehicle tires and the system would recognize that a fault had oCI~urred. The 

sixth retu.rn can be easily eliminated, however, since it could contain an identification number that is 

25 different from those that have heretofore been returned frequently to the vehicle system or based on a 

comparison of the signals sensed by the different antennas. Thus, when the vehicle tire is .~hanged or tires 

are rotated, the system will validate a particular return signal as originating from the tire-m )nitoring sensor 

located on the subject vehicle. 

This same concept is also applicable for other vehicle-mounted·sensors. This permi1s a plug and 

30 play s(~enario whereby sensors can be added to, changed, or removed from a vehicle a)1d tile interrogation 

system will automatically adjust. '!be system will know the type of sensor based on t1te dentifi<:ation 

number, frequency, delay and/or its location on the vehicle. For example, a tire monit<,r e:ouId have a 
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different code in the identification number from a switch or we~ght-monitoring device. This also permits 

new kinds of' sensors to be retroactively installed on a vehicle. If a totally new type of the sensor is 

mounted to the vehicle, the system software would have to be updated to recognize and know what to do 

with the information from the new sensor type. By this method, the configuration and ql.·amity of s'ensing 

:; systems on a vehicle can be easily changed and the system interrogating these sensors need ouly be updated 

with ~Ioflwilre upgrades which could occur automatically over the Internet. 

Pn~ferred tire-monitoring sensors for use with this invention use the surface acoU!.:tic wave (SAW) 

tec1mology. A radio frequency interrogating signal is sent to all of the tire gages simult meously and the 

roo::ived signal at each tire gage is sensed using an antenna. The antenna is connected to the IDT 

HI transducf~r that converts the electrical wave to an acoustic wave that travels on the surf.lce of a material 

such as lithium niobate, or other piezoelectric material such as zinc oxide, Langasite OJ' the polymer 

polyvinylidetie fluoride (PVDF) .. During its travel on the surface of the piezoelectric material, either the 

time delay, resonant frequency, amplitude, or phase of the. signal (or even possibly combinatit)lls thereof) is 

modified based on the temperature and/or pressure in the tire. This modified wave is sense:l b~1 ~ne or more 

15 JDT 1ransducers and converted back to a radio frequency wave that is used to excite att aJ1tenna :f()T re

broadcasting the wave back to interrogator. The interrogator receives the wave at E~ time (clay after the 

original transmission that is· detennined by the geometry of the SAW transducer and dec041es this signal to 

det(~mline the temperature and/or pressure. in the subject tire. By· using slightly differel t ~'cometr:ies for . 

each of the tire monitors, slightly different delays can be achieved and randomized ·so that 1 he probability of 

20 two scmsonl having the same delay is small .. The interrogator transfers the decoded irrlornllti(ln to a (~entral 

prOCCHsor that then:. detennines whether th~ temperature and/or' pressure of each of the tires exceed 

specifications. If so, a warning light can be displayed informing the vehicle driver of the ·:ondition. In 

some cases, this random delay is aU that is required to separate the five tire signals imd 10 iientifY which 

tires are on the vehicle and thus ignore responses from adjacent vehicles. 

25 With an accelerometer mounted in the tire, as is the case for the generation 3 system, infonnation is 

present to diagnose other tire problems. For example, when the steel beltwears through 'th~ nibber tread, it 

will mak,~ a. distinctive noise and create a distinctivc vibration when it contacts the pavem, :nt. This (~m be 

sensed by the SAW accelerometer. The interpretation of various such signals can he de Ine :using neural 

netwo:rk t~x::hnology. Sinlllar systems' are described more detail in U.S. Pat. No. 5,829,7.~2, incorporated 

30 by ref.~renc'~ herein. As the tread begins to separate from ~e tire as in the Bridgestone ca',es a distinctive 

vibratlon is created which can also be sensed by a tire-mounted accelerometer. 
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As the tire rotates, stresses are created in the rubber tread surface between th,~· center of the 

footprint amI the edges. If the coefficient of friction on the pavement is low, these stresses Cln caus.e the 

shape of the footprint to change. The generation 3 system, which measures the circumfel en1ial lenB~h of 

the footprint, can therefore also be used to measure the friction coefficient between the tire and the 

5 pavement. 

Similarly, the same or a different interrogator can be used to monitor various conponents of the 

vehide's safety system including occupant position sensors, vehicle acceleration sensors, vehicle angular 

. position, velocity and acceleration sensors, related to both frontal, side or rear impacts as we: I as rollover. 

conditions, The interrogator could also be used in conjunction with other detection devices such as weight 

10 sensors, temperature sensors, accelerometers which' are associated with various. systems i 1 the vehide to 

enable such systems to be controlled or affected based on the measured state. 

Some specific examples of the use of interrogators and responsive devices will now be described. 

Th.e antennas used for interrogating the vehicle tire pressure transducers will be lo·;at,~d O.utsi.de of 

the vehicle passenger compartment. For many other transducers to be sensed the antennas must be located 

15 at variou:~ positions within passenger compartment. This invention contemplates, dleref)re, a. series' of 

different antenna systems, which can be electronically switched by the interrogator cil'cuitlY. Alternately, 

. in some cas(~s, all of the antennas can be. left connected and total transmitted power increase,!' 

There are several applications for weight or load measuring devices in a vehic'e including the 

vehicle suspension system and seat weight sensors for use with automobile safety systl~ms. As report<::d in 

20 U.S: Pat. Nos. 4,096,740, 4,623,813, 5,585,571, 5,663,531, 5,821,425 and 5,910,647 a·,td International 

Publication No. WO 00/65320(AI). all·of which are incorporated by reference hen:in to the extent the 

disclosure (If these publications is necessary, SAW devices are appropri~te candidates: or such weight 

measurement systems. In this case, the surface acoustic way on the lithium niobate, or otller piezoelectric 

material, is modified in delay time, resonant frequency, amplitude and/or phase based t In strain of the 

25· memb<:r upon which the SAW device is mounted. For example, the conventional bolt ~hat IS t)pically used 

to cOlmect the passenger seat to the seat adjustment slide mechanism can be replaced with a ::tud which is 

threaded on both ends. A SAW strain device is mounted to the center unthreaded section of rhe stud and 

the stud is attached to both the seat and the slide mechanism using appropriate threaded nu1 s. Based OIl the 

particular g,~ometry of the SAW device used, the stud can result in as little as a 3 nun upward jisplacc~ment 

] O. of the seat c:ompared to a normal bolt mounting system. No wires are required to attach· thf SAW device to 

the stud. The interrogator transmits a radio frequency pulse at, for example, 925 MHz tha1 excites an.tenna 

on the SA \AT strain measuring system. After a delay caused by the time required for dle W1Vf to travel the 
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length of the SAW device, a modified wave is re-transmitted to the interrogator pro,,'iding an indica;tion of 

the strain of the stud with the weight of an object occupying the seat corresponding to the ;trctin. For a seat 

t~at is normally bolted to the slide mechanism with four bolts, at least four SAW strain'.,ensors would be 

used. S.inc:e the individual SAW devices are very small, multiple devices can be placed on a ~tud to provide 

5 multiple redundant measurements, or permit bending strains to be determined, andlor to l,enn,it the stud to. 

be aibitriilrily .Iocated with at least one SAW device always within direct view of the inteao~ator antenna. 

In some C,LSeSt the bolt or stud will be made on non-conductive material to limit the bI( 'ckage of the RF 

signal. In other cases, it will be insulated from the slide (mechanism) and used as ari antenna. 

If two longitudinally spaced apart antennas are used to receive the SAW transmisf:ions from the 

10 seat weight sensors, one antelma in front of the seat and the other behind the seat, then tlle position of the 

seat (:an b{: determined eliminating the need for current seat position sensors. A similar S} stem' can be used 

for other scat and seatback positic;m measurements. 

For strain gage weight sensing, the frequency of interrogation would be considerably high(~r than· . 

. that cf the tire monitor, for example. However, if the seat is unoccupied then the frequencJ of interrogation 
. . 

l~; can be· suhstantially reduced. For an occupied seat, infonnaiion as to the identity andlor category and 

position of an occupying item of the seat can be obtained through the multiple weight s,mSJrs des,:ribed. 

For this reason, and due to the fact that during the pre-crash event the position of an occupying item of the 

seat may be changing rapidly, interrogations as frequently as once every 10 millisecc,nds cat I be des.irable. 

This wou lel also enable a distribution of the weight being applied to the seat to be ob1aine:J v,hich provides 

2(1 an estimation of the position of the object occupying the seat. Using pattern recognition t(:cltlology, e.g., a 

trained neural network, sensor fusion, fuzzy logic, etc., the identification of the object ~IU he ascertained 

based on the detennined weight and/or determined weight distribution. 

There are many other methods by which SAW devices can be used to detennine t lie weight and/or 

wejgllt distribution of an occupying item other than the method described above and ~LlI sllch uses of SAW 

25 strain sens,;>rs for detennining the weight and weight distribution of an occupant are co rlte'l1plated. For 

example: SAW devices with appropriate straps can be used to measure the deflection of the seat cushion 

top or botwm caused by an occupying item, or if placed on the seat belts, the load In the belts can 

de1(~rrninf:d wirelessly and powerlessly .. Geometries similar to those disclosed in U.S. Pa:. ~lo. 6,242,701 

(whic:b. disdoses multiple strain gage geometries, the entire disclosure of this patent is in(:orporau::d by 

3(' referenct: herein to the extent the disclosure is necessaryi using SAW strain-measuring de'ricc:s can also be 

constJuct~ld, e.g., any of the multiple strain gage· geometries shown therein. 
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Although a preferred method for using the invention 1S to interrogate each of the SAW devices 

using wire:less means, in some cases it may be desirable to supply power to 'andlor obtain in formation from 

one Of more of the devices using wires. As such, the wires would be an optional feature. 

One advantage of the weight sensors of this invention along with the geometries j Iisdosed in the 

5 '70] patcnt and herein below, is that in addition to the axial stress in the seat support, the b( nd- ng moments 

in ttil~ strlldure can be readily detennined. For example, if a seat is supported by four ':'leg~", it is possible 

to detelmine the state of stress~ assuming tllat axial twisting can be ignored, using four strain g.)ges on each 

leg support. for a total of 16 such gages. If the seat is supported by three legs, then this can 1:e reduc.ed to 

12. Naturally, a three-legged support is preferable than four since with four, the s"at support is over- . 

10 determined severely complicating the determination of the stress caused by an object 011 the :;ea::. Even. ~ith 

three S'llPPOltS, stresses can be introduced depending on the nature of the support at the se It rails or other 

floor-mounted supporting structure. If simple supports are used that do not introduce b( nd ng moments 

into the structure, then the number of gages per seat can be reduced to three providing a good model of the 

seat st!:ucture is available. Unfortunately, this is usually not the case and most seats have- f)ur supports 

) 5 and the attac;hments to the vehicle not only introduce bending moments into the structure bw these moments 

_ vary from one position to another and with temperature. The SA ~ strain gages of thi!- irvention. lend 

themselves to the placement of multiple gages onto each support as needed to approximateiy determine the 

state (If st.ress and thus the weight of the occupant depending on the particular vehi.;le application. 

FurthermOf(:, the wireless nature of these gages· greatly simplifies the placement of such gHges at those 
- . 

20 locations that are most appropriate. 

Om: additional point should be -mentioned. In many cases, the detennination of tile weight of an 

occupant from the static strain gage readings yields inaccurate results due to ~e indeterminate stress state 

in the support structure. However, the dynamic st~esses to a first order are indepcnden1 of the reBidual 

stress state. Thus, the change in stress that occurs as a vehicle travels down a roadway caus:!d by dips in 

25 the-roadway can provide an accurate measurement of the weight of an object in a seat. This is espedally 

true if an accelerometer is used to measure the vertical excitation provided to the seat. 

Some vehicle models provide load leveling and ride control functions that depend on the magnitude 

and di~tribution of load carried by the vehicle suspension. Frequently, wire str~in gage te( hn )logy is used 

for the:se functions. That is, the wire strain gages are used to sense the load andlor load di stribution of the 

30 vehicll~ on the vehicle suspension system. Such strain gages can be advantageously repllced _with strain 

gages based on SAW technology with the significant advantages in terms of cost, wireies:; monitoring, 
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dynamic range, and signal level. In addition, SAW strain gage systems can be significantly nore aCI:;urate 

than wire strain gage systems. 

A strain detector in accordance with this invention can convert mechanical' strain to variations in 

electrical signal frequency with a large dynamic range and high accuracy even for very small 

5 displacements. The frequency variation is produced through use of a surface acoustic wave delay line as the 

freque·.ncy I~ntrol element of an oscillator. A surface acoustic wave delay line compri:;es a transducer 

deposited on a piezoelectric material such as quartz or lithium niobatewhich is dispcse<1 so as to be 

defbnned by strrun in the member which is to be monitored. Deformation of the piezodectric substrate 

changes tl1(: frequency control characteristics of the surface acoustic wave delay line, ther, :b} changing the 

1(: freqmmcy of the oscillator. Consequently, the oscillator frequency change is a measure orth~ strain in the 

member being monitored and thus the we,ight applied to the seat. A SAW strain transducH i:; capable of a 

degre:! of accuracy substantially greater than that of a conventional resistive strain gage. 

IS 

20 

Other applications of weight measuring systems' for an automobile include mE:aSUJ inE the weight of 

the fuel ta.nk or other containers of fluid to detennine quantity of fluid contained therein. 

One problem with SAW devices is that if they are designed to operate at the;:: GHz frequency, the 

fec:'lture si leS become exceeding small and the devices are difficult to manufacture. On. the ott cr hand, if the 

frequencies are considerably lower, for examp1e, in the tens of megahertz range, then lhe antenna sizes' , 

hec:ome excessive. ,It is also more. difficult to obtain antenna gain at the lower frequene ies. This is also 

relatt:d to antenna size. One method of solving this problem is to transmit an interroga tion signal. in the 

ma.ny GHz range which is modulated at the hundred l\1Hz range. At the SAWtransdlJcer: th~ transducer is 

tuned to the'moduiated frequency. Using a nonlinear device such as a Shocky diode, the modified signal 

can he 1nixed with the incoming high frequency signal and re-transmitted through the same antenna. For 

this c:asc, the interrogator could continuously broadcast the carrier frequency. 

1n addition to measuring the weight of an occupying item on a seat, the lo:aticn (If the seat and 

25 setba.ck can also be detennined by the interrogator. Since the SAW devices inherentl~ Cleate a delayed 

return signal, either that delay must be. very accurately known or an alternate approach is required, One 

such altt!nlate approach is to use the heterodyne principal described above to cause 1he a!ltenna to return a 

signal of a different frequency. By comparing the'phases of the sending and received sigl1al, the distance to 

the dev:ic:e, can be detennined. Also, as discussed above, multiple antennas can be usee fc r seat position 

3. 0 and :;eatback position sensing. 

\Vith respect to switches, devices based on RFID technology can be used mj sw,tdes in a vehicle 

as d,~sc~'ibed in U.S. Pat. ,Nos. 6,078,252 and 6,144,288, and U.S. provisional patent applieation Sc:r. No. 
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601231.,3'78. all of which are incorporated by refbrence herein. There are many waYE that it can be 

accomplishc:d. A switch can be used to COlll1ect an antenna to either an RFID elec110nic device or to an 

RFID SA\-V device. This of course requires contacts to the closed by the 'switch ~tivaticn. An altl~rnate 

approach is to use pressure from an occupant's finger, for example, to alter the propertie~ of the aCI;)ustic 

5 wave on the: SAW material much as in a SAW touch screen. These properties that carl be· modified include 

the am,plitude of the acoustic wave, and its phase, and/or the time delay or an external impe ial!ce coruu:cted 

to one of the SAW reflectors as disclosed in' U.S. Pat. No. 6,084,503, incorporated by refel'ence herein. In 

this implementation, the SAW transducer can contain two sections, one which' is modified by t.he occupant 

and the 01hl~r which serves as a reference. A combined signal is sent to the interrogator (hat decodes the 

10 signal to dt:termine that the switCh has been activated. By any of these technolog:ies, iwitches can be 

arbitra.rily placed within the interior of an automobile, for example, without the need for V\ ire~, (The w~res 

would be an optional feature.) Since wires and connectors are the clause of most warrarty repairs in an 

automobile, not only is the cost of switches substantially reduced but also the relia.bilit·v C f the vehicle 

electri,;al system is substantially improved. 

15 l1w interrogation of switches can take place with moderate frequency such as onl;c every 100 

millisecond:;. Either through the use of different frequencies or different d~lays, a largt: nuttlbt:r of switches 

. can be eithe:r time, code, space or frequency multiplexed to permit separation of the signals 'ottained by the 

interrogator . 

Another approach is to attach a variable impedance device across one of the reflec1 ors on the SAW 

20 device. The impedance can therefore used to determine the relative reflection from th,~ reflecTor cam.pa,red 

to otlwr rdlectors on the SAW device. In this way, the ma~itude as ,well as the presence of a force e:l{erted 

by an 'oe<:upant's finger, for example, can be used to provide a rate sensitivity to the desiree function. In an 

altenmte design, as shown U.S. Pat. No'. 6,144,288, incorporated by reference herein. the : witch is used to 

conneet the antenna to the SAW device. Of course, in this case the interrogator will not get It return from 

25 the SAW switch unless it is depressed. 

Temperature measurement is. another field in which SAW technology can be ·.lppJied and the 

invent,on encompasses several embodiments of SAW temperature sensors. 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,249,418, incorporated by reference herein, is one of many exaolJle;, of prior art 

SA Vi temperature sensors. Temperature sensors are commonly used within. vehicles, j md ,many more 

30 appJicatiom: might exist if a low cost wireless temperature sensor is available, i.e., the invelJtiol. The SAW 

technclogy can be used for such temperature sensing tasks. These tasks include measuring the vehicle 

coolart temperature, air temperature within passenger compartment at mUltiple locations, !,ea-': temperature 
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for w;e 'in conjunction with seat warming and cooling systems, outside temperatures and perhaps tire 

surfac:e temperatures to provide early warning to operators of road freezing conditions. Olle ,~xampl(~, is to 

provide air temperature sensors in the pas~enger compartment in the vicinity of ultrasonic tr~lsducers used 

in occupa.nt sensing systems as described in the current assignee's U.S. Pat No. 5,943,295 (Varga I~t a1.), 

5 incorporated by, reference herein, since the speed of sound in the air varies by approximate Iy :W% from -40 

°C to 85 (lC. The subject matter of this patent is included, in the invention to form a part [hereof. Current' 

ultrasoni(~ occupant sensor systems do not measure or compensate for this change in th( slleed of sound 

with the dlect of significantly reducing the accuracy of the systems at the temperatur.~ ex1 rer-les, 11lfough 

the jt:idic:ious placement of SAW temperature sensors in the vehicle, the, passenger I :ompartme:nt air 

1 (I temperatum can be accurately estimated and the infonnation provided wirelessly to thl~ ult ·as.mic OCGllpant 

sensor syst&~m thereby permitting corrections to be made for the change in speed of sound. 

Acceleration sensing is another field in which SAW technology can be applied ~ nd the invention 

encompasst;s several embodiments of SAW accelerometers. 

U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,199,990,4,306,456 and 4,549,436, all of which are incorporated by reference 

15 herein, are examples of prior art SAW accelerometers. Most airbag crash sensors for detumining whether 

the v<::hicle is experiencing a frontal or side impact currently use micromachined acceleJ ometers. 111ese 

accelerometers are usuany based on the· deflection of a mass which is sensed using either capacitive or 

piezoresistive technologies. SAW technology has heretofore not been used as a vehicle: acc ~Ierometer or for 

vehicle cra:~h sensing. Due to the importance of this function, at least one interrogator CCUlcl. be dedicated' 

20 to thi~: critical function. Acceleration signals from the crash sensors should be reportl~ at le.lst preferably 

every 100 microseConds. In this case, the dedicated interrogator would send an inte:rrogaticn pulse to' all 

crash sensor acceletometers' every 106 microseconds and receive staggered acceleration response~1 from 

. each of the: SAW accelerometers wirelessly. This technology permits the placement of rlUltiple lo'~'-cost 

accelerometers at ideal locations for crash sensing including inside the vehicle side doors, in the passenger 

25 compa.rtment and in tlle frontal crush zone. Additionally crash sensors can now be located in the rear of the 
I 

vehicle in the crush zone to sense rear impacts. Since the, acceleration data' is transmitt4xJ wirel(~ssly, 

conce:m about the detaclunent or cutting of wires from the ,sensors disappears. One of thn IT. ain con.cerns, 

for example, of placing crash sensors in the vehicle doors where they most appropria1ely (·an .$ense vt~hicle 

side! impacts, is the fear that an impact into the A-pillar of the automobile would sever the vrires from the 

30 door~mounted crash sensor before the crash was sensed. This problem disappears with the current wireless 

technology of this invention. If two accelerometers are placed at some distance from ea(:hl)ther, th(~ roll 
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rate of the; vehicle can be determined and thus the tendency of the, vehicle to rollover can be predicted in 

time to automatically take corrective action and/or deploy a curtain airbag or other airbag(s). 

Although the sensitivity of measurement is considerably gre~ter than, that ot tained ' with 

conventional piezoelectric accelerometers, the frequency deviation remains low in abs )lute va.lue. 

5 Accordingly, the frequency drift of thermal origin has to be made as low as possible by selfcthg a suitable, 

cut of the piezoelectric material. The resulting accuracy is impressive as presented inU,S. Pat. No. 

4,549,436, incorporated by reference herein, which discloses an angular accelerometer with a dynamic a 

range of :I million, temperature coefficient of 0.005o/oIdeg F, an accuracy of I ~icroradian/s~c2, a power 

consumption of 1 milliwatt, a drift of 0.01% per year, a volume of 1 cc/axis and a frequency responst~ of 0 

I Oto 1000 Hz. The subject matter of this patent is hereby included in the invention to constiolte a part of the 

inventi':>n. A similar design can be used for acceleration sensing. 

In a. similar manner as the polymer coated SAW device is ·used to measurepre:::sure, a similar 

deviee wherein a seismic mass is attached to a SAW device through a polymer interface ~all be ma.de to 

sense accderation. This geometry has a particular advantage for sensing accelerations belov' 1 0, which 

15 has proved to be very difficult in conventional micromachined accelerometers due to their lnalJility tOo both' 

measure low accelerations and withstand shocks, , 

Gyroscopes are another field in which SAW technology can be applied an« l the in"~~ntion 

encompasses several embodiments of SAW gyroscopes. 

The SAW technolo'gy is particularly applicable for gyroscopes as described in International 

20 Publication No. 'va 00179217A2 to Varadan et al. The output of such gyroscopes Crul be :let~nnined with 

an illtf)~ogator that is also used for the crash sensor accelerometers, or a dedicated' inte rrogator can, be 

used. Gyroscopes having an accuracy of approximately 1 degree per second have many applications in a 

vehicl~~ including skid control and other dyPa.mic stability functions. Additionally, gyrost :opes of similar 

accuracy can be used to sense impending vehicle rollover situations in time to take cormctiv} a ~tion. 

25 SAW gyroscopes of the type described in WO 00/79217 A2 have the capabili ty of achi.eving 

acc.uracies approaching 3 degrees per hour. -This high accuracy permits use of slieh g:'fOscopes in an 

inertial measuring unit (IMU) that can be used with accurate vehicle navigation systems clIld auton(J·mous 

vehic1f~ control based on differential GPS corrections. Such a system is described in the Cl rrent assignee's 

U.S, patent application Ser. No. 091177,041. Such navigation systems depend on the avaihtbiht.y offouf or 

30 more GPS satellites and an accurate differential correction signal such as providtd b:, (Ie OnmiStar 

Corporation or NASA or through the National Differential GPS system now being deployed. The 

ava.ilability of these signals degrades in urban canyon environments, tunnels, and on highways when the 
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vehicle: is:in the vicinity of large trucks. For this application, an IMUsystem should be able to accurately 

control. tht~ vehicle for perhaps 15 seconds and preferably for up to five minutes. An IMU based on SAW 

technology or the tecMology of U;S. Pat. No. 4,549,436 discussed above are the best-krown dmrices 

capable of providing sufficient accuracies for this application at a reasonable, cost. Other accurate 

5 gyroscqpe teclmologies such as fiber optic systems are more accurate but can cost maJtY ',:housan.ds of 

dollars. In. contrast, in high volume production, an IMU of the required accuracy hased on SA W 

technology should cost less than $100. 

, Om;e an IMU of the accuracy described above is available in the vehicle, this sallie device can be 

used to provide significant improvements to vehicle stability control ,and rollover prediction ')y~tems. 

10 Keyless entry systems are another field in which SAW technology can be applied a ild the invention 

encompasses several embodiments of access control systems using SAW devices. 

A c:orrunon use of SAW ~eclmology is for access control to buildings~ RJ~I:O tl:chnology using 

electronic!; is also applicable for thjs purpose; however, the range of electronic RFID technolq,>y is usually 

limited to one meter or less. In contrast, the SAW technology can pennit sensing up to a bOllt 30 meters. 

15 As a keyless entry system, an automobile can be configured such that the doors uruQ(ik a! the holder of a 

card c:ontaining the SAW ID system approaches the vehicle and similarly, the v,~hic1,~ doors call be 

autom:ltically locked when occupant with the card travels beyond a certain distam:e flom the vt::hicle, 

When the occupant enters the yehicle, the doors can again automatically lock either tHough lo!~c or 

through a. current system wherein doors automatically lock when the vehicle is placed in geaT. An occupant 

20 with such a card would also not need to have an ignition ~ey. The vehicle would recognil'e that the SAW 

bas(~d card was inside vehicle and then permit the vehicle to be started by issuing an oral command if a 

voice recognition system is present or by depressing a button, for example, without tlu: nee:! {.)T an ignition 

key, 

OCGupant presence and position sensing is another field in which SAW technologl C.'lJ1 be applied 
\ 

25 and the inv(:ntion encompasses several embodiments of SAW occupant presence and!0r pos,tiorl sensors. 

Many sensing systems are avai~ble for the use to identify and locate occupants?t ot1ler obj(,cts in 

a passenger compartment of the vehicle. Such sensors include ultrasonic sensors, chemi ;a1 :~ensom (e.g', 

carbon diox.ide), cameras, radar systems, heat sensors, capacitance, magnetic or other field change sensors, 

etc. ]\1ost of these sensors require power to operate and return infonnation to a (:entr tl processor for 

30 analysis. An ultrasonic sensor, for example, inay be mounted in or near the headlinc~r of th~ vehicle and 

periodically it transmits a few ultrasonic waves and receives reflections of these waves frcm occlllpying 
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items of the passenger seat. Current systems on the market are controlled by electroni(·s in a dedicated 

ECU. 

An alternate method as taught in this invention is to use an interrogator to sen I l a ·signal to the 

headliner··mounted ultrasonic sensor causing that sensor to transmit and receive u1tras~ilic ·waves, The 

5 sensor in this case would perform mathematical operations on the received waves and create a vc<rtor of 

data <:ontaining perhaps twenty to forty values and transmit that vector wirelessly to the ;nturogator. By 

mecU1S of this system, the ultrasonic sensor need only be connected to the vehicle powe·· s~!stem and the 

infomlatiotL could be transferred to and from the sensor Wirelessly. Such a system signific mtly redUl~es the 

wiring complexity especially when there may be multiple such sensors distributed in rhe passenger 

HI compartment. .Now, onlya power wire needs to be attached to the sensor and t?-ere does n·jt need to be any 

dimct connection between the sensor and the control module. Naturally, the same philosoph:.' would apply 

to radar··based sensors, electromagnetic sensors of ~ all kinds including cameras, caI,ac: tive or other 

eiedrom(lgnetic fieJd change sensitive sensors etc. In some cases, the sensor itself (:an operate on power 

supplied by the mterrogator through radio frequency transmission. In this case, even the connection to the 

IS power lilW can be omitted. This principle can be extended to the large number of sensors ~ nd actuators that 

are currently in the vehicle where the only wires that are needed are those to supply pov.er to the sensors 

,and actuators and the information is supplied wirelcssly. 

Such wireless powerless sensors can also be, use, for example, as close proximity sensors based on 

mcasurem<;nt of thermal radiation from an ~ccupant. Such ~ensors can be mounted on .allY ()f the surfaces 

20 in the: passenger compartment, including the seats, which are likely to receive such radiaticn. 

A significant nu~ber of people are suffocated each year in automobiles due t) excessive heat, 

carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, or other dangerous fumes. The SAW sensor technolo~ is particularly 

appH;;able to solving these· kinds of problems ... The temperature measurement capabilities of-SAW 

transdu(~~:rs have been discussed above. If the surface of a SAW device is covered with a material which 

2:5 ca])tt:Lres carbon dioxide, for example, such that the 'mass, elastic constants or othe:r pr )pt:rty of surface 

coating (:hanges, the characteristics of the surface acoustic waves can be modified as des, ~rihcd in· d.etail in 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,637,987 and elsewhere. Once again, an interrogator can sense the conclition of these 

chemica.I'·sensing sensors without the need to supply power and connect the sensors wich ~i:ther wireless 

communication or through the power wires. If a concentration of carbon monoxide is sersed, for example, 

30 an alarm can be sounded, the window~ opened, ~d/or the engine extinguished. Simila.rly, if the 

temperature \ovithin. the passenger compartment exceeds a certain level, the windows can be autom·atically 
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opened a :little to penn it an exchange of air reducing the inside temperature and theniby perhaps savjng the' 

life of an infant or pet left in the vehicle unattended. 

In. a sim'ilar manner, the coating of the surface wave device can contain a chemical which is 

responsive to the presence of alcohol. In this case, the vehicle can be prevented from o]>en.ting when the 

5 conc,~nt:ration of alcohol vapors in the vehicle exceeds some detennined limit. 

Each year a number of children and animals are killed when they ·are locked int) a vehicl(, trunk. 

Since children and animals emit significant amounts of carbon dioxide, a carbon dioxide sensor connected 

to th.~ vehicle system wirelessly and powerlessly provides an economic way of detecting the presence of a 

life fom} in the trunk. If a life form is detected, then a control system can release a tJuri;{ lock thereby 

10 opening the tnlnk. Alarms can also be sounded or activated when a 1ife form is detected irt th.;! trunk. 

Although they will not be discussed in detail, SAW sensors' operating In the wirelt:ss mode can also 

be used to 'sense for ice on the windshield or other exterior surfaces of the vehicle, cOlldelsation on the 

insid(! of the windshield or other interior surfaces, rain sensing, heat load sensing and many other 

aut omoti vc;: sensing functions. They can also be used to sense outside environmental pro )erties and states 

1~; including temperature, humidity, etc. 

. SAW sensors can be economically used to measure the temperature and. humic tit} at nwnerous 

place!; both inside and outside of a vehicle. When used to measure humidity inside the ve', lic: e, a sourc·e of 

water vapor can be activated to increase the humanity when desirable and the air conditioning systc;:m can 

be aClcivated to reduce the humidity when necessary. TemperatUre and humidity measurements outside of 

2('. the ve·hide can be'. an indication of potential road icing problems. Such infonnation CiUl bl: ll:iOO to provide 

early waIn:ing to a 'driver of potentially dangerous conditions .. Although the invention de5cribed herein is 

related to land vehicles, many of these advances are equally applicable to other vehicle~ slIch as boats, 

airplanes and even, in some cases, homes and buildings. The invention disclosed herein, thl:refore, is not 

limited to automobiles or other land vehicles. 

25 Road condition sensing is another field in which SAW technology can be applied l,nd the invention 

encompass(:s several embodiments of SAW road condition sensors. 

The temperature and moisture content of the surface of a roadway are critical r'~rametlers in 

detemtinillg the icing state of the roadway. Attempts have been made to ~easure the (:oefJ icic:nt of frietion 

between a tire and the roadway by placing strain gages in the tire tread. Naturally, such stn.in gag,es are 

30 ideal jor rhe application of SAW technology especially since they can be interrogatl~d ~ ire'~cssly from a 

distanee and they require no power for operation. As discussed above, SAW accelerometers Crol also 

perform this function. The measurement of the friction coefficient, however,. is not prc~didive and the 
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vehicle operator is only able to ascertain the condition after the fact. . SAW based transdueers hav" the 

capability of being interrogated as much as 100 feet from the interrogator. Therefor~, ·:lie judicious 

plac~ment of low-cost powerless SAW temperature and humidity sensors in or on the road\\ay at critical 

positic·ns Gan provide an advance warning to vehicle· operators that road is slippery ahea(l. Such dc~vices 

5 are very inexpensive and therefore could be placed at frequent intervals along a highway. 

An infrared sensor that looks down the highway in front of the vehicle can actu,llly measure the 

road temperature prior to the vehicle traveling on that part of the roadway. This system al;o would not 

give sufficitmt warning if the operator waited for the occurrence of a frozen roadway Tle probabihty of 

the roadway becoming frozen, on the other hand, can be predicted long before it occu:rs, it I most cases, by 

10 watching the trend in the temperature. 

Some lateral control of the vehicle can also be obtained from SAW transducers or electronic 

RFID tags placed down the center of the lane, either above the vehicles or in the roadway, f.)f l:xamplt:. A 

vehiclt:.having two receiving antemlas approac~ing such devices, through triangulation, is a'lle to detennine 

the lat~rallocation of the vehicle relative to.these SAW devices. lfthe vehicle also has an a~C\trate map of 

15 the roadway, the identification numb~r associated with each such device can be used to obtain !lighly 

accurate longitudinal position determinations. Ultimately, the SAW devices can be pla,;ed <,n ftructures 

besi de the road and perhaps on every mile or tenth of a mile marker. If three antennas are u sec., as 

discus sed hl~rein, the distances to the SAW device can be determined. 

Electronic RFID tags are also suitable for lateral and longitudinal positioning purpo:;es, however, 

20 the range available for electronic RFID systems is considerably less than that of SA'~' ba$ed system:,. On 

the other hand, as taught in U.S. provisional patent application Ser. No .. 60/231,378, the tirre of flight of 

the RFID system can be used to detenninc the distance from the vehicle to the RFID tag. Because of the 

inherent deJay in the SAW devices and its variation with temperature, accurate disulllce m(:asurem.ent is 

probably not practical based on time of flight but somewhat less accurate distance measurl~ml~nts based on 

25 relative timt~ of arrival can be made. Even if the exact delay imposed by the SAW dl~vict WiS accurately· 

known. at one tt.-mperature, such devices are usually reasonably sensitive to 'changes in temperature, hence 

they make good temperature sensors, and thus· the accuracy of the delay in the SAW device is more difficult 

to maintain. An interesting variation of an e.lectronic RFID that is particu.larly applicable·.o 1his and (;ther 

applications of this invention is disclosed in A. Pohl, L. Reindl, "New passive sensors", ]Iro'~. 16th IEEE 

30 Instrument.ation and Measurement· Technology Conf., IMTC/99, 1999, pp. 1251-1255. which is 

incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. 
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~1imy SAW devices are based on lithium· niohate or similar strong piezoeledric mHterials. Such 

materials have high thennal expansion coefficients. An alternate material is quartz that has a very low. 

thermal (~xpansion coefficient. However, its piezoelectric properties are ipferior to Jithit!m niobate:.· One 

solution '10 this problem is to use lithium niobate as the coupling system between the antenna and the 

material upon which the surface acoustic wave travels. In thi~ matter, the advantages )f ,1 low tlhennal 

expansion coefficient materi,~.l can be obtained while using the lithium niobate for its str Jng piezodectric 

properti~:s. Other useful materials sllch as Langasite have properties that are .intermediate b(tween 1ithium 

niobate ·and quartz. Note that it is also possible to use combinations of materials to a ~hi!ve particular 

objective:s with property measurement since different materials respond differently to di1ferent SI~Sed 

Ie propertic::s or environments. 

The use of SAW tags as an accurate precise positioning system as described ab,we would be 

applicable for accurate vehicle location, as discussed in U.S. patent application SeT. No. O~'1l77,04l,'for 

lanes in tllrm~ls, for example, or other cases where loss of satellite lock is common. 

The various technologies discussed above can be used in combination: The elee trenic RFID tag 

15 can b(~ ineorporated into a SAW tag providing a single device that provides both an instanl reflection of the 

radlo frequency waves as well as a re-transmission at a later time. This marriage of the two tecim()logies 

pennits the strengths of each tec1U1oJogy to be exploited in the same device. For most of th,~ applic:atio?,s 

deseribed herein, the cost of mounting such a tag in a vehicle or ~m the roadway far cxceetls .he cost of the 

tag itself. 'Therefore, combining the two technologies does not significantly affect the cost of implementing 

20 tags onto vehicles or roadways or side structures, 

An alternate method to the electronic RFID tag is to sinlply use a radar reflector anlJ measure the 

timc~ of Hight to the reflector and back. The radar reflector can even be made of a, series of reflecting 

surfac.es displaced fro'm each other to achieve some simple coding. 

Another field in which SAW technology can be applied is for "ultrasound·on-a-.,urface" type of 

25 devices. 

30 

V.S. Pat. No. 5,629,681, assigned to the same assignee herein and incorporated by refj;}rence 

hetc::in, des(~rjbes many uses of ultrasound' in a tube. Many of the applications arc:: als.> candidates for 

ultras()und~Dn-a-surface devices, In this case, a micromachined SAW device will in g(men 1 be repla(~ed by 

a much larger structure. 

Touch screens based on surface acoustic waves are well known in the art. .Th,~ use of this 

techndogy for a touch pad for use with a heads~up display is disclosed in the current assigree: s U,S. patent 

application Ser. No. 09/645,709. The use of surface acoustic wave's in either on.e or lWC dimensional' 
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applica.tions has many other possible uses such as for pinch protection on window ard door, dosing 

systt:m3, cmsh sensing crash sensors, occupant presence detector and butt print measur~m~nt systems, 

generalized :,witche's such as on the circumference or center of the steering wheel, etc. Sin,:e these devices 

typicaHy JlXJluire significantly more power than the micromachined SAW devices discussed above, most of 

5 these appl ications will require a power connection. On the other hand, the output of these devices can go 

through a SAW micromachined device or, in some other manner, be attached to an' anterma and 

jnterr()gat,~d using a remote interrogator thus eliminating the need for a direct wire communkaton link.' 

One example would be to place a surface acoustic wave device on the circumfereno ~ o~~ the steering 

wheel. Upon depressing a section of this device, the SAW wave would be attenuated. 1 'he interrogator 

10 would :tlotify the acoustic wave device at one end of the device to launch an acoustic wave a Id ,then monitor' 

output from the antenna, Depending on the phase, time delay, and/or amplitude of the Olltput wave, the 

interrogator would know where the operator had depressed the steering wheel SAW switch and therefore 

know the function desired by the operator. 

Pie20electric generators are another field in which SAW' technology can 'be appJi,ed and ·the 

15 invention e.neompasses several embodimerits of sAw piezoelectric generators. 

An alternate approach for some applications, such as tire monitoring, whe:re i1 is difficult to 

interrogate the SAW device as the wheel, and thus the antenna, is rotating, the transmittin;~ power can be' 

significant! y increased if there is a source of energy inside the tire. Many systems now m;e a battery but 

this leads to problems related to having to periodically replace the battery and temperature effe,::ts. In some 

20 cases, the: manufacturers recommend that the battery be replaced as often as every 6 to 12 months. 

Batteri,,::s also sometimes fail to function ,properly at cold temperatures and have their lin: rl:duced '~Then 

op~ratc:d at high temperatures. For these reasons, there is a strong belief that a tire mOJitoring system 

should obtain its power from some source external of the tire. Similar problems can be expected for other 

applica.tions, 

25 One novel solution to this problem islo use the flexing of the tire itself to generate de~tricity. If a 

thin .fi~n ofPVDF is attached to the tire inside and adjacent to the tread, then as the tire rotates the film will 

flex and generate electricity. This energy can then be stored on o~e or more capacitors and m:ed to power 

the tire monitoring circuitry. Also, since the amount of energy that is generated depends (fthe flexure of 

the tim, this generator can also be used to monitor the health of the tire in a similar mimner as the 

30, generation 3 accelerometer system described above. 

As mentioned above, the transmissions from different SAW devices can be time multiplex~xl by 

va.rying the delay time from device to device, frequency multiplexed by varying the naltura l fi equenci.es of ' 
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the SA \V devices; code multiplexed by varying the identification code of the SAW devkes or space ' 

multiplex~:d by using multiple antennas. Considering the time multiplexing case, varying ':he length of the 

SAW device and thus the delay before retransmission can separate diffe~ent classes of d,;vi,;es. AI.l seat 

sen'sors can have one delay which would ~e different from tire monitors or light switches et(. 

5 Referring now to FIGS. 13A-36B, a first embodiment of a valve cap 10 including a tire pf(~ssure 

monitoring system in accordance with the invention is shown generally at 10 in FIG. 13A A tire 1 has a 

pro~rUding, substantially cylindrical valve stem 2 which is shown in a partial cutaway vkw in fIG. 13A. 

The valv'~ stem 2 comprises a sleeve 3 and a tireyalve assemb1y 5. The sleeve 3 of the valve stern 2 is 

threaded on both its inner surface and its outer surface. The tire valve assembly 5 is arran.,~ed in the sleeve 

10 3 and indudes threads on an outer surface which are mated with the threads on the inn(r sur£lce of the 

sleeve 3. lbe valve assembly 5 comprises a va1ve seat 4 and a valve pin 6 arranged in ru l a;Jerture ill the 

, valve :,eat 4. The valve assembly 5 is shown in the open condition in FIG. 13A whereby air flews through a 

passage b~1ween the valve seat 4 and the valve pin 6. 

~l1le valve cap 10 includes ,a substantially cylindrical body 9 and is attached to the valve stem 2 by 

15 means oflhreads 8 arranged on,an inner,cylindrica1 surface of body 9 which are mated with the threads on 

the Ol(ter surface of the sleeve 3. The valve cap' 10 comprises a valve pin depressor 14 arranged in 

conneetioll with the body 9 and a SAW pressure sensor 11. The valve pin depressor 14 e)lgages the valve 

pin 6 upon attachment of the valve cap 10 to the va1ve stem 2 and depresses it against it:; blasing spring, 

not shown, thereby opening die passage between the valve seat 4 and the valve pin 6 allowing air to pass 

20 from the interior of tire 1 into a reservoir or chamber 12 in the body 9. ,Chamber 12 con~ins the SAW 

I pressu re sensor II ~s described in more detail below. 

I'ressure sensor II is an absolute pressure~measuring device. It functions based on the principle 

that the increase in air pressure and'thus air density in the chamber ~2 increases the mHSS loading on a 

SA V., devic:e changing the velocity of surface acoustic wave on the piezoelectric material. The pn~ssure 

25 sensor II is therefore positioned in an exposed position in the chamber 12. 

A second embodiment' of a valve cap 10' in accordance with the invention 'is shown in FIG. 13B 

and compri ses a SAW strain sensing device 15, that is mounted onto a flexible membrane 1 J a~ached to the 

body 9' of the valve cap 10' and in a position in which it is exposed to the air in th(~ charlber 12'. When 

the press ure changes in chamber 12', the, deflection of the membrane 13 changes' there')y changing the 

30 stress in the SAW device 15. 

Strain sensor 15 is thus a differential pressure-measuring device. It functior,s 1Jased on the 

princi~~le that changes in the flexure of the membrane 13 can be correlated to changes iI, pressure in the ' 
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chaJnber 12' and thus, if an initial pressure and flexure are known, the change in prelsure ca.n be . 

determinecl from the change in flexure. 

FI(;S. 13A and 13B therefore . illustrate two different methods of using a SAW S0mor in a valve 

cap for monitoring the pressure inside a tire. The precise manner in which the SAW sensors 11~ 15 operate 

5 is discussed fu11y below but briefly, each sensor 11,15 includes an antenna and an interd,.gital transducer 

which receives a wave via the antenna from an interrogator which proceeds to travel along a substrate. The 

tim(: in whk;h the waves travel across the substrate and return to the interdigital transduce. is depend,ent on 

the tempenLture, the mass loading on . the substrate (in the embodiment of FIG. 13A) CT the flexure of 

membram~ 13 (in the embodiment of FIG. 13B).· The antenna transmits a return wave whic!l i~, receives and 

10 the time delay between the transmitted and returned wave is calculated and correlated 1:0 tit ~ pressure in the 

chamber 12 or 12', 

Sensors I I and 15 are electrically cOlmected to the metal valve cap 10 that is dectJ Ica By connected 

to the valve stem 2; The valve stem 2 is electrically isolated from the tire rim and serves as an antenna for 

transmitting radio frequency electromagnetic signals from the sensors II and 15 to a ·,!ehi~le mounted 

15 interrogator, not shown, to be described in detail below. As shown in FIG. 13A., a pnSSl(re seal (6 is 

arranged between an upper rim of the .sleeve 3 and an· inner shoulder of the body 9 of the, ah'e cap 10 and 

serves to prevent air from flowing out of the tire 1 to the atmosphere .. 

Tlw speed of the surface acoustic wave on the piezoelectri~ substrate changes with temperature in a 

predictable manner as well as with pressure. For the valve cap implementations, a s'~par,lte SAW device 

20 can be· atta(:hed to the outside of the valve cap and protected with a cover where it is subje:tej to, the same 

temperature: as the SAW sensors 11' or 15 but is not subject to pressure Of strain. This ff qu .res that each 

valve eap comprise two SAW devices, one for pressure sensing and another for temperatur, ~ s(:nsing. Since 

the valve cap is exposed to ambient temperature, a preferred approach is to have a single device OJi the 

vehiclc~ whiGh measures ambient temperature outside of the vehicle passenger comparttnent ~ fany ·vehicles 

25 . alr~ady have such a temperature sensor. For those installations where access to this temperature. data is not 

convenient., a separate SAW.temperature sensor can be mounted associated with.the inter;'og:ttor antenna, 

as illuBtrate:l below, or some other convenient place. 

Although the valve cap 10 is provided with the pressure seal 16, there is a dangfr that the valve 

cap 1 (I will not be properly assembled onto the valve stem 2 and a small quantity of 1he a ir will leak over 

30 time:. FIG. 14 provides an alternate design where the SAW temperature and pressure m(:asnring devices 

are in(:orpo:rated into the valve stem. Thl~ embodiment is thus particularly useful in th,~ inil ial manufildure 

ofa tire, 
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The valve stem assembly is shown generally at 20 and compris~s a brass valv€ stem 7 which 

contains a t.ire valve assembly 5. The valve stem 7 is covered with a coating 21 'of a resilieIlt material such 

as rubber, which has been partially removed in the drawing. A metal conductive ring 2:~ i~ electrically 

attached to the valve stem 7. A rubber extension 23 is also attached to the Jower end of the '/alve stem 7 

5 and contains a SAW pressure and temperature sensor 24. The SAW pressure and temperatu·~e sensor 24 

can be of at least two designs wherein the SAW sensor is used as an absolute pressure senlior as shown in . 

FIG. 14A or an as a differential sensor based on membrane strain as shown in FIG, .l4B. 

In ]·IG. 14A, the SAW sensor 24 comprises a capsule 32 having' an interior' chamber in 

communic:ation with the interior of the tire via a passageway 30. A SAW absolute preSSl re sensor 27 is 

10 mountfd onto one side of a rigid membrane or separator 31 in the chamber in the capsule 3:',. :,eparato{31 

divides thl~ interior chamber of the capsule 32 into two compartments 25 and 26, with only compartment 25 

being in :f1ow communication with the iriterior of the tire. The SAW absolute pressu:'e .~ensor 27 is. 

mountt:d in .~mpartment 25 which is·exposed to the pressure in thetire through passageway 3'0, A SAW 

temperature sensor 28 is attached to the other side of the separator 31 and is exposed to the pressure in 

15 compa:rtment 26; The pressure in compartment 26 is unaffected by the tire pressure and i'j d,~termin,~d by 

the atmospheric pressure when the device was manufactured and the effect oftemperatlJre (In this pres~!Ure. 

The speed of sound on the SAW temperature sensor 28 is thus affected by temperature but no': by pressure 

in the tire, 

. The operation of SAW sensors 27 and 28 is discussed elsewhere more fully but brit :f1), since SAW 

20 sensor 27 i~ affected by the pressure in the tire, the wave which travels along the substra1e i~ affected by 

this pressure and the time delay betWeen the transmission and reception of a wave can be ':oT;"elated to the 

pressure. Similarly, since SAW sensor 28 is affected by the temperature in the tire, tru~ wave 'Nhich travels 

along the substrate is affected by this temperature and the time delay be.tween the tranmnissiol1 and 

reception of a wave can be correlated to the temperature. 

25 FrO. 14B illustrates an alternate configuration of sensor 24 where a flexible memhrane 33 is used' 

inst~~ad of the rigid separator 31 shown in the embodiment of FIG. 14A, and a SAW devic~ i!: mounted on 

flexibl,~ meinber 33. In this embodiment, the SAW temperature sensor 28 is mounted to a liflerent wan of 

the capsule 32. A SAW deviCe 29 is thus affected both by the strain in membrane 33 ~'nd t.he ab:~()lute 

pressure in the tire. Normally, the strain effect will be much larger with a properly designed membrane 33. 

30 Tlw operation of SAW sensors 28 and 29 is discussed elsewhere more fully but bril~fly, since SAW 

sensor 28 i:) afiected by the temperature in the. tire, the wave which travels along the sub~ trate is affected 

by tltis temperature. and the time delay between the transmission and reception of a wave c an be corr,elated 
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to the templ~rature. Similarly, since SAW sensor 29 is affected by the pressure'in the tire, thl~ wave which 

travels along the substrate is affected by this pressure and the time delay between 1he·transmission and 

rece:ption of a wave can be correlated to the pressure. 

In both of the embodiments shown in FIG. 14A and FIG. 14B, a separate tempc:rarure sensor is 

5 illustrated. This has two advantages. First, it permits the separation of the temperatun e1fect from the 

pressu.re (!ffect on the SAW device. Second, it permits a ·measurement ·oftire temperatun: tc be recorded. 

Since a tlmrna:Uy inflated tire can experience excessive temperature caused, for example, b~' an overload 

condition, it is desirable to have both temperature and pressure measurements of each "ehk Ie l.i re 

.Th,~ SAW devices 27, 28 and 29 are electrically attached to the valve stem 7 which again serves as 

10 an antenna to transmit radio frequency information to an interrogator. This electrical connection c;an_be 

made by a wired connection; however, the impedance between the SAW devices and the .mte~a may not 

be properly matched. An altemate approach as described. in Varadan, V.K. et aI., "Fabrication, 

charal;terization and testing of wireless MEMS-IDT based microaccelerometers" Semlors .11ld Actuators A 

90 (200]) ». 7-19, 2001 Elsevier Netherlands, incorporated herein by reference, is to indo< tively COUIP Ie the 

15 SAW devi<:es to the brass tube. 

A.lthough an implementation. into the valve stem and valve cap examples have b(:en illustrated 

above, an alternate approach is to mount the SAW temperature and pressure monitoring ('evices elsewhere 

within the tire.. Similarly, although the tire stem in both cases above serves the antenna, in many 
implementntions, it is preferable to have a separately designed antenna mouilted within )r ·;mtside· of the 

. I 
2(1 vehicl.e tire. For example, such an antenna can project into the tire from the valve stem or I~an be separately 

2 ~· .1 

attached to the tire or tire rim either inside or outside of the tire. In some cases, it can bl} rr,ounted on the 

interior of the tire on the sidewall. 

A more advanced embodiment of a tire monitor in accordance' with the invent ion is illustrated 

genera1ly at 40 in FIGS. i5 and 15A. In addition to temperature and pressure monitoring dev!ic.es· as 

described in the previous applications, the tire monitor assembly 40 comprises an aceele.orr,.eter of any of 

the t)'Pes to be described below' which is configured to measure either or both of the tanl~entia1 and radial 

acc:elerations. Tangential accelerations as used herein mean accelerations tangent to th!. ,direction of 

rotation of the tire and radial accelerations as used herein mean accelerations tO~'ald (r away from the 

wheel a7,is. For either accelerometer case, the acceleration wi11 be zero when the moniu'f c.ssembly 40 is 

30 c1ose;t to the road and will be at a maximum when the monitOr assembly 40 is at its maximum distance 

frOom the road. Both accelerations will increase and decrease at all positions in between. 
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In FIG. 15, the tire monitor assembly 40 is cemented to the interior of the tire opp.)site the tread. 

In FIG. 15A, the tire monitor assembly 40 is inserted into the tire opposite the tread during Manufacture. 

Sup{:rimposed on the, acceleration signals will be vibrations iqtroduced into tire from road 

interactions :md due to tread separation and other defects. Additionally, the presence of the nail or other 

:; object atta(~hed to the tire will, in general, excite vibrations that can be sensed by the accelen )mc~ters. VVhen 

the tread is worn to the extent that the wire belts 41 begin impacting the road, additional vil,radonswiill be' 

indu<:ed,. 

Through monitoring the acceleration signals from the tangential or radial accelt:rom ~ters within the 

tire monitor assembly 40, delamination, a worn tire condition, imbedded nails, ,other de:bris attached to the 

10 'tire tread, he:mias, can aU be sensed. Additionally, as previously discussed, the length of time that the tire 

tread is in contact with the road opposite tire monitor 40 can be measured and, through a c >mparison with ' 

the total revolution time, the length of the tire footprint on the road can be determined. 1 his permits the 

load on. the tire to be measured, thus providing an indication of excessive tire loading. As dIscussed abo~e, 

a tin: canfai.l due to over loading even when the tire interior temperature and pressure are 'w thin acceptable 

15 limits. Other tIre monitors cannot ,sense such conditions. 

SinC'.e the acceleration changes during the rotation of the tire, a simple switcb containing an 

acceleration sensing mass can now be designed that would pennit data transmission only du rin,:~ one part of 

the tire: rotation. Such a switch can be designed, for example, such that it shorts ,out: the antenna except 

when the tire is experiencing zero acceleration at which time it permits the device to tran:;mit data to the 

20 interrogator, Such a system would save on battery power, for example, for powered systems ~!,nd minimize 

bandwidth use for passive systems. 

In the discussion above, the use of the tire' valve stem as an antenna has been dh:eusse(l An 

antelma. can also be placed within the tire when the tire sidewalls are not reinforced with stl~l. In some 

cases and for some frequencies, it is sometimes possible to use the tire steel bead or steel belts as an 

25 antenna, which in some cases can be coupled to inductively. Alternately, the anterma can be designed 

integral with the tire beads or belts and optimized and made part of the tire during manufactllre. 

Although the discussion above has centered on the use of SAW devices, the e.:>nfifufj'ltion of FIG. 

15 can, also be effectively accomplished with other pressure, temperature and acceler(lmett~r Hmsors. One 

of the advantages of using SAW devices is 'that they are totally passive thereby eliminating th(: requin~ment 

30 of a batt(:r.y : For the implementation of tire monitor assembly 40, the changes in acc,~lera tioll can also be 

used to generate sufficient electrical energy to power a siliconmi~rocircuit. In thi: configuration, 

addutional devices, typically piezoelectric devices, are used as a generator of electricity that can be stored in 
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one 'or more conventional capacitors or ultra-capacitors. Naturally, other types of ele(~tricill f:enerators can 

be used slleh as those based on a moving coil and a magnetic field etc. A PVDF piezoete( triepolymer can 

also be usej to generate electrical energy 'based on the flexure of the tire as described below. 

FIG. 16 illustrates an absolute pressure sensor based on surface acoustic wave (R \"7) technology. 

5 A SAW "bsolute pressure sensor 50 has an interdigital transducer (IDT) 51 which is COlli,eclcd to antenna, 

52. Upon receiving an RF signal of the proper frequency, the antenna induces a sudace lc(nstic wave in 

the material 5 3 which can be lithium niobate, quartz, zinc oxide, or other appropriate piezo !le'~tric 'm~Lterial. 

As the wa,'e passes through a pressure sensing area 54 formed on' the material 53, its velocity is changed 

depending ()n the air pressure exerted on the sensing area 54. The wave is then reflected by reflectors 55 

10 wht~re it returns to the IDT 51 and to the antenna 52 for retransmission back to the intermgatoL 'The 

material in the pressure sensing area 54 can be a thin (such as one micron) Coating of a polymm t~t 

absorbs or reversibly reacts with oxygen or nitrogen where the amount absorbed depends 011 tIle air d€msity. 

In FIG. 16A, two additional sections of the SAW device, designated 56 and 57, are provided such 

that the air pressure affects sections 56 and' 57 differently than pressure sensing area 54. This,is achieved 

15 by providing three reflectors. The three reflecting areas cause three reflected waves to appe'l.r, 59, 60' and 

61 when input wave 62 is provided. The spacing between waves 59 and 60, and between 'va'les 60 ,Uld 61 

provides a measure of the pressure. This construction of a pressure, sensor may b(: utilized in the 

embodimc~nts of FIGS. 13A-15 Of in any embodiment ~herein a pressure measurement by 1 SAW device is 

obt~uned. 

20 There are many other ways in which the pressure can be measured based on either the time 

beniVeen reflections .or on the frequency or phase change of the SAW device as is well known to those 

skilled in. the art. FIG., 16B, for example, illustrates an alternate SAW geometry where (,nl)' two sc;:ctions 

are required to measure both temperature and pressure. This construction of a temperatlLre rutdpressure 

sensor may be utilized in the embodiments of FIGS, 13A-15 or in any embodiment whereill both a pressure 

25 measurement and a temperature measurement by a single SAW device is obtained. 

Another method where the speed of sound on a piezoelectric material can be chaI\ge'~ by pressure 

was first reported in Varadan et aI., "Local/Global SAW Sensors for Turbul~nce" re:fi!ren{'ed above. Tlus, 

phenomenon has not been applied to solving pressure sensing problems within an auton ob\l,e until. now. 

The. insumt invention is believed to be the first 'application of this principle to measuring ~ire, pressure, oil 

30 pressure, coolant pressure, pressure in a gas tank, etc. Experiments to date, hOWl :ver, have, been 

unsuc·:essfid. 
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In some cases, ~ flexible membrane is placed loosely over the SAW device to prevent contaminants . 

from affecting the SAW surface, The flexible membrane pennits·the pressure to ~e transierred to the SAW 

device '~lithout subjecting the surface to contaminants. Such a flexible membrane c:an te used in most if 

not all of the embodiments described herein. 

A SAW temperature sensor 60 is illustrated in FIG. 17 .. Since the SAW materia l, Blch as lithium 

niobate, expands significantly with temperature, the natural frequency of the device als(1 changes, Thus, 

for 3. SA 'N' temperature sensor to operate, a material for the. substrate is seleclt~ whkh ·changes its 

prop€~rti,es as a function of temperature, (,e., expands. Similarly, the time delay between th(~ insertion and 

retransmis9ion of the signal also varies measurably. Since speed of a surface wa\'€: is typically 100,000· 

10 times slower then the speed of light, usually the time for the electromagnetic wave to tuvd to the: SAW 

devic,~ an.d back is small in comparison to the time delay of the SAW wave and therefore thewmperatl:lre is 

approximately the time delay between transmitting electromagnetic wave and its reception. 

An alternate approach as illustrated in FIG. 17 A is to place a thermistor 62 acrcss aninterdigital 

transducer (lDT) 61, which is now not shorted as it was in FIG. li. In this case, the :na;p1itude of the 

l~ returrled pulse varies with the temperature, Thus, this device can be used to obtain two independent 

temperattlft~ measurements, one. based on timedeJay or natural frequency of the de,vice ,0 and the: other· 

based on the resistance of the thennistor 62. 

""hen some other property such as pressure is being measured by the device 65 as shown ill FIG. 

17B, two parallel SAW devices are commonly used. These devices are designed so tllat they respond 

.20 diffenmtly to one of the parameters to be measured, Thus, SAW device 66 .and SAW (.'evice 67 (~nnbe 

designed to both. ·.respond to temperature and respond to pressure. However, SAW d.~vi,~e 67, which 

contains a surface coating, will respond differently to pressure tllan SAW device 66. Thus, by measuring 

natural fh~quency or the time delay of pulses inserted into both SAW devices 66 and. 67, a detennination 

can be: mClde of both the pressure and temperature, for example. Naturally, the deviee which is rendered 

25 sensitive to pressure in the above discussion could alternately be rendered sensitive to som ~ other property 

su~h a,g the presence or ·concentration of a gas, vapor, or liquid chemical as described in. morc ((etail bdow. 

An accelerometer that can be used for either radial or tangential acceleration in 'he tire monitor 

assembly of FIG. 15 is illustrated· in FIGS. 18 and 18A. The design of this accelerornetel is.explained in 

detail i.n Varadan, V.K. et aI., "Fabrication, characterization and testing of wireless ME M:;-IDT based 

30 microaccderometers" refer~ced above, which is incorporated in its entirety herein by re£ :rence, and will 

not be repeated herein. 
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A stud which is threaded on both ends and which can be used to ,measure the weight )f an occupant 

seat is illustrated in FIGS. 19A-19D. The operation. of this device is disclosed in u.s pat.~nt application 

Ser. No. 09IH49,558 wherein the center section of stud 101 is solid. It has been 'dis'cov'~red that sens'itivity 

of the devict: can be significantly improved if a slotted member is used as described in U.S. Pat. No. 

:; 5,539,236, which is incorporated herein by reference. FIG. 19A illustrates a SAW strain gage 102 

mounted on a substrate and attached to span a slot 104 in a center section 105 of the' ~{tud 101. lbis 

techllique can be used with any other strain-measuring device. 

FIG. 198 is a side view of the device of FIG. 19A. 

FIG. 19C illustrates use of a single hole 106 .drilled off-center in the center section lO~; of the stud 

10 1.01. A single hole 106 also serves to magnify the strain as sensed by the strain gage 102. It has the 

advantage in, that strain gage 102 does not need to span an ope~ space. The amount o~· ma.gnification 

obtained-from this design, however, is significantly less than obtained with the design of FIG 19A. 

To' improve the sensitivity of the device shown in ~IG. 19C, multiple smaller holes 107 can be used 

as illustratl;:d. in FIG. 19D. FIG. 19E in an alternate configuration showing four gages for Iletl~nninjn.g the 

15 bend.ing moments as well as the axial stress in the support member. 

In operation, the SAW straitl gage 102 receives radio frequency waves fro~ an illterrogator 11 0 

and retunlselectromagnetic .waves via a respective antenna 103 which are delayed base.! (In the strain 

sensed by strain gage 102. 

A SAW device can also be used asa wireless switch as shown in FIGS. 20A uild :·OE;. FIG. 20A 

20 shows a surface 120 containing a projection 122 on top of a SAW device 121. SUlfact: mal erial 120 could 

bet for example, theannrest of an automobile, the steering' wheel airbag cover, or any other sLrface Wi.tllin 

the passenger compartment of an automobile or elsewhere. Projection 122 will typjcall~' be a material 

capablc~ of transmitting force to the surface of SAW device 121. As shown in FIG. 20B, a plojection 123 

may.be: placed on top of the SAW device 124. This projection 123 permits force exerted Otl th~ proje:ction 

25 122 to creat,~ a pressure on' the SAW device 124. This increased pressure changes the time Iteby or natural 

frequency of the SAW wave traveling on the surface of material. Alternately, it can atli~ct the magnitude of 

the returned signal. The projection 123 is typically held slightly out of contact with the sunaet: until ~)rced 

into contact with it. 

An altemate approach is to place a switch across the IDT 127 as shown in FIG. 20C. If s'witch 

30 125 is OP(~ll, then the device will not return a signal to the interrogator. If it is closed, than the] DT 127 will 

act as a rdlector sending a single back to IDT 128 and thus to the interrogator. Alternately, ]. switch 126 

can be placed across the SAW device. In this case, a switch closure shorts the SAW device lllld no signal 
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is returned t·:) the interrogator. For the embodiment of FIG. 20C, using ~witch 126 inst,earl of ~witch 125, a 

standard reflector IDT would be used in place of the IDT 127. 

Most SAW -based· accelerometers work on the princip le of straining the SAW surf lce and tb;;reby 

changing either the time delay or natural frequency of the system. An alternate novel c.ccderometer is 

5 illustrated F'IG. 21A wherein a mass 130 is attached to a silicone rubber coating 131 '~hich has been 

applied the SAW device. Acceleration of the mass in FIG. 21 in the direction of arrow·X change:s the 

amount of riJbber in contact with the surface of the SAW· device and thereby changes the d.\m?lng, natural. 

frequency or the tinie delay of the device. By this ~ethod, accurate measurements of acceleration below 1 

G are readily obtained. Furthennore; this device can withstand high deceleration shocks v ~tt out damage. 

] 0 FIG. 2lB illustrates a more conventional approach where the strain in a beam.' 137 caused by the 

'acceleration acting on a mass 136 is measured with a SAW strain sensor. 135 .. 

It is important to note that all of these devices have a high dynamic range c:omf'an:d with most 

competitive teclmologies. In some cases, this dynamic range can exceed 100,000. Th:l8 is the direct result 

of the c~ase: with which frequency and phase can be accurately me~~ured. 

] 5 A gyroscope, which is suitable for automotive applications, is illustrated in FIG. 2l and desc:ribed 

In detail in V.K. Varadan's International Appliciltion No. WO 00179217, which is incorporatc:d by 

reference herein in its entirety. This SAW-based gyroscope has applicability for the: vehcl,~ navigation, 

dynamic (~()ntrol, and rollover sensing among others. 

Note that any of the disclosed applications can be interrogated by the central intufcgator of this 

20 invention and can either be powered or operated powerlessly as described in general above. Block 
. , 

diagrams of three interrogators suitable for use in this invention are illustrated in FIGS. 2 JA· 23C. FIG. 

23A illustrates a superheterodyne circuit and FIG. 23B illustrates a dual superheterC)dyn~ circuit. FIG. 

23C operate:s as follows. During the burst time two frequencies, Fl and Fl +F2, are sent b~' th,~ transrnitter 

after being generated by mixing using oscillator Osc. The two frequencies are neede:1 hy the . SAW 

25 transdllcer where they are mixed yielding F2 which is modulated by the SAW and contains !:he infonnation. 

Frequency (Fl +F2) is sent only during the burst time while frequency Fl remains on until1he signa:l.F2 

retUI11S, from the SAW: This signal is used for mixing. TIle signal returned from the SA'V 1ransdue(~r to 

the iutl~rrogator is F 1 +F2 where F2 has been modulated by the SAW transducer. It is e: 'pe eted that the 

mixing operations will result in about 12 db loss in signal strength. 

30 Fl G. 24 illustrates a central antenna mounting arrangement for. permitting intt,rrof ati)n of tl:te tire 

monitc;rs for four tires and is similar to that described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,237,728, whic:h is incorporated by 

reference herein. An antenna package 200 is mounted on the underside of the vehick~ an,l C)(lUllUnicates 
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with d.evices 201 through their ant~nnas as described above. In order to provide for antenlUlS both inside . 

(for example for weight sensor interrogation) and outside of the vehicle, another anierml ~.ssembly (not 

shown) can be mounted on the opposite side of the vehicle floor from the antenna assembly 201). 

rrG. 24A is a schematic of the vehicle shown in FIG. 24. The antenna package 200, which ean be 

5 considered as an electronics module, contains a time domain multiplexed antenna arra) t~·at sends and 

10 

receivl~s data from each of the five tires (including the sparetire), one at'a time. It compr,se~: a micl'ostrip 

. or stripline antenna array and a microprocessor on the circuit board. : The antennas that fac~ each tire are in 
an X eon figuration so· that the tr~smissions to and from the tire can be accomplished rega rdl ~ss of the tire 

rotation angle. 

Based on the frequency and power available, and on FCC limitations, SAW devices can·· be 

designed to pennit transmission distances of up to 100 feet or more. Since SAW deviees C lD measure both 

temperatu re and humidity, they are also capable of monitoring road conditions in front )f rod around a 

vchick~. ~n.us, a properly equipped vehicle can determine the road conditions prior to enterin5 'a particular 

road section if such SAW devices are embedded in the road surface or on mounting structures close to the 

15 road surf,u:e as shown at 279 in FIG .. 25. Such devices could provide advance war.lin:~ of fr'~ezing· 

conditic:>ns, for example. Although at 60 miles per h~ur, such devices may only provide :t one second 

warning, this can· be sufficient to provide information to a driver to prevent danf.en)lJS skidding. 

Additionally, since the actual temperature and humidity can be reported, the driver ",rill be warned prior to 

freezing of the road surface. SAW device 279 is shoWn in detail in FIG. 25A. 

20 If a SAW device 283 is placed in a roadway, as illustrated in FIG. 26, and if a vehicle 290 has 

two recei ving antennas 280 and 281, an interrogator can transmit a signal from either of 1 he two antennas 

and at a later time, the two antennas will receive the transmitted signal from the Si.W device. By· 

comparing the arrival time of the two received pulses, the position of vehicle on a lane can pr(~cisely 

determined (since the direction from each antenna 280,281 to the SAW device 283 clm bl: calculated). If 

25 the· SAW' device 283 has an identification code encoded into the returned signal generated.heccby, then the 

vch:icl,~ 290 can determine, providing a precise map is available, its position on the surfat(: of the eaJth. If 

another antenna 286 is provided, for example, at the rear of the vehicle 290 then the longitudiral position of 

the vehicle can also be accurately determined as the vehicle passes the SAW device 283. Of course the 

SA~N devi(:e 283 need not be in the center of the road. Alternate locations for positioning of the SAW 

30 devict: 283 are on overpasses above the road and on poles such as 284 and 285 on the r,)aoside. Such a 

syster.l has an advantage over a competing system using radar and reflectors in that it is elSi~r to ml~asure 

the relative time between the two received pulses than it is to measure time of flight I)f a radar signal. to a 
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refleetc·r and back. . Such a system operates in all weather conditions and is known as·a precise location 

system. Evtmtually such a SAW device 283 can be placed every tenth of. a mile along flu rcadway or at 

some other appropriate spacing. 

If a vehicle is being guided by a DGPS and accurate map system such as disclosed in U.S. Pat. 

5 application Ser. No. 09/679,317 filed Oct. 4, 2000, which is incorporated by reference herein, a problem 

arises whfm the GPS receiver system looses satellite lock as would happen when the vehicle en1ers a tunnel, 

for example. If a precise location system as described above is placed at the exit of the twlneJ then the 

. vehide wj)} know exactly where it is and can re-establish satellite lock in as little as one second rather than 

typically L.5 seconds as might otherwise be required. Other methods making use of the ce I phone system . 

10 can be used to establish an approximate location of the vehicle suitable for rapid acquisitio:l of satellite 

lock as; dt~sc,ribed in G.M. Djuknic, R.E. Richton "Geolocation and Assisted GPS", Com('ut(:r Magazine, 

February 2001, IEEE Computer Society, which is incorporated by reference herein in its entire·y. 

fv10re particularly, geolocation tecimologies that rely exclusively on wireless ne:twol ks such as time 

of arrival, time difference of arrival, angle of arrival, timing advance, and multipath fingerprinting ofter a 

15 shorter tinu:·to-first-tix (TIFF) than GPS. They also offer quick deployment and continuous tracking 

capability for navigation applications, without the added complexity and cost of upgrading (>r ] cplacing any 

existing (iPS receiver in vehicles. Compared to either mobile-station-based, stand-alone (·PS or network

based geolocation, assisted-GPS (AGPS) teclmology offers superior accuracy, availability, and coverage 

at a rt:asonable cost. AGPS for use with vehicles would comprise a communications unit with a partial 

20 GPS receiver afl1Ulged in the vehicle, an AGPS server with a reference GPS re-:ei"cr that can 

simultme.()usly "see" the same satellites as the communications unit, and a wireless network infrastnleture 

consisting (If base stations and a mobile switching center. The network can accura1ely predict the· GPS 

signal the (X)mmunication unit will receive and convey that information to the mobile, gre.l.tly reducing 

search space size and shortening the TTFF from minutes to.a second or less. In addition, all AGPS receiver 

25 in the communication unit can detect and' demodulate weaker signals than those that ccnvl~ntjonal GPS 

rece:ivt~rs fe:quire. Because the network performs the location calculations, the conununi~ation unit only 

needs to t:ontain a scaled-down GPS receiver. It is accurate within about 15 meters wh'~n they are outdoors, . 

an order of magnitude more sensitive than conventional GPS. 

Since an AGPS server can obtain the vehicle's position from the mobile switching c-mter, at least 

30 to the level of cell and sector, and at the same time monitor signals from GPS satellites seen by mobile 

stations, it can predict the signals received by the vehicle, for any given time. Speci'flcall~', h.e servt~r can 

predict tht~ Doppler shift due to satellite motion of GPS signals received by the veh:lcle, as wen as other 
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signal parameters that are a function of the vehicle's location. In a typical sector, uncm1ainty in a satellite 

signal's predicted time of arrival at the vehicle is about ±5 ~s, which corresponds to :1:5 chip:> of the GPS 

coarse acqu:isition (CIA) code. Therefore, an AGPS server can predict the phase of the pseudolandom noise 

(PRN) sequence that the receiver should lise to despread the CIA signal from a particular satellite- each 

, 5 GPS satellite transmits a unique PRN' sequence used for range measurements-and collU1LUnjcat~~ that 

prediction to the vehicle. The search . space for the actual Doppler shift and PRN phase is thus gn:atly 

reduced, Clnd the AGPS receiver can accomplish the task In a fraction of the time requir~d by conventional 

GPS f(~ceiv(:rs. Further, the AGPS server maintains a connection with the vehicle recei'~er (vel' the wireless 

link, so the requirement of asking the communication unit to make specific measurem(nt~, collect the 

1.0 results, and communicate them back is easily met. After despreading and some additional si!~l processing, 

an AGPS n:ceiver returns back "pseudoranges"-that is, ranges measured without taking ntu account " the 

discrepan(~y between satellite and receiver clocks-to the AGPS 'server, which then calculate~ the vehide's 

location. 'Tbe vehicle can even complete the location fix itself without returning any data to 1 he server. 

Sensitivity assistance, also known as 'modulation wipe-off, proyides another ,mbancemc;:nt to 

:15 detection of GPS signals in the vehicle's receiver. The sensitivity-assistance message cO:ltains predicted 

data bits of the GPS navigation message, which are expected to modulate the GPS si:~n~.l of specific 

satellites at specified times. The mobile station receiver can therefore remove bit modlllatioll ir, the received 

GPS signal prior to coherent integration. By extending coherent integration beyond the 20-1rrs GPS da.ta~bit 

period·-to a second or more when the receiver is stationary and to 400 ms when it is fa'~t-:moving---this 

20 approach improves receiver sensitivitY. Sensitivity assistance provides an additi,m2.i 3-to-4-dB 

improvement. in receiver sensitivity. Because some of the gain provided by the basic aisi:;tance---code 

phases and Doppler shift values-is lost when integrating the GPS receiver chain into a mobile, system, this 

can prJvt! c:rucial to making a practical receiver .. 

Aehieving optimal perfonnance of sensit.ivity assistance in TIAlEIA.;95 CDJ'd) , systems is 

25 rel~tively straightforward because base stations and mobiles synchronize with GPS time. Civ(:n that global 

system fiJI' mobile communication (GSM), time division multiple access (TDMA) , or advanced ,mobile, 

phone se:rvice (AMPS) systems do not maintain such stringent synchronization, im )le:llentation of 

sens.iti vity assistance and AGPS tec~ology in general will require novel approaches to s: ltis (y the timing 

requirement. The standardized solution for GSM and TDMA adds time calibration re(~eivers ,n the fi.eld-

30 location measurement units-that can monitor both the wireless~syste!U timing and GPS SIgnals used as a 

timing re:n~renct~. 
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Many factors 'affect the accuracy of geolocation technologies, especially terrain variations such as 

hilly v~:rsus flat and environmental differences such as urban versus suburban versus Jural Other fa(~tors)· 

like cel.1 si:w and interference, have smaller but noticeable effects. Hybrid approacht:s. thlt use multiple 

geolocation technologies appear to be the most robust solution to problems of accuracy and .;o\erage. 

5 AG))S provides a natural fit for hybrid solutions because it uses the wireless network to . supply 

assistance data to GPS receivers in vehicles. This feature makes it easy to augment the as~:istance-data 

. message with low-accuracy distances from receiver to base statiqns measured by the netv\ orl:: equipment. 

Suchhybri.d solutions benefit from the high density of base stations in dense urban envi:ronnlen~:s, which are 

. hosti1e to GPS signals. Conversely, rural envirorunents-where base 'stations are too scar ~ef()r network-

10 based 30lutions to achieve high accuracy- provide ideal operating conditions for AGP~; b~causc GPS 

works well there. 

SAW transponders can also b~ placed in the li~nse plates 287 (FIG. 26) of at. vehicles at . 

nominal cost. An appropriately equipped automobile can then determine the angular locati<,n of vehicles in 

its vicinity. If a third antenna 286 is placed at the center of the ve~icle front, then an iJldi.;ation of the 

] 5 dista.nce to a license plate of a preceding vehicle can also be obtained as described above .. Thus, once 

again, a single interrogator coupled with multiple antenna systems can be used for mar y functions. 

Alternately, if more than one SAW transponders is placed spaced apart on a vehicle and ifvvo antennas are 

on the other vehicle, then the direction and position of the SAW vehicle can be detennined ',y the recc::iving 

vehicle. 

20 A general 'SAW temperature and pressure gage which can be wireless and powerless is shown 

generally at 300 located in the sidewall 310 ofa fluid container 320 in FIG. 27; A prl~ssu'e f,ensor 301. is 
located on tbe inside of the container 320, where it measures deflection of the container wall, and the tluid 

temperature sensor 302 on the outside. The temperature measuring SAW 300 can be (<?v;:red with an 

insulating material to avoid influence from the ambient temperature outside of the container 32), 

25 A SAW load sensor can also be· used t6 measure load in the vehiCle suspension sysu:m powerless 

and wirelcssly as shoWn in FIG. 28. FIG. 28A illustrates a strut 315 such as either of the 1 ear 'struts of the 

vehidt: of FIG. 28. A coil spring 320 stresses in torsion as the vehicle encounters distur1,ar ~~es from the 

road and this torsion can be measured using SAW strain gages as described in U.S. Pat. Nt,. : ,585,57l for 

measu:ring the torque in shafts. This concept is also disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,714,695. The disclosures 

30 of both patents are incorporated herein by reference. the use of SAW strain gages to meaS'lre the torsional 

stresses in 2~ spring, as shown in FIG. 28B, and in particular in an automobile suspensions·,ring has, to the 

knowledge: of the inventors, not been heretofore disclosed. In FIG .. 28B, the strain m~:.su:~cd by SAW' 
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strain gage 322 is subtracted from the strain measured by SAW straIn gage 321 to get tht: temperature 

compe:nsated strain in spring 320. 

Since a portion of the dynamic load is also, carried by the shock absorber, the SA \V strain gages 

321 and :3 22 wi11 only measure the steady or average load on the vehicle. However, additi, IDa I SAW strain 

5 gages 32:5 (:an be placed on a piston rod 326 of the shock absorber to obtain the dynamic hac. These load 

mea,surements can then be used for active or passive vehicle damping or other stability control purpos,es. 

FI:O. 29 illustrates a vehicle passenger compartment, and the engine compartmellt, vvith multiple 

SAW temperature sensors 330. SAW temperature sensors are distributed throughout the pasHenger 

compartment, such as on the A-pillar, on the B-pillar, on the steering wheel, on the seat, ~n the ceiling, on 

10 ,the headliJ1c~r, and on the rear glass and generally in the engine compartment. These sensor·s, which (~1l1 be 

indepe:ndently coded with different 'IDs and different delays, can provide an accurate melLsurement of·the 

temperatun: distribution within the vehicle interior. Such a system can be used to tailor the: h,~ating and air 

conditioning system based on the temperature at a particular location in the passenger com»artment. If this 
, . 

system is augmented with occupant sensors, then, the temperature can be controlled b lsed on seat 

15 occupanc:y and the temperature at that location. If the occupant sensor system is based .on u11 rasonies than 

the temperature measurement system can be used to. correct the ultrasonic occupant sens(·r'system for the 

'speed of sound within the passenger compartment. Without such a correction, the erf('r in the st~nsing 

system can be as large as about 20 percent. 

]n one case, the SAW temperature sensor can be made from PVDF film and inc,>rporated 'V\rithin 

20 the ultrasonic transducer assembly. For the 40 kHz ultrasonic transducer case, for eJU'mllle, the SAW 

temperatum sensor would return the several pulses sent to drive the ultrasonic trallsduc,~r ':0 the c:ontrol 

circuitry using the same wires used to transmit the pulses to the transducer after a delay,thht i:i proportional 
, , 

to the temperature within the t~ansduCer housing. Thus a very economical device call add this tempe:rature 

sensin.g fhuction using ,much of the same hardware that is aln~ady present for theoccupanl sensing system. 

25 Since the 1requ,ency is low, PVDF could be fabricated into a very low cost temperatur'~ s,~nsor fix this 

purpose. Other piezoelectric materials could also be used. 

Other sensors can be combined with the temperature sensors 330, or used stlparHtely, to m;easure 

carbo!~ di()xide~ carbon monoxide, alcohol, humidity or other desired chemicals as disclJssel l ah~)ve. 

The SAW temperature sensors 330 provide the temperature at their mountitl,g l{)Cation to a 

30 proce:~sor unit 332 via an interrogator with the processor unit including appropriate contr >1 algorithms for 

controlling the heating and air conditioning system based on the detected temperatures. 11le processor unit 

can con1rol, e.g., which vents in the vehicle are open and closed; the flow rate throu!.h 'vents and the 
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temperature of air passing through the vents. In general, the processor unit can control what~ver·adjustabJe 

components are present or form part of the heating and air conditioning system. 

As shown in FIG. 29,·a child seat 334 is present on the rear vehicle seat. The child·~ eat 334 can 

be fhbric<;l'ted with one or more RFID tags or SAW tags 336. The RFID tag(s) and SAV' tng(s) can be 

.5 constructed to provide infonnation on the occupancy of the child seat,· i.e., whether a ch:ild is present, ba·sed 

on the weight. Also, the mere· transmission of waves from the RFID tag(s) or SAW tag(s) 00 the child seat 

would be indicative of the· presence of a child seat. The RFID tag(s) and SAW tag(;) ::an also be 

constructed to provide infonnation about the orientation of the child seat, Le., whether it is facing rearward 

or forward. Such infonnation'about the presence and occupancy of the child seat and its orientation C,Ul be 

lOused in the control of vehicular systems, such as the vehicle airbag system. In this case, a processor wO.l:lld 

control the airbag system and would receive inforn1ation from the RFID tag(s) and SAV;f tlg(S) vi.a an 

interrogator. 

There are many applications for which knowledge of the pitch and/or roll orientatiOTi of a vehi(~le or 

other object is desired. An accurate tilt sensor can be constructed using SAW devices. Such a sensor "is 

15 illustrated in FIG. 30A and designated 350. This sensor 350 utilizes a substantially planar .U1C!. rectangular. 

mass. 351 and four supporting SAW devices 352 which are sensitive to gravity. For example, the mass act 

to def1.ect a membrane on which the SAW device resid~s thereby straining the SAW de'lice. Other 

properties can also be used for a tilt sensor such as the direction of the earth's magnetIc Held. SAW 

devices 352 are shown arranged at the corners of the planar mass 351,.but it must be undustood that this 

20 arrangement is a p'referred embodiment only and not intended to limit the invention. A fihh 5AW device 

353 can be provided to measure temperature. By comparing the outputs of the four SAW devices 352: the 

pitch and roll of the automobile can be measured.' This sensor 350 can be used to (:orrect !rrors in the 

SAW rare gyros described above. If the vehicle has been station~ry for a period of time, the yaw SAW rate 

gyro c~U1 ini1ialized to 0 and the pitch and roll SAW gyros initialized to a value detennined ty the tilt s'ensor 

25 of FIG. 30A. Many other geometries of tilt sensors utilizing one or· more SAW devic~s. can now be 

envisioned jor automotive and other applications. In particular, an alternate preferred I:onfigl.lration is 

illustrated in FIG. 30B where a triangular geometry is used. in this embodiment, the pl~ nar mass is 

triangular and the SAW devices 352 are arranged at the comers, although as with FIG. 30. \, f~is is a non

limit:inj~, preferred embodiment. 

30 Either of the SAW accelerometers described above can be utilized for crash :sensl lrs as shown in 

FIG. 31. These accelerometers have a substantially higher ~ynamic range than comp~ing accelerometers 

now u:,ed for crash sensors such as those based on MEMS silicon springs and masses and otters based on 
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ME.MS capacitive sensing. As discussed above, this is partially a result of the use of frequency or phas,~ 

. shifts which can be easily measured over a very wide range. Additionally, nlan~' conventional 

a<:celerometers that are designed for low acceleration ranges are unable to wjthstand hi:!h accderatioll 

shocks without breaking. This places practical limitations on many accelerometer d,~sigtis so that the 

5 stresses ill the silicon springs are not excessive. Also for capacitive accelerometers, ther,~ is a narrow limit 

over which distance, and thus acceleration, can be measured. 

The SAW accelerometer for this particular crash sensor design is housed in a cO·ltainer 361 which 

is assembled into a housing 362 and covered with a cover 363. This particular implementation shows a 

cotmector 364 indicating that this sensor would require power and the response would be pr4JVided 1hrough . 

1 0 wire~i. Alternately, as discussed for other devices above, the connector 364 can be eliminated and the 

information and power to operate the device transmitted wirelessly. Such sensors can b~ used as frontal, 

side or rear impact sensors. They can be: used in the crush zone, in the passenger compart,nent or any other 

appropriate vehicle location. If two such sensors are separated ami have appropria.te seilsi';:i~e axc::s, then 

the angular acceleration of the vehicle can be also be detennined. Thus, for examplt \ 1orvvard-facing .. 

IS accekronlt:ters mounted in the vehicle side doors can used to measure the yaw accelerati'>D of the vehicle. 

Altemat,~ly two vertical sensitive axis accelerometers in the side doors can be used to rnt asure· the roll 

acceleration of vehicle, which would be useful for rollover sensing. 

Although piezoelectric SAW devices nonnally use rigid material such as quartz or li1hium n:iobate, 

it is ~JSCt possible to utilize polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) providing the frequenc.y is . ow, A piece of 

20 PVDl~ film can also be used as a sensor· of tire flexure by itself Such a sensor is iUustratecl in FIGS. 32 

and 32A at 400. The output of flexure of the PVDF film can be used to supply powe~ to a silicon 

microdr<;uit that contains pressure and temperature sensors. The wavefonn of the output from the PVDF 

film also pr~vides information as to the flexure of an au~mobile tire and can be used to diagnose problems 

with tile tire as well as the tire footprint in a manner similar to the device described in I'IG. 15. ]n this 

25 case:, however, the PvDF film supplies sufficient power to pennit significantly more tr:msn1jssjon energy to 

be provided. The frequency and infonnational content can be made compatible with· the S.I\ \\' interrogator 

described above such that the same interrogator can be used. The power available for t he interrogator, 
'. , . 

howev,~r, can be significantly greater thus increasing the reliability and reading range of the iys1em. 

There is a general problem with tire· pressure monitors as well as sys1ems ;·hat attempt to 

30 interrol~ate passive SAW or electronic RFID type devices in that the FCC severely limits th(! frequencies 

and radiating power that can be used. Once it becomes evident that these systems 'Mil ~v{ ntually save 

many lives, the FCC can be expected to modify their position. In the meantime, vatious ;cbemcs can be 
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used to help alleviate this problem. The lower frequencies that have ·been opened for automotive radar 

pennit higher power to be used and they could be candidates for the devices discussed above. It is also 

possible, in. some'cases, to transmit power on multiple frequencies and combine the received l,ovlcr to boost 

the available energy. Energy can of course be stored and periodically used to drive circui' s'ind work is 

ongoing to reduce the voltage required to operate semiconductors. The devices of this invention will make 

use of soml~. (lr all of these developments as they take place. 

If the vehicle has been at rest for a .significant time period, power will leak frem the storage 

capac.itofs ~Uld will not be available for transmission. However, a few tire rotation.s an ~ufficient to 

provide the n.ecessary energy. 

U.S. patent application. Ser. No. 08/819,609, assigned to the current assigne,~ of thi:; invention, . 

provide:; multiple ~eans for determining the amount of gas in a gas tank. Using the SAW pres:mre devices 
. . . 

of this inv(mtion. multiple pressure sensors can be placed at. appropriate locations within a fuel tan.k to 

measum the fluid pressure and thereby determine the quantity of fuel remaining in. the tar,k, This is 

illustrated ill FIG. 33. In this example, four SAW pressure transducers 402 are placed on th} hJttom of the' 

1:5 fuel tank and one SAW pressure transduCer 403 is placed at the top of the fuel tank to dimi Ult~ the effects 

of vapor pressure within tank. Using neural networks, or other pattern recognition techniques, the quantity 

of filel .in the tank 'can be accurately determined from these pressure readings in a manner similar that 

describ.~ 1ht~ '609 patent application. The SAW measuring device illustrated in FIG. 33A comhines 

temperatur.e and pressure measurements in a single unit using parallel paths 405 and 4( 16 in the s,une . 

20 manner as described above. 

Occupant weight sensors can' give erroneous results if the seatbelt is pulled tig ht pushing the 

occupant :into the seat. This is particularly a problem when the seatbelt is not attached to the seat. For 

such cS.ses" it has been proposed to measure the tension in various parts of the seatbelt. Using t~onventional 

teclmo)ogy r.equires that such deviCes be hard-wired into'the vehicle complicating the wire hanu:ss. 

25 'Vith reference to FIG. 34, using a SAW strai~ gage as described above; the tension in the seat belt 

500 can be measured without the requirement of power or signal wires. FIG. 34 illustrates It ppwerless and 

wireless passive SAW strain gage based device 502 for this purpose. There are many olher places that 

such a device can be mounted to measure the tension in the seatbelt at one or at multiple pia, :es 

FIG. 35 illustrates another version ofa tire temperature and/or pressure monitor 511). \1onitor 510 

30 may inclu.de. at an inward end, anyone of the temperature transducers or sensors des·crib€ d above and/or 

anyone of the pressure transducers Of sensors described above, or anyone of the combination temperature 

and pfl:~ssum transducers or sensors described above. 
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The monitor 510 has an elongate body attached through the wheel rim 513 typica1ly 1m the inside 

of the tire so that the under-vehicle mounted· antenna(s) have a line of sight view of alltenrul 5l5. Monitor 

·510 is conllt~cted to an inductive wire 512, which matches the output of the device with tile ,mtenna 515, 

which ·is palt of the· device assembly. Insulating material 511 surrounds the body which prelvides an air. 

5 tight seal and prevents electrical contact with the wheel rim 513. 

10 

FIG. 36A shows a schematic of a prior art airbag module deployment scheme. in which sensors, 

which detect data for use in detenilining whether to deploy an airbag in the airbag module, an: wired to,an 

electronic ,;ontrol unit (ECU) and a conunand to initiate deployment of the airbag in the a rbag module is 

sent wirelessly. 

By contrast, as shown in FIG. 36B, in accordance with the invention, the sens(,rs are wireless 

COIUlected te· the electronic control unit and thus transmit data wirelessly. The ECU is however wired to the 

airbag module. 

SA'\' sensors also have applicability to vanous other sectors of the vehicle including the 

powertrain, cbassis, and occupant comfort and convenienc·e. ·For example, SAW sensors ha ve ~pplicability 

15 to sen~mrs for the powertrain area including oxygen sensors, gear·tooth Hall effect st"nsors, variable 

reluctance;: sensors, digital speed and position sensors, oil condition sensors, rotary positi',m sensors, low 

pressure sensors, manifold absolute pressure/manifold air temperature (MAPIMAT) st"nsors, medium 

pressure sensors, turbo pressure sensors, knock sensors, coolant/fluid temperature sensors, and 

transmission temperature sensors. 

20 

25 

SA VI sensors for chassis applications include gear-tooth Hall effect sensors, var- ab i,e reluctUlce 

sensors, digital speed and position sensors, rotary position sensors, non-contact steering posi tion sensors, 

and digital ABS (anti·lock braking system) sensors. 
. . 

SA V" sensors for the occupant comfort and convenience a~ea include low·pressure .,erisors, ,HVAC 

'temperature and humidity sensors, air temperature sensors, and oil condition sensors. 

SA 'N sensors also have applicability such areas as controlling evaporative emissions, transmission 

shifting, mass air flow meters, oxygen, NOx and hydrocarbon sensors, SA\\.' based sensors are 

part.i.cuJarly useful in high temperature environments where many other teclmologies fail. 

SA'N sensors can facilitate compliance \:Vith U.S. regulations concerning evapor~tive system 

monite,ring in vehicles, through a SAW fuel vapor pressure and temperature sensors th It :neasum fuel 

30 vapor pressure within the file} tank as well as temperature. If vapors leak into the atrnosphlre, the pressure 

within the tmk drops, The sensor notifies the system of a fuel vapor leak, resulting in a wan.ing signal to 
, . . 

the dr:lver and/or notification to a repair facility. This application is particularly imp,)l1cmt sinc:e the 
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condition wil:hin the furl tank can be ascertained wirelessly reducing the' chance of a fuel fire in an accident. 

The same interrogator that monitors the tire pressure SAW sensors can also monitor thf fuel vapor 

pressure and temperature sensors resulting in significant economies. 

A SAW humidity sensor can be used for measuring the relative humidity ani the resulting 

5 information can be input to the engine management system or the heating, ventilation, imd air conditi()ning 

(HV AC) system for more efficient operation. The relative humidity of the air entering an au'omotive engine 

impa.ct:, th~~ engine's combustion efficiency; i.e., the ability of the spark plugs to ignite the !uel/air mixture 

in the combustion chamber at the proper time. A SAW humidity sensor in this case C,lO measure the 

humidity level of the incoming engine air, helping to calculate a more precise fueVair ratio jor improved 

10 fuel economy and reduced emissions. 

Dew point conditions are reached when the air is fully saturated with water. 'Nben tile cabin dew 

point t1mtperature matches the windshield glass temperature, water from the air condenses c:uickly, cn::ating 

frost: or fog. A SAW humidity sensor with a temperature-sensing element and a window glass-temperature

sensing elc!ment can prevent the fomlation of visible fog formation by automatically cc,otrolling the HVAC 

1.5 systc~m. 

Among the inventions disclosed above is an arrangement for obtaining and conve) inE; infomlation 

about occupancy of a passenger compartment of a vehicle comprises at least one wave'·recf'ivi:1g sensl::>r for 

receiving waves from the passenger compartment, generating means coupled to the wave-receiving 

sensor(s) for generating information about the occupancy of the passenger compartment hased on the 

20 waves rec.eived by the wave-receiving sensor(s) and communications ~eans coupl(:d t< tbe 'gene:rating' 

means for transmitting the infonnatton about the occupancy of the passenger compartItler,t. As such, 

response pe:rsonnel can receive the information about the occupancy of the passenger compartment and 

respond CL'ppropriately, if necessary. There may be several wave-receiving sensors and th.!y may be, e.g., 

ultrasonic wave-receiving sensors, electromagnetic wave-receiving sensors, capacitance or electric: field ' 

25 sensors, or combinations thereof. The infonnation about the occupancy of the passenger compartment can 

includ:! the number of occupants 'in the' passenger compartment, as well as whether e.lch occupant is 

moving nOIl-retlexively and breathing. A transmitter may be provided for transmitting w lves into· the 
,I 

passenger compartment such that each wave-receiving sensor receives waves tl'anslilit1ed from the 

tran,smitter and modified by passing into and at least partially through the passenger comp lCtJllent. One or 

30 more mt:mory units may be coupled to the generating means for storing the infonnati,lO about the 

occupancy of the passenger compartment and to the conununications means. The comml,nkations means 

then can interrogate the memory unit(s) upon a crash of the vehicle to thereby obtain the it I formation 'about 
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the ot:cupancy of the passenger compartment. In one particularly useful emh()dimen1, means for 

detennining the health state of at least one occupant are provided, e.g., a heartbeat sen.sor, a notion sensor 

such a,s a micropower impulse radar sensor for detecting motion of the at least' one occupant. and motion 

sensor for determining whether the occupant(s) is/are breathing, and coupled to the commUJlications Dl(,ans. 

5 The communications means can interrogate the health state detennining means upon a. cra:ih I)f the vehicle 

,to thereby obtain and transmit the health state of the occupant(s). The health state determmiJlg means can 

also comprise a chemical sensor for analyzing the amount of carbon dioxide in the passen!,:er comprutment 

or a.round the at least one occupant or for detecting the presence of blood in the 'pas!;eng, ~r (;ompar1ment. 

Movement of the occupant can be detennined by monitoring the weight distribution of th( occupant(s), or 

10' an analysis of waves from the space occupied by the occupant(s). Each wave-receiving senS(lr generates a 

signal representative of the waves received thereby and the generating means may comprist: a processor'for 

receiving and analyzing the signal from the wave-receiving sensor in order to gene:rate the information 

about the: olxupancy of the passenger compartment. The processor can comprise pattern recognition means 

for classifying an occupant of the seat so that. the infonnation about the occupancy (f the pasBcnger 

15 comp,lrtment includes the classification of the occupant. The wave-receiving sensor may he a micropower 

impul:;e radar sensor adapted to detect motion of an occupant whereby the motion. of the occupant or 

abs(~nee of motion' of the occupant is indicative of whether the· occupant is breathing As such, the 

'infonnation, about the occupancy of the passenger compartment generated by the generalinf: means is an 

indication of whether the occupant is breathing. Also, the wave-receiving sensor may! enl~rate a signal 

20 representative of the waves received thereby and 1he generating means'receive this sigrull Clver time and 

detf:nnine whether any occupants in the passenger compartment are moving. As such" th~ infonnation 

about th(: occupancy of the passenger compartment generated by the generating means inc1udos the number 

of moving andnon-moving occ~pants in the passenger compartment. 

A related method for obtaining and conveying infonnation about occupancy of a passenger 

25 coqlpartrnent of a vehicle comprises the steps of receiving waves from the pas~lengl:r :ompartment, 

generating infonnation about the occupancy of the passenger compartment based on the· rel~Cived waves, 

and transmitting the infonnation about the occupancy of the passenger compartment ~ hercby response 

persolmel can receive the infonnation about the occupancy of the passenger compartrnent ~'{aves may be 
, , 

transmitted into the passenger, compartment whereby the transmitted waves are modified by passin!~; into 

3C and at least partially through the passenger compartment and then received. The infonna1 ion about the 

occupanf:y of the passenger compartment may be stored in at least one memory unit WhiCJl is subsequently 

ink:rr,)gated upon a crash of the vehicle to thereby obtain the infonnation about the occupancy of the 
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passe:nger (:ctrnpartrnent. A signal repres~ntative of the received waves can be generated ,y sensors and 

analyzed in order to generate the information about the state of health of at least one cCcHpant of the 

passc:nger compartment and/or to generate the information about the occupancy of thl} passt~nger. 

compartm,em (i .. e., determine non-reflexive movement and/or breathing indicating life). Patterr recogt1lition 

5 techniques, (:.g., a trained neural network, can be applied to analyze the signal and t}1(~reby recognize: and 

identify any occupants of the passenger compartment. In this case, the identification of tl e occupants of 

the pa~ sengt:r compartment can be included into the information about the occupam~y of ,tl·.e passtmger 

compartment. 

AL! I)f the above~described methods and apparatus, as well as those further descril'ed below, may 

lObe used in conjunction with one another and in combination with the methods and apparatu~ fer optimizing 

the driying conditions for the occupants of the vehicle described herein. 

Also described above is an embodiment of a component diagnostic system for di~lgnosing the. 

component in accordance with the invention which comprises a plurality of sensors not dir,;ct1y associated 

with the component, Le., independent therefrom, such that the component does not dirl}ctly affect the 

15 sensors., each sensor detecting a signal containing infomiation as to whether the componl:nt is operating 

nomaally or abnonnally and outputting a corresponding electrical signal, processor means ccottpled to the 

sensors: for receiving and processing the electrical signals and for determining if the component is operating 

abnonllally based on the electrical signals, and output means coupled to the processor means for affe:cting . 

another system within the vehicle if the component is operating' abnonnally. TIle pl 'Oc;~ssor means 

20 preff~rably comprise pattern recognition means such as a tmined pattern recognition algcrithm, a neural 

network, modular neural networks, an ensemble of neural networks, a cellular neural netwo rk, or a support 

vector machine. In soine cases, fuzzy logic will be used which can be combined with a ne urd network to 

form a neural fuzzy' algorithm: The another system may be a display for indicating the al,normal state of 

operation of the component arranged in a position in the vehicle to enable a driver ofth~ ve]tic1e to view the 

25 display and thus the indicated abnonnal operation of the component. At least one :mur.:e :jf addiltional 

infOimationl e.g., the time and date, may be provided and input means coupled to the vehicle for inputting 

the. additional information into the processor means. The another system may also be a w,trning device 

inchlding transmission means for transmitting inforrnatio~ related to the component abnl)nual operating 

state: to a site remote from the vehicle, e.g., a vehicle repair facility. 

30 In another embodiment of the component diagnostic system discussed above:. at lea::t one sensor 

dete.~ts a signal containing infonnation as to 'whether the component is operating nonnall~' or abnormally 

and outputs. a corresponding electrical signal. A processor or other computing de"ke is coupled to the 
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sensor(s) for receiving and processing the electrical signal(s) and for determining if tbe c;omponent is 

operating abnonnally based thereon. The processor preferably comprises or embodies a pa'tem recognition 

algorithm fi)r analyzing a pattern within the signal detected by each·sensor. An outpufde"ict: (or multiple 

output devi,~es) is coupled to the processor·for affecting another system within the vehicle jftlte cOtnponent 

5 is operating abnonnally. The other system may be a display as mentioned above or a. warning device .. 

A method for automatically monitoring one or more components of a vehicle during operatfion of 

the vehicle on a roadway entails, as discussed above, the steps of monitoring operation of t le t;omponent in 

order to detect abnormal operation of the component, e.g., in one or the ways des(;ribed ~:bove, mId if 

abnormal operation of the component is detected, automatically directing the vehicle off )f the restricted 

:10 roadway. l~or example, in order to automatically direct the vehicle off of the restricwd road'vay, a signa) 

repres,mtative of the abnonnal operation of the component may be ge'nerated and directed tJ a guidance 

systl~m of the vehicle that guides the movement of the vehicle. Possibly the directing the "emcle off of the 

restricted roadway may entail applying satellite positioning teclmiques or ground-based. positioning 

techniques to enable the current position of the vehicle to be detennined and a location off of the restricted 

15 highway to be determined and thus a path for the movement of the vehicle. Re-entry of the vehicle onto the 

. restricred roadway may be prevented until the abnormal operation of the compon.ent is satisfactorily 

addressed.. 

Although several preferred embodiments are illustrated and 4escribed abovt:, thl :re are possible 

combinations using other signals. and sensors for the components and different forms of the neural neltwork 

20 impl.ement.ation or different pattern recognition technologies that perfotm the same functions which can be 

utilized in accordance with the invention. ' Also, although the neural network and mod1l1arlel.ral networks 

havt: been described as an example of one means of pattern recognition, other pattern ret;ognition means 

exist and ~,.till others are being developed which can be used to identify potential compo. lent failures by 

comparing the operation of a component over time with patterns characteristic of normal and abnonnal 

25 component operation. . In addition, with the pattern .recognition system described above, the .. nput dat.a. to 

the system may be data which has been pre-processed rather than the raw signal' d.Clta dther through a 

process called "feature extraction" or by various mathematical transformations. Also; .any oftl,le apparatus 

and ml~ods disclosed herein may be used for diagnosing the state of operation or a plunlity of diserete 

30 

components. 

In other embodiments disclosed above, the state of the entire vehicle is diagnc,sed whereby two or 

more sensors, preferably acceleration sensors and gyroscopes, detect the state of the vehiclf ar d if the state 

is abnormal, output means are coupled to the processor means for affecting another syster 1 ill the vehicle. 
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The ELnother system may be the steering control system, the brake system, the accelerator or tlie frontal or

side oc(~upnnt protection system. An exemplifying control sy~tem for controlling a pa.rt of the vehicle in

accor-dance with the invention thus comprises a plurality of sensor systems mounted at difiertnt locations 

on the vehicle, each sensor system providing a measurement related to a state of the sens-)r system or a -

:5 measumment: related to a state of the mounting location, and a processor coupled to the sensor ~ystems; and 

arranged -to diagnose the state of the vehicle -based on the measurements of the sensor syst< om, _ c.g., by the 

application of a pattern recognition technique. The processor C9ntrols the part based at least iIt part on the 

diagnosed state of the vehicle. At least one of the sensor systems may be a high dyr:amic range 

accelerornt!te-r or a sensor selected from a group consisting of a single axis acceleration Sl~nS,)r, a double 

10 axis acceleration sensor, a triaxial acceleration sensor and a gyroscope, and may option llly inc1ude·-·an 

RFID response unit. ~e gyroscope may be a MEMS-IDT gyroscope including a smface acoustic wave 

resonator which applies standing waves on a .piezoelectric_- substrate. If an RFID response unit is pre:sent, 

the control system would then; comprise an RFID interrogator device which causes the RF[D- response 

unit( s) to transmit a signal representative of the measurement of the sensor system associal ed therewith to 

15 the pro~essor. 

The state of the vehicle diagnosed by the processor may be the vehicle's angular Jno1ion, angular 

acceleration andlor angular velocity. As such, the steering system, braking system or throltle system may 

be control1ed by the processor in order to maintain the stability of the vehicle. The proceSSOJ can also be 

arrang<;d to control an occupant restraint or protection device in an attempt to minimi:~e injury to an 

20 occupant. 

The state of the vehicle diagnosed by the processor may also be a detenninatiol1 Ofl l~>cation of an 

i~pact between the vehicle and another object. In this case, the processor can forecru:t th(· se verity of the 

impact using the force/crush properties of the vehicle at the impact location and (;()ntr)l an occupant 

restraint or protection device based at least in part on the severity of the impact. 

2.5 The system can also include a weight sensing system coupled to a seat in the vehiclt -for sensing the 

weig.ht of cUl occupying item of the seat. The weight sensing system· is coupled to th(; prcce~ SOT whereby 

the prc1cesS(lf controls deployment or actuation of the occupant restraint or protection devi ce based on the 

state: of the vehicle and the weight bfthe occupying item of the seat sensed by the weigbt sersing system. 

A display may be coupled to the processor for displaying an indication of the state 'lfthe vehicle as 

30 diagnosed by the processor. A warning device may be coupled to the processor for relaying a warning to an 

occupant of th(; vehicle relating to the state of the vehicle as diagnosed by the procesl:or _ Further, a 
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transmission device may be coupled to the processor for transmitting a signal to a rem~t,~ sitt ~ re lating to the 

state of th(~ vehicle as diagnosed by the processor. 

The state of the vehiCle diagnosed by the processor may include angular acceleratiol1 of the vehicle 

whereby angular velocity and angular position or orientation are derivable from the ~Ulgular acceleration .. 

5 The processor can then be arranged to control the vehicle's navigation system based .)0 the angular 

acceJeration of the vehicle. 

A 111ethod for· controlling apart of the vehicle in accordance with the invention con lpr ises the step 

of mounting a plurality of sensor systems at different locations on the vehicle, measurinr: a state of the· 

sensor )ystem or a state of the respective mounting locatio~ of the sensor system, diagnc;sing thl~ state ofJhe 

10 vehicle based on the measurements of the state of the sensor Systel~lS or the state of themollntmg locations 

of the senSOJ systems, and controlling the part based at least in part on the diagnosed statt of the vehicle. 

The state of the sensor system may be anyone or more of the acceleration. angular accelt~ra1.ion, angular 

velo(;ity or angular orientation of the sensor system, Diagnosis of the state of the vehiclc~ may t~ntail 

determ:ining whether the vehicle is stable or is about to rollover or skid and/or determining 1 location of an 

15 impact between the vehicle and another object. Diagnosis of the state of the vehicle J na:.' also l~n1ail 

detelmining angular acceleration of the vehicle based on the acceleration measured by a(:ce:'.erometl~rs if 

multip]e a(~celerometers are present as the sensor systems .. 

Another control system for controlling a part of the vehicle in accordance witil the invention 

comprises a plurality of sensor systems mounted on the vehicle, each providing a measurement ~f a state of 

20 the sensor system or a state of the mounting location of the sensor system and genuating a 8ignal 

represt:ntal:ive of the measurement, and a pattern recognition system for receiving the s!.gnflls from the 

sensor systems and diagnosing the state of the vehicle based on the measurements of the seLsor systems. 

The pattern recognition system ~enerates a control signal for controlling the part based at le~.st in pmt on 

the· diagnosed state of the vehicle. The pattern recognition system may comprise one or more neural 

25 networks, The features of the oontrol system described above may also be incorporated nto this control 

system to the extent feasible. 

l1w state of the vehicle diagnosed by the pattern recognition system may inclu< Ie .1 state· of an 

abnonnally operating component whereby the pattern recognition system is design~ I to identify a 

pote:ntially malfunctioning component based on the state of the component measured by tht: Sf nsor systems 

30 and determine whether the identified component is operating abnonnally based on 1 he state of the 

cornponent measured by the sensor systems. 
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In one preferred embodiment, the 'pattern recognition system may comprise a neural neh\'ork 

system and the state of the vehicle diagnosed by the neural network syste~. includes a state of an 

abnormally operating component. The neural network system includes a first neuTil.l :letwork for 

identif)ing a potentially malfunctioning component based on .the state' of the component rr'eamlred by. the ' 

5 sensor systems and a second neural network for detennining whether the identified compon1mt is operating 

abnormall y based on the state of the component measured by the sensor systems. 

Modular neural networks can also be used whereby the neural network system nc:udes a first 

neural network arranged to identify a potentially malfunctioning component based on the state of the 

component measured by the sensor systems and a plurality of additional neural network!l. Each of the 

10 addit.iollalmmral networks is trained to deternline whether a specific component is operatin! abnormally so 

that the measurements of the state of the component from the sensor systems are input into th,lt one of the 

additional neural networks trained on a component which is substantially identical t( I the identi tied 

component, 

Another method for controlling a part of the vehicle comprises the steps of mountit Ig a plurality of 

15 sensor syste.ms on the vehicle, measuring a state of the sensor system or a state of the respl:ctive mounting 

location of the sensor system, generating signals representative of the measurements of the ~ensor systems, 

inputting the; signals into a pattern recogni~ion system to obtain a diagnosis of the state of th(: vehicle and 

controlling the part based at 'east in part on the diagnosis of the .state of the vehicle. 

In one notable embodiment, a potentially malfunctioning component is identified by the pa1tem 

20 reco,gnition system' based on the states measured by the sensor systems and the pattelll recJgllition system 

detennine whether the identified component is operating abnonnally pased on the states measured by the 

sensor systems. If the pattern recognition system comprises a neural network system, idel'tifkation of the 

component '~ntails inputting the states measured by the. sensor systems into a first nf:ural network of the 

neural network system and the determination of whether the identified component is opera ring abnormally 

25 entails inputting the states l11.easured by the sensor systems into a second neural netwol k of the neural 

network system. A modular neural network system can also be applied in which the states ] n~tsured by the 

sensor systt,ms are input into a first neural network and a plurality of additional neur,11 networks are 

provided, each being trained to determine. whether a specific component is operating abnolllll.Hy, whereby 

the states measured by the sensor systems are input. into that one of the additional neu.rall\~vorks trained 

:W on a. component which is substantially identical to the identified component. 

Another control system for controlling a part of the vehicle based on occupancy (of the s'eat in 

acc()rdan~;e with the invention comprises a plurality of strain gages' mounted in connectkn lvith the: seat, 
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each measuring strain of a respective mounting location caused by occupancy of the seat, and a processor 

couph~d to the strain gages and arranged to determine the weight of an occupying item ba.,ed on the stra'in 

measu.rements from the strain gages over a period of time, i.e., dynamic measurements. l11e processor 

controls tlw part based at least in part 011 the determined weight of the occupying item t,f 1he seat. The 

5 processor can also detennine motion of the occupying item of the seat based on the stra:, n measure:ments 

from 1he strain gages over,the period of time. One or more accelerometers may be mounti~d ,m the vehicle 

for ml~asllrmg acceleration in which case, the processor may control the part based at least :-11 part on the 

detemlinl~d weight of the occupying item of the sea.t and the acceleration measured by the acceleromet,er(s). 

By comparing the output of various sensors in the vehicle, it is possible to determine a,;tivjties that are 

10 affecti.ng parts of the vehicle while not affecting other parts. For example, by m()nitorin;~ the vertical 

acceleratiolls of various parts of the vehicle and comparing these accelerations with the output of strain 

gage load cells placed on the seat support structure, a characterization can be made of the occupancy of the 

seat Not only can the weight of an object occupying the. seat be detennined, but also the gr)ss motion of 

such ,m object can be ascertained and thereby an assessment Can be made as to whetiler the (,bject is a life 

15 fonn Huch as a human being. Strain gage weight sensors are disclosed in U.S. patent app1icE.tion SeI. No. 

09/193,209 filed Nov. 17, 1998 . (corresponding to International Publication No. WO 00/:'.9257), which is 

incorporated herein by reference its entirety as if1he entire application were set forth hereill. In parti.cular, 

the inventors contemplate the combination of all of the ideas expressed in this patent appli('ation with those 

expre~lsed in the current invention. 

20 Although several preferred embodiments are illustrated and described above, there are possible 

combinat.ions using other geometries, sensors, materials and different dimensions for the ~or:lponen1:s that . 

perform the same fu~ctions. This' invention is not limited to the above embodimentf and should be 

dete:rmined by the following claims. 
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CLAH.1S: 

I Claim: 

,,; ~:~ :;V-I. A vehicle, comprising: 

{-~~15'O" . ./ .. a diagnostic system arranged to diagnose the state of the Vehicle r the state of a e<mponent of the 

jo' vehicle and generate an output indicative or representative thereof; and 

a (;ommunications device coupled to said diagnostic system d arranged to trcmsmit 1heoutput of 

said diagnostic system. 

I 

2. The vehicle of claim 1, whereiri said diagnosti9! system' comprises a plur~li1y of Vt:h~~le 
i 

10 sensors mounted on, the vehicle, each of said sensors providing a measurement related to a :;tate of said, 

15 

20 

I ' " ' ' 

sensor or a measurement f'elated to a state of the mounting lo,?ation and a prOcessor coupled to said se:nsors 
. ,/ 

and arranged to receive data from said sensors and proce~s the data to generate the output .ndicative or 
, / ' ' 

repn:sentative of the state of the vehicle or the state of a c9mponent of the vehicle. 

3. The vehicle. of claim 2, wheo:in s::~)efi~S) are wirelessly coupled to said J ·ro<:essor. 

4. The vehicle of claim 2, wher~jt:~ajdii~ssor embodies a pattern recogllitil)J1 algo:ritlun 

trained to generate the output from the data rti~eQ 1m said sensors. 

5 The vehicle of claim 1, furt\1er comprising a display arranged in the vehicle, in a position to 

be visible from the passenger compartment, said display being coupled to said diagno~ tic system and 

arranged to display the diagnosis of the state of the vehicle or the state ofa component ofth(~ vl:hicle. 

6, The vehicle of claim:l, wherein said communications device comprises a cdlu,lar telephone 

25 system ineluding an antenna. 

7. The vehicle qf claim 1, further comprising an occupant sensing syskm arrang,ed to 

detemline al; least one property or characteristic of occupancy of the, vehicle, said cornmu lic,ltions device 

being coupled to said occupant sensing system and arranged to transmit the dete:nniI'ed propert'y or 

30 character:ist);c of occupancy of the vehicle. 
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8. The vehicle of clai~ 1, further comprisin at least one environment sense r each sensing a 

state of the environment around the vehicle, said comrnu cations device being coupled to said at least one 

environment sensor and being arranged to transmit the se sed state of the environment arou Ild tl.le vehide. 

9. The vehicle of claim 1, further comp sing a memory unit coupled to sa iddiagnostic 

system and said communications device, said memory nit being arranged to receive the di,i.gnosis of the 

state of the: vehicle or the state of a component of the v~hicle from said diagnostic systt m and store the 

diagn()sis~, said communications device being arranged 0 interrogate said memory unit to ,)btlin the stored· 

dia!~()sis to enable transmission thereof. 

10. The vehicle of claim 1, wherein sai. diagnostic system comprises a. plu rahty of s·ensors 

mounted at different locations on the vehicle, each tf said sensors providing a m~iurened. related to a 

state of said sensor or a measurement related to a Sl~",(lf-the mounting location and a pr()('esmr coupled to , 

said sensor systems and arra(lged to diagnose the ,~.?te Ofte vehicle 'or the state oflhe con;ponent of the. 

vehicle based on the measurements of said sensor~(:1 (/ •. '. ..' 
/. I 

II, The vehicle of claim 10, Wher~~~:'~~t one of said sensors is a SUISOI selected from a: 
group consisting of a single axis acceleratiori sensor, a double axis acceleratic·n sc :nsl)f, a· triaxial 

accele:ratioll sensor and a gyroscope. . 

j 

12. The vehicle of claim 10, wherein at least one of said sensors jnclud(~s ar~ RFID response 
j 

unit, further comprising at least one RFID in~errogator device, said at least one interrogat(.r cevice causing 

said RFID response units of s~td at least on¢ sensor to transmit a signal representativ'~ of :he measurement 

25 of said at h~st one sensor to said processor.,; 

3(, 

13 The vehicle of claim 10~ wherein at least one of said sensors include~ a SAW sensor 

arnmged to receive a signal and return a: signal modified by virtue of the state' of said Si.W sensor Of the 

state of the mounting location of said SAW sensor. 

14. The vehicle of claim':l3, wherein said SAW sensor is arranged to m'~sure at least one of 

temperature and pressure. 
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15. The vehicle of claim 13, wherein said S W sensor is arranged to measur~ at least one of 

the pmsenc,~' and concentration of a chemical. 

] 6. The vehicle of claim 1, wherein the s e of the vehicle diagnosed by said diagnostic system 

includes angular motion of the vehicle. 

] 7. The vehicle of claim 1, wherein sai processor is arranged to control at 'ea:;tone part of 

the vehide based on the output indicative or repr'fsentative of the state of the vehicle (,f 1he 'statl~' of a' 
I 

component of the vehicle. I 
t 

/ 

. 18. The vehicle of claim I, further ftC!fi,:PriSing a warning device coupled te· said diagno~ie 
system fiJr relaying a warning to an occupant O~'ithe,vJhic1e relating to the state of the vehi.le )r the state of 

the component of the vehicle as diagnosed by lia~~ld, ~~fgnostic system. , .. {/! . . . .. 
L 9 The vehicle of claim 1, furtHer/comprising a location detennining systen: fer detennining 

the location of the vehicle, said conununica~orls device being coupled to said locatioJi det ermining svstem / ,. 
I ' 

and arranged to transmit the determined Iodation of the vehicle. 
I ' 

, ; 

20. 

;: 
The vehicle of claim 19,1~herein said location determining system uses O]'S ':echnology. 

, 7 
, !, ' 

I ' 

21. A method for monitoJi~g 'a vehicle, comprising the steps of: 

diagnosing the state of the/vehicle or the .state of a component of the vehiel. by means· of a 

diagnostic system arranged on the vbhicle; 

generating an output indicative or representative of the diagnosed state of the ~!chicle or the 

diagnosed state of the component/of the vehicle; and 
transmitting the output t~ a remote location. 

I 

/ ' 

22. The vehicle ~f claim 21, wherein the step' of transmitting the output to il n:mote location 
I ' 

30 comprises the step of arran~ing a communications device comprising a cellular telephone sY:item induding' 

an antenna. on the vehicle. / 
y" 
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23. The method of c1aim 21, wherein the stat of the vehicle or the state ofth~ cJmpone:nt of 

the vehicle i:; diagnosed by a processor embodying a patte n recognition algoritlnn. 

24. The method of claim 21, wherein the s p of diagnosing the state of the vehicle comprises 

5 the step of detennining whether the vehicle is stable or i about to rollover or skid .. 

10 

]5 

20 

25 

]0 

25. The' method of claim 21, wherein th step of diagnosing the state of the vehicle comprises 

the step of detennining a location of an impact betwe n· the vehicle and another object. 

26. TIle method of claim 21, further cO$prising the steps of: . 

. arranging a display in the vehicle in a positi~n to be visible from the passenger com1,an:ment; ,uld 
displaying the state of the vehicle or the st~{e ofacomponent of the vehicle on th~ dlspl,ay. 

I 
J ( . ,"-". ' 

. 27. The method of claim 21, furth{~mp'~Sing the step of relaying a warning to ~ occupant 

of the vehicle relating to the state.ofthe vehicl~ I ,(// . ,/l ' 
i,.,/ 

28. The method of claim 21, furthe fmpriSing the steps of: . 

determining at least one property or ch racteristic of occupancy of the vehicle; ;and 

trHnsmitting the detennined property or characteristic of occupancy of the vehide to a r(~mote ' 

location. 
I 

29. The method of claim 28, therein the step of detennining at least. one property or 

characteri.5tic of occupancy of the vehicle I~prises the step of detennining the numlx.-:r of llccupantS ill the 

passenger compartment. / 

I , 
30. The method of claim 21, further comprising the steps of: 

sem:ing a state of the environment/around the vehicle; and 

transmitting information about ~b environment of the vehicle to a remote location. 

/ . 

31. The method of claim 2 i, further comprising the steps of: 
I 

providing a memory unit in t1{e vehicle to receive the diagnosis of the state .)f th,~ ,ehicle or the 

stat(~ oftlw ~omponent of the vehicle a~d store the diagnosis; and , 
IS 
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jntl~rrogating the memory unit to obtain the storedd' osis to enable transmission th(~reof. 

:3 2 _ The method of claim 21, wherein the step f diagnosing the state of the v( hie Ie or the state 

of the: component of the -vehicle comprises the steps of mounting -a plurality of senson on the vehicle, 

5 measuring a state of each sensor or a state of the mounti g location of each sensor and dia gnc )sing the state 

of the: -vehicle or the state of a component of the vehi e based on the measurements of the state of the 

sensors or the state of the mounting locations of the sens rs. -

10 

15 

20 

25 

33. The method of claim 32, wherein the tate of the vehicle or the state of ttle component of 

the vehicle is diagnosed by a processor~ further compc'singthe step ofwirelessly coupling 1he sensors to the 

proce!;sor .-. 

34, The method of claim 21, wher7i~ ... :~tte of the vehicle is diagnosed b} a processor, 

further comprising the steps of: / /1 
prclViding at least one of the sensors wii~/tJID response unit; 

I . 
mounting at least one RFID interrogator e;vice on the vehicle; and 

transmitting signals via the at least one ID interrogatOr device to cause the RFID 1'esponsl3 units 

of the at least ()ne sensor to transmit a signal l' resentative of the measurements of the at least one sensor 

to the proct:ssor. -

35. The method of claim 21~ ~herein the state of the vehicle is diagnosed by a prQ(;essor, 

further comprising the step of providing at l~astone of the sensors as a SAW sensorcapal,le of receiving a 

signal and returning a signal modified by frtue of the state of the SAW sensor or the statt ofthe mounting 

location of the SAW sensor. i, 

36. The method of claim 3/ wherein the SAW sensor is arranged to mt:asw~' at least one of 

d - I temperatum an pressure. 

37. The method of clai 35~ wherein the SAW sensor is arranged to m(:asUJeat least one of 

3.0 concentration and presence of ache 
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38 . The method of claim 21, wherein the step transmitting the output to a remote location 

comprises the step of transmitting the output to a satellite £ r transmission from the satellire 10 the n:mote. 

10catio:l1. 

5 39. The method of claim 21, wherein the ste of transmitting the output to a reLlote loc:ation 

comprises the step of transmitting the output via the Inte et to a web site or host computer as:iociated with 

the remote location. 

40. The method of chiim 21, further comp 

10 detennining the location of the vehicle;' and 
.' 

tmnsmitting the determined location of the v hicle to the remote location in ,~onjllp.ction with the 

output. 

41. A vehicle, comprising: 

] 5 a diagnostic system arranged to diagnose". estate of the vehicle or the state of a CI )mponent of the 
, :i "I't"'J' . . . 

vehicle' and generate an output indicative or rep~ n~i,iye thereof; and 

a communications device coupled to I~i ~~ostiC system and arranged to tnnsn tit ':he output 6f 

said diagnostic system, ( . /(" ' , . ' ' 

said. communications device including a ransmitter for transmitting a signal representative of the 

20 output of said diagnpstic system to a satellite r tr~is~ission from the satellite to a remote :;it(:. 

42. The vehicle of claim 41, w ~rein said diagnostic system comprises a, plurality of vehicle 

sensor:; mounted on the vehicle, each of s id sensors providing a measurement relatt~d tc a state of said 

sensor or 1\ measurement related to a state fthe mounting location and a proCessor couplell tc said Sf:nsors 

25 and .arranged to receive data from said s nsors and process the data to generate the output indicati.ve or 

represtmtntive of the state of the vehicle 0 the state of a component of the vehicle. 

43. The vehicle of claim 4 , wherein said sensors are'wirelessly coupled to saic processor. 

30 44. The vehicle of claim ~2, wherein said processor embodies a pattern n~ogllitjon algorithm 

trained to g(merate the output from t e data received from said sensors. 
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45. The vehicle of claim 41, further comprising 1 display arranged in the vebicl,) in a position 

to be visible from ~e passenger compartment, said disPlJbeing coupledto said diagnostic system and 

arranged to display the diagnosis of the state of the vehicle r the state of a component of tile "/ehicle. 

46. The vehicle of claim 41, further com rising an occupant sensing syHem arranged to 

detennincat least one property or characteristic of occ pancy of the vehicle; said comn1lJnications device 

being coupled to said occupant sensing system and arranged to transmit the detenn ine i propl~lty or 

characteristic of occupancy of the vehicle. 

47'., The vehicle of claim 41, further co rising at least one environment sen~or each sensing a 

state of the environment around the vehicle, said co unicationsdevice being coupl~d t(, sa,id at least one 

environment'sensor and being arranged to transmit e sensed state of the enviromnent. aro'md the vehicle, 
j."...---" , , 

, , /'/ \ ' ' , 
48, , The vehicle of claim 41, fuI)lier comppsing a memory unit coupled tJ said diagnostic 

system and said communications device, Sail mfmof Jnit being arranged to receive thl\W agnosi!1 of the 

state of the ~ehicle or ~e ~tate of a . com~tj/qre( v~hic1e from s~d diagnOStiC. sy'" err. ~d store the 

diagnosIs, Sald commumcatlons deVlce bemg 'aff8l)ged to mterrogate sald memory urut to o\:tam th(: stored 

diagnosis to enable transmission thereof. I., . 
I 
i ' , 

49. The vehicle of claim 41, w~erein said diagnostic system comprises a p]urdity of sensors 

mounted at different locations on the vehiq{e, each of said sensors providing a me~lSun mtnt related to a 

state of said sensor or a measurement relat~d to a state of ' the mounting location' and a pn Ice; ,sor coupled to , ' 
I 

sajd sensor systems and arranged tOdia&hose the state of the vehicle or the state of the component of the 

vehide based on the measurements of saja sensors. 

I 
I 

50, TIle vehicle of claim 49, wherein at least one of said sensors is 'a sensor f.elected from a, , 
group consisting of a single axis deceleration sensOr, a double axis accelerabon ,ensor, a triaxial 

I " 

'l ' 'd I acce, erallon sensor an a gyroscope, I' 

,I 
I 

30 .s 1. The vehicle of claJu 49, wherein at least one of said sensors includes an RFID response 

w",it, further comprising at least one RFID interrogator device, said at least one interroga tor device causing 
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said RFID response units of said at least one sensor to transm' a signa'} representative of the measun:::ment 

of sa.id at hmst one sensor to said processor. 

52. The vehicle of claim 49, wherein at lea t one of said sensors includes a SAW slensor 

5 arrangc~ to receive a signal and return a signal modified y virtue of the state of said SA'¥ :iensor Of the 

]0 

1.5 

20 

state ofth~~ mounting location of said SAW sensor. 

5:3 . The . vehicle of claim 41, wherein t state of the vehicle diagnosed by said diagnostic 

systt~m includes angular motion of the vehicle. 
, , .. /1 j! 

./ 1 I .... , 
54. The vehicle of claim 41, wher9(~ foaid Ptt'~ ssor is arranged to control, at least one pia~ of 

the vehicle based on the output indicative o( 1r;~ ,lIve of the state of the vehide or the state of a 

component (lfthe vehicle. /.... . " . 
'--

, 55. The vehicle of claim 41, fur;lher comprising a warning device coupled to said diagnostic 

systJ~m for relaying .a,warning to an ocCUpi'Ofthe vehicle relating to .the state of the vehic!,e (If the state of' 

. the component of the vehicle as diagnosed . y said diagnostic system. 

, / 

56. The vehicle of claim 4! further comprising a location detennining sYlrtem for determining 

the loc·.ation of the'vehicle, said cOltlJl}6nicati~ns device being coupled to said location detl :m' ining system 
I ' 

and arrang~d to transmit the detenni7~d location of the vehicle . 

J 
! 

.' 
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'ill :!l"lH ''lI ·:tj"!ll··.:I"'jI L .. ~. '~,~. 'I'~'tl ''''11' .. ,' .'''''," m. • ... 
• J .. ~ .. ;Il ... J4n J/:::11.il:~"'~!1:;;11 ,I' '';;~IIJ '~ .. :fllfl l;,;l .. ::liJ l,!lII::~ 

ABSTRACT 

Vehicle diagnostic system which diagnoses the state of the vehicle or the state 01 a :omponent of 

the vehicll~ and generates an output indicative or representative thereof. A communications dC'lice transmits 

the output of the diagnostic system to a remote location, possibly via a satellite or the 1ntemet. The 

:: diagnostic system can include sensors mounted on the vehicle, each providing a measurement rdated to a 

state of the sensor or a measurement related to a state of the mounting location, and a prOCeS!iOr coupled to 

the st:nsors and arranged to receive data from the sensors and process . the data to geJler~~te the output 

il1d.ic2,tive~ Of representative of the state of the vehicle or its component. The procl~SSOJ rr .. ay embexly a 

pattern n:cognition algorithm trained to generate the output from the data received from tl \e ~ eDsors and be 

1 (I arranged. to control parts of the vehicle based on the output. 
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DE·CLARATION FOR PATENT APP.LICATION 

Attorney Docket Number: ATI-296 

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that: 

My residence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my nar: le, 

I be:lieve I am the original, first and sole inventor (if only one name is listed bt:1ow~. 01 an original, 
first and joint inventor (if plural names are listed below) of the subject matter which is daimed and for 
which a pate:nt is sought on the invention entitled 

TELEMATICS SYSTEM FOR VEHICLE DIAGNOSTICS 

the specification of which is attached hereto. 

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the abcve-identified 
specitkation, including the claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above .. 

I acknowledge the duty to disclose infonnation which is material to the patentability .~~ defined in 
37 C.FR. § l.56, including for continuation-in-part applications, material infonnation which became 
available between the filing date of the prior application and the national or peT Intem.atior al filing date of 
the continuation-in-part application. 

I hereby claim foreign or domestic priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code, § 119 of 
any foreign and/or provisional U.S. application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate listed iJebw and have 
also idl~nt:i:li,~ below any foreign and provisional U.S. application for patent or i,nventor's C(:rtificate h;aving 
a filing date before that of the application on which priority is claimed: 
Prior Application(s) Priority Cl~.imed 
60/231,378 U.S. 8 September 2000 X 

U.S. 9 July 2001 X 
U.S. 16 May 2001 . X 

. 60/304,0] 3 
601291,511 
601269AJ5 
(Number) 

__ ---=U'-!.:.S=..:.. ______ ....;:;1~6...:.F.=eb=ru.=ruy=.,.L....m:.2.:.:....;00::;..::1~ ___ ___::..;X=___ ____ _ 
(Country) (Day/MonthIY ear Filed) Yes Ho 

I ·hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, § 120 ofan~ lfnited States 
application(.g) listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims of this appLcation is not 
disclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided by the first paragrapt,. of Titk 35, 
United Statt:s Code, § 112, 1 acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as defined in Title 37, 
Code of Federal Regulations, §1.56(a) which occurred between the filing date of the prior ap:)lication and 
the nation,,] or peT international filing date of this application: 

101174,709 Jun. 19,2002 
10/079,065 Feb. 19, 2002 
091765,558 Jan. 19, 2001 
09/753,186 Jan. 2, 2001 
09/137,918 Aug. 20, 1998 
~.nL:~76,077· Jun . .7, 1995 

(Application St~rial No.) (Filing Date) 

Page 10f2 

Pending 
Pending 
Pending 
Pending 
Patented 
Patented 

(Status - patented, pend ng. abandoned) 
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[ heNby appoint the following attomey(s) and/or agent(s) to prosecute this appiJcal,ion and, to 
transa.ct all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith: 

Brian Roffe, Reg. No. 35,336, Customer Number 22846 

'Telephone nu.mber: (516) 295-1394:-Facsimile Number: (516) 295-0318 

Addres!;: Brian Roffe, Esq., 366 Longacre Avenue, Woodmere~ New York 11 59,i-2417 

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge ~r,~ tnie ;md that all 
stateanents made on infonnation and belief are believed to be true; and further that these s tatmnents were 
made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made' are punishhbll~ by fine or' 
imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that s\lch willful false 
statem(:nts may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon. 

Full ~ame of first joint inventor, (given name, family name) David S. Breed 

-Invenblr's signature ~ n Date July 2. 2 :)O:_~ _ 

Resid~:nce Boonton Township, Morris County, New Jersey Citizenship lJ~.A 

Post Offi(:e Address 48 Hillcrest Road, Boonton Township, Morris County, New Jerse~', 0'7005 
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Application Assignment Record" 

According to the application transmittal letter, an assignment recording ownership was filed 

'with this application; however, a copy of this record was not '~ocated in the original file history 

record obtained from the United States Patent and' Trademark Office. Upon your reque~t, we 

will attempt to obtain the assignment documents~ from the Assignment Recordation Branch of 

of the United States Patent and Trademark Office or from a.related application case (if applicable). ' 

Please note that additional charges will apply for this service. 

This page is not part of the official USPTO record. It has'been determined that content identified, 
on this document is missing from the original file history record. 
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"',.,", .. "''"\ 
,r' 

Re: 

. Attorney Docket No. ATI-W6 ,== ... ~~ 
r-==N 

UNITED STAlES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE ... ' ui~ =~ 
~.~... "CDIIiiIiI::IM 
:iIJIr" I\J =-....... 0 

Application of David S. Breed ·:z"e'·" :;:,-.;::-, D ~ CO~ liiJo 
Serial No. : Not yet known \;:) T"' :-.:' 

Filed: 

For: 

July 3,2002 

TELEMATICS SYSTEM FOR VEIITCLE 
DIAGNOSTICS 

INFORMATION'DISC:LOSURE STATEMENT 

Honorable Comnussioner for Patents 
Washington, D. C. 20231 

Jut)· 3,2002 

Sir: 

Applicant herewith submits a list of references including those cited during the prosecution 

of one or more of the parent applications and other preceding applications in the ct ain of pliority 

un,d{~r 35 'U.S.C. §120, namely U.S. patent application Ser. Nos. 10/174)09. ::,OI079~065, 

09/765,558, 09/753,186, 09/137,918 and 08/476,077, and additional references' of which the 

applicant is aware. A copy of each of the references can be found in the file of the parent 

application or the preceding applications, or is enclosed herewith. 

1'ht, cited references generally relate to vehicle diagnostics and/or telematics 

TIlls submission does not represent that a search has 'been made or that no be1ter prior art 

exists. \Vhile the term "reference" is used in citing each of the publications called to th(: Examiner's 

attention herein, applicant does not make any admission that each or all ,of them arc;' "prior art" 

referencc:~s within the meaning of the statutory and case law. 

1 
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Applicant reserves the right to contend, where appropriate,. that a reference asselted aga.inst 

any claim of the present application is not prior art under the facts and th~ law. 

Applicants also reserve the right to present appropriate arguments and/or evidence to establish 

patentability over the references, should one or more of the references be applied against the claims of 

the prel~ent application. 

Applicant requests the Examiner independently detennine those items that the EXallliner would 

consid~:r the most pertinent of all the references cited herein. 

It is respectfully requested that these references be considered and made ofrl~r.J. 

Briru1 Roftl\ Esq. 
366 Longacre Avenue 
Woodmere, New York 11598~2417 
TeL: (516) 295-1394 
Fax.: (516) 295-0318 

EnclillYI..~~ 
PTO-] 449 (2 pages) 

, 9 Rtferences 

2 

1;:1 ' 
ReSPec~tuH submitte; '1// 
. ,~, ~" 

By: r 
-.....:.B-n-· an-R-o-m-e--I-Hr-I'I- --

Attorney for Ap 
Reg. No. 35,336 
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:=--l-t AY 6,339,736 1/2002 Moskowitz et al. 701 29 

. :~&\J= AZ .6,356,822 3/2002 Diaz et al.. 701 33 

FOREIGN PATENT LITERATURE 

\. ;' Number Date Country Class Subclass 
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Cosworth Technology, Inc. and North American Bus Indu.strit~s n~ABI) to Unveil 
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Other Prior Art 

Accor~irig to the infoI7TIation contained in form PTO-1449 or PTO-892, there are one or more other. " 

prior" art/non-patent literature documents missing from the original file history record obtained from 

the United States Patent and Trademark Qffice. Upon your request we will attempt to obtain" these 

documents from alternative resources. Please note that additional charges will apply for this service. 

This page is not part of the official USPTO record. It has been determined that content identified 
on this document is missing from the original file history record. 
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RECEIVED; 
MAR 1 3 2003 

· rt;?/' 
, " .,),Y;(~ ~~. J 

," -r Ir::"'" , '.1:/;: :3 
~Q()IIP ~600 AttomeyDocke:No, ATI-296 :r: 1)5 

UNITED sMtl:'r'p'!tENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE C;-/V;7Ib3 

.Application of 

Serial No.: 

Filed: 

For: 

Art Unit: 2632 

10/188,673 

'jrtEGE\\lED 
" MI\R 0 6, IG03 

David S. Breed 

July 3, 2002 'r echn()\og~ Center '2.600 
"~'O __....z 

TELEMATICS SYSTEM FOR VE~'iICLE 
DIAGNOSTICS 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

Honorable Commissioner for Patents' 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

FebJuarv 26, 2003 

Applicant herewith submits a list of references potentially material to the subj~:ct matter of 

the abov(~-referenced application. 

From the Abstract, German Patent No. 38 39 959, is relevant because it describes an 

em(,rgency call system for vehicles which sends an automatic emergency call in the event of a crash, 

Thc:~ call ;ndudes the transmission of the vehicle position and the number of peoph~ in 1 he vehicle. The 

particular manner in which the number of peopl~ in the vehicle is obtained is not sp.!cified in the 

Abstract. 

Suman et al. describes a vehicle communication and control system whkh provides for 

two-way eommunications between the vehicle and a remote facility. The informa1 ion transmitted 

includes location-specific .information, a request for roadside assistance, and an indication of 

deployment of an airbag,among others. Buttons on a cellular telephone are provillec, for enabling 

a call to an emergency' assistance facility, a 911 operator. Remote diag'nostb 1\mctio:ns are 

indicated as being available. 

I hereby ceI1i~' that this correspondence an~or fee is being 
depn!lited with the United States Postal Service u.s first class 
mail in an ,:nv~lope addressed to the "Commissioner 

for )"'0.: ~:iq'C' 20231" on Febnsary 26, 2003. 

Brian :~e, Esq. 
", 
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This subniission does not represent that a search has been made or that no t,etter prior art 

exist!;, Wrrile the tenn "reference" is used in citing each of the publications called to the Examiner's 

attention herein, applicant does not make any admission that each or all of them are "prior art" 

references 'within the meaning of the statutory and case law. 

Applicant reselVes the right to contend, ,"vhere appropriate, that a reference asserted against 

any daim of the present application is not prior art under the facts and the law. 

Applicants also reserve the right to present appropriate argum~nts andlor evidenC€! to estabJish 

patentiliility over the references, should one' or more of the references be applied against ,:he claims of 

the present application. 

Applicant requests the Examiner independently detennine those items that the 1 ~xaminer would 

consider the most pertinent of all the references cited herein. 

This Infonnation Disclosure Statement is being submitted prior to issuance .)f a first Office 

Action on the merits. Therefore, no fee is due for the submission of this InfbnnHtkn· Disclosure 

Statement. 

It is respectfully requested that these references be considered and.made ofrec()rd. 

Brian Roffe, Esq. 
366 Longacre Avenue 
Woodmere, New York 11598-2417 
Tel.: (516) 295-1394IFax.: (516) 295-0318 

E!lclos\Jn~ 
PTO-1449 (1 page); 2 References 

.2 

l 
BY: __ I04;iIIO.~q..-.,~H-___ .•.. __ 

BrianRo e 
Attorney for Applicant 
Reg. No. ~5,336 
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No English title available. 
J'aten1. Number: DE3839959 
Public:ation date: 1990-04-12 
Inventor(s): TEMPELHOF ALFRED DIPL ING (DE); VOLLMER RUDOLPH DJ PI 
TNG DR (DE); ZURMUEHL UWE DR RER NAT (DE); M',OEHRLE MICHAEL r DE); 
JOHANNKNECHT RAPHAEL (DE) . 
Applil~allt(s): BOSCH GMBH ROBERT (DE) 
Requested Patent: DE3839959 
Appl.i,:!ation Number: DE19883839959 19881126 
Priority Number(s): DET9883839959 19881126; DEl9883833952 19881006 
IPC Classification: B60Q9/00; G08B25100; 008011123; H04Q7/00 
Be Classi.fication: B60Q1/52, B60R25/10D2, G07C5/08R2, 008011127 
Equivalents: W09003899 

Abstract 

An emergency call system for vehicles sends an automatic emergency call in the event of 
danger, accident or breakdown, that call be clearly read at a signalling station, or 
announced by a loudspeaker. The simultaneous transmission of the vehicle positiot! and 
Ilu[ober'ofpersolls,ill the vehicle allows important infonnationto be immediatdy 
transmitted, Dr example in tl1e case of an accident. Various vehicle systems, for eJ! ample 
~U1 air bag system, an anti-theft alarm system, temperature sensors and vehicle con1rollers 
Gan be used as signal generators. The location of the vehicle is given by a 
locating/navigating device on board. the vehicle, lnaking tlIe taking of bearings 
lJl1m~c:essary . 

Data supplied from the esp@cenet database - 12 

",' 
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Application No. 
.----:----_. ---~-

Applican t(SI 

10/188,673 BREED, )A'/ID S. 

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit ---I 
Vonel Beaulieu 366'1 ,-----, 

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the' correspondence add,ess --
Period for Reply 

A. SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE ~ MONTH(S) FHOM 
To-iEMAILlNG DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION. 
• Extensions 01 tlml3 may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event. however. maya reply be timely filed 

alter SIX (6) IAONTI1S from the mailing dale of this communication. . 
- If the per1(ld to)r I'E ply specified above Is less than thirty (30) days. a reply within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days will btl con8iderf·d timely. 
- If NO period for ruply is specified above. the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing dilte (f this communication. 
• Failure to reply within the set or extended period tor reply Will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 1~ 3). 
- Any reply recl!/ved b~' the Office later than three months atter the mailing date of this communication. even If timely tiled. may rt~duce any 

earned paten1. tann atijustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b). 

Statu,s 

1)181 Res'Jons~ve to communication(s) filed on 03 July 2003 . 

:2a)O This ae.lion is FINAL. 2b)iZJ This action is non-final. 

3)0 Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecutiorl a~j to the nierits is 
closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte QuaY/B, 1935 C.D. 11,453 O.G. :!1~. 

Disp'lsltion of Claims . 

4)18I Clalm(s) )-56 is/are pending In the application. 

4a) or the above claim(s) __ is/are withdrawn from consideration. 

5)0 Clnlm(s) ___ is/are allowed. 

6)[81 Clclim(s) 1-11,16-33,38-50 and 53-56 Is/are rejected. 

7)1ZI Claim(s) 12-15,34-37,51 and 52 Is/are objected to. 

8)0 Clulm(s) ___ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement. 
Application Papers; 

9)0 Thel speGification is objected to by the Examiner. 

10)0 ThE~ drawing(s) filed on __ Is/are: a)D accepted or b)O objected to by the Examiner . 

.A,p~lIcant may not request that any objection to the drawlng(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFf·. 1.35(3). 

11)0 ThEI proposed drawing correction filed on __ Is: a)O approved b)O disapproved by the Examiner.' . 

If approvEld, corrected drawings are required in reply to this Office action. 

12)0 ThE) oath or declaration Is objected to by the Examiner. 

Prlol'lty under 35 U.S.C. §§ 119 and 120 

13)0 Acknowledgment is made of a cla.im for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (1). 

a)D All b)[] Some * c)O None of: 

1.[J Certified caples of the priority documents have been received. 

2.[J Cmtified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No, __ ~. 

3.[] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage 
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a». 

* Seel the attached detailed Office action for a list.of the certified caples not received. 

14)0 Ackn(iwh~d!~ment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) (tCI a provisional application). 

a) [J The ttanslatlon of the foreign language provisional application has been received. 
1 fi)18I AcknowlHdgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35U.S.C. §§ 120 andlor '121. 

Attac.hment(s) 

1) ~I Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 
2} [I Notice of Draftspurson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 
3) 1811nformatlor DlsdClsure Statement(s) (PTO-1449) Paper No(s) 2...3. . 

4) 0 Interview Summary (PT0-41~) Paper No(s). __ . 
5) D Notice of Informal Pate"t App1lca :Ion (PTO-'152) 
6) 0 Other: 

U.S. Palr.nl and Tradermlk Ofl1.;e 
PTOL-326 (Rev. 04··01 ) Office Action Summary Part of Paper N(). 4 
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AppHcati()n/Control Number: 10/188,673 

Art Unit: :3661 

Information Disclosure Statement'" 

The information disclosure statement filed 4 March 2003 fails to fully, c:ornply with 

the provisions of 37 CFR 1.97, 1.98 and MPEP § 609 because at least one of the 

referencE~S has an earlier filing date when Applicant's related U.S. Applicatio:1 Serial No. 

08J47fi,077 is considered. It has been placed in the application file, but the information 

referred to therein has not been considered as to the merits. Applicant is advised that 

the date of any re-submission of any item of information contained in this inforrnation .', 
, " 

disclosure statement or the submission of any missing element(s) will be the date of 

subrnission for purposes of determini~g compliance with the requi~ements b.3sl~d on the 

time of filing the statement, including all certification requirements for statements under 

37 CFR 1.97(e). See MPEP § 609·11 C(1). 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112 

Claim 17 is rejected under 35 U',S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being indefinite 

for failinn to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which applicant 

regarcls as the invention. 

Re~larding claim 17, "said processor" (line 1) lacks clear antecedEmt haBi"s 

because such has not previo~sly been established. 
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Appfieation/Control Number: 10/188,673 

Art Unit: 36151 

Claim Rejections .. 35 USC §102 ' 

Page 3 

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that 

, form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action': 
, , 

A person shan be entitled to a patent unless -

Ib) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication In this or a foreign country or in public: 
IJse or on sale in this country. more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United 
States. . 

Claims 1, 2, 4, 9, 10, and 17 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being 

anticipated by Abe (US 5,056,023). 

Regarding claims 1,2,4,9,10, and 17, Abe teaches a diagnostic systeni (25; 

figs. 1, 3B) arranged to diagnose t~e state of a vehicle and generate an output 

indicative thereof (col. 2: 27 - 29 at least); a communications device (56ft) coupled to 

the systern and arranged to transmit (via transmission line Tx) the output of the system 

(col. S.gefh~s. 1 a, 1 b, 38 at least); the system comprising a plurality of sensors (9 - 11, 

13, 15:. and 17 at least; see fig. 2A) - the sensors being mounted In various locations; a 

pattern recognition algorithm (figs. 4 and 5 at least); a memory unit (37/41) coupled to 

the system and the communication device,' the unit storing the diagnosis (COl. ~;: 66 -

coL 4: 28 at least). 

ClaIm Rejections - 35 USC § 103 

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basi~; for all 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invenUon is not identically disclosed err de~lcrlbed as set 
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to t·e patented ,and 
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Application/Control Number: 10/188,673 

Art Unit: 3f;61 

Paoe4 

thE' prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at thE' time the 
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject rna ter pertains. 
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made!. 

Claims 3, 6, 7,11,16,18 - 25,27 - 29,31 - 33,38 - 44,46,48 - 50, 5:~ - 56 are 

rejecte!d under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Abe ('023) in Vi43W of Burge 

(US 2002/0103622 A1). 

As addressed above, Abe teaches all of the limitations except for the indusion of 

a cellular telephone, sensing an occupant of the vehicle, selecting 'the sense r from a 

plurality of sensors, using GPS technology, transmission of the output to a rnmote 

location, whether the vehicle is stable or is about to rollover, wireless cornmunication via 

a host computer. 

However, Burge teaches, in the same field of endeavor of monitoring a '/ehiclo. 

the inGlusion of a cellular telephone (0188, 0213, 0241 at least), sensing an occupant of 

the vehicle and selecting the sensor from a plurality of sensors (0108 - 01 afi, (286), 

using GPS technology (0188 at least), transmission of-the output to a rernob~ location 

(0021. 0101,0191,0302), whether the vehicle is stable or is about to rollover (0285, 

wireless communication via the Internet or a host computer (0105 at lea:;!). 

It 'Nould have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at thEI tirrle :)f the 

invention to have modified Abe's teaching by including a cellular telephone, sensing an 

occupant of the vehicle, selecting the sensor from a.plurality of sensors, using GPS 

techn,)logy, transmission of the output to a remote location, whether the vetijcle is 
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Application/Control Number: 10/188,673 

Art Unit: 3661 

Page 5 

stable or is about to rollover, wireless communication via a host computer as 'evidenced . 

by Buroe in order to enhance safety. 

Clairns 5, 8, 26,30,45, and 47 are rejected under35 U.S~C. 103(a) af; being 

unpatentable over Abe and Burge and further in view Wall at al. (US 5,581 ,4G4:1. 

.As discussed above, Abe and Burge teach aJl of the limitations either Individually 

or in combination except for the display arranged in the vehicle and sensing ·~hEl 

environment around the vehicle. 

However; Woll at aI., teaches in the same environment, a display (iter14 in fig. 1) 

and arranged in a vehicle (col. 3: 60 - col. 4: 25 at least): and sensing thc3 ertVironment 

aroune! the vehicle (col. 1: 57 - col. 2: 5 at least). 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

invention to have modified Abe and Burge system by including a display in the vehicle 
. . 

and sE!nsing the environment around the vehicle as evidenced by Woll at al. in order to . . 

provide reliable vehicle diagnostics data. 
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Application/Control Number: 10/188,673 

Art Unit: ~3661 ' 

Allowable Subject Matter 

Page 6 

Clairns 12 - 15, 34 - 37, 51, and 52 are objected to as being dependE!ntupon a 

rejected base claim, but would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all 

of th(~ limitcltions of the base claim and any intervening claims. 

The prior art of record fail to teach in combination a vehicle including sensors 

which include RFID response units and an interrogator device causing the RFID units to 

'transrTlit a signal representative of signal measurement of at least one senser in the 

processor, wherein the sensors include a SAW, sensor arranged to receive a signal and 

return a signal modified by virtue of the state of the SAW sensor or the state of the 

mounting I()cation of the SAW sensor - the SAW sensor being arranged to nleasure ,at 

least one of temperature and pressure and the presence of and concentraticn I)f a 

cherniGal. 

Conclusion 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications fr,)m thE~ 

exarniner should be directed to Yonel Beaulieu whose telephone number is ~7(3) 30:5-

407:~. The examiner can normally be reached on M-R, from 0900-1600. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the e)aminer's 

superllisor, William A. CUCHLINSKI can be reached on (703) 308-3873. The fax phone 
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Application/Control Number: 10/188,673 

Art Un:it: :~661 

numbElr for the organization where this application or proceeding is assignee is (703) . 

872-9~~Of). 

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this applica1ion or 

proceeding should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number i.~ (703) 308-

1113. 
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· Attorney Dockt t ~·o. ATI··296 . 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Examiner: Yonel Beaulieu 

Re: Application of: 

Serial No.: 

Filed: 

For: 

Confinnation No.: 

Customer Number: 

Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 14.50 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Sir: 

Art Unit: 3661 

David S. Breed 

101188,673 

July 3,2002 

4201 

0022846 

AMENDMENT 

o( tohcr 24, 2003 

In rt~sponse to the Office Action dated September 30, 2003, which set a shorten~d three-month 

statutOlY term for response expiring on December 30, 2003, please amend the abo'le-identified 

application us follows. 

Amendmenits to the Specification begin on page 2 of this paper. 

Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims which begins 0'1 page 3 of this 

paper. 

Rem.arks/Arguments·begin on page 12 of this paper. 

1 herc:by cer1ifY that this amendment is being deposited as first class 
mail, posta!f paid, in an envelope {l,ddressed to the Commissioner for 
.Patents, POll: IlOX11145 • Alexandria, V A 22313-1450 on October 24, 200~ . 

.,J~1t . 
Brian Rofi~~ . 
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AMF.NDM~NTS TO THE SPECIFICATION: 

Plea~;e replace the paragraph beginning at page 1, line 6 with the following rewritt( n JI~r!lgnmh; .. " ~".".,._ ... _____ ... 
_____ ...... ___ .. ~. __ ._. __ • ~. _______ ._ ... _ .. ~a_ "~ .... _. •• ' _ .... _._ •••• _~ .............. __ •• _ .................. _ •••••• _ ...... _. __ ." ... : ,- --""" _ .... -. _ ......... -_ ........ --- ...... -:--••• M ..... • 

This appJication is a continuation-in~part of·U.S. patent application Ser. No. O~'I7!i3,186 filed 

Jan. 2, 200lJloW U.S. Pat. No. 6,484,080, which in tum is a cont~nuation-in~part .)f U.S. patent 

application Ser. No. 09/137,~181tiIed Aug. 20, 1998, now U.S. Pat. No. 6,175,787, which in tur~ is a· 

continuation .. in-part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 08/476,077 filed Jun. 7, 1995, nO\'/l'.S.·Pat. No. 

_---J~,,~~.~.:~>~~?J ..... _,,_~~ .... ~ .... "_ ......... '.. .... . .. '''' ............... -............ -'. n .............. • ... • .. ·'h .. · •• · ' ........... ~ .• " .•. ~ •• _'._.~.'''r . .,..- .. ,....,,:-'' .. ~ .. ··''~ .. '' ~.~ ,,_,,· .. ~-·ft .. ~ ·w''''~~ ... ·~~···,~~·---
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AMENOl\1~~rNTS TO THE CLAIMS: 

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and Ii~tings, of claims in the application. 

Li~ting of Claims: " .... " .... '" ... . .............. _,._", ....... , .................... ~ ... , .. _, ... -.. -......... . . . . ~ , ............ -.-.~.----. 
• , ......... .J ...... ... - .. - • _."., ......... . ----_ .• ---.... -"--_ .. 

1. (Currently Amended) A vehicle, comprising: 

a diagnostic system arranged on the vehicle to diagnose the state of the vehide or' tile state of a 

component of the vehicle and generate an output indicative or representative thereof; and 

a communications device coupled to. said diagnostic system and arranged to ID!.!omatij~ill.Y 

establis!L!! communications channel between the vehicle and a remote facilit~ithflut ma!lual . 

inten'entiojJ 'and wirelessly transmit the output of said diagnostic system to the remote faci m. 

2. (Original) The vehicle of claim 1, wherein said diagnostic system (;omprises a 

plura1i~y of\'ehic1e sensors mounted on the vehicle, each of said sensors providing a meaSllrement related 

to a state of said sensor or a measurement related to a state of the mounting location 311d a processor 

coupled to said sensors and arranged to receive data from said sensors and process the data 'to gen'erate 

(

1''''\ the output indicative or representative of the state of the vehicle or the state of a conponent of the . tp .. ,/ vehicle. 

\,:~.,) 
3. (Original) The vehicle of claim 2, wherein said sensors arewirele~;sly coupll~d to 

said processor. 

4. (Original) The vehicle of claim 2, wherein said processor (:mb(,dic~s a pattern 

recogn::tion algorithm trained to generate the output from the data received from said senS(lrs. 

5. (Original) The vehicle of claim 1, further comprising a display hlTEnged in the 

vehide in a position to be visible from the passenger compartment, said display being '~Ol:pled to said 

diagno,tic system and arranged to display the diagnosis of the state of the vehicle 01 tt-e· state of a 

component of the vehicle. 

6. (Original) The vehicle of claim 1, wherein said communicatiom; de, jCt comprises a 

cellular tt:'lephone system including an antenna. 

7. . (Currently Amended) . The vehicle of claim I, further comprising an 0 ~Ct pant"se:nsing 

syst.~m arranged to determine at least one property or characteristic of occupancy of tile veh ic1e, said 
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communications device being coupled to said occupant sensing system. apd arranged t) transmit' the 

determined property or characteristic of occupancy of the vehicle to the remote facility. 

8. '(Currently Amended) The vehicle of claim 1, further comprising at least one 

environment sensor each sensing a state of the environment around the vehicle, said C(lmmuhications 

device being coupled to said at least one environment sensor and being arranged to transmi': the sensed 

state oftht~ environment around the vehicle to the remote facility. 

9. (Original) The vehicle of claim 1, further comprising a memory l nit coupled to 

said diagnostic system and said communications device, said memory unit being arranged tc receive the 

diagnm:is of the state of the vehicle or the state of a component of the vehicle from 'iaid diagnostic, 

system and :;tore the diagnosis, said communications device being arranged to inte1T6gate said memory 

unit to ob1nin the stored diagnosis to enable transmission· thereof. 

1 n. (Original) The vehicle of claim 1, wherein said diagnostic syste:n ~ompri:)(~S a 

plurality of sensors mounted at different locations on the vehicle, each of said sensc.rs provid:ing a 

measurement related to a state of said sensor or a measurement related to a state of the m(unting location 

and a prOc.eisor coupled to said sensor systems and arranged to diagnose the state of thr~ v,~hicle or the 

state oftht~ eomponent of the vehicle based on the measurements of said sensors. 

11. (Original) The vehicle of claim 10, wherein at least one of said sensors is a se·nsor 

. selected from a group consisting of a single axis acceleration sensor, a double axis aecekration sensor, a 

triaxial ac:c~e:leration sensor and a gyroscope. 

12. . (Currently Amended) The vehicle of claim 10, wherein at least one of said S~lnsors 

includes an RF(D response unit, further comprising at least one RFID interrogator device, said at least 

one interrogator device causing said RFID response Uftits unit of said at least one sensor to transmit a 

signal repl'e:sentative of the measurement of said at least one se~sor to said processor. 

] 3. (Original) The vehicle of claim 10, wherein at least one of said SenS(ITS includes a 

SA 'W sensor arranged to receive a signal and return a signal modified by virtue of the shte of said SAW 

sensor or the state of the mounting location of said SAW sensor. 
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14. (Original) The vehicle of claim 13, wherein said SAW sensor ;s ,lrranged to 

measun: at least one of temperature and pressure . 

15. (Original) . The vehicle of claim 13, wherein said SAW sensor s ;\rranged to 

meaSUf(} atle:ast one of the presen~e and concentration of a chemical. 

(Original) The vehicle of claim 1, wherein the state of the vehicle diRgnosed by 

said diagnostic system includes angular motion ofth~ vehicle. 

17. (Currently Amended) The vehicle of claim [[ 1]] 2, wherein said proces.,O£ is arranged 

to control at least one part of the vehicle ba.sed on the output indicative or representative of Ihe state of 

the vehicle, or the state of a component of the vehicle. 

18. (Original) The vehicle of claim 1, further comprising a warning de"icc~ coupll~d to 

said diagnostic system for relaying a waming to an occupant of the vehicle relatin~; to ~ he state of the 

vehic:ie or the state of the component of the vehicle as diagnosed by said diagnostic sy~tern. 

19. (Original) The vehicle, of claim 1, further comprising a location dete 'm~ ning system 

for detc~mlinjng the location of the vehicle, said communications device being coupled 10 ~aid location 

determ'ining system and arranged to transmit the determined location of the vehicle !9_the J~ote facUity. 

20. (Original) The vehicle of claim 19, wherein said location determining sy~tem uses 

GPS technology. 

2 'I. . (Currently Amended) A method for monitoring a vehicle, comprising th~ s··:eps of: 

dia~nosing the state of the vehicle or the state of a component of the vehicle by means of a 

diagno,tk system arranged on the vehicle; . 

gel1l~rating an output indicative or representative of the diagnosed state of the v(:hiCle or the 

diagnosed state of the component of the vehicle; and 

. ' . trnnsmitting the output indicative or representative of the diagnosed state ,of th,,: ... y.'~hkle J!r the, 

diagnc~t state of the component of the vehicle from the vehicle to a remote location. 

5 
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22. (Original) The vehicle of claim 21, whe~ein the step of transmi1ting tht~ output to a 

remote loeation comprises the step of arranging Ii communications device compris~ng a ceHular telephone 

system including an antenna on the veh icle. 

23. (Original) The method of claim 21, wherein the state of the vehick 0)' the state of 

the compontmt of the vehicle is diagnosed by a processor embodying a pattern recognition algorithm. 

24. (Original) The method of claim 21, wherein the step of diagnosing tht~ state of the 

vehide:comprises the st~p of determining whether the vehicle is stable or is about to rollo'fer or skid. 

2.5. (Original) The method of claim 21, wherein the step of diagnosing th., state of the 

('~\ vehicle, comprises the step of detennining a location of an impact between the vehicle and an:)ther object. 

JI~I . 
26. (Original) The method of claim 21, further comprising the steps of: 

\..~.I arranging a display in the vehicle in a position to be visible from the passengf:r co,npartmen1t; and 

displaying the state of the vehicle or the state ofa component of the vehicle on tht.: display. 

27. (Original) The method of claim 21, further comprising the step cf relaying a 

waming to an occupant of the vehicle relating to the state of the vehicle. 

28. (Ori~inal) The method of claim 21, further comprising the steps of: 

d(!tennining at least one property or characteristic of occupancy of the vehicle; and 

transmitting the determined pr~perty or characteristic of occupancy of the veh 'ck, to a' remote 

location. 

29. (Original) The method of claim 28, wherein the step of detennin in~; at least one 

property ()r characteristic of occupancy of the vehicle comprises the step of deteflT,lining tle number of 

occupants in the passenger compartment. 

30. (Original) The method of cla.im 21, further comprising the steps of: 

sensing a state of the environment around the vehicle; and 

transmitting information about the environment of the vehicle to a remote 10,?aticn. 

6 
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31. (Original) The method of claim 21, further comprising the steps of: 

providing a memory unit in the vehicle to receive the diagnosis of the state of the vehicle or the 

state of the component of the vehicle and store the diagnosis; and 

interrogating the memory unit to obtain the stored diagnosis to enable transmission tht:reof. 

32. (Original) The method of claim 21, wherein the step of diagnosing lhe state of the 

vehiCle or th(~ state of the component of the vehicle comprises the steps of mounting a plurl\li~y of sensors' 

on the vehic]e, measuring a state' of each sensor or a state of the mounting location of each sensor ilnd 

diagnosing the state of the vehicle or the state/of a component of the vehicle based on the moaSllrem(mts 

ofth(: stat(~ of the sensors or the state of the mounting locations of the sensors. 

~\ 33. (Original) The method of claim 32, wherein the state of the vehicle or the stat(~ of 

1\ ;t.·/ the compommt of the vehiCle is diagnosed by a proce~sor, further comprising the step of wirek~ssly 
N coupling the sensors to the processor. . . 

. ~/ I . '. 

34. (Original) The method of claim 21, wherein the state of the vehicle is diagnos(~d by 

a processor, further comprising the steps of: 

providing at least one of the sensors with an RFID response unit; 

mounting at least one RFID interrogator device on the vehicle; and 

transmitting signals via the at least one RFID interrogator device to cause the RFID reSf)onSe 

units of the at least one sensor to transmit a signa) representative of the measurements of the at least one 

sensor to th£: processor. 

35. (Original) The method of claim 21, wherein the state of the vehicle's cliagnos,ed by 

a prOCE~ssor, further comprising the step of providing at least one of the sensors as a SAW s~nsor capable 

.ofreceiving a signal and returning a signal modified by virtue of the state of the SAVo,f sensor or the state 

of the mounting location of the SAW sensor. 

36. (Original) The method of claim 35, wherein the SAW sensor is arrang,ed to 

measure nt Jeast one of temperature and pressure. 

37. (Original) The method of claim 35, wherein the SAW sensor is arranged to 

measure at least one of concentration and presence of a chemical. 

7 (I' . 
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38, (Original) The method of claim 21, wherein the step of transmitting the output to a 

remote loc:ation comprises the step of transmitting the output to a satellite for tran.smi!.si(.n from the 

satellite to the remote location. 

39. (Original) The method of c1aim 21, wherein the step of transmitting the output to a 

remote 1Q(~ation comprises the step of transmitting the output via the Internet to a w( b :;ite or host 

computer associated with the remote location. 

40. (Original) The method of claim 21, further comprising the steps of: 

deteJmining the location of the vehicle; and 

transmitting the determined location ofth~ vehicle to the remote location in conjullction with the 

output. 

4] . (Currently Amended) A yehicle, comprising: 

a diagnostic system arranged on the vehicle to diagnose the state of the vehi.:le (·r he state: of a 

componenl (If the vehicle' and' generate an o~tput indicative or representative there:of; fmd 

a communications device coupled to said diagnostic system and arranged to tran.,mit the output 

of said diagnostic system,. 

sa.id communications device including a transmitter for trans~itting a signal repreiertative of the 

output of ',aid diagnostic system to a satellite for transmission from the satellite to a remotl~ site. 

42. (Original) The vehicle of claim 41, wherein sa~d diagnostic system comprises a 

plurnlily of vehicle sensors mounted on·the vehicle, each of said sensors providing a measlJrement rdated 

to a state of said sensor or a measurement related to a state of the mounting location 'uld a processor 

coupled to flajd sensors and arranged to receive data from said sensors and process the data to generate 

the output :Indicative or representative of the state of the vehicle or the state of Ii co npL'ment of the 

vehiclc~. 

43. (Original) The vehicle of c1aim 42, wherein said sensors are wireli!ss' y coupled to 
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44. (Original) The vehicle .of claim 42, wherein s~id processor t:mb(ldic.,s a pattern 

recognition algorithm trained to generate the output from the data received from said seriscrs. 

45. (Original) The vehicle of claim 41, further comprising a display frranged in the 

vehicle in a position to be visible from the passenger compartment, said display be:ing ('oupled to said 

diagnostic system and arranged to display the diagnosis of the sta~e of the vehicle or the state of a 

component of the vehicle. 

46. (Original) The vehicle of claim 41, further comprising an occupant 5ensing system 

arranged to d.etennine at least one 'property or characteristic of ~ccupancy of tht vehicle, said 

comT~unic:ations device being coupled to said occupant sensing system and arranged to transmit the 

determined property or characteristic of occupancy of the. vehicle. 

47. (Original) The vehicle of claim 41,further comprising at least Olle ~nvironment 

sensor each sensing a state of the environment around the vehicle, said communicatiOlls device being 

coupled to Haid at least" one environment sensor and being arranged to transmit the sen~;ed state of the' 

environme01: around the vehicle. 

48. (Original) The vehicle of claim 41, further comprising a memory unit coupled to 

said' diagnostic system and said communications device, said memory unit being arrange i to receive the 

'diagnosis of the state of the vehicle or the state of a component of the vehicle from said diagnostic 

syst€:m and store the diagnosis, said communications device being arranged to interrogate :·.aid me:mory 

unit to obtain the stored diagnosis to enable transmission thereof. 

49. (Original) The vehicle of claim 41, wherein said diagnostic systt,m 'Gomprises a 

plurality of sensors mounted at different locations on the vehicle, each of said sens.)rs providing a 

measurement related to a state of said sensor or a measurement related to a state of the mourt·ing l()(mtion 

and a pre·cessor coupled to said sensor systems and arranged to diagnose the state of th~ \iehicle or the 

stat€: of the component of the vehicle based on the measurements of said sensors. 

50 .. (Original) The vehicle of claim 49, wherein at least one of said seJ,sors is a sensor 

selectt:d l~rom a group consisting ofa single axis accelemtion sensor, a double axis accekra':ion sensor, a 

triaxial accdemtion sensor and a gyroscope. 
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St. (Original) The vehicle of claim 49, wherein at least one of said sen!.or!i includes an 

RFID response unit, further comprisi'ng at least: one RFID interrogator device, said .It least one 

interrogator device causing said RFID response units of said at least one sensor to tr lI1smit a ~;ignal 

repms~~ntative of the measurement of said at least one sensor to said processor. 

52. (Original) The vehicle of claim 49, wherein at least one of said sehsors includes a 

SA W ~;ensor arranged to receive a signa] and return a signal modified by virtue of the sta te ·)f said SAW 

sensor or t.he state of the mounting location of said SAW sensor. 

53. (Original) The vehicle of claim 41, wherein the state of the vehicle 4fiagnosed by 

said diagnostic system includes angular motion of the vehicle . 

. 5~1. (Currently Amended) The vehicle of claim [[41]] 49, wherein sad processor is 

arranged t.O control at least one part of the vehicle b~ed on the output indicative or :reprt~se"ltative of the 

statt~ of the vehicle or the state of a component of the vehicle. 

55. (Original) The vehicle of claim 41, further comprising a warning d.,vi:!e coupled to 

said diagnostic system for relaying a warning to an occupant of the vehiCle relating to th·! state of the 

vehicle or the state of the component of the vehicle as diagnosed by said diagnostic system. 

56. (Original) The vehicle of claim 41, further comprising a location determining 

system for determining the location of the vehicle, said communications device being coupled to said 

locEltion determining system Rnd arranged to transmit the determined location of the vehide. 

51. (New) A vehicle, comprising: 

a diagnostic system arranged to diagnose the state of the vehicle or the state of a 4~OrnpOl1Jent of 

the vehkle and generate an output indicative or representative thereof, said diagnostic sY5telll compdsing 

a' plurality of sensors mounted at different locations on the vehicle, each of said sen iOn providing a 

measurel11c:nt related to a state of said sensor or a measurement related to a state of the m6u:lting locat.ion 

and. a processor coupled to said sensor systems and arranged to diagnose the state of the 'vehicle or the 

state of thr~ component of the vehic1e based on the measurements of said sensors.; at 'ea:;t one of said 

sensors :induding an RFID response unit~ 
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a communications device coupled to said diagnostic system and arranged to tram, mit the output 

of said diagnostic system; and 

at least one RFID interrogator.device, saidat least one interrogator device causin~ said FJ']P 

response unit of said at least one sensor to transmit a signal representative of the measure.nent of said at 

least one Sf:nsor to said processor. 

58. (New) A vehicle, comprising: 

a diagnostic system arranged to diagnose the state of the vehicle or the state of a cc mponen t of 

the vl~h icl(~ and generate an output indicative or representative thereof, said diagnostic sys1 em comprising 

a pluraHty of sensors mounted at different locations on the vehicle, each of said sense rs providing a 

meaSlln~me nt related to a state of said sensor or a measurement related to a state of tl1(: ·mOl.)~1 ing locati'on 

and a pro<:e5.sor coupled to said sensor systems and arranged to diagnose the state of the v(hicle or the 

/'~' state of the component of the vehicle based on the measurements of said sensors, nt Ie.Lst one of said 

(

/ 1\ sensors including a SAW sensor arranged to receive a signal and return a signa.l.mOdi1ied l)y virtue of the 

2; I state of said SA W sensor or the state of the mounting location of said SA W sensor; and . 

I a communications device coupled to said diagnostic system and arranged to tran .. m t the output 
\.~",/ 

of said dia.gnostic system. 

59. (New) The vehicle of claim 58, wherein said SAW sensor 'is arranged tc measure at 

least one of temper~ture and pressure. 

, 
60. (New) The vehicle of claim 58, wherein said SAW sensor is arranged tc measure at 

least one of the presence and coricentration of a chemical. 

6 "I, (New)' The method of claim 21, wherein the step of transmitting the outl,ut to the e:mote 

facility comprises the step of automatically establishing a communications channel betweei, the v{:hicle 

and thEl remote facility without manual intervention to thereby enable the output to be tran~;mitted from 

'the veh ic1e to the remote facility. 

62. (New) The vehicle of claim 41, wherein said communications device is arranged to 

automaticully establish a communications channel between the vehicle and the remote site without 

manual intervention and transmit the output of said diagnostic system to the remote site. 

" 

-----.--. ... ---............. _ .... _ .... _._., .. _ .. __ ......... _ .. _......... .-.. -....... ~--... . ... _ .. - ............. -... ~-........ . . .............. -..... ~ ........... --.......... --- ... _._-_. -- .. ----.-........ - _ ....... ________ .. ~. _J .. ~ .... _.II 
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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS 

Entry of this amendment and reconsideration of- the present application~ ;lS amendl~d, are 

respectfulJy requested. 

Claims 1-56 and new cJaims 5?-62 are presently active in this application. Clair,ls l, 7,8, 12, 17, 

21, 41 and 54 have been amended herein. Unless an argument is made below to disthgtlish a claimed 

, embodiment over the cited prior art based on a palticular change to the claim, the changfs co not mlate to 

, patentability. 

Infonnation Disclosure Statement 

In the Office Action, the Examiner indicated that the Suman, et al. referenc(~ (U', 6,028,537) was 

not considered because it has an earlier filing date than the applicant's parent appli(:ation U.S. Seria] No. 

OSl476,077. It is not understood why the reference was not considered as a copy of thn nJerence and a 

concise ~~xplanation of its relevance was provided in the Information Disclosure Stilteme nt fih~d March 4, 

2003, and it is in the English-language. An identification of that portipn of the ~1PEP which dis(:usses 

filing dates of references for submission in an IDS and allows an Examiner not t.o consider a reference 

based, on analysis of filing dates is respectfully requested. 

Claim R~iections-35 U.S.C. § 112 

Clliim 17 has been amended to depend from claim 2 which sets forth a. proc~ssor so tlhat the 

recitation of "said processor" in line] of claim 17 now has antecedent basis. 

[11 view of the change to claim 17, jt is respectfully submitted that the Examiller s rejection of 

claim 17 under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph, has be~n overcome and should be, ren ove.d. 

ClainLB~lections·35 U.S.C. § 102 

Claims 1, 2, 4, 9, 10 and 17 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 1 02(b) as being articipated by Abe 

(U.S. Pat. ~~o. 5,056,023). 

T'he Examiner's rejection is respectfully traversed in view of amended claim 1. <:~Iaim 1 has been 

amended to specify that the communications device is arranged' to autoJl~atic lll~1 establish a 

communications channel between the vehicle and a remote facility without manua] intervention and 

wirei,!ssly transmit the output of the diagnostic system to the remote facility. 

, Illis embodiment of the invention is shown in Fig. 8, which is essentiaIJy idel1tic~,1 to f'ig. 4 of 

the parent applications, U.S. Ser. Nos. 08/476,077 and 09/137,918. The communicatiom de: vice may be a 

cellular phone which wirelessly transmits signals to a remote facility for the pUrpOSI~ of lllowing a dea]er 

or repair filCility to take steps to begin correction of a diagnostic problem with the ",ehic leo An advant~ge 

of this tra.nsmission is discussed in'the specification, for example, at page 50, line 28: to l'ag'! 51, line 16. 
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Abe describes a diagnostic system for a vehicle in which electronic control units (ECUs) 501-504 

are conne(:ted through a communication bus 24a to an external connector 24 mounted on the vehicle (see 

Fig. 1). A di.:lgnosis unit 25 is provided at each dealer and is connectable to the ext~l1lal c,JOllector 24 on 

the vehicle via a harness 27 to receive data from the 'ECUs 501-504, but on1y ,when th~, vehicle is 

physically present at the dealer. The diagnosis of the components of the vehicle is not performed by the 

ECU's 501-504 on the vehicle but rather is perf0n11ed by the diagnosis unit 25 which is not locate:d on 

the v,eh ic1e. 

Abe does not disclose, teach or suggest a "vehicle comprising a diagnostic, :,ystt rri arrange:d on 

the vehicle! to diagnose the state of the vehicle or the state of a component of the vehicle lind generate an 

,output indicative or representative thereof'. Also~ in Abe, there is no structure which estab1ish(~s a 

communications channel between the vehicle and a remote facility to enable wireless 1ransmission: of 

output of such a diagnostic system to the remote facility. That is, in the invention, a diagnosis of the 

opemti:ng (~ondition of the vehicle is made by a diagnostic system on the vehicle from dat~1 ohtained from 

sensors on the vehicle and this output is wirelessly transmitted to a remote facility, e.g., a 11,ea ler. Thus, in 

the claimt~d embodiment, the output of the diagnostic system is transmitted to the remote faeility (e.g., a 

flat tire, a clogged filter) not data directly from individual sensors. 

By eontrast, in Abe, the vehicle must be physically brought to the dealer to have th,~ harness 27 

of the diag,110sis unit 25 connected to, the external connector 24 on the vehicle. There j'i' absolutely no 

disclosure: of a' communications channel between the vehicle and the remote facility to mf.ble wireless 

transmission of an~utput from a diagnostic system on the vehicle. 

Sinc:e there is no diagnosis of the problem with the vehicle before the owner hrinfs be vehk:le to ' 

the dea.ler using the Abe system~ the driver and dealer have no idea what the problem wit h the vehic.Ie is 

until tt;e vehicle is brQught to the dealer and the diagnosis unit is connected to the externhl connector 24. 

The d~)al(~r cannot prepare the material or order the parts to fix the problem beforehan'd and cannot 

provide the owner with any estimate as to the cost: for fixing the problem until the diagnmds unit 25 is' 

actually connected to the vehicle. This is extremely disadvantageous when compared to the 'claimed 

embodiment wherein the dealer can be notified of the diagnosis of the vehicle and can onler any required 

parts, ~chedule an appointment, etc., we1l before the owner brings the vehicle to the ,lea'ier. Su,:h an 

arrangl~ment for diagnosing the operation of a vehicle and providing for maintenance of tile 'tehicle i!, not 

taught or suggested by Abe. 

In "iew of the changes to claim 1 and the arguments presented above, it is respectfully submitted 

that ,the Examiner's rejection of claims 1, 2, 4, 9, 10 and 17 as being anticipated b~ Abe has been 

ovel'com(, and should be removed. 
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Clail]l f~~_ction under 35 U.S.C. § 1 03 

CJnims 3, 6, 7, 11, 16, 18-25, 27-29, 31-33. 38-44, 46, 48-50 and 53-56 wem rej.~ct:!d under 35 

U.S_C. §] 03(a) as being unpatentable over Abe in view of Burge (U.S. Patent P.blication No.' 

2002/0:\ 03 (22). 

The Examiner's rejection is respectfully traversed for two reasons: 1) at least some cftheclairns 

of th4e ins1unt application are entitled to an earlier filing date than the effective filing date (,f the Burge' 

refemnce; and 2) Burge does not dis~lose performing a diagnosis of a vehicle on tile vehicle and 

transmitting the diagnosis to a remote faciJity. 

W'ith respect to the first issue, it is noted that the featlires of at least some of th~ I-ejected claims 

are adequatElly supported by the disclosure of the immediate parent application U.S. pa1.!n1 application 

Ser. No. 091137,918 (now U.S. Pat. No. 6,175,787) which was filed prior ~o the eff€:ctiv'~'fling date of 

Burge. Spe:ci~cally, the '918 application was tiled August 20, 1998 which is befom the Jdy 17,2000 , 

effective filing date of the Burge application. There is a common inventor in the '918 app'ic",~ion and the 

instant aprl ication, i.e., David Breed, and reference is made thereto in the specifical iOIl~ Thus, the 

conditions £)r obtaining the benefit of the filing date of the '918 application under 35 l.S.C. §120 are 

satistied. 

It is respectfully submitted that the disclosure of the subject matter of rejected claims is 

substantially set forth ,in the '918 application. For example, the, matter of claim 3 is one of the other 

coupling means for coupling the sensors to the diagnostic module discussed at col. 15, Jine~. 7-15 of the 

'787 pntent, the subject matter of claim 6 is mentioned at col. 14, lines 44-47, the su~ject matter of c;laim 

16 is mentioned at col. 13, line 33, and the subject matter of claim 18 is mentioned at l~oL 14, Jines 6:3 -64_ 

The subject matter of independent claims 21 and 41, and claims dependent th( re1rom, is also 

adequately described in the '787 patent. 

To t.he extent that the subject matter of the rejected claims is supported by.the d,sc'iosure of the 

'91 ~ appliGBtion, Burge is not available as prior art against the patentability of these claim i. ' 

\Vith respect to the second issue, it is respectfully submitted that Burge, does not dhclose, teach 

or sugl~est El communications device such as a cellular telephone which is arranged to transmit output 

from a diagnostic system to a remote facility. Rather, in Burge, the on-board data, Bystfm 80 transmits 

data' frum on-board sensors 300 to the remote facility and there is no processing of the data 10 determine, 

for ex~:mple, a diagnosis relating to the occupancy or condition of the vehicle. 

Sin.~e Burge docs not disclose processing sensor data on a vehicle to obtain a diagnosis of the' 

vehic1(~ and then transmitting the diagnosis via a communications device to a remote faci I i,t) " one skilled 

14 l 
\, 
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in the art could not have combined Burge with Abe to arrive at the embodiments ef th,~ invention set 

forth in at least independent claims 21 and 41. 

In view of the arguments presented above, it is respectfully submitted that the Exami!l1er's 

rejection of claims 3, 6, 7, 11, 16, 18-25, 27-29, 31-33, 38-44, 46, 48-50 and 53-56 wIder 35U~S.C. 

§ 103(a) as b,~ing unpatentable over Abe in view of Burge has been overcome and sh~uld ~, n:moved. 

Claims 5, 8, 26, 30, 45 and 47 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 1 03 (a) as beinl~ unpat,~ntable over 

Abe in view of Burge and furthering view ofWoll et a1. (U.S. Pat. No. 5,581,464). 

W'oll et a1. does not disclose all of the features of independent claims I, 21 Emd ~q, upon which 

claims 5, 8~ 26, 30, 45 and 47 depend," and therefore does not oyercome the defiderlcies of the 

combination of Abe and Burge. 

In view of the foregoing, it is respectfully submitted that the Examiner's reje,;;tiOIis (,f the Cla.ims 

have b~en overcome and should' be removed and that the present application is now ill condition for 

aHowance. )f there should be any remaining informalities which can be attend to by telephone:, the 

Examiner IS respectfully requested to contact the undersigned. to discuss the case. 

New.Q~im~ 

Claims :57~62 are presented. Claim 57 is an independent c1aim corresponding to OJ iginal claim 12 

rewrittl!n in independent form. Claim 58 is an independent claim corresponding to origirial claim 13 

rewrittl~n in independent form. Claims 59 and 60 correspond to original claims 14 and 15, respectively, 

butdepencl1Tom claim 58. In view of the Examiner's indication of allowable subject matt'~r in claims 12-

15, c la:;,m8 57-60 should be allowable over the prior art of record. 

Claims 61 and 62 depend from claim~ 21 and 41, respectively, and are directed to tht: featur,~ ofa 

communications channel being automatically established between the vehicle and the remote fa.ciHty 

without manual intervention to thereby enable the output to be transmitted from the vehicle to the rt::mote 

facility. 

Two independent claims in excess of three are presented and six further ,~laims in excess of 

twenty afl~ presented. The additional filing fee of $ L 40.00 should be chargec;l to Deposit fl.cc )unt No, 50. 
0266. 

15 
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An t~arly and favorable· action on the merits upon entry and consideration of this amendme:nt is 

earnestly solicited. 

Brian Roffe, Esq. 
11 Sunrise Plaza, Suite 303 . 
Valley Strc~am, New York 11580-6111 
Tel.: (516) 256-5636 
Fax: (516) 256·5638 

16 

FOR THE APPLICl\-

~
s. tfully sub .,. ed, 

. I/J //'1. 
.... ~l-

Brian Roffe 
Reg. No. 35,336 
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11 ____ • _____ _____ 1-•. --_ ... _____ ._ 

Application/Control Number: 10/188,673 

Art Un'it: :3661 

Allowable Subject Matter 

Claims 1 - 62 are allowed. The following is a statement of reasons fo~ such an 

indication. 

Tile prior art of record fail to suggest arranging a diagnostic system conlprising a 

plurality of sensors (including RFID interrogator device or SAW sensor arrangud to 

receive a signal and a return signal) on a vehicle to diagnose the state of th,~ vehicle or 

the state: of a component of the vehicle provided by the respective sensor, wh(~rein, 

throuoh a communication device, the arrangement automatically establishe'~ C;:. 

corrlrTlunication channel between the vehicle and a remote facility without rrarlual 

intervention and wirelessly transmits thereto - the output transmission bein!} indicative 

or representative of the diagnosed state and the remote facility receivin!~ th,:3 diagnosed 

state from a satellite. 

Conclusion 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communiccltions t=ram the 

exarniner should be directed to Yanel Beaulieu whose telephone number if; Cr(3) 305-

4072. The examiner can normally be reached on MwR. from 0900-1600. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the E~xaminer's 

supE!rvisor, William A. CUCHLINSKI can be reached on (703) 308-387:3. The fax phone 
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Application/Control Number: 10/188,673 

Art Unit: 36131 

Page 3 

number for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is (703) 

305-7687. 

,Any inquiry of a ge~eral nature or relating to the stat~s of this application or 

proceeding should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number h·; (103) 308-

1113. 

Y. BEAULIEU 
AU ~~661 
703~3()5·-4072 
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Reg. 41532, 4] 533, 41534 (July 14, 2003). . 

The current :fe(~ scht!dule is accessible from (http;llwww.uspto.gov/mainlhowtofees.htm). 

If the: fee paid is the amount shown on the "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" but not the conect amount in view 
of th,~ fee increaE.e, a "Notice of Pay Balance of Issue Feel! will be maile'd to applicant. In or JeI to avoid proGessing 
delays assoc.iated with mailing of a "Notice of Pay Balance of Issue Fee," if the response to the \lotice of All()wancl~ 
is to be filed on or after October 1, 2003 (or mailed with a ·certificate of mailing on or aftel· October 1, 2003), th,~ 
issue fee paid should be the fee that is required at the time the fee is paid. If the issue fee was previously paid, and thle 
response to the IINotice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" includes a 'request to apply a previously~paid iss.ue fee to the 
issue: fee now due, then the difference between the issue fee amount at the time th(~ re:;ponse is filed and ;the 
previously-paid issue fee should be paid, ~ Manua1 .of f.mmt ExaminiDJ~ PrQcedu[~, S·~ction 1308.01 (Eighth 
Edition, August 2001). ' 

Etfe:tive October 1,2003,37 CFR 1.18 is amended by revising paragraphs (a) through (c) to :'ead as set forth below. 

S~:ction 1.18 Patent post. allowance (including issue) fees. 

(a) Issue fe(~ for .issuing each original or reissue patent, 
except a de:~ign or plant patent: 

By a small entity (Sec. 1.27(a)) ..... " ... " .......... $665.00 
By other than a small entity ......................... $1,330.00 

(h) ·I:ssue fee for its:ming a design patent: .' 
3y a snlaJl entity (Sec. 1.27(a)) .... " ................ $240.00 
By othe:r than n small entity ............................ $480.00 

(e) (ssue fee for is:ming a plant patent: 
By a snla~.l en1:lty (Sec.1.27(a)) ...................... $320.00 
By oth(!r I;han a small entity ............................ $640.00 

QW$tions relating to issue andpublication fee payments should be directed to the Cw,torr.er Servicl~ Center of the 
Office ofPaten1 .Publication at (703) 305':':8283. 

Page 4of4 

P 1'0 :..sS (Rev. I 0/03) A~'provCJd for usc through 04/30/2004. 
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PATE:N'T ,~PPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD' 
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Family Bibliographic and Legal Status 1
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[ no drawing available]

Family1

839 records in the family, collapsed to 541 records.

AR072139A1    20100811

(SPA) POLIMORFOS CRISTALINOS DE GEMCITABINA 
BASE 

Assignee: SCINOPHARM TAIWAN LTD      TW

Inventor(s): SHIEH CHIA-LIN CHARLENE TW ; CHEN 
SHU-PING TW 

Application No: AR   P090102153   A

Filing Date: 20090612

Issue/Publication Date: 20100811

Abstract: (ENG) The present application provides several crystalline forms of gemcitabine base and methods of 
making the same. 

Priority Data: US 13183508 20080612 P Y; 

IPC (International Class): C07H019073; A61K031522; A61K031513; A61P03500

ECLA (European Class): C07H019073

Publication Language: SPA

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

[ no drawing available]

AT443946T 20091015

(GER) TASTATURSYSTEM MIT AUTOMATISCHER 
KORREKTUR 

Assignee: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS INC      US

Inventor(s): ROBINSON B      US   ; LONGE MICHAEL      US  

Application No: AT   00937879   T

Filing Date: 20000526

Issue/Publication Date: 20091015

Abstract: (ENG) A method and system are defined which determine one or more alternate textual interpretations 
of each sequence of inputs detected within a designated auto-correcting keyboard region. The actual 
contact locations for the keystrokes may occur outside the boundaries of the specific keyboard key 
regions associated with the actual characters of the word interpretations proposed or offered for 
selection, where the distance from each contact location to each corresponding intended character may 
in general increase with the expected frequency of the intended word in the language or in a particular 
context. Likewise, in a mechanical keyboard system, the keys actuated may differ from the keys 
actually associated with the letters of the word interpretations. Each such sequence corresponds to a 
complete word, and the user can easily select the intended word from among the generated 
interpretations. 
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Priority Data: US 13661399 19990527 P Y; US 0014684 20000526 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G06F01722; H03K01794; G09G00500; B41J00514; G06F003041; B41J00512; 
H03M01104; G06F003048; B41J00510; B41J00516; B41J00508; H03M01100; 
G06F003033; G06F01727; G06F003023 

ECLA (European Class): G06F00302A5; G06F003023M; G06F003023M8; G06F003023P; G06F003048A3T; 
G06F003048K; G06F01727C 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20100315 () RER

[ no drawing available]

AU1526299A 19990607

(ENG) Apparatus and method for adjusting a vehicle component

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT     

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S ; DUVALL WILBUR E ; 
MORIN JEFFREY L 

Application No: AU   1526299   D

Filing Date: 19981116

Issue/Publication Date: 19990607

Abstract: (ENG) A seat adjustment apparatus for adjusting a seat in a passenger compartment of a vehicle 
including wave sensors for transmitting waves into the passenger compartment toward the seat, 
receiving reflected waves from the passenger compartment and generating an output representative of 
the reflected waves received by the wave sensors, weight sensors associated with the seat for measuring 
the weight applied onto the seat and generating an output representative of the measured weight applied 
onto the seat and a processor for receiving the outputs from the wave sensors and the weight sensors 
and evaluating the seated-state of the seat based thereon. The processor directs a control unit to cause a 
portion of the seat to move based on the evaluation of the seated-state of the seat. 

Priority Data: US 97082297 19971114 A Y; US 12849098 19980804 A Y; US 9824487 19981116 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): B60N00244; B60R02116; G01S01587; B60N00206; B60N00202; G01S01588; 
B60N00200; B60R02101; B60N00228; G01G019414; B60N00248; B60R021276; 
B60R021015; G01S01506; B60R02228; B60R02120; B60R02220; B60R02246; 
B60R021203 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20000727 (-) MK6 APPLICATION LAPSED SECTION 142(2)(F)/REG. 8.3(3) - PCT 

APPLIC. NOT ENTERING NATIONAL PHASE 
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Family Bibliographic and Legal Status 3
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[ no drawing available]

AU1820200A 20000605

(ENG) Apparatus and method for measuring weight of an 
occupying item of a seat 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT     

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S ; DUVALL WILBUR E ; 
MORIN JEFFREY L 

Application No: AU   1820200   D

Filing Date: 19991115

Issue/Publication Date: 20000605

Abstract: NotAvailable

Priority Data: US 19320998 19981117 A Y; US 9927098 19991115 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G01G01912; B60R02116; G01G01952; B60N00244; B60N00266; B60N00202; 
B60N002015; B60N00200; B60N00248; B60N00206; B60R02101; B60N00268; 
B60N00228; B60R021015 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60N00200C; B60N002015; B60N00202B; B60N00202B4; 
B60N00202B6; B60N00202B6B; B60N00202B6C; B60N00202B6W; B60N00206; 
B60N00206S; B60N00228B2; B60N00228P4; B60N00248C; B60N00248C2C; 
B60N00248C3C; B60N00266; B60N00268 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20010809 (-) MK6 APPLICATION LAPSED SECTION 142(2)(F)/REG. 8.3(3) - PCT 

APPLIC. NOT ENTERING NATIONAL PHASE 

[ no drawing available]

AU1958801A 20010625

(ENG) Interactive vehicle display system

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT     

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S        

Application No: AU   1958801   D

Filing Date: 20001212

Issue/Publication Date: 20010625

Abstract: NotAvailable

Priority Data: US 17097399 19991215 P Y; US 64570900 20000824 A Y; US 0033566 20001212 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G02B02701; G02B02700

ECLA (European Class): G02B02701

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20020815 (-) MK6 APPLICATION LAPSED SECTION 142(2)(F)/REG. 8.3(3) - PCT 

APPLIC. NOT ENTERING NATIONAL PHASE 
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[ no drawing available]

AU2002321216A1 20030129

(ENG) Protease inhibitor conjugates and antibodies useful in 
immunoassay 

Assignee: ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS GMBH     

Inventor(s): METZ SIGRUN ; SIGLER GERALD F ; DERAS 
INA ; HUBER ERASMUS J ; GHOSHAL 
MITALI ; HUI RAYMOND ; ELTZ HERBERT 
W VON DER ; ROOT RICHARD TERRY 

Application No: AU   2002321216   A

Filing Date: 20020715

Issue/Publication Date: 20030129

Abstract: NotAvailable

Priority Data: EP 0207843 20020715 W W; US 19205202 20020710 A; US 30519201 20010713 P; 

IPC (International Class): C07K01638

ECLA (European Class): C07K01638

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20040408 (-) MK6 APPLICATION LAPSED SECTION 142(2)(F)/REG. 8.3(3) - PCT 

APPLIC. NOT ENTERING NATIONAL PHASE 

[ no drawing available]

AU2002353311A1 20030709

(ENG) COMPLEXITY SCALABILITY FOR FINE 
GRANULAR VIDEO ENCODING (FGS) 

Assignee: KONINKL PHILIPS ELECTRONICS NV     

Inventor(s): CHEN RICHARD ; SCHAAR MIHAELA VAN 
DER 

Application No: AU   2002353311   A

Filing Date: 20021209

Issue/Publication Date: 20030709

Abstract: NotAvailable

Priority Data: IB 0205320 20021209 W W; US 2838601 20011221 A; 

IPC (International Class): H04N00730; H04N00750; H04N00726

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20040909 (-) MK6 APPLICATION LAPSED SECTION 142(2)(F)/REG. 8.3(3) - PCT 

APPLIC. NOT ENTERING NATIONAL PHASE 
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Family Bibliographic and Legal Status 5

MicroPatent Patent Index - an enhanced INPADOC database

[ no drawing available]

AU2003252043A1 20040209

(ENG) DYNAMIC DATABASE REORDERING SYSTEM

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC     

Inventor(s): BRADFORD ETHAN R         ; KAY DAVID JON        

Application No: AU   2003252043   A

Filing Date: 20030717

Issue/Publication Date: 20040209

Abstract: (ENG) The invention provides a process for selecting and ordering one or more sets of linguistic 
objects. The invention orders a current list of items for selection that comprises a first list of one or 
more items of a first language and a second list of one or more items of a second language, the current 
list of items being displayed in an order based on the first language having a priority over the second 
language. In response to a user selection of one item from the second list, the invention changes a 
priority for ordering a subsequent list of items to order the subsequent list of items based on the second 
language having a priority over the first language. 

Priority Data: US 62186403 20030716 A Y; US 39725302 20020718 P Y; US 0322525 20030717 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G06F01722; G06F01727

ECLA (European Class): G06F003023M6; G06F01727P

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

[ no drawing available]

AU2003252091A1 20040216

(ENG) CHINESE CHARACTER HANDWRITING 
RECOGNITION SYSTEM 

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC     

Inventor(s): PALMER BRIAN         ; LONGE MICHAEL R        

Application No: AU   2003252091   A

Filing Date: 20030717

Issue/Publication Date: 20040216

Abstract: NotAvailable

Priority Data: US 20595002 20020725 A Y; US 0322776 20030717 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G06F003033; G06F00301; G06F00300; G06F003048; G06K00922

ECLA (European Class): G06F00301M; G06F003048A3G; G06K00922H

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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Family Bibliographic and Legal Status 6
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[ no drawing available]

AU2003302178A1 20040714

(ENG) METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR REAL TIME 
NAVIGATION USING SATELLITE TRANSMITTED 
THREE-CARRIER RADIO SIGNALS AND IONOSPHERIC 
CORRECTIONS 

Assignee: AGENCE SPATIALE EUROPEENNE     

Inventor(s): HERNANDEZ-PAJARES MANUEL ; 
JUAN-ZORNOZA JOSE MIGUEL ; 
SANZ-SUBIRANA JAUME ; 
GARCIA-RODRIGUEZ ALBERTO 

Application No: AU   2003302178   A

Filing Date: 20031216

Issue/Publication Date: 20040714

Abstract: (ENG) Phase difference ambiguity is first determined between third and second extra-long path carriers. 
Phase difference ambiguity is then estimated between third and second long path carriers from 
ambiguity for extra-long path determined in first step. Next step involves resolving ambiguity of one 
frequency from long path ambiguity estimated in second step. Additional step involves applying 
real-time ionospheric corrections during third step. Corrections are based on permanently updated 
ionospheric model of ionospheric layer calculated by a fixed terrestrial reference station linked with 
geodesic data calculated by a master fixed terrestrial reference station (REFM-REFME). An 
Independent claim is also included for a navigation system for locating position of a nomad e.g. land 
vehicle. 

Priority Data: FR 0216227 20021219 A Y; FR 0350176 20031216 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G01S01910; G01S01944; G01S01907; G01S01932; G01S01913; G01S01929; 
G01S00514; G01S00100 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60R021239; G01S01932; G01S01944

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20050922 (-) MK6 APPLICATION LAPSED SECTION 142(2)(F)/REG. 8.3(3) - PCT 

APPLIC. NOT ENTERING NATIONAL PHASE 
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AU2009257344A2 20110421

[ no drawing available]

AU2009257344A1 20091217

(ENG) Crystalline polymorphs of gemcitabine base

Assignee: SCINOPHARM TAIWAN LTD     

Inventor(s): SHIEH CHIA-LIN         ; CHEN SHU-PING        

Application No: AU   2009257344   A

Filing Date: 20090612

Issue/Publication Date: 20110421

Abstract: (ENG) The present application provides several crystalline forms of gemcitabine base and methods of 
making the same. 

Priority Data: US 13183508 20080612 P Y; US 2009047190 20090612 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): C07H019073; A61K031522

ECLA (European Class): C07H019073

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

[ no drawing available]

AU2323692A 19930211

(ENG) IMPROVED TAPE SWITCH CRUSH SENSOR

Inventor(s): DAVID S BREED        

Application No: AU   2323692   D

Filing Date: 19920709

Issue/Publication Date: 19930211

Abstract: NotAvailable

Priority Data: US 72775691 19910709 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): H01H03514; B60R02101; B60R01948

ECLA (European Class): B60R0210136; B60R01948D; H01H03514E

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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Family Bibliographic and Legal Status 8

MicroPatent Patent Index - an enhanced INPADOC database

[ no drawing available]

AU3522500A 20000928

(ENG) Methods and apparatus for preventing vehicle accidents

Assignee: INTELLIGENT TECH INT INC     

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S ; DUVALL WILBUR E ; 
JOHNSON WENDELL C 

Application No: AU   3522500   D

Filing Date: 20000310

Issue/Publication Date: 20000928

Abstract: (ENG) System and method for preventing vehicle accidents in which the absolute position of the 
vehicle is determined, e.g., using a satellite-based positioning system (44) such as GPS, and the location 
of the vehicle relative to the edges of the roadway is then determined based on the absolute position of 
the vehicle and stored data (46) relating to edges of roadways on which the vehicle may travel. A 
system or component within the vehicle is initiated, e.g., an alarm or warning system (50), or the 
operation of a system or component is affected, e.g., an automatic guidance system (60), if the location 
of the vehicle approaches close to an edge of the roadway or intersects with an edge of the roadway. 

Priority Data: US 12388299 19990311 P Y; US 0006236 20000310 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G08G001133; G01C02126; B60N00228; G08G00116

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20020207 (-) MK6 APPLICATION LAPSED SECTION 142(2)(F)/REG. 8.3(3) - PCT 

APPLIC. NOT ENTERING NATIONAL PHASE 

[ no drawing available]

AU5299700A 20001218

(ENG) Keyboard system with automatic correction

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE     

Inventor(s): ROBINSON B ALEX         ; LONGE MICHAEL R        

Application No: AU   5299700   D

Filing Date: 20000526

Issue/Publication Date: 20001218

Abstract: (ENG) A method and system are defined which determine one or more alternate textual interpretations 
of each sequence of inputs detected within a designated auto-correcting keyboard region. The actual 
contact locations for the keystrokes may occur outside the boundaries of the specific keyboard key 
regions associated with the actual characters of the word interpretations proposed or offered for 
selection, where the distance from each contact location to each corresponding intended character may 
in general increase with the expected frequency of the intended word in the language or in a particular 
context. Likewise, in a mechanical keyboard system, the keys actuated may differ from the keys 
actually associated with the letters of the word interpretations. Each such sequence corresponds to a 
complete word, and the user can easily select the intended word from among the generated 
interpretations. 

Priority Data: US 13661399 19990527 P Y; US 0014684 20000526 W W N; 
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IPC (International Class): G06F01722; G06F003041; G06F003048; H03M01104; H03K01794; G06F003033; 
G06F003023; G09G00500; G06F01727 

ECLA (European Class): G06F00302A5; G06F003023M; G06F003023M8; G06F003023P; G06F003048A3T; 
G06F003048K; G06F01727C 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20020411 (-) MK6 APPLICATION LAPSED SECTION 142(2)(F)/REG. 8.3(3) - PCT 

APPLIC. NOT ENTERING NATIONAL PHASE 

[ no drawing available]

BR0317446A 20051116

(POR) Processo e sistema de navegação em tempo real, com o 
auxìlio de sinais radioelétricos com três portadoras emitidos 
por satélites e de correções ionosféricas 

Assignee: AGENCE SPATIALE EUROPEENNE      FR

Inventor(s): HERNANDEZ-PAJARES MANUEL ; 
JUAN-ZORNOZA JOSE MIGUEL ; 
SANZ-SUBIRANA JAUME ; 
GARCIA-RODRIGUEZ ALBERTO 

Application No: BR   0317446   A

Filing Date: 20031216

Issue/Publication Date: 20051116

Abstract: (ENG) Phase difference ambiguity is first determined between third and second extra-long path carriers. 
Phase difference ambiguity is then estimated between third and second long path carriers from 
ambiguity for extra-long path determined in first step. Next step involves resolving ambiguity of one 
frequency from long path ambiguity estimated in second step. Additional step involves applying 
real-time ionospheric corrections during third step. Corrections are based on permanently updated 
ionospheric model of ionospheric layer calculated by a fixed terrestrial reference station linked with 
geodesic data calculated by a master fixed terrestrial reference station (REFM-REFME). An 
Independent claim is also included for a navigation system for locating position of a nomad e.g. land 
vehicle. 

Priority Data: FR 0216227 20021219 A Y; FR 0350176 20031216 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G01S01910; G01S01944; G01S01907; G01S01932; G01S01913; G01S01929; 
G01S00514; G01S00100 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60R021239; G01S01932; G01S01944

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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Family Bibliographic and Legal Status 10
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CA2392446C 20090714
CA2392446A1 20001207

(ENG) KEYBOARD SYSTEM WITH AUTOMATIC 
CORRECTION 

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): ROBINSON B ALEX US ; LONGE MICHAEL R 
US 

Application No: CA   2392446   A

Filing Date: 20000526

Issue/Publication Date: 20090714

Abstract: (ENG) An enhanced text entry system using word-level analysis to auto-matically correct inaccuracies 
in user keystroke entries on reduced keyboards. The keyboard (105) may be a part of a touch-sensitive 
panel or display screen (100) or on a mechanical keyboard system. A method and system are defined 
which determine one or more alternative textual interpretations of each sequence of inputs detected 
within a designated auto-correcting keyboard region (106). The actual contact locations for the 
keystrokes may occur outside the boundaries of the specific keyboard key regions, where the distance 
from each contact location to each corresponding intended character may in general increase with the 
expected frequency of the intended word in the language or in a particular context. The user can easily 
select the intended word from among the generated interpretations. 

Priority Data: US 13661399 19990527 P Y; US 0014684 20000526 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G06F003041; G06F01722; G06F003048; H03M01104; G06F01727; H03K01794; 
G06F003033; G06F003023; G09G00500 

ECLA (European Class): G06F00302A5; G06F003023M; G06F003023M8; G06F003023P; G06F003048A3T; 
G06F003048K; G06F01727C 

Publication Language: ENG

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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[ no drawing available]

CA2449243A1 20030123

(ENG) PROTEASE INHIBITOR CONJUGATES AND 
ANTIBODIES USEFUL IN IMMUNOASSAY 

Assignee: HOFFMANN LA ROCHE      CH

Inventor(s): METZ SIGRUN DE ; HUBER ERASMUS J DE ; 
VON DER ELTZ HERBERT W DE ; DERAS 
INA US ; HUI RAYMOND US ; GHOSHAL 
MITALI US ; SIGLER GERALD F US ; ROOT 
RICHARD TERRY US 

Application No: CA   2449243   A

Filing Date: 20020715

Issue/Publication Date: 20030123

Priority Data: EP 0207843 20020715 W V; US 30519201 20010713 P X; US 19205202 20020710 A X; 

IPC (International Class): C12N00518; C07K01600; C12N00512; A61P03112; C07D40114; C07D41714; 
C07D27728; A61K031341; A61K03838; A61K039385; A61K03842; A61K031427; 
A61K031435; C07K01644; A61K031472; A61K0314725; A61K04748; 
A61K031496; A61K031513; C07K014765; C07K014805 

Publication Language: ENG

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

[ no drawing available]

CA2452157A1 20040118

(ENG) DYNAMIC DATABASE REORDERING SYSTEM

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): BRADFORD ETHAN R US ; KAY DAVID JON 
US 

Application No: CA   2452157   A

Filing Date: 20030717

Issue/Publication Date: 20040118

Abstract: (ENG) A dynamic database reordering system provides a linguistics database that contains words that 
are ordered according to a linguistics model that dictates the order in which words are presented to a 
user. While a user enters keystrokes on a keypad of a communications device is pressing keys, the 
invention predicts the word s, letters, numbers, or word stubs that the user is trying to enter. The 
invention reorders the linguistics model order based on the user's usage of the system by tracking the 
user's word selections. Once a word has been selected as a resu lt of a next key selection (the nexted 
word), a frequency value is applied to the selected word and the word ordered first by the linguistics 
model in the linguistics database for that key sequence. The frequency value of the nexted word will 
become greater than the frequency value of the first displayed word upon repeated nexting t o the same 
word. Subsequent user entries of the key sequence for the nexted word a nd the first ordered word will 
result in displaying the nexted word before the word ordered first by the linguistics model. 

Priority Data: US 62186403 20030716 A Y; US 39725302 20020718 P Y; US 0322525 20030717 W W N; 
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IPC (International Class): G06F01722; G06F01727

ECLA (European Class): G06F003023M6; G06F01727P

Publication Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20040109 (+) AFNE NATIONAL PHASE ENTRY
20040226 (+) AFNE NATIONAL PHASE ENTRY   Effective date: 20040109;
20040226 (+) AFNE NATIONAL PHASE ENTRY   Effective date: 20040109;
20050721 (+) EEER EXAMINATION REQUEST
20100913 () FZDE Effective date: 20100719;

[ no drawing available]

CA2482232A1 20050324

(ENG) PROTEASE INHIBITOR CONJUGATES AND 
ANTIBODIES USEFUL IN IMMUNOASSAY 

Assignee: HOFFMANN LA ROCHE      CH

Inventor(s): KERN PETER DE ; HUI RAYMOND A US ; 
GHOSHAL MITALI US ; SIGLER GERALD F 
US ; DERAS INA US ; HUBER ERASMUS DE ; 
ROOT RICHARD TERRY US ; VON DER ELTZ 
HERBERT US ; METZ SIGRUN DE 

Application No: CA   2482232   A

Filing Date: 20040920

Issue/Publication Date: 20050324

Priority Data: US 66983103 20030924 A; 

IPC (International Class): C12N00518; C07D49504; C07D41712; C07D40114; C07K01638

ECLA (European Class): C07K01644

Publication Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20040920 (+) EEER EXAMINATION REQUEST
20050407 (+) EEER EXAMINATION REQUEST   Effective date: 20040920;
20050407 (+) EEER EXAMINATION REQUEST   Effective date: 20040920;
20070920 (-) FZDE DEAD
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[ no drawing available]

CA2521362A1 20041028

(ENG) DIRECTIONAL INPUT SYSTEM WITH AUTOMATIC 
CORRECTION 

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): LONGE MICHAEL R      US   ; PALMER BRIAN      US  

Application No: CA   2521362   A

Filing Date: 20040409

Issue/Publication Date: 20041028

Abstract: (ENG) A system associated with a text entry application, such as email or instant messaging, comprises 
an optional onscreen representation of a circular keyboard, a list of potential linguistic object matches, 
and a message area where the selected words are entered. The circular keyboard is manipulated v ia a 
hardware joystick or game-pad with analog joystick or omni-directional rocker switch built therein. The 
user points the joystick in the general direction of the desired letter, and then continues pointing roughly 
to each letter in the desired word. Once all letters have been roughly selected, buttons are used to select 
a specific word from the list of potential matche s and send the selected word to the message area. 

Priority Data: US 46173503 20030409 P Y; US 67789003 20031001 A Y; US 2004011343 20040409 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G06F003048; G06F003033; G06F003023

ECLA (European Class): G06F003048A1M; G06F003023M6; G06F003023M8

Publication Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20051003 (+) AFNE NATIONAL PHASE ENTRY
20051003 (+) EEER EXAMINATION REQUEST
20100606 () FZDE Effective date: 20100409;
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[ no drawing available]

CA2550669A1 20050714

(ENG) VIRTUAL KEYBOARD SYSTEM WITH 
AUTOMATIC CORRECTION 

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): VAN MEURS PIM US ; LONGE MICHAEL R 
US 

Application No: CA   2550669   A

Filing Date: 20041222

Issue/Publication Date: 20050714

Abstract: (ENG) An enhanced text entry system (100) which uses word-level analysis to correc t inaccuracies 
automatically in user keystroke entries on reduced-size or virtual keyboards (105). A method and 
system determine alternate textual interpretations of each sequence of inputs detected within a 
designated auto - correcting region (106). The actual interaction locations for the keystrokes may occur 
outside the boundaries of the specific keyboard key regions associated with the actual characters of the 
word interpretations proposed, where the distance from each interaction location to each corresponding 
intended character may increase with the expected frequency of the intended word in the language. 
Likewise, in a virtual keyboard system, the keys actuated may differ from the keys actually associated 
with the letters of th e word interpretations. Each such sequence corresponds to a complete word, and 
the user can easily select the intended word from among the generated interpretations. 

Priority Data: US 53213103 20031222 P Y; US 1951704 20041220 A Y; US 2004043329 20041222 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G09G00500; G06K00918; G06F01727; G06F003048; G06K00934; G06K00948; 
G06K00972 

ECLA (European Class): G06F003048A3; G06F003023M8; G06F003023P; G06F003048A3T; 
G06F003048K; G06F01727C; G06F01727P 

Publication Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20060619 (+) AFNE NATIONAL PHASE ENTRY
20060620 (+) AFNE NATIONAL PHASE ENTRY
20060620 (+) EEER EXAMINATION REQUEST
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[ no drawing available]

CA2578154A1 20070709

(ENG) ASSET PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION

Assignee: PRENOVA      US

Inventor(s): CHAMBERS GREGORY L US ; GOLDEN 
PATRICK T US ; VAN METER KENNETH US ; 
SMITH EDWARD M US 

Application No: CA   2578154   A

Filing Date: 20070109

Issue/Publication Date: 20070709

Abstract: (ENG) Included are embodiments for asset management. At least one embodiment of a method includes 
receiving, at a performance assessment and optimization center, data from at least one asset, the asset 
being configured to service an environment and performing at least one calculation, from the received 
data, to determine whether the asset is operating properly. Some embodiments include in response to a 
determination that the at least one asset is not operating properly, providing an indication related to 
operation of the asset. 

Priority Data: US 75744606 20060109 P Y; US 61983807 20070104 A Y; US 2007060271 20070109 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G06Q04000; G06Q05000

ECLA (European Class): G05B01502; G06Q01000C

Publication Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20070227 (+) AFNE NATIONAL PHASE ENTRY
20111123 () EEER Effective date: 20111114;

[ no drawing available]

CA2727813A1 20091217

(ENG) CRYSTALLINE POLYMORPHS OF GEMCITABINE 
BASE 

Assignee: SCINOPHARM TAIWAN LTD      TW

Inventor(s): CHEN SHU-PING      TW   ; SHIEH CHIA-LIN      TW  

Application No: CA   2727813   A

Filing Date: 20090612

Issue/Publication Date: 20091217

Abstract: (ENG) The present application provides several crystalline forms of gemcitabine base and methods of 
making the same. 

Priority Data: US 13183508 20080612 P Y; US 2009047190 20090612 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): C07H019073; C07H01906; A61K0317068; A61K00914

ECLA (European Class): C07H019073
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Publication Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20110210 () EEER Effective date: 20101213;

CN1310518C 20070411
CN1623332A 20050601

(ENG) Delamination video frequency coding system, decoding 
system and its coding method and decoding method 

Assignee: KONINKL PHILIPS ELECTRONICS NV      NL

Inventor(s): MIHAELA CHEN RICHARD VAN DER S      NL  

Application No: CN   02825368   A

Filing Date: 20021209

Issue/Publication Date: 20070411

Abstract: (ENG) An encoder and decoder system for realization of complexity scalability in a layered 
video-coding framework. The layered video encoder comprises a base layer encoder for receiving a 
video signal and outputting a base layer stream; and an enhancement layer encoder that includes a 
plurality of discrete cosine transform (DCT) modules and a selection system for selecting one of the 
DCT modules. The layered video decoding system comprises a base layer decoder for receiving and 
decoding a base layer video stream; and an enhancement layer decoder for receiving an enhancement 
layer video stream and the decoded base layer stream, and generating a decoded enhanced video output, 
wherein the enhancement layer decoder includes: a plurality of inverse discrete cosine transform 
(IDCT) modules; and a selection system for selecting one of the IDCT modules. 

Priority Data: US 2838601 20011221 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): H04N00730; H04N00750; H04N00726

ECLA (European Class): H04N00726E2; H04N00730H; H04N00750

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20050601 () C0620050803 () C1020070411 () C1420090204 () C19
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CN100428224C 20081022

[ no drawing available]

CN1703693A 20051130

(ENG) Dynamic database reordering system

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): JON KAY DAVID      US  

Application No: CN   03800789   A

Filing Date: 20030717

Issue/Publication Date: 20081022

Abstract: NotAvailable

Priority Data: US 39725302 20020718 P Y; 

IPC (International Class): G06F01728; G06F01721; G06F01500; G06F00302; G09G00500

Publication Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20051130 () C0620060118 () C1020081022 () C14

CN100550036C 20091014

[ no drawing available]

CN1606753A 20050413

(ENG) Chinese character handwriting recognition system

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): BRIAN PALMER      US  

Application No: CN   03801752   A

Filing Date: 20030717

Issue/Publication Date: 20091014

Abstract: (ENG) A handwritten Chinese character input method and system is provided to allow users to enter 
Chinese characters to a data processor by adding less than three strokes and one selection movement 
such as mouse clicking or stylus or finger tapping. The system is interactive, predictive, and intuitive to 
use. By adding one or two strokes which are used to start writing a Chinese character, or in some case 
even no strokes are needed, users can find a desired character from a list of characters. The list is 
context sensitive. It varies depending on the prior character entered. Compared to other existing 
systems, this system can save users considerable time and efforts to entering handwritten characters. 

Priority Data: US 20595002 20020725 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G06K00900; G09B01104; H03K01794; G06K00918; G09B00100; G09B01900; 
G06K00962; G06F01500; G09B01100; G06K00922; G06F003033; G06F00301; 
G06F00300; G06F003048 

ECLA (European Class): G06F00301M; G06F003048A3G; G06K00922H

Publication Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
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20091014 () C14

CN1726406B 20110817

[ no drawing available]

CN1726406A 20060125

(ENG) Method and system for real time navigation using satellite 
transmitted three-carrier radio signals and ionospheric 
corrections 

Assignee: EUROP AGENCE SPATIALE     

Inventor(s): MANUEL HERNANDEZ-PAJARES ; JAUME 
SANZ-SUBIRANA ; MIGUEL JUAN-ZORNOZA 
JOSE ; ALBERTO GARCIA-RODRIGUEZ 

Application No: CN   200380106136   A

Filing Date: 20031216

Issue/Publication Date: 20110817

Abstract: (ENG) The invention concerns a real-time navigation method for locating a rover using three-carrier 
radio signals of three different frequencies to determine the position of a user, transmitted by satellites. 
The method comprises a first step for determining ''extra-wide lane'' carrier phase ambiguity, a second 
step for estimating ''wide-lane'' phase ambiguity, and a third step for resolving the phase ambiguity of 
one of the frequencies. An additional step consists in the application of real-time ionospheric 
corrections during the third step, these ionospheric corrections being based on a continuously updated 
ionospheric model of said ionospheric layer calculated by a fixed ground reference station combined 
with geodetic data calculated by a so-called master fixed ground reference station. The invention also 
concerns a system for implementing the method. 

Priority Data: FR 0350176 20031216 W W N; FR 0216227 20021219 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G01S00514; G01S01910; G01S01944; G01S01907; G01S01932; G01S01913; 
G01S01929; G01S00100 

Publication Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20110817 () C14
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CN100419651C 20080917

[ no drawing available]

CN1624641A 20050608

(ENG) Directional input system with automatic correction

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): BRIAN PALMER US ; CHARLES HULLFISH 
KEITH US ; DOUG BRAMS US 

Application No: CN   200410030896   A

Filing Date: 20040409

Issue/Publication Date: 20080917

Abstract: (ENG) A system associated with a text entry application, such as email or instant messaging, comprises 
an optional onscreen representation of a circular keyboard, a list of potential linguistic object matches, 
and a message area where the selected words are entered. The circular keyboard is manipulated via a 
hardware joystick or game-pad with analog joystick or omni-directional rocker switch built therein. The 
user points the joystick in the general direction of the desired letter, and then continues pointing roughly 
to each letter in the desired word. Once all letters have been roughly selected, buttons are used to select 
a specific word from the list of potential matches and send the selected word to the message area. 

Priority Data: US 46173503 20030409 P Y; US 67789003 20031001 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G06F003033; G06F003048; G06F003023

ECLA (European Class): G06F003048A1M; G06F003023M6; G06F003023M8

Publication Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20050608 () C0620050810 () C1020080917 () C1420100804 () C17

[ no drawing available]

CN1655107A 20050817

(ENG) Keyboard system with automatic correction

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE SERVICE INC      US

Inventor(s): ALEX ROBINSON B US ; LONGE MICHAEL R 
US 

Application No: CN   200410050006   A

Filing Date: 20040625

Issue/Publication Date: 20050817

Abstract: (ENG) A method and system are defined which determine one or more alternate textual interpretations 
of each sequence of inputs detected within a designated auto-correcting keyboard region. The actual 
contact locations for the keystrokes may occur outside the boundaries of the specific keyboard key 
regions associated with the actual characters of the word interpretations proposed or offered for 
selection, where the distance from each contact location to each corresponding intended character may 
in general increase with the expected frequency of the intended word in the language or in a particular 
context. Likewise, in a mechanical keyboard system, the keys actuated may differ from the keys 
actually associated with the letters of the word interpretations. Each such sequence corresponds to a 
complete word, and the user can easily select the intended word from among the generated 
interpretations. 
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Priority Data: US 77548304 20040209 A N; US 13661399 19990527 P Y; 

IPC (International Class): G06F01722; G06F003041; G06F003048; H03M01104; H03K01794; G06F003033; 
G06F003023; G09G00500; G06F01727 

ECLA (European Class): G06F00302A5; G06F003023M; G06F003023M8; G06F003023P; G06F003048A3T; 
G06F003048K; G06F01727C 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20050817 () C0620051012 () C1020070321 () C02

[ no drawing available]

CN1648837A 20050803

(ENG) Selective input system based on tracking of motion 
parameters of an input device 

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): JAMES STEPHANICK US ; CHRISTINA 
JAMES US ; BRADFORD ETHAN R US ; 
LONGE MICHAEL R US 

Application No: CN   200410069379   A

Filing Date: 20040721

Issue/Publication Date: 20050803

Abstract: (ENG) A selective input system and associated method is provided which tracks the motion of a 
pointing device over a region or area. The pointing device can be a touchpad, a mouse, a pen, or any 
device capable of providing two or three-dimensional location. The region or area is preferably 
augmented with a printed or actual keyboard/pad. Alternatively, a representation of the location of the 
pointing device over a virtual keyboard/pad can be dynamically shown on an associated display. The 
system identifies selections of items or characters by detecting parameters of motion of the pointing 
device, such as length of motion, a change in direction, a change in velocity, and or a lack of motion at 
locations that correspond to features on the keyboard/pad. The input system is preferably coupled to a 
text disambiguation system such as a T9® or Sloppytype&#8482; system, to improve the accuracy and 
usability of the input system. 

Priority Data: US 50455203 20030919 P Y; US 67789003 20031001 A Y; US 88181904 20040628 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G06F003048; G06F003033; G06F003023; G09G00500

ECLA (European Class): G06F003048A3G; G06F003023M6; G06F003048A3T

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20050803 () C0620050928 () C1020060310 () REG Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): HK; 

Corresponding EP Code 1 for PRS Code (EP REG): DE; 
Corresponding patent document: 1078356; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: HK; 
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CN101076913A 20071121

(ENG) Fused carbonate fuel battery cathode with mixed oxide 
coatings 

Assignee: FUELCELL ENERGY INC      US

Inventor(s): ZHAOYI HILMY A YU      US  

Application No: CN   200480040319   A

Filing Date: 20041201

Issue/Publication Date: 20071121

Abstract: (ENG) A molten carbonate fuel cell cathode having a cathode body and a coating of a mixed oxygen 
ion conductor materials. The mixed oxygen ion conductor materials are formed from ceria or doped 
ceria, such as gadolinium doped ceria or yttrium doped ceria. The coating is deposited on the cathode 
body using a sol-gel process, which utilizes as precursors organometallic compounds, organic and 
inorganic salts, hydroxides and alkoxides and which uses as the solvent water, organic solvent or a 
mixture of same. 

Priority Data: US 75548304 20040112 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): H01M00810; H01M00486; B05D00512; H01M00490; H01M00496; H01M00488; 
H01M00814 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20071121 () C0620080116 () C1020100127 () C02

CN100472600C 20090325

[ no drawing available]

CN1954355A 20070425

(ENG) Virtual keyboard system with automatic text input 
correction 

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE SERVICE INC      US

Inventor(s): PIM MEURS VAN      US  

Application No: CN   200480041535   A

Filing Date: 20041222

Issue/Publication Date: 20090325

Abstract: (ENG) There is disclosed an enhanced text entry system which uses word-level analysis to correct 
inaccuracies automatically in user keystroke entries on reduced-size or virtual keyboards. A method and 
system are defined which determine one or more alternate textual interpretations of each sequence of 
inputs detected within a designated auto-correcting region. The actual interaction locations for the 
keystrokes may occur outside the boundaries of the specific keyboard key regions associated with the 
actual characters of the word interpretations proposed or offered for selection, where the distance from 
each interaction location to each corresponding intended character may in general increase with the 
expected frequency of the intended word in the language or in a particular context. Likewise, in a 
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virtual keyboard system, the keys actuated may differ from the keys actually associated with the letters 
of the word interpretations. Each such sequence corresponds to a complete word, and the user can easily 
select the intended word from among the generated interpretations. Additionally, when the system 
cannot identify a sufficient number of likely word interpretation candidates of the same length as the 
input sequence, candidates are identified whose initial letters correspond to a likely interpretation of the 
input sequence. 

Priority Data: US 53213103 20031222 P Y; US 1951704 20041220 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G09G00500; G06K00918; G06F01727; G06F003048; G06K00934; G06K00948; 
G06K00972 

ECLA (European Class): G06F003048A3; G06F003023M8; G06F003023P; G06F003048A3T; 
G06F003048K; G06F01727C; G06F01727P 

Publication Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20070425 () C0620070613 () C1020090325 () C14

[ no drawing available]

CN102216314A 20111012

NotAvailable

Application No: CN   200980131290   A

Filing Date: 20090612

Issue/Publication Date: 20111012

Abstract: (ENG) The present application provides several crystalline forms of gemcitabine base and methods of 
making the same. 

Priority Data: US 2009047190 20090612 W W N; US 13183508 20080612 P Y; 

IPC (International Class): C07H019073; A61K031522

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20111012 () C06
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[ no drawing available]

DE10084638T1 20020502

(GER) Methode fuer die Entwicklung des Systems von 
Identifizierung der Anwesenheit und Lage des Objekts im 
Fahrzeug 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; JOHNSON WENDELL C 
US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US ; MORIN 
JEFFREY L US ; XU KUNHONG US ; VARGA 
ANDREW J US 

Application No: DE   10084638   T

Filing Date: 20000530

Issue/Publication Date: 20020502

Abstract: (ENG) Method for developing a system for determining the occupancy of a seat in a vehicle using a 
variety of transducers and pattern recognition technologies and techniques that applies to any 
combination of transducers that provide information about seat occupancy. These include weight 
sensors, capacitive sensors, inductive sensors, ultrasonic, optical, electromagnetic, motion, infrared, and 
radar among others. A processor coupled to the transducers for receiving the data from the transducers 
and processing the data to obtain an output indicative of the current occupancy state of the seat. An 
algorithm is resident in the processor and is created from a plurality of data sets, each representing a 
different occupancy state of the seat and being formed from data from the transducers while the seat is 
in that occupancy state. The algorithm produces the output indicative of the current occupancy state of 
the seat upon inputting a data set representing the current occupancy state of the seat and being formed 
from data from the transducers. The algorithm may be a neural network or neural fuzzy algorithm 
generated by an appropriate algorithm-generating program. 

Priority Data: US 13616399 19990527 P Y; US 38240699 19990824 A Y; US 47414799 19991229 A Y; US 
0014903 20000530 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G01V00100; G01V00312; B60N00244; G01V00308; B60R02116; G01S01508; 
B60R02101; G06K00900; B60R021015 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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DE10149206A1 20030206

(GER) Verfahren und Vorrichtung zum Kartographieren einer 
Strasse sowie Unfallverhuetungssystem 

Assignee: INTELLIGENT TECH INT INC      US

Inventor(s): CASTELLI VITTORIO US ; SEITZ WILLIAM E 
US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US ; BREED DAVID 
SCRANTON US ; JOHNSON WENDELL C US 

Application No: DE   10149206   A

Filing Date: 20011002

Issue/Publication Date: 20030206

Abstract: (ENG) To map a road during travel, a vehicle has two data acquisition modules arranged on sides of the 
vehicle. Each includes a differential GPS (DGPS) receiver and antenna for enabling the vehicle's 
position to be determined and a linear camera which provides vertical one-dimensional images of an 
area on the respective side in a vertical plane perpendicular to the road such that information about the 
road is obtained from a view in a direction perpendicular to the road. A processor unit forms a map 
database of the road by correlating the vehicle's position and the information about the road. Instead of 
or in addition to the linear cameras, scanning laser radars are provided and transmit waves downward in 
a plane perpendicular to the road and receive reflected waves to provide information about distance 
between the laser radars and the ground for use in forming the database. The database is then used in a 
collision avoidance system. Equipped vehicles use the database in combination with a DGPS receiver to 
determine their position and velocity relative to the road. This is broadcast to other vehicles in the area, 
which compare the received position with their own position and velocity to give a warning of an 
imminent collision. The database may also include lane markings and road intersection information 
such as the edges of intersecting roads; this is used to prevent collisions at junctions. Traffic lights may 
transmit a signal warning of red lights. The GPS system may be supplemented by INS, video cameras, 
multiple local impulse transmitters, radar reflectors etc. A fully automated traffic control system is also 
envisaged. 

Priority Data: US 90946601 20010719 A Y; US 67931700 20001004 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G05D00102; G01S00100; G01C02126; B60N00228; G01S01907; G01S01393; 
G08G00116; G01S01702; G01S01789 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20090102 () 811020090604 () 8172 Corresponding patent document: 10165057; Country code of 

corresponding patent document: DE; Kind code of corresponding 
patent document: P; 

20090604 () Q171 Corresponding patent document: 10165057; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: DE; Kind code of corresponding 
patent document: P; 

20090604 () R171 Corresponding patent document: 10165057; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: DE; Kind code of corresponding 
patent document: P; 

20090604 () R171 Corresponding patent document: 10165057; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: DE; Kind code of corresponding 
patent document: P; 
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[ no drawing available]

DE19882381T1 20000713

(GER) Mustererkennungssystem

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S      US  

Application No: DE   19882381   T

Filing Date: 19980529

Issue/Publication Date: 20000713

Abstract: (ENG) A smart airbag system including a sensor mechanism for controlling the deployment of an 
occupant protection apparatus in a motor vehicle, such as a gas-inflatable airbag, to protect an occupant 
of the vehicle in a crash. The system includes a sensor mounted to the vehicle for sensing accelerations 
of the vehicle and producing an analog signal representative thereof; an electronic converter for 
receiving the analog signal from the sensor and for converting the analog signal into a digital signal, 
and a processor which receives the digital signal. The processor includes a pattern recognition system 
and produces a deployment control signal to a gas control module which controls the flow of gas into or 
out of the airbag to optimize the injury protection capability of the airbag. The system also accepts 
inputs from occupant position, velocity and weight sensors and/or anticipatory crash sensors, when such 
are available, and may affect the deployment control signal based on these inputs. 

Priority Data: US 86552597 19970529 A Y; US 9810943 19980529 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): B60R02116; G06G00760; G05B01302; G06N00300; B60R02101; B60R0210132; 
B60R02100; B60R0210134; B60R021015 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

[ no drawing available]

DE19983715T1 20020307

(GER) Vorrichtung und Verfahren zum Messen des Gewichts 
eines Insassen bzw. Gegenstands auf einem Sitz 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 
; MORIN JEFFREY L US 

Application No: DE   19983715   T

Filing Date: 19991115

Issue/Publication Date: 20020307

Abstract: (ENG) An apparatus for measuring the weight of an occupying item of a seat (1056) including a support 
structure (1058, 1060, 1062) for mounting the seat (1056) to a substrate. The apparatus includes a strain 
gage transducer (1065, 1066) mounted on the support structure (1058, 1060, 1062) and arranged to 
provide a measurement of the stain of the support structure (1058, 1060, 1062) at the location at which 
it is mounted. A control system (1030) is coupled to the strain gage transducer (1065, 1066) for 
determining the weight of the occupying item of the seat (1056) based on the strain of the support 
structure (1058, 1060, 1062) measured by the strain gage transducer (1065, 1066). The weight 
measuring apparatus is used in a seat adjustment apparatus for adjusting a seat (1) in a passenger 
compartment of a vehicle including wave sensors (11, 12, 13, 14) for transmitting waves into the 
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passenger compartment toward the seat (1), receiving waves from the passenger compartment and 
generating an output representative of the waves received by the wave sensors (11, 12, 13, 14), and a 
processor (19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29) for receiving the outputs from the wave sensors (11, 
12, 13, 14) and the weight measuring apparatus and evaluating the seated-state of the seat (1) based 
thereon. The processor, e.g., directs a control unit to cause a portion of the seat to move based on the 
evaluation of the seated-state of the seat or to affect the deployment of an airbag. 

Priority Data: US 19320998 19981117 A Y; US 9927098 19991115 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G01G01912; B60R02116; G01G01952; B60N00244; B60N00266; B60N00202; 
B60N002015; B60N00200; B60N00248; B60N00206; B60R02101; B60N00268; 
B60N00228; B60R021015 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

DE4447960B4 20070927

(ENG) Vehicle occupant position and velocity sensor for use in 
occupant restraint system - transmits ultrasonic waves to 
occupant and back using time period and frequency shift to 
determine position and velocity of occupant 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; CASTELLI VITTORIO 
US ; JOHNSON WENDELL C US ; DU VALL 
WILBUR E US ; PATEL RASHIK US 

Application No: DE   4447960   A

Filing Date: 19940330

Issue/Publication Date: 20070927

Abstract: (ENG) The occupant position sensor determines the position of a vehicle occupant relative to a 
protective device such as an inflatable airbag, when the vehicle is subjected to a crash of sufficient 
magnitude to require the airbag. An ultrasonic generator transmits a burst of waves which travel to the 
occupant and back to a receiver. The time period required for the journey determines occupant position 
and the frequency shift determines the velocity of the occupant relative to the airbag. The airbag is then 
disabled if the occupant may be injured by its use. 

Priority Data: US 4097893 19930331 A Y; DE 4492128 19940330 A 3 Y; DE 4448039 19940330 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60R021015; B60R02101

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20061228 () Q171 Corresponding patent document: 4448039; Country code of 

corresponding patent document: DE; Kind code of corresponding 
patent document: P; 

20061228 () R171 Corresponding patent document: 4448039; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: DE; Kind code of corresponding 
patent document: P; 

20070927 ( ) AC DIVIDED OUT OF Corresponding patent document: 4492128; 
Country code of corresponding patent document: DE; Kind code of 
corresponding patent document: P; 
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20070927 ( ) AH DIVISION IN Corresponding patent document: 4448039; Country 
code of corresponding patent document: DE; Kind code of 
corresponding patent document: P; 

20080327 (+) 8364 NO OPPOSITION DURING TERM OF OPPOSITION
20100121 () 8339

[ no drawing available]

DE4492128C2 20030102

(GER) Positions- und Geschwindigkeitssensor fuer 
Fahrzeuginsassen 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S      US  

Application No: DE   4492128   A

Filing Date: 19940330

Issue/Publication Date: 20030102

Abstract: (ENG) An occupant position sensor (110-114, 215) using either ultrasonic, microwave or optical 
technologies, or seat belt spool out (501) and seat position sensors (601), are used as inputs to the 
primary vehicle crash sensor circuit to permit the longest possible sensing time before the occupant gets 
proximate to the airbag (104) and is in danger of being injured by the deploying airbag. The sensor 
further disables the inflatable restraint system (104) if the occupant is in danger of being injured by the 
system deployment. Separate systems are used for the driver and passenger to permit the optimum 
decision to be made for each occupant. 

Priority Data: US 4097893 19930331 A Y; US 9403455 19940330 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G01P003486; G01B01100; G01S01789; G01S01510; B60R02116; G01S007539; 
G01S01588; B60N00228; B60N00202; B60N00200; G06K00900; G01S01788; 
G01S01587; B60R02101; B60N00248; G01S00748; B60R02220; B60R00108; 
G01S00741; B60R0212165; B60R0210132; G01S01304; G01S01506; B60R02248; 
B60R021276; B60R021015; B60R02126; B60R02228; B60R0210134; B60R00112 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60N00200C; B60N00202B; B60N00202B4; B60N00202B6B; 
B60N00202B6W; B60N00228; B60N00228B2; B60N00228P4; B60N00248C2C; 
B60N00248C3C; B60N00248W; B60R00108G5; B60R02220; G01S00741D; 
G01S00748A; G01S007539; G01S01587; G01S01588; G01S01788; G06K00900H 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
19970605 (+) 8110 REQUEST FOR EXAMINATION PARAGRAPH 44
20020919 ( ) 8607 NOTIFICATION OF SEARCH RESULTS AFTER 

PUBLICATION 
20030102 (+) D2 GRANT AFTER EXAMINATION
20030206 ( ) 8369 PARTITION IN: Corresponding patent document: 4447960; 

Country code of corresponding patent document: DE; Kind code of 
corresponding patent document: P; 

20030206 () R171 Corresponding patent document: 4447960; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: DE; Kind code of corresponding 
patent document: P; 

20030626 (+) 8364 NO OPPOSITION DURING TERM OF OPPOSITION
20070301 ( ) 8381 INVENTOR (NEW SITUATION) Inventor name: PATEL, 

RASHIK, RIVERSIDE, CALIF., US; 
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20070301 ( ) 8381 INVENTOR (NEW SITUATION) Inventor name: DU VALL, 
WILBUR E., KIMBERLING, MO., US; 

20070301 ( ) 8381 INVENTOR (NEW SITUATION) Inventor name: JOHNSON, 
WENDELL C., TORRANCE, CALIF., US; 

20070301 ( ) 8381 INVENTOR (NEW SITUATION) Inventor name: CASTELLI, 
VITTORIO, YORKTOWN HEIGHTS, N.Y., US; 

20070301 ( ) 8381 INVENTOR (NEW SITUATION) Inventor name: BREED, 
DAVID S., BOONTON, N.J., US; 

20100121 () 8339

[ no drawing available]

DE4492128T1 19960627

(GER) Positions- und Geschwindigkeitssensor fuer 
Fahrzeuginsassen 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S      US  

Application No: DE   4492128   T

Filing Date: 19940330

Issue/Publication Date: 19960627

Abstract: (ENG) An occupant position sensor (110-114, 215) using either ultrasonic, microwave or optical 
technologies, or seat belt spool out (501) and seat position sensors (601), are used as inputs to the 
primary vehicle crash sensor circuit to permit the longest possible sensing time before the occupant gets 
proximate to the airbag (104) and is in danger of being injured by the deploying airbag. The sensor 
further disables the inflatable restraint system (104) if the occupant is in danger of being injured by the 
system deployment. Separate systems are used for the driver and passenger to permit the optimum 
decision to be made for each occupant. 

Priority Data: US 4097893 19930331 A Y; US 9403455 19940330 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G01P003486; G01B01100; G01S01789; G01S01510; B60R02116; G01S007539; 
G01S01588; B60N00228; B60N00202; B60N00200; G06K00900; G01S01788; 
G01S01587; B60R02101; B60N00248; G01S00748; B60R02220; B60R00108; 
G01S00741; B60R0212165; B60R0210132; G01S01304; G01S01506; B60R02248; 
B60R021276; B60R021015; B60R02126; B60R02228; B60R0210134; B60R00112 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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[ no drawing available]

DE60043008D1 20091105

(GER) TASTATURSYSTEM MIT AUTOMATISCHER 
KORREKTUR 

Assignee: TEGIC COMM INC      US

Inventor(s): ROBINSON ALEX B US ; LONGE MICHAEL R 
US 

Application No: DE   60043008   A

Filing Date: 20000526

Issue/Publication Date: 20091105

Abstract: (ENG) A method and system are defined which determine one or more alternate textual interpretations 
of each sequence of inputs detected within a designated auto-correcting keyboard region. The actual 
contact locations for the keystrokes may occur outside the boundaries of the specific keyboard key 
regions associated with the actual characters of the word interpretations proposed or offered for 
selection, where the distance from each contact location to each corresponding intended character may 
in general increase with the expected frequency of the intended word in the language or in a particular 
context. Likewise, in a mechanical keyboard system, the keys actuated may differ from the keys 
actually associated with the letters of the word interpretations. Each such sequence corresponds to a 
complete word, and the user can easily select the intended word from among the generated 
interpretations. 

Priority Data: US 13661399 19990527 P Y; US 0014684 20000526 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G06F01722; H03K01794; G09G00500; G06F003041; B41J00512; B41J00510; 
B41J00508; H03M01100; G06F003033; B41J00514; H03M01104; G06F003048; 
B41J00516; G06F003023; G06F01727 

ECLA (European Class): G06F00302A5; G06F003023M; G06F003023M8; G06F003023P; G06F003048A3T; 
G06F003048K; G06F01727C 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20101014 () 836420111014 () R082 Corresponding patent document: 1192716; Country code of 

corresponding patent document: EP; Representative's name: TBK, 
80336 MUENCHEN, DE; 
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DE69828585D1 20050217

(GER) GERAET UND VERFAHREN ZUM VERSTELLEN 
EINER FAHRZEUGKOMPONENTE 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED S      US   ; DUVALL E      US   ; MORIN L      US  

Application No: DE   69828585   A

Filing Date: 19981116

Issue/Publication Date: 20050217

Abstract: (ENG) A seat adjustment apparatus for adjusting a seat in a passenger compartment of a vehicle 
including wave sensors for transmitting waves into the passenger compartment toward the seat, 
receiving reflected waves from the passenger compartment and generating an output representative of 
the reflected waves received by the wave sensors, weight sensors associated with the seat for measuring 
the weight applied onto the seat and generating an output representative of the measured weight applied 
onto the seat and a processor for receiving the outputs from the wave sensors and the weight sensors 
and evaluating the seated-state of the seat based thereon. The processor directs a control unit to cause a 
portion of the seat to move based on the evaluation of the seated-state of the seat. 

Priority Data: US 97082297 19971114 A Y; US 12849098 19980804 A Y; US 9824487 19981116 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): B60N00244; B60R02116; G01S01587; B60N00206; B60N00202; G01S01588; 
B60N00200; B60R02101; B60N00228; G01G019414; B60N00248; B60R021276; 
B60R021015; G01S01506; B60R02228; B60R02120; B60R02220; B60R02246; 
B60R021203 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20060330 (+) 8364 NO OPPOSITION DURING TERM OF OPPOSITION
20100916 () 8339

DE69828585T2 20060119

(GER) GERAET UND VERFAHREN ZUM VERSTELLEN 
EINER FAHRZEUGKOMPONENTE 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED S      US   ; DUVALL E      US   ; MORIN L      US  

Application No: DE   69828585   T

Filing Date: 19981116

Issue/Publication Date: 20060119

Abstract: (ENG) A seat adjustment apparatus for adjusting a seat in a passenger compartment of a vehicle 
including wave sensors for transmitting waves into the passenger compartment toward the seat, 
receiving reflected waves from the passenger compartment and generating an output representative of 
the reflected waves received by the wave sensors, weight sensors associated with the seat for measuring 
the weight applied onto the seat and generating an output representative of the measured weight applied 
onto the seat and a processor for receiving the outputs from the wave sensors and the weight sensors 
and evaluating the seated-state of the seat based thereon. The processor directs a control unit to cause a 
portion of the seat to move based on the evaluation of the seated-state of the seat. 
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Priority Data: US 97082297 19971114 A Y; US 12849098 19980804 A Y; US 9824487 19981116 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): B60N00244; B60R02116; B60R02101; B60N00204; B60N00202; G01S01587; 
B60N00200; G01G019414; B60N00248; B60N00206; B60N00228; G01S01588; 
B60R021203; G01S01506; B60R02220; B60R021276; B60R02246; B60R02228; 
B60R021015; B60R02120 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20060330 (+) 8364 NO OPPOSITION DURING TERM OF OPPOSITION
20100916 () 8339

EP1192716A1 20020403

(ENG) KEYBOARD SYSTEM WITH AUTOMATIC 
CORRECTION 

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): ROBINSON B ALEX US ; LONGE MICHAEL R 
US 

Application No: EP   00937879   A

Filing Date: 20000526

Issue/Publication Date: 20020403

Abstract: (ENG) A method and system are defined which determine one or more alternate textual interpretations 
of each sequence of inputs detected within a designated auto-correcting keyboard region. The actual 
contact locations for the keystrokes may occur outside the boundaries of the specific keyboard key 
regions associated with the actual characters of the word interpretations proposed or offered for 
selection, where the distance from each contact location to each corresponding intended character may 
in general increase with the expected frequency of the intended word in the language or in a particular 
context. Likewise, in a mechanical keyboard system, the keys actuated may differ from the keys 
actually associated with the letters of the word interpretations. Each such sequence corresponds to a 
complete word, and the user can easily select the intended word from among the generated 
interpretations. 

Priority Data: US 0014684 20000526 W W N; US 13661399 19990527 P Y; 

IPC (International Class): G06F01722; G06F003041; G06F003048; H03M01104; H03K01794; G06F003033; 
G06F003023; G09G00500; G06F01727 

ECLA (European Class): G06F00302A5; G06F003023M; G06F003023M8; G06F003023P; G06F003048A3T; 
G06F003048K; G06F01727C 

Designated Countries:

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Leeming, John Gerard   J.A. Kemp & Co., 14 South Square, Gray's Inn, London WC1R 5JJ, GB   GB

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
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20020403 (+) 17P REQUEST FOR EXAMINATION FILED Effective date: 
20011105; 

20020403 (+) AK DESIGNATED CONTRACTING STATES: Kind code of 
corresponding patent document: A1; List of designated states: AT 
BE CH CY DE DK ES FI FR GB GR IE IT LI LU MC NL PT SE; 

20020403 (+) AX EXTENSION OF THE EUROPEAN PATENT TO : 
AL;LT;LV;MK;RO;SI; 

20050309 (+) A4 SUPPLEMENTARY SEARCH REPORT Effective date: 
20050125; 

20050309 ( ) RIC1 CLASSIFICATION (CORRECTION)   IPC: 7H 03K 17/94 A;
20050309 ( ) RIC1 CLASSIFICATION (CORRECTION)   IPC: 7H 03M 11/00 B;
20050309 ( ) RIC1 CLASSIFICATION (CORRECTION)   IPC: 7G 09G 5/00 B;
20050309 ( ) RIC1 CLASSIFICATION (CORRECTION)   IPC: 7B 41J 5/08 B;
20050309 ( ) RIC1 CLASSIFICATION (CORRECTION)   IPC: 7B 41J 5/10 B;
20050309 ( ) RIC1 CLASSIFICATION (CORRECTION)   IPC: 7B 41J 5/12 B;
20050309 ( ) RIC1 CLASSIFICATION (CORRECTION)   IPC: 7B 41J 5/14 B;
20050309 ( ) RIC1 CLASSIFICATION (CORRECTION)   IPC: 7B 41J 5/16 B;
20050309 ( ) RIC1 CLASSIFICATION (CORRECTION)   IPC: 7G 06F 3/033 B;
20050309 ( ) RIC1 CLASSIFICATION (CORRECTION)   IPC: 7G 06F 3/023 B;
20070228 (+) 17Q FIRST EXAMINATION REPORT   Effective date: 20050706;
20070912 ( ) RAP1 TRANSFER OF RIGHTS OF AN EP APPLICATION New owner 

name: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC.; 
20090916 () RIN1 Inventor name: ROBINSON, B., ALEX;
20090916 () RIN1 Inventor name: LONGE , MICHAEL, R.;
20090923 () AK Kind code of corresponding patent document: B1; List of 

designated states: AT BE CH CY DE DK ES FI FR GB GR IE IT 
LI LU MC NL PT SE; 

20090923 () REG Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): GB; 
Corresponding EP Code 1 for PRS Code (EP REG): FG4D; 

20090930 () REG Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): CH; 
Corresponding EP Code 1 for PRS Code (EP REG): EP; 

20091028 () REG Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): IE; 
Corresponding EP Code 1 for PRS Code (EP REG): FG4D; 

20091105 () REF Corresponding patent document: 60043008; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: DE; Publication date of 
corresponding patent document: 20091105; Kind code of 
corresponding patent document: P; 

20091231 () REG Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): HK; 
Corresponding EP Code 1 for PRS Code (EP REG): WD; 
Corresponding patent document: 1046786; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: HK; 

20100129 () PG25 Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): FI; : LAPSE 
BECAUSE OF FAILURE TO SUBMIT A TRANSLATION OF 
THE DESCRIPTION OR TO PAY THE FEE WITHIN THE 
PRESCRIBED TIME-LIMIT; Effective date: 20090923; 

20100129 () PG25 Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): SE; : 
LAPSE BECAUSE OF FAILURE TO SUBMIT A 
TRANSLATION OF THE DESCRIPTION OR TO PAY THE FEE 
WITHIN THE PRESCRIBED TIME-LIMIT; Effective date: 
20090923; 

20100301 () NLV120100331 () PG25 Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): CY; : 
LAPSE BECAUSE OF FAILURE TO SUBMIT A 
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TRANSLATION OF THE DESCRIPTION OR TO PAY THE FEE 
WITHIN THE PRESCRIBED TIME-LIMIT; Effective date: 
20090923; 

20100430 () PG25 Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): ES; : 
LAPSE BECAUSE OF FAILURE TO SUBMIT A 
TRANSLATION OF THE DESCRIPTION OR TO PAY THE FEE 
WITHIN THE PRESCRIBED TIME-LIMIT; Effective date: 
20100103; 

20100430 () PG25 Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): PT; : 
LAPSE BECAUSE OF FAILURE TO SUBMIT A 
TRANSLATION OF THE DESCRIPTION OR TO PAY THE FEE 
WITHIN THE PRESCRIBED TIME-LIMIT; Effective date: 
20100125; 

20100630 () PG25 Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): AT; : 
LAPSE BECAUSE OF FAILURE TO SUBMIT A 
TRANSLATION OF THE DESCRIPTION OR TO PAY THE FEE 
WITHIN THE PRESCRIBED TIME-LIMIT; Effective date: 
20090923; 

20100630 () PG25 Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): BE; : 
LAPSE BECAUSE OF FAILURE TO SUBMIT A 
TRANSLATION OF THE DESCRIPTION OR TO PAY THE FEE 
WITHIN THE PRESCRIBED TIME-LIMIT; Effective date: 
20090923; 

20100730 () PG25 Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): DK; : 
LAPSE BECAUSE OF FAILURE TO SUBMIT A 
TRANSLATION OF THE DESCRIPTION OR TO PAY THE FEE 
WITHIN THE PRESCRIBED TIME-LIMIT; Effective date: 
20090923; 

20100730 () PG25 Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): NL; : 
LAPSE BECAUSE OF FAILURE TO SUBMIT A 
TRANSLATION OF THE DESCRIPTION OR TO PAY THE FEE 
WITHIN THE PRESCRIBED TIME-LIMIT; Effective date: 
20090923; 

20100730 () PGFP Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): FR; 
Payment date: 20100617; Year of fee payment: 11; 

20100901 () 26N Effective date: 20100624;
20101029 () PG25 Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): GR; : 

LAPSE BECAUSE OF FAILURE TO SUBMIT A 
TRANSLATION OF THE DESCRIPTION OR TO PAY THE FEE 
WITHIN THE PRESCRIBED TIME-LIMIT; Effective date: 
20091224; 

20101130 () PGFP Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): DE; 
Payment date: 20100630; Year of fee payment: 11; 

20101130 () PGFP Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): GB; 
Payment date: 20100616; Year of fee payment: 11; 

20101231 () PG25 Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): MC; : 
LAPSE BECAUSE OF NON-PAYMENT OF DUE FEES; 
Effective date: 20100531; 

20101231 () REG Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): CH; 
Corresponding EP Code 1 for PRS Code (EP REG): PL; 

20110228 () PG25 Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): CH; : 
LAPSE BECAUSE OF NON-PAYMENT OF DUE FEES; 
Effective date: 20100531; 
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20110228 () PG25 Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): LI; : LAPSE 
BECAUSE OF NON-PAYMENT OF DUE FEES; Effective date: 
20100531; 

20110331 () PG25 Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): IT; : LAPSE 
BECAUSE OF FAILURE TO SUBMIT A TRANSLATION OF 
THE DESCRIPTION OR TO PAY THE FEE WITHIN THE 
PRESCRIBED TIME-LIMIT; Effective date: 20090923; 

20110429 () PG25 Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): IE; : LAPSE 
BECAUSE OF NON-PAYMENT OF DUE FEES; Effective date: 
20100526; 

WO2003006506A3 20031106

[ no drawing available]

WO2003006506A2 20030123

(ENG) PROTEASE INHIBITOR CONJUGATES AND 
ANTIBODIES USEFUL IN IMMUNOASSAY 

Assignee: HOFFMANN LA ROCHE      CH

Inventor(s): DERAS INA ; HUI RAYMOND ; METZ 
SIGRUN ; GHOSHAL MITALI ; HUBER 
ERASMUS J ; SIGLER GERALD F ; ROOT 
RICHARD TERRY ; VON DER ELTZ 
HERBERT W 

Application No: EP   0207843   W

Filing Date: 20020715

Issue/Publication Date: 20031106

Abstract: Activated haptens useful for generating immunogens to HIV protease inhibitors, immunogens useful for 
producing antibodies to HIV protease inhibitors, and antibodies and labeled conjugates useful in 
immunoassays for HIV protease inhibitors. The novel haptens feature an activated functionality at the 
central, non-terminal hydroxyl group common to all HIV protease inhibitors, e.g., saquinavir, 
nelfinavir, indinavir, amprenavir, ritonavir and lopinavir. 

Priority Data: US 30519201 20010713 P I; US 19205202 20020710 A I; 

IPC (International Class): C12N00999; C07D40312; C07D40114; A61K03900; C07K01600; C07D40512; 
C12N00510; C07D41714; C12P02108; C07K01400; C07K01638 

ECLA (European Class): C07K01638

Designated Countries:
----Designated States: AE AG AL AM AT AU AZ BA BB BG BR BY BZ CA CH CN CO CR CU CZ DE 
DK DM DZ EC EE ES FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KP KR KZ LC LK LR LS LT 
LU LV MA MD MG MK MN MW MX MZ NO NZ OM PH PL PT RO RU SD SE SG SI SK SL TJ TM TN 
TR TT TZ UA UG UZ VN YU ZA ZM ZW 
----Regional Treaties: AM AT AZ BE BF BG BJ BY CF CG CH CI CM CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GA 
GB GH GM GN GQ GR GW IE IT KE KG KZ LS LU MC MD ML MR MW MZ NE NL PT RU SD SE SK 
SL SN SZ TD TG TJ TM TR TZ UG ZM ZW 

Publication Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
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20030123 (+) AK DESIGNATED STATES Kind code of corresponding patent 
document: A2; List of designated states: AE AG AL AM AT AU 
AZ BA BB BG BR BY BZ CA CH CN CO CR CU CZ DE DK 
DM DZ EC EE ES FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP 
KE KG KP KR KZ LC LK LR LS LT LU LV MA MD MG MK 
MN MW MX MZ NO NZ OM PH PL PT RO RU SD SE SG SI SK 
SL TJ TM TN TR TT TZ UA UG UZ VN YU ZA ZM ZW; 

20030123 (+) AL DESIGNATED COUNTRIES FOR REGIONAL PATENTS Kind 
code of corresponding patent document: A2; List of designated 
states: GH GM KE LS MW MZ SD SL SZ TZ UG ZM ZW AM 
AZ BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE 
ES FI FR GB GR IE IT LU MC NL PT SE SK TR BF BJ CF CG 
CI CM GA GN GQ GW ML MR NE SN TD TG; 

20030319 ( ) 121 EP: THE EPO HAS BEEN INFORMED BY WIPO THAT EP 
WAS DESIGNATED IN THIS APPLICATION 

20031115 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 
Corresponding patent document: 2002754883; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: EP; 

20031201 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 
patent document: 2449243; Country code of corresponding patent 
document: CA; Kind code of corresponding patent document: A; 

20031201 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 
patent document: 2449243; Country code of corresponding patent 
document: CA; Kind code of corresponding patent document: A; 

20031201 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 
Corresponding patent document: 2449243; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: CA; 

20040108 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 
patent document: 2003512276; Country code of corresponding 
patent document: JP; Kind code of corresponding patent document: 
A; 

20040108 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 
patent document: 2003512276; Country code of corresponding 
patent document: JP; Kind code of corresponding patent document: 
A; 

20040108 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 
Corresponding patent document: 2003512276; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: JP; 

20040226 ( ) DFPE REQUEST FOR PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION FILED 
PRIOR TO EXPIRATION OF 19TH MONTH FROM PRIORITY 
DATE (PCT APPLICATION FILED BEFORE 20040101) 

20040421 (+) WWP WIPO INFORMATION: PUBLISHED IN NATIONAL OFFICE 
Corresponding patent document: 2002754883; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: EP; 

20040527 ( ) REG REFERENCE TO NATIONAL CODE Corresponding country 
code for PRS Code (EP REG): DE; Corresponding EP Code 1 for 
PRS Code (EP REG): 8642; 
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[ no drawing available]

EP1409546A2 20040421

(ENG) PROTEASE INHIBITOR CONJUGATES AND 
ANTIBODIES USEFUL IN IMMUNOASSAY 

Assignee: HOFFMANN LA ROCHE      CH

Inventor(s): METZ SIGRUN DE ; HUBER ERASMUS J DE ; 
VON DER ELTZ HERBERT W DE ; DERAS 
INA US ; HUI RAYMOND US ; GHOSHAL 
MITALI US ; SIGLER GERALD F US ; ROOT 
RICHARD TERRY US 

Application No: EP   02754883   A

Filing Date: 20020715

Issue/Publication Date: 20040421

Abstract: (ENG) NotAvailable

Priority Data: EP 0207843 20020715 W V; US 30519201 20010713 P X; US 19205202 20020710 A X; 

IPC (International Class): 19950101

Designated Countries:
----Designated States: AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR IE IT LI LU MC NL PT SE SK 
TR 

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Schwarz, Ralf           00076354                                   Roche Diagnostics GmbH Patentabteilung   68298 Mannheim               DE

Date of Deferred Publication of Search Report:
--20031106

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20040519 ( ) RIN1 INVENTOR (CORRECTION)   Inventor name: DERAS, INA;
20040519 ( ) RIN1 INVENTOR (CORRECTION)   Inventor name: HUI, RAYMOND;
20040519 ( ) RIN1 INVENTOR (CORRECTION) Inventor name: SIGLER, 

GERALD, F.; 
20040519 ( ) RIN1 INVENTOR (CORRECTION) Inventor name: HUBER, 

ERASMUS, J.; 
20040519 ( ) RIN1 INVENTOR (CORRECTION) Inventor name: VON DER ELTZ, 

HERBERT, W.; 
20040519 ( ) RIN1 INVENTOR (CORRECTION) Inventor name: GHOSHAL, 

MITALI; 
20040519 ( ) RIN1 INVENTOR (CORRECTION) Inventor name: ROOT, RICHARD, 

TERRY; 
20040519 ( ) RIN1 INVENTOR (CORRECTION)   Inventor name: METZ, SIGRUN;
20040707 (+) 17P REQUEST FOR EXAMINATION FILED Effective date: 

20040506; 
20070124 (+) 17Q FIRST EXAMINATION REPORT   Effective date: 20061227;
20070124 (+) 17Q FIRST EXAMINATION REPORT   Effective date: 20061227;
20110309 () 18D Effective date: 20100915;
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EP1459560A1 20040922

(ENG) COMPLEXITY SCALABILITY FOR FINE 
GRANULAR VIDEO ENCODING (FGS) 

Assignee: KONINKL PHILIPS ELECTRONICS NV      NL

Inventor(s): CHEN RICHARD NL ; VAN DER SCHAAR 
MIHAELA NL 

Application No: EP   02788332   A

Filing Date: 20021209

Issue/Publication Date: 20040922

Abstract: (ENG) NotAvailable

Priority Data: IB 0205320 20021209 W W; US 2838601 20011221 A; 

IPC (International Class): H04N00730; H04N00750; H04N00726

Designated Countries:
----Designated States: AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR IE IT LI LU MC NL PT SE SI 
SK TR 

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Landousy, Christian 00044385 Philips Intellectual Property & Standards, 156 Boulevard Haussmann 
75008 Paris FR 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20040922 (+) 17P REQUEST FOR EXAMINATION FILED Effective date: 

20040721; 
20040922 (+) AK DESIGNATED CONTRACTING STATES: Kind code of 

corresponding patent document: A1; List of designated states: AT 
BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR IE IT LI LU MC 
NL PT SE SI SK TR; 

20040922 (+) AX EXTENSION OF THE EUROPEAN PATENT TO List of 
countries concerned with an event: AL LT LV MK RO; 

20070905 (-) 18W WITHDRAWN   Effective date: 20070723;
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EP1540513A4 20080924
EP1540513A1 20050615

(ENG) DYNAMIC DATABASE REORDERING SYSTEM

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): BRADFORD ETHAN R US ; KAY DAVID JON 
US 

Application No: EP   03765738   A

Filing Date: 20030717

Issue/Publication Date: 20080924

Abstract: (ENG) The invention provides a process for selecting and ordering one or more sets of linguistic 
objects. The invention orders a current list of items for selection that comprises a first list of one or 
more items of a first language and a second list of one or more items of a second language, the current 
list of items being displayed in an order based on the first language having a priority over the second 
language. In response to a user selection of one item from the second list, the invention changes a 
priority for ordering a subsequent list of items to order the subsequent list of items based on the second 
language having a priority over the first language. 

Priority Data: US 0322525 20030717 W W N; US 39725302 20020718 P Y; US 62186403 20030716 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G06F01722; G06F01727

ECLA (European Class): G06F003023M6; G06F01727P

Designated Countries:

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20050615 (+) 17P REQUEST FOR EXAMINATION FILED Effective date: 

20040115; 
20050615 (+) AK DESIGNATED CONTRACTING STATES: Kind code of 

corresponding patent document: A1; List of designated states: AT 
BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR HU IE IT LI LU 
MC NL PT RO SE SI SK TR; 

20050615 (+) AX EXTENSION OF THE EUROPEAN PATENT TO List of 
countries concerned with an event: AL LT LV MK; 

20060421 () REG Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): HK; 
Corresponding EP Code 1 for PRS Code (EP REG): DE; 
Corresponding patent document: 1078945; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: HK; 

20080924 (+) A4 SUPPLEMENTARY SEARCH REPORT Effective date: 
20080821; 

20081126 (+) 17Q FIRST EXAMINATION REPORT   Effective date: 20081024;
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[ no drawing available]

EP1576387A2 20050921

(ENG) METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR REAL TIME 
NAVIGATION USING SATELLITE TRANSMITTED 
THREE-CARRIER RADIO SIGNALS AND IONOSPHERIC 
CORRECTIONS 

Assignee: AGENCE SPATIALE EUROPEENNE      FR

Inventor(s): HERNANDEZ-PAJARES MANUEL ES ; 
JUAN-ZORNOZA JOSE MIGUEL ES ; 
SANZ-SUBIRANA JAUME ES ; 
GARCIA-RODRIGUEZ ALBERTO NL 

Application No: EP   03809988   A

Filing Date: 20031216

Issue/Publication Date: 20050921

Abstract: (ENG) Phase difference ambiguity is first determined between third and second extra-long path carriers. 
Phase difference ambiguity is then estimated between third and second long path carriers from 
ambiguity for extra-long path determined in first step. Next step involves resolving ambiguity of one 
frequency from long path ambiguity estimated in second step. Additional step involves applying 
real-time ionospheric corrections during third step. Corrections are based on permanently updated 
ionospheric model of ionospheric layer calculated by a fixed terrestrial reference station linked with 
geodesic data calculated by a master fixed terrestrial reference station (REFM-REFME). An 
Independent claim is also included for a navigation system for locating position of a nomad e.g. land 
vehicle. 

Priority Data: FR 0350176 20031216 W W N; FR 0216227 20021219 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G01S01910; G01S01944; G01S01907; G01S01932; G01S01913; G01S01929; 
G01S00514; G01S00100 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60R021239; G01S01932; G01S01944

Designated Countries:

Publication Language: FRE

Filing Language: FRE

Agent(s): Grynwald, Albert           09223571                                   Cabinet GRYNWALD 16, Rue de la Paix   75002 Paris               FR

Date of Deferred Publication of Search Report:
--20040812

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20050921 (+) 17P REQUEST FOR EXAMINATION FILED Effective date: 

20050719; 
20050921 (+) AK DESIGNATED CONTRACTING STATES: Kind code of 

corresponding patent document: A2; List of designated states: AT 
BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR HU IE IT LI LU 
MC NL PT RO SE SI SK TR; 

20050921 (+) AX EXTENSION OF THE EUROPEAN PATENT TO List of 
countries concerned with an event: AL LT LV MK; 

20060412 ( ) DAX EXTENSION OF THE EUROPEAN PATENT TO (DELETED)
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20061108 (+) 17Q FIRST EXAMINATION REPORT   Effective date: 20061006;

[ no drawing available]

EP1576387A2 20050921

(ENG) METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR REAL TIME 
NAVIGATION USING SATELLITE TRANSMITTED 
THREE-CARRIER RADIO SIGNALS AND IONOSPHERIC 
CORRECTIONS 

Assignee: AGENCE SPATIALE EUROPEENNE      FR

Inventor(s): HERNANDEZ-PAJARES MANUEL ES ; 
JUAN-ZORNOZA JOSE MIGUEL ES ; 
SANZ-SUBIRANA JAUME ES ; 
GARCIA-RODRIGUEZ ALBERTO NL 

Application No: EP   03809988   A

Filing Date: 20031216

Issue/Publication Date: 20050921

Abstract: (ENG) Phase difference ambiguity is first determined between third and second extra-long path carriers. 
Phase difference ambiguity is then estimated between third and second long path carriers from 
ambiguity for extra-long path determined in first step. Next step involves resolving ambiguity of one 
frequency from long path ambiguity estimated in second step. Additional step involves applying 
real-time ionospheric corrections during third step. Corrections are based on permanently updated 
ionospheric model of ionospheric layer calculated by a fixed terrestrial reference station linked with 
geodesic data calculated by a master fixed terrestrial reference station (REFM-REFME). An 
Independent claim is also included for a navigation system for locating position of a nomad e.g. land 
vehicle. 

Priority Data: FR 0350176 20031216 W W N; FR 0216227 20021219 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G01S01910; G01S01944; G01S01907; G01S01932; G01S01913; G01S01929; 
G01S00514; G01S00100 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60R021239; G01S01932; G01S01944

Designated Countries:

Publication Language: FRE

Filing Language: FRE

Agent(s): Grynwald, Albert           09223571                                   Cabinet GRYNWALD 16, Rue de la Paix   75002 Paris               FR

Date of Deferred Publication of Search Report:
--20040812

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20050921 (+) 17P REQUEST FOR EXAMINATION FILED Effective date: 

20050719; 
20050921 (+) AK DESIGNATED CONTRACTING STATES: Kind code of 

corresponding patent document: A2; List of designated states: AT 
BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR HU IE IT LI LU 
MC NL PT RO SE SI SK TR; 
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20050921 (+) AX EXTENSION OF THE EUROPEAN PATENT TO List of 
countries concerned with an event: AL LT LV MK; 

20060412 ( ) DAX EXTENSION OF THE EUROPEAN PATENT TO (DELETED)
20061108 (+) 17Q FIRST EXAMINATION REPORT   Effective date: 20061006;

[ no drawing available]

EP1576387A2 20050921

(ENG) METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR REAL TIME 
NAVIGATION USING SATELLITE TRANSMITTED 
THREE-CARRIER RADIO SIGNALS AND IONOSPHERIC 
CORRECTIONS 

Assignee: AGENCE SPATIALE EUROPEENNE      FR

Inventor(s): HERNANDEZ-PAJARES MANUEL ES ; 
JUAN-ZORNOZA JOSE MIGUEL ES ; 
SANZ-SUBIRANA JAUME ES ; 
GARCIA-RODRIGUEZ ALBERTO NL 

Application No: EP   03809988   A

Filing Date: 20031216

Issue/Publication Date: 20050921

Abstract: (ENG) Phase difference ambiguity is first determined between third and second extra-long path carriers. 
Phase difference ambiguity is then estimated between third and second long path carriers from 
ambiguity for extra-long path determined in first step. Next step involves resolving ambiguity of one 
frequency from long path ambiguity estimated in second step. Additional step involves applying 
real-time ionospheric corrections during third step. Corrections are based on permanently updated 
ionospheric model of ionospheric layer calculated by a fixed terrestrial reference station linked with 
geodesic data calculated by a master fixed terrestrial reference station (REFM-REFME). An 
Independent claim is also included for a navigation system for locating position of a nomad e.g. land 
vehicle. 

Priority Data: FR 0350176 20031216 W W N; FR 0216227 20021219 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G01S01910; G01S01944; G01S01907; G01S01932; G01S01913; G01S01929; 
G01S00514; G01S00100 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60R021239; G01S01932; G01S01944

Designated Countries:

Publication Language: FRE

Filing Language: FRE

Agent(s): Grynwald, Albert           09223571                                   Cabinet GRYNWALD 16, Rue de la Paix   75002 Paris               FR

Date of Deferred Publication of Search Report:
--20040812

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20050921 (+) 17P REQUEST FOR EXAMINATION FILED Effective date: 

20050719; 
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20050921 (+) AK DESIGNATED CONTRACTING STATES: Kind code of 
corresponding patent document: A2; List of designated states: AT 
BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR HU IE IT LI LU 
MC NL PT RO SE SI SK TR; 

20050921 (+) AX EXTENSION OF THE EUROPEAN PATENT TO List of 
countries concerned with an event: AL LT LV MK; 

20060412 ( ) DAX EXTENSION OF THE EUROPEAN PATENT TO (DELETED)
20061108 (+) 17Q FIRST EXAMINATION REPORT   Effective date: 20061006;

EP1519192A3 20050608

[ no drawing available]

EP1519192A2 20050330

(ENG) HIV PROTEASE INHIBITOR CONJUGATES AND 
ANTIBODIES USEFUL IN IMMUNOASSAY 

Assignee: ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS GMBH      DE

Inventor(s): SIGLER GERALD F US ; HUI RAYMOND A US 
; DERAS INA US ; ROOT RICHARD TERRY 
US ; GHOSHAL MITALI US ; HUBER 
ERASMUS DE ; VON DER ELTZ HERBERT DE 
; METZ SIGRUN DE ; KERN PETER DE 

Application No: EP   04022393   A

Filing Date: 20040921

Issue/Publication Date: 20050608

Abstract: (ENG) <p>Activated haptens useful for generating immunogens to HIV protease inhibitors, 
immunogens useful for producing antibodies to HIV protease inhibitors, and antibodies and labeled 
conjugates useful in immunoassays for HIV proteaseinhibitors. The novel haptens feature an activated 
functionality at the central, non-terminal hydroxyl group common to all HIV protease inhibitors, e.g., 
saquinavir, nelfinavir, indinavir, amprenavir, ritonavir, lopinavir, and atazanavir.</p> 

Priority Data: US 66983103 20030924 A; 

IPC (International Class): G01N03353; C07K01638; C07D40112; C07D49304; C12N00516

ECLA (European Class): C07K01644

Designated Countries:
----Designated States: AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR HU IE IT LI LU MC NL PL PT 
RO SE SI SK TR 

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Date of Deferred Publication of Search Report:
--20050608

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20050608 (+) AK DESIGNATED CONTRACTING STATES: Kind code of 

corresponding patent document: A3; List of designated states: AT 
BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR HU IE IT LI LU 
MC NL PL PT RO SE SI SK TR; 
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20050608 (+) AX EXTENSION OF THE EUROPEAN PATENT TO List of 
countries concerned with an event: AL HR LT LV MK; 

20060301 (+) AKX PAYMENT OF DESIGNATION FEES
20060906 (-) 18D DEEMED TO BE WITHDRAWN   Effective date: 20051209;
20061019 ( ) REG REFERENCE TO A NATIONAL CODE Corresponding country 

code for PRS Code (EP REG): DE; Corresponding EP Code 1 for 
PRS Code (EP REG): 8566; 

EP1629345A4 20090114

[ no drawing available]

EP1629345A2 20060301

(ENG) DIRECTIONAL INPUT SYSTEM WITH AUTOMATIC 
CORRECTION 

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): LONGE MICHAEL R      US   ; PALMER BRIAN      US  

Application No: EP   04750057   A

Filing Date: 20040409

Issue/Publication Date: 20090114

Abstract: (ENG) A system associated with a text entry application, such as email or instant messaging, comprises 
an optional onscreen representation of a circular keyboard, a list of potential linguistic object matches, 
and a message area where the selected words are entered. The circular keyboard is manipulated via a 
hardware joystick or game-pad with analog joystick or omni-directional rocker switch built therein. The 
user points the joystick in the general direction of the desired letter, and then continues pointing roughly 
to each letter in the desired word. Once all letters have been roughly selected, buttons are used to select 
a specific word from the list of potential matches and send the selected word to the message area. 

Priority Data: US 2004011343 20040409 W W N; US 46173503 20030409 P Y; US 67789003 20031001 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G09G00508; G06F00300; G06F003033; G06F003023; G06F003048

ECLA (European Class): G06F003048A1M; G06F003023M6; G06F003023M8

Designated Countries:

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20090114 () A4 Effective date: 20081212;
20090318 () 17Q Effective date: 20090216;
20091223 () 18D Effective date: 20090627;
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[ no drawing available]

EP1629345A2 20060301

(ENG) DIRECTIONAL INPUT SYSTEM WITH AUTOMATIC 
CORRECTION 

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): LONGE MICHAEL R      US   ; PALMER BRIAN      US  

Application No: EP   04750057   A

Filing Date: 20040409

Issue/Publication Date: 20090114

Abstract: (ENG) A system associated with a text entry application, such as email or instant messaging, comprises 
an optional onscreen representation of a circular keyboard, a list of potential linguistic object matches, 
and a message area where the selected words are entered. The circular keyboard is manipulated via a 
hardware joystick or game-pad with analog joystick or omni-directional rocker switch built therein. The 
user points the joystick in the general direction of the desired letter, and then continues pointing roughly 
to each letter in the desired word. Once all letters have been roughly selected, buttons are used to select 
a specific word from the list of potential matches and send the selected word to the message area. 

Priority Data: US 2004011343 20040409 W W N; US 46173503 20030409 P Y; US 67789003 20031001 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G09G00508; G06F00300; G06F003033; G06F003023; G06F003048

ECLA (European Class): G06F003048A1M; G06F003023M6; G06F003023M8

Designated Countries:

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20090114 () A4 Effective date: 20081212;
20090318 () 17Q Effective date: 20090216;
20091223 () 18D Effective date: 20090627;
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EP1766707A4 20090819

[ no drawing available]

EP1766707A2 20070328

(ENG) MOLTEN CARBONATE FUEL CELL CATHODE 
WITH MIXED OXIDE COATING 

Assignee: FUELCELL ENERGY INC      US

Inventor(s): HILMI ABDELKADER      US   ; YUH CHAO-YI      US  

Application No: EP   04812583   A

Filing Date: 20041201

Issue/Publication Date: 20090819

Abstract: (ENG) A molten carbonate fuel cell cathode having a cathode body and a coating of a mixed oxygen 
ion conductor materials. The mixed oxygen ion conductor materials are formed from ceria or doped 
ceria, such as gadolinium doped ceria or yttrium doped ceria. The coating is deposited on the cathode 
body using a sol-gel process, which utilizes as precursors organometallic compounds, organic and 
inorganic salts, hydroxides or alkoxides and which uses as the solvent water, organic solvent or a 
mixture of same. 

Priority Data: US 2004040099 20041201 W W N; US 75548304 20040112 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): H01M00810; H01M00488; H01M00486; B05D00512; H01M00814; H01M00490; 
H01M00496 

Designated Countries:

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Gritschneder, Martin et al 09224501 Abitz & Partner Patentanwaelte Postfach 86 01 09 81628 
Muenchen DE 

Date of Deferred Publication of Search Report:
--20070104

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20090819 () A4 Effective date: 20090722;
20090819 () RIC1 IPC: H01M 8/10 20060101AFI20070515BHEP;
20090819 () RIC1 IPC: H01M 4/86 20060101ALI20090716BHEP;
20090819 () RIC1 IPC: H01M 4/96 20060101ALI20090716BHEP;
20090819 () RIC1 IPC: H01M 4/90 20060101ALI20090716BHEP;
20090819 () RIC1 IPC: B05D 5/12 20060101ALI20090716BHEP;
20090819 () RIC1 IPC: H01M 4/88 20060101ALI20090716BHEP;
20090819 () RIC1 IPC: H01M 8/14 20060101ALI20090716BHEP;
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EP1700291A4 20070822

[ no drawing available]

EP1700291A2 20060913

(ENG) VIRTUAL KEYBOARD SYSTEM WITH 
AUTOMATIC CORRECTION 

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): LONGE MICHAEL R US ; VAN MEURS PIM 
US 

Application No: EP   04815408   A

Filing Date: 20041222

Issue/Publication Date: 20070822

Abstract: (ENG) There is disclosed an enhanced text entry system which uses word-level analysis to correct 
inaccuracies automatically in user keystroke entries on reduced-size or virtual keyboards. A method and 
system are defined which determine one or more alternate textual interpretations of each sequence of 
inputs detected within a designated auto-correcting region. The actual interaction locations for the 
keystrokes may occur outside the boundaries of the specific keyboard key regions associated with the 
actual characters of the word interpretations proposed or offered for selection, where the distance from 
each interaction location to each corresponding intended character may in general increase with the 
expected frequency of the intended word in the language or in a particular context. Likewise, in a 
virtual keyboard system, the keys actuated may differ from the keys actually associated with the letters 
of the word interpretations. Each such sequence corresponds to a complete word, and the user can easily 
select the intended word from among the generated interpretations. Additionally, when the system 
cannot identify a sufficient number of likely word interpretation candidates of the same length as the 
input sequence, candidates are identified whose initial letters correspond to a likely interpretation of the 
input sequence. 

Priority Data: US 2004043329 20041222 W W N; US 53213103 20031222 P Y; US 1951704 20041220 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G06F003023; G09G00500; G06F01727; G06F003048; G06K00972; G06K00918; 
G06K00934; G06K00948 

ECLA (European Class): G06F003048A3; G06F003023M8; G06F003023P; G06F003048A3T; 
G06F003048K; G06F01727C; G06F01727P 

Designated Countries:

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20070822 (+) A4 SUPPLEMENTARY SEARCH REPORT Effective date: 

20070723; 
20070822 ( ) RIC1 CLASSIFICATION (CORRECTION) IPC: G06F 3/023 

20060101AFI20070717BHEP; 
20070912 ( ) RAP1 TRANSFER OF RIGHTS OF AN EP APPLICATION New owner 

name: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC.; 
20070926 ( ) R17D SEARCH REPORT (CORRECTION)   Effective date: 20070816;
20071107 (+) 17Q FIRST EXAMINATION REPORT   Effective date: 20071004;
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[ no drawing available]

EP1700291A2 20060913

(ENG) VIRTUAL KEYBOARD SYSTEM WITH 
AUTOMATIC CORRECTION 

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): LONGE MICHAEL R US ; VAN MEURS PIM 
US 

Application No: EP   04815408   A

Filing Date: 20041222

Issue/Publication Date: 20070822

Abstract: (ENG) There is disclosed an enhanced text entry system which uses word-level analysis to correct 
inaccuracies automatically in user keystroke entries on reduced-size or virtual keyboards. A method and 
system are defined which determine one or more alternate textual interpretations of each sequence of 
inputs detected within a designated auto-correcting region. The actual interaction locations for the 
keystrokes may occur outside the boundaries of the specific keyboard key regions associated with the 
actual characters of the word interpretations proposed or offered for selection, where the distance from 
each interaction location to each corresponding intended character may in general increase with the 
expected frequency of the intended word in the language or in a particular context. Likewise, in a 
virtual keyboard system, the keys actuated may differ from the keys actually associated with the letters 
of the word interpretations. Each such sequence corresponds to a complete word, and the user can easily 
select the intended word from among the generated interpretations. Additionally, when the system 
cannot identify a sufficient number of likely word interpretation candidates of the same length as the 
input sequence, candidates are identified whose initial letters correspond to a likely interpretation of the 
input sequence. 

Priority Data: US 2004043329 20041222 W W N; US 53213103 20031222 P Y; US 1951704 20041220 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G06F003023; G09G00500; G06F01727; G06F003048; G06K00972; G06K00918; 
G06K00934; G06K00948 

ECLA (European Class): G06F003048A3; G06F003023M8; G06F003023P; G06F003048A3T; 
G06F003048K; G06F01727C; G06F01727P 

Designated Countries:

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20070822 (+) A4 SUPPLEMENTARY SEARCH REPORT Effective date: 

20070723; 
20070822 ( ) RIC1 CLASSIFICATION (CORRECTION) IPC: G06F 3/023 

20060101AFI20070717BHEP; 
20070912 ( ) RAP1 TRANSFER OF RIGHTS OF AN EP APPLICATION New owner 

name: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC.; 
20070926 ( ) R17D SEARCH REPORT (CORRECTION)   Effective date: 20070816;
20071107 (+) 17Q FIRST EXAMINATION REPORT   Effective date: 20071004;
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EP1940088A1 20080702

(ENG) Network system and data transfer method

Assignee: FUJITSU LTD      JP

Inventor(s): YAMADA KENJI      JP  

Application No: EP   07020826   A

Filing Date: 20071024

Issue/Publication Date: 20080702

Abstract: (ENG) Upon communication nodes receiving data that is a transfer target, based on a link value 
corresponding to a communication quality of each communication node that has transferred the data 
and radio wave strength among the communication nodes, a network system calculates a total link value 
that indicates a quality of a communication path that is used to transfer the data. The network system 
determines whether the calculated total link value is greater than or equal to a threshold value and based 
on a determination result, transfers the data to a destination communication node. 

Priority Data: JP 2006348344 20061225 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): H04L01256

ECLA (European Class): H04L01256C; H04L01256C11D; H04W04004

Designated Countries:

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): HOFFMANN EITLE   Patent- und Rechtsanwaelte, Arabellastrasse 4, 81925 Muenchen, DE   DE

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20080702 (+) AK DESIGNATED CONTRACTING STATES: Kind code of 

corresponding patent document: A1; List of designated states: AT 
BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR HU IE IS IT LI 
LT LU LV MC MT NL PL PT RO SE SI SK TR; 

20080702 (+) AX EXTENSION OF THE EUROPEAN PATENT TO List of 
countries concerned with an event: AL BA HR MK RS; 

20090211 () 17P Effective date: 20081223;
20090311 () AKX List of designated states: DE FR GB;
20091111 () 17Q Effective date: 20091008;
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EP1894160A4 20081112

[ no drawing available]

EP1894160A2 20080305

(ENG) ASSET PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION

Assignee: PRENOVA      US

Inventor(s): CHAMBERS GREGORY L US ; VAN METER 
KENNETH US ; SMITH EDWARD M US ; 
GOLDEN PATRICK T US 

Application No: EP   07717262   A

Filing Date: 20070109

Issue/Publication Date: 20081112

Abstract: (ENG) Included are embodiments for asset management. At least one embodiment of a method includes 
receiving, at a performance assessment and optimization center, data from at least one asset, the asset 
being configured to service an environment and performing at least one calculation, from the received 
data, to determine whether the asset is operating properly. Some embodiments include in response to a 
determination that the at least one asset is not operating properly, providing an indication related to 
operation of the asset. 

Priority Data: US 2007060271 20070109 W W N; US 75744606 20060109 P Y; US 61983807 20070104 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G06Q01000

ECLA (European Class): G05B01502; G06Q01000C

Designated Countries:

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20081112 (+) A4 SUPPLEMENTARY SEARCH REPORT Effective date: 

20081013; 
20081112 ( ) RIC1 CLASSIFICATION (CORRECTION) IPC: G06Q 10/00 

20060101AFI20081007BHEP; 
20090211 () 17Q Effective date: 20090112;
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[ no drawing available]

EP2303906A1 20110406

(ENG) CRYSTALLINE POLYMORPHS OF GEMCITABINE 
BASE 

Assignee: SCINOPHARM TAIWAN LTD      TW

Inventor(s): CHEN SHU-PING      TW   ; SHIEH CHIA-LIN      TW  

Application No: EP   09763709   A

Filing Date: 20090612

Issue/Publication Date: 20110406

Abstract: (ENG) The present application provides several crystalline forms of gemcitabine base and methods of 
making the same. 

Priority Data: US 2009047190 20090612 W W N; US 13183508 20080612 P Y; 

IPC (International Class): C07H019073; A61K031522

ECLA (European Class): C07H019073

Designated Countries:

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Gulde Hengelhaupt Ziebig & Schneider Patentanwaelte - Rechtsanwaelte, Wallstrasse 58/59, 10179 
Berlin, DE DE 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20110406 () 17P Effective date: 20110112;
20110406 () AK Kind code of corresponding patent document: A1; List of 

designated states: AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB 
GR HR HU IE IS IT LI LT LU LV MC MK MT NL NO PL PT RO 
SE SI SK TR; 

20110406 () AX List of countries concerned with an event: AL BA RS;
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EP2264563A1 20101222

(ENG) Virtual keyboard system with automatic correction

Assignee: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS INC      US

Inventor(s): LONGE MICHAEL R US ; VAN MEURS PIM 
US 

Application No: EP   10166323   A

Filing Date: 20100617

Issue/Publication Date: 20101222

Abstract: (ENG) There is disclosed an enhanced text entry system which uses word-level analysis to correct 
inaccuracies automatically in user keystroke entries on reduced-size or virtual keyboards. A method and 
system are defined which determine one or more alternate textual interpretations of each sequence of 
inputs detected within a designated auto-correcting region. The actual interaction locations for the 
keystrokes may occur outside the boundaries of the specific keyboard key regions associated with the 
actual characters of the word interpretations proposed or offered for selection, where the distance from 
each interaction location to each corresponding intended character may in general increase with the 
expected frequency of the intended word in the language or in a particular context. Likewise, in a 
virtual keyboard system, the keys actuated may differ from the keys actually associated with the letters 
of the word interpretations. Each such sequence corresponds to a complete word, and the user can easily 
select the intended word from among the generated interpretations. Additionally, when the system 
cannot identify a sufficient number of likely word interpretation candidates of the same length as the 
input sequence, candidates are identified whose initial letters correspond to a likely interpretation of the 
input sequence. 

Priority Data: US 48837509 20090619 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G06F003023

ECLA (European Class): G06F003023M8; G06F003048A3T

Designated Countries:

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Zimmermann, Tankred Klaus Schoppe, Zimmermann, Stoeckeler & Zinkler, Patentanwaelte, Postfach 
246, 82043 Pullach beiMuenchen, DE DE 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20101222 () AK Kind code of corresponding patent document: A1; List of 

designated states: AL AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR 
GB GR HR HU IE IS IT LI LT LU LV MC MK MT NL NO PL PT 
RO SE SI SK SM TR; 

20101222 () AX List of countries concerned with an event: BA ME RS;
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EP0952933B1 20050112
EP0952933A4 20000202
EP0952933A1 19991103

(ENG) APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR ADJUSTING A 
VEHICLE COMPONENT 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 
; MORIN JEFFREY L US 

Application No: EP   98959474   A

Filing Date: 19981116

Issue/Publication Date: 20050112

Abstract: (ENG) A seat adjustment apparatus for adjusting a seat in a passenger compartment of a vehicle 
including wave sensors for transmitting waves into the passenger compartment toward the seat, 
receiving reflected waves from the passenger compartment and generating an output representative of 
the reflected waves received by the wave sensors, weight sensors associated with the seat for measuring 
the weight applied onto the seat and generating an output representative of the measured weight applied 
onto the seat and a processor for receiving the outputs from the wave sensors and the weight sensors 
and evaluating the seated-state of the seat based thereon. The processor directs a control unit to cause a 
portion of the seat to move based on the evaluation of the seated-state of the seat. 

Priority Data: US 9824487 19981116 W W N; US 97082297 19971114 A Y; US 12849098 19980804 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60N00244; B60R02116; G01S01587; B60N00206; B60N00202; G01S01588; 
B60N00200; B60R02101; B60N00228; G01G019414; B60N00248; B60R021276; 
B60R021015; G01S01506; B60R02228; B60R02120; B60R02220; B60R02246; 
B60R021203 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60N00200C; B60N00202B4; B60N00202B6B; B60N00202B6C; 
B60N00202B6W; B60N00206S; B60N00228B2; B60N00228P4; B60N00248C2C; 
B60N00248C3C; G01G019414A; G01S01587; G01S01588 

Designated Countries:

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Watts, Peter Graham Anthony Cundy & Co., 1 Olton Bridge, 245 Warwick Road, Solihull, West 
Midlands B92 7AH, GB GB 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20050112 (+) AK DESIGNATED CONTRACTING STATES: Kind code of 

corresponding patent document: B1; List of designated states: DE 
GB; 

20050112 ( ) REG REFERENCE TO A NATIONAL CODE Corresponding country 
code for PRS Code (EP REG): GB; Corresponding EP Code 1 for 
PRS Code (EP REG): FG4D; 

20050217 ( ) REF CORRESPONDS TO: Corresponding patent document: 69828585; 
Country code of corresponding patent document: DE; Publication 
date of corresponding patent document: 20050217; Kind code of 
corresponding patent document: P; 
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20060104 (+) 26N NO OPPOSITION FILED   Effective date: 20051013;
20061117 (+) PGFP POSTGRANT: ANNUAL FEES PAID TO NATIONAL OFFICE 

Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): GB; 
Payment date: 20061117; Year of fee payment: 09; 

20061117 () PGFP Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): GB; 
Payment date: 20061117; Year of fee payment: 09; 

20070124 (+) PGFP POSTGRANT: ANNUAL FEES PAID TO NATIONAL OFFICE 
Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): DE; 
Payment date: 20070124; Year of fee payment: 09; 

20070124 () PGFP Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): DE; 
Payment date: 20070124; Year of fee payment: 09; 

20080430 (+) PGFP POSTGRANT: ANNUAL FEES PAID TO NATIONAL OFFICE 
Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): GB; 
Payment date: 20071108; Year of fee payment: 10; 

20080430 () PGFP Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): GB; 
Payment date: 20071108; Year of fee payment: 10; 

20080530 (+) PGFP POSTGRANT: ANNUAL FEES PAID TO NATIONAL OFFICE 
Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): DE; 
Payment date: 20080129; Year of fee payment: 10; 

20080530 () PGFP Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): DE; 
Payment date: 20080129; Year of fee payment: 10; 

20081031 (+) PGFP POSTGRANT: ANNUAL FEES PAID TO NATIONAL OFFICE 
Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): GB; 
Payment date: 20051109; Year of fee payment: 08; 

20081031 () PGFP Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): GB; 
Payment date: 20051109; Year of fee payment: 08; 

20090529 () PGFP Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): DE; 
Payment date: 20090128; Year of fee payment: 11; 

20090630 () PGFP Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): GB; 
Payment date: 20081112; Year of fee payment: 11; 

20100728 () GBPC Effective date: 20091116;
20101130 () PG25 Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): DE; : 

LAPSE BECAUSE OF NON-PAYMENT OF DUE FEES; 
Effective date: 20100601; 

20101231 () PG25 Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): GB; : 
LAPSE BECAUSE OF NON-PAYMENT OF DUE FEES; 
Effective date: 20091116; 
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EP1069000A1 20010117

(ENG) Method for identifying the presence and orientation of an 
object in a vehicle 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): VARGA ANDREW J US ; BREED DAVID S US 
; DUVALL WILBUR E US 

Application No: EP   99305623   A

Filing Date: 19990715

Issue/Publication Date: 20010117

Abstract: (ENG) A method for determining the location of an object in a passenger compartment of a vehicle in 
which ultrasonic waves are transmitted from a first transducer into the passenger compartment, waves 
reflected off an object in the passenger compartment are received by the first transducer and a first 
distance from the first transducer to the object is calculated based on the time difference between the 
transmitted waves and reflected waves when received by the first transducer. Further, different 
ultrasonic waves are transmitted from a second transducer into the passenger compartment which then 
receives reflected waves off the object and a second distance from the second transducer to the object is 
calculated based on the time difference between the transmitted waves and reflected waves when 
received by the second transducer. The approximate location of the object in the passenger 
compartment is determined based on the first distance and the second distance. 

Priority Data: EP 99305623 19990715 A N; US 91982397 19970828 A T Y; US 79802997 19970206 A T Y; 

IPC (International Class): G01S01504; B60R02101; G01S01542; G06K00900; B60R021015; G01S01588

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; G01S01504; G01S01542; G06K00900H

Designated Countries:

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Watts, Peter Graham 00043101 Anthony Cundy & Co., 1 Olton Bridge, 245 Warwick Road Solihull, 
West Midlands B92 7AH GB 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20010117 (+) AK DESIGNATED CONTRACTING STATES: Kind code of 

corresponding patent document: A1; List of designated states: DE 
GB SE; 

20010117 (+) AX EXTENSION OF THE EUROPEAN PATENT TO : 
AL;LT;LV;MK;RO;SI; 

20010523 (+) 17P REQUEST FOR EXAMINATION FILED Effective date: 
20010323; 

20010801 (+) 17Q FIRST EXAMINATION REPORT   Effective date: 20010613;
20011004 (+) AKX PAYMENT OF DESIGNATION FEES   : DE GB SE;
20030723 (-) 18R REFUSED   Effective date: 20030304;
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FR2849209B1 20070406
FR2849209A1 20040625

(FRE) PROCEDE ET SYSTEME DE NAVIGATION EN 
TEMPS REEL A L'AIDE DE SIGNAUX 
RADIOELECTRIQUES A TROIS PORTEUSES EMIS PAR 
DES SATELLITES ET DE CORRECTIONS 
IONOSPHERIQUES 

Assignee: AGENCE SPATIALE EUROPEENNE      FR

Inventor(s): HERNANDEZ PAJARES MANUEL ; JUAN 
ZORNOZA JOSE MIGUEL ; SANZ SUBIRANA 
JAUME ; GARCIA RODRIGUEZ ALBERTO 

Application No: FR   0216227   A

Filing Date: 20021219

Issue/Publication Date: 20070406

Abstract: (ENG) Phase difference ambiguity is first determined between third and second extra-long path carriers. 
Phase difference ambiguity is then estimated between third and second long path carriers from 
ambiguity for extra-long path determined in first step. Next step involves resolving ambiguity of one 
frequency from long path ambiguity estimated in second step. Additional step involves applying 
real-time ionospheric corrections during third step. Corrections are based on permanently updated 
ionospheric model of ionospheric layer calculated by a fixed terrestrial reference station linked with 
geodesic data calculated by a master fixed terrestrial reference station (REFM-REFME). An 
Independent claim is also included for a navigation system for locating position of a nomad e.g. land 
vehicle. 

Priority Data: FR 0216227 20021219 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G01S01910; G01S01944; G01S01907; G01S01932; G01S01913; G01S01929; 
G01S00514; G01S00100 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60R021239; G01S01932; G01S01944

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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WO2004057364A3 20040812
WO2004057364A2 20040708

(ENG) METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR REAL TIME 
NAVIGATION USING SATELLITE TRANSMITTED 
THREE-CARRIER RADIO SIGNALS AND IONOSPHERIC 
CORRECTIONS 

Assignee: AGENCE SPATIALE EUROPEENNE      FR

Inventor(s): HERNANDEZ-PAJARES MANUEL ES ; 
JUAN-ZORNOZA JOSE MIGUEL ES ; 
SANZ-SUBIRANA JAUME ES ; 
GARCIA-RODRIGUEZ ALBERTO NL 

Application No: FR   0350176   W

Filing Date: 20031216

Issue/Publication Date: 20040812

Abstract: (ENG) The invention concerns a method for real time navigation for locating a nomad (SUR) using 
radio signals with three carriers of three different frequencies, to determine the position of a user, 
transmitted by satellites (SAT1-GPSEE1 A SATn-GPSEEn). The method comprises a first step which 
consists in determining extra-long-path carrier phase ambiguity, a second step which consists in 
estimating long-path phase ambiguity, and a third step which consists in resolving the phase ambiguity 
of one of the frequencies. One additional step consists in real time application of ionospheric 
corrections during the third step, said ionospheric corrections being based on a constantly updated 
ionospheric model of said ionospheric layer calculated by a reference fixed earth station (REF-REFE), 
combined with geodesic data calculated by a so-called master reference fixed earth station 
(REFM-REFME). The invention also concerns a system for implementing said method. 

Priority Data: FR 0216227 20021219 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G01S01910; G01S01944; G01S01907; G01S01932; G01S01913; G01S01929; 
G01S00514; G01S00100 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60R021239; G01S01932; G01S01944

Designated Countries:
----Designated States: (national) AE AG AL AM AT AU AZ BA BB BG BR BY BZ CA CH CN CO CR CU 
CZ DE DK DM DZ EC EE EG ES FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KP KR KZ LC LK 
LR LS LT LU LV MA MD MG MK MN MW MX MZ NI NO NZ OM PG PH PL PT RO RU SC SD SE SG 
SK SL SY TJ TM TN TR TT TZ UA UG US UZ VC VN YU ZA ZM ZW ::: (ARIPO) AP GH GM KE LS 
MW MZ SD SL SZ TZ UG ZM ZW 
----Regional Treaties: (EAPO) EA AM AZ BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM 
----EPO Extension States: (EPO) EP AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR HU IE IT LU MC 
NL PT RO SE SI SK TR 
----Elected States (PCT): (OAPI) OA BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GQ GW ML MR NE SN TD TG

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: FRE

Agent(s): LEPERCQUE, Jean   94, rue Saint Lazare, F 75442 PARIS, FR   FR

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20050527 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 

Corresponding patent document: 2003809988; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: EP; 
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20050615 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 
Corresponding patent document: 20038A61360; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: CN; 

20050616 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 
patent document: 2004561578; Country code of corresponding 
patent document: JP; Kind code of corresponding patent document: 
A; 

20050616 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 
patent document: 2004561578; Country code of corresponding 
patent document: JP; Kind code of corresponding patent document: 
A; 

20050616 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 
Corresponding patent document: 2004561578; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: JP; 

20050719 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 
patent document: 2005118999; Country code of corresponding 
patent document: RU; Kind code of corresponding patent 
document: A; 

20050921 (+) WWP WIPO INFORMATION: PUBLISHED IN NATIONAL OFFICE 
Corresponding patent document: 2003809988; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: EP; 

20060316 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 
patent document: 2006164297; Country code of corresponding 
patent document: US; Kind code of corresponding patent 
document: A1; 

20060316 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 
Corresponding patent document: 10539826; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: US; 

20060727 (+) WWP WIPO INFORMATION: PUBLISHED IN NATIONAL OFFICE 
Corresponding patent document: 10539826; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: US; 
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GB2360097B 20030423
GB2360097A 20010912

[ no drawing available]

GB0111362D0 20010704

(ENG) Apparatus and method for measuring weight of an 
occupying item of a seat 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID SCRANTON US ; DUVALL 
WILBUR E US ; MORIN JEFFREY L US 

Application No: GB   0111362   A

Filing Date: 19991115

Issue/Publication Date: 20030423

Abstract: NotAvailable

Priority Data: US 9927098 19991115 W W N; US 19320998 19981117 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G01G01912; B60R02116; G01G01952; B60N00244; B60N00266; B60N00202; 
B60N002015; B60N00200; B60N00248; B60N00206; B60R02101; B60N00268; 
B60N00228; B60R021015 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60N00200C; B60N002015; B60N00202B; B60N00202B4; 
B60N00202B6; B60N00202B6B; B60N00202B6C; B60N00202B6W; B60N00206; 
B60N00206S; B60N00228B2; B60N00228P4; B60N00248C; B60N00248C2C; 
B60N00248C3C; B60N00266; B60N00268 

National Classification:
--B7H H305 HXGREM; B7H H30X HXGREM; B7H H201 HXGREM; B7H H316 HXGREM; B7H H23X 
HXGREM; B7H H222 HXGREM; B7H H220 HXGREM; B7H H322 HXGREM; B7H HXG HXGREM; 
G1W WB1B WB1B; B7H H304 HXGREM 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20100728 () PCNP Effective date: 20091115;
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GB2363638B 20040310
GB2363638A 20020102

[ no drawing available]

GB0116062D0 20010822

(ENG) Methods for determining the identification and position 
of and monitoring objects in a vehicle 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID SCRANTON US ; DUVALL 
WILBUR E US ; JOHNSON WENDELL C US 

Application No: GB   0116062   A

Filing Date: 19991231

Issue/Publication Date: 20040310

Abstract: NotAvailable

Priority Data: US 9931184 19991231 W W N; US 11450798 19981231 P Y; US 47625599 19991230 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60R02101; B60N00228; B60N00202; G06K00900; B60R021015

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60N00202B4; B60N00202B6; B60N00202B6W; B60N00228B2; 
B60N00228P4; G06K00900H 

National Classification:
--G1A AR6 AJL; G1A AT3 AJL; G1A AAJL AJL; G1A AG9 AJL; G1A AG6 AJP; G1A AG9 AJP; G1A 
AG17 AJP; G1A AR7 AJP; G1A AT3 AJP; G1A AG6 AJL; G1A AT26 AJP; G1A AAJP AJP; G1A AR7 
AJL; G1A AA3 AJP; G1A AT26 AJL; G1A AA3 AJL; G1A AG17 AJL; G1A AR6 AJP 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

GB2363769B 20030618
GB2363769A 20020109

[ no drawing available]

GB0117003D0 20010905

(ENG) Interactive vehicle display system

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID SCRANTON      US  

Application No: GB   0117003   A

Filing Date: 20001212

Issue/Publication Date: 20030618

Abstract: NotAvailable

Priority Data: US 0033566 20001212 W W N; US 17097399 19991215 P Y; US 64570900 20000824 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G02B02701; G02B02700

ECLA (European Class): G02B02701

National Classification:
--H4D D773 LAB; H4D D752 LAB; H4D D747 LAB; H4D D748 LAB; H4D D730 LAB; H4D D714 LAB; 
H4D D781 LAB; B7H HNR HNR; H4D DLAB LAB; G1G GRA GRA; H4D D775 LAB; G1G G9X GRA 
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Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20100825 () PCNP Effective date: 20091212;

GB2373117B 20050216
GB2373117A 20020911

[ no drawing available]

GB0123688D0 20011121

(ENG) Method and arrangement for mapping a road and accident 
avoidance system 

Assignee: INTELLIGENT TECH INT INC      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID SCRANTON US ; JOHNSON 
WENDELL C US ; CASTELLI VITTORIO US ; 
SEITZ WILLIAM E US ; DUVALL WILBUR E 
US 

Application No: GB   0123688   A

Filing Date: 20011002

Issue/Publication Date: 20050216

Abstract: (ENG) To map a road during travel, a vehicle has two data acquisition modules arranged on sides of the 
vehicle. Each includes a differential GPS (DGPS) receiver and antenna for enabling the vehicle's 
position to be determined and a linear camera which provides vertical one-dimensional images of an 
area on the respective side in a vertical plane perpendicular to the road such that information about the 
road is obtained from a view in a direction perpendicular to the road. A processor unit forms a map 
database of the road by correlating the vehicle's position and the information about the road. Instead of 
or in addition to the linear cameras, scanning laser radars are provided and transmit waves downward in 
a plane perpendicular to the road and receive reflected waves to provide information about distance 
between the laser radars and the ground for use in forming the database. The database is then used in a 
collision avoidance system. Equipped vehicles use the database in combination with a DGPS receiver to 
determine their position and velocity relative to the road. This is broadcast to other vehicles in the area, 
which compare the received position with their own position and velocity to give a warning of an 
imminent collision. The database may also include lane markings and road intersection information 
such as the edges of intersecting roads; this is used to prevent collisions at junctions. Traffic lights may 
transmit a signal warning of red lights. The GPS system may be supplemented by INS, video cameras, 
multiple local impulse transmitters, radar reflectors etc. A fully automated traffic control system is also 
envisaged. 

Priority Data: US 67931700 20001004 A Y; US 90946601 20010719 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G05D00102; G01S00100; G01C02126; B60N00228; G01S01907; G01S01393; 
G08G00116; G01S01702; G01S01789 

National Classification:
--H4D DAA AA; H4D D549 AA; H4D D714 AA; H4D D745 AA; H4D D749 AA; H4D D751 AA; H4D 
D783 AA; U1S S1819 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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GB2383415B 20050223
GB2383415A 20030625

[ no drawing available]

GB0307874D0 20030514

(ENG) Vehicle wireless sensing and communication system

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID SCRANTON US ; JOHNSON 
WENDELL C US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US ; 
CASTELLI VITTORIO US ; SEITZ WILLIAM E 
US 

Application No: GB   0307874   A

Filing Date: 20010907

Issue/Publication Date: 20050223

Abstract: (ENG) Valve cap (10) for monitoring pressure and/or temperature of a tire (1) having a valve stem (2) 
including a valve assembly (5) having a valve pin (6). A body (9) of the valve cap (10) mates with the 
valve stem (2) and defines a chamber (12) upon such mating. A valve pin depressor (14) is arranged in 
the body (9) and depresses the valve pin (6) upon mating of the body (9) with the valve stem (2) to open 
the valve assembly (5) and enable flow communication between an interior of the tire (1) and the 
chamber (12). At least one SAW sensor (11) is arranged in the chamber (12) for receiving a signal and 
returning a signal modified by virtue of the temperature and/or pressure of the tire (1). 

Priority Data: US 0128010 20010907 W W N; US 23137800 20000908 P Y; US 26941501 20010216 P Y; US 
29151101 20010516 P Y; US 30401301 20010709 P Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60C02304; B60C01900; B60C01124; B60C02306; B60N00202; B60N00228

National Classification:
--E2A ABC ABC; E2A A401 ABC; G1G GPGB PGB; G1G GPP PP; G1G GPR PR; G1G GPU PU; G1G 
GPW PW; G1G GPX PX; G1G G6S PGB; G1G G6S PP; G1G G6S PR; G1G G6S PU; G1G G6S PW; G1G 
G6S PX; G4N NHVSC NHVSC; G4N N5C2 NHVSC; G4N N7X NHVSC; U1S S1820; U1S S1845 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20100526 () PCNP Effective date: 20090907;
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GB2405279B 20050427
GB2405279A 20050223
GB0422015D0 20041103

(ENG) Method and arrangement for mapping a road and accident 
avoidance system 

Assignee: INTELLIGENT TECH INT INC      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID SCRANTON US ; JOHNSON 
WENDELL C US ; CASTELLI VITTORIO US ; 
SEITZ WILLIAM E US ; DUVALL WILBUR E 
US 

Application No: GB   0422015   A

Filing Date: 20011002

Issue/Publication Date: 20050427

Abstract: (ENG) Arrangement and method for mapping a road during travel of a vehicle having two data 
acquisition modules arranged on sides of the vehicle, each including a GPS receiver and antenna for 
enabling the vehicle's position to be determined and a linear camera which provides one-dimensional 
images of an area on the respective side in a vertical plane perpendicular to the road such that 
information about the road is obtained from a view in a direction perpendicular to the road. A processor 
unit forms a map database of the road by correlating the vehicle's position and the information about 
the road. Instead of or in addition to the linear cameras, scanning laser radars are provided and transmit 
waves downward in a plane perpendicular to the road and receive reflected waves to provide 
information about distance between the laser radars and the ground for use in forming the database. 

Priority Data: GB 0123688 20011002 A 3 N; US 67931700 20001004 A N; US 90946601 20010719 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G01S01948; G01S01941; G01S00514; G01S00100; G01C02126; G01S01907; 
G01S01393; G05D00102; G01S01702; G08G00116; G01S01789 

National Classification:
--H4D DAB AB; H4D D260 AB; H4D D267 AB; H4D D268 AB; H4D D549 AB; H4D D714 AB; H4D 
D749 AB; H4D D751 AB; H4D D783 AB; U1S S1819 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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GB2406170B 20050504
GB2406170A 20050323
GB0426923D0 20050112

(ENG) Vehicle wireless sensing and communication system

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID SCRANTON US ; JOHNSON 
WENDELL C US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US ; 
CASTELLI VITTORIO US ; SEITZ WILLIAM E 
US 

Application No: GB   0426923   A

Filing Date: 20010907

Issue/Publication Date: 20050504

Abstract: (ENG) A valve stem assembly for a tyre has an elongate metallic (eg brass) valve stem 7, a rubber body 
23 attached to the end of the stem 7 within the interior space of the tyre and a sensor capsule 24 within 
the rubber body 23 which includes a SAW absolute pressure sensor 27,29' in a chamber 25 in flow 
communication with the inside of the tyre and also a SAW temperature sensor 28,28' in another 
chamber 26 isolated from the inside of the tyre by a flexible or rigid membrane 31,33. 

Priority Data: GB 0426923 20010907 A N; GB 0307874 20010907 A 3 Y; US 23137800 20000908 P Y; US 
26941501 20010216 P Y; US 29151101 20010516 P Y; US 30401301 20010709 P Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60C02304; B60C01900; B60C01124; B60C02306; H01Q00122

National Classification:
--G1G GPGB PGB

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20100526 () PCNP Effective date: 20090907;
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GB2406646B 20050518
GB2406646A 20050406
GB0426924D0 20050112

(ENG) Vehicle wireless sensing and communication system

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID SCRANTON US ; JOHNSON 
WENDELL C US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US ; 
CASTELLI VITTORIO US ; SEITZ WILLIAM E 
US 

Application No: GB   0426924   A

Filing Date: 20010907

Issue/Publication Date: 20050518

Abstract: (ENG) A valve stem assembly for a tyre has an elongate metallic (eg brass) valve stem 7, a rubber body 
23 attached to the end of the stem 7 within the interior space of the tyre and a sensor capsule 24 within 
the rubber body 23 which includes a SAW absolute pressure sensor 27,29' in a chamber 25 in flow 
communication with the inside of the tyre and also a SAW temperature sensor 28,28' in another 
chamber 26 isolated from the inside of the tyre by a flexible or rigid membrane 31,33. 

Priority Data: GB 0426924 20010907 A N; GB 0307874 20010907 A 3 Y; US 23137800 20000908 P Y; US 
26941501 20010216 P Y; US 29151101 20010516 P Y; US 30401301 20010709 P Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60C02304; B60C01900; B60C01124; B60C02306; H01Q00122

National Classification:
--G1G GPU PU

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20100526 () PCNP Effective date: 20090907;
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GB2405931B 20050427
GB2405931A 20050316
GB0426925D0 20050112

(ENG) Vehicle wireless sensing and communication system

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID SCRANTON US ; JOHNSON 
WENDELL C US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US ; 
CASTELLI VITTORIO US ; SEITZ WILLIAM E 
US 

Application No: GB   0426925   A

Filing Date: 20010907

Issue/Publication Date: 20050427

Abstract: (ENG) A valve stem assembly for a tyre has an elongate metallic (eg brass) valve stem 7, a rubber body 
23 attached to the end of the stem 7 within the interior space of the tyre and a sensor capsule 24 within 
the rubber body 23 which includes a SAW absolute pressure sensor 27,29' in a chamber 25 in flow 
communication with the inside of the tyre and also a SAW temperature sensor 28,28' in another 
chamber 26 isolated from the inside of the tyre by a flexible or rigid membrane 31,33. 

Priority Data: GB 0426925 20010907 A N; GB 0307874 20010907 A 3 Y; US 23137800 20000908 P Y; US 
26941501 20010216 P Y; US 29151101 20010516 P Y; US 30401301 20010709 P Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60C02304; B60C01900; B60C01124; B60C02306; H01Q00122

National Classification:
--G1G GPR PR; G1G GPW PW

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20100526 () PCNP Effective date: 20090907;
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GB2406171B 20050504
GB2406171A 20050323
GB0426926D0 20050112

(ENG) Vehicle wireless sensing and communication system

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): CASTELLI VITTORIO US ; SEITZ WILLIAM E 
US ; BREED DAVID SCRANTON US ; 
JOHNSON WENDELL C US ; DUVALL 
WILBUR E US 

Application No: GB   0426926   A

Filing Date: 20010907

Issue/Publication Date: 20050504

Abstract: (ENG) A valve stem assembly for a tyre has an elongate metallic (eg brass) valve stem 7, a rubber body 
23 attached to the end of the stem 7 within the interior space of the tyre and a sensor capsule 24 within 
the rubber body 23 which includes a SAW absolute pressure sensor 27,29' in a chamber 25 in flow 
communication with the inside of the tyre and also a SAW temperature sensor 28,28' in another 
chamber 26 isolated from the inside of the tyre by a flexible or rigid membrane 31,33. 

Priority Data: GB 0426926 20010907 A N; GB 0307874 20010907 A 3 Y; US 23137800 20000908 P Y; US 
26941501 20010216 P Y; US 29151101 20010516 P Y; US 30401301 20010709 P Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60C02304; B60C01900; B60C01124; B60C02306; H01Q00122

National Classification:
--G1G GPR PR; G1G GPW PW

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20100526 () PCNP Effective date: 20090907;
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GB2410121B 20080102
GB2410121A 20050720
GB0427311D0 20050119

(ENG) A magnetic sensor

Assignee: ALPS ELECTRIC CO LTD      JP

Inventor(s): IKARASHI KAZUAKI JP ; HASEGAWA 
NAOYA JP ; KOIKE FUMIHITO JP ; UMETSU 
EIJI JP 

Application No: GB   0427311   A

Filing Date: 20041214

Issue/Publication Date: 20080102

Abstract: (ENG) A nonmagnetic material-noncontact layer forming a fixed magnetic layer is formed using CoFe, 
a nonmagnetic material-contact layer is formed using Co, and an NOL (Nano-Oxide Layer) is provided 
between the nonmagnetic material-noncontact layer and the nonmagnetic material-contact layer. In 
addition, the average film thickness of the nonmagnetic material-contact layer is set in the range of 16 
to 19 Å. Accordingly, compared to a three-layered structure composed of CoFe, an NOL, and CoFe or a 
three-layered structure composed of Co, an NOL, and Co, which has been conventionally used, the rate 
(DeltaR/R) of change in resistance and the unidirectional exchange bias magnetic field (Hex*) can both 
be improved. 

Priority Data: JP 2004008492 20040115 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G11B00539; H01F01030; H01L04308; G11B00533; G11B005127; G01R03309

ECLA (European Class): B82Y02500; B82Y01000; G01R03309B

National Classification:
--N0T CLASSIFIED NONE

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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GB2435346B 20080102
GB2435346A 20070822
GB0707614D0 20070530

(ENG) A magnetic sensor

Assignee: ALPS ELECTRIC CO LTD      JP

Inventor(s): IKARASHI KAZUAKI JP ; HASEGAWA 
NAOYA JP ; KOIKE FUMIHITO JP 

Application No: GB   0707614   A

Filing Date: 20041214

Issue/Publication Date: 20080102

Abstract: (ENG) A nonmagnetic material-noncontact layer forming a fixed magnetic layer 35 is formed using 
CoFe, a nonmagnetic material-contact layer 55 is formed using Co, and an NOL 54 is provided between 
the nonmagnetic material-noncontact layer 53 and the nonmagnetic material-contact layer. In addition, 
the average film thickness of the nonmagnetic material-contact layer is set in the range of 16 to 19 Ñ. 
Accordingly, compared to a three-layered structure composed of CoFe, an NOL, and CoFe or a 
three-layered structure composed of Co, an NOL, and Co, which has been conventionally used, the rate 
( W R/R) of change in resistance and the unidirectional exchange bias magnetic field (Hex*) can both 
be improved to a satisfactory level. The NOL is formed by oxidation of layer 53 and has a mirror 
reflection effect. In one embodiment the NOL has intermittent portions and Cr oxide layers. 

Priority Data: JP 2004008492 20040115 A Y; GB 0427311 20041214 A 3 Y; GB 0707614 20041214 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G11B00539; G01R03309; H01F01030; H01L04308; G11B00533; G11B005127

ECLA (European Class): G01R03309B; B82Y01000; B82Y02500; G01R03309B; G11B00539; S11B00539W; 
Y01N00400; Y01N01200 

National Classification:
--N0T CLASSIFIED NONE

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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GB2289542B 19980826
GB2289542A 19951122

[ no drawing available]

GB9509088D0 19950802

(ENG) Method and apparatus for measuring the quantity of fuel 
in a land vehicle fuel tank subject to external forces 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID SCRANTON ; JOHNSON 
WENDELL C ; DUVALL WILBUR E ; 
SANDERS WILLIAM THOMAS 

Application No: GB   9509088   A

Filing Date: 19950504

Issue/Publication Date: 19980826

Abstract: NotAvailable

Priority Data: US 23997794 19940509 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G01F023296; B60N00228; B60N00200; B60J01000; G01F02326; B60R02101; 
G01F02336; G01F02300; G01F02320 

ECLA (European Class): B60R0210136; B60J01000; B60N00200C; B60N00228P4; G01F02300G1A; 
G01F02320; G01F02326B; G01F023296D; G01F02336 

National Classification:
--U1S S1820; G1N N3S2 AHT; G1N NAHT AHT; G1N N7F AHT; G1N N1B3 AHT; G1N N1D2B AHT; 
G1N N7F AHR; G1N N7H1 AHR; G1N N1B3 AHR; G1N N1D2B AHR; U1S S1359; G1N NAHR AHR; 
U1S S1807; G1N N3S1B AHR; G1N N19B2B CFG; G1G GPL PL; G1N N7H1 AHT; G1N N19D10 CFG; 
G1N N4D AHR; G1N NCFG CFG; G1N N3S2 AHR; G1N N7G AHR; G1N N7L1B AHR; G1N N1D8 
AHR; G1N N4D AHT 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20031224 (-) PCNP PATENT CEASED THROUGH NON-PAYMENT OF 

RENEWAL FEE Effective date: 20030504; 
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GB2289332B 19990106
GB2289332A 19951115

[ no drawing available]

GB9509090D0 19950802

(ENG) Vehicle interior identification and monitoring system

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID SCRANTON ; JOHNSON 
WENDELL CLAYTON ; DUVALL WILBUR E 

Application No: GB   9509090   A

Filing Date: 19950504

Issue/Publication Date: 19990106

Abstract: (ENG) A system to identity and monitor contents and/or parts of the passenger compartment of a motor 
vehicle, by processing the signal received from the contents or parts using one or more techniques, 
includes neural networks or other pattern recognition systems and technologies including ultrasonic and 
electromagnetic radiation. The received signal is a combination of the reflection of a transmitted signal, 
the reflection of some natural signal within the vehicle, and also some signal emitted naturally by the 
object. A signal is emitted by transducer 132 and characteristic signals received by multiple transducers 
131, 133. A neural network is trained to distinguish between adults, children, children in seats, plants, 
groceries and the like on the basis of these signals. Information obtained by the identification and 
monitoring system is then used to affect the operation of some other system in the vehicle such as the 
airbag, entertainment system, heating and air conditioning system, or the system to darken portions of 
the mirrors or windscreen. The system will automatically inform the emergency services of the number 
of people involved and the position of the car (by use of the GPS) in the event of a collision. 

Priority Data: US 23997894 19940509 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60R02220; G01S00748; B60N00202; G01S01587; B60N00200; G01S007539; 
B60J01000; G01S01588; G01S00741; G01F02300; G06K00900; G01S01788; 
G10K011178; B60N00228; E05F01500; G01S01504; G01F023296; G01F02320; 
B60N00248; B60R02101; G01S01506; B60R0210132; G01S01789; B60R021013; 
B60R021015; B60R0210134; G01S01593; G01S01304; B60R021276 

National Classification:
--B7B BPD BPD; B7B BSBCR BSBCR; B7B BVRJ BVRJ; E1R RPX RPX; G1A AAJC AJC; G1A AAJL 
AJL; G1A AA3 AJC; G1A AA3 AJL; G1A AR6 AJC; G1A AT21 AJC; G1A AT21 AJL; G1A AT27 AJC; 
G1A AT27 AJL; G1A AT3 AJC; G1A AT3 AJL; G1G GMD MD; G1G G9X MD; G3N NGA4 GA4; G3N 
N262 GA4; G3N N275 GA4; G3N N286C GA4; G3N N397 GA4; G3N N404 GA4; G3N N410 GA4; G4N 
NHVSC NHVSC; G4N N5C2 NHVSC; H4D DLAB LAB; H4D D714 LAB; H4D D747 LAB; H4D D748 
LAB; H4D D752 LAB; H4D D773 LAB; H4D D775 LAB; H4D D781 LAB; H4D D783 LAB; H4J JGP JGP; 
U1S S1820; U1S S2139 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20100127 () PCNP Effective date: 20090504;
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GB2289653B 19980826
GB2289653A 19951129

[ no drawing available]

GB9510402D0 19950719

(ENG) Film airbag

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID SCRANTON        

Application No: GB   9510402   A

Filing Date: 19950523

Issue/Publication Date: 19980826

Abstract: (ENG) A thin plastic film is used to make the airbag of this invention. A preferred embodiment uses 
multiple thin film airbags which are inflated and confined to act together through the use of a 
surrounding net. In another embodiment, multiple layers of anisotropic film are joined together to form 
an airbag which is resistant to tearing. The inflator, which is typically of the aspirated type, fills the 
airbags through a manifold in a controlled sequence until each bag is filled to a specific pressure 
indicative of either being fully inflated or of interaction with an occupant. 

Priority Data: US 24776394 19940523 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60R02120; B29D02200; B60R021233; B60R021276; B60R02116; B60R02126; 
B60R021235; B60R021231 

ECLA (European Class): B60R02123; B32B00324; B32B00702; B60R021233; B60R021235; B60R02126; 
B60R021261; B60R021276 

National Classification:
--B7B BSBCR BSBCR

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20100127 () PCNP Effective date: 20090523;
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GB2289786B 19980916
GB2289786A 19951129

[ no drawing available]

GB9510408D0 19950719

(ENG) Side impact airbag system with anticipatory sensor

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID SCRANTON        

Application No: GB   9510408   A

Filing Date: 19950523

Issue/Publication Date: 19980916

Abstract: (ENG) A variable inflation rate inflator system for inflating one or more airbags including an inflator 
for releasing a gas into the airbag(s), a first anticipatory crash sensor for determining that a crash 
requiring an airbag will occur based on data obtained prior to the crash and, upon the making of such a 
determination, triggering the inflator means to release gas into the airbag(s) to thereby inflate the same 
at a first inflation rate, and a second crash sensor for determining that a crash requiring an airbag will 
occur or is occurring and, upon the making of such a determination, affecting the inflator such that an 
additional quantity of gas is released thereby into the airbag(s) to thereby inflate the airbag(s) at a 
second inflation rate greater than the first inflation rate. Also, an airbag passive restraint system for 
protecting an occupant sitting in the seat adjacent the side door is disclosed including at least one airbag 
arranged to be inflated between the occupant and the side door, a sensor for detecting that a crash 
requiring deployment of the airbag(s) is required, an inflator for releasing a gas into the airbag(s) to 
inflate the same and which is triggered by the sensor to release gas into the airbag(s) in response to the 
detection by the sensor of a crash requiring deployment of the airbag(s), and a system for permitting the 
occupant to be displaced away from the side door upon inflation of the airbag(s) and thereby increase 
the space between the occupant and the side door. 

Priority Data: US 24776094 19940523 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60R02100; B60R02120; G01S01388; G08G00116; G01S00741; B60N00228; 
G01S01587; B60N00202; G01S00748; B60N00200; G01S01588; B60R02232; 
B60R021233; B60R02101; B60R01920; B60R021231; B60R02226; B60R01942; 
G01S01788; B60R02116; B60R0210132; G01S01789; B60R021015; G01S007539; 
B60R02126; B60R0210134; G01S007487 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021013; B60N00200C; B60N00202B4; B60N00202B6W; B60N00228; 
B60N00228B2; B60N00228P4; B60R01920C; B60R01942; B60R021015; 
B60R021231L; B60R021233; B60R02226; B60R02232B; G01S00741D; 
G01S00748A; G01S01388; G01S01587; G01S01588; G01S01788; G08G00116A; 
G08G00116A2; G08G00116B 

National Classification:
--U1S S1820; G4N N5C2 NHVSC; G4Q QCJ QCJ; G4N NHVSC NHVSC; U1S S1142; G4N N7P NHVSC; 
G4N N2A1 NHVSC 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20100127 () PCNP Effective date: 20090523;
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GB2301906B 19990929
GB2301906A 19961218

[ no drawing available]

GB9611795D0 19960807

(ENG) Rear impact occupant protection apparatus

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID SCRANTON      US  

Application No: GB   9611795   A

Filing Date: 19960606

Issue/Publication Date: 19990929

Abstract: NotAvailable

Priority Data: US 47688295 19950607 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60N00228; B60N00202; B60N00200; B60N002427; G01S01587; B60N00248; 
G01S01588; B60R02101; B60R021276; B60R021015; G01S01506 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60N00200C; B60N00202B4; B60N00202B6B; B60N00228; 
B60N00228P4; B60N002427T4; B60N00248C2C; B60N00248C3C; B60N00248W; 
G01S01587; G01S01588 

National Classification:
--G3N N286C GA4; U1S S1857; G3N NGA4 GA4

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20100224 () PCNP Effective date: 20090606;

GB2301922B 19991222
GB2301922A 19961218

[ no drawing available]

GB9611810D0 19960807

(ENG) Optical identification and monitoring system using 
pattern recognition for use with vehicles 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID SCRANTON US ; JOHNSON 
WENDELL CLAYTON US ; DUVALL WILBUR 
E US 

Application No: GB   9611810   A

Filing Date: 19960606

Issue/Publication Date: 19991222

Abstract: (ENG) A vehicle monitoring system to identify, locate and monitor occupants, including their parts, and 
other objects in the passenger compartment and objects outside of a motor vehicle, such as an 
automobile or truck, by illuminating the contents of the vehicle and objects outside of the vehicle with 
electromagnetic, and specifically infrared, radiation and using one or more lenses to focus images of the 
contents onto one or more arrays of charge coupled devices (CCD arrays). Outputs from the CCD 
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arrays, are analyzed by appropriate computational means employing trained pattern recognition 
technologies, to classify, identify or locate the contents or external objects. In general, the information 
obtained by the identification and monitoring system is used to affect the operation of some other 
system in the vehicle. When system is installed in the passenger compartment of an automotive vehicle 
equipped with an airbag, the system determines the position of the vehicle occupant relative to the 
airbag and disables deployment of the airbag if the occupant is positioned so that he/she is likely to be 
injured by the deployment of the airbag. The exterior monitoring system may be used to initiate side 
airbags or to control dipping of headlights. 

Priority Data: US 47478695 19950607 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G06K00900; B60N00228; B60N00202; B60N00200; B60Q00114; G01S01588; 
G01S01587; B60R02101; G01S01788; B60R02220; B60R021015; B60R0210134 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021013; B60N00200C; B60N00202B4; B60N00202B6; B60N00202B6W; 
B60N00228; B60N00228B2; B60N00228P4; B60Q00114C1B; B60R021015; 
G01S01587; G01S01588; G01S01788; G06K00900H 

National Classification:
--G1A AAJL AJL; H4D D749 LRE; G1A AT3 AJC; G1A AA3 AJC; H4D D781 LRE; H4D D78X LRE; 
H4D D714 LRE; H4D D730 LPC; H4D D773 LRE; H4D D773 LPC; G1A AT21 AJC; G1A AAJC AJC; 
H4D D775 LPC; G1A AT27 AJL; G1A AR6 AJL; H4D D755 LRE; G1A AT3 AJL; H4D DLPC LPC; H4D 
D762 LRE; G1A AR6 AJC; H4D D753 LPC; H4D D782 LPC; G4N NHVSC NHVSC; G1A AT21 AJL; 
G4N N5C2 NHVSC; H4D DLRE LRE; G1A AT27 AJC; H4D D776 LRE; H4D D251 LRE; G1A AA3 AJL; 
H4D D714 LPC; H4D D747 LRE 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20100224 () PCNP Effective date: 20090606;

GB2308102B 19991110
GB2308102A 19970618

[ no drawing available]

GB9624734D0 19970115

(ENG) An efficient airbag module

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID SCRANTON US ; SANDERS 
WILLIAM THOMAS US 

Application No: GB   9624734   A

Filing Date: 19961128

Issue/Publication Date: 19991110

Abstract: (ENG) An airbag module to protect an occupant in the passenger compartment in the event of a crash of 
the vehicle. In a most basic embodiment, the module includes an elongate housing having a length in 
the longitudinal direction which is substantially larger than its width or thickness in a direction 
transverse to the longitudinal direction, an airbag situated within the housing, an inflator arranged in the 
housing to produce pressurized gas to inflate the airbag, mounting members for mounting the module in 
the passenger compartment and an initiator for initiating the inflator to produce the pressurized gas in 
response to the crash of the vehicle. The housing includes a cover for releasably retaining the airbag so 
that it can deploy upon inflation of the airbag. 
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Priority Data: US 57124795 19951212 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60R02126; B60R02120; B60R02116; B60R021235; B60R021213; B60R02130; 
B60R021231; B60R021233; B60R02100 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021233; B60R02120; B60R021213; B60R021232; B60R021235; B60R02130

National Classification:
--B7B BSBCR BSBCR

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20100728 () PCNP Effective date: 20091128;

GB2323340B 20010718
GB2323340A 19980923

[ no drawing available]

GB9802263D0 19980401

(ENG) Plastic film airbag

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID SCRANTON      US  

Application No: GB   9802263   A

Filing Date: 19980204

Issue/Publication Date: 20010718

Abstract: (ENG) A vehicle occupant protection system is characterised by an airbag made from non-perforated 
film sheet with elastomeric material, preferably thermoplastic, such as polyurethane, arranged over at 
least part of the sheet as tear propagation arresting means. The elastomeric material may be arranged at 
specific locations such that those locations are thicker than the average thickness of the sheet, eg in a 
predetermined pattern of ribs 320 and circular rings 318. The specific locations may be chosen to take 
into account the stresses in the sheet. Alternatively the tear propagation arresting means may be a 
network of material strips, a net, a second sheet of film or a fabric layer. Also disclosed is a side impact 
airbag arrangement with the airbag 800 stored in a lateral housing 810 above the side windows of a 
vehicle, deployable downwardly to cover the side windows of the vehicle. 

Priority Data: US 79541897 19970204 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60R02133; B60R02120; B60R02116; B60R021268; B60R021232; B60R021235; 
B60R02100; B60R021231 

ECLA (European Class): B60R02120; B60R021232; B60R021235; B60R021268; B60R02133

National Classification:
--B7B BSBCC BSBCC; B7B BSBCR BSBCR; B7B B601 BSBCC; B7B B601 BSBCR

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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GB2324864B 19990106
GB2324864A 19981104

[ no drawing available]

GB9816593D0 19980930

(ENG) Vehicle interior identification and monitoring system

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID SCRANTON ; JOHNSON 
WENDELL CLAYTON ; DUVALL WILBUR E 

Application No: GB   9816593   A

Filing Date: 19950504

Issue/Publication Date: 19990106

Abstract: NotAvailable

Priority Data: GB 9509090 19950504 A 3 Y; US 23997894 19940509 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): E05F01500; G01S01788; B60N00228; B60N00202; G01S01587; B60N00200; 
G06K00900; G01S01504; G01S00748; B60N00248; G01S00741; G01S007539; 
B60R02101; G01S01588; B60R02220; B60R0210134; G01S01506; G01S01789; 
B60R0210132; B60R021276; G01S01593; G01S01304; B60R021015; B60R021013 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60N00200C; B60N00202B4; B60N00202B6B; B60N00202B6W; 
B60N00228B2; B60N00228P4; B60N00248C2C; B60N00248C3C; B60N00248W; 
B60R02220; E05F01500B6B; G01S00741D; G01S00748A; G01S007539; 
G01S01504; G01S01587; G01S01588; G01S01788; G06K00900H 

National Classification:
--H4D D752 LAB; H4D D747 LAB; U1S S1865; B7B BPD BPD; G1A AAJL AJL; G1A AT3 AJC; G1A 
AA3 AJC; U1S S1887; H4D D775 LAB; G1A AA1 AJC; G3N N275 GA4; G1A AG9 AJC; H4D D773 LAB; 
U1S S1917; G1A AA1 AJL; H4D DLAB LAB; B7B BVRJ BVRJ; G1A AR7 AJL; G1A AT21 AJC; G3N 
N262 GA4; G1A AAJC AJC; G3N N410 GA4; G1A AR6 AJL; G1A AT27 AJL; G1A AT3 AJL; G3N 
N286C GA4; H4D D783 LAB; G3N N404 GA4; G1A AR6 AJC; G1A AG9 AJL; B7B BSBCR BSBCR; H4J 
JGP JGP; G1A AT21 AJL; H4D D748 LAB; H4D D714 LAB; H4D D781 LAB; G3N N397 GA4; E1R RPX 
RPX; G1A AT27 AJC; U1S S1142; G1A AR7 AJC; G3N NGA4 GA4; G1A AA3 AJL 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20100127 () PCNP Effective date: 20090504;
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GB2340978B 20001227
GB2340978A 20000301

[ no drawing available]

GB9927633D0 20000119

(ENG) Smart airbag system

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID SCRANTON      US  

Application No: GB   9927633   A

Filing Date: 19980529

Issue/Publication Date: 20001227

Abstract: NotAvailable

Priority Data: US 9810943 19980529 W W N; US 86552597 19970529 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60R02116; G06G00760; G05B01302; G06N00300; B60R02101; B60R0210132; 
B60R02100; B60R0210134; B60R021015 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021013; B60R021015

National Classification:
--G4N N5C2 NHVSC; G4N NHVSC NHVSC

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20100127 () PCNP Effective date: 20090529;

[ no drawing available]

HK1082310A1 20100416

(ENG) CHINESE CHARACTER HANDWRITING SYSTEM

Assignee: TEGI COMM INC      US

Inventor(s): LONGE MICHAEL R         ; PALMER BRIAN        

Application No: HK   05109060   A

Filing Date: 20051013

Issue/Publication Date: 20100416

Abstract: (ENG) A handwritten Chinese character input method and system is provided to allow users to enter 
Chinese characters to a data processor by adding less than three strokes and one selection movement 
such as mouse clicking or stylus or finger tapping. The system is interactive, predictive, and intuitive to 
use. By adding one or two strokes which are used to start writing a Chinese character, or in some case 
even no strokes are needed, users can find a desired character from a list of characters. The list is 
context sensitive. It varies depending on the prior character entered. Compared to other existing 
systems, this system can save users considerable time and efforts to entering handwritten characters. 

Priority Data: US 0322776 20030717 W W N; US 20595002 20020725 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G06F003033; G06F00301; G06F00300; G06F003048; G06K00922

ECLA (European Class): G06F00301M; G06F003048A3G; G06K00922H

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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WO2003055227A1 20030703

(ENG) COMPLEXITY SCALABILITY FOR FINE 
GRANULAR VIDEO ENCODING (FGS) 

Assignee: KONINKL PHILIPS ELECTRONICS NV      NL

Inventor(s): CHEN RICHARD ; VAN DER SCHAAR 
MIHAELA 

Application No: IB   0205320   W

Filing Date: 20021209

Issue/Publication Date: 20030703

Abstract: An encoder and decoder system for realization of complexity scalability in a layered video-coding 
framework. The layered video encoder comprises a base layer encoder for receiving a video signal and 
outputting a base layer stream; and an enhancement layer encoder that includes a plurality of discrete 
cosine transform (DCT) modules and a selection system for selecting one of the DCT modules. The 
layered video decoding system comprises a base layer decoder for receiving and decoding a base layer 
video stream; and an enhancement layer decoder for receiving an enhancement layer video stream and 
the decoded base layer stream, and generating a decoded enhanced video output, wherein the 
enhancement layer decoder includes: a plurality of inverse discrete cosine transform /IDCT) modules; 
and a selection system for selecting one of the IDCT modules. 

Priority Data: US 2838601 20011221 A A; 

IPC (International Class): H04N00730; H04N00750; H04N00726

ECLA (European Class): H04N00726E2; H04N00730H; H04N00750

Designated Countries:
----Designated States: AE AG AL AM AT AU AZ BA BB BG BR BY BZ CA CH CN CO CR CU CZ DE 
DK DM DZ EC EE ES FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KP KR KZ LC LK LR LS LT 
LU LV MA MD MG MK MN MW MX MZ NO NZ OM PH PL PT RO RU SC SD SE SG SK SL TJ TM TN 
TR TT TZ UA UG UZ VC VN YU ZA ZM ZW 
----Regional Treaties: AM AT AZ BE BF BG BJ BY CF CG CH CI CM CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GA 
GB GH GM GN GQ GR GW IE IT KE KG KZ LS LU MC MD ML MR MW MZ NE NL PT RU SD SE SI 
SK SL SN SZ TD TG TJ TM TR TZ UG ZM ZW 

Publication Language: ENG

Agent(s): LANDOUSY, Christian Internationaal Octrooibureau B.V., Prof. Holstlaan 6, NL-5656 AA 
Eindhoven NL 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20030703 (+) AK DESIGNATED STATES Kind code of corresponding patent 

document: A1; List of designated states: AE AG AL AM AT AU 
AZ BA BB BG BR BY BZ CA CH CN CO CR CU CZ DE DK 
DM DZ EC EE ES FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP 
KE KG KP KR KZ LC LK LR LS LT LU LV MA MD MG MK 
MN MW MX MZ NO NZ OM PH PL PT RO RU SC SD SE SG 
SK SL TJ TM TN TR TT TZ UA UG UZ VC VN YU ZA ZM ZW; 

20030703 (+) AL DESIGNATED COUNTRIES FOR REGIONAL PATENTS Kind 
code of corresponding patent document: A1; List of designated 
states: GH GM KE LS MW MZ SD SL SZ TZ UG ZM ZW AM 
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AZ BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE 
ES FI FR GB GR IE IT LU MC NL PT SE SI SK TR BF BJ CF 
CG CI CM GA GN GQ GW ML MR NE SN TD TG; 

20030827 ( ) 121 EP: THE EPO HAS BEEN INFORMED BY WIPO THAT EP 
WAS DESIGNATED IN THIS APPLICATION 

20040524 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 
Corresponding patent document: 2002788332; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: EP; 

20040618 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 
patent document: 2003555817; Country code of corresponding 
patent document: JP; Kind code of corresponding patent document: 
A; 

20040618 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 
patent document: 2003555817; Country code of corresponding 
patent document: JP; Kind code of corresponding patent document: 
A; 

20040618 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 
Corresponding patent document: 2002825368X; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: CN; 

20040618 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 
Corresponding patent document: 2003555817; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: JP; 

20040922 (+) WWP WIPO INFORMATION: PUBLISHED IN NATIONAL OFFICE 
Corresponding patent document: 2002788332; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: EP; 

20070723 (-) WWW WIPO INFORMATION: WITHDRAWN IN NATIONAL OFFICE 
Corresponding patent document: 2002788332; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: EP; 

JP3960394B2 20070815

[ no drawing available]

JP8175305A 19960709

NotAvailable

Application No: JP   14821795   A

Filing Date: 19950522

Issue/Publication Date: 20070815

Abstract: (ENG) A thin plastic film is used to make the airbag of this invention. A preferred embodiment uses 
multiple thin film airbags which are inflated and confined to act together through the use of a 
surrounding net. In another embodiment, multiple layers of anisotropic film are joined together to form 
an airbag which is resistant to tearing. The inflator, which is typically of the aspirated type, fills the 
airbags through a manifold in a controlled sequence until each bag is filled to a specific pressure 
indicative of either being fully inflated or of interaction with an occupant. 

Priority Data: US 24776394 19940523 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60R02116; B60R02120; B29D02200; B60R021233; B60R021276; B60R02126; 
B60R021235; B60R021231 

ECLA (European Class): B60R02123; B32B00324; B32B00702; B60R021233; B60R021235; B60R02126; 
B60R021261; B60R021276 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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JP3993253B2 20071017

[ no drawing available]

JP8198044A 19960806

NotAvailable

Application No: JP   14955295   A

Filing Date: 19950523

Issue/Publication Date: 20071017

Abstract: (ENG) A variable inflation rate inflator system for inflating one or more airbags including an inflator 
for releasing a gas into the airbag(s), a first anticipatory crash sensor for determining that a crash 
requiring an airbag will occur based on data obtained prior to the crash and, upon the making of such a 
determination, triggering the inflator means to release gas into the airbag(s) to thereby inflate the same 
at a first inflation rate, and a second crash sensor for determining that a crash requiring an airbag will 
occur or is occurring and, upon the making of such a determination, affecting the inflator such that an 
additional quantity of gas is released thereby into the airbag(s) to thereby inflate the airbag(s) at a 
second inflation rate greater than the first inflation rate. Also, an airbag passive restraint system for 
protecting an occupant sitting in the seat adjacent the side door is disclosed including at least one airbag 
arranged to be inflated between the occupant and the side door, a sensor for detecting that a crash 
requiring deployment of the airbag(s) is required, an inflator for releasing a gas into the airbag(s) to 
inflate the same and which is triggered by the sensor to release gas into the airbag(s) in response to the 
detection by the sensor of a crash requiring deployment of the airbag(s), and a system for permitting the 
occupant to be displaced away from the side door upon inflation of the airbag(s) and thereby increase 
the space between the occupant and the side door. 

Priority Data: US 24776094 19940523 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60R02116; B60R02100; B60R02120; G01S01388; G08G00116; G01S00741; 
B60N00228; G01S01587; B60N00202; G01S00748; B60N00200; G01S01588; 
B60R02232; B60R021233; B60R02101; B60R01920; B60R021231; B60R02226; 
B60R01942; G01S01788; B60R0210132; G01S01789; B60R021015; G01S007539; 
B60R02126; B60R0210134; G01S007487 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021013; B60N00200C; B60N00202B4; B60N00202B6W; B60N00228; 
B60N00228B2; B60N00228P4; B60R01920C; B60R01942; B60R021015; 
B60R021231L; B60R021233; B60R02226; B60R02232B; G01S00741D; 
G01S00748A; G01S01388; G01S01587; G01S01588; G01S01788; G08G00116A; 
G08G00116A2; G08G00116B 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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[ no drawing available]

JP2004518104A 20040617

NotAvailable

Application No: JP   2000582267   T

Filing Date: 19991115

Issue/Publication Date: 20040617

Abstract: (ENG) An apparatus for measuring the weight of an occupying item of a seat (1056) including a support 
structure (1058, 1060, 1062) for mounting the seat (1056) to a substrate. The apparatus includes a strain 
gage transducer (1065, 1066) mounted on the support structure (1058, 1060, 1062) and arranged to 
provide a measurement of the stain of the support structure (1058, 1060, 1062) at the location at which 
it is mounted. A control system (1030) is coupled to the strain gage transducer (1065, 1066) for 
determining the weight of the occupying item of the seat (1056) based on the strain of the support 
structure (1058, 1060, 1062) measured by the strain gage transducer (1065, 1066). The weight 
measuring apparatus is used in a seat adjustment apparatus for adjusting a seat (1) in a passenger 
compartment of a vehicle including wave sensors (11, 12, 13, 14) for transmitting waves into the 
passenger compartment toward the seat (1), receiving waves from the passenger compartment and 
generating an output representative of the waves received by the wave sensors (11, 12, 13, 14), and a 
processor (19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29) for receiving the outputs from the wave sensors (11, 
12, 13, 14) and the weight measuring apparatus and evaluating the seated-state of the seat (1) based 
thereon. The processor, e.g., directs a control unit to cause a portion of the seat to move based on the 
evaluation of the seated-state of the seat or to affect the deployment of an airbag. 

Priority Data: US 19320998 19981117 A Y; US 9927098 19991115 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G01G01912; B60R02116; G01G01952; B60N00244; B60N00266; B60N00202; 
B60N002015; B60N00200; B60N00248; B60N00206; B60R02101; B60N00268; 
B60N00228; B60R021015 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60N00200C; B60N002015; B60N00202B; B60N00202B4; 
B60N00202B6; B60N00202B6B; B60N00202B6C; B60N00202B6W; B60N00206; 
B60N00206S; B60N00228B2; B60N00228P4; B60N00248C; B60N00248C2C; 
B60N00248C3C; B60N00266; B60N00268 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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JP4519381B2 20100804

[ no drawing available]

JP2003501711A 20030114

NotAvailable

Application No: JP   2001500435   T

Filing Date: 20000526

Issue/Publication Date: 20100804

Abstract: (ENG) A method and system are defined which determine one or more alternate textual interpretations 
of each sequence of inputs detected within a designated auto-correcting keyboard region. The actual 
contact locations for the keystrokes may occur outside the boundaries of the specific keyboard key 
regions associated with the actual characters of the word interpretations proposed or offered for 
selection, where the distance from each contact location to each corresponding intended character may 
in general increase with the expected frequency of the intended word in the language or in a particular 
context. Likewise, in a mechanical keyboard system, the keys actuated may differ from the keys 
actually associated with the letters of the word interpretations. Each such sequence corresponds to a 
complete word, and the user can easily select the intended word from among the generated 
interpretations. 

Priority Data: US 13661399 19990527 P Y; US 0014684 20000526 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G06F003041; G06F01722; G06F003023; G06F003048; H03M01104; H03K01794; 
G06F003033; G09G00500; G06F01727 

ECLA (European Class): G06F00302A5; G06F003023M; G06F003023M8; G06F003023P; G06F003048A3T; 
G06F003048K; G06F01727C 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

[ no drawing available]

JP2004522932A 20040729

NotAvailable

Application No: JP   2001519213   T

Filing Date: 20000530

Issue/Publication Date: 20040729

Abstract: (ENG) Method for developing a system for determining the occupancy of a seat in a vehicle using a 
variety of transducers and pattern recognition technologies and techniques that applies to any 
combination of transducers that provide information about seat occupancy. These include weight 
sensors, capacitive sensors, inductive sensors, ultrasonic, optical, electromagnetic, motion, infrared, and 
radar among others. A processor coupled to the transducers for receiving the data from the transducers 
and processing the data to obtain an output indicative of the current occupancy state of the seat. An 
algorithm is resident in the processor and is created from a plurality of data sets, each representing a 
different occupancy state of the seat and being formed from data from the transducers while the seat is 
in that occupancy state. The algorithm produces the output indicative of the current occupancy state of 
the seat upon inputting a data set representing the current occupancy state of the seat and being formed 
from data from the transducers. The algorithm may be a neural network or neural fuzzy algorithm 
generated by an appropriate algorithm-generating program. 

Priority Data: US 13616399 19990527 P Y; US 38240699 19990824 A Y; US 47414799 19991229 A Y; US 
0014903 20000530 W W N; 
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IPC (International Class): G01V00100; G01V00312; B60N00244; G01V00308; B60R02116; G01S01508; 
B60R02101; G06K00900; B60R021015 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; G06K00900H

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

JP4307252B2 20090805

[ no drawing available]

JP2005508877A 20050407

NotAvailable

Application No: JP   2003512276   T

Filing Date: 20020715

Issue/Publication Date: 20090805

Abstract: (ENG) Activated haptens useful for generating immunogens to HIV protease inhibitors, immunogens 
useful for producing antibodies to HIV protease inhibitors, and antibodies and labeled conjugates useful 
in immunoassays for HIV protease inhibitors. The novel haptens feature an activated functionality at the 
central, non-terminal hydroxyl group common to all HIV protease inhibitors, e.g., saquinavir, 
nelfinavir, indinavir, amprenavir, ritonavir and lopinavir. 

Priority Data: EP 0207843 20020715 W W N; US 30519201 20010713 P Y; US 19205202 20020710 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): C07D40114; C12N00999; C07D40312; A61K03900; C07K01600; C07D40512; 
C12N00510; C07D41714; C12P02108; C07K01400; C07K01638 

ECLA (European Class): C07K01638

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

[ no drawing available]

JP2005513928A 20050512

NotAvailable

Application No: JP   2003555817   T

Filing Date: 20021209

Issue/Publication Date: 20050512

Abstract: (ENG) An encoder and decoder system for realization of complexity scalability in a layered 
video-coding framework. The layered video encoder comprises a base layer encoder for receiving a 
video signal and outputting a base layer stream; and an enhancement layer encoder that includes a 
plurality of discrete cosine transform (DCT) modules and a selection system for selecting one of the 
DCT modules. The layered video decoding system comprises a base layer decoder for receiving and 
decoding a base layer video stream; and an enhancement layer decoder for receiving an enhancement 
layer video stream and the decoded base layer stream, and generating a decoded enhanced video output, 
wherein the enhancement layer decoder includes: a plurality of inverse discrete cosine transform 
(IDCT) modules; and a selection system for selecting one of the IDCT modules. 

Priority Data: IB 0205320 20021209 W W N; US 2838601 20011221 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): H04N00750; H04N00730; H04N00726
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ECLA (European Class): H04N00726E2; H04N00730H; H04N00750

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

JP4309772B2 20090805

[ no drawing available]

JP2005203572A 20050728

NotAvailable

Application No: JP   2004008492   A

Filing Date: 20040115

Issue/Publication Date: 20090805

Abstract: (ENG) A nonmagnetic material-noncontact layer forming a fixed magnetic layer is formed using CoFe, 
a nonmagnetic material-contact layer is formed using Co, and an NOL (Nano-Oxide Layer) is provided 
between the nonmagnetic material-noncontact layer and the nonmagnetic material-contact layer. In 
addition, the average film thickness of the nonmagnetic material-contact layer is set in the range of 16 
to 19 Å. Accordingly, compared to a three-layered structure composed of CoFe, an NOL, and CoFe or a 
three-layered structure composed of Co, an NOL, and Co, which has been conventionally used, the rate 
(DeltaR/R) of change in resistance and the unidirectional exchange bias magnetic field (Hex*) can both 
be improved. 

Priority Data: JP 2004008492 20040115 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): H01L04308; G01R03309; G11B00539; H01F01030; G11B00533; G11B005127

ECLA (European Class): B82Y02500; B82Y01000; G01R03309B

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

[ no drawing available]

JP2005097307A 20050414

(ENG) PROTEASE INHIBITOR CONJUGATE AND 
ANTIBODY USEFUL IN IMMUNOASSAY 

Assignee: HOFFMANN LA ROCHE     

Inventor(s): SIGLER GERALD F ; HUI RAYMOND A ; 
DERAS INA ; ROOT RICHARD TERRY ; 
GHOSHAL MITALI ; HUBER ERASMUS ; DER 
ELTZ HERBERT VON ; METZ SIGRUN ; KERN 
PETER 

Application No: JP   2004277754   A

Filing Date: 20040924

Issue/Publication Date: 20050414

Abstract: (ENG) <sec><p>PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide activated haptens useful for generating 
immunogens to HIV protease inhibitors, and antibodies and labeled conjugates useful in immunoassays 
for HIV protease inhibitors.</p> <p>SOLUTION: Theinvention relates to a compound represented by 
the structural formula: I-X-(C=Y)<sb pos="post">m</sb>-L-A. In the formula is an HIV protease 
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inhibitor group of an HIV protease inhibitor atazanavir, X is O or NH, Y is O, S or NH, m is 0 or 1, L is 
alinker consisting of from 0 to 40 carbon atoms arranged in a saturated or unsaturated straight chain or a 
branched chain, and containing up to two ring structures and 0- 20 heteroatoms, with the proviso that 
not more than three heteroatoms may belinked in sequence, and A is an activated functional group 
chosen from a group consisting of active esters, isocyanates, isothiocyanates, thiols, imidoesters, acid 
anhydrides, maleimides, thiolactones, diazonium groups andaldehydes.</p><p></p></sec> 

Priority Data: US 66983103 20030924 A; 

IPC (International Class): C07D21726; C07D23910; C07D27728; C07D30720; C07D40112; C07D40114; 
C07D40512; C07D41714; C07D49504; C07K014765; C07K014795; C07K01638; 
C12N00510; A61K03900; A61P03118; A61P04300; C12P02108 

ECLA (European Class): C07K01644

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

[ no drawing available]

JP2005520268A 20050707

NotAvailable

Application No: JP   2004523577   T

Filing Date: 20030717

Issue/Publication Date: 20050707

Abstract: (ENG) The invention provides a process for selecting and ordering one or more sets of linguistic 
objects. The invention orders a current list of items for selection that comprises a first list of one or 
more items of a first language and a second list of one or more items of a second language, the current 
list of items being displayed in an order based on the first language having a priority over the second 
language. In response to a user selection of one item from the second list, the invention changes a 
priority for ordering a subsequent list of items to order the subsequent list of items based on the second 
language having a priority over the first language. 

Priority Data: US 39725302 20020718 P Y; US 62186403 20030716 A Y; US 0322525 20030717 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G06F01722; G06F01727

ECLA (European Class): G06F003023M6; G06F01727P

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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JP4230458B2 20090225

[ no drawing available]

JP2006510893A 20060330

NotAvailable

Application No: JP   2004561578   T

Filing Date: 20031216

Issue/Publication Date: 20090225

Abstract: (ENG) Phase difference ambiguity is first determined between third and second extra-long path carriers. 
Phase difference ambiguity is then estimated between third and second long path carriers from 
ambiguity for extra-long path determined in first step. Next step involves resolving ambiguity of one 
frequency from long path ambiguity estimated in second step. Additional step involves applying 
real-time ionospheric corrections during third step. Corrections are based on permanently updated 
ionospheric model of ionospheric layer calculated by a fixed terrestrial reference station linked with 
geodesic data calculated by a master fixed terrestrial reference station (REFM-REFME). An 
Independent claim is also included for a navigation system for locating position of a nomad e.g. land 
vehicle. 

Priority Data: FR 0216227 20021219 A Y; FR 0350176 20031216 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G01S01910; G01S01944; G01S01907; G01S01932; G01S01913; G01S01929; 
G01S00514; G01S00100 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60R021239; G01S01932; G01S01944

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

JP2005306376A 20051104

(ENG) THIN FILM AIR BAG

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT     

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S        

Application No: JP   2005150118   A

Filing Date: 20050419

Issue/Publication Date: 20051104

Abstract: (ENG) <P>PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To eliminate an air bag from being suddenly damaged by 
easily spreading tear in a thin film in its generation, to use a plastic thin film for the air bag and to 
realize great reduction of cost and space. <P>SOLUTION: In the thin film air bag, two air bags having 
one placed in the other are used and are mounted to each other by an adhesive. The adhesive is strong as 
it can closely retain two bags each other but it is not strong as tear is spread to the other bag in one bag. 
For example, if tear is generated in the outside air bag, since considerable tensile stress in a material 
near the tear position cannot be supported, the internal air bag must receive the increased tensile stress 
until the stress can be transmitted to the outside air bag positioned at a position apart from the tear 
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position with a slight distance. If the tear is generated by a small hole, the stress in the internal air bag is 
only generated at the position of a few hole diameters away from the hole. <P>COPYRIGHT: 
(C)2006,JPO&NCIPI 

Priority Data: US 24776394 19940523 A Y; 

Related Application(s): JP07148217

IPC (International Class): B60R02120; B29D02200; B60R021233; B60R021276; B60R02116; B60R02126; 
B60R021235; B60R021231 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

JP2005306376A 20051104

(ENG) THIN FILM AIR BAG

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT     

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S        

Application No: JP   2005150118   A

Filing Date: 20050419

Issue/Publication Date: 20051104

Abstract: (ENG) <P>PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To eliminate an air bag from being suddenly damaged by 
easily spreading tear in a thin film in its generation, to use a plastic thin film for the air bag and to 
realize great reduction of cost and space. <P>SOLUTION: In the thin film air bag, two air bags having 
one placed in the other are used and are mounted to each other by an adhesive. The adhesive is strong as 
it can closely retain two bags each other but it is not strong as tear is spread to the other bag in one bag. 
For example, if tear is generated in the outside air bag, since considerable tensile stress in a material 
near the tear position cannot be supported, the internal air bag must receive the increased tensile stress 
until the stress can be transmitted to the outside air bag positioned at a position apart from the tear 
position with a slight distance. If the tear is generated by a small hole, the stress in the internal air bag is 
only generated at the position of a few hole diameters away from the hole. <P>COPYRIGHT: 
(C)2006,JPO&NCIPI 

Priority Data: US 24776394 19940523 A Y; 

Related Application(s): JP07148217

IPC (International Class): B60R02120; B29D02200; B60R021233; B60R021276; B60R02116; B60R02126; 
B60R021235; B60R021231 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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JP2008160584A 20080710

(ENG) NETWORK SYSTEM AND DATA TRANSFER 
METHOD 

Assignee: FUJITSU LTD     

Inventor(s): YAMADA KENJI        

Application No: JP   2006348344   A

Filing Date: 20061225

Issue/Publication Date: 20080710

Abstract: (ENG) Upon communication nodes receiving data that is a transfer target, based on a link value 
corresponding to a communication quality of each communication node that has transferred the data 
and radio wave strength among the communication nodes, a network system calculates a total link value 
that indicates a quality of a communication path that is used to transfer the data. The network system 
determines whether the calculated total link value is greater than or equal to a threshold value and based 
on a determination result, transfers the data to a destination communication node. 

Priority Data: JP 2006348344 20061225 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): H04L01228; H04B00726; H04B00715

ECLA (European Class): H04L01256C; H04L01256C11D; H04W04004

Publication Language: JAP

Filing Language: JAP

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

JP4527731B2 20100818

[ no drawing available]

JP2007538299A 20071227

NotAvailable

Application No: JP   2006545610   T

Filing Date: 20041222

Issue/Publication Date: 20100818

Abstract: (ENG) There is disclosed an enhanced text entry system which uses word-level analysis to correct 
inaccuracies automatically in user keystroke entries on reduced-size or virtual keyboards. A method and 
system are defined which determine one or more alternate textual interpretations of each sequence of 
inputs detected within a designated auto-correcting region. The actual interaction locations for the 
keystrokes may occur outside the boundaries of the specific keyboard key regions associated with the 
actual characters of the word interpretations proposed or offered for selection, where the distance from 
each interaction location to each corresponding intended character may in general increase with the 
expected frequency of the intended word in the language or in a particular context. Likewise, in a 
virtual keyboard system, the keys actuated may differ from the keys actually associated with the letters 
of the word interpretations. Each such sequence corresponds to a complete word, and the user can easily 
select the intended word from among the generated interpretations. Additionally, when the system 
cannot identify a sufficient number of likely word interpretation candidates of the same length as the 
input sequence, candidates are identified whose initial letters correspond to a likely interpretation of the 
input sequence. 
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Priority Data: US 53213103 20031222 P Y; US 1951704 20041220 A Y; US 2004043329 20041222 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G06F003023; G06F003041; H03M01104; G06K00972; G06F003048; G06K00948; 
G06F01727; G09G00500; G06K00918; G06K00934 

ECLA (European Class): G06F003048A3; G06F003023M8; G06F003023P; G06F003048A3T; 
G06F003048K; G06F01727C; G06F01727P 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

[ no drawing available]

JP2007518238A 20070705

NotAvailable

Application No: JP   2006549258   T

Filing Date: 20041201

Issue/Publication Date: 20070705

Abstract: (ENG) A molten carbonate fuel cell cathode having a cathode body and a coating of a mixed oxygen 
ion conductor materials. The mixed oxygen ion conductor materials are formed from ceria or doped 
ceria, such as gadolinium doped ceria or yttrium doped ceria. The coating is deposited on the cathode 
body using a sol-gel process, which utilizes as precursors organometallic compounds, organic and 
inorganic salts, hydroxides or alkoxides and which uses as the solvent water, organic solvent or a 
mixture of same. 

Priority Data: US 75548304 20040112 A Y; US 2004040099 20041201 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): H01M00486; H01M00488; H01M00814; H01M00490

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

[ no drawing available]

JP2011524369A 20110901

NotAvailable

Application No: JP   2011513726   A

Filing Date: 20090612

Issue/Publication Date: 20110901

Abstract: (ENG) The present application provides several crystalline forms of gemcitabine base and methods of 
making the same. 

Priority Data: US 13183508 20080612 P Y; US 2009047190 20090612 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): C07H019067; A61P03500; A61K0317068

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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[ no drawing available]

JP9189710A 19970722

(ENG) IMPROVED VEHICLE COLLISION SENSOR FOR 
DESTRUCTION SENSING 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT     

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S      US  

Application No: JP   22736196   A

Filing Date: 19960812

Issue/Publication Date: 19970722

Abstract: (ENG) PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To detect collision needing an air-bag on the front part, rear part 
or the side of a vehicle with a single sensor. SOLUTION: This sensor comprises a destruction detecting 
device for vehicle having a conductive tube 105, a conductive rod 104 assigned in the tube in coaxial 
manner and insulating means 106 disposed at least at two points between the rod and the tube so as to 
insulate the rod from the tube, and the conductive tube is deformed by the force beyond the specified 
magnitude when the vehicle collides, and the tube is brought into contact with the rod according to the 
destruction of the vehicle. Destruction sensors for this are attached to a rear part boundary of a 
destruction sensor zone(CSZ) for a front part and a rear part collision, and to a door or other proper 
position for side collision, respectively. The sensor is used for collision sensing for expanding a passive 
people protecting device for the vehicle such as an air bag, etc. 

Priority Data: US 51498695 19950814 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G01P01500; B60R02116

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

[ no drawing available]

JP9240407A 19970916

(ENG) AIR BAG SYSTEM FURNISHING SELF-FORMING 
TYPE AIR BAG 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT     

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S      US  

Application No: JP   27862496   A

Filing Date: 19961001

Issue/Publication Date: 19970916

Abstract: (ENG) PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide an air bag which can be manufactured without 
sewing, has a very light weight, and can be made in a small form smaller than a conventional cloth bag 
in the folding condition in a nonoperating condition. SOLUTION: An expansion type occupant 
restricting device in an occupant protective system of a vehicle has a peripheral end, and it includes at 
least two sheets of inelastic plastic films 210 and 212, which are jointed only by the peripheral end, and 
plain practically; an inflator connected to the air bag 200 and the vehicle, in order to inflate the air bag 
200 through at least one port of the inelastic plastic films 210 and 212; and an initiator to start the 
inflator by reacting to the collision of the vehicle. When the air bag 200 is inflated, at least two sheets of 
inelastic plastic films 210 and 212 are deformed without being extended practically, and practically, the 
thickness of the air bag 200 is made smaller than its width or the height, or the air bag 200 is made in an 
elliptical form. 
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Priority Data: US 53967695 19951005 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60R02120; B60R021231; B60R02116; B60R021235; B60R021239

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

[ no drawing available]

JP9175316A 19970708

(ENG) EFFICIENT AIR BAG MODULE

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT     

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S      US  

Application No: JP   34657696   A

Filing Date: 19961211

Issue/Publication Date: 19970708

Abstract: (ENG) PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To efficiently utilize a gas generating agent by providing a 
housing with an inflator which generates pressure gas to expand an air bag, and starting the inflator, in 
response to the collision of a vehicle, and keeping the air bag capably of opening at the housing. 
SOLUTION: An air bag module 110 attached to the ceiling of the cabin 195 of an automobile includes 
an inflator module 120 and an air bag 110. The air bag 110 is coupled with the inflator module 120, and 
is attached to the ceiling. In the case that the unfolding of the air bag 110 is judged to be necessary, a 
sensor/diagnosing module sends a signal to the inflator module 120, and starts combustion of the gas 
generating agent. The inflator module 120 consists of a gas generator composed of a housing which lets 
produced gas flow out. The gas generating agent 127 is attached to a tube 121. By the above, the 
consumption of the generated energy can be made small. 

Priority Data: US 57124795 19951212 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60R02126; B60R02120; B60R02116; B60R021235; B60R021213; B60R02130; 
B60R021231; B60R021233; B60R02100 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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[ no drawing available]

JP2002501459A 20020115

NotAvailable

Application No: JP   50093699   T

Filing Date: 19980529

Issue/Publication Date: 20020115

Abstract: (ENG) A smart airbag system including a sensor mechanism for controlling the deployment of an 
occupant protection apparatus in a motor vehicle, such as a gas-inflatable airbag, to protect an occupant 
of the vehicle in a crash. The system includes a sensor mounted to the vehicle for sensing accelerations 
of the vehicle and producing an analog signal representative thereof; an electronic converter for 
receiving the analog signal from the sensor and for converting the analog signal into a digital signal, 
and a processor which receives the digital signal. The processor includes a pattern recognition system 
and produces a deployment control signal to a gas control module which controls the flow of gas into or 
out of the airbag to optimize the injury protection capability of the airbag. The system also accepts 
inputs from occupant position, velocity and weight sensors and/or anticipatory crash sensors, when such 
are available, and may affect the deployment control signal based on these inputs. 

Priority Data: US 86552597 19970529 A Y; US 9810943 19980529 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): B60R02116; G06G00760; G05B01302; G06N00300; B60R02101; B60R0210132; 
B60R02100; B60R0210134; B60R021015 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021013; B60R021015

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

[ no drawing available]

JPH09501120A 19970204

NotAvailable

Application No: JP   52231894   T

Filing Date: 19940330

Issue/Publication Date: 19970204

Abstract: (ENG) An occupant position sensor (110-114, 215) using either ultrasonic, microwave or optical 
technologies, or seat belt spool out (501) and seat position sensors (601), are used as inputs to the 
primary vehicle crash sensor circuit to permit the longest possible sensing time before the occupant gets 
proximate to the airbag (104) and is in danger of being injured by the deploying airbag. The sensor 
further disables the inflatable restraint system (104) if the occupant is in danger of being injured by the 
system deployment. Separate systems are used for the driver and passenger to permit the optimum 
decision to be made for each occupant. 

Priority Data: US 9403455 19940330 W W N; US 4097893 19930331 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G01P003486; G01B01100; G01S01789; G01S01510; B60R02116; G01S007539; 
G01S01588; B60N00228; B60N00202; B60N00200; G06K00900; G01S01788; 
G01S01587; B60R02101; B60N00248; G01S00748; B60R02220; B60R00108; 
G01S00741; B60R0212165; B60R0210132; G01S01304; G01S01506; B60R02248; 
B60R021276; B60R021015; B60R02126; B60R02228; B60R0210134; B60R00112 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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[ no drawing available]

JP2001508732A 20010703

NotAvailable

Application No: JP   52895499   T

Filing Date: 19981116

Issue/Publication Date: 20010703

Abstract: (ENG) A seat adjustment apparatus for adjusting a seat in a passenger compartment of a vehicle 
including wave sensors for transmitting waves into the passenger compartment toward the seat, 
receiving reflected waves from the passenger compartment and generating an output representative of 
the reflected waves received by the wave sensors, weight sensors associated with the seat for measuring 
the weight applied onto the seat and generating an output representative of the measured weight applied 
onto the seat and a processor for receiving the outputs from the wave sensors and the weight sensors 
and evaluating the seated-state of the seat based thereon. The processor directs a control unit to cause a 
portion of the seat to move based on the evaluation of the seated-state of the seat. 

Priority Data: US 97082297 19971114 A Y; US 12849098 19980804 A Y; US 9824487 19981116 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): B60N00244; B60R02116; G01S01587; B60N00206; B60N00202; G01S01588; 
B60N00200; B60R02101; B60N00228; G01G019414; B60N00248; B60R021276; 
B60R021015; G01S01506; B60R02228; B60R02120; B60R02220; B60R02246; 
B60R021203 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

KR101003879B1 20101230

[ no drawing available]

KR20070114329A 20071203

(ENG) VIRTUAL KEYBOARD SYSTEM WITH 
AUTOMATIC CORRECTION 

Application No: KR   20067014590   A

Filing Date: 20041222

Issue/Publication Date: 20101230

Abstract: (ENG) There is disclosed an enhanced text entry system which uses word-level analysis to correct 
inaccuracies automatically in user keystroke entries on reduced-size or virtual keyboards. A method and 
system are defined which determine one or more alternate textual interpretations of each sequence of 
inputs detected within a designated auto-correcting region. The actual interaction locations for the 
keystrokes may occur outside the boundaries of the specific keyboard key regions associated with the 
actual characters of the word interpretations proposed or offered for selection, where the distance from 
each interaction location to each corresponding intended character may in general increase with the 
expected frequency of the intended word in the language or in a particular context. Likewise, in a 
virtual keyboard system, the keys actuated may differ from the keys actually associated with the letters 
of the word interpretations. Each such sequence corresponds to a complete word, and the user can easily 
select the intended word from among the generated interpretations. Additionally, when the system 
cannot identify a sufficient number of likely word interpretation candidates of the same length as the 
input sequence, candidates are identified whose initial letters correspond to a likely interpretation of the 
input sequence. 

Priority Data: US 1951704 20041220 A Y; US 53213103 20031222 P Y; 
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IPC (International Class): G06F003048; G06K00918; G06F01727; G09G00500; G06K00934; G06K00948; 
G06K00972 

Publication Language: KOR

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

KR100772237B1 20071101

[ no drawing available]

KR20060108765A 20061018

(ENG) MOLTEN CARBONATE FUEL CELL CATHODE 
WITH MIXED OXIDE COATING 

Application No: KR   20067015822   A

Filing Date: 20060804

Issue/Publication Date: 20071101

Abstract: (ENG) A molten carbonate fuel cell cathode having a cathode body and a coating of a mixed oxygen 
ion conductor materials. The mixed oxygen ion conductor materials are formed from ceria or doped 
ceria, such as gadolinium doped ceria or yttrium doped ceria. The coating is deposited on the cathode 
body using a sol-gel process, which utilizes as precursors organometallic compounds, organic and 
inorganic salts, hydroxides or alkoxides and which uses as the solvent water, organic solvent or a 
mixture of same. 

Priority Data: US 75548304 20040112 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): H01M00486; H01M00490; H01M00488; H01M00814

Publication Language: KOR

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

[ no drawing available]

KR20110036735A 20110408

(ENG) CRYSTALLINE POLYMORPHS OF GEMCITABINE 
BASE 

Assignee: SCINOPHARM TAIWAN LTD      TW

Inventor(s): CHEN SHU PING      TW   ; SHIEH CHIA LIN      TW  

Application No: KR   20117000722   A

Filing Date: 20090612

Issue/Publication Date: 20110408

Abstract: (ENG) The present application provides several crystalline forms of gemcitabine base and methods of 
making the same. 

Priority Data: US 13183508 20080612 P Y; 

IPC (International Class): C07H019073; A61K031522

ECLA (European Class): C07H019073
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Publication Language: ENG

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

[ no drawing available]

NZ519928A 20040730

(ENG) Keyboard system with automatic correction

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC     

Inventor(s): ROBINSON ALEX B         ; LONGE MICHAEL R        

Application No: NZ   51992800   A

Filing Date: 20000526

Issue/Publication Date: 20040730

Abstract: (ENG) A text entry system comprises: (a) a user input device comprising a touch sensitive surface 
including an auto correcting keyboard region (106) comprising a plurality of the characters of an 
alphabet, wherein each of the plurality of characters corresponds to a location with known coordinates 
in the auto-correcting keyboard region, wherein each time a user contacts the user input device within 
the auto-correcting keyboard region, a location associated with the user contact is determined and the 
determined contact location is added to a current input sequence of contact locations; (b) a memory 
containing a plurality of objects, wherein each object is further associated with a frequency of use; (c) 
an output device with a text display area; and (d) a processor coupled to the user input device, memory, 
and output device, the processor comprising: (i) a distance value calculation component which, for each 
determined contact location in the input sequence of contacts, calculates a set of distance values 
between the contact locations and the known coordinate locations corresponding to one or a plurality of 
characters within the auto-correcting keyboard region; (ii) a word evaluation component which, for 
each generated input sequence, identifies one or a plurality of candidate objects in memory, and for 
each of the one or a plurality of identified candidate objects, evaluates each identified candidate object 
by calculating a matching metric based on the calculated distance values and the frequency of use 
associated with the object, and ranks the evaluated candidate objects based on the calculated matching 
metric values; and (iii) a selection component for identifying one or a plurality of candidate objects 
according to their evaluated ranking, presenting the identified objects to the user, and enabling the user 
to select one of the presented objects for output to the text display area on the output device. 

Priority Data: US 13661399 19990527 P Y; US 0014684 20000526 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G06F01722; G06F003041; G06F003048; H03M01104; H03K01794; G06F003033; 
G06F003023; G09G00500; G06F01727 

ECLA (European Class): G06F00302A5; G06F003023M; G06F003023M8; G06F003023P; G06F003048A3T; 
G06F003048K; G06F01727C 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20020830 (+) RENP PCT: LATE ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE REQUESTED 

Effective date: 20020701; 
20040430 (+) RENW RENEWAL (RENEWAL FEES ACCEPTED)
20041126 (+) PSEA PATENT SEALED
20070427 (+) RENW RENEWAL (RENEWAL FEES ACCEPTED)
20081031 ( ) ASS CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP New owner name: TEGIC 

COMMUNICATIONS, US; : OLD OWNER(S): AOL, LLC; 
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RU2318222C2 20080227

[ no drawing available]

RU2005118999A 20060127

(ENG) METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR NAVIGATION IN 
REAL TIME SCALE WHICH USE THREE CARRIER RADIO 
SIGNALS, TRANSMITTED BY SATELLITE, AND 
IONOSPHERE CORRECTIONS 

Assignee: ORGANIZAS ON EHNTERGUVERNMANTA      FR

Inventor(s): EHRNANDES-PAKHARES MANUEHL ES ; 
KHUAN-SORNOSA KHOSE MIGEL ES ; 
SANS-SUBIRANA KHAUME ES ; 
GARSIA-RODRIGES AL BERTO NL 

Application No: RU   2005118999   A

Filing Date: 20031216

Issue/Publication Date: 20080227

Abstract: (ENG) FIELD: real time scale navigation with the goal of detecting position of mobile device. ^ 
SUBSTANCE: in the invention, radio-signals of three different carrier frequencies are used, transmitted 
by satellites. Method includes a stage for determining indeterminacy of carrier frequency phase of 
"especially wide phase track", stage for estimating indeterminacy of phase of "wide phase track" and 
stage for resolving phase indeterminacy of one of frequencies. Additional stage includes utilizing 
ionosphere corrections in real time scale during third stage, where these ionosphere corrections are 
based on continuously updated ionosphere model of aforementioned ionosphere layer, computed by 
stationary ground-based support station, combined with geodesic data, computed by the so-called 
leading stationary ground-based support station. ^ EFFECT: ensured capability for precise navigation at 
distances exceeding 100 kilometers from supporting satellite communication stations. ^ 2 cl, 17 dwg, 6 
tbl 

Priority Data: FR 0216227 20021219 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G01S01910; G01S01944; G01S01907; G01S01932; G01S01913; G01S01929; 
G01S00514; G01S00100 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60R021239; G01S01932; G01S01944

Publication Language: RUS

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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[ no drawing available]

SE523753C2 20040511

(SWE) Metod foer att utveckla ett system foer att identi fiera ett 
objekts naervaro och position i ett fordon 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S ; JOHNSON WENDELL C ; 
VALL WILBUR E DU ; MORIN JEFFREY L ; 
XU KUNHONG 

Application No: SE   0100186   A

Filing Date: 20010124

Issue/Publication Date: 20040511

Abstract: (ENG) Method for developing a system for determining the occupancy of a seat in a vehicle using a 
variety of transducers and pattern recognition technologies and techniques that applies to any 
combination of transducers that provide information about seat occupancy. These include weight 
sensors, capacitive sensors, inductive sensors, ultrasonic, optical, electromagnetic, motion, infrared, and 
radar among others. A processor coupled to the transducers for receiving the data from the transducers 
and processing the data to obtain an output indicative of the current occupancy state of the seat. An 
algorithm is resident in the processor and is created from a plurality of data sets, each representing a 
different occupancy state of the seat and being formed from data from the transducers while the seat is 
in that occupancy state. The algorithm produces the output indicative of the current occupancy state of 
the seat upon inputting a data set representing the current occupancy state of the seat and being formed 
from data from the transducers. The algorithm may be a neural network or neural fuzzy algorithm 
generated by an appropriate algorithm-generating program. 

Priority Data: US 13616399 19990527 P Y; US 38240699 19990824 A Y; US 47414799 19991229 A Y; US 
0014903 20000530 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G01V00100; G01V00312; B60N00244; G01V00308; B60R02116; G01S01508; 
B60R02101; G06K00900; B60R021015 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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SE0100186A 20010327

[ no drawing available]

SE0100186D0 20010124

(SWE) Metod foer att utveckla ett system foer att identi fiera ett 
objekts naervaro och position i ett fordon 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S ; JOHNSON WENDELL C ; 
DU VALL WILBUR E ; MORIN JEFFREY L ; 
XU KUNHONG 

Application No: SE   0100186   D

Filing Date: 20010124

Issue/Publication Date: 20010327

Abstract: (ENG) Method for developing a system for determining the occupancy of a seat in a vehicle using a 
variety of transducers and pattern recognition technologies and techniques that applies to any 
combination of transducers that provide information about seat occupancy. These include weight 
sensors, capacitive sensors, inductive sensors, ultrasonic, optical, electromagnetic, motion, infrared, and 
radar among others. A processor coupled to the transducers for receiving the data from the transducers 
and processing the data to obtain an output indicative of the current occupancy state of the seat. An 
algorithm is resident in the processor and is created from a plurality of data sets, each representing a 
different occupancy state of the seat and being formed from data from the transducers while the seat is 
in that occupancy state. The algorithm produces the output indicative of the current occupancy state of 
the seat upon inputting a data set representing the current occupancy state of the seat and being formed 
from data from the transducers. The algorithm may be a neural network or neural fuzzy algorithm 
generated by an appropriate algorithm-generating program. 

Priority Data: US 13616399 19990527 P Y; US 38240699 19990824 A Y; US 47414799 19991229 A Y; US 
0014903 20000530 W W N; 

IPC (International Class): G01V00100; G01V00312; B60N00244; G01V00308; B60R02116; G01S01508; 
B60R02101; G06K00900; B60R021015 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; G06K00900H

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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[ no drawing available]

TW541255B 20030711

(ENG) Interactive vehicle display system

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S      US  

Application No: TW   89126967   A

Filing Date: 20001218

Issue/Publication Date: 20030711

Abstract: (ENG) An interactive display system for a vehicle including a heads up display system (130) for 
projecting text and/or graphics into a field of view of an occupant (101) of the vehicle and an 
occupant-controllable device (114, 162) enabling the occupant to interact with the heads up display 
system (130) to change the text and/or graphics projected by the heads up display system (130) or direct 
another vehicular system to perform an operation. The device may be a touch pad (162) arranged on a 
steering wheel (103) (possibly over a cover of an airbag module (104) in the steering wheel (103)) or at 
another location accessible to the occupant (101). A processor (180) and associated electrical 
architecture are provided for correlating a location on the touch pad (162) which has been touched by 
the occupant to the projected text and/or graphics. The device may also be a microphone. 

Priority Data: US 17097399 19991215 P Y; US 64570900 20000824 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G02B02701; G02B02700

ECLA (European Class): G02B02701

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20031128 (+) GD4A ISSUE OF PATENT CERTIFICATE FOR GRANTED 

INVENTION PATENT 

[ no drawing available]

TWI290690B 20071201

(ENG) Selective input system based on tracking of motion 
parameters of an input device 

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): STEPHANICK JAMES US ; JAMES 
CHRISTINA US ; BRADFORD ETHAN R US ; 
LONGE MICHAEL R US 

Application No: TW   93121631   A

Filing Date: 20040720

Issue/Publication Date: 20071201

Abstract: (ENG) A selective input system and associated method is provided which tracks the motion of a 
pointing device over a region or area. The pointing device can be a touchpad, a mouse, a pen, or any 
device capable of providing two or three-dimensional location. The region or area is preferably 
augmented with a printed or actual keyboard/pad. Alternatively, a representation of the location of the 
pointing device over a virtual keyboard/pad can be dynamically shown on an associated display. The 
system identifies selections of items or characters by detecting parameters of motion of the pointing 
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device, such as length of motion, a change in direction, a change in velocity, and or a lack of motion at 
locations that correspond to features on the keyboard/pad. The input system is preferably coupled to a 
text disambiguation system such as a T9(R) or Sloppytype(TM) system, to improve the accuracy and 
usability of the input system. 

Priority Data: US 50455203 20030919 P Y; US 67789003 20031001 A Y; US 88181904 20040628 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G06F00300; G06F003033; G06F003023; G06F003048; G09G00500

ECLA (European Class): G06F003048A3G; G06F003023M6; G06F003048A3T

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

WO2000054008A1 20000914

(ENG) METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR PREVENTING 
VEHICLE ACCIDENTS 

Assignee: INTELLIGENT TECH INT INC      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 
; JOHNSON WENDELL C US 

Application No: US   0006236   W

Filing Date: 20000310

Issue/Publication Date: 20000914

Abstract: (ENG) System and method for preventing vehicle accidents in which the absolute position of the 
vehicle is determined, e.g., using a satellite-based positioning system (44) such as GPS, and the location 
of the vehicle relative to the edges of the roadway is then determined based on the absolute position of 
the vehicle and stored data (46) relating to edges of roadways on which the vehicle may travel. A 
system or component within the vehicle is initiated, e.g., an alarm or warning system (50), or the 
operation of a system or component is affected, e.g., an automatic guidance system (60), if the location 
of the vehicle approaches close to an edge of the roadway or intersects with an edge of the roadway. 

Priority Data: US 12388299 19990311 P Y; 

IPC (International Class): G08G001133; G01C02126; B60N00228; G08G00116

Designated Countries:
----Designated States: (national) AE AL AM AT AU AZ BA BB BG BR BY CA CH CN CR CU CZ DE DK 
DM DZ EE ES FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KP KR KZ LC LK LR LS LT LU LV 
MA MD MG MK MN MW MX NO NZ PL PT RO RU SD SE SG SI SK SL TJ TM TR TT TZ UA UG US 
UZ VN YU ZA ZW ::: (ARIPO) AP GH GM KE LS MW SD SL SZ TZ UG ZW 
----Regional Treaties: (EAPO) EA AM AZ BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM 
----EPO Extension States: (EPO) EP AT BE CH CY DE DK ES FI FR GB GR IE IT LU MC NL PT SE 
----Elected States (PCT): (OAPI) OA BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GW ML MR NE SN TD TG

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): ROFFE, Brian   366 Longacre Avenue, Woodmere, NY 11598-2417   US
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Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20000914 (+) AK DESIGNATED STATES Kind code of corresponding patent 

document: A1; List of designated states: AE AL AM AT AU AZ 
BA BB BG BR BY CA CH CN CR CU CZ DE DK DM DZ EE ES 
FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KP KR KZ 
LC LK LR LS LT LU LV MA MD MG MK MN MW MX NO NZ 
PL PT RO RU SD SE SG SI SK SL TJ TM TR TT TZ UA UG US 
UZ VN YU ZA ZW; 

20000914 (+) AL DESIGNATED COUNTRIES FOR REGIONAL PATENTS Kind 
code of corresponding patent document: A1; List of designated 
states: GH GM KE LS MW SD SL SZ TZ UG ZW AM AZ BY KG 
KZ MD RU TJ TM AT BE CH CY DE DK ES FI FR GB GR IE IT 
LU MC NL PT SE BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GW ML MR NE 
SN TD TG; 

20001108 ( ) 121 EP: THE EPO HAS BEEN INFORMED BY WIPO THAT EP 
WAS DESIGNATED IN THIS APPLICATION 

20010201 ( ) DFPE REQUEST FOR PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION FILED 
PRIOR TO EXPIRATION OF 19TH MONTH FROM PRIORITY 
DATE (PCT APPLICATION FILED BEFORE 20040101) 

20011011 ( ) NENP NON-ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: 
Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): RU; 

20011011 ( ) NENP NON-ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: 
Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): RU; 

20020110 ( ) REG REFERENCE TO NATIONAL CODE Corresponding country 
code for PRS Code (EP REG): DE; Corresponding EP Code 1 for 
PRS Code (EP REG): 8642; 

20020717 (-) 122 EP: PCT APP. NOT ENT. EUROP. PHASE

WO2000074240A1 20001207

(ENG) KEYBOARD SYSTEM WITH AUTOMATIC 
CORRECTION 

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE      US

Inventor(s): ROBINSON B ALEX         ; LONGE MICHAEL R        

Application No: US   0014684   W

Filing Date: 20000526

Issue/Publication Date: 20001207

Abstract: (ENG) An enhanced text entry system using word-level analysis to automatically correct inaccuracies in 
user keystroke entries on reduced keyboards. The keyboard (105) may be a part of a touch-sensitive 
panel or display screen (100) or on a mechanical keyboard system. A method and system are defined 
which determine one or more alternative textual interpretations of each sequence of inputs detected 
within a designated auto-correcting keyboard region (106). The actual contact locations for the 
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keystrokes may occur outside the boundaries of the specific keyboard key regions, where the distance 
from each contact location to each corresponding intended character may in general increase with the 
expected frequency of the intended word in the language or in a particular context. The user can easily 
select the intended word from among the generated interpretations. 

Priority Data: US 13661399 19990527 P Y; 

IPC (International Class): G06F01722; G06F003041; G06F003048; H03M01104; H03K01794; G06F003033; 
G06F003023; G09G00500; G06F01727 

ECLA (European Class): G06F00302A5; G06F003023M; G06F003023M8; G06F003023P; G06F003048A3T; 
G06F003048K; G06F01727C 

Designated Countries:
----Designated States: (national) AE AL AM AT AU AZ BA BB BG BR BY CA CH CN CR CU CZ DE DK 
DM EE ES FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KP KR KZ LC LK LR LS LT LU LV MA 
MD MG MK MN MW MX NO NZ PL PT RO RU SD SE SG SI SK SL TJ TM TR TT TZ UA UG UZ VN 
YU ZA ZW ::: (ARIPO) AP GH GM KE LS MW MZ SD SL SZ TZ UG ZW 
----Regional Treaties: (EAPO) EA AM AZ BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM 
----EPO Extension States: (EPO) EP AT BE CH CY DE DK ES FI FR GB GR IE IT LU MC NL PT SE 
----Elected States (PCT): (OAPI) OA BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GW ML MR NE SN TD TG

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20001207 (+) AK DESIGNATED STATES Kind code of corresponding patent 

document: A1; List of designated states: AE AL AM AT AU AZ 
BA BB BG BR BY CA CH CN CR CU CZ DE DK DM EE ES FI 
GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KP KR KZ LC 
LK LR LS LT LU LV MA MD MG MK MN MW MX NO NZ PL 
PT RO RU SD SE SG SI SK SL TJ TM TR TT TZ UA UG UZ VN 
YU ZA ZW; 

20001207 (+) AL DESIGNATED COUNTRIES FOR REGIONAL PATENTS Kind 
code of corresponding patent document: A1; List of designated 
states: GH GM KE LS MW MZ SD SL SZ TZ UG ZW AM AZ 
BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM AT BE CH CY DE DK ES FI FR GB 
GR IE IT LU MC NL PT SE BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GW 
ML MR NE SN TD TG; 

20010131 ( ) 121 EP: THE EPO HAS BEEN INFORMED BY WIPO THAT EP 
WAS DESIGNATED IN THIS APPLICATION 

20010412 ( ) DFPE REQUEST FOR PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION FILED 
PRIOR TO EXPIRATION OF 19TH MONTH FROM PRIORITY 
DATE (PCT APPLICATION FILED BEFORE 20040101) 

20011105 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 
Corresponding patent document: 2000937879; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: EP; 

20011123 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 
Corresponding patent document: 1020017014956; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: KR; 

20011126 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 
country code for PRS Code (EP REG): JP; Corresponding patent 
document: 2001 500435; Kind code of corresponding patent 
document: A; 
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20011227 ( ) NENP NON-ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: 
Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): RU; 

20011227 ( ) NENP NON-ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: 
Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): RU; 

20020202 (+) WWP WIPO INFORMATION: PUBLISHED IN NATIONAL OFFICE 
Corresponding patent document: 1020017014956; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: KR; 

20020328 ( ) REG REFERENCE TO NATIONAL CODE Corresponding country 
code for PRS Code (EP REG): DE; Corresponding EP Code 1 for 
PRS Code (EP REG): 8642; 

20020403 (+) WWP WIPO INFORMATION: PUBLISHED IN NATIONAL OFFICE 
Corresponding patent document: 2000937879; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: EP; 

20020523 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 
patent document: 2392446; Country code of corresponding patent 
document: CA; Kind code of corresponding patent document: A; 

20020523 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 
patent document: 2392446; Country code of corresponding patent 
document: CA; Kind code of corresponding patent document: A; 

20020523 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 
Corresponding patent document: 2392446; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: CA; 

20020701 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 
Corresponding patent document: 519928; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: NZ; 

20040730 (+) WWP WIPO INFORMATION: PUBLISHED IN NATIONAL OFFICE 
Corresponding patent document: 519928; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: NZ; 

20041111 (+) WWG WIPO INFORMATION: GRANT IN NATIONAL OFFICE 
Corresponding patent document: 519928; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: NZ; 

20070309 (+) WWG WIPO INFORMATION: GRANT IN NATIONAL OFFICE 
Corresponding patent document: 1020017014956; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: KR; 
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WO2001014910A3 20010927
WO2001014910A2 20010301

(ENG) METHOD FOR DEVELOPING A SYSTEM FOR 
IDENTIFYING THE PRESENCE AND ORIENTATION OF 
AN OBJECT IN A VEHICLE 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S ; JOHNSON WENDELL C ; 
DUVALL WILBUR E ; MORIN JEFFREY L ; 
XU KUNHONG ; VARGA ANDREW J 

Application No: US   0014903   W

Filing Date: 20000530

Issue/Publication Date: 20010927

Abstract: (ENG) Method for developing a system for determining the occupancy of a seat (1) in a vehicle using a 
variety of transducers and pattern recognition technologies and techniques that applies to any 
combination of transducers that provide information about seat occupancy. These include weight 
sensors (6,7) capacitive sensors, inductive sensors, ultrasonic (12), optical (12), electromagnetic, 
motion, infrared, and radar among others. A processor coupled to the transducers for receiving the data 
from the transducers and processing the data to obtain an output indicative of the current occupancy 
state of the seat. An algorithm is resident in the processor and is created from a plurality of data sets, 
each representing a different occupancy state of the seat and being formed from data from the 
transducers while the seat is in that occupancy state. The algorithm produces the output indicative of the 
current occupancy state of the seat upon inputting a data set representing the current occupancy state of 
the seat and being formed from data from the transducers. The algorithm may be a neural network (25) 
or neural fuzzy algorithm generated by an appropriate algorithmgenerating program. 

Priority Data: US 13616399 19990527 P Y; US 38240699 19990824 A Y; US 47414799 19991229 A Y; 

Related Application(s): 20010927   200139   3   R4

IPC (International Class): G01V00100; G01V00312; B60N00244; G01V00308; B60R02116; G01S01508; 
B60R02101; G06K00900; B60R021015 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; G06K00900H

Designated Countries:

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Date of Deferred Publication of Search Report:
--20010927

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20010124 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 

Corresponding patent document: 01001866; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: SE; 

20010301 (+) AK DESIGNATED STATES Kind code of corresponding patent 
document: A2; List of designated states: DE GB JP SE; 

20010301 (+) AL DESIGNATED COUNTRIES FOR REGIONAL PATENTS Kind 
code of corresponding patent document: A2; List of designated 
states: AT BE CH CY DE DK ES FI FR GB GR IE IT LU MC NL 
PT SE; 
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20010327 (+) WWP WIPO INFORMATION: PUBLISHED IN NATIONAL OFFICE 
Corresponding patent document: 01001866; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: SE; 

20010425 ( ) 121 EP: THE EPO HAS BEEN INFORMED BY WIPO THAT EP 
WAS DESIGNATED IN THIS APPLICATION 

20010927 (+) AK DESIGNATED STATES Kind code of corresponding patent 
document: A3; List of designated states: DE GB JP SE; 

20010927 (+) AL DESIGNATED COUNTRIES FOR REGIONAL PATENTS Kind 
code of corresponding patent document: A3; List of designated 
states: AT BE CH CY DE DK ES FI FR GB GR IE IT LU MC NL 
PT SE; 

20011011 ( ) REG REFERENCE TO NATIONAL CODE Corresponding country 
code for PRS Code (EP REG): DE; Corresponding EP Code 1 for 
PRS Code (EP REG): 8642; 

20011127 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 
country code for PRS Code (EP REG): JP; Corresponding patent 
document: 2001 519213; Kind code of corresponding patent 
document: A; 

20020502 (+) RET DE TRANSLATION (DE OG PART 6B) Corresponding country 
code for PRS Code (EP REG): DE; Corresponding patent 
document: 10084638; Publication date of corresponding patent 
document: 20020502; 

20021016 (-) 122 EP: PCT APP. NOT ENT. EUROP. PHASE

WO2001045080A1 20010621

(ENG) INTERACTIVE VEHICLE DISPLAY SYSTEM

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S        

Application No: US   0033566   W

Filing Date: 20001212

Issue/Publication Date: 20010621

Abstract: (ENG) An interactive display system for a vehicle including a heads up display system (130) for 
projecting text and/or graphics into a field of view of an occupant (101) of the vehicle and an 
occupant-controllable device (114, 162) enabling the occupant to interact with the heads up display 
system (130) to change the text and /or graphics projected by the heads up display system (130) or 
direct another vehicular system to perform an operation. The device may be a touch pad (162) arranged 
on a steering wheel (103) (possibly over a cover of an airbag module (104) in the steering wheel (103)) 
or at another location accessible to the occupant (101). A processor (180) and associated electrical 
architecture are provided for correlating a location on the touch pad (162) which has been touched by 
the occupant to the projected text and/or graphics. The device may also be a microphone. 

Priority Data: US 17097399 19991215 P Y; US 64570900 20000824 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G02B02701; G02B02700

ECLA (European Class): G02B02701
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Designated Countries:
----Designated States: (national) AE AG AL AM AT AU AZ BA BB BG BR BY BZ CA CH CN CR CU CZ 
DE DK DM DZ EE ES FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KP KR KZ LC LK LR LS LT 
LU LV MA MD MG MK MN MW MX MZ NO NZ PL PT RO RU SD SE SG SI SK SL TJ TM TR TT TZ 
UA UG UZ VN YU ZA ZW ::: (ARIPO) AP GH GM KE LS MW MZ SD SL SZ TZ UG ZW 
----Regional Treaties: (EAPO) EA AM AZ BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM 
----EPO Extension States: (EPO) EP AT BE CH CY DE DK ES FI FR GB GR IE IT LU MC NL PT SE TR 
----Elected States (PCT): (OAPI) OA BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GW ML MR NE SN TD TG

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20010621 (+) AK DESIGNATED STATES Kind code of corresponding patent 

document: A1; List of designated states: AE AG AL AM AT AU 
AZ BA BB BG BR BY BZ CA CH CN CR CU CZ DE DK DM 
DZ EE ES FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG 
KP KR KZ LC LK LR LS LT LU LV MA MD MG MK MN MW 
MX MZ NO NZ PL PT RO RU SD SE SG SI SK SL TJ TM TR 
TT TZ UA UG UZ VN YU ZA ZW; 

20010621 (+) AL DESIGNATED COUNTRIES FOR REGIONAL PATENTS Kind 
code of corresponding patent document: A1; List of designated 
states: GH GM KE LS MW MZ SD SL SZ TZ UG ZW AM AZ 
BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM AT BE CH CY DE DK ES FI FR GB 
GR IE IT LU MC NL PT SE TR BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN 
GW ML MR NE SN TD TG; 

20010712 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 
country code for PRS Code (EP REG): GB; Corresponding patent 
document: 200117003; Kind code of corresponding patent 
document: A; 

20010816 ( ) 121 EP: THE EPO HAS BEEN INFORMED BY WIPO THAT EP 
WAS DESIGNATED IN THIS APPLICATION 

20020418 ( ) REG REFERENCE TO NATIONAL CODE Corresponding country 
code for PRS Code (EP REG): DE; Corresponding EP Code 1 for 
PRS Code (EP REG): 8642; 

20020715 ( ) NENP NON-ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: 
Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): RU; 

20020715 ( ) NENP NON-ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: 
Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): RU; 

20021211 (-) 122 EP: PCT APP. NOT ENT. EUROP. PHASE
20040915 ( ) NENP NON-ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: 

Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): JP; 
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WO2002020287A1 20020314

(ENG) VEHICLE WIRELESS SENSING AND 
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S ; JOHNSON WENDELL C ; 
DUVALL WILBUR E ; CASTELLI VITTORIO ; 
SEITZ WILLIAM E 

Application No: US   0128010   W

Filing Date: 20010907

Issue/Publication Date: 20020314

Abstract: (ENG) Valve cap (10) for monitoring pressure and/or temperature of a tire (1) having a valve stem (2) 
including a valve assembly (5) having a valve pin (6). A body (9) of the valve cap (10) mates with the 
valve stem (2) and defines a chamber (12) upon such mating. A valve pin depressor (14) is arranged in 
the body (9) and depresses the valve pin (6) upon mating of the body (9) with the valve stem (2) to open 
the valve assembly (5) and enable flow communication between an interior of the tire (1) and the 
chamber (12). At least one SAW sensor (11) is arranged in the chamber (12) for receiving a signal and 
returning a signal modified by virtue of the temperature and/or pressure of the tire (1). 

Priority Data: US 23137800 20000908 P Y; US 26941501 20010216 P Y; US 29151101 20010516 P Y; US 
30401301 20010709 P Y; 

IPC (International Class): B60C02304; B60C01900; B60C01124; B60C02306; B60N00202; B60N00228

Designated Countries:

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20020314 (+) AK DESIGNATED STATES Kind code of corresponding patent 

document: A1; List of designated states: DE GB JP; 
20020314 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 

patent document: 0307874; Country code of corresponding patent 
document: GB; Kind code of corresponding patent document: A; : 
PCT FILING DATE = 20010907; 

20030204 ( ) NENP NON-ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: 
Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): RU; 

20030204 ( ) NENP NON-ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: 
Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): RU; 

20030205 ( ) NENP NON-ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: 
Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): RU; 

20030205 ( ) NENP NON-ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: 
Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): RU; 

20030206 ( ) NENP NON-ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: 
Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): RU; 

20030206 ( ) NENP NON-ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: 
Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): RU; 
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20030717 ( ) REG REFERENCE TO NATIONAL CODE Corresponding country 
code for PRS Code (EP REG): DE; Corresponding EP Code 1 for 
PRS Code (EP REG): 8642; 

20050913 ( ) NENP NON-ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: 
Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): JP; 

WO2004010326A1 20040129

(ENG) DYNAMIC DATABASE REORDERING SYSTEM

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): BRADFORD ETHAN R         ; KAY DAVID JON        

Application No: US   0322525   W

Filing Date: 20030717

Issue/Publication Date: 20040129

Abstract: (ENG) A dynamic database reordering system (301) provides a linguistics database (401) that contains 
words that are ordered according to a linguistics model that dictates the order in which words are 
presented to a user. While a user enters keystrokes on a keypad of a communications device is pressing 
keys (102), the invention predicts the words, letters, numbers, or word stubs that the user is trying to 
enter. The invention reorders the linguistics model order based on the user's usage of the system by 
tracking the user's word selection. Once a word has been selected as a result of a next key selection, a 
frequency value is applied to the selected word and the word ordered first by the linguistics model in 
the linguistics database (401) for that key sequence. 

Priority Data: US 39725302 20020718 P Y; US 62186403 20030716 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G06F01722; G06F01727

ECLA (European Class): G06F003023M6; G06F01727P

Designated Countries:
----Designated States: (national) AE AG AL AM AT AU AZ BA BB BG BR BY BZ CA CH CN CO CR CU 
CZ DE DK DM DZ EC EE ES FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KP KR KZ LC LK LR 
LS LT LU LV MA MD MG MK MN MW MX MZ NI NO NZ OM PG PH PL PT RO RU SC SD SE SG SK 
SL SY TJ TM TN TR TT TZ UA UG UZ VC VN YU ZA ZM ZW ::: (ARIPO) AP GH GM KE LS MW MZ 
SD SL SZ TZ UG ZM ZW 
----Regional Treaties: (EAPO) EA AM AZ BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM 
----EPO Extension States: (EPO) EP AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR HU IE IT LU MC 
NL PT RO SE SI SK TR 
----Elected States (PCT): (OAPI) OA BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GQ GW ML MR NE SN TD TG

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): GLENN, Michael A.   Glenn Patent Group, 3475 Edison Way, Suite L., Menlo Park, CA 94025, US   US
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Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20040109 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 

patent document: 2452157; Country code of corresponding patent 
document: CA; Kind code of corresponding patent document: A; 

20040109 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 
patent document: 2452157; Country code of corresponding patent 
document: CA; Kind code of corresponding patent document: A; 

20040109 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 
Corresponding patent document: 2452157; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: CA; 

20040115 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 
Corresponding patent document: 2003765738; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: EP; 

20040129 (+) AK DESIGNATED STATES Kind code of corresponding patent 
document: A1; List of designated states: AE AG AL AM AT AU 
AZ BA BB BG BR BY BZ CA CH CN CO CR CU CZ DE DK 
DM DZ EC EE ES FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP 
KE KG KP KR KZ LC LK LR LS LT LU LV MA MD MG MK 
MN MW MX MZ NI NO NZ OM PG PH PL PT RO RU SC SD 
SE SG SK SL SY TJ TM TN TR TT TZ UA UG UZ VC VN YU 
ZA ZM ZW; 

20040129 (+) AL DESIGNATED COUNTRIES FOR REGIONAL PATENTS Kind 
code of corresponding patent document: A1; List of designated 
states: GH GM KE LS MW MZ SD SL SZ TZ UG ZM ZW AM 
AZ BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE 
ES FI FR GB GR HU IE IT LU MC NL PT RO SE SI SK TR BF 
BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GQ GW ML MR NE SN TD TG; 

20040205 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 
Corresponding patent document: 20038007894; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: CN; 

20040216 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 
patent document: 2004523577; Country code of corresponding 
patent document: JP; Kind code of corresponding patent document: 
A; 

20040216 ( ) ENP ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding 
patent document: 2004523577; Country code of corresponding 
patent document: JP; Kind code of corresponding patent document: 
A; 

20040216 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 
Corresponding patent document: 2004523577; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: JP; 

20040331 ( ) 121 EP: THE EPO HAS BEEN INFORMED BY WIPO THAT EP 
WAS DESIGNATED IN THIS APPLICATION 

20050615 (+) WWP WIPO INFORMATION: PUBLISHED IN NATIONAL OFFICE 
Corresponding patent document: 2003765738; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: EP; 
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WO2004012135A1 20040205

(ENG) CHINESE CHARACTER HANDWRITING 
RECOGNITION SYSTEM 

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): LONGE MICHAEL R         ; PALMER BRIAN        

Application No: US   0322776   W

Filing Date: 20030717

Issue/Publication Date: 20040205

Abstract: (ENG) A handwritten Chinese character input method and system is provided to allow users to enter 
Chinese characters to a data processor by adding less than three strokes (50) and one selection 
movement such as mouse clicking or stylus or finger tapping. The system is interactive, predictive, and 
intuitive to use. By adding one or two strokes which are used to start writing a Chinese character, or in 
some case even no strokes are needed, users can find a desired character from a list of characters (56). 
The list is context sensitive. It varies depending on the prior character entered. Compared to other 
existing systems, this system can save users considerable time and efforts to entering handwritten 
characters. 

Priority Data: US 20595002 20020725 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G06F003033; G06F00301; G06F00300; G06F003048; G06K00922

ECLA (European Class): G06F00301M; G06F003048A3G; G06K00922H

Designated Countries:
----Designated States: (national) AE AG AL AM AT AU AZ BA BB BG BR BY BZ CA CH CN CO CR CU 
CZ DE DK DM DZ EC EE ES FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KP KR KZ LC LK LR 
LS LT LU LV MA MD MG MK MN MW MX MZ NI NO NZ OM PG PH PL PT RO RU SC SD SE SG SK 
SL SY TJ TM TN TR TT TZ UA UG UZ VC VN YU ZA ZM ZW ::: (ARIPO) AP GH GM KE LS MW MZ 
SD SL SZ TZ UG ZM ZW 
----Regional Treaties: (EAPO) EA AM AZ BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM 
----EPO Extension States: (EPO) EP AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR HU IE IT LU MC 
NL PT RO SE SI SK TR 
----Elected States (PCT): (OAPI) OA BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GQ GW ML MR NE SN TD TG

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): GLENN, Michael   Glenn Patent Group, Suite L, 3475 Edison Way, Menlo Park, CA 94025   US

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20040205 (+) AK DESIGNATED STATES Kind code of corresponding patent 

document: A1; List of designated states: AE AG AL AM AT AU 
AZ BA BB BG BR BY BZ CA CH CN CO CR CU CZ DE DK 
DM DZ EC EE ES FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP 
KE KG KP KR KZ LC LK LR LS LT LU LV MA MD MG MK 
MN MW MX MZ NI NO NZ OM PG PH PL PT RO RU SC SD 
SE SG SK SL SY TJ TM TN TR TT TZ UA UG UZ VC VN YU 
ZA ZM ZW; 
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20040205 (+) AL DESIGNATED COUNTRIES FOR REGIONAL PATENTS Kind 
code of corresponding patent document: A1; List of designated 
states: GH GM KE LS MW MZ SD SL SZ TZ UG ZM ZW AM 
AZ BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE 
ES FI FR GB GR HU IE IT LU MC NL PT RO SE SI SK TR BF 
BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GQ GW ML MR NE SN TD TG; 

20040407 ( ) 121 EP: THE EPO HAS BEEN INFORMED BY WIPO THAT EP 
WAS DESIGNATED IN THIS APPLICATION 

20040611 (+) WWE WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE 
Corresponding patent document: 20038017520; Country code of 
corresponding patent document: CN; 

20050907 (-) 122 EP: PCT APP. NOT ENT. EUROP. PHASE
20060721 ( ) NENP NON-ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: 

Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): JP; 
20060721 (-) WWW WIPO INFORMATION: WITHDRAWN IN NATIONAL OFFICE 

Country code of corresponding patent document: JP; 

US5842716A 19981201

(ENG) Self contained side impact airbag system

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S      US  

Application No: US   10101793   A

Filing Date: 19930916

Issue/Publication Date: 19981201

Abstract: (ENG) This invention is primarily related to a side impact self contained airbag system for a vehicle 
including a sensor, an inflator, an airbag and, when appropriate, a diagnostic and energy reserve module 
all within one package. In some implementations, a non-sodium azide propellant is used and the gas in 
exhausted from the airbag into the door during the accident rather than into the passenger compartment. 
The preferred implementation uses an all mechanical system but electro-mechanical and electronic 
sensors can also be used. Several of the improvements disclosed are also applicable for frontal impact 
airbag systems. A combination of crush sensing and velocity sensing is also disclosed for the all 
mechanical system. 

Priority Data: US 10101793 19930916 A Y; US 72775791 19910709 A 2 Y; US 89649692 19920602 A 2 Y; US 
48027390 19900215 A 2 Y; US 31460389 19890223 A C Y; US 68671791 19910417 A C Y; 

Related Application(s): 07/727757 19910709 5233141 US GRANTED; 07/896496 19920602 5231253 US 
GRANTED; 07/480273 19900215 US PENDING; 31/460389 19890223 US 
ABANDONED; 00/727757 00010101 US PENDING; 1991US-000686717 19910417 
US ABANDONED; 00/314603 00010101 US PENDING 

IPC (International Class): B60R02120; B60R02116; B60R02101; B60R02133; B60R02121

ECLA (European Class): B60R02133; B60R02101; B60R02120

US Class: 280734; 2807302; 280731

Publication Language: ENG
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Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Shipkovit, Samuel

Examiner Primary: Culbreth, Eric D.

US Post Issuance:
--US Certificate of Correction: 20020924   20021015   a Certificate of Correction was issued
for this patent

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 08312/0665 Date Signed: 19930802 Date Recorded: 19970121 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. BOX 1028 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.BREED, DAVID S.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE 376 YALE AVENUE WOODMERE, NY 11598 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
19970121 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 

INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BREED, DAVID 
S.;REEL/FRAME:008312/0665; Effective date: 19930802; 

19970121 ( ) AS02 ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNOR'S INTEREST New owner name: 
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
P.O. B; Effective date: 19930802; 

19970121 ( ) AS02 ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNOR'S INTEREST New owner name: 
BREED, DAVID S.; Effective date: 19930802; 

19970121 () AS02 New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. B; Effective date: 19930802; 

19970121 () AS02 New owner name: BREED, DAVID S.; Effective date: 19930802;
20020522 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
20020924 ( ) CC CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION
20060531 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 8;
20100705 () REMI20101201 () LAPS20110118 () FP Effective date: 20101201;
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US7387183B2 20080617
US2005156457A1 20050721

(ENG) Weight measuring systems and methods for vehicles

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 
; JOHNSON WENDELL C US 

Application No: US   1081904   A

Filing Date: 20041213

Issue/Publication Date: 20080617

Abstract: (ENG) Method for determining the position of the occupant in a seat having a bottom portion on which 
the occupant sits and a back portion situated at an angle to the bottom portion including arranging a 
bladder having at least one chamber in the bottom portion, measuring the pressure in each chamber, and 
determining the position of the occupant based at least on part on the measured pressure. Pressure may 
be measured by arranging at least one transducer in association with each chamber. If the bladder 
comprises a plurality of chambers, each chamber can be arranged at a different location in the bottom 
portion and the weight distribution of the occupant determined based on the measured pressure in the 
chambers. In this case, a respective transducer may be arranged in association with each chamber. 

Priority Data: US 1081904 20041213 A N; US 73395703 20031211 A 3 Y; US 84955901 20010504 A 1 Y; US 
19320998 19981117 A 2 Y; US 12849098 19980804 A 2 Y; US 47478395 19950607 A 2 Y; US 
97082297 19971114 A 2 Y; US 6101602 20020130 A 2 Y; US 90187901 20010709 A 2 Y; US 
22778102 20020826 A 2 Y; US 50034600 20000208 A 2 Y; 

Related Application(s): 11/010819 20041213 20050156457 20050721 US; 10/733957 20031211 7243945 US; 
10/227781 20020826 6792342 US; 10/061016 20020130 6833516 US; 09/901879 
20010709 6555766 US; 09/849559 20010504 6689962 US; 09/500346 20000208 
6442504 US; 09/193209 19981117 6242701 US; 09/128490 19980804 6078854 US; 
08/970822 19971114 6081757 US; 08/474783 19950607 5822707 US 

IPC (International Class): B60D00128; B60K02800; B60R02100; G01S01587; B60N00248; B60N00200; 
G01S01588; B60N00228; B60N002015; B60N00266; B60N00202; G01G019414; 
B60R02101; B60N00206; B60R021015; B60R02228; B60R02246; B60R02220; 
B60R021203; B60R02120; G01S01506; B60R021276; B60R02126 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60N00200C; B60N002015; B60N00202B4; B60N00202B6; 
B60N00202B6B; B60N00202B6C; B60N00202B6W; B60N00206S; B60N00228; 
B60N00228B2; B60N00228P4; B60N00248C2C; B60N00248C3C; B60N00248W; 
B60N00266; G01G019414A; G01S01587; G01S01588 

US Class: 180271; 180273; 280735; 701045

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Roffe, Brian

Examiner Primary: To, Toan C

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 22990/0463 Date Signed: 20031210 Date Recorded: 20090723 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 
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Assignor: BREEDM DAVID S.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.; JOHNSON, WENDELL C.BREEDM DAVID S.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.; JOHNSON, WENDELL C.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE ATI-375 11 SUNRISE PLAZA, SUITE 303 VALLEY STREAM, NY 11580 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20090723 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 

INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREEDM DAVID 
S.;DUVALL, WILBUR E.;JOHNSON, WENDELL 
C.;REEL/FRAME:022990/0463; Effective date: 20031210; 

US7209221B2 20070424
US2005195383A1 20050908

(ENG) Method for obtaining and displaying information about 
objects in a vehicular blind spot 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 
; JOHNSON WENDELL C US 

Application No: US   11147405   A

Filing Date: 20050421

Issue/Publication Date: 20070424

Abstract: (ENG) Method for obtaining information about objects in an environment around a vehicle in which 
infrared light is emitted into a portion of the environment and received and the distance between the 
vehicle and objects from which the infrared light is reflected is measured. An identification of each 
object from which light is reflected is determined and a three-dimensional representation of the portion 
of the environment is created based on the measured distance and the determined identification of the 
object. Icons representative of the objects and their position relative to the vehicle are displayed on a 
display visible to the driver based on the three-dimensional representation. Additionally or alternatively 
to the display of icons, a vehicular system can be controlled or adjusted based on the relative position 
and optionally velocity of the vehicle and objects in the environment around the vehicle to avoid 
collisions. 

Priority Data: US 11147405 20050421 A N; US 75401404 20040108 A 2 Y; US 85136201 20010508 A 2 Y; US 
18046602 20020626 A 2 Y; US 9708202 20020313 A 2 Y; US 82517301 20010403 A 2 Y; US 
2408598 19980217 A 2 Y; US 24776094 19940523 A C Y; US 30788399 19990510 A 2 Y; US 
44220403 20030124 P Y; US 20242400 20000508 P Y; 

Related Application(s): 11/111474 20050421 20050195383 20050908 US; 60/442204 20030124 US; 
60/202424 20000508 US; 10/754014 20040108 6885968 US; 09/851362 20010508 
7049945 US 

IPC (International Class): G01C00308; G01P00336; G06T01500; G02B01300; B60R02101; G01S01587; 
G01S00741; B60N00228; B60N00202; G01S00748; G01S01789; G01S01588; 
G01S01787; B60R02232; B60R02116; G01S01793; B60R021233; B60N00200; 
B60R02226; G01S01388; G01S01788; B60Q00152; B60R01920; G01S007481; 
B60R01942; G01S007539; G01S01560; G01S007487; G01S01393; G01S01360; 
B60R02100; B60R0210134; B60R02126; B60R0210132 
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US Class: 35600502; 35600401; 35600501; 356028

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Roffe, Brian

Examiner Primary: Tarcza, Thomas H.

Examiner Assistant: Alsomiri, Isam

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 16596/0877 Date Signed: 20050501 Date Recorded: 20050525 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: DUVALL, WILBUR E.; BREED, DAVID S.; JOHNSON, WENDELL C.DUVALL, WILBUR E.; BREED, DAVID S.; JOHNSON, WENDELL C.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE ATI-282 11 SUNRISE PLAZA SUITE 303 VALLEY STREAM, NEW 
YORK 11580-6111 

Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20050525 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE 

TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : 
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID S.;JOHNSON, 
WENDELL C.;DUVALL, WILBUR 
E.;REEL/FRAME:016596/0877;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20050421 TO 20050501; 

20050525 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID 
S.;JOHNSON, WENDELL C.;DUVALL, WILBUR 
E.;REEL/FRAME:016596/0877;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20050421 TO 20050501; 

20050525 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID 
S.;JOHNSON, WENDELL C.;DUVALL, WILBUR 
E.;REEL/FRAME:016596/0877;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20050421 TO 20050501; 

20101022 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
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US6942248B2 20050913
US2002140214A1 20021003

(ENG) Occupant restraint device control system and method

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 
; JOHNSON WENDELL C US 

Application No: US   11453302   A

Filing Date: 20020402

Issue/Publication Date: 20050913

Abstract: (ENG) Control system for controlling an occupant restraint device effective for protection of an 
occupant of the seat including a receiving device arranged in the vehicle for obtaining information 
about contents of the seat and generating a signal based on any contents of the seat, a different signal 
being generated for different contents of the seat when such contents are present on the seat, an analysis 
unit such as a microprocessor coupled to the receiving device for analyzing the signal in order to 
determine whether the contents of the seat include a child seat, whether the contents of the seat include 
a child seat in a particular orientation and/or whether the contents of the seat include a child seat in a 
particular position, and a deployment unit coupled to the analysis unit for controlling deployment of the 
occupant restraint device based on the determination by the analysis unit. The analysis unit can be 
programmed to determine whether the contents of the seat include a child seat in a rear-facing position, 
in a forward-facing position, a rear-facing child seat in an improper orientation, a forward-facing child 
seat in an improper orientation, and the position of the child seat relative to one or more of the occupant 
restraint devices. 

Priority Data: US 11453302 20020402 A N; US 5870602 20020128 A 2 Y; US 89143201 20010626 A 2 Y; US 
83892001 20010420 A 2 Y; US 56355600 20000503 A 2 Y; US 43753599 19991110 A 2 Y; US 
4770398 19980325 A 2 Y; US 64006896 19960430 A 2 Y; US 23997894 19940509 A B Y; US 
4097893 19930331 A B Y; US 87857192 19920505 A C Y; US 90587697 19970804 A 2 Y; US 
50503695 19950721 A 1 Y; US 63929900 20000815 A 2 Y; US 40962599 19991001 A 2 Y; US 
44833799 19991123 A 2 Y; US 44833899 19991123 A 2 Y; US 54367800 20000407 A 2 Y; 

Related Application(s): 08/640068 19960430 5829782 US; 1994US-000239978 19940509 US ABANDONED; 
08/505036 19950721 5653462 US; 1993US-000040978 19930331 US ABANDONED; 
08/505036 00010101 US PENDING; 10/058706 20020128 US PENDING; 09/891432 
20010626 6513833 US; 09/838920 20010420 6778672 US; 09/563556 20000503 
6474683 US; 09/437535 19991110 6712387 US; 09/047703 19980325 6039139 US; 
1993US-000040978 19930331 US ABANDONED; 1992US-000878571 19920505 US 
ABANDONED; 08/905876 19970804 5848802 US; 1992US-000878571 19920505 US 
ABANDONED; 09/639299 20000815 US PENDING; 08/905877 19970804 6186537 
US; 09/409625 19991001 6270116 US; 08/905877 00010101 US PENDING; 
09/448337 19991123 6283503 US; 08/905877 00010101 US PENDING; 09/448338 
19991123 6168186 US; 08/905877 00010101 US PENDING; 09/543678 20000407 US 
PENDING; 09/047704 19980325 6116638 US; 00/640068 00010101 US PENDING; 
08/905876 19970804 5848802 US; 08/505036 00010101 US PENDING 

IPC (International Class): G01S01587; B60R02220; B60R01102; G01F023296; B60N00202; B60N00200; 
G01S00741; G01F02320; G01S00748; G01F02300; B60R02101; G01S01788; 
B60J01000; E05F01500; G01S007539; B60N00228; B60R016037; B60R01602; 
B60N00248; G01S01588; G06K00900; B60R00108; G01S01506; B60R021215; 
B60R021231; G01S01304; B60R02120; B60R021276; B60R021015; G01S01504; 
B60R021013; B60R02248; B60R0210134; B60R00112; G01S01789; 
B60R0210132; B60R02116; B60R02126 
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ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60J01000; B60M00100Y5A; B60N00200C; B60N00202B4; 
B60N00202B6B; B60N00202B6W; B60N00228; B60N00228B2; B60N00228P4; 
B60N00248C3C; B60N00248W; B60R00108G5; B60R01102G; B60R016037; 
B60R0210136; B60R02220; E05F01500B6B; E05F01500B6B2; G01F02300G1A; 
G01F02320; G01F023296D; G01S00741D; G01S00748A; G01S007539; 
G01S01587; G01S01588; G01S01788; G06K00900H 

US Class: 280735; 180272; 701045

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Roffe, Brian

Examiner Primary: Dickson, Paul N.

Examiner Assistant: To, Toan C

US Post Issuance:
--US Request for Examinations:     20071127       Elesys North America, Inc., (Att'y,
Is: Richard K. DeMille, Brinks Hofer Gilson & Lione)
--US Certificate of Correction: 20051101   20051122   a Certificate of Correction was issued
for this patent
--US Litigations: Automotive Technologies International Inc   Automotive
Technologies International Inc   20060317   Delaware   1:06cv187
   ; Automotive Technologies International Inc   Automotive
Technologies International Inc   20060616   Delaware   1:06cv391

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 12774/0733 Date Signed: 20020326 Date Recorded: 20020402 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.; JOHNSON, WENDELL C.BREED, DAVID S.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.; JOHNSON, WENDELL C.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE 366 LONGACRE AVENUE WOODMERE, NY 11598-2417 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20020402 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 

INTERNATIONAL INC., NEW JE; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID 
S.;DUVALL, WILBUR E.;JOHNSON, WENDELL 
C.;REEL/FRAME:012774/0733;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20020326 TO 20020327; 

20051101 ( ) CC CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION
20071127 (+) RR REQUEST FOR REEXAMINATION FILED Effective date: 

20071011; 
20090312 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
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US6419265B1 20020716

(ENG) Self-contained airbag system

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S      US  

Application No: US   11496298   A

Filing Date: 19980714

Issue/Publication Date: 20020716

Abstract: (ENG) A side impact airbag system for a vehicle including a system housing defining an interior space 
and arranged on a side of the vehicle alongside at least a portion of a passenger compartment of the 
vehicle. One or more airbags are arranged in the interior space of the system housing such that when 
inflating, the airbag(s) is/are expelled from the system housing into the passenger compartment. An 
inflator is arranged at least partially within the interior space of the system housing for inflating the 
airbag(s). A crash sensor, preferably an electronic crash sensor, initiates inflation of the airbag(s) via the 
inflator upon a determination of a crash requiring inflation of the airbag(s). The crash sensor includes a 
sensor housing arranged within and/or proximate to the system housing, and a sensing mass arranged in 
the sensor housing to move relative to the sensor housing in response to accelerations of the sensor 
housing resulting from the crash into the first side of the vehicle. Upon movement of the sensing mass 
in excess of a threshold value, the crash sensor initiates the inflator means to inflate the airbag(s). 

Priority Data: US 11496298 19980714 A Y; US 10101793 19930916 A 2 Y; 

Related Application(s): 08/101017   19930916   5842716       US       GRANTED

IPC (International Class): B60R02120; B60R02116; B60R02133; B60R02121

ECLA (European Class): B60R02133; B60R02120

US Class: 280735; 2807302; 280731

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Roffe, Brian

Examiner Primary: Culbreth, Eric

US Post Issuance:
--US Reissue Data: 20021227   20030401   Re. S.N. 10/330,955 Ex. Gp.: 3616; 20071009       RE039868
--US Certificate of Correction: 20030318   20030408   a Certificate of Correction was issued
for this patent

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 09315/0050 Date Signed: 19980713 Date Recorded: 19980714 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.BREED, DAVID S.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE 376 YALE AVENUE WOODMERE, NY 11598-2051 
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Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
19980714 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 

INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BREED, DAVID 
S.;REEL/FRAME:009315/0050; Effective date: 19980713; 

20030318 ( ) CC CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION
20030401 ( ) RF REISSUE APPLICATION FILED   Effective date: 20021227;
20060113 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;

US6856873B2 20050215
US2002116106A1 20020822

(ENG) Vehicular monitoring systems using image processing

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 
; JOHNSON WENDELL C US 

Application No: US   11680802   A

Filing Date: 20020405

Issue/Publication Date: 20050215

Abstract: (ENG) Vehicular monitoring arrangement for monitoring an environment of the vehicle including at 
least one active pixel camera for obtaining images of the environment of the vehicle and a processor 
coupled to the active pixel camera(s) for determining at least one characteristic of an object in the 
environment based on the images obtained by the active pixel camera(s). The active pixel camera can 
be arranged in a headliner, roof or ceiling of the vehicle to obtain images of an interior environment of 
the vehicle, in an A-pillar or B-pillar of the vehicle to obtain images of an interior environment of the 
vehicle, or in a roof, ceiling, B-pillar or C-pillar of the vehicle to obtain images of an interior 
environment of the vehicle behind a front seat of the vehicle. The determined characteristic can be used 
to enable optimal control of a reactive component, system or subsystem coupled to the processor. When 
the reactive component is an airbag assembly including at least one airbag, the processor can be 
designed to control at least one deployment parameter of the airbag(s). 

Priority Data: US 11680802 20020405 A N; US 92504301 20010808 A 2 Y; US 76555901 20010119 A 2 Y; US 
38994799 19990903 A 2 Y; US 83891901 20010420 A 2 Y; US 47625599 19991230 A 2 Y; US 
20061498 19981130 A 2 Y; US 47478695 19950607 A 1 Y; US 11450798 19981231 P Y; 

Related Application(s): 60/114507 19981231 00; 08/474786 19950607 5845000 US A GRANTED (PATENT); 
09/838919 20010420 6442465 US A GRANTED (PATENT) 09/765559 20010119 
6553296 US A GRANTED (PATENT)<RDA continuation-in-part> 09/476255 
19991230 6324453 US A GRANTED (PATENT) 09/389947 19990903 6393133 US A 
GRANTED (PATENT)<RDA continuation-in-part> 09/200614 19981130 6141432 US 
A GRANTED (PATENT) 09/925043 20010808 6507779 US A GRANTED 
(PATENT)<RDA continuation-in-part> 09/765559 PENDING 

IPC (International Class): B60N00228; B60N00202; G01S01788; G06K00900; B60N00200; B60Q00114; 
G01S01588; G01S01587; B60R02101; B60R02220; B60R021015; B60R0210134 
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ECLA (European Class): B60R021013; B60N00200C; B60N00202B4; B60N00202B6; B60N00202B6W; 
B60N00228; B60N00228B2; B60N00228P4; B60Q00114C1B; B60R021015; 
G01S01587; G01S01588; G01S01788; G06K00900H 

US Class: 701045; 180271; 382154

Agent(s): Roffe   Brian

Examiner Primary: Black, Thomas G.

Examiner Assistant: To, Tuan C

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20020405 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE 

TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. B; : 
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID S. 
/AR;REEL/FRAME:012793/0420;SIGNING DATESFROM 
20020323 TO 20020326; 

20020405 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID 
S.;DUVALL, WILBUR E.;JOHNSON, WENDELL 
C.;REEL/FRAME:012793/0420;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20020323 TO 20020326; 

20020405 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. B; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID S. 
/AR;REEL/FRAME:012793/0420;SIGNING DATESFROM 
20020323 TO 20020326; 

20080814 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;

US2008234899A1 20080925

(ENG) Vehicular Occupant Sensing and Component Control 
Techniques 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; JOHNSON WENDELL C 
US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 

Application No: US   11703808   A

Filing Date: 20080508

Issue/Publication Date: 20080925

Abstract: (ENG) Method and system for obtaining information about a category of an occupying item in a 
volume of a passenger compartment of a vehicle in which the occupying item is situated during use of 
the vehicle and controlling one or more vehicular components. A time-varying signal is directed into 
the volume from at least one location. A modification of the directed signal arising from a property of 
any occupying items in the volume is detected, different occupying items causing different 
modifications of the same directed signal. A distinction is made between different occupying items of 
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the volume or between parts of an occupying item based on the detected modification to the directed 
signal and each component, e.g., an inflatable airbag, is controlled based on the distinction between the 
occupying items or parts thereof. 

Priority Data: US 11703808 20080508 A Y; US 5870602 20020128 A 2 N; US 54367800 20000407 A 2 N; US 
4770498 19980325 A 2 N; US 64006896 19960430 A 2 N; US 23997894 19940509 A B Y; US 
63929900 20000815 A 2 N; US 90587797 19970804 A 2 N; US 50503695 19950721 A 1 N; US 
4097893 19930331 A B Y; US 87857192 19920505 A C Y; US 40962599 19991001 A 2 N; US 
44833799 19991123 A 2 N; US 44833899 19991123 A 2 N; US 89143201 20010626 A 2 N; US 
83892001 20010420 A 2 N; US 56355600 20000503 A 2 N; US 43753599 19991110 A 2 N; US 
4770398 19980325 A 2 N; US 90587697 19970804 A 2 N; US 41342603 20030414 A 2 N; US 
76555901 20010119 A 2 N; US 47625599 19991230 A 2 Y; US 38994799 19990903 A 2 N; US 
20061498 19981130 A 2 N; US 47478695 19950607 A 1 N; US 92504301 20010808 A 2 N; US 
11453302 20020402 A 2 N; US 11680802 20020405 A 2 N; US 83891901 20010420 A 2 N; US 
15161502 20020520 A 2 N; US 30210502 20021122 A 2 N; US 89512104 20040721 A 2 N; US 
73395703 20031211 A 1 N; US 36512903 20030212 A 2 N; US 94088104 20040913 A 2 N; US 
63930300 20000816 A 2 N; US 22778002 20020826 A 2 N; US 23406702 20020903 A 2 N; US 
77813701 20010207 A 2 N; US 80590304 20040322 A 2 N; US 17470902 20020619 A 2 N; US 
93128804 20040831 A 2 Y; US 2550105 20050103 A 2 N; US 53605406 20060928 A 2 N; US 
83962207 20070816 A 2 N; US 11450798 19981231 P Y; 

Related Application(s): 60/114507 19981231 US; 10/058706 20020128 US PENDING; 09/543678 20000407 
6412813 US; 09/047704 19980325 6116639 US; 08/640068 19960430 5829782 US; 
08/239978 19940509 US ABANDONED; 09/639299 20000815 6422595 US; 
08/905877 19970804 6186537 US; 08/505036 19950721 5653462 US; 08/040978 
19930331 US ABANDONED; 07/878571 19920505 US ABANDONED; 09/409625 
19991001 6270116 US; 09/448337 19991123 6283503 US; 09/448338 19991123 
6168198 US; 09/891432 20010626 6513833 US; 09/838920 20010420 6778672 US; 
09/563556 20000503 6474683 US; 09/437535 19991110 6712387 US; 09/047703 
19980325 6039139 US; 08/640068 19960430 5829782 US; 08/905876 19970804 
5848802 US; 08/505036 19950721 5653462 US; 10/413426 20030414 US PENDING; 
09/437535 19991110 6712387 US; 09/765559 20010119 6553296 US; 09/476255 
19991230 6324453 US; 09/389947 19990903 6393133 US; 09/200614 19981130 
6141432 US; 08/474786 19950607 5845000 US; 09/838920 20010420 6778672 US; 
09/925043 20010808 6507779 US; 09/765559 20010119 6553296 US; 09/389947 
19990903 6393133 US; 10/114533 20020402 6942248 US; 10/116808 20020405 
6856873 US; 09/838919 20010420 6442465 US; 09/389947 19990903 6393133 US; 
10/151615 20020520 6820897 US; 09/543678 20000407 6412813 US; 09/891432 
20010626 6513833 US; 10/302105 20021122 6772057 US; 10/895121 20040721 
7407029 US; 10/733957 20031211 7243945 US; 09/437535 19991110 6712387 US; 
09/838920 20010420 6778672 US; 10/114533 20020402 6942248 US; 10/116808 
20020405 6856873 US; 10/151615 20020520 6820897 US; 10/302105 20021122 
6772057 US; 10/365129 20030212 7134687 US; 10/940881 20040913 US PENDING; 
09/639303 20000816 6910711 US; 08/905877 19970804 6186537 US; 09/409625 
19991001 6270116 US; 09/448337 19991123 6283503 US; 09/448338 19991123 
6168198 US; 10/114533 20020402 6942248 US; 10/116808 20020405 6856873 US; 
10/151615 20020520 6820897 US; 10/227780 20020826 6950022 US; 09/838920 
20010420 6778672 US; 10/234067 20020903 6869100 US; 09/778137 20010207 
6513830 US; 08/905877 19970804 6186537 US; 10/365129 20030212 7134687 US; 
10/805903 20040322 7050897 US; 10/174709 20020619 6735506 US; 10/114533 
20020402 6942248 US; 10/931288 20040831 7164117 US; 11/025501 20050103 US 
PENDING; 10/116808 20020405 6856873 US; 10/536054 20060119 US PENDING; 
11/839622 20070816 US PENDING 
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IPC (International Class): B60R021015; G05B01900

ECLA (European Class): B60R01104; B60M00100Y5A; B60N00200C; B60N00202B4; B60N00202B6B; 
B60N00202B6W; B60N00228; B60N00228B2; B60N00228P4; B60N00248C3C; 
B60N00248W; B60R00108G5; B60R01102G; B60R016037; B60R0210136; 
B60R021015; B60R02220; E05F01500B6B; E05F01500B6B2; G01F02300G1A; 
G01F02320; G01F023296D; G01S00741D; G01S00748A; G01S007539; 
G01S01587; G01S01588; G01S01788; G06K00900H 

US Class: 701047; 701001

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 21100/0556 Date Signed: 20080501 Date Recorded: 20080616 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 11580 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.; JOHNSON, WENDELL C.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.BREED, DAVID S.; JOHNSON, WENDELL C.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE ATI-422 11 SUNRISE PLAZA SUITE 303 VALLEY STREAM, NY 11580 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20080616 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 

INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID 
S.;JOHNSON, WENDELL C.;DUVALL, WILBUR 
E.;REEL/FRAME:021100/0556;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20080501 TO 20080505; 

US6720920B2 20040413
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[ no drawing available]

US2002198632A1 20021226

(ENG) Method and arrangement for communicating between 
vehicles 

Assignee: INTELLIGENT TECH INT INC      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 
; JOHNSON WENDELL C US ; LUKIN 
KOSTYANTYN ALEXANDROVICH UA ; 
KONOVALOV VLADYMYR MICHAILOVIC 
UA 

Application No: US   11885802   A

Filing Date: 20020409

Issue/Publication Date: 20040413

Abstract: (ENG) Method for transferring information between a vehicle and a transmitter in which a unique 
pseudorandom noise signal is transmitted by the transmitter in a carrier-less fashion composed of 
frequencies within a pre-selected band. Information is encoded in the noise signal relating to an 
identification of the transmitter and a position of the transmitter and the vehicle is provided with a 
device for extracting the information from the noise signal. The code to use for encoding the noise 
signal may be selected based on the position of the transmitter so that analysis of the code, or a portion 
thereof, provides an indication of the position of the transmitter. Information about accidents, weather 
conditions, road conditions, map data and traffic control devices and about errors in a GPS signal can 
also be encoded in the noise signals. The transmitter may be at a fixed location or in another vehicle to 
thereby enable vehicle-to-vehicle communications for the purposes of collision avoidance, intelligent 
highway applications and the like. 

Priority Data: US 11885802 20020409 A N; US 17704198 19981022 A 2 Y; US 67931700 20001004 A 2 Y; US 
52355900 20000310 A C Y; US 90946601 20010719 A 2 Y; US 6272997 19971022 P Y; 

Related Application(s): 60/062729 19971022 00; 09/909466 20010719 6526352 US A GRANTED (PATENT) 
09/679317 20001004 6405132 US A GRANTED (PATENT)<RDA 
continuation-in-part> 09/523559 20000310 ABANDONED 09/177041 19981022 
6370475 US A GRANTED (PATENT) 

IPC (International Class): G01S01948; G05D00102; G01S00514; G01S00100; B60N00228; G01S01393; 
G08G00116; G01S01702; G01S01789 

US Class: 342386; 34235706

Agent(s): Roffe   Brian

Examiner Primary: Phan, Dao

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 12963/0122 Date Signed: 20020515 Date Recorded: 20020607 
Assignee: INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.; JOHNSON, WENDELL C.; KONOVALOV, VLADYMYR MICHAILOVICH; LUKIN, KOSTYANTYN ALEXANDROVICHBREED, DAVID S.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.; JOHNSON, WENDELL C.; KONOVALOV, 
VLADYMYR MICHAILOVICH; LUKIN, KOSTYANTYN ALEXANDROVICH 

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE 366 LONGACRE AVE. WOODMERE, NY 11598-2417 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 
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Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20020607 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: INTELLIGENT 

TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O.; : 
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID S. 
/AR;REEL/FRAME:012963/0122;SIGNING DATESFROM 
20020515 TO 20020529; 

20020607 () AS New owner name: INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID 
S.;DUVALL, WILBUR E.;JOHNSON, WENDELL C.;AND 
OTHERS;REEL/FRAME:012963/0122;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20020515 TO 20020529; 

20020607 () AS New owner name: INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O.; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID S. 
/AR;REEL/FRAME:012963/0122;SIGNING DATESFROM 
20020515 TO 20020529; 

20071011 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
20111128 () REMI

US7013419B2 20060314
US2002152315A1 20021017

(ENG) Reliable message transmission with packet-level resend

Assignee: MELLANOX TECHNOLOGIES LTD      IL

Inventor(s): KAGAN MICHAEL IL ; CRUPNICOFF DIEGO 
AR ; SHACHAR ARIEL IL ; BLOCH GIL IL ; 
LEVENVIRTH DAFNA IL 

Application No: US   11980802   A

Filing Date: 20020411

Issue/Publication Date: 20060314

Abstract: (ENG) A method for communication over a network includes receiving from a host processor a 
descriptor defining a message including message data to be sent over the network, and responsive to the 
descriptor, generating a sequence of packets each containing a respective portion of the message data. 
An indication is entered in a selected packet among the packets in the sequence, other than the final 
packet, requesting that a recipient of the packets acknowledge the selected packet. Following an 
interruption in the sequence of the packets subsequent to the selected packet, sending of the packets in 
the sequence resumes beginning after the selected packet. 

Priority Data: US 11980802 20020411 A; US 28301801 20010411 P; 

Related Application(s): 60/283018   20010411       00

IPC (International Class): G06F01516
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US Class: 714749

Publication Language: ENG

Agent(s): Friedman   Mark M.

Examiner Primary: Eng, David Y.

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 17409/0893 Date Signed: 20020212 Date Recorded: 20051216 
Assignee: MELLANOX TECHNOLOGIES LTD. P.O. BOX 83 YOKNEAM 20692 ISRAEL 

Assignor: KAGAN, MICHAELKAGAN, MICHAEL

Corres. Addr: MARK M. FRIEDMAN C/O BILL POLKINGHORN DISCOVERY DISCOVERY 
DISPATCH, FLORIN WAY 9003 UPPER MARLBORO, MD 20772 

Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEEDOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20051216 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: MELLANOX 

TECHNOLOGIES LTD., ISRAEL; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:KAGAN, 
MICHAEL;CRUPNIKOFF, DIEGO;SHACHAR, ARIEL;AND 
OTHERS;REEL/FRAME:017409/0893;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20020212 TO 20020214; 

20051216 () AS New owner name: MELLANOX TECHNOLOGIES LTD., 
ISRAEL; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:KAGAN, MICHAEL;CRUPNIKOFF, 
DIEGO;SHACHAR, ARIEL;AND 
OTHERS;REEL/FRAME:017409/0893;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20020212 TO 20020214; 

20051216 () AS New owner name: MELLANOX TECHNOLOGIES LTD., 
ISRAEL; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:KAGAN, MICHAEL;CRUPNIKOFF, 
DIEGO;SHACHAR, ARIEL;AND 
OTHERS;REEL/FRAME:017409/0893;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20020212 TO 20020214; 

20090830 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
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US2005192727A1 20050901

(ENG) Sensor Assemblies

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT     

Inventor(s): SHOSTAK OLEKSANDR T UA ; 
KOLOMEYKO ANATOLIY V UA ; BREED 
DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US ; 
JOHNSON WENDELL C US 

Application No: US   12006505   A

Filing Date: 20050502

Issue/Publication Date: 20050901

Abstract: (ENG) Sensor assembly capable of obtaining and providing a measurement of a physical quantity, e.g., 
measurement of temperature and/or pressure of a vehicular tire, includes an antenna capable of 
receiving a radio frequency signal, a radio frequency identification (RFID) device coupled to the 
antenna, a sensor coupled to the RFID device arranged to generate a measurement of the physical 
quantity or quantities, and a switch coupled to the RFID device and arranged to connect or disconnect 
the sensor from a circuit with the antenna dependent on whether the antenna receives a particular signal 
associated with the RFID device. When the antenna receives the particular signal associated with the 
RFID device, the RFID device causes the switch to close and connect the sensor in the circuit with the 
antenna to enable the measurement generated by the sensor to be directed to and transmitted by the 
antenna. 

Priority Data: US 12006505 20050502 A N; US 8273905 20050317 A 2 Y; US 70136103 20031104 A 2 Y; US 
18867302 20020703 A 1 Y; US 75318601 20010102 A 2 Y; US 13791898 19980820 A 2 Y; US 
47607795 19950607 A 2 Y; US 17470902 20020619 A 2 Y; US 33093802 20021227 A 2 Y; US 
61345303 20030703 A 2 Y; US 92506201 20010808 A 2 Y; US 76702001 20010123 A 2 Y; US 
7340398 19980506 A 2 Y; US 57124795 19951212 A 2 Y; US 55021795 19951030 A C Y; US 
35631499 19990716 A 2 Y; US 94766197 19971009 A C Y; US 76555801 20010119 A 2 Y; US 
7906502 20020219 A 2 Y; US 64202803 20030815 A 2 Y; US 63874303 20030811 A 2 Y; US 
4355702 20020111 A 2 Y; US 64570900 20000824 A 2 Y; US 3912905 20050119 A 2 Y; US 
65875003 20030909 A 2 Y; US 81960997 19970317 A 2 Y; US 23997794 19940509 A C Y; US 
59283804 20040730 P Y; US 42361302 20021104 P Y; US 46164803 20030408 P Y; US 2804696 
19961009 P Y; US 23137800 20000908 P Y; US 26941501 20010216 P Y; US 29151101 
20010516 P Y; US 30401301 20010709 P Y; US 41586202 20021003 P Y; US 17097399 
19991215 P Y; 

Related Application(s): 60/592838 20040730 60/423613 20021104 60/461648 20030408 60/028046 19961009 
60/231378 20000908 60/269415 20010216 60/291511 20010516 60/304013 20010709 
60/415862 20021003 60/170973 19991215; 11/120065 20050502 10/188673 20020703 
6738697 US GRANTED; 11/120065 20050502 11/082739 20050317 PENDING<RDA 
continuation-in-part> 11/120065 20050502 10/701361 20031104 PENDING 10/188673 
20020703 09/753186 20010102 6484080 US GRANTED 09/753186 20010102 
09/137918 19980820 6175787 US GRANTED 09/137918 19980820 08/476077 
19950607 5809437 US GRANTED<RDA continuation-in-part> 10/701361 10/174709 
20020619 6735506 US GRANTED 10/701361 10/330938 20021227 6823244 US 
GRANTED 10/701361 10/613453 20030703 6850824 US GRANTED<RDA 
continuation-in-part> 10/701361 09/925062 20010808 6733036 US GRANTED 
09/925062 20010808 09/767020 20010123 6533316 US GRANTED 09/767020 
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20010123 09/073403 19980506 6179326 US GRANTED 09/073403 19980506 
08/571247 19951212 5772238 US GRANTED<RDA continuation-in-part> 09/073403 
19980506 08/550217 19951030 ABANDONED 09/767020 09/356314 19990716 
6326704 US GRANTED 09/356314 19990716 08/947661 19971009 
ABANDONED<RDA continuation-in-part> 09/356314 09/137918 19980820 6175787 
US GRANTED 09/137918 19980820 08/476077 19950607 5809437 US GRANTED 
10/701361 09/765558 20010119 6748797 US GRANTED<RDA continuation-in-part> 
10/701361 10/079065 20020219 6662642 US GRANTED 10/701361 10/642028 
20030815 PENDING 10/701361 10/638743 20030811 PENDING<RDA 
continuation-in-part> 10/701361 10/043557 20020111 6905135 US GRANTED 
10/701361 09/645709 20000824 PENDING 11/082739 11/039129 20050119 
PENDING<RDA continuation-in-part> 11/039129 20050119 10/658750 20030909 
6892572 US GRANTED 10/658750 20030909 08/819609 19970317 6615656 US 
GRANTED 08/819609 19970317 08/239977 19940509 ABANDONED 

IPC (International Class): G02B02701; B60R02101; G01F02326; B60C02304; B60C01900; G01F023296; 
G01F02320; B60R02130; H01Q00122; B60R021213; B60R021231; G07C00500; 
B60C01124; G07C00508; B60R021235; B60C02306; B60R02120; B60R021233; 
G01F02300; B60R02116; B60J01000; G01F02336; B60N00200; G02B02700; 
B60R02100 

US Class: 701037; 701001

Publication Language: ENG

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 16530/0669 Date Signed: 20050418 Date Recorded: 20050502 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.BREED, DAVID S.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE, ESQ. ATI-390 Q 11 SUNRISE PLAZA, SUITE 303 VALLEY STREAM, 
NY 11580-6111 

Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEEDOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20050502 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE 

TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : 
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:SHOSTAK, OLEKSANDR 
T.;KOLOMEYKO, ANATOLIY V.;BREED, DAVID S.;AND 
OTHERS;REEL/FRAME:016530/0669;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20050418 TO 20050501; 

20050502 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:SHOSTAK, 
OLEKSANDR T.;KOLOMEYKO, ANATOLIY V.;BREED, 
DAVID S.;AND 
OTHERS;REEL/FRAME:016530/0669;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20050418 TO 20050501; 

20050502 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
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ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:SHOSTAK, 
OLEKSANDR T.;KOLOMEYKO, ANATOLIY V.;BREED, 
DAVID S.;AND 
OTHERS;REEL/FRAME:016530/0669;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20050418 TO 20050501; 

US6078854A 20000620

(ENG) Apparatus and method for adjusting a vehicle component

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 
; MORIN JEFFREY L US 

Application No: US   12849098   A

Filing Date: 19980804

Issue/Publication Date: 20000620

Abstract: (ENG) A seat adjustment apparatus for adjusting a seat in a passenger compartment of a vehicle 
including wave sensors for transmitting waves into the passenger compartment toward the seat, 
receiving reflected waves from the passenger compartment and generating an output representative of 
the reflected waves received by the wave sensors, weight sensors associated with the seat for measuring 
the weight applied onto the seat and generating an output representative of the measured weight applied 
onto the seat and a processor for receiving the outputs from the wave sensors and the weight sensors 
and evaluating the seated-state of the seat based thereon. The processor directs a control unit to cause a 
portion of the seat to move based on the evaluation of the seated-state of the seat. 

Priority Data: US 12849098 19980804 A Y; US 47478395 19950607 A 2 N; US 97082297 19971114 A 2 Y; 

Related Application(s): 08/474783   19950607   5822707               GRANTED 08/970822   19971114                   PENDING

IPC (International Class): B60N00244; B60R02116; G01S01587; B60N00206; B60N00202; G01S01588; 
B60N00200; B60R02101; B60N00228; G01G019414; B60N00248; B60R021015; 
G01S01506; B60R02246; B60R021203; B60R021276; B60R02228; B60R02120; 
B60R02220 

US Class: 701049; 180273; 280735; 318467; 701045

Agent(s): Roffe   Brian

Examiner Primary: Chin, Gary

US Post Issuance:
--US Expiration Date: 20040620   20040817   DUE TO FAILURE TO PAY MAINTENANCE FEES
--US Certificate of Correction: 20011225   20020115   a Certificate of Correction was issued
for this patent

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 09377/0180 Date Signed: 19980722 Date Recorded: 19980804 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.; MORIN, JEFFREY L.BREED, DAVID S.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.; MORIN, JEFFREY L.
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Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE 376 YALE AVENUE WOODMERE, NY 11598-2051 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
19980804 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 

INTERNATIONAL INC., NEW JE; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID 
S.;DUVALL, WILBUR E.;MORIN, JEFFREY 
L.;REEL/FRAME:009377/0180;SIGNING DATES FROM 
19980722 TO 19980729; 

20011225 ( ) CC CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION
20031217 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
20040817 (-) FP EXPIRED DUE TO FAILURE TO PAY MAINTENANCE FEE 

Effective date: 20040620; 
20070731 ( ) ERR ERRATUM : IN THE NOTICE OF "PATENTS WHICH 

EXPIRED ON 20040620 DUE TO FALLURE TO PAY 
MAINTENANCE FEES" APPEARING IN THE OFFICIAL 
GAZETTE OF 20040817, ALL REFERENCE TO PATENT NO. 
6078854 WHICH ISSUED FROM APPLICATION NO. 09/128490 
SHOULD BE DELETED SINCE THE RELEVANT 
MAINTENANCE FEE WAS TIMELY PAID IN THAT 
PATENT.; 

20071220 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 8;

US7481453B2 20090127
US2007228703A1 20071004

(ENG) Inflator system

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S      US  

Application No: US   13162305   A

Filing Date: 20050518

Issue/Publication Date: 20090127

Abstract: (ENG) Method for inflating an airbag in a vehicle to protect an occupant in the event of a crash 
involving the vehicle in which an inflator having a propellant is arranged in the vehicle, the propellant 
is ignited after determination of a crash involving the vehicle to generate gas therefrom, the gas is 
directed into an airbag and pressure in the airbag is controlled based on the occupant by varying the 
flow of gas into the airbag. Variation in the flow of gas into the airbag may be obtained by varying a 
flow of aspirating gas into a mixing chamber in which the aspirating gas mixes with gas generated from 
the propellant. 

Priority Data: US 13162305 20050518 A Y; US 4355702 20020111 A 2 N; US 92506201 20010808 A 2 N; US 
76702001 20010123 A 2 N; US 7340398 19980506 A 2 N; US 57124795 19951212 A 2 Y; US 
55021795 19951030 A C N; US 35631499 19990716 A 2 N; US 94766197 19971009 A C N; US 
13791898 19980820 A 2 N; US 47607795 19950607 A 2 N; US 27872102 20021023 A 2 N; US 
63874303 20030811 A 2 N; US 96282797 19971103 A 2 N; US 47607695 19950607 A 2 N; US 
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33106002 20021227 A 2 N; US 86253001 20010522 A 2 N; US 45273599 19991201 A 2 N; US 
35897694 19941219 A 2 N; US 10424693 19930809 A B N; US 72775691 19910709 A C N; US 
74848900 20001226 A 2 N; US 51498695 19950814 A 1 N; US 2407693 19930301 A 2 N; US 
86552597 19970529 A 2 N; US 43504599 19991108 A 2 N; US 11496298 19980714 A 2 N; US 
10101793 19930916 A 2 N; US 18867302 20020703 A 2 N; US 75318601 20010102 A 2 N; US 
33093802 20021227 A 2 N; US 81737904 20040402 A C N; US 88857501 20010625 A 2 N; US 
53519800 20000327 A 2 N; US 7180198 19980504 A 2 N; US 62649396 19960402 A 2 N; US 
53967695 19951005 A 2 N; US 24776394 19940523 A 2 N; US 79541897 19970204 A 2 N; US 
41331803 20030414 A C N; US 97491904 20041027 A 2 Y; US 5833705 20050215 A 2 N; US 
96339004 20041012 A 1 N; US 76879104 20040130 A 1 N; US 2804696 19961009 P N; US 
34872001 20011023 P N; US 37428202 20020419 P N; 

Related Application(s): 11/131623 20050518 20070228703 20071004 US; 10/974919 20041027 7040653 US; 
10/817379 20040402 US ABANDONED; 10/638743 20030811 US PENDING; 
10/278721 20021023 US PENDING; 10/043557 20020111 6905135 US 

IPC (International Class): B60R02116; B60R02130

ECLA (European Class): B60R02130; B60R0210132; B60R021264

US Class: 280738; 280740

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Roffe, Brian

Examiner Primary: Culbreth, Eric

Examiner Assistant: Rocca, Joseph

US Post Issuance:
--US Certificate of Correction: 20090317   20090407   A Certificate of Correction was issued
for this patent

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 16582/0883 Date Signed: 20050517 Date Recorded: 20050518 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.BREED, DAVID S.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE, ESQ. ATI-367 11 SUNRISE PLAZA, SUITE 303 VALLEY STREAM, 
NEW YORK 11580-6111 

Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20050518 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 

INTERNATIONAL INC., NEW JE; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BREED, DAVID 
S.;REEL/FRAME:016582/0883; Effective date: 20050517; 

20090317 () CC
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US6175787B1 20010116

(ENG) On board vehicle diagnostic module using pattern 
recognition 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S   US  

Application No: US   13791898   A

Filing Date: 19980820

Issue/Publication Date: 20010116

Abstract: (ENG) A component diagnostic system for a motor vehicle including sensors not directly associated 
with the component such that the component does not directly affect the sensors, each sensors being 
arranged to detect a signal containing information as to whether the component is operating normally or 
abnormally and outputting a corresponding electrical signal. A processor receives the electrical signals 
and processes the same to determine if the component is operating abnormally based thereon. Another 
system within the vehicle is affected if the component is operating abnormally. The processor 
preferably applies pattern recognition techniques. Also, a method for automatically monitoring a 
component of a vehicle during operation of the vehicle on a restricted roadway, in which operation of 
the component is monitored in order to detect abnormal operation of the component, and if abnormal 
operation of the component is detected, the vehicle is automatically directed off of the restricted 
roadway. 

Priority Data: US 13791898 19980820 A I; US 47607795 19950607 A R; 

Related Application(s): 01      01

IPC (International Class): G01M01700

ECLA (European Class): B60N00202B4; B60N00202B6W; B60N00228P4; G07C00508D; G07C00500T

US Class: 701029; 340438; 340439; 701030; 701045; 702182; 702183; 706020

Agent(s): Roffe   Brian

Examiner Primary: Louis-Jacques, Jacques H.

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 09400/0935 Date Signed: 19980812 Date Recorded: 19980820 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.BREED, DAVID S.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE 376 YALE AVENUE WOODMERE, NEW YORK 11598-2051 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
19980820 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 

INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BREED, DAVID 
S.;REEL/FRAME:009400/0935; Effective date: 19980812; 
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20040708 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
20080714 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 8;

US6984818B1 20060110

(ENG) System and method for detecting the presence of an 
object in an aperture 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 
; JOHNSON WENDELL C US 

Application No: US   139504   A

Filing Date: 20041201

Issue/Publication Date: 20060110

Abstract: (ENG) System and method for detecting the presence of an object in an aperture in which an 
electromagnetic pulse is directed from an edge of a frame defining the aperture and electromagnetic 
waves reflected from an opposite edge of the frame are received at substantially the same location. A 
time of flight between the emission of the electromagnetic pulse and the reception of the reflected 
electromagnetic waves is measured. The presence of an obstacle in the aperture causes a variation in the 
time of flight from a reference time of flight in a situation where an obstacle is not present in the 
aperture. The system and method can be used in vehicles to determine the presence of obstacles in the 
path of a closing window, door, trunk lid, convertible top, or sunroof. 

Priority Data: US 139504 20041201 A N; US 19169202 20020709 A 3 Y; US 15216002 20020521 A C Y; US 
29238601 20010521 P Y; 

Related Application(s): 11/001395 10/191692 20020709 6875976 US A; 60/292386 20010521 00; 10/191692 
10/152160 20020521 ABANDONED 

IPC (International Class): G06M00700; H01J04014

US Class: 250221; 340555; 318264

Publication Language: ENG

Agent(s): Roffe   Brian

Examiner Primary: Porta, David

Examiner Assistant: Sohn, Seung C.

US Post Issuance:
--US Certificate of Correction: 20060328   20060418   a Certificate of Correction was issued
for this patent; 20060502   20060523   a Certificate of Correction was issued
for this patent

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20060328 ( ) CC CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION
20060502 ( ) CC CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION
20090711 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
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US6641463B1 20031104

(ENG) Finishing components and elements

Assignee: BEAVER CREEK CONCEPTS INC      US

Inventor(s): MOLNAR CHARLES J      US  

Application No: US   15151502   A

Filing Date: 20020520

Issue/Publication Date: 20031104

Abstract: (ENG) New, versatile finishing surfaces are described. Unitary finishing elements having discrete 
finishing members attached to unitary resilient body are disclosed for finishing microdevices such as 
semiconductor wafers. Finishing surfaces such as discrete finishing members can be comprised of a 
multiphase polymeric composition. The new unitary finishing elements have lower cost to manufacture 
and high precision. The unitary finishing elements and finishing surfaces can reduce unwanted surface 
defect creation on the semiconductor wafers during finishing. 

Priority Data: US 15151502 20020520 A N; US 55650900 20000424 A 2 Y; US 13101699 19990426 P Y; US 
13232999 19990503 P Y; US 13695499 19990601 P Y; US 14130299 19990628 P Y; US 
14130499 19990628 P Y; US 15879799 19991012 P Y; US 11896799 19990206 P Y; US 
13109799 19990426 P Y; US 13231699 19990503 P Y; US 13695599 19990601 P Y; US 
14133799 19990628 P Y; US 14129899 19990628 P Y; US 15879699 19991012 P Y; 

Related Application(s): 09/556509 20000424 6413153 US GRANTED; 13/101699 19990426 US; 60/132329 
19990503 US; 60/136954 19990601 US; 60/141302 19990628 US; 60/141304 
19990628 US; 60/158797 19991012 US; 11/896799 19990206 US; 60/131097 
19990426 US; 60/132316 19990503 US; 60/136955 19990601 US; 60/141337 
19990628 US; 60/141298 19990628 US; 60/158796 19991012 US 

IPC (International Class): B24D00334; B24D00328; B24B03704; B24D00706

ECLA (European Class): B24B03711; B24B03704B; B24D00328; B24D00334C; B24D00706B

US Class: 451041; 051298; 451060; 451285; 451286; 451287; 451527; 451530; 451539; 451921

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Examiner Primary: Hail, III, Joseph J.

Examiner Assistant: McDonald, Shantese

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 14202/0975 Date Signed: 20030609 Date Recorded: 20030619 
Assignee: BEAVER CREEK CONCEPTS INC. 12 MALVERN CT. WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19810 

Assignor: BEAVER CREEK CONCEPTS INC.BEAVER CREEK CONCEPTS INC.

Corres. Addr: BEAVER CREEKCONCEPTS INC. CHARLES J. MOLNAR 12 MALVERN CT. 
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 19810 

Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FORDETAILS). 
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Reel/Frame: 23985/0422 Date Signed: 20100219 Date Recorded: 20100222 
Assignee: MOLNAR, CHARLES J. 701 WEST BEALEY ST. ST MARYS GEORGIA 31558 

Assignor: BEAVER CREEK CONCEPTS INC.BEAVER CREEK CONCEPTS INC.

Corres. Addr: CHARLES J. MOLNAR 701 WBEALEY ST. ST. MARYS, GA 31558 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20030619 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: BEAVER CREEK CONCEPTS 

INC. 12 MALVERN CT.WILMINGTO; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BEAVER CREEK 
CONCEPTS INC.;REEL/FRAME:014202/0975; Effective date: 
20030609; 

20030619 () AS New owner name: BEAVER CREEK CONCEPTS INC., 
DELAWARE; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BEAVER CREEK CONCEPTS 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:014202/0975; Effective date: 20030609; 

20030619 () AS New owner name: BEAVER CREEK CONCEPTS INC. 12 
MALVERN CT.WILMINGTO; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BEAVER CREEK 
CONCEPTS INC.;REEL/FRAME:014202/0975; Effective date: 
20030609; 

20070416 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
20100222 () AS New owner name: MOLNAR, CHARLES J.,GEORGIA; : 

ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BEAVER CREEK CONCEPTS 
INC.;US-ASSIGNMENT DATABASE 
UPDATED:20100225;REEL/FRAME:23985/422; Effective date: 
20100219; 

20100222 () AS New owner name: MOLNAR, CHARLES J.,GEORGIA; : 
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BEAVER CREEK CONCEPTS 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:023985/0422; Effective date: 20100219; 

20100222 () AS New owner name: MOLNAR, CHARLES J., GEORGIA; : 
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BEAVER CREEK CONCEPTS 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:023985/0422; Effective date: 20100219; 

20110613 () REMI20110927 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 8;
20110927 () SULP Year of fee payment: 7;
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US6820897B2 20041123
US2002140215A1 20021003

(ENG) Vehicle object detection system and method

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 
; JOHNSON WENDELL C US 

Application No: US   15161502   A

Filing Date: 20020520

Issue/Publication Date: 20041123

Abstract: (ENG) System for obtaining information about an object in the vehicle including one or more 
resonators or reflectors arranged in association with the object, each resonator emitting an energy signal 
upon receipt of a signal at an excitation frequency, a transmitter device for transmitting signals at least 
at the excitation frequency of each resonator, an energy signal detector for detecting the energy signal 
emitted by each resonator upon receipt of the signal at the excitation frequency, and a processor coupled 
to the detector for obtaining information about the object upon analysis of the energy signal detected by 
the detector. The information obtained about the object may be a distance between each resonator and 
the detector, which positional information is useful for controlling components in the vehicle such as 
the occupant restraint or protection device. If the object is a seat, the information obtained about the seat 
may be an indication of the position of the seat, the position of the back cushion of the seat, the position 
of the bottom cushion of the seat, the angular orientation of the seat, and other seat parameters. The 
resonator(s) may be arranged within the object and may be a SAW device, antenna and/or RFID tag. 
When several resonators are used, each may be designed to emit an energy signal upon receipt of a 
signal at a different excitation frequency. The resonators may be tuned resonators including an acoustic 
cavity or a vibrating mechanical element. 

Priority Data: US 15161502 20020520 A N; US 89143201 20010626 A 2 Y; US 83892001 20010420 A 2 Y; US 
56355600 20000503 A 2 Y; US 43753599 19991110 A 2 Y; US 4770398 19980325 A 2 Y; US 
64006896 19960430 A 2 Y; US 23997894 19940509 A B Y; US 4097893 19930331 A B Y; US 
87857192 19920505 A C Y; US 50503695 19950721 A 1 Y; US 90587697 19970804 A 2 Y; US 
63929900 20000815 A 2 Y; US 90587797 19970804 A 1 Y; US 54367800 20000407 A 2 Y; US 
4770498 19980325 A 2 Y; 

Related Application(s): 08/239978 19940509 ABANDONED 08/505036 19950721 5653462 US A GRANTED 
(PATENT) 08/040978 PENDING 08/905877 19970804 6186537 US A GRANTED 
(PATENT)<RDA continuation> 08/505036 PENDING 08/040978 PENDING 
08/239978 PENDING 08/505036 PENDING 08/040978 PENDING; 09/891432 
20010626 6513833 US A GRANTED (PATENT) 09/838920 20010420 
PENDING<RDA continuation-in-part> 09/563556 20000503 6474683 US A 
GRANTED (PATENT) 09/437535 19991110 6712387 US A GRANTED 
(PATENT)<RDA continuation-in-part> 09/047703 19980325 6039139 US A 
GRANTED (PATENT) 08/640068 19960430 5829782 US A GRANTED 
(PATENT)<RDA continuation-in-part> 08/040978 19930531 ABANDONED 
07/878571 19920505 ABANDONED 08/905876 19970804 5848802 US A GRANTED 
(PATENT)<RDA continuation-in-part> 07/878571 PENDING 10/151615 PENDING 
09/639299 20000815 6422595 US A GRANTED (PATENT)<RDA 
continuation-in-part> 07/878571 PENDING 10/151615 PENDING 09/543678 
20000407 6412813 US A GRANTED (PATENT)<RDA continuation-in-part> 
09/047704 19980325 6116639 US A GRANTED (PATENT) 08/640068 PENDING 
08/905876 PENDING 07/878571 PENDING 
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IPC (International Class): G01S01587; B60R02220; B60R01102; G01F023296; B60N00202; B60N00200; 
G01S00741; G01F02320; G01S00748; G01F02300; B60R02101; G01S01788; 
B60J01000; E05F01500; G01S007539; B60N00228; B60R016037; G10K011178; 
B60R01602; B60N00248; G01S01588; G06K00900; B60R00108; G01S01506; 
B60R021215; B60R021231; G01S01304; B60R02120; B60R021276; B60R021015; 
G01S01504; B60R021013; B60R02248; B60R0210134; B60R00112; G01S01789; 
B60R0210132; B60R02116; B60R02126 

US Class: 280735; 701049; 342070

Agent(s): Roffe   Brian

Examiner Primary: Dickson, Paul N.

Examiner Assistant: To, Toan C

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 12923/0570 Date Signed: 20020515 Date Recorded: 20020520 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.BREED, DAVID S.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE 366 LONGACRE AVENUE WOODMERE, NY 11598 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20020520 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE 

TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. B; : 
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID S. 
/AR;REEL/FRAME:012923/0570;SIGNING DATESFROM 
20020515 TO 20020518; 

20020520 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID 
S.;DUVALL, WILBUR E.;JOHNSON, WENDELL 
C.;REEL/FRAME:012923/0570;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20020515 TO 20020518; 

20020520 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. B; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID S. 
/AR;REEL/FRAME:012923/0570;SIGNING DATESFROM 
20020515 TO 20020518; 

20080509 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
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US2002188392A1 20021212

(ENG) Telematics system

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 
; JOHNSON WENDELL C US 

Application No: US   17470902   A

Filing Date: 20020619

Issue/Publication Date: 20021212

Abstract: (ENG) Vehicular telematics system including an occupant sensing system for determining a property or 
characteristic of occupancy of the vehicle constituting information about the occupancy of the vehicle 
and a communications device coupled to the occupant sensing system for transmitting the information. 
The occupant sensing system may include sensors, for example, an image-obtaining sensor for 
obtaining images of the passenger compartment of the vehicle, a motion sensor, receivers arranged to 
receive waves, energy or radiation from seating locations in the passenger compartment, heartbeat 
sensors, weight sensors associated with seats in the vehicle and/or chemical sensors. Vehicle sensors 
may be provided, each sensing a state of the vehicle or a state of a component of the vehicle. The 
communications device is coupled, wired or wirelessly, directly or indirectly, to each vehicle sensor and 
transmits the state of the vehicle or the state of the component of the vehicle. 

Priority Data: US 17470902 20020619 A N; US 11453302 20020402 A 2 Y; US 75318601 20010102 A 2 Y; US 
13791898 19980820 A 2 Y; US 47607795 19950607 A 2 Y; US 7906502 20020219 A 2 Y; US 
76555801 20010119 A 2 Y; US 5870602 20020128 A 2 Y; US 89143201 20010626 A 2 Y; US 
83892001 20010420 A 2 Y; US 56355600 20000503 A 2 Y; US 43753599 19991110 A 2 Y; US 
4770398 19980325 A 2 Y; US 64006896 19960430 A 2 Y; US 23997894 19940509 A B Y; US 
4097893 19930331 A C Y; US 87857192 19920505 A C Y; US 90587697 19970804 A 2 Y; US 
50503695 19950721 A 1 Y; US 63929900 20000815 A 2 Y; US 90587797 19970804 A 2 Y; US 
40962599 19991001 A 2 Y; US 44833799 19991123 A 2 Y; US 87851792 19920505 A 2 Y; US 
44833899 19991123 A 2 Y; US 54367800 20000407 A 2 Y; US 4770498 19980325 A 2 Y; US 
23137800 20000908 P Y; US 26941501 20010216 P Y; US 29151101 20010516 P Y; US 
30401301 20010709 P Y; 

Related Application(s): 60/231378 20000908<RDA provisional application> 60/269415 20010216<RDA 
provisional application> 60/291511 20010516 60/304013 20010709; 08/505036 
19950721 5653462 US GRANTED<RDA continuation> 08/040978 19930331 
08/505036 19950721 5653462 US GRANTED 08/040978 19930331 08/505036 
19950721 5653462 US GRANTED 08/040978 19930331 08/505036 19950721 
5653462 US GRANTED 08/040978 19930331<RDA continuation> 08/505036 
19950721 5653462 US GRANTED 08/239978 19940509; 10/114533 20020402<RDA 
continuation-in-part> 09/753186 20010102 09/137918 19980820 6175787 US 
GRANTED<RDA continuation-in-part> 08/476077 19950607 5809437 US 
GRANTED 10/079065 20020219<RDA continuation-in-part> 09/765558 20010119 
10/114533 20020402 10/058706 20020128 09/891432 20010626<RDA 
continuation-in-part> 09/838920 20010420 09/563556 20000503 09/437535 19991110 
09/047703 19980325 6039139 US GRANTED 08/640068 19960430 5829782 US 
GRANTED<RDA continuation-in-part> 08/040978 19930331 07/878571 19920505 
08/905876 19970804 5848802 US GRANTED 07/878571 19920505 09/639299 
20000815 6422595 US GRANTED 08/905877 19970804 6186537 US 
GRANTED<RDA continuation-in-part> 07/878571 19920505 09/409625 19991001 
6270116 US GRANTED<RDA continuation-in-part> 08/905877 19970804 6186537 
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US GRANTED 07/878571 19920505<RDA continuation-in-part> 09/448337 
19991123 6283503 US GRANTED 08/905877 19970804 6186537 US GRANTED 
07/878517 19920505 5270883 US GRANTED<RDA continuation-in-part> 09/448338 
19991123 6168198 US GRANTED 08/905877 19970804 6186537 US GRANTED 
07/878571 19920505 09/543678 20000407 6412813 US GRANTED 09/047704 
19980325 6116639 US GRANTED<RDA continuation-in-part> 08/640068 19960430 
5829782 US GRANTED 08/040978 19930331 

IPC (International Class): G01S007539; G01S00748; B60N00228; B60C02304; B60C01900; G01F023296; 
E05F01500; B60R02220; G01F02300; B60R02101; G01S00741; B60R01102; 
G07C00500; B60C01124; B60R016037; G01F02320; B60N00202; G01S01788; 
B60C02306; B60R00108; G06K00900; B60R01602; G01S01588; B60N00248; 
B60J01000; G01S01587; G07C00508; B60N00200; B60R021215; B60R02248; 
B60R0210134; B60R021015; B60R0210132; G01S01789; B60R02120; 
B60R021276; B60R00112; G01S01504; B60R021231; B60R02126; G01S01506; 
B60R021013; G01S01304; B60R02116 

US Class: 701045

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 13042/0562 Date Signed: 20020612 Date Recorded: 20020619 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.; JOHNSON, WENDELLBREED, DAVID S.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.; JOHNSON, WENDELL

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE, ESQ. 366 LONGACRE AVENUE WOODMERE, NY 11598-2417 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20020619 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE 

TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BO; : 
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID S. 
/AR;REEL/FRAME:013042/0562;SIGNING DATESFROM 
20020612 TO 20020618; 

20020619 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL INC., NEW JE; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID 
S.;DUVALL, WILBUR E.;JOHNSON, 
WENDELL;REEL/FRAME:013042/0562;SIGNING DATES 
FROM 20020612 TO 20020618; 

20020619 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BO; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID S. 
/AR;REEL/FRAME:013042/0562;SIGNING DATESFROM 
20020612 TO 20020618; 

20071112 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
20111226 () REMI
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US6735506B2 20040511

(ENG) Telematics system

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 
; JOHNSON WENDELL C US 

Application No: US   17470902   D

Filing Date: 20020619

Issue/Publication Date: 20040511

Abstract: (ENG) Vehicular telematics system including an occupant sensing system for determining a property or 
characteristic of occupancy of the vehicle constituting information about the occupancy of the vehicle 
and a communications device coupled to the occupant sensing system for transmitting the information. 
The occupant sensing system may include sensors, for example, an image-obtaining sensor for 
obtaining images of the passenger compartment of the vehicle, a motion sensor, receivers arranged to 
receive waves, energy or radiation from seating locations in the passenger compartment, heartbeat 
sensors, weight sensors associated with seats in the vehicle and/or chemical sensors. Vehicle sensors 
may be provided, each sensing a state of the vehicle or a state of a component of the vehicle. The 
communications device is coupled, wired or wirelessly, directly or indirectly, to each vehicle sensor and 
transmits the state of the vehicle or the state of the component of the vehicle. 

Priority Data: US 75318601 20010102 A 2 Y; US 13791898 19980820 A 2 Y; US 47607795 19950607 A 2 Y; 
US 7906502 20020219 A 2 Y; US 76555801 20010119 A 2 Y; US 11453302 20020402 A 2 Y; 
US 5870602 20020128 A 2 Y; US 89143201 20010626 A 2 Y; US 83892001 20010420 A 2 Y; 
US 56355600 20000503 A 2 Y; US 43753599 19991110 A 2 Y; US 4770398 19980325 A 2 Y; 
US 64006896 19960430 A 2 Y; US 23997894 19940509 A B Y; US 4097893 19930331 A C Y; 
US 87857192 19920505 A C Y; US 90587697 19970804 A 2 Y; US 50503695 19950721 A 1 Y; 
US 63929900 20000815 A 2 Y; US 90587797 19970804 A 2 Y; US 40962599 19991001 A 2 Y; 
US 44833899 19991123 A 2 Y; US 54367800 20000407 A 2 Y; US 4770498 19980325 A 2 Y; 
US 30401301 20010709 P Y; US 29151101 20010516 P Y; US 26941500 20000216 P Y; US 
23137800 20000908 P Y; US 17470902 20020619 A Y; 

Related Application(s): 1994US-000239978 19940509 US ABANDONED; 08/505036 19950721 5653462 US 
GRANTED; 08/040978 00010101 US PENDING; 08/505036 19950721 5653462 US 
GRANTED; 1993US-000040978 19930331 US ABANDONED; 08/505036 19950721 
5653462 US GRANTED; 1993US-000040978 19930331 US ABANDONED; 
08/505036 19950721 5653462 US GRANTED; 1993US-000040978 19930331 US 
ABANDONED; 1994US-000239978 19940509 US ABANDONED; 08/505036 
19950721 5653462 US GRANTED; 08/040978 00010101 US PENDING; 09/753186 
20010102 US PENDING; 09/137918 19980820 6175787 US GRANTED; 08/476077 
19950607 5809437 US GRANTED; 10/174709 00010101 US PENDING; 10/079065 
20020219 US PENDING; 09/765558 20010119 US PENDING; 10/174709 00010101 
US PENDING; 10/114533 20020402 US PENDING; 10/058706 20020128 US 
PENDING; 09/891432 20010626 US PENDING; 09/838920 20010420 US PENDING; 
09/563556 20000503 US PENDING; 09/437535 19991110 US PENDING; 09/047703 
19980325 6039139 US GRANTED; 08/640068 19960430 5829782 US GRANTED; 
1993US-000040978 19930331 US ABANDONED; 1992US-000878571 19920505 US 
ABANDONED; 08/905876 19970804 5848802 US GRANTED; 1992US-000878571 
19920505 US ABANDONED; 09/639299 20000815 US PENDING; 08/905877 
19970804 6186537 US GRANTED; 1992US-000878571 19920505 US 
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ABANDONED; 09/409625 19991001 6270116 US GRANTED; 08/905877 19970804 
6186537 US GRANTED; 1992US-000878571 19920505 US ABANDONED; 
09/448338 19991123 6168186 US GRANTED; 08/905877 19970804 6186537 US 
GRANTED; 1992US-000878571 19920505 US ABANDONED; 09/543678 20000407 
US PENDING; 09/047704 19980325 6116638 US GRANTED; 08/640068 19960430 
5829782 US GRANTED; 1993US-000040978 19930331 US ABANDONED; 
1992US-000878571 19920505 US ABANDONED; 08/905876 19970804 5848802 US 
GRANTED; 07/878571 00010101 US PENDING; 60-304013 20010709 US; 
60-291511 20010516 US; 60/269415 20000216 US; 60/231378 20000908 US 

IPC (International Class): B60N00228; G01F02300; B60C02304; B60C01900; G01S00748; G01F02320; 
E05F01500; G01F023296; G07C00500; B60R01602; G01S007539; G01S01587; 
B60R016037; B60C01124; B60R02220; G01S00741; B60N00202; G06K00900; 
G01S01588; B60C02306; G07C00508; B60R02101; B60N00248; B60J01000; 
G01S01788; B60N00200; G01S01504; G01S01304; B60R02126; B60R02116; 
B60R02120; B60R021015; B60R021231; B60R0210132; B60R02248; 
B60R021276; B60R021013; B60R00112; B60R0210134; G01S01789; G01S01506; 
B60R021215 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60C01124; B60C01900; B60C02304C; B60C02304C4; 
B60C02304C6D; B60C02306C; B60J01000; B60M00100Y5A; B60N00200C; 
B60N00202B4; B60N00202B6B; B60N00202B6W; B60N00228; B60N00228B2; 
B60N00248C3C; B60N00248W; B60R016037; B60R0210136; B60R02220; 
E05F01500B6B; E05F01500B6B2; G01F02300G1A; G01F02320; G01F023296D; 
G01S00741D; G01S00748A; G01S007539; G01S01587; G01S01588; G01S01788; 
G06K00900H; G07C00500T; G07C00508D 

US Class: 701036

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Roffe, Brian

Examiner Primary: Beaulieu, Yonel

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 13042/0562 Date Signed: 20020612 Date Recorded: 20020619 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.; JOHNSON, WENDELLBREED, DAVID S.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.; JOHNSON, WENDELL

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE, ESQ. 366 LONGACRE AVENUE WOODMERE, NY 11598-2417 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20020619 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE 

TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BO; : 
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID S. 
/AR;REEL/FRAME:013042/0562;SIGNING DATESFROM 
20020612 TO 20020618; 

20020619 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
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INTERNATIONAL INC., NEW JE; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID 
S.;DUVALL, WILBUR E.;JOHNSON, 
WENDELL;REEL/FRAME:013042/0562;SIGNING DATES 
FROM 20020612 TO 20020618; 

20020619 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BO; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID S. 
/AR;REEL/FRAME:013042/0562;SIGNING DATESFROM 
20020612 TO 20020618; 

20071112 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
20111226 () REMI

US6958451B2 20051025
US2003056997A1 20030327

(ENG) Apparatus and method for measuring weight of an 
occupying item of a seat 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DU VALL WILBUR E 
US ; JOHNSON WENDELL C US 

Application No: US   17480302   A

Filing Date: 20020619

Issue/Publication Date: 20051025

Abstract: (ENG) Arrangement and method for determining weight of an occupying item in a seat including one or 
more weight sensors arranged to obtain a measurement of the force applied to the seat, a forcing 
function determination arrangement for measuring a forcing function of the seat and a processor 
coupled to the weight sensor(s) and forcing function determination arrangement for receiving the 
measurement of the force applied to the weight sensor(s) and the measurement of the forcing function 
from the forcing function measurement system and determining the weight of the occupying item based 
thereon. The forcing function determination arrangement may include an accelerometer and measures 
effects on the seat caused by load of a seatbelt associated with the seat and/or effects on the seat of road 
roughness, steering maneuvers, and a vehicle suspension system. 

Priority Data: US 17480302 20020619 A N; US 90187901 20010709 A 2 Y; US 50034600 20000208 A 2 Y; US 
12849098 19980804 A 2 Y; US 47478395 19950607 A 2 Y; US 97082297 19971114 A 2 Y; US 
84955801 20010504 A 2 Y; US 19320998 19981117 A 2 Y; US 84955901 20010504 A 1 Y; US 
75318601 20010102 A 2 Y; US 76702001 20010123 A 2 Y; US 77097401 20010126 A 2 Y; 

Related Application(s): 09/901879 09/849559 20010504 PENDING; 10/174803 09/901879 20010709 6555766 
US A 09/849559 09/193209 19981117 6242701 US A 09/193209 09/128490 19980804 
6078854 US A 09/128490 08/970822 19971114 6081757 US A 08/970822 08/474783 
19950607 5822701 US A 08/970822 10/174803 PENDING 10/174803 09/849559 
PENDING 09/849559 09/193209 PENDING 09/193209 09/128490 PENDING 
09/128490 08/970822 PENDING 08/970822 08/474783 PENDING 08/970822 
10/174803 PENDING 10/174803 09/849558 20010504 6653577 US A 09/849558 
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09/193209 PENDING 09/193209 09/128490 PENDING 09/128490 08/970822 
PENDING 08/970822 08/474783 PENDING 08/970822 10/174803 PENDING 
10/174803 09/770974 20010126 6648367 US A 09/770974 09/767020 20010123 
6533316 US A 09/767020 09/753186 20010102 6484080 US A 09/767020 10/174803 
PENDING 10/174803 09/500346 20000208 6442504 US A 09/500346 09/128490 
PENDING 09/128490 08/970822 PENDING 08/970822 08/474783 PENDING 

IPC (International Class): B60N00268; G01G019414; B60N00202; B60N002015; G01S01588; B60N00200; 
B60N00266; B60N00206; B60R02101; B60N00228; G01S01587; B60N00248; 
G01S01506; B60R02246; B60R02220; B60R02120; B60R021203; B60R021276; 
B60R021015; B60R02126; B60R02228 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60N00200C; B60N002015; B60N00202B4; B60N00202B6; 
B60N00202B6B; B60N00202B6C; B60N00202B6W; B60N00206S; B60N00228; 
B60N00228B2; B60N00228P4; B60N00248C2C; B60N00248C3C; B60N00248W; 
B60N00266; B60N00268; G01G019414A; G01S01587; G01S01588 

US Class: 177001; 177144; 702101; 180273; 280735; 701045

Publication Language: ENG

Agent(s): Roffe   Brian

Examiner Primary: Gibson, Randy W.

US Post Issuance:
--US Certificate of Correction: 20060103   20060124   a Certificate of Correction was issued
for this patent
--US Litigations: Automotive Technologies International Inc   American Honda
Motor Company Et A 20060317 Delaware 1:06cv187 ; Automotive Technologies International Inc Hyundai 
Motor 
America Et A   20060616   Delaware   1:06cv391

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 13042/0575 Date Signed: 20020618 Date Recorded: 20020619 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.BREED, DAVID S.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE, ESQ. 366 LONGACRE AVENUE WOODMERE, NY 11598-2417 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20020619 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 

INTERNATIONAL INC., NEW JE; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID 
S.;DUVALL, WILBUR E.;JOHNSON, WENDELL 
C.;REEL/FRAME:013042/0575; Effective date: 20020618; 

20060103 ( ) CC CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION
20090409 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
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US7097201B2 20060829
US2005242555A1 20051103

(ENG) Side impact sensor systems

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; CASTELLI VITTORIO 
US ; PRUSZENSKI JR ANTHONY S US 

Application No: US   17483705   A

Filing Date: 20050705

Issue/Publication Date: 20060829

Abstract: (ENG) Vehicle including an occupant protection apparatus for protecting an occupant during an impact 
into a side of the vehicle, and a side impact, electronic crash sensor assembly for detecting impact into 
the side of the vehicle and controlling the occupant protection apparatus responsive to the detected 
impact. The sensor assembly includes a sensor housing arranged in a door or between inner and outer 
side panels along a side of the vehicle, a movable sensing mass arranged within and movable in the 
lateral direction relative to the sensor housing in response to lateral accelerations thereof, a 
micro-processor containing an algorithm which generates a time-varying signal representative of lateral 
movement of the mass, analyzes the signal and generates a deployment signal based thereon, and a 
control unit for receiving the deployment signal from the micro-processor and controlling deployment 
of the occupant protection apparatus based thereon. 

Priority Data: US 17483705 20050705 A N; US 96339004 20041012 A 1 Y; US 76879104 20040130 A 1 Y; US 
43504599 19991108 A 1 Y; US 11496298 19980714 A 2 Y; US 10101793 19930916 A 2 Y; 

Related Application(s): 11/174837 20050705 20050242555 20051103 US; 10/963390 20041012 US 
PENDING; 10/768791 20040130 US PENDING; 09/435045 19991108 6685218 US; 
09/114962 19980714 6419265 US; 08/101017 19930916 5842716 US 

IPC (International Class): B60R02116; B60R02120; B60R02133; B60R02121

ECLA (European Class): B60R02133; B60R02120

US Class: 2807302; 280735

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Roffe, Brian

Examiner Primary: Culbreth, Eric

US Post Issuance:
--US Certificate of Correction: 20061121   20061212   a Certificate of Correction was issued
for this patent

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 19353/0388 Date Signed: 19991103 Date Recorded: 20070523 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.; CASTELLI, VITTORIO; PRUSZENSKI, ANTHONY S., JR.BREED, DAVID S.; CASTELLI, VITTORIO; PRUSZENSKI, ANTHONY S., JR.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE 11 SUNRISE PLAZA, SUITE 303 ATI-405 VALLEY STREAM, NY 11580 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 
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Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20061121 ( ) CC CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION
20070523 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE 

TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : 
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:CASTELLI, 
VITTORIO;PRUSZENSKI, ANTHONY S., JR.;BREED, DAVID 
S.;REEL/FRAME:019353/0388;SIGNING DATES FROM 
19991103 TO 20020228; 

20070523 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:CASTELLI, 
VITTORIO;PRUSZENSKI, ANTHONY S., JR.;BREED, DAVID 
S.;REEL/FRAME:019353/0388;SIGNING DATES FROM 
19991103 TO 20020228; 

20070523 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:CASTELLI, 
VITTORIO;PRUSZENSKI, ANTHONY S., JR.;BREED, DAVID 
S.;REEL/FRAME:019353/0388;SIGNING DATES FROM 
19991103 TO 20020228; 

20100405 () REMI20100829 () LAPS20101019 () FP Effective date: 20100829;

US6370475B1 20020409

(ENG) Accident avoidance system

Assignee: INTELLIGENT TECH INT INC      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 
; JOHNSON WENDELL C US 

Application No: US   17704198   A

Filing Date: 19981022

Issue/Publication Date: 20020409

Abstract: (ENG) System and method for preventing vehicle accidents in which the absolute position of the 
vehicle is determined, e.g., using a satellite-based positioning system such as GPS, and the location of 
the vehicle relative to the edges of the roadway is then determined based on the absolute position of the 
vehicle and stored data relating to edges of roadways on which the vehicle may travel. A system or 
component within the vehicle is initiated, e.g., an alarm or warning system, or the operation of a system 
or component is affected, e.g., an automatic guidance system, if the location of the vehicle approaches 
close to an edge of the roadway or intersects with an edge of the roadway. 

Priority Data: US 17704198 19981022 A Y; US 6272997 19971022 P Y; 

Related Application(s): 60/062729   19971022       00
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IPC (International Class): G01S01948; G01S01393; B60N00228; G08G00116

US Class: 701301; 340436; 34235708; 701215

Agent(s): Roffe   Brian                                                                            0

Examiner Primary: Zanelli, Michael J.

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 10101/0322 Date Signed: 19990607 Date Recorded: 19990721 
Assignee: INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.; JOHNSON, WENDELL C.BREED, DAVID S.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.; JOHNSON, WENDELL C.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE 376 YALE AVENUE WOODMERE, NY 11598-2051 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
19990721 () AS New owner name: INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES 

INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID 
S.;DUVALL, WILBUR E.;JOHNSON, WENDELL 
C.;REEL/FRAME:010101/0322;SIGNING DATES FROM 
19990607 TO 19990618; 

20051007 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
20091006 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 8;

US6918459B2 20050719
US2002166710A1 20021114

(ENG) Method and apparatus for deploying airbags

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S      US  

Application No: US   18046602   A

Filing Date: 20020626

Issue/Publication Date: 20050719

Abstract: (ENG) Apparatus and method for deploying airbags in a vehicle in which a first inflatable airbag 
protects an occupant in a seating location during a crash and a second inflatable airbag moves the 
occupant in the seating location away from an interior surface of the vehicle upon inflation. A crash 
sensor system determines that a crash involving the vehicle will occur or is occurring and initiates 
inflation of the first and second airbags. The second airbag may be inflated prior to inflation of the first 
airbag such that inflation of the second airbag causes the occupant to be moved away from the interior 
surface of the vehicle and into a better position for deployment of the first airbag. In one exemplary 
embodiment, the first airbag is a side curtain airbag and the second airbag is arranged in a door of the 
vehicle to move the occupant away from the door. 
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Priority Data: US 18046602 20020626 A N; US 9708202 20020313 A 2 Y; US 82517301 20010403 A 2 Y; US 
2408598 19980217 A 2 Y; US 24776094 19940523 A C Y; US 30788399 19990510 A 2 Y; 

Related Application(s): 10/097082 20020313 US PENDING; 09/825173 20010403 6623033 US; 09/024085 
19980217 6209909 US; 08/247760 19940523 US; 09/307883 19990510 6343810 US 

IPC (International Class): G01S01788; B60N00228; B60N00202; G01S01388; G01S01588; G01S00741; 
B60R02121; B60R021233; B60N00200; G08G00116; B60R02232; B60R02101; 
B60R01920; B60R02116; B60R02226; G01S00748; B60R01942; G01S01587; 
B60R0210132; G01S007539; G01S007487; G01S01789; B60R0210134; 
B60R02100 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021013; B60N00200C; B60N00202B4; B60N00202B6W; B60N00228; 
B60N00228B2; B60N00228P4; B60R01920C; B60R01942; B60R021231L; 
B60R021233; B60R02226; B60R02232B; G01S00741D; G01S00748A; G01S01388; 
G01S01587; G01S01588; G01S01788; G08G00116A; G08G00116A2; G08G00116B 

US Class: 180282; 2807301; 280734

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Roffe, Brian

Examiner Primary: Dickson, Paul N.

Examiner Assistant: Rosenberg, Laura B.

US Post Issuance:
--US Certificate of Correction: 20050906   20050927   a Certificate of Correction was issued
for this patent

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 13063/0080 Date Signed: 20020626 Date Recorded: 20020626 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.BREED, DAVID S.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE, ESQ. 366 LONGACRE AVENUE WOODMERE, NY 11598-2417 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20020626 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE 

TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BO; : 
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BREED, DAVID S. 
/AR;REEL/FRAME:013063/0080; Effective date: 20020626; 

20020626 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL INC., NEW JE; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BREED, DAVID 
S.;REEL/FRAME:013063/0080; Effective date: 20020626; 

20020626 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BO; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BREED, DAVID S. 
/AR;REEL/FRAME:013063/0080; Effective date: 20020626; 
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20050906 ( ) CC CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION
20090126 () REMI20090719 () REIN20090908 () FP Effective date: 20090719;
20090914 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
20090914 () PRDP Effective date: 20090914;
20090914 () SULP

US7359782B2 20080415
US2005278098A1 20051215

(ENG) Vehicular impact reactive system and method

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S      US  

Application No: US   18359805   A

Filing Date: 20050718

Issue/Publication Date: 20080415

Abstract: (ENG) System and method for reacting to an expected impact involving a vehicle including an 
anticipatory sensor system for determining that an impact involving the vehicle is about to occur prior 
to the impact and an impact responsive system coupled to the sensor system and actuated after its 
determination of the expected impact. The sensor system includes wave receivers spaced apart from one 
another, each receiving waves generated by, modified by, or reflected from a common object exterior of 
the vehicle. The impact responsive system attempts to reduce the potential harm resulting from the 
impact and can be a protection apparatus which protects a vehicular occupant or a pedestrian, such as 
one including an airbag and an inflator for inflating the airbag. 

Priority Data: US 18359805 20050718 A N; US 11147405 20050421 A 2 Y; US 75401404 20040108 A 2 Y; US 
85136201 20010508 A 2 Y; US 18046602 20020626 A 2 Y; US 9708202 20020313 A 2 Y; US 
82517301 20010403 A 2 Y; US 2408598 19980217 A 2 Y; US 24776094 19940523 A C Y; US 
30788399 19990510 A 2 Y; US 44220403 20030124 P Y; US 20242400 20000508 P Y; 

Related Application(s): 11/183598 20050718 20050278098 20051215 US; 60/442204 20030124 US; 
60/202424 20000508 US; 11/111474 20050421 7209221 US; 10/754014 20040108 
6885968 US; 09/851362 20010508 7049945 US; 10/180466 20020626 6918459 US; 
10/097082 20020313 6755273 US; 11/183598 20050718 US PENDING; 10/180466 
20020626 6918459 US; 10/097082 20020313 6755273 US; 09/825173 20010403 
6623033 US; 09/024085 19980217 6209909 US; 08/247760 19940523 US 
ABANDONED; 09/307883 19990510 6343810 US; 09/024085 19980217 6209909 US 

IPC (International Class): B60R02200; G01S01300

ECLA (European Class): G01S01793C; B60R0210134; G01S01393C

US Class: 701045; 180274; 340435; 340557; 34099513; 342118; 701046; 707010; 710029; 710038; 710046; 
710048; 710117; 710200; 710301 

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Roffe, Brian

Examiner Primary: Black, Thomas

Examiner Assistant: Marc, McDieunel
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US Post Issuance:
--US Certificate of Correction: 20080729   20080819   A Certificate of Correction was issued
for this patent

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 16791/0272 Date Signed: 20050718 Date Recorded: 20050718 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.BREED, DAVID S.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE, ESQ. 11 SUNRISE PLAZA, ATI-293 VALLEY STREAM, NEW YORK 
11580-6111 

Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20050718 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 

INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BREED, DAVID 
S.;REEL/FRAME:016791/0272; Effective date: 20050718; 

20050718 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BREED, DAVID 
S.;REEL/FRAME:016791/0272; Effective date: 20050718; 

20080729 () CC

US6738697B2 20040518
US2003009270A1 20030109

(ENG) Telematics system for vehicle diagnostics

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S      US  

Application No: US   18867302   A

Filing Date: 20020703

Issue/Publication Date: 20040518

Abstract: (ENG) Vehicle diagnostic system which diagnoses the state of the vehicle or the state of a component 
of the vehicle and generates an output indicative or representative thereof. A communications device 
transmits the output of the diagnostic system to a remote location, possibly via a satellite or the Internet. 
The diagnostic system can include sensors mounted on the vehicle, each providing a measurement 
related to a state of the sensor or a measurement related to a state of the mounting location, and a 
processor coupled to the sensors and arranged to receive data from the sensors and process the data to 
generate the output indicative or representative of the state of the vehicle or its component. The 
processor may embody a pattern recognition algorithm trained to generate the output from the data 
received from the sensors and be arranged to control parts of the vehicle based on the output. 

Priority Data: US 18867302 20020703 A N; US 17470902 20020619 A 2 Y; US 75318601 20010102 A 2 Y; US 
13791898 19980820 A 2 Y; US 47607795 19950607 A 2 Y; US 7906502 20020219 A 2 Y; US 
76555801 20010119 A 2 Y; US 26941501 20010216 P Y; US 29151101 20010516 P Y; US 
30401301 20010709 P Y; US 23137800 20000908 P Y; 
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Related Application(s): 60/304013 20010709 00 60/291511 20010516 00<RDA provisional application> 
60/269415 20010216 00<RDA provisional application> 60/231378 20000908 00; 
09/753186 20010102 6484080 US A GRANTED (PATENT) 09/137918 19980820 
6175787 US A GRANTED (PATENT)<RDA continuation-in-part> 08/476077 
19950607 5809437 US A GRANTED (PATENT) 10/188673 PENDING 10/079065 
20020219 PENDING<RDA continuation-in-part> 09/765558 20010119 PENDING 
10/188673 PENDING 10/174709 20020619 PENDING 

IPC (International Class): G07C00508; B60C02304; B60C01900; B60C01124; G07C00500; B60C02306; 
B60N00202; B60N00228 

US Class: 701029; 701034

Agent(s): Roffe   Brian

Examiner Primary: Beaulieu, Yonel

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 13095/0708 Date Signed: 20020702 Date Recorded: 20020703 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.BREED, DAVID S.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE, ESQ. BRIAN ROFFE 366 LONGACRE AVENUE WOODMERE, NY 
11598-2417 

Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FORDETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20020703 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE 

TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BO; : 
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BREED, DAVID S. 
/AR;REEL/FRAME:013095/0708; Effective date: 20020702; 

20020703 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL INC., NEW JE; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BREED, DAVID 
S.;REEL/FRAME:013095/0708; Effective date: 20020702; 

20020703 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BO; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BREED, DAVID S. 
/AR;REEL/FRAME:013095/0708; Effective date: 20020702; 

20071119 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
20120102 () REMI
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US6875976B2 20050405
US2002179822A1 20021205

(ENG) Aperture monitoring system and method

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 
; JOHNSON WENDELL C US 

Application No: US   19169202   A

Filing Date: 20020709

Issue/Publication Date: 20050405

Abstract: (ENG) System and method for detecting the presence of an object in an aperture in which for modulated 
electromagnetic waves are directed from an edge of a frame defining the aperture and electromagnetic 
waves reflected from an opposite edge of the frame are received at substantially the same location. The 
phase change between the modulated electromagnetic waves and the reflected electromagnetic waves is 
measured wherein the presence of an obstacle in the aperture causes a variation in the phase change 
from a situation where an obstacle is not present. The system and method can be used in vehicles to 
determine the presence of obstacles in the path of a closing window, door, trunk lid, convertible top, or 
sunroof. 

Priority Data: US 15216002 20020521 A 2; US 19169202 20020709 A Z; US 29238601 20010521 P; 

Related Application(s): 60/292386   20010521       00; 10/152160   20020521                   ABANDONED

IPC (International Class): G06M00700; H01J04014

ECLA (European Class): B60J007057B; G01S01702D

US Class: 250221; 340555; 318262

Agent(s): Roffe   Brian

Examiner Primary: Luu, Thanh X.

Examiner Assistant: Sohn, Seung C.

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 13102/0827 Date Signed: 20020705 Date Recorded: 20020709 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.BREED, DAVID S.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE, ESQ. 366 LONGACRE AVENUE WOODMERE, NY 11598-2417 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20020709 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE 

TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. B; : 
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID S. 
/AR;REEL/FRAME:013102/0827; Effective date: 20020705; 

20020709 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
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ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID 
S.;DUVALL, WILBUR E.;JOHNSON, WENDELL 
C.;REEL/FRAME:013102/0827; Effective date: 20020705; 

20020709 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. B; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID S. 
/AR;REEL/FRAME:013102/0827; Effective date: 20020705; 

20080930 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;

US7815219B2 20101019
US2005269810A1 20051208

(ENG) Weight measuring systems and methods for vehicles

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 
; MORIN JEFFREY L US 

Application No: US   19185005   A

Filing Date: 20050728

Issue/Publication Date: 20101019

Abstract: (ENG) Sensor system for sensing pressure applied to a seat by an occupant of the seat and for 
controlling deployment of an airbag which includes a bladder defining a chamber and which is adapted 
to be arranged in a seat portion of the seat, and a pressure sensor for measuring a pressure in the 
chamber. Deployment of the airbag is controlled based at least in part on the pressure in the chamber 
measured by the pressure sensor. A control module may be provided to control deployment of the 
airbag so that when the pressure sensor generates a signal based on the measured pressure in the 
chamber and provides the signal to the control module, the control module controls deployment of the 
airbag based on the signal. 

Priority Data: US 19185005 20050728 A N; US 73395703 20031211 A 3 Y; US 84955901 20010504 A 2 Y; US 
19320998 19981117 A 2 Y; US 12849098 19980804 A 2 Y; US 47478395 19950607 A 2 Y; US 
97082297 19971114 A 2 Y; US 6101602 20020130 A 2 Y; US 90187901 20010709 A 2 Y; US 
22778102 20020826 A 2 Y; US 50034600 20000208 A 2 Y; 

Related Application(s): 11/191850 20050728 20050269810 US; 10/733957 20031211 7243945 US; 09/849559 
20010504 6689962 US; 09/193209 19981117 6242701 US; 09/128490 19980804 
6078854 US; 08/474783 19950607 5822707 US; 08/970822 19971114 6081757 US; 
10/061016 20020130 6833516 US; 09/901879 20010709 6555766 US; 09/849559 
20010504 6689962 US; 10/227781 20020826 6792342 US; 10/061016 20020130 
6833516 US; 09/500346 20000208 6442504 US; 09/128490 19980804 6078854 US; 
08/474783 19950607 5822707 US; 08/970822 19971114 6081757 US 

IPC (International Class): B60R02116; B60R02101; G01G019414; B60N00202; B60N002015; G01S01588; 
B60N00200; B60N00266; B60N00206; B60N00228; G01S01587; B60N00248; 
G01S01506; B60R02246; B60R02220; B60R02120; B60R021203; B60R021276; 
B60R02126; B60R02228; B60R021015 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60N00200C; B60N002015; B60N00202B4; B60N00202B6; 
B60N00202B6B; B60N00202B6C; B60N00202B6W; B60N00206S; B60N00228; 
B60N00228B2; B60N00228P4; B60N00248C2C; B60N00248C3C; B60N00248W; 
B60N00266; G01G019414A; G01S01587; G01S01588 
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US Class: 280735; 180273; 180274; 701045

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Roffe, Brian

Examiner Primary: To, Toan C

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 24948/0300 Date Signed: 20031210 Date Recorded: 20100907 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC, P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S; DUVALL, WILBUR E; MORIN, JEFFREY LBREED, DAVID S; DUVALL, WILBUR E; MORIN, JEFFREY L

Corres. Addr: BRIANROFFE 8170 MCCORMICK BOULEVARD, SUITE 223 SKOKIE, IL 60203-2959 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20100907 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 

INTERNATIONAL, INC,, NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID 
S;DUVALL, WILBUR E;MORIN, JEFFREY L;SIGNINGDATES 
FROM 20031210 TO 20040924;REEL/FRAME:024948/0300; 

[ no drawing available]

US2003100088A1 20030529

(ENG) Protease inhibitor conjugates and antibodies useful in 
immunoassay 

Assignee: SIGLER GERALD F.      US

Inventor(s): METZ SIGRUN DE ; HUBER ERASMUS J DE ; 
VON DER ELTZ HERBERT W DE ; DERAS 
INA US ; HUI RAYMOND A US ; GHOSHAL 
MITALI US ; SIGLER GERALD F US ; ROOT 
RICHARD TERRY US 

Application No: US   19205202   A

Filing Date: 20020710

Issue/Publication Date: 20030529

Abstract: (ENG) Activated haptens useful for generating immunogens to HIV protease inhibitors, immunogens 
useful for producing antibodies to HIV protease inhibitors, and antibodies and labeled conjugates useful 
in immunoassays for HIV protease inhibitors. The novel haptens feature an activated functionality at the 
central, non-terminal hydroxyl group common to all HIV protease inhibitors, e.g., saquinavir, 
nelfinavir, indinavir, amprenavir, ritonavir and lopinavir. 

Priority Data: US 19205202 20020710 A A; US 30519201 20010713 P A; 

Related Application(s): 60/305192   20010713
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IPC (International Class): C12N00999; C07K01400; C07D48714

ECLA (European Class): C07K01638

US Class: 435184; 530405; 540557

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 13487/0601 Date Signed: 20020913 Date Recorded: 20021023 
Assignee: ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS CORPORATION 9115 HAGUE ROAD INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA 

46250-0457 

Assignor: DERAS, INADERAS, INA

Corres. Addr: ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS CORPORATION MARILYN L. AMICK 9115 HAGUE ROAD, 
BLDG D P.O. BOX 50457 INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46250-0457 

Brief: ASSIGNMENT OFASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Reel/Frame: 13488/0261 Date Signed: 20021014 Date Recorded: 20021106 
Assignee: ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS CORPORATION 9115 HAGUE ROAD INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA 

46250-0457 

Assignor: ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS GMBHROCHE DIAGNOSTICS GMBH

Corres. Addr: ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS CORPORATION MARILYN L. AMICK 9115 HAGUE ROAD, 
BLDG D P.O. BOX 50457 INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46250-0457 

Brief: ASSIGNMENT OFASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Reel/Frame: 13488/0279 Date Signed: 20020919 Date Recorded: 20021106 
Assignee: ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS GMBH SANDHOFER STRASSE 116 MANNHEIM D-68298 

GERMANY 

Assignor: HUBER, ERASMUS J.HUBER, ERASMUS J.

Corres. Addr: ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS CORPORATION MARILYN L. AMICK 9115 HAGUE ROAD, 
BLDG D P.O. BOX 50457 INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46250-0457 

Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORSINTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS) . 

Reel/Frame: 15215/0061 Date Signed: 20040101 Date Recorded: 20040902 
Assignee: ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS OPERATIONS, INC. 9115 HAGUE ROAD INDIANAPOLIS 

INDIANA 46250 

Assignor: ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS CORPORATIONROCHE DIAGNOSTICS CORPORATION

Corres. Addr: BRENT A. HARRIS 9115 HAGUE ROAD INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46250 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20021023 () AS New owner name: ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS CORPORATION, 

INDIANA; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:SIGLER, GERALD F.;HUI, 
RAYMOND A.;DERAS, INA;AND 
OTHERS;REEL/FRAME:013487/0601;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20020912 TO 20020924; 

20021106 () AS New owner name: ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS CORPORATION, 
INDIANA; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS 
GMBH;REEL/FRAME:013488/0261; Effective date: 20021014; 
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20021106 () AS New owner name: ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS GMBH, GERMANY; 
: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:HUBER, ERASMUS J.;VON DER 
ELTZ, HERBERT W.;METZ, 
SIGRUN;REEL/FRAME:013488/0279;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20020919 TO 20020924; 

20040902 () AS New owner name: ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS OPERATIONS, INC., 
INDIANA; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS 
CORPORATION;REEL/FRAME:015215/0061; Effective date: 
20040101; 

20040902 () AS New owner name: ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS OPERATIONS, 
INC.,INDIANA; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS 
CORPORATION;US-ASSIGNMENT DATABASE 
UPDATED:20100504;REEL/FRAME:15215/61; Effective date: 
20040101; 

20040902 () AS New owner name: ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS OPERATIONS, 
INC.,INDIANA; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS 
CORPORATION;REEL/FRAME:15215/61; Effective date: 
20040101; 

20040902 () AS New owner name: ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS OPERATIONS, 
INC.,INDIANA; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS 
CORPORATION;REEL/FRAME:015215/0061; Effective date: 
20040101; 

US6242701B1 20010605

(ENG) Apparatus and method for measuring weight of an 
occupying item of a seat 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 
; MORIN JEFFREY L US 

Application No: US   19320998   A

Filing Date: 19981117

Issue/Publication Date: 20010605

Abstract: (ENG) An apparatus for measuring the weight of an occupying item of a seat including a support 
structure for mounting the seat to a substrate. The apparatus includes a strain gage transducer mounted 
on the support structure and arranged to provide a measurement of the strain of the support structure at 
the location at which it is mounted. A control system is coupled to the strain gage transducer for 
determining the weight of the occupying item of the seat based on the strain of the support structure 
measured by the strain gage transducer. The weight measuring apparatus is used in a seat adjustment 
apparatus for adjusting a seat in a passenger compartment of a vehicle including wave sensors for 
transmitting waves into the passenger compartment toward the seat, receiving reflected waves from the 
passenger compartment and generating an output representative of the reflected waves received by the 
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wave sensors, and a processor for receiving the outputs from the wave sensors and the weight 
measuring apparatus and evaluating the seated-state of the seat based thereon. The processor, e.g., 
directs a control unit to cause a portion of the seat to move based on the evaluation of the seated-state of 
the seat or to affect the deployment of an airbag. 

Priority Data: US 19320998 19981117 A N; US 12849098 19980804 A 2 Y; US 97082297 19971114 A 2 Y; US 
47478395 19950607 A 2 Y; 

Related Application(s): 09/128490 19980804 6078854 US A GRANTED (PATENT) 08/970822 19971114 
6081757 US A GRANTED (PATENT)<RDA continuation-in-part> 08/474783 
19950607 5822707 US A GRANTED (PATENT) 

IPC (International Class): G01S01588; B60N00206; B60N00202; G01S01587; G01G019414; B60N00200; 
B60N00228; B60N00248; B60R02101; B60R02120; B60R021276; B60R02220; 
B60R02246; B60R021015; B60R02126; B60R02228; G01S01506; B60R021203 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60N00200C; B60N00202B4; B60N00202B6; B60N00202B6B; 
B60N00202B6C; B60N00202B6W; B60N00206S; B60N00228; B60N00228B2; 
B60N00228P4; B60N00248C2C; B60N00248C3C; B60N00248W; G01G019414A; 
G01S01587; G01S01588 

US Class: 177144; 177210R; 180273; 280735; 701045

Agent(s): Roffe   Brian                                                                            0

Examiner Primary: Gibson, Randy W.

US Post Issuance:
--US Litigations: Automotive Technologies International Inc   American Honda
Motor Company Et A   20060317   Delaware   1:06cv187

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 09846/0264 Date Signed: 19981126 Date Recorded: 19990325 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.; MORIN, JEFFREY L.BREED, DAVID S.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.; MORIN, JEFFREY L.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE 376 YALE AVENUE WOODMERE, NY 11598-2051 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
19990325 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 

INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID 
S.;DUVALL, WILBUR E.;MORIN, JEFFREY 
L.;REEL/FRAME:009846/0264;SIGNING DATES FROM 
19981126 TO 19981206; 

20041201 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
20081130 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 8;
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US7030863B2 20060418
US2005169527A1 20050804

(ENG) Virtual keyboard system with automatic correction

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): LONGE MICHAEL R US ; VAN MEURS PIM 
US 

Application No: US   1951704   A

Filing Date: 20041220

Issue/Publication Date: 20060418

Abstract: (ENG) There is disclosed an enhanced text entry system which uses word-level analysis to correct 
inaccuracies automatically in user keystroke entries on reduced-size or virtual keyboards. A method and 
system are defined which determine one or more alternate textual interpretations of each sequence of 
inputs detected within a designated auto-correcting region. The actual interaction locations for the 
keystrokes may occur outside the boundaries of the specific keyboard key regions associated with the 
actual characters of the word interpretations proposed or offered for selection, where the distance from 
each interaction location to each corresponding intended character may in general increase with the 
expected frequency of the intended word in the language or in a particular context. Likewise, in a 
virtual keyboard system, the keys actuated may differ from the keys actually associated with the letters 
of the word interpretations. Each such sequence corresponds to a complete word, and the user can easily 
select the intended word from among the generated interpretations. Additionally, when the system 
cannot identify a sufficient number of likely word interpretation candidates of the same length as the 
input sequence, candidates are identified whose initial letters correspond to a likely interpretation of the 
input sequence. 

Priority Data: US 1951704 20041220 A Y; US 58031900 20000526 A 2 N; US 53213103 20031222 P Y; 

Related Application(s): 60/532131 20031222 US; 2003US-000621864 20030716 US; 09/580319 20000526 
6801190 US 

IPC (International Class): G09G00500; G06K00918; G06F01727; G06F003048; G06K00934; G06K00948; 
G06K00972 

ECLA (European Class): G06F003048A3; G06F003023M8; G06F003023P; G06F003048A3T; 
G06F003048K; G06F01727C; G06F01727P 

US Class: 345173; 345172; 715257

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Glenn, Michael A.; Glenn Patent Group

Examiner Primary: Chow, Dennis Doon

US Post Issuance:
--US Certificate of Correction: 20100323   20100413   A Certificate of Correction was issued
for this patent

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
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Reel/Frame: 15926/0386 Date Signed: 20050401 Date Recorded: 20050421 
Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE, INCORPORATED 22000 AOL WAY DULLES VIRGINIA 20166 

Assignor: LONGE, MICHAEL R; VAN MEURS, PIMLONGE, MICHAEL R; VAN MEURS, PIM

Corres. Addr: GLENN PATENT GROUP 3475EDISON WAY, SUITE L MENLO PARK, CA 94025 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Reel/Frame: 18837/0141 Date Signed: 20060403 Date Recorded: 20070201 
Assignee: AOL LLC 22000 AOL WAY DULLES VIRGINIA 20166 

Assignor: AMERICAONLINE, INC.AMERICAONLINE, INC.

Corres. Addr: GLENN PATENT GROUP 3475 EDISON WAY, SUITE LMENLO PARK, CA 94025 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Reel/Frame: 18923/0517 Date Signed: 20060403 Date Recorded: 20070223 
Assignee: AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS 

AMERICA ONLINE, INC.) 22000AOL WAY DULLES VIRGINIA 20166 

Assignor: AMERICA ONLINE, INC.AMERICA ONLINE, INC.

Corres. Addr: GLENN PATENT GROUP 3475 EDISON WAY, SUITE L MENLO PARK, CA 94025 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORSINTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Reel/Frame: 19425/0489 Date Signed: 20070605 Date Recorded: 20070613 
Assignee: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 1000 DEXTER AVENUE N., SUITE 300 SEATTLE 

WASHINGTON 98109 

Assignor: AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS AMERICA ONLINE,INC.)AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS 
AMERICA ONLINE,INC.) 

Corres. Addr: GLENN PATENT GROUP 3475 EDISON WAY, SUITE L MENLO PARK, CA 94025 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FORDETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20050421 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: AMERICA ONLINE, 

INCORPORATED, VIRGINIA; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:LONGE, MICHAEL 
R;VAN MEURS, PIM;REEL/FRAME:015926/0386;SIGNING 
DATES FROM 20050401 TO 20050407; 

20050421 () AS New owner name: AMERICA ONLINE, INCORPORATED, 
VIRGINIA; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:LONGE, MICHAEL R;VAN MEURS, 
PIM;REEL/FRAME:015926/0386;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20050401 TO 20050407; 

20050421 () AS New owner name: AMERICA ONLINE, INCORPORATED, 
VIRGINIA; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:LONGE, MICHAEL R;VAN MEURS, 
PIM;REEL/FRAME:015926/0386;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20050401 TO 20050407; 

20070201 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: AOL LLC, VIRGINIA; : 
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:018837/0141; Effective date: 20060403; 
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20070201 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC, VIRGINIA; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:018837/0141; Effective date: 20060403; 

20070201 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC, VIRGINIA; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:018837/0141; Effective date: 20060403; 

20070201 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC,VIRGINIA; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;US-ASSIGNMENT DATABASE 
UPDATED:20100316;REEL/FRAME:18837/141; Effective date: 
20060403; 

20070201 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC,VIRGINIA; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;US-ASSIGNMENT DATABASE 
UPDATED:20100504;REEL/FRAME:18837/141; Effective date: 
20060403; 

20070201 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC,VIRGINIA; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:18837/141; Effective date: 20060403; 

20070201 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC,VIRGINIA; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:018837/0141; Effective date: 20060403; 

20070223 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: AOL LLC, A DELAWARE 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (FOR; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:018923/0517; Effective date: 20060403; 

20070223 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FOR; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:018923/0517; Effective date: 20060403; 

20070223 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FOR; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:018923/0517; Effective date: 20060403; 

20070223 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FOR; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;US-ASSIGNMENT DATABASE 
UPDATED:20100316;REEL/FRAME:18923/517; Effective date: 
20060403; 

20070223 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FOR; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;US-ASSIGNMENT DATABASE 
UPDATED:20100504;REEL/FRAME:18923/517; Effective date: 
20060403; 

20070223 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FOR; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:18923/517; Effective date: 20060403; 

20070613 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS, 
INC., WASHINGTON; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
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INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS AMERICA 
ONLINE, INC.);REEL/FRAME:019425/0489; Effective date: 
20070605; 

20070613 () AS New owner name: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC., 
WASHINGTON; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS AMERICA 
ONLINE, INC.);REEL/FRAME:019425/0489; Effective date: 
20070605; 

20070613 () AS New owner name: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC., 
WASHINGTON; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS AMERICA 
ONLINE, INC.);REEL/FRAME:019425/0489; Effective date: 
20070605; 

20070613 () AS New owner name: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS, 
INC.,WASHINGTON; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS AMERICA 
ONLINE, INC.);US-ASSIGNMENT DATABASE 
UPDATED:20100316;REEL/FRAME:19425/489; Effective date: 
20070605; 

20070613 () AS New owner name: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS, 
INC.,WASHINGTON; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS AMERICA 
ONLINE, INC.);US-ASSIGNMENT DATABASE 
UPDATED:20100504;REEL/FRAME:19425/489; Effective date: 
20070605; 

20070613 () AS New owner name: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS, 
INC.,WASHINGTON; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS AMERICA 
ONLINE, INC.);REEL/FRAME:19425/489; Effective date: 
20070605; 

20070613 () AS New owner name: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS, 
INC.,WASHINGTON; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS AMERICA 
ONLINE, INC.);REEL/FRAME:019425/0489; Effective date: 
20070605; 

20090922 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
20100323 () CC
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WO2004092906A3 20061026
WO2004092906A2 20041028

(ENG) DIRECTIONAL INPUT SYSTEM WITH AUTOMATIC 
CORRECTION 

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): LONGE MICHAEL R      US   ; PALMER BRIAN      US  

Application No: US   2004011343   W

Filing Date: 20040409

Issue/Publication Date: 20061026

Abstract: (ENG) A system (100) associated with a text entry application, such as email or instant messaging, 
comprises an optional onscreen representation of a circular keyboard (130), a list of potential linguistic 
object matches (224), and a message (210) area where the selected words are entered. The circular 
keyboard is manipulated via a hardware joystick (110) or game-pad with analog joystick or 
omni-directional rocker switch built therein. The user points the joystick in the general direction of the 
desired letter, and then continues pointing roughly to each letter in the desired word. Once all letters 
have been roughly selected, buttons are used to select a specific word from the list of potential matches 
and send the selected word to the message area. 

Priority Data: US 46173503 20030409 P Y; US 67789003 20031001 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G09G00508; G06F00300; G06F003033; G06F003023; G06F003048

ECLA (European Class): G06F003048A1M; G06F003023M6; G06F003023M8

Designated Countries:
----Designated States: (national) AE AG AL AM AT AU AZ BA BB BG BR BW BY BZ CA CH CN CO CR 
CU CZ DE DK DM DZ EC EE EG ES FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KP KR KZ LC 
LK LR LS LT LU LV MA MD MG MK MN MW MX MZ NA NI NO NZ OM PG PH PL PT RO RU SC SD 
SE SG SK SL SY TJ TM TN TR TT TZ UA UG US UZ VC VN YU ZA ZM ZW ::: (ARIPO) AP BW GH 
GM KE LS MW MZ SD SL SZ TZ UG ZM ZW 
----Regional Treaties: (EAPO) EA AM AZ BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM 
----EPO Extension States: (EPO) EP AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR HU IE IT LU MC 
NL PL PT RO SE SI SK TR 
----Elected States (PCT): (OAPI) OA BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GQ GW ML MR NE SN TD TG

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): GLENN, Michael, A. et al. Glenn Patent Group, 3475 Edison Way, Ste. L. , Menlo Park, CA 94025, 
US US 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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WO2005036310A3 20071004
WO2005036310A2 20050421

(ENG) SELECTIVE INPUT SYSTEM BASED ON 
TRACKING OF MOTION PARAMETERS OF AN INPUT 
DEVICE 

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): STEPHANICK JAMES US ; JAMES 
CHRISTINA US ; BRADFORD ETHAN R US ; 
LONGE MICHAEL R US 

Application No: US   2004022916   W

Filing Date: 20040716

Issue/Publication Date: 20071004

Abstract: (ENG) A selective input system and associated method is provided which tracks the motion of a 
pointing device over a region or area. The pointing device can be a touchpad, a mouse, a pen, or any 
device capable of providing two or threedimensional location. The region or area is preferably 
augmented with a printed or actual keyboard/pad. Alternatively, a representation of the location of the 
pointing device over a virtual keyboard/pad can be dynamically shown on an associated display. The 
system identifies selections of items or characters by detecting parameters of motion of the pointing 
device, such as length of motion, a change in direction, a change in velocity, and or a lack of motion at 
locations that correspond to features on the keyboard/pad. The input system is preferably coupled to a 
text disambiguation system such as a T9<SUP>®</SUP> or Sloppytype<SUP>Tm</SUP> system, to 
improve the accuracy and usability of the input system. 

Priority Data: US 50455203 20030919 P Y; US 67789003 20031001 A Y; US 88181904 20040628 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G09G00500; G06F003037; G06F003033; G06F003041; G06F003023; G06F003048

ECLA (European Class): G06F003048A3G; G06F003023M6; G06F003048A3T

Designated Countries:
----Designated States: (national) AE AG AL AM AT AU AZ BA BB BG BR BW BY BZ CA CH CN CO CR 
CU CZ DE DK DM DZ EC EE EG ES FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KP KR KZ LC 
LK LR LS LT LU LV MA MD MG MK MN MW MX MZ NA NI NO NZ OM PG PH PL PT RO RU SC SD 
SE SG SK SL SY TJ TM TN TR TT TZ UA UG US UZ VC VN YU ZA ZM ZW ::: (ARIPO) AP BW GH 
GM KE LS MW MZ NA SD SL SZ TZ UG ZM ZW 
----Regional Treaties: (EAPO) EA AM AZ BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM 
----EPO Extension States: (EPO) EP AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR HU IE IT LU MC 
NL PL PT RO SE SI SK TR 
----Elected States (PCT): (OAPI) OA BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GQ GW ML MR NE SN TD TG

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): GLENN, Michael, A. et al. Glenn Patent Group, 3475 Edison Way, Ste. L., Menlo Park, CA 94025, 
US US 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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WO2005069768A3 20070104
WO2005069768A8 20061019
WO2005069768A2 20050804

(ENG) MOLTEN CARBONATE FUEL CELL CATHODE 
WITH MIXED OXIDE COATING 

Assignee: FUELCELL ENERGY INC      US

Inventor(s): HILMI ABDELKADER      US   ; YUH CHAO-YI      US  

Application No: US   2004040099   W

Filing Date: 20041201

Issue/Publication Date: 20070104

Abstract: (ENG) A molten carbonate fuel cell cathode having a cathode body and a coating of a mixed oxygen 
ion conductor materials. The mixed oxygen ion conductor materials are formed from ceria or doped 
ceria, such as gadolinium doped ceria or yttrium doped ceria. The coating is deposited on the cathode 
body using a sol-gel process, which utilizes as precursors organometallic compounds, organic and 
inorganic salts, hydroxides and alkoxides and which uses as the solvent water, organic solvent or a 
mixture of same. 

Priority Data: US 75548304 20040112 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): H01M00810; H01M00486; B05D00512; H01M00490; H01M00496; H01M00488; 
H01M00814 

ECLA (European Class): H01M00486B6; H01M00486K2; H01M00488F; H01M00490C; H01M00814B; 
H01M00814P 

Designated Countries:
----Designated States: (national) AE AG AL AM AT AU AZ BA BB BG BR BW BY BZ CA CH CN CO CR 
CU CZ DE DK DM DZ EC EE EG ES FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KP KR KZ LC 
LK LR LS LT LU LV MA MD MG MK MN MW MX MZ NA NI NO NZ OM PG PH PL PT RO RU SC SD 
SE SG SK SL SY TJ TM TN TR TT TZ UA UG US UZ VC VN YU ZA ZM ZW ::: (ARIPO) AP BW GH 
GM KE LS MW MZ NA SD SL SZ TZ UG ZM ZW 
----Regional Treaties: (EAPO) EA AM AZ BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM 
----EPO Extension States: (EPO) EP AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR HU IE IS IT LT 
LU MC NL PL PT RO SE SI SK TR 
----Elected States (PCT): (OAPI) OA BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GQ GW ML MR NE SN TD TG

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): TORRENTE, John, J. Cowan, Liebowitz & Latman, P.C., 1133 Avenue of the Americas, New York, 
NY 10036, US US 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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WO2005062934A3 20060202
WO2005062934A2 20050714

(ENG) METHOD AND COMPOSITION FOR CLEANING A 
FLUID DELIVERY SYSTEM 

Assignee: GAGE PROD CO      US

Inventor(s): MAXWELL JEFFREY US ; SUMMERFIELD 
STEPHEN US 

Application No: US   2004043326   W

Filing Date: 20041222

Issue/Publication Date: 20060202

Abstract: (ENG) A composition for cleaning a fluid delivery system includes an agent which controls the 
rheology of the fluid so that its apparent viscosity decreases as the fluid is subjected to a shear force. In 
particular applications, the viscosity of the composition is greater than 600 centipoise when it is not 
subject to any shear and less than 600 centipoise when subject to a shear of at least 10 1/sec. The fluid 
may be thixotropic or a Bingham plastic, in some instances. In a specific embodiment, the viscosity of 
the composition is greater than 3000 centipoise when it is not subject to shear, less than 3000 centipoise 
at a shear of 10 1/sec, less than 1000 centipoise at a shear of 30 1/sec, and less than 600 centipoise at a 
shear of 60 1/sec. Also disclosed are methods for cleaning a fluid delivery system with these 
compositions. 

Priority Data: US 53191403 20031222 P Y; US 1902004 20041221 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): C11D00330; C11D00320; C11D00318; C11D00337; C11D01100; C11D01700

ECLA (European Class): C11D01700B6; C11D00318R; C11D00320C; C11D00320F; C11D00330; 
C11D00337C2; C11D01100B2D6 

Designated Countries:
----Designated States: (national) AE AG AL AM AT AU AZ BA BB BG BR BW BY BZ CA CH CN CO CR 
CU CZ DE DK DM DZ EC EE EG ES FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KP KR KZ LC 
LK LR LS LT LU LV MA MD MG MK MN MW MX MZ NA NI NO NZ OM PG PH PL PT RO RU SC SD 
SE SG SK SL SM SY TJ TM TN TR TT TZ UA UG US UZ VC VN YU ZA ZM ZW ::: (ARIPO) AP BW 
GH GM KE LS MW MZ NA SD SL SZ TZ UG ZM ZW 
----Regional Treaties: (EAPO) EA AM AZ BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM 
----EPO Extension States: (EPO) EP AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR HU IE IS IT LT 
LU MC NL PL PT RO SE SI SK TR 
----Elected States (PCT): (OAPI) OA BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GQ GW ML MR NE SN TD TG

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): CITKOWSKI, Ronald, W. et al. Gifford, Krass, Groh, Sprinkle, Anderson & Citkowski, P.C., Suite 
400, 280 N. Old Woodward, Birmingham, MI 48009-5394 US; CITKOWSKI, Ronald, W. et al. 
Gifford, Krass, Groh, Sprinkle, Anderson & Citkowski, P.C., Suite 400, 280 N. Old Woodward, 
Birmingham, MI 48009-5394 US 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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WO2005064587A8 20070816
WO2005064587A3 20050915
WO2005064587A2 20050714

(ENG) VIRTUAL KEYBOARD SYSTEM WITH 
AUTOMATIC CORRECTION 

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): LONGE MICHAEL R US ; VAN MEURS PIM 
US 

Application No: US   2004043329   W

Filing Date: 20041222

Issue/Publication Date: 20070816

Abstract: (ENG) An enhanced text entry system (100) which uses word-level analysis to correct inaccuracies 
automatically in user keystroke entries on reduced-size or virtual keyboards (105). A method and 
system determine alternate textual interpretations of each sequence of inputs detected within a 
designated auto-correcting region (106). The actual interaction locations for the keystrokes may occur 
outside the boundaries of the specific keyboard key regions associated with the actual characters of the 
word interpretations proposed, where the distance from each interaction location to each corresponding 
intended character may increase with the expected frequency of the intended word in the language. 
Likewise, in a virtual keyboard system, the keys actuated may differ from the keys actually associated 
with the letters of the word interpretations. Each such sequence corresponds to a complete word, and 
the user can easily select the intended word from among the generated interpretations. 

Priority Data: US 53213103 20031222 P Y; US 1951704 20041220 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G09G00500; G06K00918; G06F01727; G06F003048; G06K00934; G06K00948; 
G06K00972 

ECLA (European Class): G06F003048A3; G06F003023M8; G06F003023P; G06F003048A3T; 
G06F003048K; G06F01727C; G06F01727P 

Designated Countries:
----Designated States: (national) AE AG AL AM AT AU AZ BA BB BG BR BW BY BZ CA CH CN CO CR 
CU CZ DE DK DM DZ EC EE EG ES FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KP KR KZ LC 
LK LR LS LT LU LV MA MD MG MK MN MW MX MZ NA NI NO NZ OM PG PH PL PT RO RU SC SD 
SE SG SK SL SM SY TJ TM TN TR TT TZ UA UG US UZ VC VN YU ZA ZM ZW ::: (ARIPO) AP BW 
GH GM KE LS MW MZ NA SD SL SZ TZ UG ZM ZW 
----Regional Treaties: (EAPO) EA AM AZ BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM 
----EPO Extension States: (EPO) EP AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR HU IE IS IT LT 
LU MC NL PL PT RO SE SI SK TR 
----Elected States (PCT): (OAPI) OA BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GQ GW ML MR NE SN TD TG

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): GLENN, Michael, A. et al. Glenn Patent Group, 3475 Edison Way, Ste. L., Menlo Park, CA 94025, 
US US 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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US6141432A 20001031

(ENG) Optical identification and monitoring system using 
pattern recognition for use with vehicles 

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 
; JOHNSON WENDELL C US 

Application No: US   20061498   A

Filing Date: 19981130

Issue/Publication Date: 20001031

Abstract: (ENG) A vehicle interior monitoring system to identify, locate and monitor occupants, including their 
parts, and other objects in the passenger compartment and objects outside of a motor vehicle, such as an 
automobile or truck, by illuminating the contents of the vehicle and objects outside of the vehicle with 
electromagnetic, and specifically infrared, radiation and using one or more lenses to focus images of the 
contents onto one or more arrays of charge coupled devices (CCD arrays). Outputs from the CCD 
arrays, are analyzed by appropriate computational means employing trained pattern recognition 
technologies, to classify, identify or locate the contents or external objects. In general, the information 
obtained by the identification and monitoring system is used to affect the operation of some other 
system in the vehicle. When system is installed in the passenger compartment of an automotive vehicle 
equipped with an airbag, the system determines the position of the vehicle occupant relative to the 
airbag and disables deployment of the airbag if the occupant is positioned so that he/she is likely to be 
injured by the deployment of the airbag. 

Priority Data: US 20061498 19981130 A N; US 47478695 19950607 A 1 Y; US 87857192 19920505 A C Y; US 
4097893 19930331 A 2 Y; US 24776094 19940523 A 2 Y; US 23997894 19940509 A 2 Y; 

Related Application(s): 08/474786 19950607 5845900 GRANTED; 07/878571 19920505 ABANDONED 
08/040978 19930331 PENDING<RDA continuation-in-part> 08/247760 19940523 
PENDING 08/239978 19940509 PENDING 

IPC (International Class): B60N00228; B60N00202; G01S01588; G01S01788; B60N00200; G08G00116; 
B60N00248; G01S01587; G06K00900; B60R02101; B60R02220; B60R02126; 
B60R02248; B60R021015 

ECLA (European Class): B60R021015; B60N00200C; B60N00202B4; B60N00202B6; B60N00202B6B; 
B60N00202B6W; B60N00228; B60N00228B2; B60N00228P4; B60N00248C2C; 
B60N00248C3C; B60N00248W; G01S01587; G01S01588; G01S01788; 
G06K00900H; G08G00116A; G08G00116A2; G08G00116B 

US Class: 382100; 348143; 382103

Agent(s): Roffe   Brian

Examiner Primary: Couso, Yon J.

US Post Issuance:
--US Certificate of Correction: 20010904   20010904   a Certificate of Correction was issued
for this patent

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20010904 ( ) CC CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION
20040427 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
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20080416 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 8;

WO2007082204A3 20080103
WO2007082204A2 20070719

(ENG) ASSET PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION

Assignee: PRENOVA      US

Inventor(s): CHAMBERS GREGORY L US ; VAN METER 
KENNETH US ; SMITH EDWARD M US ; 
GOLDEN PATRICK T US 

Application No: US   2007060271   W

Filing Date: 20070109

Issue/Publication Date: 20080103

Abstract: (ENG) Included are embodiments for asset management. At least one embodiment of a method includes 
receiving, at a performance assessment and optimization center, data from at least one asset, the asset 
being configured to service an environment and performing at least one calculation, from the received 
data, to determine whether the asset is operating properly. Some embodiments include in response to a 
determination that the at least one asset is not operating properly, providing an indication related to 
operation of the asset. 

Priority Data: US 75744606 20060109 P Y; US 61983807 20070104 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G06Q04000

ECLA (European Class): G05B01502; G06Q01000C

Designated Countries:
----Designated States: (national) AE AG AL AM AT AU AZ BA BB BG BR BW BY BZ CA CH CN CO CR 
CU CZ DE DK DM DZ EC EE EG ES FI GB GD GE GH GM GT HN HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KM 
KN KP KR KZ LA LC LK LR LS LT LU LV LY MA MD MG MK MN MW MX MY MZ NA NG NI NO 
NZ OM PG PH PL PT RO RS RU SC SD SE SG SK SL SM SV SY TJ TM TN TR TT TZ UA UG US UZ 
VC VN ZA ZM ZW ::: (ARIPO) AP BW GH GM KE LS MW MZ NA SD SL SZ TZ UG ZM ZW 
----Regional Treaties: (EAPO) EA AM AZ BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM 
----EPO Extension States: (EPO) EP AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR HU IE IS IT LT 
LU LV MC NL PL PT RO SE SI SK TR 
----Elected States (PCT): (OAPI) OA BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GQ GW ML MR NE SN TD TG

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): BONNER, Anthony, F. THOMAS, KAYDEN, HORSTEMEYER & RISLEY, LLP, 100 Galleria 
Parkway, N.W., Suite 1750, Atlanta, GA 30339, US US 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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[ no drawing available]

WO2009152421A1 20091217

(ENG) CRYSTALLINE POLYMORPHS OF GEMCITABINE 
BASE 

Assignee: SCINOPHARM TAIWAN LTD     

Inventor(s): CHEN SHU-PING         ; SHIEH CHIA-LIN        

Application No: US   2009047190   W

Filing Date: 20090612

Issue/Publication Date: 20091217

Abstract: (ENG) The present application provides several crystalline forms of gemcitabine base and methods of 
making the same. 

Priority Data: US 13183508 20080612 P Y; 

IPC (International Class): C07H019073; A61K031522

ECLA (European Class): C07H019073

Designated Countries:
----Designated States: (national) AE AG AL AM AO AT AU AZ BA BB BG BH BR BW BY BZ CA CH CL 
CN CO CR CU CZ DE DK DM DO DZ EC EE EG ES FI GB GD GE GH GM GT HN HR HU ID IL IN IS 
JP KE KG KM KN KP KR KZ LA LC LK LR LS LT LU LY MA MD ME MG MK MN MW MX MY MZ 
NA NG NI NO NZ OM PE PG PH PL PT RO RS RU SC SD SE SG SK SL SM ST SV SY TJ TM TN TR TT 
TZ UA UG US UZ VC VN ZA ZM ZW ::: (ARIPO) AP BW GH GM KE LS MW MZ NA SD SL SZ TZ UG 
ZM ZW 
----Regional Treaties: (EAPO) EA AM AZ BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM 
----EPO Extension States: (EPO) EP AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR HR HU IE IS IT 
LT LU LV MC MK MT NL NO PL PT RO SE SI SK TR 
----Elected States (PCT): (OAPI) OA BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GQ GW ML MR NE SN TD TG

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): CHENG, Kent, H. Cohen Pontani Lieberman & Pavane LLP, 551 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 
10176, US US 

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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US2011234524A1 20110929

(ENG) Virtual Keyboard System with Automatic Correction

Assignee: LONGE MICHAEL R     

Inventor(s): LONGE MICHAEL R US ; MEURS PIM VAN 
US 

Application No: US   201113072499   A

Filing Date: 20110325

Issue/Publication Date: 20110929

Abstract: (ENG) There is disclosed an enhanced text entry system which uses word-level analysis to 
automatically correct inaccuracies in user keystroke entries on reduced keyboards such as those 
implemented on a touch-sensitive panel or display screen, or on mechanical keyboard systems. A 
method and system are defined which determine one or more alternate textual interpretations of each 
sequence of inputs detected within a designated auto-correcting keyboard region. 

Priority Data: US 201113072499 20110325 A N; US 76568710 20100422 A 1 N; US 37900606 20060417 A B 
N; US 77548304 20040209 A 1 N; US 1951704 20041220 A 2 Y; US 53213103 20031222 P Y; 

Related Application(s): 60/532131 20031222 US; 12/765687 20100422 7920132 US; 11/379006 20060417 US 
ABANDONED; 10/775483 20040209 7088345 US; 11/019517 20041220 7030863 US 

IPC (International Class): G06F003041; G09G00500; G06F01727; G06F003048; G06K00972; G06K00918; 
G06K00934; G06K00948 

US Class: 345173

Publication Language: ENG

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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US8094005B2 20120110
US2011193720A1 20110811

(ENG) Asset performance optimization

Assignee: PRENOVA INC      US

Inventor(s): CHAMBERS GREGORY L US ; VAN METER 
KENNETH US ; SMITH EDWARD M US ; 
GOLDEN PATRICK T US 

Application No: US   201113088815   A

Filing Date: 20110418

Issue/Publication Date: 20120110

Abstract: (ENG) Included are embodiments for asset management. At least one embodiment of a method includes 
receiving, at a performance assessment and optimization center, data from at least one asset, the asset 
being configured to service an environment and performing at least one calculation, from the received 
data, to determine whether the asset is operating properly. Some embodiments include in response to a 
determination that the at least one asset is not operating properly, providing an indication related to 
operation of the asset. 

Priority Data: US 201113088815 20110418 A N; US 69776010 20100201 A 1 N; US 61983807 20070104 A 1 
Y; US 75744606 20060109 P Y; 

Related Application(s): 13/088815 20110418 20110193720 US; 60/757446 20060109 US; 12/697760 
20100201 7928839 US; 11/619838 20070104 7659813 US 

IPC (International Class): G08B02100

US Class: 340500; 340540; 34053924

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Thomas, Kayden, Horstemeyer & Risley, LLP

Examiner Primary: Hofsass, Jeffery

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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US2011285982A1 20111124

(ENG) METHOD AND ARRANGEMENT FOR OBTAINING 
INFORMATION ABOUT OBJECTS AROUND A VEHICLE 

Assignee: BREED DAVID S     

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S      US  

Application No: US   201113185770   A

Filing Date: 20110719

Issue/Publication Date: 20111124

Abstract: (ENG) Arrangement and method for obtaining information about objects exterior of a vehicle in which 
a light source is mounted in the vehicle, structured light is projected into an area of interest exterior of 
the vehicle, rays of light forming the structured light originate from the light source, reflected light is 
detected at an image sensor at a position different than the position from which the structured light is 
projected, and the reflected light is analyzed relative to the projected structured light to obtain 
information about the object in the area of interest exterior of the vehicle. The structured light is 
designed to appear as if it comes from a source of light (virtual or actual) which is at a position different 
than the position of the image sensor. 

Priority Data: US 201113185770 20110719 A N; US 2550105 20050103 A 3 N; US 11680802 20020405 A 2 Y; 
US 83891901 20010420 A 2 Y; US 76555901 20010119 A 2 Y; US 47625599 19991230 A 2 Y; 
US 38994799 19990903 A 2 Y; US 20061498 19981130 A 2 Y; US 47478695 19950607 A 1 Y; 
US 92504301 20010808 A 2 Y; US 41342603 20030414 A 2 Y; US 30210502 20021122 A 2 Y; 
US 93128804 20040831 A 2 Y; US 94088104 20040913 A 2 Y; US 11450798 19981231 P Y; 

IPC (International Class): G01C00308; G01J00400; G01B01114; B60N00228; B60N00202; G06K00900; 
G01S01587; B60N00200; G01S01788; B60Q00114; G01S01588; B60R02101; 
B60R02220; B60R021015; B60R0210134 

Publication Language: ENG

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
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US2012001463A1 20120105

(ENG) ARRANGEMENT FOR SENSING WEIGHT OF AN 
OCCUPYING ITEM IN A VEHICULAR SEAT 

Assignee: BREED DAVID S     

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; JOHNSON WENDELL C 
US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 

Application No: US   201113229788   A

Filing Date: 20110912

Issue/Publication Date: 20120105

Abstract: (ENG) In or for a vehicle, an arrangement for measuring weight of an occupant of a seat connected to a 
floor of the vehicle via a slide mechanism, the floor, in part, defining a passenger compartment of the 
vehicle. A support structure extends between the slide mechanism and the seat. A force sensing device 
is coupled to the support structure and configured for measuring force in the support structure indicative 
of weight applied by the occupant to the seat. The weight may be used for component control. 

Priority Data: US 201113229788 20110912 A N; US 56056906 20061116 A 3 N; US 41342603 20030414 A 2 
Y; US 84955901 20010504 A 2 Y; US 19320998 19981117 A 2 Y; US 12849098 19980804 A 2 
Y; US 47478395 19950607 A 2 Y; US 97082297 19971114 A 2 Y; US 90187901 20010709 A 2 
Y; US 6101602 20020130 A 2 Y; US 22778102 20020826 A 2 Y; US 50034600 20000208 A 2 Y; 
US 73395703 20031211 A 2 Y; US 93128804 20040831 A 2 Y; US 30336402 20021125 A 2 Y; 
US 17480302 20020619 A 2 Y; US 84955801 20010504 A 2 Y; US 94088104 20040913 A 2 Y; 
US 27897906 20060407 A 2 Y; US 42029706 20060525 A 2 Y; US 42352106 20060612 A 2 Y; 
US 42843606 20060703 A 2 Y; US 45687906 20060712 A 2 Y; US 45790406 20060717 A C Y; 
US 47071506 20060907 A 2 Y; 

Related Application(s): 11/560569 20061116 US PENDING; 10/413426 20030414 7415126 US; 09/849559 
20010504 6689962 US; 09/193209 19981117 6242701 US; 09/128490 19980804 
6078854 US; 08/474783 19950607 5822707 US; 08/970822 19971114 6081757 US; 
09/901879 20010709 6555766 US; 10/061016 20020130 6833516 US; 10/227781 
20020826 6792342 US; 09/500346 20000208 6442504 US; 09/128490 19980804 
6078854 US; 10/733957 20031211 7243945 US; 09/849559 20010504 6689962 US; 
10/061016 20020130 6833516 US; 10/227781 20020826 6792342 US; 10/931288 
20040831 7164117 US; 10/303364 20021125 6784379 US; 10/174803 20020619 
6958451 US; 09/500346 20000208 6442504 US; 09/849558 20010504 6653577 US; 
09/193209 19981117 6242701 US; 09/849559 20010504 6689962 US; 09/901879 
20010709 6555766 US; 10/940881 20040913 7663502 US; 10/061016 20020130 
6833516 US; 10/174803 20020619 6958451 US; 10/227781 20020826 6792342 US; 
11/278979 20060407 7386372 US; 11/420297 20060525 7330784 US; 11/423521 
20060612 7523803 US; 11/428436 20060703 7860626 US; 11/456879 20060712 
7575248 US; 11/457904 20060717 US ABANDONED; 11/470715 20060907 7762582 
US 

IPC (International Class): B60N00244; G01G01908; B60R02116; G06F01900

ECLA (European Class): B60N00200C

US Class: 2972172; 701036; 701045; 177136

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG
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Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 26972/0211 Date Signed: 20110830 Date Recorded: 20110927 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S; JOHNSON, WENDELL C; DUVALL, WILBUR EBREED, DAVID S; JOHNSON, WENDELL C; DUVALL, WILBUR E

Corres. Addr: BRIANROFFE, ESQ 8170 MCCORMICK BOULEVARD, SUITE 223 SKOKIE, IL 
60076-2914 

Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FORDETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20110927 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 

INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID 
S;JOHNSON, WENDELL C;DUVALL, WILBUR E;SIGNING 
DATES FROM 20110830 TO 
20110911;REEL/FRAME:026972/0211; 

US6970599B2 20051129
US2004017946A1 20040129

(ENG) Chinese character handwriting recognition system

Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE INC      US

Inventor(s): LONGE MICHAEL R      US   ; PALMER BRIAN      US  

Application No: US   20595002   A

Filing Date: 20020725

Issue/Publication Date: 20051129

Abstract: (ENG) A handwritten Chinese character input method and system is provided to allow users to enter 
Chinese characters to a data processor by adding less than three strokes and one selection movement 
such as mouse clicking or stylus or finger tapping. The system is interactive, predictive, and intuitive to 
use. By adding one or two strokes which are used to start writing a Chinese character, or in some case 
even no strokes are needed, users can find a desired character from a list of characters. The list is 
context sensitive. It varies depending on the prior character entered. Compared to other existing 
systems, this system can save users considerable time and efforts to entering handwritten characters. 

Priority Data: US 20595002 20020725 A Y; 

IPC (International Class): G06F003033; G06F00301; G06F00300; G06F003048; G06K00922

ECLA (European Class): G06F00301M; G06F003048A3G; G06K00922H

US Class: 382185
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Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Glenn, Michael A.; Glenn Patent Group

Examiner Primary: Johns, Andrew W.

Examiner Assistant: Nakhjavan, Shervin

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 13159/0894 Date Signed: 20020722 Date Recorded: 20020725 
Assignee: AMERICA ONLINE, INC. 22000 AOL WAY DULLES VIRGINIA 20166 

Assignor: LONGE, MICHAEL R.; PALMER, BRIANLONGE, MICHAEL R.; PALMER, BRIAN

Corres. Addr: GLENN PATENT GROUP KIRK D. WONG3475 EDISON WAY, SUITE L MENLO 
PARK, CA 94025 

Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Reel/Frame: 18837/0141 Date Signed: 20060403 Date Recorded: 20070201 
Assignee: AOL LLC 22000 AOL WAY DULLES VIRGINIA 20166 

Assignor: AMERICAONLINE, INC.AMERICAONLINE, INC.

Corres. Addr: GLENN PATENT GROUP 3475 EDISON WAY, SUITE LMENLO PARK, CA 94025 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Reel/Frame: 18923/0517 Date Signed: 20060403 Date Recorded: 20070223 
Assignee: AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS 

AMERICA ONLINE, INC.) 22000AOL WAY DULLES VIRGINIA 20166 

Assignor: AMERICA ONLINE, INC.AMERICA ONLINE, INC.

Corres. Addr: GLENN PATENT GROUP 3475 EDISON WAY, SUITE L MENLO PARK, CA 94025 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORSINTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Reel/Frame: 19425/0489 Date Signed: 20070605 Date Recorded: 20070613 
Assignee: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 1000 DEXTER AVENUE N., SUITE 300 SEATTLE 

WASHINGTON 98109 

Assignor: AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS AMERICA ONLINE,INC.)AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS 
AMERICA ONLINE,INC.) 

Corres. Addr: GLENN PATENT GROUP 3475 EDISON WAY, SUITE L MENLO PARK, CA 94025 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FORDETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20020725 () AS New owner name: AMERICA ONLINE, INC., VIRGINIA; : 

ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:LONGE, MICHAEL R.;PALMER, 
BRIAN;REEL/FRAME:013159/0894; Effective date: 20020722; 

20070201 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: AOL LLC, VIRGINIA; : 
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:018837/0141; Effective date: 20060403; 

20070201 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC, VIRGINIA; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:018837/0141; Effective date: 20060403; 
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20070201 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC, VIRGINIA; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:018837/0141; Effective date: 20060403; 

20070201 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC,VIRGINIA; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;US-ASSIGNMENT DATABASE 
UPDATED:20100316;REEL/FRAME:18837/141; Effective date: 
20060403; 

20070201 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC,VIRGINIA; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;US-ASSIGNMENT DATABASE 
UPDATED:20100504;REEL/FRAME:18837/141; Effective date: 
20060403; 

20070201 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC,VIRGINIA; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:18837/141; Effective date: 20060403; 

20070201 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC,VIRGINIA; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:018837/0141; Effective date: 20060403; 

20070223 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: AOL LLC, A DELAWARE 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (FOR; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:018923/0517; Effective date: 20060403; 

20070223 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FOR; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:018923/0517; Effective date: 20060403; 

20070223 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FOR; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:018923/0517; Effective date: 20060403; 

20070223 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FOR; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;US-ASSIGNMENT DATABASE 
UPDATED:20100316;REEL/FRAME:18923/517; Effective date: 
20060403; 

20070223 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FOR; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;US-ASSIGNMENT DATABASE 
UPDATED:20100504;REEL/FRAME:18923/517; Effective date: 
20060403; 

20070223 () AS New owner name: AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FOR; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AMERICA ONLINE, 
INC.;REEL/FRAME:18923/517; Effective date: 20060403; 

20070613 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS, 
INC., WASHINGTON; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS AMERICA 
ONLINE, INC.);REEL/FRAME:019425/0489; Effective date: 
20070605; 
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20070613 () AS New owner name: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC., 
WASHINGTON; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS AMERICA 
ONLINE, INC.);REEL/FRAME:019425/0489; Effective date: 
20070605; 

20070613 () AS New owner name: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC., 
WASHINGTON; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS AMERICA 
ONLINE, INC.);REEL/FRAME:019425/0489; Effective date: 
20070605; 

20070613 () AS New owner name: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS, 
INC.,WASHINGTON; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS AMERICA 
ONLINE, INC.);US-ASSIGNMENT DATABASE 
UPDATED:20100316;REEL/FRAME:19425/489; Effective date: 
20070605; 

20070613 () AS New owner name: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS, 
INC.,WASHINGTON; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS AMERICA 
ONLINE, INC.);US-ASSIGNMENT DATABASE 
UPDATED:20100504;REEL/FRAME:19425/489; Effective date: 
20070605; 

20070613 () AS New owner name: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS, 
INC.,WASHINGTON; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS AMERICA 
ONLINE, INC.);REEL/FRAME:19425/489; Effective date: 
20070605; 

20070613 () AS New owner name: TEGIC COMMUNICATIONS, 
INC.,WASHINGTON; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:AOL LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY (FORMERLY KNOWN AS AMERICA 
ONLINE, INC.);REEL/FRAME:019425/0489; Effective date: 
20070605; 

20090608 () REMI20091129 () LAPS20100119 () FP Effective date: 20091129;
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US7962285B2 20110614
US2008154495A1 20080626

(ENG) Inertial measurement unit for aircraft

Assignee: INTELLIGENT TECH INT INC      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S      US  

Application No: US   2065208   A

Filing Date: 20080128

Issue/Publication Date: 20110614

Abstract: (ENG) System for determining position of a vehicle includes an integral inertial measurement unit 
(IMU) including accelerometers and gyroscopes for providing raw data about movement of the vehicle 
and a correction unit coupled to the IMU and arranged to receive and/or derive positional corrections 
and the raw data from the IMU and generate accurate positional information about the vehicle based on 
the raw data and positional corrections. A navigation system is coupled to the correction unit and 
receives and acts upon the positional information of the vehicle provided by the correction unit. The 
IMU may be a MEMS-packaged IMU and integrated with the correction unit in combination with one 
another. A map database may be coupled to the navigation system which would receive information 
about a travel lane the vehicle is travelling on and could guide an operator of the vehicle based on the 
accurate positional information and travel lane information. 

Priority Data: US 2065208 20080128 A N; US 46161906 20060801 A 2 Y; US 82244504 20040412 A 2 Y; US 
11885802 20020409 A 2 Y; US 17704198 19981022 A 2 Y; US 67931700 20001004 A 2 Y; US 
52355900 20000310 A C Y; US 90946601 20010719 A 2 Y; US 21663302 20020809 A 2 Y; US 
2838605 20050103 A 2 Y; US 3432505 20050112 A 2 Y; US 46438506 20060814 A 2 Y; US 
87441807 20071018 A 2 Y; US 56273006 20061122 A 2 Y; US 68181707 20070305 A 2 Y; US 
77812707 20070716 A 2 Y; US 30450205 20051215 A 2 Y; US 71145205 20050825 P Y; US 
6272997 19971022 P Y; US 12388299 19990311 P Y; US 63657404 20041216 P Y; 

Related Application(s): 12/020652 20080128 20080154495 US; 60/711452 20050825 US; 60/636574 
20041216 US; 11/461619 20060801 7418346 US; 10/822445 20040412 7085637 US; 
10/118858 20020409 6720920 US; 09/177041 19981022 6370475 US; 09/679317 
20001004 6405132 US; 09/523559 20000310 US ABANDONED; 09/909466 
20010719 6526352 US; 10/216633 20020809 6768944 US; 11/028386 20050103 
7110880 US; 10/822445 20040412 7085637 US; 11/034325 20050112 7202776 US; 
10/822445 20040412 7085637 US; 12/020652 20080128 US PENDING; 11/464385 
20060814 7629899 US; 11/034325 20050112 7202776 US; 11/028386 20050103 
7110880 US; 12/020652 20080128 US PENDING; 11/874418 20071018 7610146 US; 
11/562730 20061122 7295925 US; 12/020652 20080128 US PENDING; 11/681817 
20070305 7426437 US; 11/034325 20050112 7202776 US; 12/020652 20080128 US 
PENDING; 11/778127 20070716 7912645 US; 11/304502 20051215 7324039 US; 
11/034325 20050112 7202776 US 

IPC (International Class): G01C02116; G06F01900; G01C02128

US Class: 701216; 701221

Publication Language: ENG
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Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Roffe, Brian

Examiner Primary: Zanelli, Michael J.

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 26192/0744 Date Signed: 20080127 Date Recorded: 20110428 
Assignee: INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID SBREED, DAVID S

Corres. Addr: BRIANROFFE 8170 MCCORMICK BOULEVARD, SUITE 223 SKOKIE, IL 60076-2914 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20110428 () AS New owner name: INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES 

INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BREED, DAVID 
S;REEL/FRAME:026192/0744; Effective date: 20080127; 

US2009030605A1 20090129

(ENG) Positioning System

Assignee: INTELLIGENT TECH INT INC      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S      US  

Application No: US   2066208   A

Filing Date: 20080128

Issue/Publication Date: 20090129

Abstract: (ENG) System for determining accurate position of an object such as a vehicle includes a GPS 
positioning system arranged to communicate with one or more satellites to obtain GPS signals 
therefrom, a correction unit coupled to the positioning system and arranged to receive or derive 
positional corrections for positional data derived from the GPS signals to thereby improve accuracy of 
the position of the object provided by the positioning system, and a notification system for notifying a 
person concerned with the position of the object about the current position of the object. The correction 
unit may be a DGPS-based correction unit arranged to communicate with satellites to receive positional 
corrections therefrom and/or communicate with ground base stations to receive positional corrections 
therefrom. 

Priority Data: US 2066208 20080128 A N; US 46161906 20060801 A 1 Y; US 82244504 20040412 A 2 N; US 
11885802 20020409 A 2 N; US 17704198 19981022 A 2 N; US 67931700 20001004 A 2 N; US 
52355900 20000310 A C N; US 90946601 20010719 A 2 N; US 21663302 20020809 A 2 N; US 
2838605 20050103 A 2 N; US 3432505 20050112 A 2 N; US 46438506 20060814 A 2 N; US 
87441807 20071018 A 2 N; US 56273006 20061122 A 2 N; US 68181707 20070305 A 2 N; US 
77812707 20070716 A 2 N; US 30450205 20051215 A 2 N; US 71145205 20050825 P N; US 
6272997 19971022 P N; US 12388299 19990311 P N; US 63657404 20041216 P N; 
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IPC (International Class): G01C02136

Publication Language: ENG

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent

US2008119966A1 20080522

(ENG) Wireless Sensing and Communication System for Traffic 
Lanes 

Assignee: BREED DAVID S     

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; JOHNSON WENDELL C 
US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 

Application No: US   2068408   A

Filing Date: 20080128

Issue/Publication Date: 20080522

Abstract: (ENG) Wireless sensing and communication system including sensors located on the vehicle, in the 
roadway or in the vicinity of the vehicle or roadway and which provide information which is 
transmitted to one or more interrogators in the vehicle by a wireless radio frequency mechanism. Power 
to operate a particular sensor is supplied by the interrogator or the sensor is independently connected to 
either a battery, generator, vehicle power source or some source of power external to the vehicle. The 
sensors can provide information about the vehicle and its interior or exterior environment, about 
individual components, systems, vehicle occupants, subsystems, or about the roadway, ambient 
atmosphere, travel conditions and external objects. The sensors arranged on the roadway or ancillary 
structures would include pressure sensors, temperature sensors, moisture content or humidity sensors, 
and friction sensors. 

Priority Data: US 2068408 20080128 A N; US 8273905 20050317 A 2 Y; US 70136103 20031104 A 2 Y; US 
7906502 20020219 A 2 Y; US 76555801 20010119 A 2 Y; US 94088104 20040913 A 2 Y; US 
61345303 20030703 A 2 Y; US 18867302 20020703 A 1 Y; US 26941501 20010216 P Y; US 
29151101 20010516 P Y; US 30401301 20010709 P Y; US 23137800 20000908 P Y; 

Related Application(s): 60-269415 20010216 US; 60-291511 20010516 US; 60-304013 20010709 US; 
60/231378 20000908 US; 11/082739 20050317 US PENDING; 10/701361 20031104 
6988026 US GRANTED; 10/079065 20020219 6662642 US GRANTED; 09/765558 
20010119 6748797 US GRANTED; 10/940881 20040913 US PENDING; 10/613453 
20030703 6850824 US GRANTED; 10/188673 20020703 6738697 US GRANTED; 
10/079065 20020219 6662642 US GRANTED 

IPC (International Class): G06F01700

ECLA (European Class): G08G0010967C2; G07C00500T; G07C00508R2; G08G0010967A1; 
G08G0010967B3 

US Class: 701002

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 21032/0187 Date Signed: 20080109 Date Recorded: 20080602 
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Assignee: INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 
JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.; JOHNSON, WENDELL C.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.BREED, DAVID S.; JOHNSON, WENDELL C.; DUVALL, WILBUR E.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE ITI-050 11 SUNRISE PLAZA, SUITE 303 VALLEY STREAM, NY 11580 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20080602 () AS New owner name: INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES 

INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID 
S.;JOHNSON, WENDELL C.;DUVALL, WILBUR 
E.;REEL/FRAME:021032/0187;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20080109 TO 20080118; 

US6731569B2 20040504
US2003039173A1 20030227

(ENG) Methods for reducing ringing of ultrasonic transducers

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): YURCHENKO OLEKSANDR V UA ; JOHNSON 
WENDELL C US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 

Application No: US   20852202   A

Filing Date: 20020730

Issue/Publication Date: 20040504

Abstract: (ENG) Methods for reducing ringing of dual-function ultrasonic air-coupled transducers in which at 
least one electrical passive circuit is applied to the transducer. The circuit may be either a linear circuit 
or a non-linear circuit. Different circuits can be applied to the transducer when the transducer is in a 
transmission mode than when the transducer is in a reception mode. 

Priority Data: US 20852202 20020730 A I; US 10028202 20020318 A I; US 27646101 20010316 P I; 

Related Application(s): 60/276461   20010316       00; 10/100282   20020318                   ABANDONED

IPC (International Class): G01S01500

ECLA (European Class): B06B00102D2

US Class: 367138; 367903

Agent(s): Roffe   Brian

Examiner Primary: Pihulic, Daniel T.

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 13164/0259 Date Signed: 20020725 Date Recorded: 20020730 
Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BOX 8 DANVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: DUVALL, WILBUR; JOHNSON, WENDELL C.; YURCHENKO, OLEKSANDR V.DUVALL, WILBUR; JOHNSON, WENDELL C.; YURCHENKO, OLEKSANDR V.
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Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE, ESQ. 366 LONGACRE AVENUE WOODMERE, NY 11598-2417 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20020730 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE 

TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BO; : 
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:YURCHENKO, OLEKSANDR V. 
/AR;REEL/FRAME:013164/0259;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20020725 TO 20020729; 

20020730 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL INC., NEW JE; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:YURCHENKO, 
OLEKSANDR V.;DUVALL, WILBUR;JOHNSON, WENDELL 
C.;REEL/FRAME:013164/0259;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20020725 TO 20020729; 

20020730 () AS New owner name: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BO; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:YURCHENKO, 
OLEKSANDR V. /AR;REEL/FRAME:013164/0259;SIGNING 
DATES FROM 20020725 TO 20020729; 

20071112 () REMI20080505 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
20080505 () SULP

US7840355B2 20101123
US2009033540A1 20090205

(ENG) Accident avoidance systems and methods

Assignee: INTELLIGENT TECH INT INC      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 
; JOHNSON WENDELL C US 

Application No: US   20877108   A

Filing Date: 20080911

Issue/Publication Date: 20101123

Abstract: (ENG) Accident avoidance system for a host vehicle includes a global positioning system residing on 
the host vehicle for determining the host vehicle's location as the host vehicle travels, a communication 
system residing on the host vehicle operative to receive signals including information received directly 
from other vehicles indicating the locations thereof and traffic information received from an 
infrastructure-based station indicating the locations of other vehicles, and a navigation system residing 
on the host vehicle coupled to the global positioning system and the communication system. The 
navigation system displays images representing a vicinity associated with the host vehicle and showing 
indications of the locations of the other vehicles within the vicinity derived from the information 
received directly from the other vehicles and the traffic information received from the 
infrastructure-based station to thereby reduce the likelihood of a collision occurring between the host 
vehicle and the other vehicles. 
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Priority Data: US 20877108 20080911 A N; US 68181707 20070305 A 1 N; US 3432505 20050112 A 2 N; US 
82244504 20040412 A 2 N; US 11885802 20020409 A 2 N; US 17704198 19981022 A 2 Y; US 
67931700 20001004 A 2 N; US 52355900 20000310 A C Y; US 90946601 20010719 A 2 Y; US 
21663302 20020809 A 2 N; US 46161906 20060801 A 2 Y; US 2838605 20050103 A 2 N; US 
46438506 20060814 A 2 N; US 6272997 19971022 P Y; US 12388299 19990311 P Y; US 
71145205 20050825 P Y; 

Related Application(s): 12/208771 20080911 20090033540 US; 60/062729 19971022 US; 60123,882 
19990311 US; 60/711452 20050825 US; 11/681817 20070305 7426437 US; 11/034325 
20050112 7202776 US; 10/822445 20040412 7085637 US; 10/118858 20020409 
6720920 US; 09/679317 20001004 6405132 US; 09/523559 20000310 US 
ABANDONED; 09/177041 19981022 6370475 US; 09/909466 20010719 6526352 US; 
10/216633 20020809 6768944 US; 12/208771 20080911 US PENDING; 11/461619 
20060801 7418346 US; 10/822445 20040412 7085637 US; 11/028386 20050103 
7110880 US; 12/208771 20080911 US PENDING; 11/464385 20060814 7629899 US 

IPC (International Class): G08G001137; G06F01700; G01S01948; G01C02126

ECLA (European Class): G08G00116; B60W03008; B60W03016; G01C02126; G01S00100S2C1; 
G01S00514S1B2B; G01S01393C; G01S01702C; G01S01793C; G01S01914; 
G01S01947; G06K00900V6 

US Class: 701301; 701213; 701117; 701120; 3409951

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Roffe, Brian

Examiner Primary: Zanelli, Michael J.

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 25020/0050 Date Signed: 20070228 Date Recorded: 20100921 
Assignee: INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S; DUVALL, WILBUR E; JOHNSON, WENDELL CBREED, DAVID S; DUVALL, WILBUR E; JOHNSON, WENDELL C

Corres. Addr: BRIANROFFE 8170 MCCORMICK BOULEVARD, SUITE 223 SKOKIE, IL 60076-2959 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20100921 () AS New owner name: INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES 

INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:BREED, DAVID 
S;DUVALL, WILBUR E;JOHNSON, WENDELL 
C;REEL/FRAME:025020/0050; Effective date: 20070228; 
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US7089099B2 20060808
US2006025897A1 20060202

(ENG) Sensor assemblies

Assignee: AUTOMOTIVE TECH INT      US

Inventor(s): SHOSTAK OLEKSANDR T UA ; 
KOLOMEYKO ANATOLIY V UA ; BREED 
DAVID S US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US ; 
JOHNSON WENDELL C US 

Application No: US   20886905   A

Filing Date: 20050822

Issue/Publication Date: 20060808

Abstract: (ENG) Sensor assembly capable of obtaining and providing a measurement of a physical quantity, e.g., 
measurement of temperature and/or pressure of a vehicular tire, includes an antenna capable of 
receiving a radio frequency signal, a radio frequency identification (RFID) device coupled to the 
antenna, a sensor coupled to the RFID device arranged to generate a measurement of the physical 
quantity or quantities, and a switch coupled to the RFID device and arranged to connect or disconnect 
the sensor from a circuit with the antenna dependent on whether the antenna receives a particular signal 
associated with the RFID device. When the antenna receives the particular signal associated with the 
RFID device, the RFID device causes the switch to close and connect the sensor in the circuit with the 
antenna to enable the measurement generated by the sensor to be directed to and transmitted by the 
antenna. 

Priority Data: US 20886905 20050822 A N; US 12006505 20050502 A 3 Y; US 59283804 20040730 P Y; 

Related Application(s): 60/592838   20040730       00; 11/208869       11/120065   20050502                   PENDING

IPC (International Class): G06F00700

ECLA (European Class): G08G001017; B60C02300D; B60C02304C; B60R021013; G08G00116B

US Class: 701032; 701033; 701036

Publication Language: ENG

Agent(s): Roffe   Brian

Examiner Primary: Beaulieu, Yonel

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20100204 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
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US6768944B2 20040727
US2003191568A1 20031009

(ENG) Method and system for controlling a vehicle

Assignee: INTELLIGENT TECH INT INC      US

Inventor(s): BREED DAVID S US ; JOHNSON WENDELL C 
US ; DUVALL WILBUR E US 

Application No: US   21663302   A

Filing Date: 20020809

Issue/Publication Date: 20040727

Abstract: (ENG) Control system and method for controlling a vehicle or a component of a vehicle in which an 
inertial reference unit includes accelerometers and gyroscopes which provide data on vehicle motion 
and a processor processes the data and controls the vehicle or the component of the vehicle based 
thereon. Movement of the vehicle may be controlled via control over servos, such as a servo associated 
with the braking system, a servo associated with the drive train or throttle and a servo associated with 
the steering system. A display to the driver can also be controlled by the processor to provide data on 
vehicle motion or data or information derived from the data on vehicle motion. Optionally, a Kalman 
filter is coupled to the processor for optimizing the data on vehicle motion from the inertial reference 
unit. 

Priority Data: US 21663302 20020809 A N; US 11885802 20020409 A 2 Y; 

Related Application(s): 10/118858   20020409                   PENDING

IPC (International Class): G01C02300; B60W04006; G06F01900; B60W03008

US Class: 701301; 213036

Agent(s): Roffe   Brian

Examiner Primary: Zanelli, Michael J.

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 13215/0194 Date Signed: 20020808 Date Recorded: 20020809 
Assignee: INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: BREED, DAVID S.BREED, DAVID S.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE, ESQ. 366 LONGACRE AVE. WOODMERE, NY 11598-2417 
Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Reel/Frame: 14812/0102 Date Signed: 20031204 Date Recorded: 20031216 
Assignee: INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O. BOX 8 DENVILLE NEW 

JERSEY 07834 

Assignor: DUVALL, WILBUR E.; JOHNSON, WENDELL C.DUVALL, WILBUR E.; JOHNSON, WENDELL C.

Corres. Addr: BRIAN ROFFE, ESQ. 11 SUNRISE PLAZA SUITE 303 ITI-047 VALLEY STREAM, NY 
11580-6111 

Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEEDOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 
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Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20020809 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: INTELLIGENT 

TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. B; : 
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BREED, DAVID S. 
/AR;REEL/FRAME:013215/0194; Effective date: 20020808; 

20020809 () AS New owner name: INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL INC., NEW J; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BREED, DAVID 
S.;REEL/FRAME:013215/0194; Effective date: 20020808; 

20020809 () AS New owner name: INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. B; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:BREED, DAVID S. 
/AR;REEL/FRAME:013215/0194; Effective date: 20020808; 

20031216 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: INTELLIGENT 
TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O.; : 
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:JOHNSON, WENDELL C.;DUVALL, 
WILBUR E.;REEL/FRAME:014812/0102;SIGNING DATES 
FROM 20031204 TO 20031210; 

20031216 () AS New owner name: INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:JOHNSON, WENDELL 
C.;DUVALL, WILBUR 
E.;REEL/FRAME:014812/0102;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20031204 TO 20031210; 

20031216 () AS New owner name: INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. P.O.; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:JOHNSON, WENDELL 
C.;DUVALL, WILBUR 
E.;REEL/FRAME:014812/0102;SIGNING DATES FROM 
20031204 TO 20031210; 

20080115 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;
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